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BRIEF SUMMARY
OF STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN INCORPORATING AND 

ORGANIZING A COMPANY.

(Items marked are not necessary in case of a private company.)

PREREQUISITES TO INCORPORATION:

File the following documents with the Registrar of Companies :
(a) Memorandum of Association. (Section 13.)
(b) Articles of Association (unless Table A is adopted without

modification). (Section 20.)
(c) Statutory Declaration as required by Section 27.
(d) Notice of Situation of registered office. (Section 70.)
(e) Cheque for Fees (Table A).

•(f) Consent and agreement where any person is appointed a 
director by the Articles. (Section 80.)

•(g) List of persons who have consented to be directors. (Section 
80.)

HOLD MEETING of Subscribers to Memorandum of Association if they 
have power to appoint first directors. See Table A, Clause 68.

HOLD MEETING of First, or Provisional, Directors.

•FILE PROSPECTUS (if any). Sections 80, 89 and 90.

•TO OBTAIN CERTIFICATE authorizing Company to commence 
business:

(h) Make Allotment of Shares as required by Section 94.
(i) File with Registrar Statutory Declaration required by

Section 96.
(j) It no Prospectus issued, a Statement in Lieu of Prospectus

must be filed. (Section 91.)

STATUTORY MEETING:
*(k) Forward Statutory Report to shareholders, and file copy 

with Registrar. (Section 73.)
(1) Hold meeting. (Section 73.)

(For fuller summary of steps, see Pages 115 to 117 of this book.)



SUMMARY

OF RETURNS TO BE MADE TO REGISTRAR AND OTHER 

STATUTORY DUTIES OF DIRECTORS AND OTHER OFFICERS.

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Section
Section
Section
Section

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

18. —Notify Registrar of Change of Name.
19. —Notify Registrar of Alteration of Objecte.
33. —Keep Register of Members.
34. —Make Annual Returns to Registrar.
41.—Allow Register of Members to be Inspected.
51. —Notify Registrar of Increase of Capital.
52. —Notify Registrar of Reorganization of Capital.
58.—Notify Registrar of Reduction of Capital.
64.—Notify Registrar of Reduction of Capital by Land Com

panies.
70 —Notify Registrar of Registered Office.
71. —Publish the Name of Company.
72. —Hold Annual General Meeting in each year.
78. —File with Registrar Copies of Special and Extraordinary

Resolutions.
79. —Keep Minutes of Meetings of Directors and Shareholders. 
83.—Keep Register of Directors and notify Registrar.
97.—Make Return of Allotments.
101. —Issue Share Certificates.
102. —File Mortgages, etc., with Registrar.
108. —Keep a Register of Mortgages.
109. —Allow Inspection of Same.
119.—Appoint Auditor Annually.
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PREFACE.

IT IS hoped iluit this book will fill a long felt want in 
Western Canada, and especially in British Columbia. 
A few treatises on Company Law have been published 

in Eastern Canada, but their service to the lawyer, and 
especially to the business man in Western Canada is very 
limited. Few words are required as a preface to the 
present work, as much of what might have been said in a 
preface will he found in the first chapter. It is pointed 
out there that the Companies’ Act of British Columbia is, 
to a large degree, identical with tile Companies’ Act in 
force in England. This manual has accordingly been based 
on a standard English work known as “A Handbook on 
Joint Stock Companies,” published by Jordan & Sons, 
Limited, of London, England, and that hook (with the 
consent of the publishers) has been drawn upon to a large 
extent. It has a wide circulation in England amongst 
business men, as well as lawyers, and the authors hope that 
this manual will have a similar success in Western Canada.

Every effort has been made to make this book useful 
to directors, secretaries and others connected with joint 
stock companies. To make it a handy book of reference 
to lawyers, over 2,000 English eases and 150 Canadian 
cases have been quoted in the footnotes, and it has been 
brought up to date as far as possible. The Amendments 
contained in the Companies’ Act Amendment Act, 1913, 
are included in tile text. The principal Act was already 
in print before these amendments were passed, and it was 
not possible to interlineate the 1013 amendments with 
the principal -Vet as has been done in the case of the 1012 
Amendments. The Amending Act is therefore set out in 
full after the principal Act, and the sections thereof 
affected by the 1013 Act have been noted in the margin 
of the principal Act.

Vancouver, B.C., April, 1913.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA

COMPANY LAW





PART I.

THE FORMATION AND 
CONSTITUTION OF A COMPANY

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

The operation of businesses for trading and other pur
poses on Joint Stock principles can be traced back for 
several centuries. The Hudson’s Bay Company, for instance, 
was founded in 1070; the Bank of England in 1694, and 
the well known East India Company as far back as 1600, 
eight years before Champlain laid the foundations of Quebec. 
In those days such Companies were incorporated either by 
special Act of Parliament or by Royal Charter, but there also 
existed large and important businesses (e.g. Banking and In
surance Companies) which were merely private partnerships. 
In 1855 the principle of Limited Liability was established, 
and since that date the benefits and advantages which accrue 
therefrom have become so universally acknowledged, that in 
the Statute Book of almost every civilized country there 
will now be found enactments having Limited Liability as 
a fundamental principle for the operation of Joint Stock 
Companies.

The Imperial Parliament in 1844 and in subsequent 
years passed various general Acts of Parliament enabling 
Joint Stock Companies to be incorporated without the 
necessity of obtaining a special Act of Parliament, and in 
1908 that Parliament consolidated all the general acts re-
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lating to Joint Stock Companies into one Act known as the 
Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908.

The British North America Act, an Act of the Imperial 
Parliament, is the written constitution of the Dominion of 
Canada. Sub-section 11 of Section 92 of this act gives to the 
Legislature of each Province in the Dominion the right to 
legislate exclusively as to, amongst other things, the incor
poration of companies with Provincial objects. Section 91 
of the British North America Act gives exclusive jurisdic
tion to the Parliament of Canada to legislate on all matters 
not expressly assigned to the Legislatures of the Provinces.

Mr. Lefroy, in his work on the Legislative Power in 
Canada, in Sections 55, 50 and 57, summarizes the powers 
of the Dominion Parliament and the Provincial Legisla
tures as follows:

55. Tho Dominion Parliament can alone incorporate 
companies with powers to carry on business 
throughout the Dominion and the business of com
panies so incorporated may have to do with 
property and civil rights, yet it cannot empower 
them to carry on business in any Province other
wise than subject to and consistently with the 
laws of that Province (unless the business is such 
that power to make laws in relation to it is exclu
sively in tho Dominion Parliament,under one of the 
enumerated heads of Section 91 of the British 
North America Act).

50. The fact that Provincial Legislatures may have 
passed acts relating to companies of a particular 
description, such, for example, as building socie
ties, and defining and limiting their operations, 
does not interfero with the power of tho Dominion 
Parliament to incorporate such companies, with 
power to operate throughout tho Dominion.
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57. The fact that a company incorporated under an 
Act. of the Dominion Parliament, with [lower to 
carry on its business throughout the Dominion, 
chooses to confine the exercise of its powers to one 
Province cannot affect its status or capacity as a 
corporation, if the act incorporating the company 
was originally within the legislative power of the 
Dominion Parliament.

Companies may, therefore, tie incorporated either under 
Dominion or Provincial charter. Important questions of 
law have arisen as to the respective legislative powers under 
the British North America Act of the Dominion of Canada 
and of the Provinces of Canada in relation to the incorpora
tion of companies. It was suggested that the true 
construction of Sub-section 2 of Section 92 of the British 
North America Act limited the exercise by a provincial 
company of its corporate powers to the territory of the 
particular province by which such company was incorporated. 
The opposite view, however, was taken by a majority of the 
Judges of the Supreme Court of Canada in Canadian Pacific 
Railway Company ». Ottawa Fire Insurance Company 
(39 S.C'.R. 40fi), where it was held that a company 
incorporated under the authority of the Provincial Legisla
ture to carry on the business of fire insurance is not inherently 
incapable of entering outside the boundaries of its province 
of origin into a valid contract of insurance relating to 
property also outside of those limits.1 Notwithstanding this 
decision it is felt that the questions of law regarding the 
respective legislative powers of the Dominion and of the 
Provinces in relation to the incorporation of companies have 
not been finally or completely settled. With a view to this 
being done a series of questions, drawn up by the Minsiter

■See also Citizens v. Parsons, 7 A C. 96; Colonial Building t>. Atty. 
(!en. Quebec, 9 A.C. 57. •
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of Justice of Canada will be referred by the Governor- 
General in Council to tbc Supreme Court of Canada for 
hearing and consideration. Whatever may be the decision of 
the Supreme Court it will, without doubt, be taken to the 
Privy Council in England. Until the decision of the Privy 
Council is handed down these questions of law must remain 
in doubt.

HISTORY OF JOINT STOCK LEGISLATION IN 
BRITISH COLUMBIA.

On the 10th day of December, 1859, Sir James Douglas, 
tbo Governor of British Columbia, by Proclamation enacted 
that the then existing statutes in force in England relating 
to Joint Stock Companies should be taken and construed to 
extend to the Colony of British Columbia.

In 1866, the Companies Ordinance was passed by the 
Legislative Council of the Colony of British Columbia 
repealing all previous legislation dealing with Joint Stock 
Companies. This Ordinance, however, from 1866 to 1869 
was in force only on the mainland of British Columbia. In 
1869, after the colonies of British Columbia and Vancouver 
Island had been united,an amending act was passed extending 
the Companies Ordinance to Vancouver Island and its de
pendencies. The Companies Ordinance, 1866, provided that 
the Companies Act, 1862, of the Imperial Parliament should 
have the force of law in the Province with the exception of 
certain modifications set forth in the said Ordinance. 
From 1866 to 1878 this Ordinance remained the only 
general act dealing with Joint Stock Companies on the 
Statute book of this Province. In 1878 an act was passed 
enabling companies to be incorporated under that act inde
pendently of the Companies Ordinance, and in 1890 a further 
act, known as the Companies Act, 1890, was passed, which 
authorised a third distinct form of incorporation, and from
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1878 until the year 1807 there were thus three distinct 
general acts dealing with the incorporation of companies and 
regulating companies formed thereunder. In the year 1897 
an act was passed, and the preamble to this act states 
concisely the purpose of the legislature in passing it :

Whereas there are now several systems under which 
Joint Stock Companies and Trading Corporations 
may lie incorporated and formed and it is ex
pedient to amend and consolidate the law in this 
respect and to enact an exclusive and comprehen
sive law governing the formation of Joint Stock 
Companies and Trading Corporations.

This act repealed all general statutes then existing re
lating to companies, hut provided that such repeal should 
not lie held or taken to in any way alter, limit or affect the 
corporate existence, rights, privileges, powers and liabilities 
of any company incorporated under the said Repeal Acts or 
any or either of them.

This act remained the general act dealing with the in
corporation of companies in this Province until the 1st day 
of July, 1010, when the Companies Act, 1910, came into 
force and repealed the Companies Act, 1897. The Com
panies Act, 1910, was introduced into the Legislature fol
lowing the passing by the Imperial Parliament of the 
Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908, referred to above. 
The British Columbia Act follows very closely the provisions 
of the British Act of 1908, with the addition of certain 
special sections applicable to Mining Companies and Extra 
Provincial Companies.

The whole of the statute law in this Province was con
solidated in the year 1911 and the Companies Act, 1910, 
was accordingly repealed and replaced by the Companies 
Act, R.S.B.C., 1911, Chap. 39. The differences between
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the Companies Aet, 1910, and the Companies Act, R.S.B.C., 
1911, Chap. 39, are only of a minor character. The Com
panies Aet, R.S.B.C., 1911, Chap. 39, as amended by amend
ing Statutes passed in the years 1912 and 1913, is the present 
general law relating to Joint Stock Companies in force in 
this Province, and all references to the Act or to the Com
panies Act in this hook are to ho taken to refer to the 
Companies Act, R.S.B.C., 1911, Chap. 39, as amended by 
the Companies Aet Amendment Acts of 1912 and 1913. 
The Companies Act, R.S.B.C., 1911, Chap. 39, as amended 
by these two Acts, is set forth in full with all the schedules 
in the appendix hereto.

This act applies to all companies formed and registered 
thereunder, or formed and registered under any former 
public ordinance or act of the province dealing with com
panies, except the “Companies Act, 1878,” and the “Com
panies Act, 1890” (Section 2). Companies formed under 
these two acts are subject to the provisions of the Companies 
Act, under which they were respectively formed and 
registered, and notwithstanding the repeal of these acts by 
the Companies Act of 1897 as aliove mentioned, these two 
acts must be deemed to remain on the statute liook for the 
purpose of determining the rights, privileges, powers and 
liabilities of such companies.

Section 310 of the present act, however, expressly pro
vides that Sections 34, 74, 83, 119 and 120 of the present 
act shall apply to such companies.

The existence of companies formed under the Companies 
Act, 1878, or the Companies Act, 1890, is limited to a period 
not exceeding 50 years. Such companies may apply under 
the “Companies Revival and Continuation Act, R.S.B.C., 
1911, Chap. 42, to the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies 
for a certificate granting them perpetual existence.
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Most of the companies operating in this Province are 
incorporated under the Companies Act, that is to say, 
either under the Companies Act, 1897, or previous 
Oeneral Acts repealed by the Act of 1897, or under the 
Companies Act, R.S.B.C., 1911, Chap. 39. Chapters 2 to 19 
and 22 to 20 of this book relate exclusively to companies 
limited by shares formed under the Companies Act. This Act 
not only provides for the incorporation of such companies, 
but also provides for the incorporation of companies 
limited by guarantee and also of unlimited companies; but 
use is seldom made of these provisions of the Act and con
sequently little reference is made in this book to such 
companies.

The incorporation of companies in this Province, how
ever, is not limited to the incorporation of companies under 
the Companies Act. Companies are formed at each session 
of the Legislature of British Columbia by Private Act. 
But incorporation in this way is much more expensive 
than incori>oration under the Companies Act, and such in
corporation is therefore limited to certain classes of 
companies which either cannot be formed under the Com
panies Act, as for example, Railway and Insurance Com
panies, or where special powers are desired direct from the 
Legislature. Companies thus incorporated by special Act 
do not come under the Companies Act in any way but are 
subject to another Provincial act called the “Companies 
Clauses Act.”

Another form of incorporated association to which ref
erence must be made are bodies formed under a number 
of Acts of the Legislature of this Province enabling the 
incorporation of various types of associations and societies 
for special purposes, as for example, benevolent and friendly 
societies, industrial and provident societies and other like 
institutions. These, however, are outside the scope of this 
work and no further reference is made thereto.
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Companies may lie incorporated with a Dominion charter 
either by letters paient issued under Part 1 of Companies 
Act, U.S.C., ltlOti, Chap. 7i) (which corresponds to the 
certificate of incorporation under the Companies Act of 
British Columbia), or by special act of Parliament of 
Canada, in which latter caso they arc governed by Part 2 of 
said act. This Part 2, entitled “Companies Clauses,” cor
responds to the Companies Clauses Act of this province. 
Many Dominion companies incorporated by letters patent 
under Part 1 of the above-mentioned act, carry on business 
and have their bead office in British Columbia. Chapter 21 
deals with this type of company.
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CHAPTER II.

HOW TO FORM A JOINT STOCK COMPANY.

Ixird Justice Findley gives this definition of a company 
having a capital divided into shares: “I understand by a 
company—an unincorporated company—some association of 
members, the shares of which are transferable. As dis
tinguished from a partnership, I know of nothing else 
except the transferability of shares.’’1 But with regard to 
an incorporated company there are other important distinc
tions: c.g. that, while in an ordinary partnership each part
ner is personally responsible for all the debts contracted by 
the firm, in an incorporated company the members have no 
individual liability to its creditors for debts owing by the 
company, and their personal liability is satisfied if they pay 
the calls properly made upon them by the company or its 
liquidator. The amount of these calls may he limited in 
amount or unlimited, according as the company is limited 
or unlimited, hut they are enforceable only by the company 
or its liquidator. The company, moreover, is a distinct 
legal personality,2 and can own and deal with property, sue 
and be sued, in its own name, and contract on its own be
half, and the members arc not personally entitled to the 
benefits or liable for the burdens arising thereby : their 
rights arc confined to receiving from the company their 
share of the profits, or, after a winding up, of tho surplus 
assets. The creditors of a limited company accordingly

‘Reg. v. Registrar of Joint Stock Companies, [1891] 2 Q. B. 610.
‘Where a partnership of eight persons transferred their property to a 

company in exchange for shares in the same p report ions as their interests 
in the partnership this was held ta he a sale to a distinct person. “Wre 
have two parties, one part y consisting of several individuals, and the other 
party consist ing of a corporation.” Per Lindley, L. ,1. (John Foster & Sons 
e Commissioners of Inland Revenue, |1894| 1 Q. B. at p. 528).
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know that they cannot, as in the case of an ordinary part
nership, look to the whole property of the individual mem
bers to pay them, but arc restricted to the property of the 
company, including such further amounts (if any) as the 
members are liable to pay in respect of shares held by them 
in the capital, and in the ease of Companies Limited by 
Guarantee the sums payable in accordance with the 
guarantee contained in the Memorandum of Association.

Section 0 of the Companies Act provides that no com
pany, association or partnership consisting of more than 
twenty persons may be formed for the purpose of carrying 
on any business' that has for its object the acquisition of 
gain, unless it is registered under the Companies Acts or is 
formed in pursuance of some other Act or of Letters Patent.

Companies are divided into “Public Companies” and 
“Private Companies.” The latter are defined in Section 
130, and are described at page 375 infra. Any five or 
more persons in the case of a Public Company, and any two 
or more persons, in the case of a Private Company, whether 
British subjects or foreigners,* may for any lawful purpose 
form an incorporated, company. The Act provides, how
ever, that no company shall be incorporated under the act 
for the construction and working of railways, or for the 
purixtsc of carrying on the business of banking or insurance, 
and any company that carries on the business of fire, life, 
marine or other insurance, in common with any other busi
ness, is deemed to be so Insurance Company.

Companies, both public and private, must be one of five 
kinds, viz.: (1) A Company with its liability limited by 
shares ; (2) A Company with its liability limited by Guar-

'Ab to what ia “rarrying on business" see Smith v. Anderson, [1880] 15 
Ch. I) 247.

Hteneral Company for the Promotion of Land Credit, [1870] 5 Ch. 363.
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autre and not having a Share Capital ; (3) A Company with 
its Liability limited by Guarantee and having a Share Capi
tal; (4) A Company with Unlimited Liability and having a 
Share Capital ; or (5) A Company with Unlimited Liability 
and not having a Share Capital. The form in most general use 
is with the liability limited by shares ; the other forms are 
hardly, if ever, met with in practice, although it may be 
conceived that such forms might bo appropriate to certain 
Syndicates, Associations or Societies where working Capital 
was not required.

Every company formed under the Act must have a 
Memorandum of Association (which may be described as 
the Charter of the Company), giving the particulars men
tioned below. The registration of this Memorandum, after 
having been duly subscribed by at least five persons in the 
case of a “Public Company” or two persons in the case of a 
“Private Company,” is the formal creation of the company, 
and from that time its corporate existence is recognized by 
law.

The Memorandum and Articles when registered bind the 
company and its members to the same extent as if they 
respectively had been signed and sealed by each member, 
and contained covenants on the part of each member to 
observe all the provisions of the Memorandum and Articles, 
and all money payable by any member under them becomes 
a debt due from him to the company of the nature of a 
specialty debt (Section 24).

The following are the particulars which the Memoran
dum of Association of a company limited by shares must
state :

1. The Kamo of the Company, with “Limited” as the 
last word in its name.

2. The city, town or county in the Province in which 
the registered offiee of the Company will be situate.
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3. Tlie Olijcvta for which the Company is established.
4. That the Liability of the Members is Limited.
5. The Amount of Share Capital with which the Com

pany proposes to he registered, and the division 
thereof into Shares of a fixed amount.

Each of the persons who subscribe the Memorandum of 
Association of a Company having a Share Capital must 
write opposite his name in the Memorandum the number of 
shares he agrees to take in the first instance;1 hut he may 
subsequently increase his holding to any extent. No sub
scriber may take less than one share.

The Memorandum, and if there are special Articles also 
the Articles of Association, must then he lodged at the 
office of the Registrar of Companies in Victoria, accom
panied by a statutory declaration hv a solicitor engaged in 
the formation of the company, or by a person named in the 
Articles as a director or secretary, that the requirements of 
the Act have been complied with (Section 27, Sub-sec
tion 2), and also by a marked cheque for the necessary regis
tration fees and Gazette advertising charges. If everything 
is in order, a Certificate to the effect that the company has 
been incorporated under The Companies Act, is issued 
forthwith by the Registrar.2

A Certificate of Incorporation given by the Registrar in 
respect of any association shall lie conclusive evidence that 
all the requirements of this Act in respect of registration 
and of matters precedent and incidental thereto have been

'It is not uncommon for the subscribers to a Memorandum of Associ
ation to sign their names only to the document, and to allow a clerk, or the 
witness, to write in their addresses and occupations and the number of 
shares subscribed for. As writing the number of shares by any other 
|;erson is not a compliance with the Act, it should be borne in mind that 
each subscriber must write with his own hand the number of shares he 
agrees to take (.Section 13).

*For Table of Fees to be paid on registering a Company see Table B. 
page 690.
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complied with, and that the association is a company author
ised to he registered and duly registered under this Act 
(Section ‘27, Sub-section 1). The Registrar may refuse to 
issue a certificate of incorporation to a company which by 
its memorandum takes all or any of the powers of a Trust 
Company as defined by “Trust Companies Regulation Act.” 
The Lieutcnant-Govornor-in-Couneil may, on application be
ing made, direct the issue of the certificate. (Section 5, 
Amendment Act, lî>13.)

From the date of incorporation mentioned in the Cer
tificate of Incorporation the subscribers of the Memorandum, 
together with such other persons as may from time to time 
become members of the company, become a body corporate 
by the name contained in the Memorandum, capable forth
with of exercising all the functions of an incorporated com
pany, and having perpetual succession and a common seal, 
with power to hold lands, but with such liability on the part 
of the members to contribute to the assets of the company in 
the event of the same being wound up as is mentioned in 
the Act (Section 26, Sub-section 2).

Section 26!), Sub-section 3, enacts that any person may 
ins|>cot the documents kept by the Registrar on payment of 
2.1 cents for each inspection, and may require a copy or 
extract of any other document or part thereof, on payment 
for the copy or extract of the prescribed fees not exceeding 
ten cents for each folio, and a further fee not exceeding one 
dollar if sudi copy is required to lie certified ; and Sub-section 
4 provides that a copy of or extract from any document kept 
and registered at any of the offices for registration, certified 
to lie a true copy under the hand of the Registrar or an 
Assistant Registrar, shall in all legal proceedings lie 
admissible in evidence as of equal validity with the original 
document. Emergencies frequently occur when an additional 
Certificate is required in legal proceedings or for use outside 
of the Province.
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CHAPTER III.
THE MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION.

The registration of the Memorandum of Association (after 
having been duly subscribed) being the formal creation of 
the company, the contents of that document arc now dealt 
with more fully.

1. .The Name of the Company.
The word “Limited” must bo the last word in the 

company’s name. Any person or persons not duly 
incorporated with limited liability who trade or carry 
on business under any name or title of which “Limited” 
is the last word are liable to a penalty not ex
ceeding twenty-five dollars a day (Section 294). An 
abbreviation of the word (such, for instance, as “Ld.” 
or “Ltd.”) should not be used, as it is not a com
pliance with the Act; and the word must therefore, be 
given in full in the Memorandum of Association : e.g. “The 
Name of the Company is The Eastern Steam Packet 
Company, Limited.”

In selecting a name for a company, care must lie taken 
that it is not identical with that by which a company or 
society or firm in existence is carrying on business or has 
been incorporated, licensed or registered, or so nearly re
sembling that name as, in the opinion of the Registrar,1 is 
calculated to deceive,or by a name of which the Registrar shall 
for any reason disapprove, except where such company or 
society or firm in existence is in the course of being dis
solved and certified its consent by resolution duly passed and 
filed with the Registrar, or except where an extra Pro
vincial Company licensed or registered has ceased or is 
deemed to have ceased to carry on business in the Province 

• (Section 18, Sub-section 1).

'As to Registrar’s discretion, see King v. Registrar of Companies 
1912. 3 K. B. 23. 1
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If by inadvertence a company is incorporated, licensed 
or registered by a name identical with or too closely 
resembling that of an existing company, the first mentioned 
company shall change its name in the manner provided by 
Section 18 (see page 34).

The two names Canada Permanent Loan & Savings 
Company and the British Columbia Permanent Loan & 
Savings Company have been held by the Supreme Court o. 
British Columbia not to so resemble each other as to cause 
confusion.1

Where a company has obtained incorporation under the 
Dominion Companies Act under a certain name, although 
it is not licensed to do business in the Province of British 
Columbia, it may nevertheless prevent another company 
being formed in the Province under the Provincial Com
panies Act with the same name.2

A company cannot be registered with a name identical 
with that of an existing one, although the purposes foi 
which it is formed may lie totally different, and the scene ol 
its operations in a different part of the world.8 Further, a 
company formed for the purpose of carrying on a business 
similar to tliat of an existing firm has no right of registra
tion under a name closely resembling that of the firm, even 
if the proposed name is that of a person identified with the 
company. For example, Madame Tussaud & Sons, T.imitod, 
obtained an injunction restraining Louis J. K. Tussaud from 
registering a waxworks exhibition under the name of “Louis 
Tussaud, I.imited,”4 for although a man may trade in his 
own name, notwithstanding the fact that it closely resembles

'Canada Permanent v. B.C. Permanent 6 B.C.R. 377.
*Semi-Ready Limited v. Semi-Ready Limited 15 B.C.R. 301 
•But if the name is distinct and the business different it is no objection 

that one of the principal names is identical (Dunlop Pneumatiç Tyre Co. 
v. Dunlop Motor Co., [1907] App. Ca. 430).

‘Madame Tussaud <fc Sons v. Tussaud, [1890] 44 Ch. D. 678.
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the name of another trader or company, ho may not register 
a company in such name, so as to obtain the benefit of the 
goodwill attaching to the name already in use.1

A company must not take such a name as will lead to 
the belief that it is carrying on the business of an existing 
firm, British or Foreign;* for, even after the name has been 
placed upon the Register, the company and its members may 
lie restrained from allowing the company to remain regis
tered under the offending name,2 and the Court may also 
grant other injunctions in such form as to make the use of 
the name nearly impossible. • Thus, Messrs. Huntley & 
Palmer procured an injunction restraining the Reading 
Biscuit Company, Limited, from using the word ‘‘Reading’’ 
as descriptive of or in connection with its biscuits without 
clearly distinguishing them from the plaintiffs’ biscuits.3 

Where, however, one company carried on only Marine In
surance business, and another General but. not Marine 
Insurance, an injunction was refused in Scotland on the 
ground that no confusion was likely to arise.4 *

But a company cannot appropriate a descriptive word or 
title so as to obtain a monopoly of it,6 even when the word

'Fine Cotton Spinners* Association v. Harwood, Cash & Co., [1907]
2 Ch. 1K4.

•"Société Anonyme ill's Anciens Klahlissements Panhard et levassor r. 
Panhard l.evassor Motor Co , 110011 2 Ch. Aid; Daimler Motor Co. e. 
London Daimler Co., Times, Hitli April, 1907; Mercantile Investment and 
(leneral Trust e. M errant lie and (leneral Trust, Timm, 27th Feb., 1909; 
Standard Bank ot South Africa i Standard Hank, [1909| 25 T. L. R. 421). 
Lamontagne, Limited, r (iirard (19101 119 Que. S. C. 179.

■|1892| 9 T. L. It. 4112; compare Montgomery e. Thomson, |1891] App. 
Ca. 217. John Brinsmead A Sons obtained an injunction restraining 
Thomas Edward Brinsmead A Sons, Limited, from selling pianos without a 
statement that they were not those of the plaintiff linn (Court of Appeal, 
26th October, lKOti).

•Scottish Union anil National Insnmnee Co. v. Scottish National 
Insurance Co., [19091S. ('. 318 Court of Seas.

•Aerators, Limited v. Tollit, [ 1 ! K L’ o ( •), :iltl, when- it was held that the 
plaintiff company could not prevent the registration of Automatic Aerators 
Patent Co. The Electromobile Co. also faillit to restrain the British 
Eleetromobile Co. from trailing in that name (BIOS, 98 L. T. 258), and the 
Trails Extension Co. failed against the Expansion of Trade, Limited, 
(1909] 54 S. T. 101.
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is a fancy word, whose use is brought in by the complaining 
company.1

The Registrar will, on request being made to him, re
serve any name which is available for an intended company 
or for a company which is changing its name, for a period 
of fourteen days, or for any extended period ho may allow, 
not exceeding in the whole thirty days.

Every company must have its name painted or affixed, 
"in letters easily legible,” in a conspicuous position on the 
oiilxide of every office or place wherein it carries on busi- 
neae. Its name must also he “engraven in legible characters” 
on its seal, and apjiear “in all notices, advertisements and 
other official publications of the company, and in all bills 
of exchange, promissory notes, endorsements, cheques and 
orders for money or goods puiqmrting to be signed by or on 
Is dm If of the company, and in all bills of parcels, invoices, 
receipts and letters of credit of the company” (Section 71, 
Sub-section 1). The penalty for not publishing the name of 
a company as required is twenty-five dollars per day for 
every day during which its name is not so kept painted or 
affixed, and every director or manager knowingly and 
wilfully permitting the default is liable to the same penalty 
(Section 71, Sub-section 2).

Any director, manager or officer of a company using or 
authorizing the use of a seal purporting to be the seal of 
the company whereon its name is not so engraven, or issuing 
or authorizing the issue of any document of tho company 
wherein its name is not mentioned in manner aforesaid, is 
liable to a [icnalty of two hundred and fifty dollars, and is 
also jiersonally liable to the holder of any such bill of ex*

■British Vacuum Cleaner Co. v. New Vacuum Cleaner Co., (1907) 2 Ch. 
312. In this ease the plaintiff eompany was forming subsidiary com 
panics using the words "Vacuum Cleaner," which wiut another ground 
for refusing relief. See also Electromobile Co. v British Electromobile- 
Co„ [1907) 23 Times L. R. 631.
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change, promissory note, cheque or order for money or 
goods for the amount thereof, unless the same is duly paid 
hy the company (Section 71, Sub-section 3).

2. The Registered Office.

This clause must be stated thus: “The Registered Office 
of the Company will bo situate in the City of Vancouver, 
B.C.”

Every company must have a registered office, “to which 
all communications and notices may be addressed” (Section 
70, Sul)-section 1), and any writ, notice, summons or order 
is well served if left at or sent by post to such registered 
office (Section 123). Any company which carries on busi
ness without having registered the situation of its office, or 
any change thereof, is liable to a penalty of twenty-five 
dollars for every day during which business is so carried on 
(Section 70, Sub-section 3).

Notice of the situation of the registered office must be 
delivered to the Registrar with the Memorandum of As
sociation, and notice of any change therein must be given to 
the Registrar, who will record the same. The recording 
fee is one dollar in each case. Forms of such notices will 
bo found in Part IV., page 541.

3. The Objects of the Company.

The Objects clause being the most important part of the 
Memorandum, great care should bo taken that the objects of 
the company (t.e. the trade or business which it is formed to 
carry on) are stated in the fullest and clearest manner pos
sible, as the company cannot legally undertake any business 
not authorized by its Memorandum, and even the fullest 
sanction given by the shareholders will not make valid any 
act which is outside the powers of the company.1 Directors

‘See Ashbury Railway Carriage Co e . Riche, [1875] L. R. 7 H. L. 653; 
Attorney-General v. Great Eastern Railway Co., (1880) 5 Ap. Cap. 473.
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undertaking any such business may become personally liable 
fur loss, and the greatest inconvenience follows from com
panies Inn ing too limited powers. It is, indeed, customary 
t<> insert some general words, such as “To do all such other 
tilings as may he deemed incidental or conducive to the 
attainment of the above objects or any of them.” It must, 
however, ho understood that in the Courts such words will 
only lie held to cover operations of a nature similar to the 
businesses previously mentioned, and will not include any 
wholly fresh business,1 and, moreover, wide powers given in 
general words will he construed as merely ancillary to the 
specific objects mentioned in the early paragraphs,2 even if 
then- is a provision that each clause is to bo read separately 
and not limited by other paragraphs.3 The limits of the 
powers of a company and the effect of acts done outside such 
powers are considered in Part II., Chapter XV., page 321,

It was at one time not uncommon to insert such words 
as “To do any other business which the company may from 
lime to time determine;” but this form is objectionable, and, 
even if passed by the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies, 
would probably bcliold of no effect, not being a statement of 
what the objects of the company arc. Accordingly it is 
desirable that the Memorandum should specifically enu
merate all the businesses that the company is likely to 
undertake. For instance, a mining company should take 
power to construct tramways and canals, and not only to use 
them itself, but to let them out to others; and almost every 
company may with advantage take powers to acquire lands 
and build offices or works, and to dispose of them. Simi
larly, a company which lends money on mortgage should

1 Isiiiilull Financial Association ». Kelk, [1884] 26 Ch. D. 107.
•German Date Coffee Co., [1882] 20 Ch. D. 169.
'.Stephens ». Mysore Reefs (Kangundy) Mining Co., [1002] 1 Ch. 745.
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liavn power to develop and turn to account or improve any 
lands that may come into its possession.

Under Section It) tho Memorandum can, with the 
sanction of the Court, be altered as regards its objects ; hut 
this right is subject to many limitations, causing much 
trouble and expense, and the necessity of making use of it 
should Ih> avoided if possible. These alterations and the 
extent to which they can be made arc considered at page 
35, infra.

4. The Liability ok the Members.

In Companies Limited by Shares the fourth clause 
must simply state that “The Liability of the Members 
is Limited.” Those are the words contained in the 
forms given in tho Second Schedule to the Act, and they 
should not lie departed from. It is wrong to insert, as has 
been done, “The Liability of the Company is Limited.” 
Such a variation, if passed by the Registrar, might produce 
results disastrous to the members.

The most usual course is to frame tho Memorandum of 
Association so as to limit the liability of each member or 
shareholder to the amount of the shares hold by him ; the 
meaning of which is that at no time can he be called upon 
to pay, either for the purpose of carrying on tho company’s 
business or of satisfying the claims of its creditors, a larger 
sum than remains unpaid on the shares which at the time of 
the call, or within a year lieforo tho commencement of the 
winding up of the company, were registered in his name. 
For example, if a member holds five shares of ten dollars 
each, his utmost liability is fifty dollars. When he has paid 
a part, the balance only can be recovered from him. Should 
ho transfer his shares lieforo tho full amount is called up, 
his unsatisfied liability passes to the person who acquires 
them ; but a contingent liability still attaches to tho original
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bolder to I ho limited extent that, if the company should go 
into liquidation within one year from the time of hia parting 
with Ilia shares, lie may be ealled U|>on to contribute towards 
the payment of any debts contracted before be ceased to lie 
a member, in the event of the existing members being unable 
to meet the liabilities of tiro company, and the person who 
lias acquired his shares failing to pay up the amount of the 
shares in full.

Under the provisions of Sections 08 and 69, however, the 
directors or managers may take U|>on themselves an un
limited liability, although the liability of the other members 
is limited.

Section 182 of the Act defines the extent to which mem
bers and directors of limitai companies arc liable in the 
event of liquidation.

In the event of a company going into liquidation, 
existing members are placed upon the “A List” of Con
tributories. Past members who remain liable are placed on 
a separate list, commonly referred to as the “B List.”

The limitation of liability protects members from actions 
brought in British Columbia by foreigners in respa-t of 
business done in countries where limited liability is not 
recognized.1

5. The Nominal Capital.

In Companies Limited by Shares the capital must be 
divided into shares of a certain fixed amount, and a statc-
..... to that effa-t included in the Memorandum: e.g. “The
Capital of the Company is Ten Thousand Dollars, divided 
into Ten Thousand Shares of One Dollar each.”

If it is intended that part of the shares in the original 
capital should have certain privileges or conditions attachai

'Hisdon Iron and Locomotive Works ». Furness, [1906] 1 K. B. 49.
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to them, the particulars may either be given in the clause of 
the Memorandum specifying the amount of the capital, or 
the Articles of Association may define the rights of the 
various classes of shareholders.

It is convenient to take powers in the Memorandum to 
issue shares with preferred or deferred rights. It was 
formerly held that unless such powers were taken at the 
inception of the company they could not be subsequently 
acquired. It has now been decided that a company can at 
any time take these powers' unless the Memorandum of 
Association expressly stipulates otherwise8 ; but it is as well 
to show on the face of the Memorandum that it is intended 
that the powers may 1» exorcised.

If the Memorandum defines the respective rights, they 
cannot subsequently be varied2 without the sanction of the 
Court, in a proceeding under Section 52 or Section 129, 
unless the Memorandum also confers powers to alter such 
rights'1 ; and if it refers to contemporaneous Articles as 
declaring the rights, it seems that this makes the Articles 
for the purpose part of the Memorandum and therefore 
unalterable, but not if it refers to such rights as the 
Articles of Association may from time to time confer.4 As 
companies often desire to vary the respective rights given to 
different classes of shareholders, it. is wise only to take 
power in the Memorandum to issue preferred, ordinary, and 
deferred shares, and to leave the declaration of the rights to 
bo attached to such shares to the Articles or subsequent 
special resolutions.

It is not infrequent to take power in the Memorandum 
or Articles to modify the rights of the respective classes of

.p ‘Andre Gas Meter Co., [1897] 1 Ch. 361.
‘Ashbury v. Watson, [1885] 30 Ch. 1). 376.
U nderwood r I/mdon Musir Halls, [1901] 2 Ch. 309; Welabach In

candescent Gas Co., [1904] 1 Ch. 87.
•Collins v. Birmingham Breweries [1899] 15 Times L.lt. 180.
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shareholder* with tho sanction of an extraordinary resolution 
df the holders of shares of the class affected, and this power 
lias very frequently been acted upon.1 But a power to 
"modify” rights cannot be used to extinguish rights without 
giving anything in place of them.2 Where tho rights are 
conferred by tho Articles only it is not necessary to have 
recourse to tho procedure required by Section 52 in cases 
where the rights are conferred by the Memorandum.8

There arc further provisions contained in Section 52 
that a Company Limited by Shares may by special resolu
tion, confirmed by an Order of the Court, modify the con
ditions contained in its Memorandum of Association so as 
to reorganize its capital, whether by the consolidation of 
scares of different classes or by tho division of its shares 
into shares of different classes, provided that no preference 
or special privilege attached to or belonging to any el ass 
shall be interfered with except by a resolution passed by a 
majority in number of shareholders holding three-fourths of 
the capital of that class,* and confirmed at a meeting of 
shareholders of that class in the same manner as a special 
resolution is required to be confirmed (t'.e. by a bare major
ity of those present or represented at a prtqierly convened 
meeting) ; and it is declared that every resolution so passed 
shall bind all shareholders of such class. This section pre
sents some difficulties. The earlier part is confined to “the 
consolidation of shares of different classes,” or “the division 
of shares into shares of different classes,” the former of 
which is hard to understand, but the latter is a compar-

‘Collins y. Birmingham Breweries, [1899] 15 Times L. R. 180.
•Gill e. Arizona Copper Co., [19011 Court of Seas., 2 F. 843.
•Australian Estates Co., [1910] 1 Ch. 414.

_ ‘This requires a bare majority in number of the shareholders, but th 
majority must represent three fourths of the total capital of the class ^ 
not three fourths of those present or represented at the meeting as in the, 
ease of a special resolution. This provision does not apply to cases where* 
the preferential rights are conferred by the Articles and not by the Mem
orandum (Australian Estates Co., [1010] 1 Ch. 414).
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ativcly simple matter. The proviso, moreover, clearly con
templates that such consolidation or division may vary the 
preferential or other rights attached to existing shares, and 
enables the specified majority to hind the whole class, 
subject to confirmation by the Court. It is easy to under
stand dividing 100,1100 ordinary shares of $10 each into 
50,000 preference and 50,000 ordinary shares of $10 each, 
or into 200,000 shares of $5 each, to 100,000 of which 
certain preferences are attached ; but to consolidate 50,000 
preference and 50,000 ordinary shares into 100,000 or
dinary shares would simply l>e to deprive the preference 
shares of their priority. Possibly this is intended, the safe
guards being considerable, for on the occasion of a reduction 
of capital it has l>oen not uncommon, after reducing the 
amount of the ordinary shares from, say $10 to $3, to make 
them rank equally with the preference shares (or, as it is 
called, to “unify” the stock), acting under powers to modify 
contained in the Articles. It. may l>e that the intention of 
the Act is to make such a proceeding possible in all cases 
where the specified majority approves and the Court 
sanctions the arrangement.

When any such consolidation or division is sanctioned 
by order of tile Court, aii office copy of the Order must be 
filed with the Registrar within seven days after the making 
of the Order, and the resolution will not take effect until 
the copy is filed (Section 52, Sub-section 2).

If the Memorandum or Articles allow, a company may at 
any time increase its capital to any extent, as explained in 
Part II., Chapter XVIII. (see page 354, infra). The in
creased capital may lie divided into shares of a greater or 
less value than those with which the company was originally 
registered.

It has always been very common for companies to have 
two or more classes of capital, such as Ordinary, Preference,
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Deferred, and Founders’ Shares ; while railway and some 
other companies have also Guaranteed Shares or Stock, and 
sometimes divide Preference into First, Second, and Third 
Preference. All these differences are matters of arrange
ment, and a company can attach whatever rights and 
privileges it pleases to one class of shares, and postpone 
another class. In the absence, however, of express provisions 
to the contrary, the law treats all shares as conferring equal 
rights.

Money raised upon debentures is not part of the 
“capital” of the company, but is a debt due from the 
company, and the amount should not be set out in the 
Memorandum as part of tho capital. Such money is often 
ealled “loan capital,” and payments made out of moneys 
raised on debentures must lie treated as paid on capital 
account

The capital of the company ean be increased by the 
company itself; but it can only be reduced by an Order of 
the Supremo Court of British Columbia confirming a 
special resolution of the company—a matter involving delay 
and expense.

The shares of a company formed under the Companies 
Acts cannot be issued at a discount1 ; nor may they be issued 
by way of a bonus or gift; hut they may be issued at a 
premium. A commission may, however, be paid on the issue 
of shares in the cases governed by Section 98 (see page 100, 
infra).

The manner of the issue of shares will lie dealt with in 
Chapter VII. of this Part (page 120, infra), and altera
tions of capital by increase or reduction in Chapter XVIII. 
of Part II. (page .'154, infra).

Preference Shares.
Preference shares may either (a) give a preferential 

right only as to dividend, or (a) give a preferential right

'North West Electric Co. e. Walsh. 29 S.C.R. 33.
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1 h il li as to dividend and to the return of capital. In either 
ease the preferential dividend may lie cumulative, or it may 
lie payable only out of the profits of each year.

It will lie obvious that preference shares Ix-ar tho same 
relation to ordinary that ordinary shares do to deferred, and 
that an identically similar arrangement may tic expressed by 
saying either that one set of shares receives a dividend in 
preference to the others, or that the latter shares have their 
dividend deferred to that of the first named.

Whatever preferences or postponements are intended to 
he created should he clearly expressed in the Memorandum 
or Articles (if tho original capital is divided into different 
classes), or in the s|ieeial resolution authorising the issue of 
preferred or deferred shares, and also in the prospectus 
inviting subscriptions for the shares. It is also important 
to express clearly what are the rights of the various holders 
in case of a winding up. If the ordinary or deferred shares 
are not to receive the whole profits after the preferred shares 
have received their dividend, it is necessary to specify how 
the reserve fund, which is an accumulation of undivided 
profits, is to lie dealt with. It is also desirable to deal 
expressly with the premiums receivable upon shares issued 
above par.

Provisions in the Memorandum and Articles or in the 
terms of issue of preference shares which give the holders a 
preference in regard to dividend do not give a preference in 
regard to the division of capital unless it is expressly men
tioned.1 Persons subscribing for or purchasing preference 
shares should protect them selves by inquiring what their 
rights will bo in tho ease of a winding up; otherwise, upon 
a reconstruction of the company, they may be reduced to 
the position of holders of ordinary shares.8

‘Nee DriflieM Cas Light Co, |IHIIK| 1 Ch. 4M, anil next note.
M triflit ha v. Paget, [1X771 !i Ch. 11 511; Birch ti. Cmp|ier, [I8X0| 14 

App. Ca. 528.
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If I lie Memorandum or Articles declare that the pref- 
v. nee shares confer a preference in the winding up, hut do 

m.t further deal with the capital, the preference capital 
must first ho repaid, then the ordinary capital, and the 
surplus divided among lioth classes in proportion to the 
ii..inimil amount of the shares; if the preference capital is 
hpayable “with interest,” this means with interest from the 
• late of winding up, and any surplus from the sale of assets 
will lie treated as capital.1

A declaration that the profile arc to lie applied first in 
paying a dividend on the preference shares, ami secondly on 
the ordinary shares, gives the preference shareholders a 
cumulative dividend,2 unless any other Article shows that 
i In * profits of each year arc to he distributed among the 
preference and ordinary shareholders on the basis named.11 

The Articles will on this as on other points be construed as 
they stand, and the fact that the company is a reconstructed 
.me and that the word “cumulative” found in the earlier 
Articles has liccn struck out will not affect the decision of 
ilie Court in a clear ease4; hut a declaration that a pref- 
creiitlal dividend is to lie paid “out of the net profits of each 
i/i'iir," and after such payment a dividend on the ordinary 
shares, does not give a cumulative dividend.5

Sometimes, by the provisions of the Articles, the holders 
nf preference shares are precluded from voting in respect of 
-noli shares, living treated as if they were holders of deben
tures; hut many questions must arise in which their 
interests are involved, and it seems improper to exclude them

'Espuela Laml and Cattle Co., No. 2 [1000] Ch. 187.
-Wi l>l» f. Karle, [1870] 20 Eq. 550; Foster v. Coles and M- B. Foster 

Sons, [1000] W. N. 107; Henry v. Groat Northern Railway. [1867] 1 DeG. 
A J. tilk).

1 Adair r. Old Bushmills Distillery, [BMW] W. N. 24.
«Foster r. Coles and M. B. Foster & Sons, [1900] W. N. 107.
‘Staples e. Eastman Co., [1890] 2 Ch. 303; Adair v. Old Bushmills 

Distillery, [BMW] W. N. 24.
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from voting. Occasionally the Articles contain a provision 
that preference shareholders shall not lie entitled to be 
present at general meetings in respect of their preference 
shares ; lint it is difficult to imagine hmv a meeting can he a 
“general” meeting in compliance with the Statutes if any 
class of shareholders ho excluded. It is to lie observed that 
Section 121 confers on the holders of preference shares (and 
delientnres)of public companies registered after the.30th.Tune, 
1010, the same right to receive and inspect balance sheets 
and the reports of the auditors and other reports as are 
possessed liy the holders of ordinary shares.

When preference shares have lieen issued it is sometimes 
desired to issue new shares taking priority over the pref
erence shares already issued. Whether this can lie done 
against the wishes of the holders of the original preference 
shares will de|iend upon the bargain that was made with 
them at the time their shares were issued, and to determine 
the question careful attention must he paid to the provisions 
of the Memorandum and Articles of Association, to the pros
pectus inviting subscriptions for the preference shares, and 
to the form of the share certificate. If it appear that a 
promise was made to the holders of preference shares that 
their rights should come first, they cannot ho postponed1 ; 
hut if the preference shares were issued subject to the right 
of the company to issue fresh capital having “such pref
erences and priorities as shall lie agreed upon” or “on such 
terms as the company may determine,” then the original 
preference shares may lie postponed.8

If shares are issued as preference shares when there is 
no [tower to do so, or in an irregular manner, the subseriliers

‘James ». Buena Ventura Syndicate, 11896] 1 Ch. at page 4tMt; Welt on 
e. SafTcry, [1H97J App. Ca. at page 309.

ipulfinsik e. New Civil Service Co-operation, |I878] 20 W. It. It; 
Underwood ». l/indon Music Halls, |I9<)1 2 Ch. 309; compare Allen ». 
Cold Reels of West Africa, [1900] 1 Ch, 050.
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aro entitled to have the money they have paid for tho «hares 
returned and are creditors of the company.1

Profits may bo applied, after tho sanction of the Court 
lias lieen obtained (this being a reduction of capital), in 
paying off preference shares.1

Founders’, Management, and Deferred Shares.

Founders’ or management shares arc occasionally created 
and issued. They are not, however, now held in much favor 
except among companies of a speculative character, such as 
mining and development companies. They are, in fact, only 
deferred shares, receiving no dividend until the preference 
and ordinary shares have been paid a fair dividend, the 
amount varying according to agreement. The founders’, 
management, or deferred shares are usually few in number, 
and when the surplus profits are large the shares become very 
valuable.

The practice is to use them to remunerate the promoters 
or founders of the company, or the underwriters of the share 
capital, who arc allotted founders' or deferred shares of a 
small nominal amount, but entitled to take (say) half tlm 
net profits after a specified dividend has been paid on the 
ordinary shares. If, e.g., there arc only 500 founders’ or 
deferred shares of #1 each, and there arc several thousand 
dollars surplus profits, to half of which the founders are 
entitled, it will be seen that for each dollar subscribed the 
founders receive some hundreds per cent., and to this they 
look as part of their compensation for founding and floating 
the company. Sometimes, as an inducement to the public 
to subscribe, one founders’ or deferred share is offered for 
every hundred ordinary shares taken, tho larger sbare-

■Ixmilon and New York Investment Co., 118081 2 Ch. HttO; Waverky 
Co y. Itannernmn, 23 Court Ness. Ce-, 4th Series, 13B.

:Dieido Pier Co.'s Case, [1891] 2 Ch. 354.
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holders thus getting a second and contingent interest in the 
profits of the company.

The existence of founders’ or deferred shares of course 
diminishes the value of the ordinary shares, as in the case of 
large profits a considerable proportion is taken by the holders 
of founders’ or deferred shares. It is also an objection that 
they often create difficulties in the ease of a reconstruction 
of the company. Another objection to such shares is that in 
years of great prosperity they absorb all the surplus profit 
which prudent traders would carry to reserve, so that in bail 
years the company has no accumulation of profit to fall back 
upon.

Under Section UO every prospectus must stale the number 
of founders’, management, or deferred shares (if any) and 
the nature and extent of the interest of the holders in the 
property and profits of the company, and also the voting 
rights of each class.

Tiik Rkci.auation ok Association.

The Memorandum must end with the Declaration of As
sociation, which is in the following form:

Wk tin* several |s-rsons whose names ami addresses are sulisrrihed arc 
desirous of living formed into a Company in pursuance of this Memorandum 
of Association, and we respectively agria- to lake the number of shares in the 
capital of the Company set opposite our res|icrtive names.

NAMES, ADDRESSES, AND DESCRIPTIONS OF 
' SUBSCRIBERS.

[Here follow the names, addresses, ami descriptions of 
not less than five persons in the ease of a Public Company, 
or two in the ease of a Private Company, each of whom 
must subscribe for one share at least. Each subscriber 
mils/ u riti' irith Ms «SU Wed In- name and the number of 
shares he agris-s to take. Ilis address and occupation may 
be written by any other person.1

nvmukk of
SHARKS TAKEN 

I* Y EACH 
SI HSCRIRKR.

Subscribers usually sign for only one share each; but 
there is no reason why they should not sign for as many
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-lures as they intend to take up and pay for. The fact that 
they have subscribed makes them members of the company 
from the date of registration (page 44, infra). Directors 
named in Articles filed contemporaneously with the Mem
orandum are required by Section 80, in the ease of all 
companies not being private companies, to subscribe the 
Memorandum for their qualification shares (if any), or sign 
and file with tint Registrar a Contract to take them from the 
company and pay for them.1

The name, address, and occupation of each subscriber 
should lie stated fully, giving the number, street, town 
and county. The trade or profession (if any) of 
each sulweriber must also lie stated, and it is best to avoid 
indefinite descriptions, such as “Gentleman” and “Esquire,” 
when jmssible. Persons who have retired may describe them
selves as “Retired Merchant," etc. A clerk should state the 
nature of his clerkship, whether “Solicitor’s Clerk,” “Mer
chant's Clerk," or otherwise. So an agent should state 
whether he is a “Financial Agent,” “Patent Agent,” “Com
mission Agent,” or otherwise.

Females may suliscrihe as well as males. An unmarried 
woman should describe herself as “Spinster” or by her occupa
tion if she has one, such ns “Stenographer" ; a married 
woman as "Married Woman” or “Wife of So-and- 
So," preferably the latter. All or any of the signatories may 
lie foreigners.1 Neither corporations nor firms arc recog
nized by thi' Registrar as subscribers ; but, of course, the 
directors or partners, as the case may he, arc at liberty to 
-ign in their individual capacity.

'The ttegislriir accepts ns a compliance with this requirement a docu
ment containing the wonts "We the umieraigneil, having eonsenteil to aet 
s- I lirectors of I lie A Company, l.imiteil, do hereby severally agree to lake 
from the said company and In pay for shares of each, living
'he prescribed numlier of qualification shares for the office of director of the 
' ompimy."

diencrul Company for Promotion of 1-aml Credit, 11870] 5 Ch. 363.
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Minor# (i.c. persons under age) should not subscribe; 
for, although the Registrar's eertifieate is eonelusivc evidence 
that the company is duly registered, tho Registrar would 
refuse to aeeept the Memorandum or grant the Certificate of 
Incorporation if ho had reason to believe the Memorandum 
was not signed by adults.

An agent may sign the Memorandum on behalf of his 
", and the authority to sign may be given orally. 

The execution will be good, whether the agent simply writes 
his principal's name or adds words showing that it is signed 
by ait attorney.1

The signatures must be attested by at least one witness, 
who should lie a disinterested person, and not a subscriber, 
lie should give his address ami occupation in the same man
ner as tho suliseribcrs.

The document may bo signed at different times and 
different places, and be witnessed by different persons ; but 
it is advisable to obtain all the signatures as near the same 
date as .

All the above directions with respect to the signatures, 
etc., apply to the Articles (if any), with the exception that 
the number of shares taken need not be stated.

The Memorandum should be in correct form when pre
sented for registration, and any alterations and interlinea
tions in it should lie...............by each subscriber, or the
witness should certify that the alterations were made before 
the document was executed.

For the purpose of registration, the Memorandum may 
lie either entirely written upon a sheet or sheets of foolscap ; 
or it may lie partly written and partly printed; or it may be 
entirely printed. As, however, every member is entitled to be 

with a copy on payment of one dollar, printing is 
advisable. Printing the document has the further advantage

'Whitley Partners, Limited, [1886] 32 Ch. D. 337.

3163

3363

4066

6456
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that every copy is an exact reproduction of the registered 
original.

If the company is to lie registered without special 
Articles, the regulations contained in Table A in the First 
Schedule to the Act will govern tho company (Section ill). 
In the case of companies registered before tho 1st July, 
111 10, without special Articles, the original Table A in the 
Schedule to the Act of 1807 applies.

Under Section 80 the "" , in the case of com
panies not being private companies, at tho timo of the 
application for registration of the Memorandum and Articles, 
deliver to the Registrar a list of tho persons who have 
consented to lio directors, and if any person's name is 
wrongly included tho applicant is liable to a penalty of 
two hundred and fifty dollars. If tho directors arc appointed 
by the Articles they must either sign tho Memorandum for 
their qualification shares or sign a Contract to take from the 
company and pay for such shares, which Contract, together 
with a Consent to Act, signed by each director, must be 
lilcil with tho Registrar.

There must also be a Statutory Declaration by a solicitor 
engaged in the formation of the company, or by a person 
named in the Articles as director or secretary, that all tho 
requirements of tho Act have been complied with (Sec
tion 27, Sub-section 2). The Registrar accepts a Declara
tion by either of those [mtsous ns sufficient evidence, and, if 
the other documents are in order, registers the company and 
issues his Certificate of Incorporation.

Alteration ok the Memorandum of Association.

The Memorandum of Association can lie altered in the 
following respects :

I. By changing the name of tho company (Sec
tion 18).

601^1242
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3. liy varying I lie amount of it* cii|iital (Sect inns 48 
mnl M).

3. liy nit*.ring I hr division of it* capital, consoli
dating or subdividing the existing shares, con
verting paid-up shares into slock, or reconverting 
stock-into paid-up shares (Section 48).

4. Ily creating reserve liability (Sections tili and 07).
ft. Ity making the liability of the directors unlimited

(Section 00).
0. liy altering to a limited extent the objects for 

which the company was formed (Section ID).
With regard to these, Xos. 3, 3, and 4 will lie dealt with 

in l’art II., Chapter Will, (page 334, infra), and No. ft 
on page Stilt. It only remains to deal here with the Change 
of Xante and Alteration of the Objects of a Company.

I'hanyr of Xame of Com/niiiy.
To change its name a company uniat ( Section 18):

1. Pass, confirm, and register a special resolution;
3. (live at least one month's previous continuous 

notice in the (lazelte ami ill some news
paper or newspapers published or circulated 
in the locality in which the registered office 
of the Company is situated, ami in the 
locality in which tile o|a>rations of the Com
pany are carried on, of the intention to apply for 
the change of name, ami such notice must state the 
liante proposed to bo adopted;

3. Obtain from the Registrar his approval in writing 
of the proposed change ;

4. Obtain from the Registrar a certificate that the 
Company has changed its name.

No alteration of name will affect a company in any of 
its rights or obligations, or in any legal proceedings in 
which it may be interested (Section 18, Sub-section 6).
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Alteration of Object» ('limite.

A company may, under Si-ction l!l, alter the |irovi»iom 
of its Memoramluni of Association with respect to the objects 
of the company, by special resolution, for any of the follow
ing purposes; (a) To enable it to carry on its business more 
economically or more effectually ; (n) To attain its main 
pur|>oso by new or improved means ; (c) To enlargo or 
change the local area of its operations ; (u) To carry on some 
business or businesses winch under existing circumstances 
may conveniently or advantageously lio combined with the 
business of the company ; (e) To restrict or abandon any of 
the objects a|>eciticd in its Memorandum.

No alteration is jiermissiblo which would enable the Com
pany to exercise all or any of the powers of a Trust Com
pany as defined by the “Trust Companies Regulation Act”
I Section 4, Amendments Act, 1013),

No alteration of the Memorandum will lake effect until 
and except in so far as it is continued by the Court. The con
tinuation must la- sought by petition,and the Court will have 
regard to the following rules ;—( 1) It must be satisfied that 
the holders of delienturca and any |>ersons whose interests are 
affected have had sufficient notice, and that all creditors who 
in the Court’s have any right to object, or have
objected, have consented, or have had their debts provided 
for either by flit or security. (2) The Court may 
attach terms and conditions to the Order confirming the 
alteration, and has the coats in its discretion. (3) The Court 
must have regard to the rights of mcmliers or classes of 
mendiera, or, in other words, must protect a dissentient 
minority of shareholders, and may adjourn the proceedings 
to allow of arrangements being made with them for the 
purchase of their interests, lint no part of the capital may 
lw spent in buying them out: i.c. if their interests are to lie 
purchased, it must lie with money provided either by share-

45
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holders or etrangers, mid not out of the capital of the com
pany. (4-) The Court may confirm the alteration cither wholly 
or in part, or may add words limiting the generality of the 
proposed alteration.1

All the Court has to do is to divide whether the altera
tion is fair and equitable as between the members of the 
company. It is not concerned with the wisdom or desir
ability of the proposed alteration, which is a question for the 
mom hers, but will refuse its sanction if the wishes of the 
majority cannot he fairly ascertained.8

The Court will not, as a rule, allow large general ad
ditional powers to he taken, hut will require evidence that 
the specific objects mentioned are required for some of the 
purposes stated above.'1

The sanction of the Court is sought by petition, on the 
presentation of which a summons must lie taken out to have 
a day fixed for the hearing and for directions as to the 
advertisement of the " "an.

When the alteration has been made and confirmed by the 
Court, an office copy of the Order confirming it, with a copy 
of the Memorandum as altered, must (under a penalty of 
fifty dollars a day) ho delivered to the Registrar of Com
panies within fifteen days of the date of the Order of the 
Court; and upon his registering the altered Memorandum, 
and issuing his certificate of the fact, it becomes thenceforth 
the Memorandum of the Company. If the altered Memoran
dum and Order are not registered within the prescribed 
time, the Court has power to enlarge the time for registra
tion (Section 19, Sub-section (i).

'Hi' Soient & Pont I, (I89.p>| W. N. 136 (2); rr Fleet wotsl Estate C’o., 
118971 W.N. 20.

’Jewish Colonial Trust, 2 Ch. 287.
*1). & D. II. Fraser, (1903) W. N. 73, where in very s|* *»eial circum

stances wide flowers were allowed to lie taken.
4

84
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CHAPTER IV.

TIIK ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION.

Tub Memorandum being the Charter of the company, it is 
necessary to have Articles of Association to govern its in
ternal affairs, and these may he termed the By-Laws of the 
company. Unlike the Memorandum, the Articles of As
sociation may from time to time be altered hy the members 
without the intervention of the Court, and to an almost 
unlimited extent.

The Memorandum and Articles of Association when 
registered hind the company and its mendiera to the same 
extent as if each mendier had signed and sealed them, and 
they contained a covenant by him to observe all the pro
visions contained in them. It ap|>ears now that the Articles 
establish a contract between the shareholders and the com
pany as well as lictwccn each individual shareholder and 
every other' ; hut this contract is not for the benefit of 
strangers, or oven of members in other relations than those of 
membership.8

Every jierson dealing with a company is Ixmnd to ascer
tain and will he deemed to have notieo of any limitations 
contained in the Articles of Association, and contracts made 
must lie construed accordingly.1 * * * 5 On the other hand, any 
person dealing with a company is entitled to assume that the

1 Wood v. Odessa Waterworks Co., (1889) 42 Ch. D. 936; Salmon y 
(juin & Axtens, [1909] 1 Ch. 311. The .cases have not been uniform on this 
point.

'•’Kiev v. Positive Assurance Co., (1876) 1 Ex. D. 88; Browne v. La 
Trinidad, [1888)37 Ch. D. 1.

Mtoyal British Bank v. Turquand, (18f>6] 6 E. & B. 327; Ernest v.
Nicholls, [I858J L. It. 6 H. L. 401 to 419; Fountaine v. Carmarthen Railway 
Co., [1868] L. It. Eq. 322; Peirce v. Jersey Waterworks Co., [1870) L. R. 
f> Ex. 209; Irvine v. Union Bank of Australia, (1877) 2 Anp. Ca. 366; 
Chapleo v. Brunswick Building Society, [1881] 6 (j. B. 1). 696; Mahony v.
East Holy fort I Co., [1875) L. R. 7 11. L 869.



Articles registered have been duly adopted if they arc such 
as the company could lawfully "

A Company Limited l>v Shares may either lie registered 
with special Articles of Association, or may, without reg
istering Articles, rely upon the regulations in “Table A,” 
which is a code of “Reg < for Management of a Com
pany Limited by Shares."

There are, however, certain provisions which a Private 
Company must include in its Articles, and others which it 
must not (see page 375).

The following rules apply where Table A is excluded and 
no other regulations are provided regarding the matters in 
question : (1) Meetings may he held on seven days’ notice 
being served on every member in the manner mentioned in 
Table A; (2) Any five members may summon a meeting; 
(3) Any person elected by the members present at a meeting 
may he the chairman thereof ; and (4) Every member has 
one vote in respect of each share held by him (Section 76).

Large companies almost always adopt their own special 
regulations, when the Articles begin with a statement to the 
effect that “The following shall lie the Articles of Associa
tion of the Company, to the exclusion of Table A, in the 
First Schedule to Companies Act, 1911.”

Other companies, instead of wholly excluding Table A, 
may adopt the suitable parts of that Table, with a few 
special Articles containing the desired modifications. In 
such cases the Articles commence with a statement to the 
effect that “The regulations contained in Table A, in 
the First Schedule to The Companies Act, 1911, shall be the 
Articles of Association of the Company, except in so far as 
they are modified hv the following provisions.” The special 
Articles arc then set out, and the clauses of Table A which 
are not to apply arc indicated by their numbers : e.g.

■Mairhead v. Forth and North Sea Association, [1H94] App. Ca. at page 7

89
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“Clauses — of Table A shall not apply."’ In eases of this 
kind it is a good plan to attach copies of Table A to the 
Articles, so that each member who obtains a copy may have 
the whole of the regulations before him. It may be observed 
that Table A, or such portions of it as are adopted, need not 
be registered.

The Articles must be printed or typewritten and divided 
into paragraphs numbered consecutively (Section 22). They 
must be signed by each subscriber to the Memorandum and 
attested by a witness.

The registered Articles of a company, or any portion 
thereof, or the regulations contained in Table A, may, sub
ject to the conditions in tho Memorandum, at any time be 
altered or set aside by special resolution, others being sub
stituted as circumstances render necessary (Section 23). 
This is a power of which the company cannot deprive itself, 
either by a statement in the Articles of Association1 or by a 
contract2 that they shall not be altered. No majority of 
shareholders, however, can even by altering the Articles 
retrospectively affect, to the prejudice of non-consenting 
owners of shares, the rights already existing under a con
tract,3 nor take away a right already accrued : e.g. after a 
transfer of shares is lodged the company cannot create a 
right of lien so as to defeat the transfer.4 But every share
holder is presumed to know that rights conferred by the 
Articles alone are subject to alteration by special resolution 
of the company, and he cannot restrain such an alteration, 
even though to his own prejudice,5 unless the alteration

•Walker v. London Tramways Co., [1879] 12 Ch. D. 705.
2Malleson v. National Insurance Co., [1894] 1 Ch. 200; Punt v. Symonds 

& Co., [1903] 2 Ch. 506, following an unreported case in the Court of Appeal.
*Per Rigby, L. J., in James v. Buena Ventura Syndicate, [1896] 1 Ch. 

at page 466; per Lord Watson in Wclton v. Saffery, [1897] App. Ca. at page 
309.

4McArthur, Limited v. Gulf Line, [1909] S. C. 732, Court of Sess.
‘Allen v. Gold Reefs of West Africa, [1900] 1 Ch. 656.

■■
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would amount to a breach of coniract; but it is far from 
easy to say in what cases there is a contract, for in the case 
last cited Limlley, M. IL, says (at page 073) : “A company 
cannot break its contracts by altering its Articles of Associa
tion; but when dealing with contracts referring to revocable 
Articles, and especially with contracts between a member of 
the company and the company respecting his shares, care 
must be taken not to assume that the contract involves as one 
of its terms an Article which is not to be altered” ; while 
Romcr, L. J. (at page G7it), shows that the Articles alone 
may confer on classes of shareholders rights which are un
alterable without their consent. In the ease of the issue of 
preference shares and the like there will almost always be 
outside the Articles a contract conferring the special rights 
to be found in the prospectus or in the terms of the offer and 
acceptance of the shares.1

Even when Articles have not been formally altered, the 
Court may have regard to a long course of practice, and 
recognise as valid Articles which have been used for many 
years, although not regularly adopted,2 and may also act 
upon a distribution of assets not in strict accordance with 
the Articles if there has been a general adoption of the 
method of distributing.3 Moreover, where an Article is one 
which the company has power to adopt, the fact that there 
has lx-en a defect in the procedure of its adoption will not 
prevent a person dealing with the company on the faith of 
the Article from insisting that it shall be treated as binding 
on the company, and the company can equally insist upon

•See also Bailey r. British Equitable Assurance Co., [11104] 1 Ch. 374, 
where the position of a stranger claiming rights defined by the Articles is 
considered. The case was, however, reversed in the llousc of Ixrrds, 
[19061 App. Ca. 35.

■Ho Tung v. Man On Insurance Co., [1902] App. Ca. 232.
■Homes y. Currie, [1855] 1 K. & J. 605; Bceston Pneumatic Tyre Co., 

[1898] XV. N. 34, 14 Times L. It. 338, cases which were recognised in North- 
West Argentine Railway Co., [1900] 2 Ch. 882.
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tiçh Article where it has been made the basis of a contract 
with a stranger.1

It has been pointed out that companies registered without 
Articles of Association before the 1st July, 1910, were 
governed by the Table A, as contained in the First Schedule 
to tho Companies Act, IÎ.S.B.C., 1897, and there is still a 
largo number of companies regulated by that Table, in some 
cases with and in others without modification. Those com
panies can now obtain I lie benefit of a modern set of Articles 
by passing a special resolution to the following effect:—“The 
existing regulations of the company are hereby rescinded, and 
in lieu thereof the regulations contained in Table A, in the 
First Schedule to The Companies Act, R.S.B.C., 1911, shall 
Ikî tho regulations for the management of tbecompany.” If it 
bo desired to vary any of these regulations, there should be 
added to the resolution tho words “subject to the modifica
tions hereinafter set forth,” after which the special Articles 
to give effect to the variations required will follow as part of 
the resolution.

The adoption of the new Table A where possible is very 
advisable, as there is great convenience in having identical 
Articles for various companies, so that they may become well 
known and understood.

Every company is bound to supply any of its members, 
on request, with a copy of its Memorandum of Association, 
having annexed thereto its Articles of Association (if any), 
upon payment of a sum not exceeding one dollar. The 
penalty in case of default is five dollars for each offence 
(Section 28).

Table A is part of the Act, and accordingly companies 
may safely adopt any operative regulations contained therein, 
or analogous thereto, without fear of such regulations proving 
invalid. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may, however,

'Muirhead v. Forth Insurance Co., [1904] App/Ca. 78.
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under Section 120, alter any of the Tables or Forms in the 
First Schedule.

The following form of Articles will suffice for a company 
desiring not to incur the expense of registering a complete 
set of special regulations:

Ahticlks of Association of The Company, Limited.
1. The regulations of the company shall be those con

tained in Table A in the First Schedule to The 
Companies Act, B.S.B.C., 1911 (hereinafter called 
‘‘Table A”), subject to the additions and modifica
tions hereinafter set forth.

2. The minimum subscription upon which the direct
ors may proceed to allotment in the case of the first 
allotment of any shares payable in cash shall be 
shares to the nominal value of $

3. It shall be lawful for the company to pay to any
person in consideration of his subscribing or agree
ing to subscribe, whether absolutely or condition
ally, for any sharps in the company, or procuring 
or agreeing to procure subscriptions, whether 
absolute or conditional, for any shares in the 
company, a commission of per
share [or a commission at the rate of per cent, 
on the nominal amount of the shares so subscribed 
or agreed to lie subscribed, or the subscription 
whereof is so procured or agreed to be procured].

4. The first directors of the company shall be A. B.,
C. 1)., and E. F., who shall hold office until the 
ordinary general meeting in the year 19 , unless
disqualified as provided by Clause 77 of Table A. 
At the said general meeting, and at the ordinary 
general meeting in every subsequent year, one 
third of the directors, or if their number is not
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three or 11 multiple of three then the number nearest 
to one third, shall retire from office in the manner 
provided in Table A.

[Or 4. Until the first directors are appointed the sub
scribers of the Memorandum of Association shall 
have all the power* of directors of the company, 
but shall act without remuneration.]

5. The directors’ remuneration shall lie at the rate of 
$ per annum, and shall be divisible among
the directors in such proportions as they shall 
determine, or in default of determination equally. 
A resolution of the board to forego or reduce or 
postpone the payment of their remuneration, or 
any part thereof, shall bind ail the directors.

(i. The qualification of a director shall be the holding, 
in his own right, of shares to the nominal value 
of not less than $ . A first director may
act before acquiring his qualification, but shall 
acquire the same within two months [or one month] 
after his appointment.

If the company is a Private Company it must include in 
its Articles clauses restricting the transfer of shares, limiting 
the number of members (exclusive of employees) to fifty 
and prohibiting any invitation to the public to subscribe for 
shares or debentures (see page 375). It must also rescind 
the Clauses of Table A (35 to 40) authorising the issue of 
share warrants.
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CHAPTER V.

THE BOOKS AND SEAL OF THE COMPANY.

The Members of a Company.

Membership is defined l>y Section 32 of the Companies Act 
as follows : “The subscribers of the Memorandum of a com
pany shall be deemed to have agreed to become members of 
the company, and on its registration shall be entered as 
members in its Register of Members. Every other person 
who agrees to become a member of a company, and whose 
name is entered in its Register of Members, shall be a mem
ber of the company.”

A subscriber of the Memorandum is therefore a member 
whether he has otherwise agreed to become so or not, and 
whether or not his name is entered on the Register, and he is 
bound to take and pay for the number of shares written 
opposite his name.1 He is not relieved from liability unless 
the whole of the shares are allotted to other persons, so that 
none is left in respect of which he can be registered.2 When 
the liability is thus extinguished, it does not revive on an in
crease of capital or a forfeiture of shares putting further 
shares at the disposal of the directors.8

The same consideration, as to what is good payment {e.g. 
the set-off of a debt) apply to shares thus taken as to shares 
taken in the ordinary way. They can pay for shares for 
which they have subscribed the Memorandum by a transfer

'Tyddyn Sheffrey Slate Co., [1869] 20 L. T. 105; Drummond’s Case. 
[1869] 4 Ch. 772; Pell's Case, [1870] 5 Ch. 11; Patterson v. Turner, 3 O. L, 
R. 373. In re London Speaker Printing Co., 16 A. R. 508. In re 
Haggert Mfg. Co., 19 A. R. 582. In re Nepissing Planing Mills, 18 O. 
L. R. 80.

’Tufnell's Case, [18851 29 Ch. D. 421; Evans’s Case, [1807] 2 Ch. 427; 
London Coal Co., [1877] 5 Ch. D. 525; Levick's Case, [1870] 40 L. J. Ch. 
180, 23 L. T. 838.

3Mackley’s Case, [1876] 1 Ch. D. 247.
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of property or by services in any manner agreed with the 
company.

The other persons who are members are those who have 
agr ‘ed to take shares and whose names are entered in the 
Register. These persons are not members until their names 
are entered in the Register ; but if there is a complete agree
ment between them and the company they will not escape 
liability, for the Register can be amended under Section 43 
while the company is a going concern, or under Sec
tion 209 when the company is in liquidation.1 On the other 
hand, to have his name entered in the Register does not 
make a man a member if he never agreed to become one, for 
the name may in like manner be removed, and if retained in 
the Register after his name should have been removed the 
Court may make its order for removing his name retrospec
tive, so as to free him from liability as a contributory.2

A corporation may be a member if authorised by its con
stitution to hold shares3 ; but a partnership should not bo 
entered in the firm name, as the firm is not “a person,” and 
the names of the individual holders of the shares must be 
entered in the Register (Section 33). If a transfer purports 
to be made to a firm in its firm name the company may 
reject it.4 If, however, the firm name is in fact entered with 
the consent of the partners, they become liable as members.5

The simplest and most usual form of agreement to be
come a member is an application for and an allotment of 
shares. This is dealt with in Chapter VII. (infra, page 119, 
et seq.). But an agreement may be made in other ways. 
For instance, it may be part of the preliminary contract with.

'Winatone'a Case, (1879) 12 Ch. D. 239; compare Portal v. Emmena, 
[18771 1 C. P. D. 201, 664.

■Nation's Case, [1866] 3 Eq. 77; compare Sussex Brick Co., [190411 Ch. 
598.

"Bath’s Case, [1878] 8 Ch. D. 334; Barned’s Banking Co., ex parle 
Contract Corporation, [1868] 3 Ch. 105.

•Vagliano Anthracite Collieries, [1910] W. N. 187.
•Weikersheim's Case, [1873] 8 Ch. 831.
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the vendor that he shall take shares; persons may by under
writing letters hind themselves to take any shares not sub
scribed for by the public; or there may he contracts to take 
shares which are not in writing, for a man may agree with 
the company hv word of mouth, or even by conduct, to be
come a member. Thus, if a man who has not previously 
agreed to take slum's knows that they have been allotted to 
him, ami afterwards acts as a member of the company (for 
instance, by attending meetings, giving proxies, or selling or 
attempting to sell some of the shares), he will he held to 
have accepted the allotment and to he a member in respect of 
the shares. Or a [terson accepting the office of director when 
the Articles make it a condition of his office that he shall 
take shares from the company will he held to have agreed to 
become a member1 (see "Directors' Qualification Shares,” 
Part II., Chapter XIII., page 247, infra).

An agreement to take shares may he made through an 
agent.2 The authority of the agent must he considered 
under the ordinary doctrines of prittcipal and agent. An ap
plication by a person not having authority of course docs 
not make the supposed principal a member8 ; but it must lie 
noted that the act of a person purporting to he an agent may 
Ik) ratified by the intended principal, and such ratification 
may he by acquiescence if there is full knowledge of the 
facts; and, further, that where a person has given a 
written authority, which is acted upon by a third party in 
good faith (e.i). by a company in making an allotment), he 
may he. estopped from alleging that the authority was limited 
by private instructions, or was not complete, if upon the face 
of the document all was in order.4 As an authority coupled

'Rose v. Mar bar 8 O. R. 417: Norden Woollen Mills Co. t Hecket 17 
Man. 1,. It. 557.

*Lcvita’s Case, 11870] 5 Ch. 489; Fraser's Case, [1871] 24 L. T. 746; 
Barrett's Case, [1865| 4 De G. & 8m. 416.

•Ex parte White, [1867] 16 L. T. 276; Coventry’s Case, [1891] 1 Ch. 202.
•Re Henry Bentley & Co., [1893] 69 L. T. 204.
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with an interest (e.g. given tor valuable consideration) is 
irrevocable, an underwriting letter containing authority for 
some person to apply in the name of the underwriter, when 
duly accepted, cannot he revoked.'

A person who purports to contract as agent for another, 
not having authority, does not himself become a member, 
hut is liable to the company in damages for breach of war
ranty of his authority—the measure of damages being the 
loss sustained by the company, which may in some eases he 
the whole nominal amount of the shares.2

To accept a transfer of shares involves an agreement to 
become a member, and, if the shares are not fully paid, 
renders the transferee liable for the unpaid balance.

An exception, however, is made in the case of a person 
taking a transfer of shares as collateral security for a loan. 
Section 40 provides that no liability shall attach to such 
mortgagee or pledgee of shares but that the person mort
gaging or pledging same shall be liable as a shareholder in 
respect thereof.

If an agreement to take shares (not arising merely by 
subscription to the Memorandum) is brought about by mis
representation, made either by the company or its agents, 
the member can, before a winding up, obtain rescission of the 
contract, repayment of what he has paid, and removal of his 
name from the Register. But, a contract procured by mis
representation being only voidable and not void, if the com
pany has gone into liquidation and other interests have come 
into existence, it is too late to set the contract aside, and the 
person remains a member (see under head of “Effect of 
Misrepresentation in the Prospectus,” page 88, infra).

‘Carmichael’s Case, [1896] 2 Ch. 643; Hindley’s Case, [1891 j 2 Ch. 121. 
'Ex parte Panmure, [1883] 24 Ch. D. 367; Coventry's Case, [1891[ 1 Ch.

202.
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If, however, there was in fact no contract to take shares, the 
supposed member can at any time have his name removed 
from the Register ; for ho was never really a member.1

A man ceases to he a member of a company upon a com
plete transfer of his shares being made, but he remains liable 
to a limited extent in the event if a liquidation occurring 
within one year after the transfer. On the death of a share
holder the membership of course ceases, but his estate re
mains entitled to the benefits and subject to the burdens 
arising from his membership until some other person is 
entered in the Register in respect of his shares. A man may 
also cease to be a member by a surrender or forfeiture of his 
shares properly made.

The representatives of a deceased member are en
titled to receive on behalf of the estate any dividends, 
bonuses, or lienefits attaching to the shares, and are liable to 
contribute in respect of the estate in their hands and to he 
put on the list as representative contributories. (See Sec
tion 185.)

Section ,1i) of the act expressly provides that no person 
holding shares in the capacity of executor, administrator, 
guardian, or trustee shall lie personally subject to liability 
as a shareholder; but that the estates and funds in the 
hands of such person shall be liable in like manner and to 
the same extent as the testator or intestate, or the minor, 
ward, or person interested in the trust fund would be if 
living and competent to act and holding such shares.

The company cannot refuse to enter executors in the 
Register or insist on inserting a notice that they hold in a 
representative capacity, unless the Articles contain some 
authority to do so, and must enter the names in the order 
desired by the executors, a matter which often affects the 
right to vote and receive notices.2

'Oakes v. Turqiiimil [1807] L. It. 2 H. L. 325: Alabaster's Case [18691 
7 Eq. 273.

■T. H. Saunders & Co., [1908] 1 Ch. 415.
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Infant Members.

An infant may become a member of a company' and 
bold shares either by subscribing the Memorandum of As- 
sociatiou1 * or by taking a transfer of shares,3 but the com
pany has power to refuse to accept a minor as a shareholder 
or transferee of shares,4 * and should always do so, at any 
rate, in any case where a liability attaches to the shares, for 
the infant can on attaining his majority repudiate the shares 
if they arc then burdensome.6

The company or its liquidator can set the transfer aside 
on learning that the transferee is an infant,0 unless it has 
allowed him to transfer his shares and accepted his trans
feree,7 or has retained him on the Register or list of con
tributories after knowing of his infancy.8 * If a transfer to 
an infant is repudiated cither by the infant or the company, 
the person who transferred the shares to the infant is 
restored to the Register of Members or list of contributories 
as the holder of the shares0 ; and even if the infant has 
transferred some of the shares, the transferor to the infant 
remains liable in respect of the balance untransferred10 ; but 
the transferor will escape liability if neither the ifant on 
attaining twenty-one nor the company has rept nated the

'An infant cannot, however, become a memlier of atutory eor|>o-
ration where the provisions of the .Statute are sorti a contemplate the
arts of an adult, e g. where every member is eligible for the council (Sey
mour v. Royal Naval College, (1910) 1 Ch. FOB).

1Rc I-axon & Co., [1892] 3 Ch. 555; Nassau Phosphate Co., [1876] 2
Ch. 610.

3Lumsden's Case, [1868] 4 Ch. 31.
'.Symon’s Case, [1870] 5 Ch. 298; Costello's Case, [1869] 8 Eq. 
.Tv.i.i;.. ve;..Lt.... (> „ nsmi s I\ tsi ■

.504.
Ebbett's6Dublin and Wicklow Railway Co. v. Black, 11852] 8 Ex. 181;

Case, [1870] 5 Ch. 302; re Laxon & Co., [1892] 3 Ch. 555.
•Symon’s Case, [1870] 5 Ch. 298; Costello’s Case, [1869] 8 Eq. 504; 

Massey & Griffin's Case, [1907] 1 Ch. 582.
'Gooch’s Case, [1872] 8 Ch. 266.
•Parson’s Case, [1869] 8 Eq. 656 (tliree years) ; Massey & Griffin’s 

Case, [1907] 1 Ch. 582 (nine years).
•Capper’s Case, |1868] 3 Ch. 458; Symon’s Case, [1870] 5 Ch. 298; 

Weston’s Case, [1870] 5 Ch. 614; Costello’s Case, [1869] 8 Eq. 504.
1 "Mann’s Case, [1867] 3 Ch. 459, note; Curtis's Case, [1868] 6 Eq. 455.
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transfer of the shares to the infant, so that he has himself 
liecoinc a duly constituted member.1 Nor can such trans
feror be put on the B List of contributories if his transfer 
was more than a year before the winding up, and the 
infant has re-transferred the shares to another person, even 
though the latter cannot pay the calls.2

A person who has purchased shares and procured them 
to be transferred into the name of on infant cannot be put on 
the Register as the true owner of the shares3 unless there 
can be shown to be some contractual relation between him and 
the company, or the circumstances are such as to show that 
the infant's name was used as a mere alias for the adult.4

If the infant repudiates his shares on attaining his 
majority he can, provided he has derived no benefit from 
the shares, recover back any sums he has paid the company 
in respect of them5 ; but he cannot, even while an infant, 
retain the shares without accepting the burdens attaching to 
them, e.g. the liability for calls.0 Until he repudiates the 
shares ho is for the purpose of both benefits and burdens a 
member and shareholder.”

The infant's repudiation may be at any time during his 
minority or within a reasonable time after attaining his 
majority. What is a reasonable time for repudiation varies 
with the circumstances. The receipt of benefits would deter
mine the right of repudiation. In the case of shares in a

1 Parson's Case, [1869] 8 Eq. 656; Lumsdcn’s Case, [1868] 4 Ch. 31; 
Ebbett's Case, [1870) 5 Ch. 302; Mitchell’s Case, [1869] 8 Eq. 363; Massey 
& Griffin’s Case, [1907| 1 Ch. 582.

’Gooch’s Case, [1872] 8 Ch. 266.
'Massey & Griffin’s Case, [1907] 1 Ch. 582; King’s Case, [1872] 8 Ch.

266.
'Pugh & Sbarman’s Case, [1872] 13 Eq. 566; Richardson’s Case, [18 75] 

19 Eq. 588; Niekalls v. Furneaux, [1869] W. N. 118.
‘Hamilton e. Vaughan Shcrrin Co., [1894] 3 Ch. 598; Cope v. Overton, 

[18331 10 Bing, 252.
•Cork and Bandon Railway Co. ». Cazenove, [1847] 10 Q. B. 935; Ix-eds 

anil Thirsk Railway Co., [1849] 4 Ex. 26; North-West Railway Co. ». 
McMichael, [1850J 5 Ex. 114.

'Lumsden’s Case, [1868] 4 Ch. 31; re Laxon & Co., [1892] 3 Ch. 555.
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company one1 or two years’2 delay has suffieied to put an end 
to the right ; hut in another case nearly three years’ delay 
was held not to preclude relief.3 If there is no repudiation 
within a reasonable time the infant, as above stated, remains 
a contributory or member, subject, however, to the liqui
dator’s or company’s right (if not precluded by the 
acquiescence or delay of the company or liquidator) to re
move the infant’s name and substitute that of the transferor.4

There is no authority as to how far an infant member 
while on the Register of Members can act as a director or 
exercise rights of voting, signing requisitions, and giving 
proxies; but there seems no reason why, while remaining a 
member, he should not exercise these functions.

The Register ok Members.

Every company is required to keep a Register of its 
Members in one or more books, and Section 33 of tho Com
panies Act prescribes that the following particulars shall lie 
entered therein:

1. The names and addresses, and tho occupations, if 
any, of the members, and in the case of a company 
having a share capital a statement of tho shares 
held by each member, distinguishing each share by 
its number, and of the amount paid or agreed to 
be considered as paid on the shares of each 
member ;

2. Tho date at which each person was entered in the 
Register as a member ;

3. The date at which any person ceased to be a 
member.

‘Ebbett’s Case, [1870} 5 Ch. 302.
■Mitchell’s Case, [1870} 9 Eq. 363.
•Hart’s Case, [1868] 6 Eq. 312. also Central Bank v. Hogg 19 O. R. 7.
4See above and Massey and Griffin’s Case, [1907] 1 Ch. 582.
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It is not uncommon for secretaries to enter in the 
Register, not the date when the name of a person was 
entered in the Register as a member, but the date when he 
agreed to become a member. This is not in accordance with 
the Act, and may be material. Except in the case of a sub- 
scrilier to the Memorandum, a person is not a member until 
his name is entered in the Register, and the secretary must 
make a true record to show when he became a member.

The penalty for not keeping such a Register is twenty- 
five dollars per day, and every director or manager know
ingly and wilfully permitting default is liable. The Reg
ister of Members is prima facie (hut not conclusive) evi
dence of any matters directed or authorised to be inserted 
therein (Section 44).

By Section 35 it is provided that no notice of any trust 
shall be entered on the Register or bo receivable by the 
Registrar, and the company may not enter particulars of a 
lien it may claim to have on the shares.1

The Register of Members gives particulars of the shares 
as the)' were originally issued, with the changes from time 
to time made; the Register of Transfers (as its name im
plies) gives particulars of the changes which take place in 
the ownership of shares; and the Annual List and Sum
mary shows the names, addresses, and occupations of the 
menders in each year, and the aggregate number of shares 
held on the fourteenth day after the ordinary general meet
ing, with other particulars, which will be found later on 
under the head “Annual Retuhns of Capital and Mem- 
iikiis (page 372, infra). In the case of small companies 
these may all bo bound together in one volume.

The Register of Members is not an easy book to keep in 
proper order, especially where there are different classes of 
shares, the calls of various amounts, and the transfers

‘W. Key & Son, (1902) 1 Ch. 467.
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numerous. The Act does not prescribe any particular 
system of keeping the Register, but Oi.ly requires that it 
shall contain the particulars above noted, and more than one 
book may be used.1.

A company not entering in the Register the name of a 
person entitled to lie put thereon is liable to pay him 
damages for any loss he may have sustained by its neglect 
or refusal to do its duty (Section 43, Sub-section 2).2

Inspection and Copies of the Register.

The Register of Members “commencing from the date 
of the registration of the company,” must be kept at the 
company’s registered office, and be open, for a period of at 
least two hours a day, to the inspection of any member 
gratis, and to the inspection of any other person on payment 
of a sum not exceeding twenty-five cents for each inspection 
(Section 41). Any member or other person may demand to 
bo supplied with a copy of the Register or of the Annual 
List and Summary, or any part thereof, on payment of 
twenty-five cents for every’ hundred words required to tic 
copied (Section 41, Sub-section 2), but is not entitled him
self to take extracts and make copies.3 Any company 
refusing to supply such copy or to submit its Register for 
inspection is liable to a penalty of ten dollars for the 
refusal, and a further penalty of ten dollars per day for 
every day during which such refusal continues, and every 
director or manager is alike liable (Section 41, Sub-sec
tion 3). Even if it be known that the object of inspecting 
the Register, or of requiring a copy thereof, is antagonistic 
to the company, it is illegal to refuse such inspection or

'Weikershcim’s Case, [1873] 8 Ch. 831, 836.
2See Ottos Kopje Diamond Mines, [1893] 1 Ch. 618; Tomkinson v. 

Balkis Consolidated Co., [1891] 2 Q. B. 614.
3Balaghat Gold Mining Co., [1901] 2 K. B. 665. overruling Boord v. 

African Consolidated Land and Trading Co., [1898] 1 Ch. 596. •
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copy.1 But the right to inspect ceases upon the commence
ment of a winding up,8 and if inspection is required after 
liquidation an Order of Court must he obtained under 
Section 268. Such an Order entitles the party to inspect 
and take copies himself, lie need not pay the liquidator a 
fee for having them made.* 3 * * *

Period, when the Meg.nier mag he Closed.

A company may close its Register for a period not 
exceeding thirty days in each year, upon giving notice there
of by advertisement in some newspaper circulating in the 
district in which the registered office is situate (Section 42). 
The usual course is to close the Register for fourteen days 
before the ordinary general meeting, and to state the fact in 
the notice convening the meeting. The main objects of 
closing the Register are that entries of transfer may be 
deferred until after dividends have been declared and paid, 
and that lists of members may be made out in the event of 
polls being demanded, and the like. But closing the Register 
is sometimes resorted to with the object of preventing in
spection for a hostile purpose.

Rectification of the Register.

It is of the greatest importance that the Register of 
Members should be promptly and accurately entered up, as 
delay or inaccuracy frequently leads to expensive lawsuits. 
Section 43 prescribes that if the name of any person is with
out sufficient cause entered in or omitted from the Register 
of Members of any company, or if default is made or un
necessary delay takes place in entering in the Register the 
fact of any person having ceased to be a member of the com-

'Reg. v. Wilts and Berks Canal Navigation Co., 11873] 29 L. T. 922,
3 A. & E. 477; Mutter v. Eastern and Midlands Railway, (18881 38 Ch. D.
92; Davies v. Gas Light and Coke Co., [19091 1 Ch. 708.

!Kent Coalfields Syndicate, [1898] 1 Q. B. 754.
‘Itii Arauco Co., 11899) W. N. 134.
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pany, the person or memlier aggrieved, or any meinlier of 
the company, or the company itself, may apply for an Order 
of the Court that the Register may be rectified; and the 
Court may “either refuse the application or order Rectifica
tion of the Register, and payment by the company of any 
damages sustained by any party aggrieved.”* 1 Such an 
Order must he notified to the Registrar of Companies (Sub
section 4). But if the Order for Rectification is refused, the 
Court cannot give damages upon a motion made under Sec
tion 43, the proper course king for the person aggrieved to 
bring an action.2 The Court has power to determine any 
question relating to the title of any party to the application 
(Sub-section 3).

The Court will interfere and rectify the Register, upon 
a motion made under Section 43, where the error is due to 
the neglect or default of the company, and generally when 
the question arises between the company and a member or 
alleged member whether his name is properly included or 
excluded.3 The power of the Court is discretionary, and 
regard must be had to the “justice of the case.”4 In a 
dispute between two individuals as to which ought to be reg
istered as a memlier of the company, if the matter is a 
simple one the Court will decide it upon a motion under 
this section, and will make the necessary Order for rectify
ing the Register. But if the question is complicated, or if 
the rights of third parties intervene, the Court will not

‘As to the measure of damages see Ottos Kopje Diamond Mines, [1893]
1 Ch. 618.

‘See Ottos Kopje Diamond Mines, [1893] 1 Ch. 618.
•Ward and Henry’s Case, [1867] 2 Ch. 431; Reese River Silver Mining 

Co. v. Smith, [18701 L. R. 4 H. L. 64, 79.
•Siehell’s Case, [1868] L. R. 3 Ch. at page 122; re Dronfield Silkstone 

Co., |1881[ 17 Ch. D. at page 97; Trevor v. Whitworth, [1888] 12 App. 
Ca., per Lord Maenaghten, at page 440. If the removal of a member's 
name was in consequence of an invalitl surrender, it will be replaced 
even after seven years (Bellerby v. Rowland and Marwood’s Steamship 
Co., [1902[ 2 Ch. 14).
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interfere, but will allow the party aggrieved to seek his 
remedy by an action.1

A member can procure his name to be removed from the 
Register on the ground that he was induced to subscribe for 
his shares by fraud or misrepresentation in the prospectus,2 

if the shares arc not fully paid,3 and if the application is 
made within a reasonable time, and before proceedings have 
been taken to wind up the company.4 In an application of 
this nature the same general principles will apply as if the 
applicant were seeking rescission of any ordinary contract on 
the ground of fraud or misrepresentation. But a share
holder cannot retain his shares and ask for damages (see 
page HQ,infra).

If the contract under which the alleged shareholder is 
supposed to have taken his shares is void from the begin
ning, and not merely voidable, his name may be removed 
from the Register even after a winding up has commenced ; 
for he never agreed to take the shares.5

If where a transfer is complete and in order, and left for 
registration, it is not registered owing to any unnecessary 
delay on the part of the company, the name of the trans
feror will be removed and that of the transferee placed on 
the Register, although a winding up has commenced in the 
interval, and the order may be retrospective in effect, so as 
to render valid notices of dissent given by the transferee to 
a scheme of reconstruction,* or to relieve the transferor from

'Ward and Henry’s Case, [18671 2 Ch. 431; ex parte Shaw, [1877] 2 
Q. B. D. 463; ex parte Sargent, [1874] 17 Eq. 273.

■ICx parte Ward, [1867] L. R. 3 Ex. 180; cx parte Kintrea, [1870] 5 Ch. 
95; I-omlon and Staffordshire Co., [1883] 24 Ch. D. 149.

•Alison’s Case, [1874] 9 Ch. 1.
•Muir ii. Glasgow Bank, [1879] 4 App. Ca. 337; Tenncnt v. Glasgow 

Bank, [1879] 4 App. Ca. 615. Sec also page 87, infra.
Stakes v. Turquand, [1867] L. R. 2 H. L. 325' Alabaster’s Case, [1869] 

7Kq.273.
•Sussex Brick Co., [1904] 1 Ch. 598.
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liability as a contributory.1 But no alteration will be made 
if the transfer is not registered owing to a decision of the 
directors, bona fide come to and within their pow'ers, that 
the transfer ought not to be registered,2 or if something re
mains to be done to complete the transfer,3 or if the 
Articles require the directors to exercise their discretion and 
they have not done so4 ; and if there is a pending dispute 
whether the company is in liquidation the Order will not lie 
made, although the Judge has in an interlocutory proceeding 
decided that there is no winding up in operation.5

The importance of these rules is great, because until a 
new member is entered in the Register the former holder of 
the shares remains liable in respect of any calls which may 
lie made on the shares.

The Court has power to rectify the Register after as 
well as before a Winding-up Order has been made (Sec
tion 209),6 and by an application to the Court the liquida
tors can enforce the liability of persons who arc not, hut 
ought to have been, entered in the Register of Members.

Where a company is being wound up by the Court or 
subject to its supervision, transfers of shares are, unless the 
Court otherwise orders, void (Section 248, Sub-section 2) ; 
and where the company is being wound up voluntarily any 
transfers of shares, unless made to or with the sanction of 
the liquidator of the company, are void (Section 248, Sub
section 1). In the former case the exercise of the power of

‘Nation's Case, [1866] 3 Eq. 77; Hill’s Case, [1869] 4 Ch. 769 n.
’Alex. Mitchell’s Case, [18791 4 App. Ca. 548; Nelson Mitchell’s Case, 

[1879] 4 App. Ca. 624.
’Marino’s Case, [1867] 2 Ch. 596.
•Walker's Case, [1866] 2 Eq. 554; Union Debenture Corporation e. 

Fletcher, 59 J. P. 708.
•Violet Consolidated Gold Mining Co., [1899] W. N. 66, 68 L. J. Ch 

535,80 L. T. 684.
•See Sussex Brick Co., [19041 1 Ch. 598.
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the Court is discretionary, and an Order will not he made 
except on strong grounds.* 1

The Register of Mortgages.
In addition to registering with the Registrar certain 

mortgages and charges as required by Section 102 (see 
page 204), every limited company must keep a Register of 
all Mortgages and Charges specifically affecting the property 
of the company, in which must lie entered a short descrip
tion of the property mortgaged or charged, with the amount 
of charge created, and, except in the case of securities to 
liearer, the names of the mortgagees or persons entitled to 
such charge. If any property of the company is mortgaged 
or charged without such entry being made, every director, 
manager, or other officer of the company who knowingly and 
wilfully authorises or permits the omission is liable to a 
penalty of two hundred and fifty dollars (Section 108).

However, a mortgagee, even though a director of the 
company, does not lose his security by an omission to see 
that it is entered in the Register of Mortgages,2 although he 
does so if the mortgage is one that requires registration 
under Section 102 and is not registered with the Registrar 
(see page 200, in/m). The priority of mortgages is not 
affected by any imperfection of the Register kept by the 
company.8

Debentures containing a specific charge on the property 
of the company clearly must be included in this Register, 
hut not those only containing a floating charge. Where such 
debentures arc payable to hearer the names of the persons 
entitled need not he specified.

Under Section 109 the Register of Mortgages, and copies 
of all mortgages and charges which are required to be

1 Onward Building Society, [1891] 2 Q. B. 46.
» Wright v. Horton, 11887] 12 App. Ca. 371.
1 General South American Co., (1876] 2 Ch. D. 337.
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registered with the Registrar, must he open at all reason
able times to the inspection of any creditor or member of 
the company without fee, and the Register of Mortgages 
must be ojien to inspection by any other person on payment 
of a fee not exceeding twenty-five cents; but on a winding 
up the Register cannot lie inspected without an Order of 
Court.1 The right to inspect the Register of Mortgages 
involves a right to take copies of it.2 Any officer refusing to 
allow such inspection is liable to a penalty of twenty-five 
dollars, and a further penalty of ten dollars per day for 
every day during which such refusal continues, and every 
director or manager permitting such refusal is liable to the 
same penalties. In addition to the above penalties, any 
Judge of the Supreme Court sitting in Chambers, may by an 
Order compel an immediate inspection of the Register (Sec
tion 109, Sub-section 2).

There is no provision in the Act for keeping a Register 
of Debenture Holders as distinct from the Register of 
Mortgages ; but the debentures or trust deed usually provide 
for such a Register being kept, and Section 110 requires 
that every Register of Holders of Debentures of a company 
shall (except when closed, in accordance with the Articles, 
for any specified period or periods not exceeding thirty days 
in any year) be open to inspection by the registered holder 
of any such debentures and by any shareholder, subject to 
any reasonable restrictions which the company may in gen
eral meeting impose, so that at least two hours a day are 
appointed for inspection, and every such debenture or share
holder is entitled to a copy of all or part of the Register on 
payment of ten cents for every hundred words. The pen-

1 Somerset v. Land Securities Co., [1897] W. N. 29.
1 Nelson r. Anglo-American Land Co., (1897] 1 Ch. 130. Note that, as 

the sections do not give the tiersons inspecting a right to have a cony sup
plied on payment, the ease is different from that of the Register of Mem
bers (see page 53, supra).
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allies for default arc twenty-five dollars, and ten dollars for 
every day during which the default continues, and are im
posed on the company and every officer knowingly author
ising the default'.

The same section gives every debenture holder a right to 
a copy of the trust deed securing his debentures, if printed 
on payment of twenty-five cents, and if not printed on pay
ment of ten cents for every hundred words, under the same 
penalties for default (sec page 202).

The Register oe Directors or Managers.

Under Section 83 the company is required to keep a 
Register of its Directors or Managers, and to file copies 
thereof or of any changes therein. The penalty for default 
in keeping the Register or neglecting to file a copy of it with 
the Registrar of Companies is twenty-five dollars a day.

The Annual Return of Members and Summary of Cap
ital and Shares required by Section 34 must also state the 
names and addresses of the persons who are the directors 
of the company at the date of the Return.

The Common Seal.
Every company must be provided with a Common Seal, 

on which it “shall have its name engraven in legible char
acters” (Section 71, Sub-section 1 [6] ). If any director, 
manager, or officer of a company “uses or authorises the use 
of any seal purporting to be a seal of the company whereon 
its name is not so engraven,” he shall be liable to a penalty 
of two hundred and fifty dollars (Section 71, Sub-section 3). 
As has been remarked on page 17, the name of a company 
should be correctly given in every detail. Especially is this 
necessary in the case of the Common Seal, the use of which 
is tho official signature of the company.

The seal is impressed upon share and stock certificates 
(Section 31), trust deeds, debentures, contracts, mortgages,
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and other important documents, usually in the presence and 
with the authority of two directors, who sign the document, 
which is then countersigned hy the secretary. Any contract 
which if made between private persons would be required to 
lie in writing, and if made according to the law of the 
Province or of the Dominion to bo under seal, may be made on 
behalf of a company in writing and under its common seal ; 
hut a contract which if made between private persons would 
not require a seal may be made on behalf of the company in 
the same manner by any person having express or implied 
authority from the company (Section 84).

The mere affixing of the seal of a corporation is suf
ficient without witnesses, and, unless the Articles provide 
that the directors shall attest, it is not necessary, although it 
is customary, for them to do so.

If the seal of a corporation is found to be attached to a 
deed it will ho presumed to bo regularly affixed, and those 
who assert to the contrary must strictly prove their case.1

A person having power to manage the affairs of a trading 
company has implied power to affix the seal.2 But neg
ligence of the company in leaving the seal in the custody of 
a dishonest person will not preclude the company from set
ting up that the seal was wrongfully affixed, and a forgery 
gives no title.3 Thus where a secretary, to aid his own 
frauds, wrongfully affixed the seal of the company to share 
certificates, and, having forged the signatures of two direct
ors, issued the certificates apparently in the ordinary course

'Clarke v. Imperial Gas Co., [1833] 4 B. & Ad. 315, Woodhill r. 
Sullivan 14 C. P. 2f>5; Fell t>. South 24 U. C. R. 196; Sheppard v. Bonanza 
Nickel Co., 25 O. R. 305. National Malleable Castings Co., e. Smiths 
Falls 14 O. L. R. 22; South of Ireland Colliery a. Waddle L. R., 3 C. F. 
463 : 4 C. P. 617.

‘Re Contract Corporation, [1868] 3 Ch. 105, 116; Biggerstnff v. Row- 
att'a Wharf, [1896] 2 Ch. 93.

,Merchants of the Staple v. Bank of England, [1888] 21 Q. B. D. 160.
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of business, the company came under no liability to the 
honest holders of the share certificates.1

In Articles of Association provision is frequently made 
as to the occasions on which the seal shall be used. The seal 
is often secured by a bolt passed through part of the 
mechanism, and held in jiositiou by two padlocks. Some
times it is enclosed in a case with two locks, different per
sons holding the keys.

A company may by writing under its common seal em
power any person to act as its attorney to execute deeds on 
its behalf in any place situate within or without the limits of 
the Province (Section 87) ; or it may, if ' u-ised by its 
Articles, have for use in any territory, district, or place out 
of tho Province a separate official seal, and by writing 
authorise any person appointed for tho purpose to affix the 
same. Such person when using tho seul must certify the 
date and place of affixing it (Section 88). This local seal 
must be a facsimile of the original seal, except that it must 
show on its face the name of the locality where it is to bo 
used.

'Ruben !'. Great I'ingall Consolidated Co., (1904) 2 K. B. 712; affirmed 
in the House of Lords, [1906] App. Ca. 439.

36
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CHAPTER VI.
MATTERS PRELIMINARY TO COMMENCEMENT 

OF BUSINESS.

Promotion and Promoters.

The functions of Promoters and their duties and liabilities 
are very important matters in connection with the formation 
and early existence of a company, and it is important to 
form clear ideas upon these points. Yet the Courts have 
always refused to define exactly what constitutes a “Pro
moter”—and rightly ; for if a rigid definition were given, 
those who desire to avoid the liabilities of the position would 
he careful to come very close to the line without crossing it. 
The best description is that of Bowen, L. J. :—“The term 
‘Promoter’ is a term not of law hut of business, usefully 
summing up in a single word a number of business opera
tions, familiar to the commercial world, by which a com
pany is generally brought into existence.”1 But probably 
there should be added “and by which its capital is pro
vided.” The promotion does not necessarily cease with the 
registration of the company, for “a person not a director 
may be a Promoter of a company which is already incor
porated, but the capital of which has not been taken up.”8

In seeking to ascertain who arc the Promoters of a com
pany it is useful to ask:—(1) “Who started the idea of 
forming a company for the purpose in question Î” (2) “Who 
settled what was to be included in the Memorandum and 
Articles of Association and in the Prospectus, or gave the 
lawyers instructions to prepare them and information upon 
which they might he prepared ?” (3) “Who undertook the
liability for the costs of preparing those documents, reg-

'Whaley Bridge Co. v. Green, [1880] 5 Q. B. D. 109.
=Emma Silver Mining Co. v. Lewis, [1879] 4 C. P. D. at page 407.
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istering the company, and making the preliminary agree
ments ?” (4) “\\ ho sought ont the persons who ultimately 
became the first directors, and induced them to undertake 
the office?” (Ii) “Who procured the subscription of the 
capital ?” And, lastly the famous question "Cut bonof”— 
“Who benefited by the formation of the company?”

It must lie remembered, however, that none of these ques
tions is decisive. A man may have done one or more of 
these things, anil yet not be a Promoter; or a man may have 
kept in the background and have appeared to do none of 
these things, and yet lie a Promoter. Usually, however, 
persons who have busied themselves in procuring subscrip
tions or underwriting will find it very hard to escape from 
being held to be Promoters. Further, a man may be a 
Promoter who is only acting as agent for others, or as 
director of a promoting syndicate, if he has personally taken 
an active part in the promotion.1

Very frequently the vendors of property to a company 
arc the Promoters.2 But, on the other hand, the owners of 
property may have been asked, “If a company is formed to 
acquire your property, will you sell it ? and, if so, at what 
price ?” If they have done no more than agree to sell they will 
not be Promoters ; nor will the solicitors who as part of their 
professional duty prepared the contracts.3 But it is to be 
noted that the Courts will look at the substance of a trans
action, and vendors or others who are in reality the Pro
moters will not escape liability by the interposition of a 
nominal vendor or a nominal Promoter, who professes to 
purchase and resell the property or to undertake the 
financial operations incident to forming and floating a 
company.

'Lydney and Wigpool Co. v. Bird, [1886] 33 Ch. I). at page 94.
Twycross v. Grant, [1877] 2 C. P. I). 469; Book v. Kantorowicz, [18571 

6 K. <fc j. 230; Gluckstein v. Barnes, [1900] App. Ca. at page 249.
3Re Turner, [1884] 53 L. J. Ch. 42, 49 L. T. 20.
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The relation of a Promoter to the company he is about 
to form, although not strictly that of a trustee to his cestui 
que trust, or beneficiary, or of an agent to his 
principal, is of the same nature ; and it follows 
that ho may not secretly make a profit for himself, 
nor otherwise benefit at the expense of the company. 
Thus Lindley, L. J., in delivering the judgment of 
himself and Cotton and Lopes, L. JJ., said, “Although not 
an agent of the company nor a trustee for it before its 
formation, the old familiar principles of the law of agency 
and of trusteeship have lieen extended, and very properly 
extended, to meet such cases. It is perfectly well settled 
that a Promoter of a company is accountable to it for all 
moneys secretly obtained by him from it, just as if the re
lationship of principal and agent or of trustee and cestui que 
trust, had really existed between him and the company when 
the money was so obtained.”1 It was further held in the 
same case that the fact that the Promoter was an agent for 
others did not exonerate him from liability. Again, Lord 
Cairns and Lord Blackburn decided that Promoters un
doubtedly stand “in a fiduciary position towards the com
pany.”2 The fiduciary relationship extends, moreover, not 
only to the company as constituted at the time, but also to 
future allottees of shares ; so that disclosure of profits made 
by the Promoters must be made not only to the subscribers 
to the Memorandum, but also either to an independent 
Board or to all the subscribers for shares.3

A convenient summary of some of the main principles in 
relation to contracts with Promoters and persons in a 
fiduciary position is to lie found in the judgment of Lord

'Lydney and Wigpool Co. r. Bird, (1886] 33 Ch. D. at page 94. 
’Krlanger v. New Sombrero Phosphate Co., (1879] 3 App. Ca. 1236. 
’British Seamless Paper Box Co., (1881) 17 Ch. D. 467; Lagunas Nitrate 

Co. it. Lagunas Syndicate, [1899] 2 Ch. 392. Bcnnet v. Havelock, 1 O. \\. 
N. 352, 751, 21 Ô. L. R. 375.
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Bindley (then Master of the Iiolls) in Lagunas Nitrate Co. 
t\ Lagunas Syndicate (1899, 2 Ch. at page 422):

“The first principle is that in equity the Promoters of a 
company stand in a fiduciary relation to it, and to those 
persons whom they induce to become shareholders in it, and 
cannot in equity hind the company by any contract with 
themselves without fully and fairly disclosing to the com
pany all material facts which the company ought to know. 
Erlanger v. New Sombrero Phosphate Co. (1879, 5 Ch. D. 
73, 3 App. Ca. 1218) is the leading authority in support of 
this general proposition.

“The second principle is that a company when registered 
is a corporation capable by its directors of binding itself by 
a contract with themselves if all material facts are dis
closed.* Salomon r. Salomon & Co. (1897, App. Ca. 22) is 
the leading authority for this principle.

“The third principle is that the directors of a company, 
acting within their powers and with reasonable care, and 
honestly in the interest of the company, are not personally 
liable for losses which the company may suffer by reason of 
their mistakes or errors in judgment. Overend, Gurney & 
Co. r. Gibb (1805, L. II. 5 II. L. 483) is the leading 
authority on this head.

“A fourth principle, not confined to companies, but ex
tending to them, is that a contract can be set aside in equity 
on proof that one party induced the other to enter into it 
by misrepresentations of material facts, although such mis
representations may not have been fraudulent.

“A fifth principle is that a voidable contract cannot bo 
rescinded or set aside after the position of tho parties has

■It should lie noted that this disclosure must be to independent persons, 
not to themselves as directors or their nominees. This appears from the 
case tiere being quoted. Sec [1899] 2 Ch., page 431 cl hci].; Krlanger v. 
New Sombrero Phosphate Co., 11879] 3 App. Ca. 1218; and Gluckstein y. 
liâmes, [1900] App. Ca. 240, affirming re Olympia, Limited, [1898] 2 
Ch. 153. Ruethal Mining Co. e. Thome, 9 O. W. R. 942. O’Sullivan e. 
Clarkson, 9 0.W.R. 46, Stratford Fuel Co.,v.Mooneys’ 1910; 210.L.R.420
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been changed, so that they cannot be restored to their 
former position. Fraud may exclude the application of this 
principle, but I know of no other exception.”

In the case in question it was held by a majority of the 
Court of Appeal (Lindley, M. R, and Collins, L. ,T.) that 
mi the facts the company had notice that the directors were 
also vendors, and therefore the fact that they did not con
stitute an independent hoard was not a sufficient ground for 
setting aside the contract, ps there was no material mis
representation made to the persons who were members of 
the company at the date of the contract, these being the 
directors themselves ; and, further, that although the pros
pectus was in some respects misleading, the subsequent 
alteration in the position of the company rendered rescission 
impossible. But Rigby, L. J., thought that the facts were 
such as to render the directors liable.

The fiduciary position commences as soon as the Pro
moter begins to act for or promote the company, but not 
earlier. The fact of acquiring a property with the intention 
of ultimately forming a company which shall acquire and 
develop it does not render the purchaser accountable for the 
profit he makes on the resale, so long as the company, on 
coming into existence, is informed that the person selling to 
the company and the Promoter are identical.1 But any 
profit which the Promoter makes after ho has begun to 
promote the company, and the benefit of any contracts into 
which he enters during that period, belong to the company ;2 

for the rule is that where an agent sells what is already his 
own property to his principal he is only liable if the prin
cipal is ignorant that the agent is himself the vendor ; but

'Bentinck v. Fenn, [1888] 12 App. Ca. 652; Cover’s Case, [1876] 1 Ch. 
I). 1S2; Erlanger v. New Sombrero Phosphate Co., (1879] 3 App. Ca. 1218: 
Lady well Mining Co. v. Brookes, [1887] 35 Ch. D. 400; compare Burland 
v. Earle, (1902] App. Ca. 98—the ease of a director purchasing privately 
and selling to his company.

2Ladvwell Mining Co. v. Brookes, [1887] 35 Ch. D. 400; Cape Breton 
Co., [1885] 29 Ch. D. 795.
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where an agent is purchasing oil behalf of his principal tho 
bargain is tho bargain of tho principal, who is entitled to 
the whole benefit, and the agent must not intercept any por
tion of the profit : (e.g. by taking commission from tho 
vendors, or by making a resale to his principal at an en
hanced price). It is also the duty of the agent to secure the 
purchase for his principal on the most favorable terms 
obtainable.

If the Promoter was not at the time he bought in a 
fiduciary position, though subsequently and at tho time of his 
resale to the company he is in a fiduciary position and does 
not disclose his interest, the company is entitled to rescind. 
If in such a ease rescission has become impossible, the com
pany cannot recover from the Promoter, as money had and 
received, the profit be has made;1 but there might possibly 
be a remedy in damages.2

How far a Promoter is agent or trustee for a company 
not yet formed is not clearly laid down ; but it is decided 
that immediately upon the registration of the company he is 
under fiduciary obligations, not only to tho company as 
originally constituted, but also as consisting of future allot
tees, and therefore Promoters and Directors will not bo 
protected by disclosures made before the public have joined 
the company unless there is an independent board or body 
of shareholders to receive and act upon the information, and 
the directors who participate in the profits must not bo 
counted as independent.3 Thus mere communication to the 
subscribers to the Memorandum of Association who are 
clerks in the vendor’s office is obviously a farce, even though

'Cape Breton Co, 11884] 20 Cli. 1). 221, [1880] 2!) Ch I) 795; Lady well 
Mining Co. ». Brookes, [1887] 24 Oh. D. 208, 25 Ch. D. 400; Lady Forrest 
(Murchison) Gold Mine, 11001) 1 Oh. 582.

"Benlinek ». Fenn, (1888) 12 App. On., per Ixml Hersehell, at page 604.
’Ix-eds and Hanley Theatres of Varieties, (1002) 2 Ch. 800; Fitzroy 

Bessemer Co., [1885| 32 W. R. 312; Erlanger ». New Sombrero Phosphate 
Co., |1879) 3 App. Ca. 1218; Olympia, Limited, [1898) 2 Ch. 149; Gluckstein 
». Barnes, [1900] App. Ca. 240.
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they hold a meeting and arc tho oidy members of the com
pany; and, equally, disclosure to directors who are mere 
nominees of the vendors or Promoters will not be sufficient.1 

In such a case the information should bo given in the pros
pectus ;8 and oven if all the facts are known to all the 
members of the company at the time the contract is made, 
but a misleading prospectus is subsequently issued by tho 
Promoters to the public inviting them to join the company, 
the Promoters will be liable.'1

If, however, there is no intention of making a public 
issue of shades, and no such issue is in fact made, 
knowledge by all the directors and members of the company 
of the facts will exonerate tho Promoters, even where the 
purchase price has been greatly inflated.4

“A Promoter whose duty it is to disclose what profits he 
has made does not perform that duty by making a statement 
not disclosing the facts, but containing something which, if 
followed up by further investigation, will enable the in
quirer to ascertain that profits have been made and what 
they amounted to.”6 Therefore, a reference in the pros
pectus to contracts is not a sufficient disclosure of profits 
unless the terms of the contracts are fairly stated.

Where a Promoter has to account to the company for 
secret profits the measure of damage is the amount of 
profit made by the Promoter but he is allowed to deduct

'Olympia, Limited, [1898] 2 Ch. 149; Gluckstein ». Humes, [1900] App. 
Oil. 240. Compare Kaye r Croydon Tramways, [18981 1 Ch. 358, and 
Lagunas Nitrate Co. v. Lagunas Syndicate, [1899J 2 Ch. at page 431. 

"Ixteds and Hanley Theatres of Varieties, [1902] 2 Ch. 809.
"luigunas Nitrate Co. v. Lagunas Syndicate, [1899] 2 Ch. at page 428. 
*He Ambrose Lake Tin Co., [1880] 14 Ch. D. 390; British Seamless 

Paper Box Co., [1881J17 Ch. D. 407; Innés & Co., [1903] 2 Ch. 254.
"( llympia, Limited, [1898] 2 Ch. 149; affirmed Gluckstein v. Barnes, 

[1900] App. Ca. 240. Compare Kaye v. Croydon Tramways, [1898[ 
1 Ch. 358. O’Sullivan v. Clarkson, 9 0. W. K. 46.

"Leeds and Hanley Theatres of Varieties, [1902] 2 Ch. 809.
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from the amount all reasonable expenses he has been put to, 
and is liable only for the not profits made.1

Co-Promoters are not partners, nor is one Promoter 
necessarily the agent of the others, or the act or admission of 
one evidence against the others.2

When the company is in liquidation, a Promoter may be 
examined privately under Section 220; and where a public 
examination is ordered in a compulsory winding up under 
Section 221, the Promoters are among the persons who may 
be publicly examined. Promoters may also be rendered 
liable for misfeasance under the procedure provided by Sec
tion 254. All these matters are dealt with in their proper 
places.

Promoters have not infrequently arranged for the shares 
of the company being underwritten, and paid the necessary 
commission out of the purchase money or other consideration 
they receive from the company. Section 98, Sub-section 3, 
renders the payment of the commission by the Vendors or 
Promoters lawful if made in such circumstances as would 
have justified direct payment of the commission by the 
company.

The remuneration of the Promoter usually comes out of 
the purchase money for the property acquired. In any case 
the amount paid within the two preceding years or intended 
to be paid to any Promoter must be disclosed in the Pros
pectus (Section 90, Sub-section 1 (;)) or in the Statement 
in Lieu of Prospectus (Section 91 and Schedule II).

Preliminary Aoreements.

Whether the company is formed to acquire a business, 
to work a mine, to develop a patent, to undertake financial 
business, or for any other purpose, it seldom issues its pros
pectus without having entered into preliminary agreements

'Emma Silver Mining Co. e. Grant, [1879) 11 Ch. D. 918; Lydney and 
Wigpool Co. v. Bird, |1886| 33 Ch. D. 95.

“See “Lindlev on Companies,” Fifth Edition, pages 143 to 145. See 
also Wilson v. Hotchkiss, 2 O. L. R. 2(il. Sandusky Coal Co., v. 
Walker, 27 O U. 1177. Sylvester v. MeCuaig, 28 C. P. 443 Garvin t\ 
Edmondson [1909] 15 O. W. R. 240.
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for the purchase of the property or rights to be acquired, or 
for securing the services and connection of some manager or 
expert.

As the Promoters of the company will desire to offer the 
benefit of such agreements or contracts as an inducement to 
tho public to take shares, it becomes necessary that they 
should be made before the formation of the company, or at 
least before the general allotment of shares, and accordingly 
an agreement or contract is usually prepared and executed 
before the issue of the prospectus, being expressed to be 
made between the vendor and either the company itself or'a 
trustee for the intended company. In either event, how
ever, the company is not hound by tho contract until it has 
been adopted by the directors after tho incorporation of the 
company.

It will be observed that a contract can be made with a 
trustee for the company before the company has any exist
ence, in which case the trustee will be personally bound by 
the contract unless he expressly protects himself from lia
bility by including a power to rescind it.1 It is usual in 
such a case to make it one of the objects of the company 
mentioned in the Memorandum, and also to provide in the 
Articles of Association that the directors shall adopt the 
preliminary agreement ; but this will not lay the company 
under obligation unless a distinctly new contract is 
made by which the company agrees to be bound by the 
terms of the preliminary agreement.2 Nor will a resolution 
of the Board of the new company adopting the agreement 
create a contract between tho new company and the vendor.3 

A new contract may, however, sometimes be inferred from

'Kelner v. Baxter, [1867] L. It. 2 C. P. 174.
'Re Olympia, Limited, |1898| 2 Cli. 168; Northumberland Avenue 

Hotel Co., [1886] 33 Ch. D. 16; Natal Land Co. v. Pauline Colliery, |1904] 
App. Ca. 120.

‘Johannesburg Hotel Co., [1891] 1 Ch. 119; North Sydney Investment 
Co. v. Higgins, [1899] App. Ca. 263.
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the circumstances and the conduct of the parties.1 But the 
mere fact that the directors of the company think they are 
liound by the contract with the trustee, and act accordingly, 
is not enough, even though large sums of money are ex
pended and work is done in that mistaken belief.8

Where the contract is expressed to be made with the 
company itself, it is sometimes prepared before the incor
poration of the company, and then referred to in the 
Memorandum and Articles of Association as an “agreement 
already drawn up and intended to bo executed,” and, for 
identification, signed or initialled bjT some of the subscribers 
to the Memorandum of Association or by a solicitor. In 
this case the agreement requires to bo executed by the com
pany, and this must be done after proper consideration by 
the directors and not merely pro forma: in fact, they must 
exercise their judgment upon it, and if they are not an inde
pendent board the company may repudiate the contract.

By Section 90, Sub-section 3, any contract made by a 
company before the date at which it is entitled to commence 
business is provisional only, and is not binding on the com
pany until that date, but on that date it becomes binding. It 
is thought that if this event does not happen within a 
reasonable time the Court will have power, at the instance 
of the other party, to declare the contract at an end : it can 
hardly be that a vendor would be bound indefinitely. But a 
person contracting with the company will be wise to include 
in any contract made before the date in question a provision 
that if the company does not become entitled to commence 
business within a specified period, the contract shall lie void 
or be liable to rescission by either party.

By Section 92 a company is forbidden, prior to the 
statutory meeting, to vary the terms of any contract referred

'Howard v. Patent Ivory Co., [1888] 38 Ch. D. 156; Natal Land Co' 
V. Pauline Colliery, |1!MH] App. Ca. at page 126.

■Northumberland Avenue Hotel Co. [1886] 33 Ch. D. 16.
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to in the prospectus, except subject to the approval of the 
statutory meeting. Section 73, Sub-section 3 (e), also 
prescribes that the directors shall, in the report to he sub
mitted seven days before the statutory meeting, give 
particulars of any contract the modification of which is to 
be submitted to the meeting for approval, and tho details of 
the proposed modification.

It follows from Section 98 that nothing must be added to 
the purchase price of property or contract price for work to 
enable tho vendor to the company or tho contractor to pay 
commission for placing the share capital, unless the payment 
is authorised by the Articles, and stated in the prospectus or 
statement in lieu of prospectus.

Persons who arc not part owners of the property must 
not be joined, to enable them to receive a part of the fully 
paid shares forming the consideration. Directors knowingly 
allowing Promoters to obtain remuneration by such an ar
rangement are guilty of misfeasance.1

The purchase consideration is usually first stated in a 
lump sum, thus :—“The vendor shall sell and the company 
shall purchase [the property] at the price of $100,000, 
which shall be satisfied by the payment of $50,000 in cash 
and the allotment to the vendor or his nominees of 50,000 
shares of $1 each in the capital of the company credited as 
fully paid, numbered to It should be noted that
if this form is not used, but it is simply stated that the 
vendor is to take “$50,000 worth of fully paid shares,” this 
means fully paid shares of the market value of $50,000.2

If directors receive any benefit under the preliminary 
agreement, it should lie fully disclosed. They will be liable 
to repay to the company any secret profits, and it is mis
feasance for them to accept any gifts from the vendors with-

inland’s Case, (1893] 2 Ch. 612.
■McIIquham v. Taylor, [1895] 1 Ch. 63.
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out the full knowledge of the company. It is also wrong and 
improper for the directors to accept any gift whatever while 
the consideration or completion of the contract is still open.1

Questions relating to the contracts which require to be 
disclosed in the prospectus or statement in lieu of prospectus 
are considered on pages 79 to 83, infra.

Statement in Lieu of Pkospectus.
Even when a company (not being a private company as 

defined by Section 130) does not issue a prospectus to the 
public it must (unless it has previously to the 15th day of 
March, 1912, made an allotment of shares or debentures) 
give publicity to its affairs by filing the Statement in Lieu 
of Prospectus referred to in Section 91, signed by every 
|)crson named therein as a director or proposed director, or 
his agent authorised in writing, and until it has done so it 
is forbidden to allot any of its shares or debentures. The 
form of the Statement is set forth in the Second Schedule to 
the Act (see page 702).

It will be seen from the following pages that the informa
tion required to be given in this statement is substantially 
the same as that required to bo given in a prospectus, with 
the omission of certain items (such as the contents of the Mem
orandum of Association and the names of the signatories 
thereto) which will already lie found upon the file. In the 
pages which follow will be found a discussion of the 
principal matters involved.

Under Section 80 no person can be appointed a director 
of a Public Company by the Articles or named as a 
director in the Statement unless he has signed and 
filed a Consent in writing to act as a director, and 
bas agreed to take and pay for his qualification 
shares. Under Section 94 a company must not proceed 
to allotment unless the minimum subscription, as named in

•See Eden v. Ridsdale's Railway Lamp Co., (1889] 23 Q. B. D. 368; 
Archer's Case, 11892] 1 Ch. 322; Hay's Case, [1875] 10 Ch. 593.
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the Statement has been applied for (see page 121), and 
cannot (Section 90) eommenoe business or exercise any bor- 
rowing powers until the minimum subscription (consisting of 
shares payable in cash, as named in the Statement) has 
lieen allotted, and there has been filed with the Registrar a 
Statement in Lieu of Prospectus. For other necessary pre
liminaries see page 113.

If no amount is named in the Statement as the 
minimum subscription, the company must not proceed to 
allotment unless “the whole amount of the share capital 
other than that issued or agreed to be issued as fully or 
partly paid up otherwise than in cash, has been subscribed, 
and an amount not less than five per cent, of the nominal 
amount of each share payable in cash has been paid to and 
received by the company” (Section 94, Sub-section 7). 
The effect of making an allotment in violation of these pro
visions is as stated on page 123.

A private company is excepted from the provisions 
of Sections 80, 94, and 96. Companies which have made an 
allotment of shares or debentures before the 1st July, 1910, 
are excepted from Section 94.

The object of the Statement in Lieu of Prospectus is to 
give publicity in the case of “prospectusless" companies to 
the essential matters of their constitution. But it allows the 
Statement to bo filed at any time before allotment, and it is 
not improbable that promoters may adopt the practice of 
filing the Statement at the same time as or immediately 
after the Memorandum, in which case they can truthfully 
state in regard to many of the particulars required that 
nothing has been done, although before the issue of the 
shares or debentures many of the things referred to may 
happen. In cases of an early filing of the Statement a 
question will arise as to what is meant by the word “pro
posed.” It seems that this must mean “proposed by the 
company,” for the intentions of persons who are strangers to
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the company can hardly he the subject of Section 96. It 
will therefore clearly include anything indicated in the 
Memorandum or Articles as one of the objects of the com
pany : c./j. if it is stated that the company is formed to 
acquire the business of Messrs. A and B, that will be a 
property proposed to be _ ", and A and B will no
doubt be the vendors ; but if no contract has been made it is 
not clear that any amount can be said to be “payable to each 
separate vendor” ; and if the Memorandum and Articles do 
not refer to any property, and the directors have not yet 
taken into consideration any proposed purchase, there is more 
difficulty in saying what property is proposed to be pur
chased or who are the vendors. Again, how is the amount 
“intended to be paid to any promoter” to be fixed before 
there is an agreement with him Î The promoter may intend 
to get as much as ho can, but that can hardly bo what is to 
be stated. A true statement is not i>ossiblo unless the com
pany, acting through its directors sitting as a board, has 
formed an intention of paying the promoter some specific 
sum.

If false statements arc found in a prospectus, the 
directors and persons responsible for the issue of the pros
pectus are liable in damages to the persons taking shares on 
the faith of the statements. How far any person who has 
taken shares can avail himself of misstatements contained in 
the document filed with the Registrar under this section is 
not clear. A person who had not seen the statements before 
he took the shares, or who did not rely on them in taking the 
shares, would have no remedy. But a man who had con
sulted the file before applying for shares might argue, “The 
directors had a statutory duty to make and file true state
ments, but they failed in that duty, whereby I suffered loss, 
and, being one of the class for whoso lienefit the enactment 
was made, I have an action on the case against the di
rectors” ; and this argument might prevail.

0033
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Pbosvkctuses.

The most important practical matter connected with the 
formation of a company is the obtaining of capital, and, 
except in the ease of converting private businesses into 
companies, and in a few cases where money is privately 
subscribed, this is done by means of a “Pros|>cctU8.”

Definition of “Prospectus" in the Art.—The Act defines a 
prospectus as “any prospectus, notice, circular, advertise
ment, or other invitation offering to the public for sub
scription or purchase any shares or del>entures of a com
pany.” This definition applies “unless the context otherwise 
requires,” and at first sight would seem to exclude the case 
of shares or del>enturos offered to a limited class of persons, 
such as only to the members of a particular company.1 But 
this cannot lx? affirmed with certainty; for in Section 90, 
which contains the main provisions relating to the pros
pectus, there is this sub-section (7) : “This section shall not 
apply to a circular or notice inviting existing members or 
debenture holders of a company to subscribe either for 
shares or for debentures of the company”—words which are 
wholly unnecessary unless the word '“prospectus” applies to 
an offer of shares to the members of the company only. On 
the other hand, if the present meml>ers of the company 
issuing the prospectus are “the public,” it is difficult to see 
what class of persons may not also be held to be “the 
public,” and how any prospectus can bo other than an 
invitation offering shares or debentures to tbe public.

It appears from a Scotch case that a circular placed in 
the hands of friends of the proposed directors, even to the 
number of forty, and intended to be shown to their friends, 
is not an invitation to the public.8 It has also been held 
that the printing of two hundred and twenty copies of a

'Sec Booth v. New Afrikander Gold Mining Co., [1903] 1 Ch. 295.
2Sleigh v. Glasgow and Transvaal Options, [1904] Court of Sees., 6 F. 420.
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prospectus, and the circulation of them by the directors and 
promoter among their friends, is not such an invitation; 
holding further that the offer of the shares, to fall within 
the section, must bo by the company, and must be an offer 
to any person who chose to come in and take them.1 It is 
not possible to say with confidence what number of persons 
will constitute a “public.” All the circumstances must be 
considered in each case.2

In the case of a reconstruction, shares issued to the mem
bers of the old company arc not in the same position as 
shares issued to the public, and the circular offering them 
would seem not to bo a prospectus within the meaning of 
the Act.3

It will bo observed that the definition includes a pros
pectus offering the public shares for purchase, so that even 
where the capital has been taken up, if the holders, being 
persons interested in the company, or intended com
pany, offer the shares for sale to the public, they must 
comply with the requirements of the Act.

Prospectus to he Dated and Filed (Section 90).—Every 
prospectus which relates to any company or intended com
pany and is issued by or on behalf of any such company or 
intended company or by or on behalf of any person in
terested in any such company or intended company must be 
dated, and such date, unless the contrary is proved, is to be 
taken as the date of publication of the prospectus. Before 
the date of publication a copy of the prospectus must be 
signed by every person named as a director or proposed 
director, or by his agent authorised in writing, and filed 
with the Begistrar. Until so filed the prospectus must not 
l>e issued, and when issued it must bear on the face of it a 
statement that it has been filed with him. The Begistrar

‘Sherwell v. Combined Incandescent Mantles Syndicate, [19071 W. N.
110.

•As to advertisements being deemed prospect usee, sec Rex v. Garvin 
18 O. L. R. 49 and also Law Quarterly Review 1911 page 286.

•See Booth ti. New Afrikander Gold Mining Co., [19031 1 Ch. 295.
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refuses to register any prospectus unless it is dated and 
signed as above mentioned. If a prospectus is issued before 
filing, the company and every person knowingly a party to 
I be default will be liable to a fine of twenty-five dollars a 
day from the date of the issue to the date on which the filing 
is effected.

By Section 80, no person, except in the case of a private 
company, is capable of being appointed a director by the 
Articles, or may be named in any prospectus issued within 
a year from the date at which it is entitled to commence 
business, as a director or proposed director, unless he has 
first signed (by himself or his agent authorised in writing), 
and tiled with the Registrar, a consent in writing to act, 
and has agreed to take his qualification shares from the 
company, either by subscribing the Memorandum for at 
least the prescribed number, or by signing and filing with 
the Registrar a contract in writing to that effect.

Contents of Prospectus.—Every prospectus (defined as 
above) which relates to any company or intended company 
and is issued by or on behalf of any such company or in
tended company or by or on behalf of any person interested 
in any such company or intended company must state the 
particulars required by Section 90.

Several of these particulars require consideration, which 
hero follows.

Disclosure as to the Vendors and the Purchase Price 
(Section 90, Sub-section 1 (/)).—A common practice has 
been for the owners of a business or property to agree to sell 
it to a nominee of the promoters, who agrees to resell to the 
company at a profit, often very large, which the promoters 
receive and retain. In the case of mines, concessions, 
patents, and other property of uncertain value, sometimes 
several intermediaries are found. The prospector may agree 
to sell his mine to a speculator for a few hundred dollars
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and a tenth of tho capital of any company to lie formed to 
purchase. The speculator agrees to sell it to financiers for 
a few thousand dollars and sufficient shares to make the 
price equal to one-third of tho capital of the company. The 
financiers make the purchase in the name of a nominee, 
promote the company, and agree to sell the mine for suf
ficient cash to pay all their outgoings and as many shares as 
make up two-thirds of the capital of the company. The 
public arc then invited to subscribe for the shares necessary 
to provide the cash lieforo mentioned and more or less work
ing capital.

The Act now requires the disclosure in the prospectus of 
the names and addresses of all the vendors and sub-vendors, 
and the amount each person is to receive, whether in cash, 
shares, or debentures. For tho purposes of this requirement 
the word “vendor*’ includes, as well as the immediate 
vendor to tho company, every person who has entered into a 
contract, absolute or conditional, for the sale or purchase or 
for any option of purchase of any property to be acquired 
by the company where cither tho purchase money is not 
fully paid liefore tho publication of the prospectus, or the 
purchase money is to bo paid wholly or in part out of the 
proceeds of the issue offered for subscription by the pros
pectus, or the contract depends for its validity or fulfilment 
on the result of the issue (Section 90, Sub-section 2). But 
if the vendors or any of them arc a firm it is not necessary 
to distinguish the amounts receivable by the respective 
partners (Section 90, Sub-section 1 (/)). Where the com
pany purchases the benefit of an existing contract, it will be 
necessary to state both the price paid for such benefit and 
tho price payable under the contract.1 In other words, the 
only way of escaping the obligation to disclose particulars of 
any purchase is to complete tho purchase, and pay the

‘Brookes v. Hansen, [1906] 2 Ch. 129.
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whole purchase consideration, before the publication of the 
prospectus, in which case this particular portion of 
the Statute will not apply;1 but, although the contents of the 
contract need not l>e stated in such a case, the obligation to 
disclose all material contracts will usually render it neces
sary to give the date of and parties to the contract, and 
provide a reasonable time and place where it may be seen.

“Where any of the property to ho acquired by the com
pany is to ho taken on lease” the word “vendor” includes 
“lessor,” and the words “purchase money” include the con
sideration for the lease (Section 90, Sub-section 3). It is 
not clear whether the words “is to he taken on lease” include 
the case of the company purchasing an existing lease. In 
common parlance certainly the words would not have that 
meaning; hut if they have not, the object of the Act might 
ho defeated by the original vendor granting a long lease of 
the property to the vendor to the company, who could sell 
the lease to the company without being subject to the 
obligation to make disclosure of the price paid by him for 
the lease.

Disclosure of Material Contracts (Section 90, Sub-sec
tion 1 (!•))•—This sub-section is somewhat vague. It says 
“every material contract” without specifying between whom 
or for what purpose it must be material to fall within the 
scope of the Act. For instance, a contract between rivals in 
trade of the now company to prevent it from obtaining 
business would be very material, but can hardly be within 
the meaning of the Act. It is submitted that the contracts 
must be those to which the company or some persons 
having direct relations with the company (such as vendors, 
promoters, directors, or officers) are parties, and that a 
material contract is one “which, upon a reasonable con
struction of its purport and effect, would assist a person in

’Brookes v. Hansen, (1906) 2 Ch. 129.
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determining whether he would become a shareholder in tho 
company,”1 or ono which is “calculated to influence persons 
leading a company’s prospectus in making up their minds 
whether or not they will apply for shares”;2 or that (to 
adopt the summary of the cases in Lord Justice 
Buckley’s “Companies Acts,” 8th edition, page 054) 
“the prospectus had to disclose, not only contracts which im
posed an obligation on tho company, hut also all contracts

. . . . which relate to the affairs of the company, or
its promoters, vendors, directors, and officers, and which are 
material for an intending applicant to know.”

It is necessary to state a reasonable time and place where 
the contracts or copies may be inspected; but it is not 
stated that the company or the promoters must produce the 
contracts or copies to any applicant. If production is re
fused, tho remedy of the applicant for production is there
fore not to subscribe for shares.

The contracts which are excepted from the provisions of 
the Act are—

1. Contracts entered into in the ordinary course of 
the business carried on or intended to be carried 
on by tho company. Presumably the words “in
tended to be carried on” refer to the case where 
the company is formed to purchase an existing 
business, when contracts made in the ordinary 
course of that business need not be disclosed.

2. Contracts made more than two years before the 
date of issue of tho prospectus.

Disclosure of Hie Interest of Directors (Section 90, Sub
section 1 (ro)).—At Common Law a director could not take

‘This was the test applied by Baggallay, L. J., in Sullivan v. 
Mitcalfe, [1880] 5 C. P. D. 405.

'Per Coleridge, L. C. J., Grove and Lindley, JJ., in Twycross r Grant, 
11877] 2 C. P. D. 485.
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a secret profit from his company ; but if there were inde- 
]soûlent directors, disclosure to them was a sufficient 
disclosure to the company. Under the Act there must be 
an express statement in the prospectus, not only of the 
nature hut of the extent of every director’s interest in the 
promotion and in the property proposed to he acquired by 
the company,1 and a statement must also be riiadc of all 
sums paid or agreed to bo paid to him in cash or shares or 
otherwise, either to induce him to become a director or to 
qualify him or otherwise, for services rendered by him in 
connection with the formation of the company. All Common 
Law liabilities remain unaffected by the Act, and directors 
will bo liable for secret profits made by them out of their 
office, whether such profits fall within the words of the Act 
or not.

Restrictions on the Generality of Section 90.—These arc 
as follows:—

1. The section does not apply to a circular or notice 
inviting existing mcmliers or dolienture holders of 
a company to subscribe for shares or debentures 
of the company (Section 90, Sub-section 7).

2. If the prospectus is published more than one year 
after the date at which the company is entitled to 
commence business, the requirements as to Mem
orandum of Association, qualification of directors, 
remuneration of directors, names, addresses, etc., 
of directors, amount of preliminary expenses, and 
interest of directors, do not apply (Section 90, 
Sub-section 8).

3. If the prospectus is published as a newspaper 
advertisement, it is not necessary to specify the

■The Act docs not require in terms disclosure of the director's interest 
in any property which has been acquired by the company.
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contents of the Memorandum of Association or 
the signatories thereto, or the number of shares 
subscribed for by them (Section 90, Sub-sec
tion 5).

Except as above, the section applies to all prospectuses, 
whether issued on or with reference to the formation of a 
company or subsequently.

No “ ll'aicer” of tlic Obligations of Section 90.—“Any 
condition requiring or binding any applicant for shares or 
delxmtures to waive compliance with any requirement of 
this section, or purporting to affect him with notice of any 
contract, document, or matter not specifically referred to in 
the prospectus, shall be void” (Section 90, Sub-section 4).

Effect of Non-Compliance with Section 90.—The Act 
contains no provision as to the results to follow from failure 
to specify in the prospectus the various matters and things 
directed to la) included, and the Act does not in express 
terms impose any liability either on the company or the 
promoters or directors for failing to comply with its 
provisions.

The omission may in some cases give a right to 
rescission of the contract to take shares or to damages 
against directors, but to establish such a right it will lie 
necessary to prove more than the mere omission of one or 
more of the required particulars.1 The right (if any) to 
damages will bo based upon the fact that there are omissions 
from the prospectus of matters which there was a duty to 
disclose, whereby such omissions become e to mis
statements, or upon the fact that a failure to perform a 
statutory duty gives a cause of action to the persons injured ; 
but in cither case the person seeking relief must show

‘Wimbledon Olympia, Limited, 11910] 1 Ch. 630.

1063
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damage.1 It will therefore be necessary for the complaining 
]iarty to show that his loss has arisen as a natural result of 
the defendant’s default in complying with his statutory 
duty. It would seem that, at least, he must satisfy the 
Court that if the proper statements had been contained in 
the prospectus he would not have taken his shares.2

That it was intended that non-compliance with the sec
tion should impose a liability is clear from Sub-section 6, 
which purports to restrict the liability as follows:—“In the 
event of non-compliance with any of the requirements of 
this section, a director or other person responsible for the 
prospectus shall not incur any liability by reason of the non- 
compliance, if he proves that—(a) as regards any matter 
not disclosed, he was not cognisant thereof; or (6) the non- 
compliance arose from an honest mistake of fact on his 
part"—the burden of proof of ignorance or mistake being 
therefore on the director. By a proviso to the sub-section, 
however, the burden of proof of knowledge in the case of 
non-disclosure of the interest of a director in the promotion 
or property to be acquired falls on the plaintiff, and not on 
the person charged.

Sub-section 9 of Section 90 provides that nothing in the 
section shall limit or diminish any liability which any person 
may incur under the general law apart from that section.

As before mentioned, the word “prospectus” in the Act

'The law of liability for broach of statutory duty is thus stated by 
Fletcher Moulton, L. J. : “If by a Statute a duty is laid on any |>erson, every 
member of the oublie has a right to have that duty performed. The 
breach of it does not give every member of the public a right of action, 
because damage is an essential part of such cause of action, but it is settled 
law that where damage has accrued to any person through breach of a 
statutory duty by another person the latter is liable" (David v. Britannic 
Merthyr Coal Co., [1909| 2 K. B. at page 157; see also Groves v. Lord 
Wimborne, [1898] 2 () B. at pages 412, 415, from which it appears that 
only some person belonging to the class for whose benefit or protection 
the Statute imposes the duty can claim relief).

Xlompare Nash v. Calthori>c, 11905) 2 Ch. 237 ; Maelcay v. Tait, [190.11 
App. Ca. 24.
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only applies to eases where shares or debentures are offered 
to the public for subscription or purchase : therefore in the 
case of a prospectus not making an offer to the public the 
only obligation to make any disclosure of contracts' is that 
involved in the duty not to mislead, and it seems that a 
document containing particulars of the company, accom
panied by a letter advising the recipient to apply for shares, 
issued by intending directors, may not constitute an 
invitation to take shares.2

The prospectus is an invitation to the jiersons to whom it 
is addressed to become shareholders or to take up debentures 
of the company, and accordingly must be drawn with great 
care, so that it shall not contain any misstatement of fact. The 
effect of misrepresentation is considered elsewhere (see 
infra, page 88 cl scq.).

The following things should be clearly set out in every 
prospectus, " ’ as regards some of them there is no 
statutory obligation to do so: viz.—

The name of tins company in full.
The total amount of the share capital.
The nominal amount of the shares.
The respective classes of shares, with particulars of 

the rate of dividend on preference and deferred 
shares, etc.

The amounts to lie paid up on each class of shares, 
with the dates of payment.

The proposed amount of debentures (if any), with the 
rate of interest and other usual particulars.

The names, descriptions, and addressee of the directors, 
auditors, and trustees (if any) of the company.

‘The Statement in Lieu of Prospectus must, however, contain partic
ulars of the material contracts.

‘Sleigh v. Glasgow and Transvaal Options, [1904] Court of Seas., 
6 F. 420.
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Tlio registered office of the company (temporary or 
permanent).

The officers of the company (manager, secretary, etc.). 
The names of the bankers, solicitors, and brokers 
(or financial agents) of the company are also 
usually added.

The objects of the company.
A prospectus may bo issued cither before or after the 

incorporation of the company, but it is the almost universal 
custom to register the company before issuing the prospectus. 
When that has been done, unless the prospectus is issued 
more than twelve months after the company is entitled to 
commence business, it is compulsory, and in all cases it is 
most desirable, to print upon the prospectus a copy of the 
Memorandum of Association, in order that intending share
holders may have full notice of all the powers and objects 
with and for which the company is formed. An applicant 
for shares can withdraw his application, and a shareholder 
can procure his name to be removed from the Register, if ho 
find among the powers and objects of the company any which 
are at variance with the statements in the prospectus, and 
are such as would have prevented him from applying for 
shares.1 Where the Memorandum of Association, how
ever, is set out, there is no need for further particulars as 
to the legal limits of the company’s operations.

The formal statement of the company’s name, capital, 
office, directors, and officers is followed by a general state
ment of the nature of the business the company will under
take, and the inducements which are offered to attract per
sons with a view to their becoming shareholders.

Since the prospectus is the basis upon which, as a rule, 
persons apply for shares, it is essential that every statement 
should be in accordance with fact. Persons who have taken 
shares or debentures under the prospectus can in case of

‘Stewart’s Case, [1866] 1 Ch. 574; Muir v. Glasgow Bank, [1K7!)| 4 App. 
Ca. 337.
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misrepresentation obtain relief from their contract to take 
tbe shares or debentures, and can insist upon any terms con
tained in the prospectus being carried out. Thus, if the 
prospectus names the days upon which instalments on the 
shares are to bo payable, the company cannot call up 
the amount more rapidly.

But a general statement that “it is anticipated that no 
further call will lie made” does not prevent the company 
calling up the whole unpaid capital; and an arrangement 
between the company ami its members as to tbe times at 
which calls shall Ik1 made is not binding on the liquidator in 
a winding up.1

A form of application for each class of shares usually 
accompanies the prospectus, and also one for debentures 
where any arc to be issued.

Effect of Misrepresentation in the Prospectus.
1. A Shareholder's Rights Against the Company.—If 

there is a material misrepresentation in the prospectus upon 
which a shareholder relied when applying for shares, he is 
entitled, if he seek relief within a reasonable time after 
learning the truth, and before the company is in liquidation, 
to have his name removed from the Itegistcr, and the 
amount be has paid upon the shares returned to him,2 with 
interest from the time of payment.3 But it must be noted 
that only the shareholder who applied for the shares on the 
faith of the prospectus is entitled to relief; the remedy docs 
not extend to a purchaser from another shareholder who is 
not a party to the misrepresentation.4

The only right of an aggrieved party as against the com
pany is for a rescission of his contract to take shares, and to 
be restored to tbe same position ho was in before: he cannot,

•Cordova Union (lold (to., [1891] *2 Ch. 580.
•The best, statement of the effect of the cases will be found in Scottish 

Petroleum Co., [1883] 23 Ch. D. 413.
•Karberg’s Case, ]1892] 3 Ch. 1.
•See page 98, infra.
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as against the company, retain liis shares and claim dam
ages;1 but the relief may be claimed after the shares in 
question have been forfeited for nonpayment of calls, and in 
such a case promptitude in seeking relief is not of the same 
importance, for he is then only a debtor to the company.2 
Where, however, the forfeiture is not complete, the Court 
will restrain the company from forfeiting the shares until the 
hearing of the action for rescission, usually requiring the 
plaintiff to pay into Court the amount of the calls.3

Rescission of the contract to take shares while the com
pany is a going concern can be obtained if the shareholder 
is able to show—

(a) That a misstatement was made by or on behalf of 
the company.

(b) That it was a material one.
(c) That he relied upon it in taking the shares.
(d) That he came for relief before liquidation and with

in a reasonable time.
But ho need not show that the statement was made fraud
ulently, or was known to the directors to bo untrue.4

Questions often arise as to how far the company is 
responsible for the misrepresentations actually made. The 
effect of the authorities has been summed up as follows5 :— 
To establish such responsibility it must be shown that the 
representations were either (1) made by the directors or 
general agents of the company; or (2) made by a special 
agent of the company acting within the scope of his author
ity, which includes a person whose acts are subsequently 
ratified; or (3) known, at some time before the contract to

'Houldsworth y. City of Glasgow Bank, [1880] 5 App. Ca. 317.
'Aaron’s Reefs y. Twiss, [1896] App. Ca. 273.
'Lamb y. Sambas Rubber Co., [1908] 1 Ch. 845; Jones y. Pacaya Rubber 

Co., [1911] 1 K. B. 455, Buckley, L. J., reserved his judgment as to whether 
il was essential that the plaintiff should bring the amount into Court.

'Redgrave y. Hurd, [1882] 20 Ch. D. 1 ; Karberg’s Case, [1892] 3 Ch. at 
page 13; Lagunas Nitrate Co. y. Lagunas Syndicate, [1899] 2 Ch. at page 423.

■I.ymle y. Anglo-Italian Hemp Co., [1896] 1 Ch. 178.
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take shares was complete, to the directors to have been 
made; or (4) known by the directors to form the basis of the 
contract ; and in each case this rule applies whether the 
representations were known to he false or not.

From the above it will he seen that representations made 
even before the company was in existence, or made by per
sons who are strangers to the company, may become, by the 
subsequent knowledge of the directors that a prospectus has 
l>ccn shown to the applicant, a ground for rescission of the 
contract, as where an application for shares was made 
before the company was incorporated upon the faith of a 
prospectus prepared by the promoter, and the company 
adopted the prospectus and allotted the shares.1 But a 
subscriber to the Memorandum cannot get relief, for the 
company could not have adopted the misrepresentation 
before he took his shares.2

If a statement is true at the time it is made, but becomes 
untrue before the allotment of the shares (e.g. if a director 
named in the prospectus has meanwhile resigned), it will he 
good ground for rescinding the contract,3 but it is doubtful 
whether this will give a cause of action for deceit against 
directors.4

Either in an action for deceit or in an action for 
rescission the omission of material facts may amount to a 
misrepresentation:5 thus the omission of the names of the 
real vendors and interposition of a nominal vendor to

•KaAeg’s Case, [1892| 3 Ch. 1; Tamplin’s Case, [1892] \\ N 14ti.
•lord I.urgan’s Case, [1902] 1 Ch. 707.
•Anderson's Case, [1881] 17 Ch. I). 373; Scottish Petroleum Co., 

[1883] 23 Ch. D. 413. This will also lie the case if the other directors know 
that one of the directors is on the [mint of resigning when they go to allot
ment (Kent County (las Co., [1907] 93 L. T. 756).

•Arkwright v. tîewbold, [1881] 17 Ch. D. at pages 325, 329.
•Central Ua: way Co. of Venezuela v. Kisch, [1867] L. R. 2 H. L. 99; 

Oakes e. Turquand, [1867] L. R. 2 H. L. 342; Cackett v. Keswick, [1902]
2 Ch. 456. A concealment may, it seems, he a ground for rescission of the
contract to take shares, which would not be sufficient to ground an action
of deceit against directors. Sec per lord Cairns in Peek v. Gurney, [1874]
L. R. 6 H. L. at page 403.
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conceal the true facts may be sufficient to entitle subscribers 
relief,1 but this rule applies only if the omission renders 
the prospectus as it stands misleading,2 or the omission is 
of something which there was a duty to disclose. “In an 
honest prospectus many facts and circumstances may be law
fully omitted, although some subscribers may be of opinion 
that these would have been of materiality as influencing the 
exercise of their judgment.”3 Fry, J., has said “where 
parties arc contracting with one another each may, unless 
there is a duty to disclose, observe silence in regard to facts 
which ho believes would lie operative upon the mind of the 
other,”4 and gave as instances of the duty to disclose the 
case where a man has unintentionally made an untrue state
ment anil therefore becomes bound to correct it, and the case 
where a statement was true at the time it was made but the 
facts have been altered before it was acted upon, in which 
class falls the case of directors named in the prospectus 
resigning before allotment. In the words of Lord Camp
bell, “simple reticence does not amount to legal fraud,”6 and 
in those of Chitty, J., “the obligation to speak is at the root 
of the proposition.””

On the other hand, “if by a number of statements you 
intentionally give a false impression and induce a person to 
act upon it, it is not the less false although if one takes each 
statement by itself there may be a difficulty in showing that 
any specific statement is untrue;”7 that is, the prospectus

'Components Tube Co. ». Naylor, [1900] 2 Ir. R. 1.
"New Brunswick Railway Co. ». Conybeare, [1862] 9 H. L. C. 711; 

Peek ,i. Ciumev, [1874] L. R. 6 H. L. 403; McKeown ». Boudard Pcvcril 
Gear Co., [189(1] W. N. 36,65 L. J. Ch. 735,74 L. T. 712.

’Per Ixml Watson in Aaron’s Reefs ». Twiss, [1896] App. Ca. at page 
287. Sec also Amison ». Smith, [1889] 41 Ch. D. 348.

'Davies ». London and Provincial Co., [1878] 8 Ch. D. at page 474.
'Walters ». Morgan, [1861] 3 De G. F. & J. 718.
'Turner ». Green, [1895] 2 Ch. 709.
'Per Halsbury, L. C., in Aaron's Reefs ». Twiss, [1896] App. Ca. 281. 

As to ambiguous and misleading statements se1 page 96, infra.
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must be taken as a whole ; “and everybody knows that half a 
truth is no better than a downright falsehood.”1

It is a general principle of law that where a party 
having a right to rescind his contract, after having know
ledge of such right docs any act affirming his contract, he 
cannot afterwards set up his right to avoid the contract:2 

therefore any act by a shareholder recognising his position 
as a member of the company after knowledge of the mis
representation, such as by selling or trying to sell the 
shares,3 attending meetings,4 * signing proxies, paying calls, 
or accepting dividends,6 will prevent the member from 
obtaining rescission, even though done under a mistake as 
to rights,6 unless he have meanwhile definitely elected to 
rescind the contract, as by commencing proceedings.7

The shareholder must, moreover, come within a reason
able time after learning the truth; for the rights and in
terests of other persons intervene, and the aggrieved share
holder will not ho allowed to wait and see whether the 
speculation turns out a favorable one, and then, according to 
the result, retain the benefit or repudiate the loss.8 As the 
intervention of the rights of others prevents the right of the 
applicant to rescind, it may well be that even a charge on 
the uncalled capital in favour of debenture holders will 
prevent relief, but this has not been definitely decided.6

“Where a person has contracted to take shares in a 
company and his name has been placed on the Register, it

1Per Ixird Macnaghten inGluckstein e. Barnes, [ 1 '.HMI App. Ca. 250,251.
•Clough v. London and North Western Railway, 11872) L. R. 7 Ex. 20. 

Bank of Hamilton v. Johnston, 7 O. W. R. 111. McCollum r. Sun Savings 
& Loan Co., 1 O. W. R. 220.

•Ex parte Briggs, [18001 1 Eq. 483; compare Crawley’s Case, [18001
4 Ch. 322. Nelles v. Ontario Investment Asso., 17 O. R. 129.

•Sharpley p. Louth and East Coast Railway, [187G| 2 Ch. D. 003. 
•Scholey v. Central Railway of Venezuela, [18G8| 9 Eq. 200, note. 
•Dunlop Truffault Cycle Co., [18971 00 L. J. Ch. 25, 75 L. T. 385. 
•Tomlin’s Case, [1898] 1 Ch. 104.
•Downes v. Shit), [1808] L. R. 3 H. L. 343; Houldsworth p. City of

Glasgow Bank, [1880| 5 App. Ca. 317. Petrie p. Guelph T,umber Co., 11 
S. C. R. 450. Silliker Car Co. v. Donohue 44 N. 8. R. 315. Beatty p. 
Nealon, 12 A. R. 50. *

•For the principle sec Scottish Petroleum Co., [1883] 23 Ch. D. 413; 
Tennant e. City of Glasgow Bank, [1879] 4 App. Ca. 015.
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has always been held that he must exercise his right of 
repudiation with extreme promptness after the discovery of 
the fraud or misrepresentation.”1 What is a reasonable 
time is a question of fact, and will vary with the circum
stances of each case, but in practico a shareholder should 
not delay at all after he knows the facts which entitle him to 
relief. “The delay of a fortnight in repudiating the shares,” 
said Baggallay, L. J.,2 “makes it to my mind doubtful 
whether the repudiation in the case of a going concern 
would have been in time. No doubt where investigation is 
necessary some time must be allowed, as in Central Railway 
Co. of Venezuela v. Kisch.3 But where, as in the present 
case, the shareholder is at once fully informed of the cir
cumstances he ought to lose no time in repudiating.” He 
must also seek relief while the company is a going concern—• 
i.e. before a winding up, whether voluntary or compulsory, 
or before any suspension of business, as by giving notice of 
insolvency ; for upon the commencement of a liquidation 
the creditors or other shareholders are the persons interested 
in retaining the name of the shareholder upon the Register, 
and against them he has no claim to set aside his bargain.4 

It is not enough merely to serve the company with notice of 
repudiation. The complainant must either procure the com
pany to remove his name from the Register of Members, or 
commence proceedings to compel it to do so,5 subject to the 
exception, however, that if he has nyreed to be bound by a 
test case brought by another shareholder he may await the

‘Per Lord Davey in Aaron’s Ileef v. Twiss, [1896] App. Ca. at page 291. 
See also Sharplcy v. Louth and East Coast Railway, [1876] 2 Ch. D. at 
page 285.

‘Scottish Petroleum Co., [1883] 23 Ch. D. 434.
•[18671 L. R. 2 H. L. 99.
•Tennent v. Glasgow Rank, [1879] 4 App. Ca. 615; Stone v. City and 

County Bank, [1878] 3 C. P. D. 282; Oakes v. Turquand, [1867] L. R.
2 H. L. 325; Burgess's Case, [1880] 15 Ch. D. 507; Scottish Petroleum Co.,
[1883] 23 Ch. D. 413.

•Thomson’s Case, [1898] 5 Mans. 282.
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decision of such case1 ; or if in an action for calls he has set 
up a counter-claim for rescission, he is in time.2 
• When an action is brought by a shareholder claiming 

rescission of his contract to take shares, the Court will 
restrain the company from forfeiting the shares for non
payment of calls ponding the decision of the action.8 
Usually the shareholder is required to bring the amount of 
the calls into Court, but whether this is essential is not yet 
decided.8

Where a company had discovered that its prospectus was 
misleading, it was allowed to include in one motion an 
application to cancel the allotments and return the moneys 
paid by 1020 persons, a special order being made as to the 
procedure.4

It is not certain whether a subscriber will bo entitled, as 
against the company, to rescission or damages in ease of the 
omission from the prospectus of particulars required to be 
inserted under Section 90 of the Act: probably he would 
have a right to rescission, for in this case there is a con
cealment of a fact which there was a duty to disclose; but 
this would be so only if the omission was of matters of 
sufficient importance to materially affect the mind of the 
subscriber.6

2. A Shareholders Hi'jhls Against the Directors or 
other Persons who have Issued a False Prospectus.—Besides 
the right to rescission of his contract to take shares, the 
shareholder may also claim damages in an action for deceit

'Scottish Petroleum Co., 11883] 23 Ch. D. 413; Pawle's Case, [IHtitt] 
4 Ch. 4117; Hare's Case, [1809] 4 Oh. 503. The |>endency of other eases 
wilt not save him if there is no agreement to he tiound by their result (see 
eases cited in this note).

•Whitel y's Case, [1900] 1 Ch. 365
•Jones e. Paeaya Rubber Co., [1910] W. N. 257; Lamb v. Sambas Co., 

|1908| 1 Ch. 845.
Oxindon Electrobus Co., [1900] W. N. 147.
•This was held in a ease where the plaintiff was seeking damages against 

directors (Wimbledon Olympia, Limited, |1910| 1 Ch. 030).
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against the persons who fraudulently induced him to become 
a shareholder, and this right does not cease when the com
pany goes into liquidation.

But there is a wide distinction between an action for deceit 
and an action for rescission of contract. In the latter case 
it is only necessary to show that the contract was induced 
by an untrue statement of a material fact, whether made 
innocently or not ;* * while to sustain an action for deceit it is 
necessary to show that the directors were wrongdoers, and 
cither made the untrue statement knowing it to be false, or 
made it recklessly, not caring whether it were true or false.2 
Under Section 93 of the Act, however, if the complaining 
shareholder shows that the statement is untrue, the directors 
of the company are liable, unless they show that they had 
reasonable grounds to believe, and in fact believed, the state
ment to be true (see page 100, infra).

To obtain damages from the directors or promoters, 
therefore, an aggrieved shareholder may bring an action after 
the company is in liquidation; but he must show—

(a) That a misstatement was made hy the persons 
sought to be charged.3

(n) That it was a material one.
(o) That he was induced by the misstatement to take 

the shares.
(d) That he has suffered damage; for “fraud without 

damage, or damage without fraud, gives no cause 
for action ; but where these two concur an action 
lies.”4

■Karberg’s Case, |1892] 3 Ch. at page 13; Lagunas Nitrate Co. a. 
Lagunas Syndicate, ]1899| 2 Ch. at page 423.

’Derry v. Peek, 11889] 14 App. Ca. 337.
’But see page 1(H), infra, where it will appear that directors who have 

taken no part in the issue of the prospectus may be liable under Section 93.
*Pasley v. Freeman, [17891 2 Sm. L. C. 04 ; Smith v. Chadwick, ]1884] 

9 App. Ca. 195. But in McConnel v. Wright, [1903] 1 Ch. 546, it was laid 
down that even if no evidence is given that the shares taken were worth 
less than was given for them, the Court will assume that they would only
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(b) But if the persons charged prove that they believed 
the statements to ho true, and had reasonable 
grounds for such belief, the action will fail.

Even under the Common Law the motive with which the 
statement was made was immaterial, for a man is liable for 
a false statement knowingly made even if he have no intent 
to defraud,1 and under the Act this is equally clear. It is 
not necessary to show that the false statement was the sole 
inducing cause if it forms a substantial ground for taking 
the shares,2 and the Courts pay little attention to a cross- 
examination as to the weight attached by the applicant to 
each statement, holding that a material misrepresentation 
likely to induce the application is enough, unless the plain
tiff admits that he did not act upon it.3 If, however, the 
Court comes to the conclusion that the particular mis
representation did not affect the plaintiff's mind, and that he' 
would still have taken the shares if he had known the truth, 
he will have suffered no damage, and cannot recover. The 
Court may come to this conclusion cither from the plaintiff’s 
answers in cross-examination or from his conduct, or from 
the nature of the misrepresentation relied upon.4

As regards statements that are misleading or ambiguous, 
the law is that a misleading statement is an untrue state
ment, and it is not material in what sense the directors in
tended the words used to bo understood if they are in fact

have been worth the priee paid if the statements made had been true, and 
therefore will direet an inquiry as to damages upon proof of the falsity of 
material statements. And if the eoinpany failed within a short time after 
the issue of the pros[>ectus, that wilt be taken as primn fncie evidence that 
the shares were not worth par (per Lord Lindley in Shepheard v. Broome, 
[1904] App. Ca. 342).

'Derry v. Peek, [18891 14 App. Ca. 337; Smith v. Chadwick, [1884] 
9 App. Ca. at page 201.

"Edgington v. Fitzmaurice, [1885] 29 Ch. D. 459.
•Per laird Halsbury in Arnison v. Smith, [1889] 41 Ch. D. 348, 369. 

Anil sec Smith v. Chadwick, [1884] 20 Ch. I). 27, 44, 9 App. Ca. 187.
•Smith v. Chadwick, [1884] 9 App. Ca. 187; Macleay v. Tate, [1906] 

App. Ca. 24; Nash v. Calthorpc, [1905] 2 Ch. 237.
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untrue or misleading,1 and “if with intent to lead the plain
tiff to act upon it they put forth a statement which they 
know may bear two meanings, one of which is false to their 
knowledge, and thereby the plaintiff, putting that meaning 
on it, is misled, I do not think they can escape by saying he 
ought to have put the other,”2 and “if a man uses language 
which, taken in its natural sense, conveys a wrong impres
sion, he cannot be heard to say he did not intend to 
deceive.’’3 A man “is answerable for what anyone might 
reasonably suppose to be the meaning of the words he has 
used."4 * But the plaintiff must prove that ho understood the 
statement in the sense in which it is false.6 In considering 
whether a statement is misleading the prospectus must be 
considered as a whole, and if its tendency is to deceive there 
is no need to point out some one or more statements which 
are absolutely untrue.0

Under Section 93, the misstatement must be of an exist
ing fact, and not merely an unduly sanguine expression of 
ho])o or an exaggerated view of the advantages the company 
offers. A general commendation of his wares by a trader is 
not a false statement, even if too highly coloured. But to 
say that something is expected when in reality it is not 
expected, or that directors have an intention to do something 
when they have not, is a misstatement of fact.7 And a state
ment that property has been acquired which has not in fact 
then been acquired will be ground for an action against 
directors, even if the property be acquired a few days after 
the allotment of the shares.8

Greenwood y. I /'at lier shod Wheel Co., [1900] l7Ch. 421.
*Per lx>rd Blackburn in Smith y. Chadwick, [1884] 9 App. Ca. at 201.
•Per Bindley, L. J., in Amison y. Smith, [18891 41 Ch. D. 372.
4Per Cotton, L. J. in Arkwright y. Newbold, [18811 17 Ch. D. 322.
‘Smith y. Chadwick, [1882] 20 Ch. D. 45, 73; [1884] 9 App. Ca. 187.
•Aaron's Reefs y. Twiss, [1896] App. Ca. 273; see page 93, supra.
’Edgington y. Fitzmaurice, [1885] 29 Ch. D. 459; Karberg’s Case, 

[1892] 3 Ch. at page 11.
•McConnel y. Wright. [19031 1 Ch. 546.
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If a false or misleading statement is made it is no pro
tection to the defendants to say that the plaintiff had means 
of ascertaining the truth and was negligent in failing to 
inspect documents referred to in the prospectus, or to make 
other inquiries, for he is entitled to rely on the statements 
made to him.1

If the directors discover a mistake in the prospectus it is 
their duty to point it out in unambiguous terms, and not 
merely to send a new prospectus correctly stating the facts.2 3

The measure of damages is the difference between the 
actual value (not the market price) of the shares at the time 
of allotment and the sum paid for them.8 To arrive at an 
estimate of this actual value all the circumstances of the 
case must he considered, including the subsequent failure of 
the company, unless such failure was due to causes which 
did not exist at the time of allotment ; but the fact that the 
shares in the meantime have stood at a premium in the 
market is no proof of their value.4 *

If the misrepresentation complained of was contained in 
the prospectus, only original subscribers, and not purchasers 
of shares, ean obtain damages ; for the office of the pros
pectus is exhausted when once the allotment is made,6 * 

unless the prospectus was in fact issued with a view of in
ducing persons to become purchasers of shares, in which 
case the directors and other persons issuing it with this 
object will become liable for losses suffered by those who

'Rcynell r. Sprve, [1851] 1 De G. M. & G. 660; Arkwright r Newbold, 
[1881] 17 Ch. D. 310; Aaron’s Heels v. Twiss, [1896] App. Ca. 273; Gluck- 
stein v. liâmes, [1900] App. Ca. at page 251.

‘Arnison v. Smith, [1889] 41 Ch. D. 348.
3Peek v. Derry, [1888] 37 Ch. D. at page 541; Amison t\ Smith, [1889]

41 Ch. D. at page 363.
•Twycross v. Grant, ]1877] 2 C. P. D. 469; Peek v. Derry, [1888] 37 Ch.

D. 541.
‘Peek v. Gurney, [1874J.L. R. 6 H. L. 377 400, 411.
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bought shares, even from strangers.1 It is not necessary that 
the representation should he direct to the person injured; it 
is sufficient if it he made to another (e.g. to a newspaper) 
with the intent that it shall he repeated to and acted upon by 
the person who is subsequently injured.1 “But to bring it 
within the principle, the injury must be the immediate and 
not the remote consequence of the representation thus made.
..................... It must appear that such false representation
was made with the direct intent that it should be acted upon 
by such third person in the manner which occasions the 
injury or loss.”2

The rights given by Section 93 of the Act require a 
somewhat fuller statement, and are as follows:—

The directors, promoters, and other persons authorising 
the issue of a prospectus containing untrue statements are 
liable for loss to any person subscribing for shares or deben
tures” on the faith of the prospectus, unless they show that 
they had reasonable ground for believing, and did believe up 
to the time of allotment, that the statements were true, or 
that any statement purporting to be a report or valuation 
fairly represented or was a fair copy of or extract from the 
report or valuation (the directors or promoters having 
reasonable ground to believe the person who made the report 
or valuation was competent to make it), or that any state
ment purporting to be an official statement was a correct and 
fair representation or copy of or extract from such 
document.

The persons liable as above arc the actual directors of 
the company at the time of the issue of the prospectus; the

•Andrews v. Moekford,~[189ti] 1 Q. B. 372; Barry v Crosskey, [1801]
2 J. & H. 1.

•Cited from Barry v. Crosskey with approval by Lord Cairns in Peek 
v. Gurney, [1874] L. R. 6 H. L. at page 413.

•Note that this docs not extend to subsequent purchasers of shares 
or debentures. The section is, moreover, limited to eases where the 
prospectus invites persons to subscribe for shares or debentures.
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persons who, on their own authority, are named in the 
prospectus as present or future directors ; any promoters who 
aro parties to the preparation of tho prospectus or the por
tion thereof containing the untrue statement* ; and “every 
person who has authorised tho issue of the prospectus.”

A person prima facie liable under this Act may escape 
liability if he prove—(a) That, having consented to become 
a director, he withdrew his consent before the issue of the 
prospectus, and that the prospectus was issued without his 
authority or consent; or (b) That the prospectus was issued 
without his knowledge or consent, and that on becoming 
aware of its issue ho forthwith gave reasonable public notice 
that it was so issued without his knowledge or consent ; or 
(c) That after the issue of the prospectus, and before allot
ment thereunder, he, on becoming aware of an untrue 
statement therein, withdrew his consent thereto, and caused 
reasonable public notice of such withdrawal, and of the 
reason therefor, to be given.

A director who, being aware that a prospectus was lasing 
issued to tho public, did not trouble to read it, abstained 
from inquiry as to its contents, and gave no notice under the 
Act, is responsible for the contents of the prospectus,2 and a 
director who subsequently adopted a prospectus ho had not 
originally approved was held liable3 ; but directors who did 
not know that the promoter had issued a prospectus escaped 
liability, although they subsequently adopted a similar pros
pectus, and allotted shares subscribed for on the faith of the 
earlier document.4 Directors must exercise diligence to see 
that the prospectus is not misleading, themselves examining 
contracts and other documents to discover their contents.

‘See definition of “promoter” in Section 93, Sub-section 5. It does 
not include any t arson "acting in a professional rapacity for persons 
engageai in procuring the formation of the company.”

•Drincqbier V Wood, 11899] 1 Ch. 393.
•Peek ». Derry, (1888] 37 Ch. I). 509, 579.
•Boole ». Speak, [1901J 2 Ch. 732. This case lias been much criticised.
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The Act, therefore, places the onus of proving that he 
had reasonable ground for believing the prospectus to be true 
on the director; and if, in answer to the claim, a director 
alleges that he had reasonable grounds for bis belief he will 
be ordered to give particulars of what those grounds were.1 
If the misstatement is due to a mistake of law, the fact of 
having taken the opinion of counsel will not protect the 
directors as constituting reasonable grounds for belief in the 
truth of the statement.2

A director who did not know of or consent to the issue 
of the prospectus will not be relieved unless he gave “reason
able public notice,” on becoming aware of the issue, that it 
was done without his knowledge or consent.

In regard to actions for deceit and other wrongs the 
principle “Actio personalis moritur cum persona” must be 
remembered, but this doctrine is subject to the modification 
that where loss results to the estate of the plaintiff or profit 
to that of the defendant the action survives to the extent of 
the profit or loss. Thus, where a person who has taken 
shares on the faith of a fraudulent prospectus dies, his 
executors can commence or continue an action for the loss 
suffered by his estate3 ; but where the director or promoter 
charged dies, his executors cannot be sued unless his estate 
has benefited by the fraud,4 * * and the action will fail unless a 
complete judgment has been obtained for an ascertained 
amount before the death of the defendant. If an inquiry 
has been ordered, and is not answered, the judgment is not 
complete, and the action dies.8 It has not been decided 
whether the principle “Actio personalis moritur cum per
sona” applies to an action under Section 93° ; but in

'Alman v. Oppert, [1901] 2 K. B. 576.
2 Per Lord Lindley in Shephcard v. Broome, [1904] App. Ca. at page 347.

•Twycross v. Grant No. 2, [1879] 4 C. P. D. 40.
4Peek v. Gurney, [1874] L. It. 6 H. L. 403.
‘Phillips v. Homfray, [1883] 24 Ch. D. 439.
•See Frankenburg v. Great Horseless Carriage Co., [1900] 1 Q. B. 504.
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Sheplieard v. Bray, cited below, it was assumed in both 
Courts that the action did not survive.

A director or other person whose name is wrongly in
cluded in a prospectus is entitled to be indemnified by the 
directors of the company who authorised or consented to the 
issue of the prospectus and any other person who authorised 
its issue against any damages or costs incurred in con
sequence (Section 93, Sub-section 3).

A director or other person who has paid damages for 
loss arising out of misrepresentation in the prospectus can 
also recover contributions from co-directors or promoters or 
others who might have been made liable in the first instance, 
and for this purpose it is immaterial whether the mis
representations are fraudulent so as to give rise to an action 
at Common Law, or are only such as to create liability under 
Section 93 but a director who has been guilty of fraud
ulent misrepresentation cannot recover contribution from one 
by whom the misrepresentation was made innocently. For 
enforcing this right to contribution notice of the claim 
against the third party may be served out of the 
jurisdiction.1

The liability to contribution was first debated at length 
in Shephcard v. Bray,2 where Warrington, J., held that a 
cause of action accrued to the directors who in fact paid 
damages as soon as the shares had been allotted, and was in 
the nature of a contractual obligation, and that the executors 
of directors who died before the shareholders’ actions were 
concluded were liable to contribute out of the estates of 
their testators. The case was appealed against, and during 
the hearing the respondents consented to the appeal being 
allowed, it being apparent that the Court entertained grave 
doubts of the correctness of the decision. Cozens-IIardy,

'Gerson r. Simpson, [1903] 2 K. B. 197. 
•[1908] 2 Ch. 235.
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M. R., then said, “It must not be assumed that the Court as 
at present advised . . . are prepared to assent to all
that Warrington, J., has decided.”1 The contribution was 
held by Warrington, J., to extend to (a) the damages paid 
to shareholders who brought or threatened actions, including 
sums paid under a reasonable compromise; (a) the costs as 
between party and party of the successful plaintiff share
holders ; and (c.) interest upon the amounts paid as from 
the dates of payment. But he hold that there was no con
tribution payable in respect of (a) the costs of the directors 
in opposing the actions by shareholders; (a) the costs of 
negotiating the compromises; or (c) the costs occasioned 
by unsuccessful appeals by the directors, whether paid to the 
plaintiff shareholders or to the directors’ own solicitors. In 
this case none of the directors had been brought in as third 
parties to the original action. In Gerson v. Simpson,2 where 
the co-director was made a third party, Wills, J., ordered 
him to pay half the plaintiff’s costs as between party and 
party, and half the costs of the defence as between solicitor 
and client. There is no douht .power to make such an 
order under the rules as to third party procedure, apart 
from the interpretation of Section 93.

It seems that if the omission is in respect of a 
matter which would not have influenced the subscriber in 
deciding whether to take shares or not he will not have any 
remedy,8 for his loss will not have been caused by the 
default in complying with the statutory duty. In each case 
it will be for the jury or judge to decide whether if the 
proper information had been given the subscriber would have 
abstained from applying for shares.4

■|1907| 2 Ch. 571.
■Gerson v. Simpson, [1933] 2 K. B. 197.
■Wimbledon Olympia, Limited, [1910] 1 Ch. 630.
■Compare Nash v. Calthorpe, [1905] 2 Ch. 237; Macleay v. Tate, [1906] 

App. Ca. 24. _
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A number of persons who have subscribed on the faith of 
the same prospectus may join as plaintiffs in one action, but 
each must prove separately that he was induced by the 
untrue statements to take shares,1 and claims for rescission 
against the company, and damages against the directors, 
whether for deceit or under Section 93, may be included in 
ono action;2 but one shareholder cannot bring an action on 
Itehalf of himself and all other persons defrauded ;3 but an 
action so brought may be continued on his own behalf alone.3

3. The Company’s Rights Against the Promoters or 
Vendors.—The company has rights as against the promoters 
or vendors for misrepresentation inducing the purchase of a 
property similar to those of a shareholder against the com
pany and the directors respectively. These rights against 
vendors may be divided into two classes—(a) Where the 
company is in a position to restore the property to the 
vendor unaltered, and (b) Where there cannot be such a 
restitution.

In the first case, if the company can show that there was 
a material misrepresentation which induced the purchase, it 
is entitled to have the contract for purchase rescinded, and 
to be repaid the purchase money already paid upon giving 
back the property. If the purchase is not completed by con
veyance of the property rescission may be had, whether the 
representations were made innocently or fraudulently ;4 but 
where the purchase has been completed rescission can only be 
ordered in cases where fraud is established.6 If the com
pany cannot restore the property in the same state as that in 
which it was bought, there is no remedy against the vendors

'Arnison v. Smith, [18 89] 41 Ch. I). 348, where therewere fifty-four 
plaintiffs, of whom twelve, not giving evidence, were non-suited. 

’Frankenburg y. Great Horseless Carriage Co., [1900] 1 Q. B. 504. 
■Hallowes y. Fernie, [1867] 3 Ch. at page 471.
Mtedgrave y. Hurd, [1882] 20 Ch. D. 1; Newbiggin y. Adam, [I887j 

34 Ch. D. 582.
•Seddon y. North-Eastern Salt Co., [1905] 1 Ch. 326.
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except by an action for deceit, and this only lies where the 
false representations were made fraudulently (i.e. the 
vendors either knew them to be false, or acted recklessly and 
without a belief that they were true1), unless the company 
can make out as its ease that the vendors warranted the facts 
represented to lie true, when an action will lie for breach of 
warranty, and the company may claim damages for the 
diminished value of the property without restoring it. Also 
if the thing purchased was valueless (e.g. a void concession 
or an insolvent business) there is nothing to return, and the 
contract may bo avoided and the purchase price recovered 
without restitution of the property.1

In all eases of rescission the complainant muet come 
without unreasonable delay after learning of the misrepre
sentation, or he will he held to have acquiesced or to have 
waived his rights ; but the rules are not so stringent in 
eases between ordinary parties as in those relating to a 
shareholder proceeding against the company.5

The company’s rights against a promoter, however, are 
greater than against vendors who are strangers ; for a pro
moter is a trustee for the company, and is hound to make 
disclosure to the company of all material facts within his 
knowledge, lie is not entitled to deal with the company as a 
stranger,4 and accordingly the company can recover secret

•Clarke v. Dickson, 11858] E. B. A E. 148; anil Sheffield Nickel Co. v. 
Unwin, [187712 Q. B. D. 214. where Lush, J., at page 223, says: “A contract 
voidable for fraud cannot, be avoided when the other party cannot be 
restored to his stdua quo. For a contract cannot be rescinded in part and
stand good for the residue.....................The part yT complaining of the
non-performance or the fraud must resort to an action for damages." In 
Lagunas Nitrate Co. v. Lagunas Syndicate, [1899] 2 Ch. 423, however, it 
is stated by Lindley, M IL, that "fraud may exclude the application of the 
principle" that “a voidable contract cannot be rescinded or set aside after 
the jsisition of the parties has been changed, so that they cannot be re
stored to their former post.ion." See also page 432.

•Phosphate Sewage Co. e. Hart mont, [1877] 5 Ch. D. 394; Adam v. 
Newbiggin, [1888] 13 App. C l. 308.

•Acquiescence is discussed t length in the case first cited in next note.
•Erlanger t\ New Sombrero Phosphate Co., [1879] 3 App. Ca. 1218: 

Lydney and Wigpool Co. v. Bird, [18861 33 Ch. D. 85; and see pages 65 to 
67, supra. Ilucthal Mining Co., v. Thorpe, 9 0. W. R. 942.
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profits from him. If at the time of acquiring the property 
the vendor to the company was also a promoter, the com
pany can either rescind the contract or retain it, reducing 
the purchase money to the amount the promoter actually 
spent upon the purchase and otherwise in relation to the 
property.1

A man is not necessarily a promoter because at the time 
he acquires the property he contemplates that at some future 
time he may form a company to purchase the property ;a and 
if ho docs not become a promoter until after the acquisition, 
his only duty is to see that the amount of his profit is known 
to the purchasing company: otherwise the company may 
rescind the contract.8 But if he has disclosed that he is 
making a profit, and fails to make known the amount, re
scission is the company’s only remedy; and if that has 
become impossible, the profit cannot be recovered nor dam
ages had.4 (See also page G5 cl scq., mi [ira.)

Underwriting and Placing Shares.

Prior to the Act of 1910 a company had power in the 
ordinary course of business to pay a fair and reasonable 
commission or brokerage upon the issue of its share capital, 
and underwriting upon proper terms was to that extent

■Hank of London v. Tyrrell, [181121 10 H. L. C. 26; Flmmn Silver Mining 
Ce. v. Grant, [1879| 11 Ch. D. 918; Bentinek v. F’enn, [1888] 12 App. Ca. 
652; Gluckstein e. Barnes, [191X1] A]ip. Ca. 240., tc Ilesa Manuf. Co., 21 
A. R. 66.

•Bentinck t Fenn, [1888] 12 App. Ca. 652; Lady Forrest (Murehison) 
Gold Mine, |1901[ 1 Ch. ,582; Cover’s Case, [1876] 1 Ch. I). 182. Highway 
Advertising Go. v. Flllis 7 O. L. It. 504. Hopper t Haetor, 35 8. C. R. 645. 
Wiule v. Kerdriek, 37 S. C. R. 32. Min. of Rlya. V. Quebec Southern lty. 
12 Ex. C. R. 11.

•Dunne r. English, [1874] 18 Eq. 524; Duly well Mining Co. t>. Brookes, 
[1887] 35 Ch. D. 400.

•I-ady Forrest (Murehison) Gold Mine, [1901] 1 Ch. 582, and set- cases 
there cited. Wright, J., considered himself bound by decisions in the 
Court of Appeal, but doubted, and preferred the dissentient judgment of 
liowen, L. J., in Cape Breton Co., [1885] 29 Ch. D. 795.
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lawful,1 and Section 98 of the present Act expressly saves 
“the power of any company to pay such brokerage as it has 
heretofore been lawful for a company to pay.” Section 98 
allows a commission to be paid (without any limit as to 
the amount) whether there is or is not a public issue of 
shares, but subject to the conditions mentioned below. Sub
section 2 of Section 98 prohibits the company, save as 
authorised by Sub-section 1, from applying any of its shares 
or capital money (as to which see next page) either directly 
or indirectly in payment of commission ; but there is no 
prohibition against paying commission unconditionally out 
of profitn, and this would scent to be lawful unless contrary 
to any stipulation in the Articles.

The authority to pay a commission out of capital is only 
“if the payment of the commission is authorised by the 
Articles, and the commission paid or agreed to be paid 
does not exceed the amount or rate* so authorised, and if the 
amount or rate per cent, of the commission paid or agreed to 
be paid is in the case of shares offered to the public for 
subscription disclosed in the prospectus” (Section 98). If 
a company has not power in its Articles as originally framed 
to pay commission, there is no reason why the Articles 
should not be altered so as to include the power.

The commission may be made payable “to any person in 
consideration of his subscribing or agreeing to subscribe, 
whether absolutely or conditionally, for any shares of the

'Metropolitan Coal Consumers’ Association v. Scrimgeour, [1895] 2 Q. 
B Ü04. The limits within which brokerage may be paid seem to be "where 
it is made out that the services of the broker arc reasonably necessary, that 
the brokers arc properly employed in the issue of the capital of the company, 
ami that the payment of a commission of so much per share is a fair and 
just payment for services rendered," per Ixtpes, L. J., at page isIV He 
Licensed Victuallers’ Association, [1889] 42 Ch. D. 1, carried the right 
further, but the point was not argued.

•If the Articles allow of a commission at a specified rate, this is not 
sat isfied by a commission consisting of a lump sum (Booth i New Afri
kander Gold Mining Co., [1903] 1 Ch. 293).
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company, or procuring or agreeing to procure subscriptions, 
whether absolute or conditional, for any shares in the com
pany,’’ which in business language amounts to authorising 
payment of commission on “taking, underwriting, or 
placing shares, or agreeing so to do.” It will lie noted that 
to pay a commission to a person for taking shares is nearly 
akin to issuing shares at a discount; but they are not the 
same things, for if the company went into liquidation before 
the commission was paid, the whole amount of the shares 
could lie called up, but the shareholder would be an un
secured creditor for the commission, and might not get paid 
in full.1

Section !)8, Sub-section 3, expressly allows payment of 
commission by a vendor, provided the other conditions as to 
authority and disclosure are complied with.

A contract made by a company (other than a private 
company) is provisional only until such time as the company 
is entitled to commence business, and this will of course in
clude underwriting contracts; but as the condition for com
mencing business is the application for and allotment of the 
“minimum subscription,” the fact that at least this amount 
is underwritten will be some guarantee that the contract 
will become effective.

On the other hand, the company should sec that all the 
underwriters have paid their application money and that 
their cheques have been cashed, as in the event of the issue 
being a failure a few underwriters, by combining not to pay 
the money payable on application, or stopping their cheques, 
could prevent the company from going to allotment.1

The sub-section forbidding any other form of commission 
out of capital for taking, underwriting, or placing shares

•See Kcatingc v. Paring» Consolidated Mines, [1902] W. N. 15.
■As was done in Mcars v. Western of Canada Pulp and Paper Co. 

,1905) 2 Ch. 353.
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(Section 98, Sub-section 2) is very wide in its language, and 
forbids the application to this purpose of any shares or 
capital money of the company “cither directly or indirectly," 
“whether the shares or money bo so applied by being added 
to the purchase money of any property acquired by the com
pany or to the contract price of any work to be executed for 
the company, or the money bo paid out of the nominal 
purchase money or contract price, or otherwise." This was 
intended to stop the practice, formerly very common, of 
adding large amounts to the price payable to the vendors, 
who then arranged the underwriting, giving largo blocks of 
shares to financiers, who guaranteed that sufficient shares 
should be taken to provide working capital. This is now 
unlawful unless authorised by the Articles and disclosed in 
the manner mentioned above.

Lord Davey has said of the words “apply any of its 
shares or capital money,” that they “naturally mean apply 
its capital, either in the form of shares before issue
......................or in the form of money derived from the
issue of shares,’’1 and Warrington, J., following this dictum, 
has decided that commission cannot bo paid out of a 
premium payable to the company on the issue of shares.3

The Court will l<x>k at the substance of the transaction, 
and will prohibit a pretended purchase and resale, which is 
in fact only a device to cover payment of a commission;3 
but tho commission may be of any amount, even ninety per 
cent.4

It has been held in the House of Lords that an agree
ment giving underwriters an option to subscribe for further 
shares as consideration for underwriting is not an applica-

'Hildcr ». Dexter, [1902| App. Ca. at page 480.
■Shorto ». Col will, 11909] W. N. 218; 101 L. T. 598.
•Booth ». New Afrikander Cold Mining Co., [1903] 1 Ch. 295. 
•Keatinge ». Paringa Consolidated Mines, [19021 W. N. 15.
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tion of shares in payment of commission within the section, 
and is lawful.1

The total amount paid by way of commission in respect 
of any shares or debentures or allowed by way of discount 
in respect of any debentures must be stated in the Sum
mary to be filed with the Registrar under Section 34, and 
the total amount thereof, or so much as lias not been written 
off, must be stated in every balance sheet until the whole 
amount has been written off (Section 34, Sub-section 2 (/), 
and Section 99).

The prospectus must state “the amount (if any) paid 
within the last two preceding years or payable as com
mission for subscribing or agreeing to subscribe, or procuring 
or agreeing to procure subscriptions, for any shares in or 
debentures of the company, or the rate of any such com
mission” (Section 90, Sub-section 1 (A)). The statement 
must be specific, for any “waiver” clause or clause affecting 
to give notice of any matter not specifically stated is void 
(Section 90, Sub-section 4). Section 90, Sub-section 1 (A), 
expressly provides that it shall not bo necessary to state the 
commission payable to sub-underwriters.

Payment of Pbeliminaky Expenses.

The preparation, printing, circulating, and advertising 
the prospectus of a company, and the preparation and print
ing of the Memorandum and Articles, as well as the fees 
upon registration, involve considerable expense, most of 
which is incurred before the company is formed, and the 
liability to pay the various amounts often gives rise to liti
gation. It is usual to take powers in the Memorandum to 
pay such expenses, but even without this power the company

lHilder r. Dexter, [1902] App. Ca. 474, overruling Burrows v. Matabele 
Gold Reefs and Estates Co., [1901] 2 Cn. 23, although Lord Brampton 
distinguished the latter case.
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is justified in paying preliminary expenses, including a 
commission for the placing of its shares.1

The question of liability, however, is distinct from that 
of ]H)wer to pay, and even the inclusion in the Memorandum 
or Articles of a direction that the company shall pay, or 
that the company shall adopt an agreement rendering it 
liable to pay, the preliminary expenses will not give the 
promoters or persons who have rendered service in regard to 
the formation of the company any right of action against the 
company;2 * * * * * for, although tho Articles of Association are 
binding on the company and its members as if each member 
had covenanted to conform thereto, this is not a provision of 
which outsiders can take advantage, nor can a person who is 
a member take advantage of it for securing benefits outside 
his rights as a member.8

A company cannot ratify contracts made before it was 
in existence, hut must after its incorporation contract anew. 
Before its incorjioration a company clearly cannot request 
tho promoter to undertake work and incur expense for its 
benefit, and therefore the promoter, to protect himself, must 
see that as soon as the company is formed it enters into a 
proper contract to pay the preliminary costs. In doing this 
it must he remembered that a past consideration is not a 
good one, and that unless there is some new benefit given to 
the company there is no consideration for tho contract. 
This is most important, for a contract to issue shares as fully 
paid will not protect the allottee from having to pay up the 
whole amount thereof, unless there was good consideration 
for the contract: i.e. either an existing debt which was ex-

1 Licensed Victuallers’ Association, [1889] 42 Ch. D. 1; Metropolitan
Coal Consumers’ Association ». Herimgeour, [1895] 2 Q, B. (MM

,Rotherham Chemical Co., [1884 ] 28 Ch. D. 103; Melhado ». Porto
Alegre Co., [1874] L. R. 9 C. P. 503; Empress Engineering Co., [18811
16 Ch. D. 125.

•Elev ». Positive Assurance Co., [1876J 1 Ex. D. 88; Browne ». Le
Trinidad, [18881 37 Ch. D. 1.
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tinguished, or a promise to do further work or hand over 
property.1 The promoter should, therefore, always make the 
agreement to pay for past work and services a part of an 
agreement to continue to render sen-iocs, or of the contract 
to sell property to the company. The solicitors, printers, 
and advertising agents should ace that they have a retainer 
from or a bargain with the promoter to pay them in case the 
company does not.

In each instance the question will be, Was the contract 
with or tiro work done for the promoter? or, Was it made or 
done in the luqro of being paid by the company in case it 
should adopt the work and agree to pay the expenses ? In 
the latter case the promoter will not be liable, even if the 
company does not pay, and the company is only liable if it 
adopt the work and agree to pay for it.

Section 90, Sub-section 1 (i), requires the prospectus to 
state “the amount or estimated amount of preliminary ex- 
Ironses,” which seems to include even the case where such 
expenses are not paid or payable by the company. This 
makes it necessary to consider what payments are and what 
are not “preliminary expenses"—a question of some dif
ficulty and one to which the answer will vary with the 
circumstances. The following are suggested as being clearly 
“preliminary expenses," but the list must not be considered 
exhaustive:—

1. The cost of preparing, settling, and printing the 
Memorandum and Articles of Association.

2. The cost of registering the company and the 
varions documents required by the Act, including
feee.

3. The cost of preparing, printing, and circulating or 
advertising the prospectus.

4. The cost of the preparation and execution of all 
preliminary agreements.

'Eddystone Marine Insurance Co., [1893] 3 Ch. 9.
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5. Law costs in connection with the formation and 
registration of the company ami the preparation 
and issue of the prospectus.

6. The cost, of the preparation and printing of the 
debentures and the debenture trust deed (if any).

7. The cost of preparing and printing letters of allot
ment and printing share certificates.

8. Probably, also, the cost of preparing and making 
the original liooks and seal of the company.

The amount paid or payable for underwriting commis
sion, and the amount paid or intended to be paid to any 
promoter, have to be stated separately. If the amount is not 
included in the figure given for preliminary expenses it will 
be advisable to state expressly that the amount named is 
exclusive of these.

Commencement ok Business.

Prior to the Act of 1010 a company might commence 
business as soon after incorporation as its directors thought 
fit, however small might be its subscribed capital ; and this 
is still the case with private companies.

But by Section 90 no public company registered after 
the 15th March, 1912, may commence business or exercise 
any borrowing powers unless (1) the “minimum subscrip
tion" has l>ccn allotted, subject to tho payment of the whole 
amount thereof in cash; (2) every director has paid on each 
of the shares taken or contracted to be taken by him, and for 
which he is liable to pay in cash, a proportion equal to tho 
proportion payable on application and allotment on the 
shares offered for public subscription or in the ease of a Com
pany which does not issue a prospectus inviting the public to 
subscribe for its shares, on tho shares payable in cash; anil 
(3) a statutory declaration by tho secretary or one of the
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directors that those conditions have been complied with 
has been filed with the Registrar, who will then certify that 
the company is entitled to commence business, and his 
certificate will l>o conclusive evidence to that effect.1 In the 
case of companies not issuing a prospectus there is a further 
condition that a statement in lieu of prospectus shall have 
been filed (Section 90).

The company can, prior to becoming entitled to com
mence business, make contracts, but such contracts will be 
provisional only, and will not bind the company until it 
becomes entitled to commence business, when they will 
without further formality become binding (Section 96, 
Sub-section 3). If the company is wound up without hav
ing become entitled to commence business, persons who 
have supplied goods or rendered services will have no claim 
against the company.2 The Act does not state what the 
position of the person contracting with the company will be 
in the meantime. Presumably be will be bound, and ho 
should therefore always insert a provision in the con
tract that if the company does not become entitled to 
commence business within a limited time ho shall be 
entitled to rescind the contract.

Section 90, Sub-section 4, expressly authorises “the 
simultaneous offer for subscription or allotment of any 
shares and debentures or the receipt of any money payable 
on application for debentures.”

If any company commences business or exercises bor
rowing powers in contravention of the section, every person 
responsible for the contravention is, without prejudice to

■The Court will not listen to any evidence that there have been ir
regularities if the certificate has been given (re Yolland, Husson and Birkett 
Limited, 11908] 1 Ch. 152).

*Otto Electrical Co., [1906] 2 Ch. 390. Even the hank which received 
the application moneys cannot recover for its services (New Druce Portland 
Co. ». Blakiston, [1908] 24 T. L. R. 583).
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any other liability, liable to a fine of two hundred and fifty 
dollars for every day during which such contravention con
tinues.1

The date for holding the statutory meeting is fixed “with
in a period of not less than one month nor more than three 
months from the date at which the company is entitled to 
commence business” (Section 73) ; but a private company is 
entitled to commence business immediately on incorporation, 
so that in these cases the statutory meeting must be held not 
less than one month nor more than three mouths after in
corporation.
Preliminaries to Commencing Business and Holding 

the Statutory Meeting.
It will bo convenient to set out the steps necessary to be 

taken in the case of all public companies before business can 
be commenced and the statutory meeting held.

1. Prepare and register the Memorandum and Ar
ticles of Association. If the directors arc named 
in Articles filed at the same time as the Mem
orandum, the directors must have subscribed the 
Memorandum for their qualification shares (if 
any), or have signed and filed with the Registrar 
a contract in writing to take from the company 
and pay for their qualification shares, if any 
(Section 80). •

2. The applicant for the registration of the company 
must at the same time deliver to the Registrar a 
list of the persons who have consented to bo 
directors (Section 80).

3. Public companies not issuing a prospectus must 
prepare and file a statement in lieu of prospectus, 
which must be signed by the directors (Sec
tion 91). This is a condition precedent to the 
right to commence business (Section 96).

'See Struthere t>. Mackemie, 28 O. R. 381.
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4. Companies issuing a prospectus will prepare a 
prospectus containing tbe particulars required by 
the Act and Itearing the date of its publication. 
Every person named as a director or intended 
director must (by himself or bis agent authorised 
in writing) sign a copy of this prospectus, which 
must be then filed with the Registrar. The date 
of the prospectus must not be earlier than the date 
of its being tendered for filing (Sections 89 and 
90: see page 78, supra).

5. When applications for shares to the amount of 
the “minimum subscription" (see page 121), to
gether with the application moneys, have been 
received and the cheques cashed,1 go to allotment 
(Section 94, Sub-sections 1 and 7). If within 
forty days after the first issue of the prospectus 
applications to the amount of the “minimum sub
scription” have not been received, or the amounts 
payable on application therefor have not been re
ceived in cash, the application moneys actually 
received must be returned within forty-eight days 
after the issue of the prospectus (Section 94, Sub
section 4).1

0. Within one month (i.e. calendar month) after allot
ment file with the Registrar a Return of the Share* 
allotted (Section 07: sec papgo 130).

7. File with the Registrar a statutory declaration by 
the secretary or one of the directors that (a) shares 
subject to the payment of the whole amount thoro-

1 Allotment made Itefore the money is “paid to and received by" the 
company is voidable; and the money is not received until the cheques are 
cashed (Meant v. Western of Canada Pulp and Paper Co., (19051 2 Ch. 353; 
National Motor Mail Coach Co., (1908] 2 Ch. 228).

’Tins only applies to the first allotment of shares offered to the public 
for subscription. The sub-soetion as to returning application money is 
not made to apply to companies not issuing a pro«|)ectui.
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of in cash have Iteen allotted to an amount not 
less than the “minimum subscription" (see page 
121), and (h) that the directors have paid the 
amount due on application and allotment, and 
obtain the Registrar's certificate that the company 
is entitled to commence business (Section 90: sec 
page 113).

The company on receiving the Registrar’s certificate is 
entitled to commence business and to exercise its borrowing 
powers. Not less than one month nor more than three 
months from the date at which it is entitled to commence 
business the company must bold its statutory meeting (Sec
tion 73).

8. At least seven days (temble these must he clear 
days) l)cfore the day on which the statutory meet
ing is to he held the directors must prepare and 
forward to every member the Report required by 
Section 73 (see page 294), containing the au
ditors’ certificate as to receipts and payments.1

9. Immediately after issuing this Report the direct
ors must file a copy of it with the Registrar 
(Section 73, Sub-section 5).

10. The statutory meeting must be held within the 
limit of time aliovo mentioned. At the commence
ment of the meeting a list of the names, 
descriptions, ami addresses of tho members, show
ing the shares held by them, must ho produced, 
and remain o]>en for inspection during the meeting 
(Section 73, Sub-section C).

'Private companies are not obliged to forward this Report to their 
members or to file it (Section 73 £ub-scction 10).
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CHAPTER VII.

SHARES AND TRANSFERS.

Shares.

Shares have lieen defined as follows “The common stock” 
(contributed by the meml>ers) “is denoted in money, and is 
the capital. The persons who contribute it or to whom it 
belongs arc members. The proportion of capital to which 
each member is entitled is his share.”* 1 “The word 
‘share’ docs not denote rights only: it denotes obliga
tions also.”2 A share is the interest of a shareholder in 
the company, measured by a sum of money for the 
purpose of liability in the first place and of interest in 
the second, but also consisting of a series of mutual 
covenants entered into by all the shareholders inter se.
......................A share is not a sum of money, but is an
interest measured by a sum of money, and made up of 
various rights contained in the contract.’”

As already stated, the Memorandum of a company 
limited by shares must state the amount of the company’s 
capital, “and the division thereof into shares of a fixed 
amount” (Section 13) ; and by Section 30 it is declared that 
“the shares or other interest of any member in a company 
shall lie personal estate, transferable in manner provided by 
the Articles.of the company, and shall not be of the nature 
of real estate,” and “each share in a company having a share 
capital shall be distinguished by its appropriate number.”

'“Lindley on Companies,” Sixth Edition, page 1.
•Per Lindley, L. J., in Taylor, Phillips and Rickard's Case, [1897] 1 Ch. 

305 (sec page 177, infra).
‘Per Farwell, J., in Borland's Trustee ». Steel Brothers & Co., [1901]

1 Ch. 288.
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Shares, being (as above stated) personal estate, pass to 
ihe executors or administrators—not to the heir. It is usual 
for the Articles to state that only the executors or admin
istrators will be recognised as having any right to the shares : 
that is to say, that, although the will of a deceased share
holder gives the shares to some person other than the 
executors, the company will require a transfer from the 
executors before registering the legatee.

Applications for Sharks.

The contract to take shares fs generally made by appli
cation and allotment, and for this purpose a form of 
application, for shares is usually issued with the prospectus, 
to be filled up by the applicant and left at the office of the 
company or with its bankers, accompanied by a deposit of 
a specified amount for each share applied for. In cases 
where a prospectus is not issued it is advisable to have these 
forms ready for applicants to fill up, in order to prevent 
dispute as to the conditions under which the shares wore 
applied for. But it is not absolutely necessary to have a 
printed form, as a letter applying for shares, or even a 
verbal application, is sufficient.1

A person having authority may apply in the name of 
another.2 In such cases the directors should always require 
to see the alleged authority, and consider whether its terms 
justify the application.

The form of application is usually to the following effect, 
but the words may be varied according to circumstances :— 

To the Directors of The Company, Limited.
Gentlemen,—Having paid to the company's bankers ( or the company's 

financial agents) the sum of $ being a deposit of per share on
application for shares of $ each in The Company,

■Cockney's Case, [1859] 3 De G. A J. 170; Bloxam’s Case, [1864] 4 De 
G. J. & S. 447.

'Duff’s Executors’ Case, [1886] 32 Ch. D. 301; Levita’s Case, [1870] 
5 Ch. 489; Cockney’s Case, [1859] 3 De G. & J. 170. See also page 46, 
supra, and see Davidson v. Grange, 4 Gr. 376.
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Limitai, I miural you to allot me that number of shares u|*in the term* 
of ths flMpaawi dated lha day o' ,19 I hereby
agne to aree|it such shares, or any smaller number you may allot to 
me1 subject to the provisions of the Memorandum and Articles of Associ
ation of the Company, and 1 authorise you to place my name u|»on the 
Register of McuiImth in respect of the shnrea so allotted.

Vaual Signature ........ ...............................
Name in full. ...............................
Address.............................................................
Profession or Occupation.. ......................... .
Date ..............................................................

Until the applicant lias notice that the shares arc allotted 
he is entitled to withdraw his application, and to claim re
payment of his deposit.2

Allotment of Shares.

A b company cannot go to allotment unless it has 
either filed a prospectus or a statement in lien of prospectus 
I Section til). When this has Iw-cn done, if sufficient applica
tions for shares arc received to justify the company going to 
allotment (not living less, in the case of all except private 
companies, than the minimum mentioned below), the direct
ors meet and pass a resolution allotting the shares to such 
of the applicants as they think fit, and the secretary is 
instructed to send notices of the fact to the persons receiving 
ini allotment, and also to advise those whose "rations are 
refused.

As the law stood prior to 11110 the directors might go to 
allotment and commence business although only a portion— 
even a very small portion—of the capital was applied for; 
hut otto of the principal objects of the Act of 1910 was to 
prevent allotments living iiimic upon insufficient applications, 
and business being commenced without a reasonable capital. 
As it is obvious that the Legislature cannot fix what is

•As to the imtiortanco of these words sec page 126.
5Pent clow’s Cane, [I860) 4 Ch. 178; Wilson’s Case, (I860) 20 L. T. 962; 

Gunn’s Case, [1868) 3 Ch. 40.

5

5
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a reasonable amount of capital, the above object is sought to 
lie attained by providing that the persons applying shall at 
least have full knowledge of the amount upon which allot
ment will bo made.

The provisions of Section 94 arc to the following effect, 
but they apply only to “the first allotment of shares offered 
to the public for subscription” (Sub-section 0) :—By Side 
sections 1 and 2 provision is made for what is called in the 
Act a “minimum subscription,” which is “the amount (if 
any) fixed by the Memorandum or Articles and named in 
the prospectus as the minimum subscription upon which the 
directors may proceed to allotment; or if no amount is so 
fixed and named, then the whole amount of the share 
capital” offered to the public for subscription.' Sub-sec
tion 1 also enacts that no allotment shall be made of any 
share capital offered to the public for subscription unless the 
“minimum subscription” has been subscribed and the sum 
payable on application for that amount (not l>cing less than 
five per cent.) has !>een “paid to and received by” the com
pany,1 which sum, payable on application, must not be less 
than five per cent, of the nominal amount of the shares 
(Sub-section 3). Sub-section 7 makes similar provisions as 
to companies not issuing a prospectus, in which case the 
minimum subscription is fixed by the Memorandum 
or Articles, and, if not so fixed, is the whole amount 
of the share capital other than that issued or agreed 
to l)c issued as fully or partly paid up otherwise than in

‘Note that the “minimum subscription” is the whole amount offered to 
the public unless a smaller amount is both fixed in the Memonindutu or 
Articles and named in the prospect us It has been held by Neville, J. 
that if the Articles state that the minimum subscription is ten |HT cent, o 
t he slmrcs offered for subscription, that will suffice (West Yorkshire Darracq 
Agency, [1908] W. N. 236; 25 T. L. R. 77). It is difficult, however, to see 
how it can be said that this amount is “fixed” by the Articles.

‘Sub-section 2 declares that the minimum subscription is to be reckoned 
“exclusively of any amount payable otherwise than in cash.” This appears 
unnecessary, for the amount “offered to the public for subscription" would 
always be payable in cash.
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cash, and the amount of five per cent, must be paid up as 
application money. Private companies are free from these 
obligations.

If more than one prospectus is issued, the words “the 
prospectus” mean the document on the basis of which the 
applicant claiming relief has actually subscribed. And if 
one prospectus fulfils the statutory conditions, hut another 
does not, only those who subscrilied on the latter aro 
entitled to relief.1 A statement that “the company is in a 
position at once to allot one thousand shares, according to the 
provisions of its Articles,” is not a sufficient statement that 
the minimum subscription is one thousand shares.1

Cheques received before allotment but after banking 
hours, and not cashed till the day after allotment, have been 
held to be money “paid to and received by the company2”; 
but cheques received before allotment and subsequently 
dishonoured do not constitute payment, even though im
mediately replaced by other cheques ;3 nor do cheques received 
and held over, although subsequently honoured:4 accordingly 
the directors should never go to allotment until tho cheques 
for the application moneys have l>ecn cashed.

If the conditions above mentioned are not complied with 
in the ease of a company issuing a prospectus within forty 
days after the first issue of the prospectus,6 all money 
received from applicants must be repaid without interest, 
and if not repaid within forty-eight days from the issue of

'Houssell ». Burnham, [1909] 1 Ch. 127.
•Olasgow Pavilion r. Motherwell, [1904] Court of Sess., 6 F. 110; but 

this is doubtful (see next note).
•Moars ». Western of Canada Pulp and Paper Co., [1905] 2 Ch. 3.13, 

where doubt was thrown on the Scotch decision cited in the preceding 
note; Burton ». Bevnn, (111081 2 Ch. 240.

•National Motor Mail Coach Co., [1908] 2 Ch. 228.
•By .Section 89 every prospectus must he dated, “ and that date shall, 

unless the contrary Is* proved, lie taken as the date of publication of the 
prospectus”; hut ttie issue of the prospectus ap|>enrs to mean its actual 
issue by bs-ing circulated or advertised.
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Iho proaiiectus the directors become jointly and severally 
liable to repay the amounts, with interest at five per cent, 
from the expiration of the forty-eight days. A director who 
is able to show that the loss of the money was not duo to 
any misconduct or negligence on his part will, however, 
escape liability (Section 94, Sub-section 4). This liability 
only exists where there is no allotment; if the directors pro
ceed to allotment in contravention of the section the liability 
under Section 95 is substituted.1 Any condition purporting 
to deprive the applicant of the benefit of this section is void 
(Section 94, Sub-section 5). There is no similar provision 
as to the return of money in the case of companies not 
issuing a prospectus.

As before mentioned, these provisions, with the exception 
of that relating to the application money being at least five 
per cent., only govern the first public allotment; but in 
cases of second or subsequent offers of shares the prospectus 
must state the minimum subscription for the shares then 
offered, the amount offered for subscription on each previous 
allotment made within the two preceding years, the amount 
actually allotted, and the amount jiaid up (Section 90, Sub
section 1 (d)).

In estimating whether the “minimum subscription” has 
been reached, there seems no reason for excluding shares 
taken by underwriters, provided that the agreement under 
which they take shares is complete (e.g. that there is no 
condition remaining unfulfilled at the time of allotment) 
and that their application money is paid.

The provisions above referred to relate only to allotments 
of shares, and do not govern issues of dclientnres.

If shares arc allotted in contravention of the provisions 
of Section 94 the allotment is not void, but only voidable, 
and then only if the applicant applies within one month

Burton v. Bcvan, [1908] 2 Ch. 240.
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after the holding of the statutory meeting (Section 95). It 
is not necessary that the dissatisfied applicant should take 
proceedings within the month or l>cforc liquidation is com
menced if he has given notice avoiding the allotment within 
the month and commenced action within a reasonable time.1 
He will also lie precluded from avoiding the allotment if lie 
has expressly or by conduct affirmed it with knowledge of the 
irregularity.2 The right to have the allotment avoided for 
this cause, however, is not taken away hy reason of the com
pany having gone into liquidation in the meantime (Sec
tion 95, Sub-section 1). Any director of the company 
knowingly contravening or permitting the contravention of 
the provisions of the Act as to allotment is liable to com
pensate the company and the allottee respectively for any 
loss, damages, or costs sustained or incurred thereby, pro
vided that the proceedings to recover such loss, damages, or 
costs are commenced within two years after the date of the 
allotment (Section 95, Sub-seotion 2). A director who was 
not present at the meeting making the allotment and did not 
know of the irregularity is not liable, even though he was 
present and voted at a subsequent meeting confirming the 
minutes recording the allotment.3 It would seem that in 
general the loss to the company would only bo the costs of 
proceedings by the allottee to avoid the allotment. The loss 
of tlie allottee's subscription would not lie caused by the con
travention of the Act. It might, however, lie contended that 
loss incurred in the company’s business, which would never 
have been commenced but for the improper allotment, is 
caused by the contravention of the Act.

These provisions as to avoidance of the allotment and 
compensation by directors apply to an allotment made in

'National Motor Mail Coach Co., [19081 2 Ch. 228.
•Finance anil Issue, Limited c. Canadian Produce Co., [1005] 1 Ch. 37.
’llurton e. Uevan, [1908] 2 Ch. 240.
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contravention of Section 94, Suli-section 7, requiring a 
minimum subscription in the case of companies not issuing 
a prospectus.

In deciding upon tlio making of allotments the directors 
must boar in mind that they are trustees for the company, 
and must allot the shares for the benefit of the company. “I 
am not aware,” says Isird Davey, “of any law which obliges 
a company to issue its shares above par l>ccause they arc 
saleable at a premium in the market. It depends on the 
circumstances of each case whether it will l)o prudent or even 
possible to do so, and it is a question for the directors to 
decide.”1 But when the shares command a premium, the 
directors must not allot them at par to mcmltcrs of their 
own body or their friends, for they should seek to obtain the 
benefit of the premium for the company.1 Directors, more
over, must not allot shares to themselves for the purpose of 
obtaining the control of the voting |>ower in the company,1 
although they may purchase share* for that purpose,4 and 
they must not make the terms or time of payment more 
favourable to themselves than to the general body of mem
bers.6 Any profit the directors make out of shares im
properly allotted to themselves will belong to the company, 
or if they have retained the shares they will be liable for the 
difference between the nominal value and the market value 
at the time of allotment.11

The directors of a company cannot delegate to an officer 
their duties in regard to allotments.'

An application for shares, followed by a communication 
that an allotment has been made, constitutes a contract 
la-tween the applicant and the company, from which neither 
party is at liberty to withdraw, ('are, however, should lie

'Milder r. Dexter, [1902] App. Ca. at page 4*0. Harris e. Sumner, 81 
N. B. R. 204. Marlin ». Gihson, 10 O. W. R. lift

'York and North Midland Railway Co. ». Hudson, [1853] 22 L. J. Ch. 
529; Parker ». McKenna. |1S75| 10 Ch 96; Shaw ». Holland. ( 1900| 2 Ch. 305.

'Fraser ». Whalley, [1864} 2 H. & M. 10; Punt ». Symonds & Co., (19031 
2 Ch 506.

'North-West Transportation Co. ». Beatty, |1881| 12 App. Ca. 589. 
Toronto Brewing Co. ». Blake, 2 O. R. 175.

'Alexander ». Automatic Telephone Co., |1900( 2 Ch. 56.
•Shaw ». Holland, (19001 2 Ch. 305.
'Paekenham Pork Packing Co.—Calloway’s Case, 12 O. L. R. 100.
Twin City Oil Co. ». Christie, 18 O. L. R. 3-4.
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taken that nothing is introduced into the letter of allotment 
differing frorfl the terms of the prospectus or the form of 
application, for in such a ease the applicant may withdraw 
from the company, as there is no completed eon tract between 
the parties.1 Lord Justice Cotton says, “To make a contract 
by letters or by offer and acceptance, what you must find is 
this—an offer and a simple unconditional acceptance: that is 
to say, an acceptance not introducing any new term. If a 
new term is introduced, it becomes no longer an acceptance, 
but a now offer, which must be accepted licforc there is a 
contract.”1 Thus, where a man applied for shares in a rail
way company and received a letter of allotment marked 
“not transferable,” it was held there was a new term im
ported, and therefore there was no contract, and the 
applicant was allowed to repudiate his shares.3 So if the 
application is conditional and the allotment unconditional 
there is no contract.* To allot less than the number of 
shares applied for docs not constitute a binding contract 
unless words in the application authorise a partial allot
ment.6

Where directors allotted shares on terms which were 
illegal (e.17. that they should bo paid for by fees earned) it 
was held there was no contract and the allottee was not a 
shareholder.*

The allotment must l>e made within reasonable time after 
application: otherwise the applicant may repudiate the shares.7

1 Barren's Case, [1805] it Dr (1. .1. «V S till; Adilmrll's Case, IlStiti] 1 ls| 
225; Howard's Case, [1806] 1 Gh. 501; Jackson v. Turqunnd, 11 Stitt] L. R. 
4 II. !,. 308.

Hlusscy a. Horne Payne, [18781 8 Ch. D. 670.
*Duke v. Andrews, [1843) 2 Ex. 290.
'El park Wood, Sunken Vessels Rceovery Co., [1859] 2 De C. 4 J. 65, 

28 L. J. Ch. 899.
'Ex park Roberts, |1852[ 1 Drew. 204; re Barber, [18521 15 Jur. 51.
•Peltntt's Case, 118671 2 Ch. 527; National House Property Co. v. 

Watson, [1908] S. C. 888, Court of Sess.
'Halnsgale Victoria Hotel r Mnntefiore, [18001 L. R. I Ex. 109; ez 

parte Bailey, [18681 5 Eq. 428, 3 Ch. 592; Ritso's Case, [18771 4 Ch. D. at 
page 778.
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In I lip orillnary case of an application under a prospectus 
tlio bargain is not complete until the offer contained in tho 
application is accepted by an allotment being made by tho 
Directors and the accecptanco communicated to the appli
cant.

Until tho bargain is thus complete the applicant may 
withdraw, either by a notice in writing or by an oral com
munication, or even by conduct showing that the offer to 
take shares is withdrawal,1 and notice of withdrawal may bo 
given orally to a clerk in the registered office of the company 
if the secretary is absent.1 if the directors know that an 
applicant has declared ho will have nothing more to do with 
the company they cannot validly allot, although the ap
plicant has not himself communicated tho fact that ho 
withdraws.1 But it has been said that if an invalid 
allotment is made, and subsequently confirmed, this is bind
ing, although tho application has meanwhile—i.e. before 
confirmation—been withdrawn.4 The communication of the 
acceptance of the offer may bo either oral, by writing, or by 
conduct.8 It need hardly bo stated, however, that it is 
always most desirable to have writing in such a matter.

Under ordinary circumstances an applicant is deemed to 
authorise the allotment to lie communicated by post, and in 
such a case the communication is considered to be made at 
the moment of posting the letter of allotment,” even though

'Wilson's Case, 11869] '20 !.. T. !HV2; Dickinson r. Dodds, |187f>l 2 Ch. 
D. 463.

Truman’s Case, 11804 ] 3 Ch. 272.
‘Per Warrington, J., in re Amusements Syndicate, 2 December, 1900, 

following Dickinson e, Dodds, JI876| 2 Ch. D. 463.
•Hadman and Bosanquet's Case, 11890) 45 Ch. D. 16. This is, however, 

open to doubt.
•Crawley's Case, |1869) 4 Ch. 322. Standard Hank v. Stephens, It 

O. W. R. 5820. See the following eases on constructive Allotments. In 
re Provincial Grocers Caldcrwnods Case, 10 O. L. R. 705. In re Provin
cial Grocers, Hills Case, 10 O. L. R. 501, re Canada Tin Plate Co., 8 
O. W. R. 531. Fischer r. Borlanos, 8 0. W. R. 579. Anglo American 
Lumber Co. v. Mrladlan, 14 B. C. R. 93.

•Household Fire Insurance Co. v. Grant, |1879] 4 Ex. D. 216. laird 
Herschell expresses the rule thus:—“Where the circumstances are such 
that it must have been within the contemplation of the parties that, accord
ing to the ordinary usages of mankind, the post might lie used as a means 
of communicating the acceptance of an offer, the acceptance is complete 
as soon as it is posted" (Henthorn v Fraser, [18921 2 Ch page 33; see also 
Bruner ». Moore, [1964) 1 Ch. page 316).
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•ho letter never reaehes the applicant. But the handing of a 
letter to the postman to post is not of itself a sufficient post
ing.1 The withdrawal of an offer or application is effective 
only as at the time when it reaches the company, and not as 
at the time of posting.2 If, however, the application is made 
with a condition, the contract is not complete till the con
dition is fulfilled, or until the applicant has waived the 
condition by accepting the allotment unconditionally.1

An allotment made upon an application signed in a false 
name constitutes a good contract if the applieant intended to 
get the benefit of the shares, and he will lx> put on the list of 
contributories in his true name;* but it will he otherwise if 
the application was not intended to l>c acted upon, as in a 
ease in which the application was sent in in order to increase 
the supposed number of shares applied for.8

Shares may !*• allotted to two or more persons jointly and 
a corporation may he the sole allottee or sole holder of 
shares.

Allotments arc not necessarily all made at once. Fresh 
i may he received and fresh allotments made as 

long as there are any shares unissued.
If the shares are applied for by minors, the directors 

should not allot, for a minor can at any time before or upon 
attaining full age repudiate the transaction and require re
payment of the amounts paid.” If a married woman applies, 
the directors may reasonably require that tin- shares shall la)

'London urn I Northern Bank, (I IKK)] 1 Ch. 220.
•Henthom «». Kroner, (1H92] 2 Ch. 27.
3Sahlgreen and Carroll. 11868) 16 W. It. 121; Pellatt’s Cane, (1867) 

2 Ch. 527; rx parti Wood, National Equitable Society, (1873) 15 Eq. 236; 
ex parte Simpson, (I860) 4 Ch. 184; Roger’s Case, (1868) 3 Ch. 633. As to 
waiver of condition see Rankin v. Hop and Malt Exchange, (I860) 20 L. 
T. 207. In re Standard Eire Ins. Co., 7 0. R. 448. Freemans cane, 12 
O. L. R. 149. McNeil's Cane, 10 <> L. R. 211). Bank of Hamilton v. 
Johnston, 7 O. W. R. 111. Turners Cane, 7 O. R. 488.

‘Savignv's Case, (1899|,W. N. 1.
•Coventry’s Case, 11801) 1 Ch. 202.
•See page, 40 supra. Hamilton v. Vaughan Shcrrin Co., [1804) 3 

Ch. 589.

517115
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fully paid up before allotment, or that the husband shall 
become a joint holder.

A letter of allotment is generally to the following 
effect :—

Sir,—In reply to your application for shares, I am instructed to inform 
you that the directors have allotted you shares of $ each in 
this company, and I have to request that, on or before the day of 

, you will pay to the bankers of the company [here give the name 
and atUlress of the banker» J the sum of $ , being the amount of
per share on the shares so allotted.

Your obedient servant,

To.................................................... Secretary.
N.B.—Please keen this letter of allotment and the receipt for the 

amount payable as above until the share certificates are ready to be 
exchanged therefor, of which notice will be given in due course.

Usually certain amounts are made payable on application 
and allotment, and in ease of a public issue the amount 
payable on application must, in case of the issue of a 
prospectus, under Section »+, Sub-section 3, lie not less than 
five per cent., and under Sub-section 7, where there is no 
prospectus, at least this amount must ho paid up before 
allotment Unless otherwise expressly stated (as, for in
stance, when part is a premium) these sums when paid go in 
satisfaction of the amounts payable on the shares.1 It is a 
breach of duty for directors to issue shares to themselves and 
their friends on more favourable terms as to payment than 
those offered to the public, unless the hitler arc expressly 
informed of the arrangement.1

It is a convenient plan to have the letter of allotment, 
with a form of secretary’s or bankers’ receipt for the amount 
to lie paid on allotment, and a counterfoil containing the 
necessary particulars, Is mud up in a liook. On the letters 
of allotment and the receipt forms being detached, the 
counterfoil remains in the liook, and the particulars may in

'Alexander i>. Automatic Telephone Co., |1000| 2 Ch. 80.
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duo course lie posted iu the Register of Members without 
much trouble. Otherwise a Register of Applications and 
Allotments should lie kept, iu which all applications arc 
entered as they .come in, and the allotments as they are 
made or sent out, with dates, amounts paid, and other 
necessary particulars.

Allotments once made and communicated cannot be can
celled,1 although under certain circumstances the shares may 
bo forfeited, or, in some cases, the Register rectified by 
striking out the names of persons who complain of lieing 
wrongly included.1

Whenever a Company Limited by Shares makes any 
allotment of its shares, either upon public subscription or 
otherwise, it must within one month thereafter file with the 
Registrar—(1) a Return of the Allotments, stating the num
ber and nominal amount of the shares comprised in the 
allotments, the names, addresses, and descriptions of the al
lottees, and the amounts (if any) paid or due and payable 
on each share; and (2) when shares arc allotted in whole or 
in part for a consideration other than cash, proper contracts 
in writing constituting the title of the allottees to their 
allotments, together with any contract of sale or for services 
or other consideration in respect of which the allotment was 
made (as to which see page 141), and a Return stating the 
number and nominal amount of the shares so allotted, the ex
tent to which they arc to be treated as paid up, and the 
consideration for which they have been allotted (Section 97, 
Sub-section 1). In the alisonce of a contract in writing, a 
document containing the proscribed particulars must be filed 
(Section 97, Sub-section 2). (For specimen of Return of 
Allotments see page 942, infra.) If default is made in filing

■Duffs Kxecutors Case, |ISNIij 32 Ch. I), 301; compare Hall's Case, 
[187(1] A Ch. 707

■See "Keclifiration of thi1 Kegisttr," page 54, supra, anil "Surrender 
and Forkeitvre ok Shakes," page 386, infra.
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I lie contract or particulars, a penalty of two hundred and fifty 
dollars a day may lie imposed on every director, manager, 
secretary, or other officer of the company who is knowingly 
u party to the default; hut the Court may grant relief and 
extend the time for filing if the omission was accidental or 
due to inadvertence or if it is equitable to grant relief (Sec
tion 97, Sub-section 3).

Small companies frequently make allotments of shares 
from time to time, often of small amounts. The officers of 
such companies should hear in mind that a Return must be 
made of every such allotment, however small.

Share Certificates.
As soon as conveniently may be after allotment the share 

certificates should bo prepared, and notice sent to the 
shareholders that they are ready to bo exchanged for the 
letters of allotment, receipts for deposit, etc.

Section 101 requires every company—unless the con
ditions of issue otherwise provide—to complete and have 
ready for delivery the certificates of shares within two 
months after allotment or registration of any transfer of 
shares under penalty of twenty-five dollars a day during the 
time the default continues, which penalty attaches to the 
company and every director, manager, secretary, or other 
officer knowingly a party to the default.1 If it is not in
tended to issue the share certificates till the shares are fully 
paid, this must be provided for by the “conditions of issue,” 
as in any case some allot tees may he more than two months 
in making their payments.

When a company has a share capital it must distinguish 
each share by its appropriate number (Section 30), and the 
Articles almost invariably give to each member a right, free

'The same provisions apply to debentures and certificates of debenture 
stock.
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of charge, to a first certificate or certificates indicating the 
share or shares to which lie is entitled. The usual and more 
convenient practice is to include in one certificate all the 
shares held by a member ; but sometimes, where the shares are 
of large amount, a separate certificate is issued for each share. 
The Articles also generally state how such a certificate is to ho 
signed, the most usual provision being that it shall bo signed 
by two directors, countersigned by the secretary, and im
pressed with the seal of the company.

The company must not enter on the certificate any 
memorandum that it has a lien on the shares.1

A certificate under the seal of the company is prima facie 
evidence of the title of the person named to the shares 
(Section 31), but it does not give the person an absolute, or 
as it is called an indefeasible, right to the shares. If it can 
lie shown that the holder obtained the shares from some per
son who could not give him a title to them, the name of the 
true owner will he retained upon or restored to the Register, 
and the holder lose the shares. But if the holder acquired 
the shares in good faith, having given value for them, 
relying upon an untrue certificate issued by the company, 
the company will be estopped from denying his title to the 
shares which ho was induced to buy or pay for by being 
shown the certificate.2 * This, however, gives the holder only 
a right to damages against the company, and not to the 
shares as against the true owner,8 and if the certificate is a 
forgery the company comes under no liability, even when the 
forgery was the act of its secretary;4 S. * * also if the certificate is

■W. Key & Son, [1902] 1 Ch. 407.
*Bahia and San Francisco Railway Co., [1868] L. R. 3 Q. B. 584;

Tomkinson y. Balkis Consolidated Co., [1893] App. Ca. 396; Ottos Kopje
Diamond Mines, [1893| 1 Ch. 618. McCracken v. McIntyre, [1877] 1
S. C. R. 479.

•Hart v. Frontino Co., [1870] L. R. 5 Ex. Ill; and see Note on next
page.

4Ruben v. Great Fingall Consolidated, [1904] 2 K. B. 712, [1906] App. 
Ca. 439.
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in fact correct, stating that a certain person is the registered 
holder of the shares, the company will not he liable to a 
purchaser from him by reason of such holder having mean
time transferred the shares, even though the company has 
parted with the certificate after knowing of the sale, of the 
shares.1

The certificate, moreover, only shows the legal title to the 
shares, and accordingly, if the person who relies upon the 
certificate, made out in the name of the person selling to 
him, does not get his title made complete by taking a 
transfer into his o;vn name, and procuring himself to he 
registered as holder of the shares, he may find that a 
previous equitable title (as, for instance, a mortgage) stands 
in his way.2 Thus, where a debtor assigned all his prop
erty to trustees for his creditors, but retained his share 
certificates, and subsequently sold the shares to a purchaser 
for value, the title of the trustees who had given notice to 
the company prevailed.3 But if the purchaser has completed 
his legal title by being registered as the holder of the shares, 
he will not bo affected by any equitable rights of which ho 
did not know at the time he bought the shares. The state
ment usually contained in a certificate that no transfer will 
be registered without production of the certificate does not 
render the company liable for any loss which may arise to 
a person holding the certificate from a transfer being com
pleted without its production,4 so that even a deposit of the 
certificate with a blank transfer may fail to protect a 
lender.

'Longman y. Bath Electric Tramways, [1905] 1 Ch. 640.
•Shropshire Union Railway t The Queen, [1876] L. It. 7 H. L. 496: 

Moore y. North-Western Bank, [1891] 2 Ch. 599; Kelly y. Munster and 
Leinster Bank, 29 L. It. Ir. 19.

•Peat y. Clayton, [1906] 1 Ch. 659.
•Guy y. Waterlow Brothers, [1908] 25 T. L. R. 515. Compare the 

argument in Rainford y. James Keith and Blackman, [1905] 2 Ch. 147; 
ami Longman y. Bath Electric Tramways, [1905] 1 Ch. 646. Compare 
Smith r. Walkervillc Iron Co., 23 A. It. 95.
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Forms differing in appearance (e.g. in colour or size) 
should be used for preference, ordinary, and deferred shares. 
It is convenient also to state on the certificate the respective 
rights of holders of different classes of shares, and the 
certificate ought always to state how much is paid up on 
each share. Where capital is reduced or calls have been 
made and paid on shares after the issue of the certificates, 
the certificates should be called in and either endorsed with 
a statement of the altered facts or new certificates issued.

Share Warrants to Bearer.

Section 45 provides for the issue of share warrants to 
bearer if the Articles of Association authorise such issue. 
The effect of the issue of a share warrant is to make the 
hearer of it absolutely entitled to the fully paid shares or 
stock named in it, and the ownership can accordingly bo 
passed by mere delivery. No person purchasing a share 
warrant need make any inquiry as to the title of the person 
who sells it, any more than if he were receiving a dollar bill ; 
but if the holder has in fact stolen or fraudulently obtained 
a share warrant, he can of course be compelled to surrender 
it in the same way as a thief or cheat would have to give up 
a dollar bill.

The company may provide for the payment of dividends 
by coupons or otherwise (Section 45, Sub-section 1). It is 
usual to do this by coupons attached to the warrant, each 
stating that the læarer is entitled to the dividend for a 
certain year or half-year, or to the first, second, or third 
dividend declared, and in such case the bearer of the coupon, 
and not of the warrant, is entitled to the dividend.

Subject to the regulations of the company, the bearer of 
a share warrant can return it to the company, and be re
entered upon the Register as a shareholder, the warrant 
being thereupon cancelled (Sub-section 3).
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The Articles of Association should provide when and 
upon what conditions the holder of a share warrant is to be 
treated as a member of the company or to give votes, and 
upon what terms a lost or destroyed share warrant may be 
replaced. The Act, however (Section 45, Sub-section 4), 
declares that the holding of share warrants shall not be a 
qualification for a director or manager in cases where the 
Articles require any such qualification.

On the issue of a share warrant a company must strike 
out of its Register the name of the original holder of the 
shares or stock represented, and enter particulars as to the 
date of issue of the warrant, and a statement of the shares 
or stock represented by it, distinguishing each share by its 
number (Section 45, Sub-section 5).

Private companies cannot take power to issue share 
warrants, and if they adopt Table A must negative the 
clauses relating to them, for there must be a restriction on 
the right of transfer.

Payment of the Nominal Amount of Shares and Issue 
of Fully or Partly Paid Shares.

The fact of becoming a member of a company limited by 
shares renders the person liable to contribute to its assets to 
the extent of the nominal amount of the shires held by him.

Until a liquidation takes place, the amounts arc payable 
at the times and in the manner prescribed by the Articles of 
Association, which almost invariably declare that so much as 
is not paid at the times fixed by the prospectus or agreement 
to take shares may be called up by the directors as and 
when they think fit. Whatever amount has not been 
previously called up by the directors and paid to the com
pany may be called up by the liquidator upon a winding up, 
or whenever ho may subsequently think fit (sec Part III., 
Chapter 25., infra), and this, being a statutory power of
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the liquidator, cannot he taken away by the Articles or by 
contract.

Calls on Shares.
Members of a company arc liable to pay up the nominal 

amount of their shares. The time and manner of payment 
are determined by the agreement between the company and 
the members, which is usually, to some extent, fixed by the 
terms of the prospectus, and, so far as the matter is not one 
of express agreement, depends upon the Articles of As
sociation. Thus, subscribers to the Memorandum are not 
liable to pay until calls arc made,1 but persons who receive 
an allotment upon the terms of a prospectus must pay the 
amounts prescribed upon application and allotment and any 
further instalments mentioned, the balance (if any) depend
ing upon the calls made.

In the absence of special conditions of allotment nothing 
is " till a call is made, and an arrangement that some 
shareholders shall hold their shares with nothing or only a 
very small amount paid while others pay more is lawful, 
but in tile case of shares offered to the public for subscrip
tion at least five per cent, must be made payable on 
application (Section 94, Sub-section 3). The directors 
must not favour themselves in this matter without the 
sanction of the company,1 and a company cannot com
mence business until the directors have paid as much in 
respect of application and allotment moneys as is payable by 
other members (Section 90, Sub-section 1 (6)).

When the shares in a company arc not fully paid, the 
balance unpaid can be called up by a proper authority at any 
time, unless this is forbidden by the Articles or by a special 
resolution, and a member of the company cannot escape from 
his liability to pay unless he shows that he has been wrongly

‘Alexander v. Automatic Telephone Co., [1900] 2 Ch. 50.

55
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made a memlier, and lias come with all diligence to have his 
name removed from the Register. It will not avail a mem
ber to show that the affairs of the company have been badly 
managed, or that its property has been wasted: lie is still 
liable to pay any calls that arc regularly made.

The Act does not specify how a call is to he made, and 
the manner of doing it must he, determined by the Articles 
of Association, anil Section 40 enables a company, if au
thorised by its Articles, to make arrangements for a 
difference between the holders of shares in the amount of 
calls or the time for payment. Calls arc dealt with by 
Clauses 12 to 17, in Table A. Calls made in a winding up 
will ho dealt with in connection with that subject (see 
infra, page 470) ; here only calls made while the company 
is carrying on its business will he considered.

By Section 07 a company may by special resolution 
declare that any portion of its capital not already called up 
shall not be capable of being called up except in the event 
and for the purpose of the company being wound up. A 
provision to that effect in the Articles can be varied by 
special resolution making the amount unpaid callable at any 
time.1 But a similar provision declared by special resolu
tion would appear to he irrevocable, and capital which can 
only be called up in a winding up cannot be included in a 
charge given by debentures on uncalled capital.2

Table A provides that the directors may from time to 
time make such calls upon the members3 as they think fit,4 
and requires fourteen days’ notice to be given to the mem
bers, who are then liable to pay at the times appointed by 
the directors. Under this or a similar clause a call can only

•MaÜeson v. National Insurance Co., [1894] 1 Ch. 200.
’Bartlett v. Mayfair Property Co., [1898] 2 Ch. 28.
’Note that a man (other than a subscriber to the Memorandum) is 

not a member until his name is entered in the Register. It would seen 
therefore that until so entered he cannot be sued for a call.

4This power being discretionary cannot be delegated Provident Life v. 
Wilson 25 U. C. R. 53.
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be made by a proper quorum of the directors, duly ap
pointed and qualified, unless the Articles of Association 
allow an unqualified director to act, or there is a provision 
that acts of directors shall be valid notwithstanding any 
defect but a call irregularly made can be confirmed at a 
meeting where there is no irregularity.2 Where the resolu
tion making a call does not state the time and place of 
payment the call cannot be enforced.3

Clause 12 of the new Table A provides that no call shall 
exceed one fourth of the amount of the share, but this docs 
not prevent two calls being made on the same day of the 
full amount if they are payable with a sufficient interval 
between them.4

The directors are the proper judges whether a call is 
necessary, and Courts of Law will not interfere with their 
discretion8 unless it clearly appears that the call is for an 
object not within the powers of the company. The powers 
of the directors are, however, fiduciary, and must be used, 
not for some purpose of their own, but for the benefit of the 
shareholders.6 They must therefore not make any ar
rangement by which other persons are liable for calls, but 
they themselves are not, unless the company knows of and 
sanctions the arrangement.7 Nor must they make calls on 
some of the shareholders to the exclusion of others8 unless 
arrangements have been made under provisions in the 
Articles in accordance with Section 46 enabling the com-

•Dawson y. African Consoldated Co., [1898] 1 Ch. 6: British Asbestos 
Co. y. Boyd, [1903] 2 Ch. 439.

’Austin’s Case, [1871] 24 L. T. 932. "
•Cawley & Co., [1889] 42 Ch. I). 209. It may be argued'that this does 

not apply under the new table A, where nothing is said as to*pince of pay
ment. See the following cases on irregular calls, Union Fire Insurance 
Co., y. O’Gara 4 O. R. 359; Ross y. Mâcher, 8 O. R. 417. Gas Co., y. 
Russel 0 IT. C. R. 057. Provincial Insurance Co. y. Worts, 9 A. R. 50. 
National Insurance Co., v. Egleson, 29 Gr. 400.

•Universal Corporation y. Hughes, [1909] 8. C. 1434, Court of Seas. 
•Bailey y. Birkenhead Railway Co., [1850] 12 Beav. 433.
•Gilbert's Case, [1870] 5 Ch. 559.
•Alexander y. Automatic Telephone Co., [1900] 2 Ch. 50. Christopher 

v. Noxon, 4 O. R. 072. Provincial Ins. Co.. rdCameron, 31 C. P. 523. 
■Preston y. Grand Collier_Dock Co., [18-10],! l Siru. 327.
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pany to make differences between the holders of shares in 
the amount of calls to be paid and the time of payment.

A call made after the death of a member is payable out 
of his estate.1

When shares arc transferred after a call has been made 
and before it is paid the liability is not transferred to the 
transferee.2 * The company, however, can protect itself by 
refusing to register the transfer until the call is paid, and 
it seems can make a fresh call in respect of the same amount 
.as long as it is unpaid.8

Table A provides that calls in arrear -shall hear interest, 
and in special Articles it is usual to make this at a high 
rate, so as, in fact, to bo penal. Otherwise it might be 
worth while to pay interest on the calls in arrear, because 
the money required was earning interest elsewhere.

Clause 17 of Table A (conformably with Section 46 
of the Act) allows calls to be paid in advance, and 
an arrangement to be made for the advance payments to 
bear interest. This interest is a debt from the company, and 
must be paid although there are no profits out of" which 
dividends are payable.4 Trustees and others often avail 
themselves of this provision; but it has some disadvantages: 
the shares would not lie readily saleable on a Stock Exchange 
unless a very large number of shares are so paid up and a 
quotation obtained, and it is very doubtful whether money 
thus paid up can be repaid except by the company going 
through the complicated process necessary for making a 
reduction of its capital. Money so paid in advance is re-

‘New Zealand Gold Extraction Co. v. Peacock, [1894] 1 Q. B. 622.
2Per Lindley, L. J., in Taylor, Phillips and Rickard’s Case, [1897] 1 Ch. 

at page 306. Montreal Mining Co., v. Cuthbertson, [1852] 9 U. C. R. 78.
aNew Balkis Eersteling v. Randt Gold Mining Co., [1904] App. Ca. 165— 

a case of a call repeated after forfeiture. But if the former holder pays 
calls even after forfeiture this will relieve the purchaser (Randt Gold Mining 
Co., [19041 2 Ch. 468).

4Lock v. Queensland Investment and Mortgage Co., [1896] App. Ca. 461.
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payable in a winding up before any money paid up in 
pursuance of calls is repaid to the members.1

If a compromise between various classes of shareholders 
is proposed, those who have paid in advance of calls form a 
separate class, of which a meeting should he separately called 
if the scheme affects their [tosition.2

Another course which is sometimes adopted is for a 
member to make an ordinary loan to the company on the 
terms that it is to he set off against any call made. This 
plan works very well so long as the company is a going con
cern ; but if the company is wound up, the debt cannot be 
set off against calls made by the liquidator,3 and the share
holder will have to pay his calls and wait for a dividend 
upon his loan.

The following form of resolution of directors making a 
call may he used :—

Resolved—That a call of five dollars per share be made upon the 
members of the company in respect of the amount unpaid on their shares, 
and that the same be payable on or before the day of
at the registered office of the company, and that all calls unpaid
by that day shall bear interest at the rate of per centum per annum 
from the day when the same shall become payable until payment.

If calls remain unpaid, the members liable should be 
sued for the amount. Any dividends becoming payable 
upon the shares of such members should be retained by 
the company, and as a last resort (if the Articles give the 
power) the shares should he forfeited. As will be seen 
where Forfeiture is considered (page illiti, infra), this will 
not relieve members from liability to pay previous calls.

Methods ok Payment fob Shares.
Shareholders must pay for their shares in money or 

money’s worth—that is to say, in cash, or by goods,

'Wakefield Rolling Stock Co., [18921 3 Ch. 165.
'United Provident Assurance Co., [1910] W. N. 199.
'Grisscll’s Case, [I860] 1 Ch. 528.
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property, services, or some other valuable consideration. 
Prima facie the payment must he made in cash, but a com
pany may agree with a holder of shares to accept some 
other form of payment, or an existing debt may be set off 
against a present liability to pay calls.

Until the date when the Act of 1910 came into force 
(the 1st July, 1910), the law was that all shares were held 
subject to the payment of the whole amount thereof in cash, 
unless otherwise determined by a contract made in writing 
and filed with the Registrar on or before the issue of such 
shares ( Section 50, Companies Act, R.S.B.C., 1897, 
Chap. 44). This is now repealed, but Section 304 of the 
present Act expressly affords relief in cases where shares 
have been issued as fully paid up and no contract filed. 
The company or any person interested in such shares may 
apply to the Court for such relief, which will be granted if 
the Court is satisfied that the omission to file a contract was 
accidental or duo to inadvertence.

The Act does not contain any provision as to how pay
ment otherwise than in cash may be agreed or deter
mined. Section 97, Sub-section 1 (6), requires a company 
to file with the Registrar, “in the ease of shares 
allotted as fully or partly paid up otherwise than in cash, a 
contract in Writing constituting the title of the allottee to 
the allotment, together with any contract of sale, or for 
services or other consideration in respect of which that 
allotment was made,” as well as “a return stating the num
ber and nominal amount of shares so allotted, the extent 
to which they arc to be treated as paid up, and the 
consideration for which they have beet allotted,” and for 
default there is a penalty of two hundred and fifty dollars
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a day ; and Sub-section 2 recognises that the contract may 
not be in writing, and allows particulars to be filed in place 
of a contract : this makes it clear that a written contract is 
not required. There still must be some contract which 
must constitute "the title of the allottee" : that is to say, a 
contract with a third party will not suffice, for this gives 
the allottee no title; but a contract to issue shares to a 
person “or his nominees" and a nomination by him will, it 
seems, suffice. It is to be observed, however, that there is 
no provision that the amount of the hares shall be payable 
in cash in the absence of such a contract, so that failure to 
comply with the Act may entail penalties, but not the very 
serious consequences to the allottee which resulted under 
Section 50 of the Act of 1897.

That payment in money’s worth is sufficient payment 
has been well established.1 The extinguishment of a debt 
due from the company to the shareholder is payment,2 or 
any circumstances creating a set-off3 and an agreement to 
render services, as by becoming manager for five years, may 
be a good payment.4 ut an agreement to supply goods at 
a future time is not good consideration,6 for it seems that 
a company cannot utract that future calls shall bo set off 
against goods to from time to time supplied.

The company cannot by a contract make that which is not 
a good consideration in law a payment for shares. Thus 
past services for which the company was not liable to pay

‘Drummond's Case, [1869] 4 Ch. 772; Pelt's Case, [1870] 5 Ch. 11; 
Baglan Hall Colliery Co., [1870] 5 Ch. 346; Jones's Case, [1870] 6 Ch. 
App 48.

•Forbes and Judd’s Case, [1870] 5 Ch. 270, 272; Baglan Hall Colliery 
Co., [18701 5 Ch. 346, 356.

•Spargo's Case, [1873] 8 Ch. 407; I.arocquc v. Bcauchcmin, [1897] App. 
Ca. 358.

*Re Theatrical Trust, [1895] 1 Ch. 771.
•Pellatt’s Case, [1867] 2 Ch. 527; ex parle Clark, [1869] 7 Eq. 550.
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could not free the shareholder from liability even under a 
contract to that effect;1 and a contract to issue shares at a 
discount—i.e. for a less sum than the whole nominal 
amount—is of no validity;2 but if the consideration is in 
kind the Court will not inquire whether it was really of 
value equal to the nominal amount of tho shares issued, 
unless the consideration was illusory or permitted of an 
obvious money value;3 but the written contract goes very 
far to establish the transaction.4 In fact, a company can 
agree to purchase property and pay for services at any 
price it thinks proper, and may make the payment in 
shares, provided that it does so honestly and not colourably, 
and has not been so imposed upon as to lie entitled to 
repudiate the bargain.5 But an issue of debentures at a 
discount, with a right to exchange them for fully paid 
shares at par, is illegal.6

If a person has come under an obligation to take shares, 
either by signing the Memorandum or by agreement, he 
must pay for them in money or money’s worth, and cannot 
satisfy his liability by receiving an allotment of fully paid 
shares to which some other person is entitled ;1 but, of 
course, if he takes an assignment of a debt of the company 
to a third party, he can set that off against his liability to 
pay calls.8

■Eddystone Marine Insurance Co., [1893] 3 Ch. 9.
■See page 145, infra.
■Theatrical Trust, [1895] 1 Ch. 771; Almada and Tirito Co., [1888] 38 

Ch. D. at page 423; re E. J. Wragg, [1897] 1 Ch. 796.
•Re Innés & Co. in Court of Appeal, [1903] 2 Ch. 254.
•Re E. J. Wragg. [1897] 1 Ch. 796; Felix Hadley & Co. v. Hadley, [18971 

76 L. T. 161. Re Hess Manuf. Co. Sloan's Case 23 S. C. R. 644. Wiule 
v. Kendrich, 37 8. C. It. 32. North Hay .Supply Co. 6 O. W. R. 85. 
Lindsay v. Imperial Steel & Wire Co., 21 O. L. It. 375.

•Moseley v. Koffyfontein Mines, [1901] 2 Ch. 108 
•Migotti's Case, [1867] 4 Eq. 238; Forbes and Judd’s Case, [1870] 5 Ch. 

270; Bennet’s Case, [1867] 15 W. R. 1058, 16 L. T. 475; Fraser’s Case, 
[1873] 28 L. T. 158, 42 L. J. Ch. 358.

■Dent’s Case, [1873] 8 Ch. 768, 777; Ferrao’s Case, [1874] 9 Ch. 455
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If a winding up intervenes, a person who is liable for 
calls cannot set off against them a debt from the company to 
himself,1 and shareholders should therefore bear in mind 
that future calls are not extinguished by an indebtedness of 
the company, for the set-off will not arise until the calls are 
made and are presently payable.

By Section 07 “a contract in writing constituting tbe 
title of the allottee" to an allotment of fully or partly paid 
shares is to be tiled within a month, as well as the contract 
for sale, etc., in respect of which the allotment was made. 
Therefore the best course is to have the contract executed 
in duplicate, in order that one part may be registered and 
the other retained. However, if the original is registered, a 
copy duly certified by the Registrar will be received in 
evidence as of equal validity with the original document 
(Section 209, Sub-section 4).

A contract made with a trustee for the company is not 
binding on the company unless a new contract is made after 
incorporation,2 and accordingly, although it was held in 
Hartley’s Case3 (which, though discussed in the Privy 
Council,4 has not been overruled) that a contract with a 
trustee duly filed was a sufficient protection, it would appear 
to be safer to file a contract with the company 
itself. Under the Act of 1897 it was essential that the 
contract should he complete, executed by both parties, and 
binding on them,0 and neither executed as an escrow0 nor 
made with a non-existing body." It was not necessary under

'Ite Barrow-in-Furness Land Ac Co., [1880] 14 Ch. D. 400. 
Northumberland Avenue Hotel Co., [1886] 33 Ch. D. 16. A resolu

tion of the Board adopting the contract will not suffice (North Sydney 
Investment Co. V. Higgins, [1809] App. Ca. 263).

’Hartley’s Case, [18751 10 Ch. 157.
’See Smith v. Brown, [1896] App. Ca. 614.
’New Eberhnrdt Co., [1890] 43 Ch. D. 118; Smith v. Brown, [1896] 

App. Ca. 614.
’Dalton Time Lock Co. v. Dalton, [1892] 66 L. T. 704.
’Anglo-Colonial Syndicate, [1891] 65 L. T. 847.
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that Act to state in the contract the numbers of the shares 
allotted,1 but it is very convenient to do so with a view to 
saving disputes and for the purpose of identifying the 
shares.

A company cannot issue its shares at a discount, or 
agree to accept less than one hundred cents in the dollar in 
payment for them,2 even if the shares already issued are 
unsaleable at par, for this is a reduction of the capital of 
the company; hut if a contract to this effect has been made 
the company cannot compel the other party to accept the 
shares so as to come under a liability to pay the full 
amount in cash: that is to say, it can only compel him to 
fulfil his contract, which is to take partly paid shares,3 and 
even if he has accepted the shares the company cannot 
before liquidation compel him to pay the full amount of 
the shares;4 yet if the shaves have been accepted and the 
shareholder’s name entered in the company’s Register, it 
cannot be removed, and he is liable in a winding up at the 
instance of creditors, or to adjust the rights of other mem
bers, to pay for the shares in full, notwithstanding his 
agreement to take them at a discount.5 If before thoir 
names are entered on the Register of Members the re
cipients of the shares object, they cannot be placed on the 
Register; for they have only agreed to take shares which 
are fully or partly paid up, and those shares the company 
is not able to give them.6

On the principle that a company may be estopped from 
denying the truth of representations made by itself or its

‘Ex parte Ford, [1885] 30 Ch. D. 153.
Ooregum Gold Mining Co. v. Roper, [1892] App. Ca. 125; Almada and

Tirito Co., [1888] 38 Ch. D. 415. North West Electric Co. v. Walsh, 29
S. C. R. 33. McCracken v. McIntyre, 1 S. C. R. 479.

‘Re MacDonald, Sons & Co., [1894] 1 Ch. 89, 7 Rep. 322. Compare 
Amot’s Case, [1887] 36 Ch. D. 702.

•Pioneers of Mashonaland Syndicate, [1893] 1 Ch. 731.
‘Ex parte Sandys, [1889] 42 Ch. D. 98; Welton v. Saffery, [1897] App. 

Ca. 299; Pioneers of Maahonaland Syndicale, [1893] 1 Ch. 731.
•Re MacDonald, Sons & Co., [1894] 1 Ch. 89, 7 Rep. 322.
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agents, shares which are not in fact fully paid, but in 
respect of which a certificate is issued that they are fully 
paid, and this even though they have subsequently been 
that they were improperly issued, will be treated as if fully 
paid,1 and this even though they have subsequently been 
bought back by some person who knows all the facts;2 and 
the transferees of vendors’ shares the certificates of which 
did not state that they were fully paid, but which were 
declared to be fully paid by a letter accompanying the 
certificates, escaped liability.3 Even a director may be 
protected by a certificate, signed by himself, stating that 
the shares are fully paid if he acted in good faith.4 If the 
certificates bear upon them notice of the irregularity, such 
as having the word “Bonus” printed on them,8 or if the 
recipient has knowledge of certain facts which inform him 
that the shares have not been paid for in cash, he remains 
liable to pay the full amount.6 It is not enough that he 
might have or even ought to have known that the shares 
were not fully paid if the Court finds that in fact he did 
not.’

Transfer of Shares.
The original allottee of the shares of a company remains 

personally entitled to the benefits and subject to the 
obligations of the shares until he has got rid of them either 
(a) by transfer, (n) by death, or (c) by forfeiture or sur-

‘Parbury’s Case, [1896] 1 Ch. 100; British Farmers’ Co., [1878] 7 Ch. 
D. 533; re Concessions Trust, [1896] 2 Ch. 757. re Wiarton Beet Sugar 
Co.—Freeman's Case, 12 O. L. R. 149. Northwest Electric v. Walsh, 29 
S. C. It. 33.

2Ex parte Sandys, [1889] 42 Ch. D. 98; re New Chile Gold Mining Co., 
[18921 W. N. 193, 68 L. T. 15.

3Re MacDonald, Sons & Co., [1894] 1 Ch. 89, 7 Rep. 322.
♦Coasters, Limited, [1911] 1 Ch. 86.
6Eddystone Marine Insurance Co. No. 2, [1894] W. N. 30; ex parte 

Bloomcnthal, [1896] 2 Ch. 525.
•Markham and Darter’s Case, [1899] 1 Ch. 414. See also re Clinton 

Thresher Co., 15 O. W. R. 645. Niagara Falls Co., 15 O. W. II. 326.
7Bloomenthal v. Ford, [1897] App. Ca. 156, in which the House of Lords 

came to a different conclusion on the facts from that arrived at by the Court 
of Appeal, but accepted the same view of the law. Lord Herschell’s 
j udgment gives a fine exposition of the law of estoppel.
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render. The first two, which are commonly referred to as 
“the Transfer and Transmission of Shares,” will-now be 
dealt with. In case of transfer the transferee takes the 
place of the transferor, and in case of transmission the 
estate of the former holder takes his place as regards benefits 
and liabilities.

One great distinction between a general partnership 
and a company is that in the former the partners cannot, 
and in the latter the members can, transfer their shares 
without the consent of their co-members, unless specially 
forbidden by the Articles of Association.

Shares are personal property, and may be transferred in 
manner provided by the Articles of the company (Sec
tion 30).1 Accordingly, if the Articles allow it, or if the 
company is governed by the regulations contained in 
Table A, a transfer may be, made by an instrument not 
under seal.2 It is not unusual to prescribe in the Articles 
the form of transfer, and if this is done the form must be 
followed ih all essential matters ;3 but if the Articles only 
say “The following form may be adopted,” then any form 
may be used that includes the provisions stipulated by the 
Articles. The regulations in Table A, and the common 
form in Articles, prescribe that the transfer must be signed 
by both the transferor and the transferee. This is generally 
an essential point, for unless the transferee has agreed to 
become a shareholder he ought not to be put upon the 
Register of Members ; but when omitted, if the transfer has

■A provision in the Articles for n compulsory transfer of shares is not 
repugnant to the nature of personal property nor obnoxious to the rule 
against perpetuity (Borland's Trustee v. Steel Brothers & Co., [1901) 
1 Ch. 279).

2Ex parte Sargent, [1874] 17 Eq. 273.
•The omission of the address of the transferor or the denoting number 

of the share, if both are known to the directors and there can be no am
biguity, is immaterial and will not invalidate a transfer (Lctheby & Chris
topher, Limited, [19041 1 Ch. 815).
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boon acted upon and recognised by the transferee, it will be 
held to be effectual.1 The form in Table A requires a 
witness to attest the transfer of shares : this should never be 
omitted in practice.

The transferee may be any person capable of holding 
shares. It frequently happens that a transfer is made to a 
firm in its firm name, and, if accepted by the company and 
the firm name entered in the Register of Members, the 
partners become individually members and liable for calls ;2 

but this is not a proper course to pursue, for the Act re
quires the names of the members to bo entered in the 
Register, and also the company may be placed in difficulties, 
not knowing whether the Partnership Articles authorise the 
taking of shares,3 nor having knowledge of the persons who 
constitute the firm. The company should in such a case 
require the transfer to be made to the partners in their 
individual names.4

The usual procedure is for the seller of shares to cause 
a transfer to l>e prepared, and, having executed it, to hand it 
with the certificate of shares to the purchaser, who also 
executes the transfer and lodges it, with the certificate, at 
the company’s office, requesting that his name may be 
entered on the Register in place of the seller’s. If the 
certificate is for more shares than those sold, it is generally 
lodged by the seller with the company, and two new certifi
cates are made out—one, in the name of the transferee, for 
the shares sold; the other, in the name of the transferor, 
for the balance.

The effect of a transfer has been defined as follows:— 
“The word ‘share’ does not denote rights only—it denotes 
obligations also; and when a member transfers his share he

'Taurine Co., 11884] 25 Ch. I). 118.
’Weikershcim’s Case, [1873] 8 Ch. 8.31 ; Dunster's Case, [1894] 3 Ch. 478.
’Niemann v. Niemann, [1889] 43 Ch. D. 198.
’Vagliano Anthracite Collieries, [1910] W. N. 187.
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transfers all his rights and obligations as a shareholder as 
from the date of the transfer. He does not transfer his 
rights to dividends or bonuses already declared, nor does he 
transfer liabilities in respect of calls already made; but he 
transfers his rights to future payments and his liabilities 
to future calls.”* 1 The company will usually refuse to pass 
a transfer where there arc unpaid calls, and oven if the 
transfer is passed may, if the vendor fails to pay, make a 
fresh call for the amount unpaid on the transferee.2 If, 
however, the transfer is preceded by a contract of sale, as 
in the case of purchases on Stock Exchanges, the pur
chaser is entitled as against the seller to all dividends 
declared (and it would seem is also liable for all calls made) 
after the contract.3 In sales on Stock Exchanges, made 
near the time of dividend the bargain usually expresses 
that the sale is either ex div. or cum div., generally written 
x. d. and c. d.

In the transfer the amount of the consideration must be 
stated and the distinctive numbers of the shares transferred, 
and the full names, addresses, and occupations of all the 
parties to the transfer should be given, but the omission of 
the latter particulars does not invalidate the transfer if the 
company has the means of supplying them.4 The instru
ment must be forwarded to the company, with a request 
that a new certificate may be prepared and issued to the 
transferee. The old certificate should accompany the in
strument of transfer for the purpose of being cancelled or 
destroyed, and a new certificate issued in its place. Indeed, 
the Articles usually provide that unless the certificate is 
produced the transfer will not be passed (see Table A,

‘Per Lindley, L. J., in Taylor, Phillips and Rickard's Case, [1897]
1 Ch. 305.

‘New Balk is Kerstcling r Randt Gold Mines, [19041 App. Ca. 165.
‘Black v. Homersham, [1879] 4 Ex. D. 24.
‘Lethcby & Christopher, Limited, [1904] 1 Ch. 815.
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Clause 20), and a company receiving the purchase money 
for shares the certificate for which was, to the knowledge of 
the directors, in the hands of a stranger, has been held 
liable to pay over the amount to the actual holder, who was, 
in fact, mortgagee of the shares.1

By the custom of Stock Exchanges the purchase 
price is payable on the delivery of the transfer and certifi
cate, and the vendor is entitled to keep the purchase money, 
even though the transfer is subsequently not passed by the 
directors of the company,2 for the vendor does not warrant 
that the purchaser will be accepted. If the certificate con
tains more shares than those transferred, a “certificated 
transfer"—i.e. a transfer with a certificate upon it that the 
certificate has been lodged with the company—is used in 
place of the certificate of shares (sec page 103, infra).

Upon receipt of a transfer the secretary should first 
satisfy himself that the instrument is properly executed, and 
is correct in other particulars, such as the aggregate and 
distinctive numbers of the shares, and that the transferor 
is the registered holder of the shares expressed to be trans
ferred. This is the secretary’s duty, and if he is a 
responsible person the directors arc not personally liable if 
they accept his investigations as sufficient.3

Section 101 requires the company to have the new cer
tificate complete and ready for delivery within two months 
after the registration of any transfer (see page 131, supra).

Before issuing the new certificate to the transferee the 
secretary should, for the company’s protection, send some 
such notice as the following to the transferor:—

Sir,—I have to inform you that an instrument of transfer, purporting to 
be signed by you, transferring shares in this company to

'Rainford ». James Keith and Blackman, [19051 2 Ch. 147.
•London Founders' Association ». Clarke, (18881,20 Q. B. D. 090. 
•Dixon ». Kennaway, [1900] 1 Ch. 833.
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has been lodged, and unless I hear from you to the 
contrary per return of post the said shares will in due course be registered 
in the name of the transferee.1

If the transfer is in order, and no objection is received 
from the reputed transferor, the secretary should bring the 
document before the directors at the next board meeting.

When brought before the board, if the shares are not 
fully paid, it is the business of the directors, where they 
have power to refuse transfers, to see that the transferee 
is a person who may reason) ’»ly be expected to be able to 
pay any calls that may be made; but if the shares arc 
fully paid and the transferor is not indebted to the com
pany, a transfer, properly executed, should be registered at 
once, except in cases where the directors are empowered to 
reject transfers to persons of whom they do not approve, 
and if not so registered the Court will, upon application 
under Section 43, rectify the Register, if necessary treating 
this as done at the time when the directors ought to have 
done it, as, for instance, making the registration operate as 
if effected before the liquidation, so as to relieve the 
transferor from being placed on the list of contributories,2 
or to enable him to dissent from a scheme of reconstruction,3 
or to relieve him from a call made after the transfer,4 and 
the directors cannot by delaying registration enable the 
company to take a lien which would defeat the transfer.5

If the directors know that a transfer is made in breach 
of trust or in fraud of a person having equitable rights, they 
should not pass the transfer without notifying the person 
interested, and if they do they may come under a personal 
liability, although the company is not liable, being protected

'Even the sending of this notice does not protect the company in ease 
of their acting upon a forged transfer (Barton v. London and North Western 
Railway Co., [1890| 24 Q. 11. D. 77).

’Nation’s Case. [1866| 3 Eq. 77.
•Sussex Brick Co., [1004] 1 Ch. 598.
‘Cawley & Co., [1889] 42 Ch. D. 209.
‘McArthur, Limited v. Gulf Line, [1909] S. C. 732, Court of Seas.
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by Section 35,1 which forbids notices of trust being entered 
in the Register. Where after executing a transfer one of 
the transferors gave the company notice not to register it, 
hive, J., held that it was the directors’ duty to give the 
transferor notice that unless ho took proceedings they would 
register the transfer, and where they had not done so ordered 
the company to register the transfer.2

Where a transfer has been passed by mistake, and the 
transferee’s name entered in the Register, this may be cor
rected by the company, and the Register amended.3 If the 
transferee proves not to he a responsible person, the Court 
will not rectify the Register by inserting his name, even 
though the lioard has delayed for a long time to make 
inquiries.4

If the Articles are silent, however, the directors cannot 
refuse to register a transfer.6 When there is no express 
power of rejection the fact that the transferee of fully paid 
shares is insolvent is not alone sufficient cause for re
jecting a transfer, nor the fact that the transfer is made 
with an indirect motive, as to increase the voting power of 
the transferor,® or even if it be made to a pauper with a 
view of the transferor escaping further liability upon his 
shares,7 or is made to a person of small means as trustee for 
the real purchaser,® unless the transfer is only colourable,® 
or is made with some reservation of rights to or liabilities 
by the transferor,1® when it can be refused or subsequently 
sot aside as void, as may be done if the transfer is to a per-

'Soeiete Generate e. Tramways Union, [1885] 14 Q. B. D. 424. 
•Grundy v. Briggs, [1910] W. N. 17.
8Anderson’s Case, [1868] 8 Eq. .509.
♦Shipman's Case, (1868) .5 Eq. 219.
•McKain v. Birkbeek Co., 7 O. L. R. 34t.
•Moffatt v. Farquhar, [1878] 7 Ch. D. 591.
7De Pass’s Case, [1859] 4 De G. & J. 544; Reg v. Lambourn Valley 

Railway, [1888] 22 (j. B. D. 465; Masters’ Case, [1872] 7 Ch. 294.
•King’s Case, [18711 6 Ch. 196; Massey and Giffin’s Case, [1907] 1 

Ch. 582.
•Hyam’s Case, [I860] 1 De G. F. & J. 75.
‘•Baltic's Case [1870] 39 L. J. Ch. 391; Chinnock’s Case [1860] Joh.

714.
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son not capable of accepting it: e.g. an infant.1 Equally, 
if the directors, having power to refuse a transfer, have 
been imposed upon, and so induced to accept the transferee 
as a shareholder, the transfer can subsequently be set aside, 
and the name of the transferor restored to the list of con
tributories.2 A transfer to an infant or person of unsound 
mind should also be rejected.

The right of a shareholder to transfer his shares has 
recently been discussed at length in the Court of Appeal in 
England, and the following propositions laid down3 
“The regulations of the company may impose fetters upon 
the right of transfer. In the absence of restrictions in the 
Articles, a shareholder has, by virtue of the Statute (Sec
tion 30 of B.C. Act), the right to transfer his shares, without 
the consent of anybody, to any transferee, even though he be 
a man of straw, provided it is a bond fide transaction in the 
sense that it is an out-and-out disposal of the property, with
out retaining any interest in the shares.4 ... In the 
absence of restrictions it is competent to a transferor, not
withstanding that the company is in extremis, to compel
registration of a transfer to a transferee..................... not
competent to meet the unpaid liability on the shares,' even if 
the transfer be for the express purpose of relieving the 
transferor from liability.” In the same ease the following 
rules are laid down.6 A transfer may be set aside, even 
though the directors have no power to reject, when it is not 
an out-and-out transfer, reserving to the transferor no 
beneficial right to the shares, direct or indirect. Whether 
the transfer is of this character is a question of fact.” The

•Curtis's Case, [1868] 6 Eq. 455.
•Payne’s Case, [1869] 9 Eq. 223; ex parte Kintrea, [1870] 5 Ch. 95. 
•Discoverers' Finance Corporation, i.intllar's Case, [1910] 1 Ch. 316. 
«See Weston’s Case, [1868] L. R. 4 Ch. 20, 27.
•Discoverers’ Finance Corporaüo.i, Linillar’s Case [1910[ 1 Ch. 318. 
Bllnd page 319.
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transfer cannot be impugned merely on the ground that the 
transferor agrees to indemnify the transferee in whole or in 
part or to pay him for accepting the transfer,1 or on the 
ground that as between the transferor and the transferee 
the latter may have some equity (e.g. on the ground of mis
representation) to have the transaction set aside, for the 
liquidator cannot avail himself of this.2

If, however, the Articles contain a clause empowering 
the directors to reject a transferee of whom they do not 
approve, “the transferor cannot escape liability if he has 
actually by falsehood, or passively by concealment, induced 
the directors to pass and register a transfer (even though it 
be an out-and-out transfer) which if he had not so deceived 
or concealed they would have refused to register. Here, 
again, the question is one of fact. It is not sufficient to 
show that the transferee’s address was incorrect, or that the 
description of his occupation was not accurate, or the like. 
The Court must arrive at the conclusion that therefrom 
resulted such a state of things as that if the directors had 
known the truth they would not have registered the 
transfer.”3

There is a third class of case, namely, where “a trans
feror has obtained the advantage of executing and register
ing his transfer to a man of straw upon an opportunity 
obtained by him fraudulently or in breach of some duty 
which he owed to the corporation,”4 e.g. by procuring the 
postponement of the winding up so as to enable him to put 
his transfer through, or inducing the directors to pass his 
transfer in breach of their duty. In such a case also the 
transfer may be set aside.

'Discoverer's Finance Corporation [1910] 1 Ch. page 319.
*lbid. page 321, disapproving a contrary opinion of Parker, J., in the 

same company’s case, [1908] 1 Ch. 141.
*Ibid. page 321.
*Ibid. page 322.
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If the directors bonâ fide exercise their discretion to 
refuse a transfer within the powers given to them, the 
Oourt will not over-ride their decision or even compel them 
to state their reasons,1 and this although their power to 
refuse is limited to particular grounds.2 The fact that the 
transferee is already a member of the company does not pre
vent the directors from refusing to pass a transfer to him 
of further shares.3 The power is a trust to be exercised for 
the benefit of the company ;4 * and if the Articles give the 
company a lien on the shares of members indebted to it, the 
directors should refuse to register a transfer of shares sub
ject to the lien till the debt is paid: otherwise the company 
loses its security.6

Upon a sale of shares the seller is only bound to execute 
a proper transfer and deliver it with the share certificate to 
the purchaser. He does not warrant that tlfe company will 
accept the transferee.6 If after a sale of shares the di
rectors, acting within their powers, refuse to pass the 
transfer, the transferor remains on the Register, hut 
becomes a trustee for the transferee, and must collect and 
pay over to the transferee the dividends as they accrue.7 

Where a vendor purported to sell shares by numbers and 
the company issued certificates bearing these numbers, but 
shares with these numbers were already registered in the 
names of third parties, it was held that there was a total 
failure of consideration, and the purchaser could recover 
the purchase money from the vendor.8

If the directors, acting to the best of their judgment, 
approve a transfer, they will not be responsible for any loss

xEx varie Penney, [1873] 8 Ch. 446.
•Coalport China Co., [1895] 2 Ch. 404.
•Dublin North City Milling Co., [1909] 1 Ir. R. 179.
‘Bennett’s Case, [1854] 5 De G. M. & G. 284.
‘Bank of Africa v. Salisbury Gold Co., [1892] App. Ca. 281.
•Skinner v. City of London Marine Corporation, [1885] 14 Q. B. D. 882.
7Stevenson v. Wilson, [1907] S. C. 445, Court of Sess.
•Platt v. Rowe, 11909] 26 T. L. R. 49.
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which may arise from admitting an unsubstantial share
holder.* If they acted collusively with the person seeking 
to escape, it would he otherwise.* 2

Articles of private companies frequently contain clauses 
requiring the members desiring to make a sale to offer their 
shares in the first instance to other members, sometimes 
oven fixing the price. Such provisions are valid, and will 
be enforced by the Courts.3 4 Moreover, in such a case a 
sham offer to the other members will not suffice: e.g. where 
a man offered his shares to his co-members at £30, but 
contemporaneously sold them to a friend at £11, the Court 
of Appeal in England (in an unreported case) held* that he 
had not complied with the provisions of the Articles of 
Association.

The instruments of transfer should be numbered in 
consecutive order, and a record of their numbers and dates 
made in the Register of Members against the names of the 
transferors. They should be retained by the company as 
evidence of the transaction and of the transferees having 
undertaken to be bound by the regulations of the company, 
of which the company may at any time have to give proof.

A transfer in blank (i.e. where the name of the trans
feree is not filled in) is frequently given when the intention 
is to give a charge or mortgage upon the shares, or for other 
purposes. In these circumstances, where the regulations do 
not require that the transfer shall be by deed, there is an 
implied authority to the person receiving the transfer to fill 
in his own name or that of his nominee when the proper 
time comes,5 and an obligation on the transferor to do

'Faure Electric Accumulator Co., [1889] 40 Ch. D. 141.
Vf Petcrboro Cold Storage Co., 9 O. W. R. 850.
Olorland’s Trustee v. Steel Brothers & Co., [1901] 1 Ch. 279; Attorney- 

General of Ireland v. Jameson, [1904] 2 Ir. R., K. B. D. 044.
4On the same principles as guided the Court in Manchester Ship Canal 

Co. v. Manchester Race Course Co., [1901) 2 Ch. 37.
‘Ex parle Sargent, (1874] 17 Eq. 273; France v. Clark, [1884] 26 Ch. 

D. 257.
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nothing to hinder the completion of the title of tho person 
whose name is inserted as transferee.1 But if tho holder 
improperly fills in his own name or that of another, tho 
title to the shares does not pass ; and equally if he hands the 
transfer still in blank to another, who fills it np, that other 
only has the rights which the first holder would have had: 
i.e. if the first holder be a mortgagee, the subsequent holder 
can only claim a mortgage on the shares ; for, having re
ceived the transfer in blank, he has reason to believe that an 
absolute sale had not been made,2 and this is equally the 
case if he had any other reason for knowing or believing 
that tho shares wero not properly transferred.*

On the other hand, if the holder received the shares 
upon a transfer which had been filled up apparently in due 
order, and took them for value without any notice of fraud 
or irregularity, and completed his title by registration, or by 
putting himself in a position to require immediate registra
tion, his title is valid even against the person defrauded ;4 

but until the title of the purchaser is thus completed that of 
the true owner prevails.6

A transfer in blank is not a complete security to the 
holder. If the transfer is by deed any subsequent alteration 
of or addition to the deed renders it void as a deed. It is, 
no doubt, still evidence of an agreement to transfer, and so 
gives the transferee an equitable title, but until the trans
feree has completed his legal title any person having an 
earlier or better equity can enforce it,6 Notice to the com-

•Hooper v. Herts, [1906] 1 Ch. 549.
•France v. Clark, [1884] 26 Ch. D. 257; Williams v. Colonial Bank 

[1888] 38 Ch. D 388; Fox v. Martin, [1895] W. N. 36, 64 L. J. Ch. 473.
•Sheffield v. London Joint Stock Bank, [1888] 13 App. Ca. 333; Nanney 

v. Morgan, [1888] 37 Ch. D. 346.
♦Société Generale v. Walker, [1886] 11 App. Ca. 20; Sheffield v. London 

Joint Stock Bank, [1888] 13 App. Ca. at page 345; Colonial Bank v. Hej>- 
worth, [1887] 36 Ch. 1). 36. Smith v. Rogers, [1899] 30 O. R. 256.

•Ireland v. Hart, [1902] 1 Ch. 522.
•Ireland v. Hart, [1902] 1 Ch. 522; Société Generale v. Walker, [1886] 

11 App. Ca. 20. Hamilton v. Grant, 30 S. C. R. 566.
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pany of an incomplete deed does not perfect the transferee’s 
title so as to make it prevail over that of a person having a 
prior equity, for the company is precluded by Section 35 
from taking notice of trusts.1 Even when a deed is not 
required, it appears that if the original transferor died, the 
authority to fill in the blanks would bo at an end,2 although 
no doubt an equity would subsist to compel the executors to 
give effect to the contract ; and if the transferor, in fraud of 
the first transferee, executes another transfer to a third 
person, who gets this deed registered, the latter's title pre
vails ; but the company, if it has notice of the earlier 
transfer, should not register the latter.3 In such a case it 
should give notice to the respective transferees, and require 
them to obtain a decision from the Court upon their rights.

Frequently the form of transfer is printed on the back 
of the certificate, and this being executed in blank is 
handed about as if the document were a share warrant to 
bearer, which to all intents and purposes it is. It is, how- 
even, a loose practice as, on the one part, if the company 
were a dividend paying concern the dividend warrants would 
be issued to the registered member who might be unable to 
trace its present holder, and vice verm the holder, if he 
came to hear of the dividend, might be unable to trace the 
dividend warrant. On the other part, if the company went 
into liquidation and the shares were not fully paid the 
registered members, who might possibly have sold the shares 
years ago, would be placed on the list of contributories and 
find it difficult to ascertain the whereabouts of the party 
who in equity would be the contributory. Many other pos
sible complications might be cited, but suffice it to say that

•Société Generale v. Walker, 11886) 11 App. Ca. 20. . . .
'Ei parte Sargent, [18741 17 liq. 273; Powell v. Ixmdon and Provincial 

Bank. 1189311 Ch. 612 and 2 Ch. 555; Kelly v. Munster and l-cinstcr Bank, 
29 L R. Ir. 19. But see Carter v. White, [1884] 25 Ch. D. 666.

•Peat v. Clayton, 11906) 1 Ch. 659.
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the transferee should at once send in the certificate and 
transfer to the office of the company for registration.

A forged transfer is no transfer, and gives the alleged 
transferee no rights, nor does such transferee acquire any 
rights by the simple fact of the company issuing to him a 
certificate stating that he is the holder of the shares which 
the transfer purports to assign.1 But if any person has paid 
money or given valuable consideration, relying, not upon the 
forged transfer, but upon the company’s certificate, the com
pany is liable to make good, by way of damages, any loss 
which such person may have suffered.2 The like result will 
follow if the transferee has been “put to rest” by the 
certificate, so as not to claim repayment of the purchase 
money from the vendor at a time when he might successfully 
have done so, the onus of proof that he cannot now recover 
being upon the transferee ; but if the company desires to 
set up that he could not have got his money back at the 
time of the transfer, the onus of proving this is upon the 
company.3 But in every case the person claiming relief 
must show that he has suffered loss by having been misled 
by the certificate.4

If the company, acting upon a forged transfer, remove 
the true owner from the Register and substitute the sup
posed transferee, it can be compelled to replace the true 
owner and restore him his shares, paying him also any 
dividends that may have been declared in the meanwhile;6

‘Siinm v. Anglo-American Telegraph Co., [1879] 5 Q. B. D. 188.
!Bahia and San Francisco Railway Co., [1868] L. It. 3 Q. B. 584; Hart 

v. Frontino Co., [1870] L. R. 5 Ex. Ill; Balkis Consolidated Co. v. Tomkin- 
son, [1893] App. Ca. 396; ttttos Kopje Diamond Mines, [1893] 1 Ch. 618. 
See also the comments on these eases in Sheffield Corporation v. Barclay, 
[1903] 2 K. B 580.

•Dixon v. Kennaway, [1900] 1 Ch. 833.
•Simm v. Anglo-American Telegraph Co., [1879] 5 Q. B. D. 211.

, 'Barton v. North Staffordshire Railway Co., [1888] 38 Ch. D. 458; 
Barton v. London and North Western Railway Co., [1890] 24 Q. B. D. 77.
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but the company need not pay any compensation to the 
supposed purchaser.

A contract is to he implied on the part of the person 
lodging a transfer that he will indemnify the company if 
the document prove to lie a forgery, and the broker who 
deposits the forged transfer in good faith is equally liable to 
the company for any loss it may suffer thereby also, if 
the forgery is discovered before the transferee has acquired 
rights by estoppel, the company may recover the certificate 
and remove the transferee’s name from the Register.2 So, 
if the broker represents that he has authority to act for the 
supposed transferor when in fact he has not, even if ho is 
acting in good faith, he is liable upon an implied contract 
that he has authority,3 and a person who identifies a trans
feror as being the person entitled to transfer is liable if it 
turns out that a fraud is being committed and a stranger is 
impersonating the owner of the shares.4

Transfers of stock or shares in any company may be 
stopped by any person interested in such stock or shares 
giving the company notice.

Transmission of Shares.
A transmission of shares occurs upon the holder dying, 

or being found a lunatic. The persons with whom the 
company must deal in such a case arc the executors or ad
ministrators of a deceased shareholder, and the committee of 
a lunatic one, all of whom may be described by the words 
“the representatives of the former holder.” When the shares 
pass to such representatives, the estate of the former holder 
remains entitled to any benefits and liable to pay any calls 
that are made until some person is put upon the Register as

■Sheffield Corporation v. Barclay, [1905] App. Ca. 392.
'I’er Homer, L. J., in the Sheffield Corporation Case, [1903] 2 K. B. 594. 
■Starkey v. Bank of England, [1903] App. Ca. 114.
■Bank of England v. Culler, [1907) 1 K. B. 889.
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the actual holder of the shares,1 other than as executor, 
administrator, guardian, or trustee (Section 39), but such 
representative holders are not personally liable for calls, 
even if their names are upon the Register. The directors can
not reject an executor’s claim to shares bequeathed by his 
testator, relying upon the Article which enables them to 
refuse transfers,2 nor insist on entering them as holding the 
shares in a representative capacity.3 They must also enter 
the names in the order desired by the executors.3 But in the 
absence of express provisions in the Articles (such as those 
found in Table A, Clause 114) the representatives are not 
entitled to have any notices sent to them or to the deceased 
unless they have become members by formal registration.4

Whether the executors or other representatives have 
taken the shares into their own names or not, they can 
transfer them (Section 37). If in their own names, they 
will transfer as the registered holders ; otherwise, they will 
transfer as executors or administrators, or as the case may 
be.

Sections 38, 39, and 40 of the Act are not found in the 
English Companies Act of 1908. They are special pro
visions of the Provincial Legislature, and are difficult to 
harmonise with Section 35 of the Act which enacts that no 
trusts are to be entered on the Register of shareholders.

Before any dividends are paid to or any transfers ac
cepted from representative shareholders, their own title to 
the shares must be made out. A committee of a lunatic 
must prove his appointment as such, producing the Order of 
the Court. In the case of executors or administrators the 
probate of the will or the letters of administration should be

‘James v. Buena Ventura Syndicate (1896] 1 Ch. 456; New Zealand Gold 
Extraction Co. v. Peacock, [1894] 1 Q. B. 622.

,JBentham Mills Spinning Co., (1879] 11 Ch. D. 900.
=T. H. Saunders & Co., [19081 1 Ch. 415
‘Alien v. Gold Reefs of West Africa, [1900] 1 Ch. 656.
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eel In tile company, ami the secretary should endorse 
the fact of their production upon those documents.1 lie 
should also make an entry in the Register of the death or 
lunacy of the shareholder, and of the names and addresses 
of the executors or administrators, or committee, or of 
the person to whom they transfer, whether legatee, next- 
of-kin, or purchaser.

On the death of a holder of partly paid shares it seems 
the company cannot intervene to prevent the distribution of 
the estate, unless a call has actually been made.2

Where several persons are registered as the joint holders 
of shares, and one dies, the survivors arc entitled to the 
shares, hut before dealing with them they should be re
quired to " lee evidence of the death of the former 
co-owner. This is usually done by the production of a copy 
id’ the certificate of death. If there is any discrepancy in 
the description, a statutory declaration of the identity of 
the shareholder with the jierson named in the certificate of 
death should also he produced.

Ckiitifivatiox of Tuan si. tuts.
In collection with transfers of shares a system is in 

operation of which judicial notice has been taken, and which 
seems to require some words of explanation. It is the 
custom on the leading Stock Exchanges when shares arc 
transferred for the transferor to hand over to his broker, with 
the instrument of transfer, the certificate of the shares 
transferred. Before passing the instrument of transfer to 
the purchaser's broker, the transferor's broker lodges the 
certificate at the company's office, and the secretary certifies 
the fact on the margin of the instrument of transfer, and

'In New York Breweries v. Attorney-General, [1899] App. Ca. 62, the 
House of lairds held I hat a company recognising the title of foreign ex
ecutors who had not taken out probate in England was liable to pay the 
probate duty and penalties.

’Hr. King, Mellor v. South Australian Land Co., [1907] 1 Ch. 72.

D5A

31
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such “certification" is accepted by the purchaser’s broker as 
evidence that the transferor has a title to the shares men
tioned in that instrument. The following is the form of 
certification commonly adopted :—

Certitfcate for shares, jsiul, has been lodgal a
the company's office.

The Comimny, Limited,
Date. Secretary.

If the share certificate includes more shares than are to 
lie transferred, a “balance ticket” is usually handed to the 
broker for the remaining shares, to be exchanged later for a 
share certificate.

The certified transfer is then handed to the purchaser’s 
broker to be executed by the purchaser, and lodged at the 
company’s office with the prescribed transfer fee. In due 
course the transfer is passed by the hoard, entered up in 
the Register, and a new share certificate issued for the 
shares sold, and another certificate for those retained, which 
is supplied to the original member, his broker or agent, in 
exchange for the “balance ticket.”

In eases where a broker or agent is not ' ", the
transferor and transferee should go through the same or a 
similar procedure.

lu the case of Bishop r. Balk is Consolidated Co. ( 1890, 
25 (}. B. 1). f>20), Bindley, L. ,1., said : “It is to the 
interest of every company to do what it can to assist its 
shareholders to deal with their shares in the way in which 
shares in other companies arc ordinarily dealt with. . . .
In my opinion, it is proved that to give ‘certifications’ is 
incidental to the transaction, in the ordinary business way, 
of part of the legitimate business of all companies having 
capital divided into shares which are transferable by deed 
or other instrument.” it was further held in that case that 
if the certification were " i by a proper officer of the 
company, the company would be bound to give effect to it

48

545
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as if it were true, but that the certification was only a state
ment that a certificate was lodged, and did not amount to 
any representation that the proposed transferor had a good 
title, and the company was not bound to make good a loss 
arising from the invalidity of intermediate transfers. But 
if the certification, directly or by reference, states that a 
certificate of fully paid shares has been lodged, and on the 
faith of such certification the purchaser completes the pur
chase, it has been held that the company cannot subsequently 
make him liable for culls on the ground that the shares were 
not fully paid.1

The authority of the cases referred to has been much 
shaken by the judgment of the House of Lords in the case 
of George Whitcchurch, Limited, v. Cavanagh,2 where it 
was held that the company was not estopped hy the cer
tification of its secretary (no certificate having in fact been 
lodged), on the ground that “it cannot be supposed that a 
company authorises the secretary to do more than give a 
receipt for certificates that are actually lodged.” But 
presumably an authority to bind the company by certification 
might be given expressly, and if so there does not appear to 
be any reason why such an authority should not be implied 
in cases where dealings in the shares would otherwise be 
difficult or impossible. In the case cited the House of Lords 
found as a fact that the secretary was not acting for the 
benefit of the company, but for a private object: it may 
therefore bo questioned whether the decision would be bind
ing in different circumstances.

Where a certificate of shares was in the possession of 
the company and the secretary duly certified a transfer, but 
afterwards by inadvertence handed the certificate to the

'Re Concessions Trust, 11896] 2 Ch 757.
=[1902] App. Cn. 117.
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transferor, who fraudulently pledged it with third parties, 
it was held that the company was not liable to these third 
parties either for negligence or by estoppel, for it owed no 
duty to them, and the issue of the certificate was not the 
proximate cause of their loss.1

'Ixmgman v. Bath Electric Tramways, [1905] 1 Ch. 646.



CHAPTER VIII.

BORROWING.

Olt.XKIiAL R(HiHOWIXI) PoWKIiS.

Bkhiiiks raising ca|>ital liv moans of shaves, companies very 
frequently, either at the time of their incorporation or sub
sequently, raise money by borrowing. This may ho done in 
various ways—by an ordinary unsecured loan, by making 
ami discounting hills or promissory notes, by a mortgage on 
the property of the company, or by the issue of debentures. 
In all these eases it is necessary to see, first, whether the 
company has power to borrow; secondly, whether the 
directors have authority to exercise the company’s borrowing 
powers without a resolution of the company; thirdly, 
whether there is any limit on the amount which may be bor
rowed, and, if so, whether that limit is reached; and, 
fourthly, whether the company or the directors have power 
to secure the repayment of the money borrowed by a mort
gage or charge on all or any part of the assets of the com
pany. For the answers to all these questions the Memoran
dum and Articles of Association must lie carefully consulted.

If the Memorandum is silent, a power to borrow will 
not he implied “unless it be properly incident to the course 
and conduct id’ the business for its proper purpose.” Thus 
a building society,1 * in the absence of an express power, can
not borrow at all ; hut a shipping company,8 an omnibus 
company,3 a colliery company,4 * * * and generally any trading 
company3 has an implied power to borrow, even if the

■Blackburn Benefit Building Society ». Brooks, [1882] 22 Ch. D. 61. 
re Farmers Loan Co., 30 O. R. 337.

•Australian Auxiliary Steam Clipper Co. v. Mounsey, [1858] 27 L. J. 
Ch. 729, 5 K. & J. 733.

3Bryan v. Metropolitan Saloon Omnibus Co., [1858] 4 De G. & J. 123.
Mackson v. Rainford Coal Co., [1896] 2 Ch. 340.
‘General Auction Estate Co., />. Smith, [1891] 3 Ch. 432; Young v.

David Payne <fc Co., [1904] 2 Ch. at page 612. Walmsley v. Rent Guar
antee Co., 29 Gr. 484.
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Memorandum and Articles are entirely silent on these 
points. Moreover, even a company which has not power to 
borrow may give a creditor rights similar to those which he 
could acquire by taking the company’s property in execution, 
and accordingly without waiting for process may create a 
charge in favour of a creditor.'

When there is a power to dispose of the property of the 
company, it can he used to secure the debts of the company 
properly incurred (t.e. by borrowing, if authorised) by 
giving a mortgage over the property, unless the Memoran
dum expressly prohibits it.2

If the Memorandum or Articles of Association give a 
limited power to borrow and mortgage, there is an implied 
veto on borrowing or mortgaging beyond the. limits set,3 and 
if the directors liorrow lieyond the limits the securities 
issued arc void;4 And this was held to be so even in a case 
where the borrowing was originally ultra rires, but the com
pany obtained power to borrow and then issued securities 
for the loans previously obtained.5 However, even where 
the loan is unauthorised, lenders whose money has been 
used to pay off authorised loans may stand in the place of 
and enforce the remedies of those whose loans were so paid.6 

The directors of a company also may be personally liable in 
damages if they represented that they had authority to issue 
the debentures when they had not.7

But this distinction must be noted : If the borrowing is 
beyond the powers of the company (c.g. not justified by its

'Stagg a. Medway (Upper) Navigation Co., [190X1 1 Ch. 169.
-lie Patent File Co., [18711 L. R. 6 Ch. 83.
‘Wenlock v. River Dec Co., [18851 10 App. Ca. 354. Strothers v. 

MaeKenzie, 28 O. R. 381.
’Howard v. Patent Ivory Co., [1888] 38 Ch. D. 156.
'‘Ex parle Watson, [1882] 21 Q. B. D. 301.
‘Blackburn and District Benefit Building Society, [1885] 29 Ch. D. 902; 

Wunlock I1. River Dee Co., [18881 38 Ch. D. 534; Neath Building Society 
V. Luce, [1890] 43 Ch. D. 158

’Firbank v. Humphreys, [18871 18 Q. B. D. 54; Looker v. Wrigley, 
[1880] 9 Q. B. D. 397.
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Memorandum), the loan and all securities for it are entirely 
void;1 but if the borrowing is only beyond the powers of 
the directors, and the company could by altering its Articles 
of Association or otherwise have authorised the loan, then it 
is capable of being ratified by the company, and by 
acquiescence or otherwise may become valid.2

A lender is not bound to inquire for what purpose 
money is being borrowed,* but if he knows that the loan is 
for an illegitimate purpose he cannot recover the money 
lent,4 and if a company is the lender the private knowl
edge of one of its directors will not be imputed to the 
lending company.6

If a company has power (express or implied) to borrow, 
it can create mortgages or charges to secure the repayment 
of the loan,” but if the power is express, any limitations 
contained in the power must be observed. Thus, if the 
Memorandum contains the necessary authority, the company 
can charge or mortgage all its property, of whatever nature, 
including even book debts not yet due,7 and also its uncalled 
capital,” although this is, “strictly speaking, more in the 
nature of power than of property but not capital which 
can only be called up in the event of a winding up as pro
vided by Section G7.10

'Chapleo ». Brunswick Building Society, [18811 0 Q. B. 1). 696; Wenlock 
». ltiver Dee Co., [1885] 10 App. Ca. 354.

’Irvine ». Union Bank of Australia, [1877] 2 App. Ca. 366.
’Marseilles Extension Railway Co., [1872] 7 Ch. 161; Young ». David 

Payne & Co., [1904] 2 Ch. 608. ' If Davis’s Case (1871, 12 Eq. 561) held 
the contrary, it is overruled by these cases.

’Davis’s Case, [1871] 12 Eq. 561.
‘Young ». David Payne & Co., [1904] 2 Ch. 608.
6He Patent Kile Co., [1871] L. R. 6 Ch. 83; Australian Auxiliary Steam 

Clipper Co. ». Mounsey, [1858] 27 L. J. Ch. 729; Bryan ». Metropolitan 
Saloon Omnibus Co., [1858] 3 De O. & J. 123.

'Illingworth ». llouldsworth, [1904] App. Ca. 353; Bloomer ». Union 
Coal Co., [1873] 16 Eq. 383; compare Taifby ». Official Receiver, [1889] 
13 App. Ca. 523.

•Newton ». Anglo-Australian Investment Co., [1895] App. Ca. 244.
•Bank of South Australia ». Abrahams, [1875] L. R. 6 P. C. 271.

1 "Bartlett ». Mayfair Property Co., [1898] 2 Ch. 28.
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A power to mortgage “assets,”1 or “property and 
rights,”2 or a power to borrow on mortgage of “property 
and effects, or in such other manner as the company may 
determine,”3 includes uncalled capital,4 except as above 
mentioned. But a power to charge “property,” or “prop
erty and funds,”5 or “real and personal estate,”3 or “prop
erty and effects,”7 or “undertaking and property, present and 
future,”8 does not authorise a charge on uncalled capital, 
unless the Articles of Association treat the uncalled capital 
as part of the property chargeable.9 A power to borrow 
money on a mortgage of its undertaking authorises a com
pany to charge a part of its property : e.g. its barges.10

The security need not be given at the time the loan is 
made, for a company may give existing creditors security 
for their debts, such as a bill of sale,11 a mortgage,12 or 
debentures.18

If the Memorandum or Articles of Association give a 
borrowing power, and do not restrain the exercise of it by 
the directors, the directors, acting on their general power to 
conduct the business, can borrow and mortgage without any 
further authority from the company.

‘Page ». International Agency, [1893] \V N. 32, 68 L. T. 435.
■Howard ». Patent Ivory Co., [1888] 38 Ch. D. 156; re Pyle Works, 

[1890] 44 Ch. D. 534.
•Jackson v. Itainfonl Coal Co., [1896] 2 Ch. 340.
♦Phoenix Bessemer Steel Co., [1875] 44 L. J. Ch. 683.
♦Bank of South Australia r. Abrahams, [1875] L. It. 6 P. C. 265; 

Stanley’s Case, [1866] 4 De G. J. & S. 407.
•Colonial Trusts Corporation, [1880] 15 Ch. D. 465.
•Sankey Brook Coal Co., No. 2, [1871] 10 Eq. 381.
1lie Streatham Estates Co. [1897] 1 Ch. 15; Johnson v. Russian 

Spratt’s Patent, [1898] 2 Ch. 149.
•Humer. Drachenfels Banket Gold Mining Syndicate, [1895] 2 Mans. 146. 

1 “Reeve v. Medwav (Upper) Navigation Co., [1905] 21 T. L. R. 400.
1 'Shears v. Jacob, [1866] L. R. 1 C. P. 513; Deffell v. White, [1867] L. R. 

2 C. P. 144.
11Re Patent File Co., [1871] L. R. 6 Ch. 83; Australian Auxiliary Steam 

Clipper Co. v. Mounsey, [1858] 4 K. & .1. 733, 27 L. J. Ch. 729.
“Landowners &c. Co. ». Ashford, [1880] 14 Ch. D. 11; Howard ». Patent 

Ivory Co., [1888] 38 Ch. 56; Seligman ». Prince, [189 5] 2 Ch. 617.
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A company can borrow money and incur debts in any 
manner in which an individual can do so.

A company may make bills of exchange and promissory 
notes for the purpose of obtaining credit if it lias power in 
its Memorandum so to do, or if its business is such as to 
make the use of bills necessary, but not otherwise,1 and when 
it lias this power the bills or notes may bo signed by any 
person authorised by the company. If when the company 
has not this power the directors purport to make bills on 
its Iwluilf, they will be personally liable to a bona fide 
holder for having represented that they had an authority 
they did not possess,2 unless the want of authority appears 
from the Memorandum or Articles. Holders of bills and 
notes of a company are unsecured creditors, and in a wind
ing up would receive a dividend with the ordinary creditors.

An overdraft from bankers is a borrowing, and is legit
imate if the company has borrowing powers ; but if these are 
limited, the amount of the overdraft must bo counted in 
estimating the amount the company has borrowed.3 A 
banker has a lien upon his customers’ securities deposited 
with him for overdrafts,4 unless the securities are deposited 
for some specific, purpose,5 and could avail himself of this 
lien against a company as well as against any other client. 
Stock brokers also have a general lien on securities held by 
them for clients.6 But in the case of either bankers or 
brokers the express terms of the deposit may negative or

'Bateman t\ Mid-Wales Railway Co., |186ti) L. R. 1 C. P. 490; re 
Peruvian Railways Co., 11897] L. R. 2 Ch. at page 922.

-West London Commercial Bank r. Kitson, [1884] Id Q. B. I). 360.
'Looker ti. Wrigley, (18801 9 Q. B. D. 397; Brooks v. Blackburn Benefit 

Building Society, (18851 9 App. Ca. 895, 868.
•Bock v. (iorrisen, 2 De G. P’. & J. 434; London Chartered Bank r. 

White, [1879] 4 App. Ca. 422; Jones e. Peppercorne, [1859] Joh. 430.
•Brandao v. Barnett, [1849] 12 Cl. & F. 787; Leese v. Martin, [1873] 

17 Eq. 224.
•Dindon and Globe Finance Corporation, [1902] 2 Ch. 419; Jones v. 

Peppercorne, [1859] Joh. 430.
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limit the implied right to a lien.1 A pledge of securities 
gives a power of sale on default of payment at the due date, 
or, if no date for payment is fixed, after notice.2

A company having power to borrow and mortgage may 
make an ordinary mortgage of its real or personal property 
without issuing debentures. A pretended sale which is 
really a disguised borrowing will be treated as a borrowing, 
and will not give the pretended purchaser any better security 
than a mortgage.3 .

Public companies registered since the 1st July, 1910, 
may not exercise any borrowing powers until the time when 
they are authorised to commence business, as to which see 
page 113, supra (Section 96).

Borrowing on Debentures.
The most usual form of borrowing by a company is on 

debentures. These are bonds given under the seal of the 
company, and evidence the fact that the company is liable to 
pay the amount specified, with interest, and generally charge 
the payment of it upon the property of the company. They 
are usually issued for sums varying from $100 upwards, and 
arc offered to the public by means of a prospectus in the 
same manner as shares. The applications for and allotments 
of debentures are similar to those in the ease of shares; but, 
as a debenture holder is a creditor, and not a member of 
the company, widely different results follow.

Although moneys raised by debentures or on loan are 
capital moneys, they do not form part of the share capital of 
the company, but are a loan to and a debt due from the 
company, and interest is payable whether there are or are 
not profits. Debentures arc the bonds or deeds which

‘Wilde v. Radford. |1864] 33 L. J. Ch. 51 ; re Bowes, [1886] 33 Ch. 1). 58ti.
!Deverges r. .Sundoman, [1902] 1 Ch. at page 593; Donald r. Suckling, 

[1870] L. R., 1 Q. B «04.
*0!d Bush Mills Distillery, ex jmrte Bank of Ireland, [1890] Ir. R. 301; 

Covcncy v. I’crsse, [1010] 1 lr. R. 194.
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evidence the lean, and, if they purport to give a charge, 
create the security for its repayment. The question whether 
a company has power to issue debentures accordingly 
depends upon whether it lias power to borrow money ; and 
the question whether it has power to create a charge by the 
dolientnres or by a trust deed, and what assets it may charge, 
depends upon the powers of the company to secure the re
payment of borrowed money by mortgaging all or some part 
of its assets. This matter has been already considered.

Although debentures arc well-known instruments in the 
mercantile world, there is, strangely enough, no complete 
legal definition of them, nor are they defined in the Com
panies Act. It has been said by Chitty, J., that “a 
debenture means a document which either creates a debt or 
acknowledges it, and any document which fulfils either of 
those conditions is a debenture.”1 But this is probably too 
wide a definition.

Debentures may be either (a) a mere promise to pay, or 
(b) a promise to pay secured by a mortgage or charge. The 
mortgage or charge may he created by words in the deben
ture itself, or by a deed to the benefit of which the 
debenture holders are declared to lie entitled, or by a com
bination of these two methods. Debentures, moreover, may 
lie payable to the registered holder and those persons to 
whom he assigns, or to the bearer, in which latter case they 
pass by delivery.

A would-be subscriber for or purchaser of a debenture 
should therefore inquire carefully what sort of debenture 
ho gets for his money. If it is not a mortgage debenture, 
the holder will only be able to prove in a winding up with 
other creditors, and the holder of such a debenture cannot 
prevent the company from making mortgages or charges 
which will rank in priority to his claim. If it is a mort-

11A'vy v Abereorris Slate Co., [INKS] :17 Ch. 1). Jtit Hunk of Toronto 
v. Cobourg Ky. Co., 7 O. R. 1.
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gage debenture, it should be ascertained whether the charge 
is fixed or only a floating one, and whether the company has 
any property worth seizing: e.g. a tramway line where the 
venture is worked at a loss is not worth the price of old 
iron. A purchaser should also see that a copy of the 
Registrar's certificate of registration is endorsed on the 
debenture (see page 20!», infra).

Fixed and Floating Charges.
The charge created by a debenture may be either “fixed” 

or “floating.” When the charge is fixed it affects the title to 
the property, and the company can only deal with the prop
erty affected subject to the charge. But when the charge is 
a “floating” one the company may, in the ordinary course of 
its business, deal with the property covered by the charge, 
mortgaging, selling, disposing of it, or using it up as the 
business requires, at any time before the charge attaches.1 
What is “the ordinary course of business’’ will vary with the 
character of the company, and where the company is not a 
trading company a specific charge may be created ranking in 
priority to a floating charge for the purpose of raising money 
for the general objects of the company.2 Even after the 
event has happened which entitles the debenture holder to 
intervene, the charge remains a floating one if he allows the 
company to continue to use the property charged in its 
business.3 The debenture holder has under his floating 
charge an immediate equity or charge on the property, but 
the company has the benefit of a licence or right to deal 
with the property charged in the course of its business until 
I be charge attaches as a fixed charge, or, as it is often called,

•Florence Land Co., (18791 19 Ch. D. 530; Wheatley r Silkstone &c. 
Coal Co., [18851 29 Ch. D. 715; Hamilton’s Windsor Ironworks, [1879] 
12 Ch. D. 707; Colonial Trusts Corporation, [18791 15 Ch. D. at page 472

-Coxmoore v. Peruvian Corporation, [19081 1 Ch. 604.
•Edward Nelson & Co. v. Faber, [1903] 2 K. B. 376.
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“crystallises." This dues not occur immediately on the hap
pening of the events which entitle the debenture holder to 
intervene, for “unless something has occurred entitling the 
debenture holders to make such an application” (i.p. an ap
plication to the Court for a receiver), “and the application 
has iu fact, been made, or an action brought by them or on 
their behalf to realise their security, or unless something has 
happened which entitles the debenture holders to determine 
their licence to the company to carry on their business, and 
they have actually done so, the company is entitled to do 
all the things which the licence entitles them to do.”1 A com
pany having several branches may, notwithstanding deben
tures may have been issued, sell the whole of the business of 
one branch,- or even the whole of its undertaking, provided 
such sale is within the powers contained in the Memorandum 
of Association.3

"1‘loating" charges arc recognised bv the Act, and must 
be registered with the Registrar (Section 102, Sub-sec
tion 1 (/)).

To avoid the risk of being postponed to future charges by 
the creation of fixed mortgages on all or part of the property 
of the company, it has become common in the case of floating 
charges to insert a declaration that tile company shall not 
have ]lowin' to mortgage the property in priority to or 
equally with the charge created by the debentures, which 
will in general secure the priority of the debentures ; but 
even in such a ease the security may lie defeated by a sale,

'Evans v. Rival Granite; Quarries, [1910] 2 K. B. 979; per Vaughan 
Williams, L. .1., at page 980. At page 993, Fletcher Moulton, L. J., says: 
"Mere default on the part of the company does not change the character of 
the security; the debenture holder must actually intervene.” At page 
1002, Buckley, L. J., says : “No equity arises in a debenture holder whose 
security is a floating charge, from his merely giving notice to seize a partic
ular asset of the company. He must do something to turn his security 
from a floating into a fixed charge.”

Metropolitan Bank of England and Wales v. Vivian & Co. [19001 
2 Ch. 054.

3Re Borax Co., [1901] 1 Ch. 320.
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even though it contain an option to the purchaser to require 
a re-purchase by the company,1 or the security may become 
postponed to some extent to the claims of others, for until 
the charge becomes fixed a garnishee can obtain execution,1 
or a landlord may distrain,3 or the lien of a solicitor may 
attach and obtain precedence,4 and a creditor can set off a 
debt due from the company to him against one due from him 
to the company, although the latter is secured by second 
debentures expressed to l«> subject to the floating charge,6 
and while the charge remains an equitable one a subsequent, 
mortgagee who completes his title by getting in the legal 
estate or giving notice to the debtors obtains priority if at 
the time of making his advance he did not know of the 
earlier charge,1 or did not know that the earlier floating 
charge contained a provision forbidding the creation of prior 
specific mortgages.7 A subsequent lender, who has no notice 
of the debentures, or of the fact that they forbid prior 
charges, taking a deposit of the title deeds, may also obtain 
priority, under the doctrine that where the mortgagor has 
ostensible authority to deal with the property all dealings 
with a bond fide mortgagee are valid.*. Even taking second

‘Coveney v. Persse, [1910] 1 Ir. H. 194. Hut this must not Im* a mere 
pretended side which is in reality a mortgage (same ease, and Old Hush 
Mills Distillery, ex parte Bank of Ireland, [1896] Ir. It. 301).

Evans s. Rival Granite Quarries, [1910] 2 K. B. 979; Robson e. Smith, 
[1895] 2 Ch. 118. Where a sheriff, having seized property of the company, 
received payments on the terms that he should not sell, he was held entitled 
to retain these sums against a receiver subsequently appoint id (Robinson 
r. Burnell's Vienna Bakery', [1904] 2 K. B. 024); but if the debenture holders 
intervene before the garnishee obtains his money, they will he preferred 
(Norton e. Yates, [1906] 1 K. B. 112).

•Roundwood Colliery Co., [1897] 1 Ch. 373.
4Brunton v. Electrical Engineering Corporation, [1892[ l Ch. 434.
"Edward Nelson & Co. v. Faber, [1903] 2 K. B. 307.
"English and Scottish Trust e. Brunton, [1892] 2 Q. B. 1, 700; Coveney 

e. Persse, [1910] 1 Ir. R. 194.
'Standard Rotary Machine Co., [1906] 95 L. T. 829; Valletort Laundry 

Co., [1903] 2 Ch. 654.
efte Castell and Brown, [1898] 1 Ch. 315; Perry Herrick r. Attwood, 

[1858] 2 De G. & J. 21.
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debentures which contain a reference to the first debentures 
is not notice of the contents of the first debentures.1

The rights of debenture holders under a floating charge 
to the property comprised in their security take precedence 
over those obtained by an execution creditor, even after a 
sale by the sheriff, so long as the money remains in his 
hands;8 but where money has been paid to the sheriff on the 
terms that he shall not sell the property seized, he has been 
allowed to retain this against the receiver.3 If an execution 
is put in, or garnishee order obtained, the trustees or de
benture holders ought at once to give the sheriff notice to 
withdraw, or to the debtor not to pay the garnishor, for if 
the security becomes a fixed one before the goods are sold or 
the debt paid the debentures will prevail.4

The equities of the debenture holder entitle him to oust 
the sheriff after he has seized if the security has crystallised 
liofore he has sold,* or to deprive the garnishor of his ad
vantage if the crystallisation of the security has taken place 
before lie has collected the money,0 but if the debenture 
security is allowed to continue to float the execution cred
itor’s or garnishor’s right will prevail, and a garnishee order 
nisi will be made absolute notwithstanding the opposition of 
the debenture holder or a claim made by him on the debtor 
to pay the money direct to the debenture holder,’ for a 
debenture holder cannot single out and take a particular

'VulU'to jtLaundry Co., [1903] 2 Ch. 654.
-/O' Opera, Limited, [1891] 3 Ch. 260; Taunton v. Sheriff of Warwick

shire, [1895[ 1 Ch. 734.
’Robinson v. Burnell’s Vienna Bakery, [1904] 2 K. B. 624.
•Davey i Williamson, [18981 3 Q. B. 194, as explained in Evans r 

Rival Granite Quarries, [1910] 2 K. B., at page 1000.
Opera, Limited, [1891) 3 Ch. 260; Davey v. Williamson, [1898] 2 Q. B. 

195; Duck v. Tower Co., [1901] 2 K. B. 314.
•Norton v. Yates, [1906] 1 K. B. 112.
’Evans v. Rival Granite Quarries, [1910) 2 K. B. 979.
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debt or piece of property while allowing the company to 
trade with the rest of its assets.1

Cases of considerable hardship have occurred. where 
debenture holders have allowed a company to trade on credit, 
and have applied for a receiver only when the trade creditors 
were seeking to enforce their rights; but the rule that an 
execution creditor or garnishor takes subject to all equities 
affecting the debtor is well established,2 and the Court has 
been compelled to appoint a receiver, who takes possession 
of all the assets and leaves the unsecured creditors unsatisfied.3 

The position of an execution creditor garnishing a debt 
owing to a company is not a favorable one, for if the 
debenture security lias-attached, not only is he postponed to 
debentures already issued,4 * whether a receiver has or has not 
been appointed at the time his order is made absolute,6 but 
oven after the service of the garnishee order absolute on the 
company it can, for good consideration, issue debentures 
which take priority over the rights of the garnishor."

It is usual and convenient, therefore, to create the 
security in such manner that the lands and immoveable 
property of the company arc covered by a fixed charge 
(usually contained in a trust deed), while the stock-in-trade, 
chattels, and book debts of the company and its future prop
erty are included in a floating charge. The debentures 
usually specify in what events (such as liquidation, de
fault in payment of principal or interest for a stated period, 
ote.) the charge is to be enforceable, and in interpreting these 
the Court will always lean against treating the charge on goods 
required for the business as being fixed while the business is

•Robson v. Smith, [1895] 2 Ch. 118; approved by C. A., [1910] 2 K. B. 
989 to 1000

^Standard Manufacturing Co., [1891] 1 Ch. 627, 641; Opera, Limited, 
[1891] 3 Ch. 260.

3Ixindon Pressed Hinge Co., [1905] 1 Ch. 576.
♦Norton v. Yates, [1906] 1 K B. 112.
‘Cairney v. Back, [1906] 2 K. B. 746.
6Geisse v. Taylor, [1905] 2 K. B. 658, Div. Court (Kennedy, J., 

doubting).
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going oil,1 for where an intention appears that the company 
should receive and deal with the property charged it is 
assumed that only a floating security is intended.*

The principal tests whether a charge is floating were 
given by the English Court of Appeal as follows:—First, if 
it is a charge upon all of a certain class of assets, present 
and future; secondly, if the assets charged would in the 
ordinary course of business he changing from time to time ; 
and, thirdly, if expressly or by necessary implication the 
company has the power, until some step is taken by the 
debenture holders or trustees, of carrying on its business is 
the ordinary way so far as regards the assets charged.3

Uedemyt'nm of Debenture».—Irredeemable Debenture*.
Debentures may lie for a fixed term of years, or repay

able on notice, or irredeemable4 (Section 111). Perpetual 
or irredeemable debentures are in effect the granting of an 
annuity in perpetuity to the holder, and special power should 
bo taken in the Memorandum if it is desired to create 
annuities.

Under the ordinary law any provision in a debenture or 
trust deed which amounts to a clog or fetter upon tho com
pany’s ]lower to redeem the property charged is void in tho 
ease of a company as completely as in the ease of an indi
vidual. Thus, where a company deposited debentures with 
a provision that the lender might at any time within twelve

‘Government Slock Investment Co. v. Manila Railway, [1807] App. I’m 
81; Evans v. Rival Granite Quarries, [1910] 2 K. B. 979.

‘Illingworth r Houldsworth, 1190il App. Ca. 355.
’Houldsworth e. Yorkshire Wooleombers’ Association, [1903] 2 Ch. 

284, affirmed in the House ot lords sub nom. Illingworth r. Houldsworth, 
1904] App. Ca. 355, where it was held that a general charge on book 

debts, present and future, was a floating charge, although not expressed 
to be so, and required registration under the Act.

’‘‘Irredeemable’’ may mean, if the context so requires, "not liable to 
lie called in," as well as "such that the company cannot claim to redeem the 
stock" (Wellby r. Stocks, 11909] 26 T. L. R. 41).

I
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months purchase the debentures at forty per cent, of their 
face value, the provision was held bad.1

Even if there is no express statement to that effect, the 
principal moneys will become payable upon the company 
going into liquidation,2 and the charge will attach on the 
property as it exists at that time:1 that is to say, the prop
erty can no longer bo dealt with except subject to the charge. 
Tho right of the debenture holder to enforce his security 
also attaches if the company parts with the whole, or sub
stantially the whole, of its undertaking and ceases to be a 
going concern,4 unless such a sale is authorised by its 
Memorandum of Association,6 but not if a company having 
several branches sells the undertaking of one branch only.*

Debenture* to Dearer.
Debentures payable to l«*arer arc very common. Ac

cording to the general law a debt cannot be assigned by 
delivery of the document which creates or evidences the 
debt ; but there is an exception in certain cases where the law 
merchant makes such an assignment valid (e.g. in the case 
of a bill of exchange) ; and it has been held by Kennedy, J., 
and Bigham, J., that tho custom to treat debentures to 
bearer as negotiable by delivery is sufficiently proved to take 
effect under tho law merchant, of which custom judicial 
notice will now be taken without express evidence;7 ami even

'.Samuel e. Jarrali Timber Cor|)oration, [19041 App. Ca. 323. As to 
what constitutes a clog on the equity of redemption see Noakes e. Rice, 
[19(42) App. Ca. 24; Lisle v. Reeve, [1902] App. Ca. 461; Bradley v. Carritt, 
[1903] App. Ca. 253; and Briggs e. Hoddinott, [1S98[ 2 Ch. 307.

•Wallace v. Universal Automatic Co., [1894 ] 2 Ch. 547. But the 
propoeition is disputed by some authorities.

•Panama Mail Co.. [1870] 5 Ch. 318; Colonial Trusts Corporation, 
[1880] 15 Ch. D. 465; Wallace v. Universal Automatic Co., |1894| 2 Ch. 547.

•Hubback ! Helms, [1887] 56 L. J. Ch. 536.
‘He Borax Co., [1901] 1 Ch. 326.
•Metropolitan Bank of England and Wales v. Vivian A Co., ]1900| 

2 Ch. 654.
•Bechuanaland Exploration Co. e. London Trailing Bank, [1898] 2 Q. 

B. 658; Edelstein v. Schuler & Co., [1902] 2 K. B. 144.
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without reference to the law merchant it had previously 
been held that, by a doctrine of estoppel, a company may be 
prevented from denying its liability to pay a debenture if it 
has invited persons to accept a transfer by delivery, and has 
held out or represented that the debenture so transferred 
gives the bearer a right to be paid; and equally that a 
declaration in the debenture that the delivery of the bond to 
the company will he a valid discharge to it, for payment will 
hind the original and intermediate holders. The cases which 
deal with this subject arc numerous: some of the most im
portant arc referred to in the foot-note.1 Debentures can 
accordingly be framed so as in effect to be payable to bearer.

Debenture Stock.
Debenture stock is of the same nature as ordinary deben

tures,2 except that, instead of each bond securing a definite 
amount, the whole sum secured is treated as a single stock, 
and certificates are issued declaring tho holder to be entitled 
to a definite sum, part of the stock. This sum is not 
necessarily a round sum, but may be for any number of 
dollars, and may include fractions of a dollar unless express 
limitation is made in that respect. The debenture stock may 
be repayable at a fixed date, or may be irredeemable, ac
cording to tho deed creating it, and may be secured in any 
manner in which a debenture may be secured. The loans of 
railway companies under the special Statutes governing such 
companies are almost invariably in the form of stock, and 
are usually perpetual.

'/<e Agra amt Masterman's Hank. [1X67] 2 Ch 397: rr Blukelry Ord
nance Co., 11808] 3 Ch. 154; Natal Investment Co., [1868] 3 Ch. 361; re 
Im|)erial Land Co., [18711 11 Eq. 487; Goodwin v. Huberts, [1876] 1 App. 
Ca. 476; Eaglesfield v. I-ondonderry, [1877] 4 Ch. D. 693; Romford Canal 
Co., [1883] 24 Ch. D. 85. The case of Crouch v. Credit Foncier (1873, L.
R. 8 O. B. 385) must now be taken to be overruled. Geddcs v. Toronto 
Rly. Co., 14 C. P. 513. Gott t’. Gott, 9 Gr. 165. Young v. McNider, 25
S. C. R. 272. Fairish v. McFarlane, 14 S. C. R. 738.

debenture stock passes under a bequest of “all my debentures’' (Mor
tice v. Aylmer, [1875] L. R. 7 H. L. 717; Murray v. Herring, [1908] W. N. 153)

*
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Debenture stock is often made to be irredeemable, fol
lowing tho practice in the case of railway companies in 
this respect; but sometimes the division of the principal 
money into stock instead of fixed amounts is effected, al
though repayment is to be made in the same manner as with 
ordinary debentures.

Interest on Debentures.
The interest on debentures is a debt, and is payable 

whether there are or are not profits, and although such in
terest is usually to be charged against income account before 
arriving at the profit for the year, interest paid on capital 
borrowed for constructing works may during the period of 
construction projierly be added to the capital and treated as 
part of the cost of construction.1

It is usually declared that if default is made in paying 
interest for a specified time the principal shall become im
mediately payable.

Sometimes, however, interest is declared to lie payable 
only out of profits, in which case the company must apply 
all available profits for this purpose, and not set aside any 
part as reserve until the interest is paid in full.2 Such 
debentures are usually called “income bonds.”

When a receiver is appointed the moneys available are 
applied, first, in paying interest due, and the balance in re
paying the capital, although, if the debenture holders so 
require, they may have the moneys received applied in 
repaying capital in the first instance.

Where three companies, each having power to borrow on 
debentures, purported to issue debentures jointly, charged 
on all their respective properties, it was held that each

'Hinds v. Buenos Ayres Grand National Tramways, 11906] 2 Ch. 654, 
*Heslnp v. Pnraquay Central Railway, [t910] 54 Sol. J. 234.
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company was liable only to the amount it had actually re
ceived, and the debentures were void as to the balance.1

Issue of Debentures.
A public company registered since 1st duly, 1010, may 

not exercise the right to borrow money or issue debentures 
until it is entitled to commence business (Section 06: see 
page 116, supra).

The issue1 id' debentures is made by the directors, who 
cause the1 seal of the company to lie affixed to the documents, 
and deliver them to the allottees when the full amount is 
paid to the company. Debentures sealed hut not delivered 
are not “issued.”2 But the word “issue” has not a technical 
meaning, and debentures agreed to be issued will lie treated 
as issued.3

Section 101 requires that the debentures or certificates 
ot debenture stock shall lie complete and ready for delivery 
within two months after allotment or registration of any 
transfer.4

The applications for and allotment of debentures are 
usually made in the same manner as in the case of shares; 
but tin- provisions of the Act as to a minimum subscription 
in ease of shares do not apply to an issue of debentures.

The same rules apply in the case of shares and deben
tures for ascertaining when the contract for the issue is 
complete, with the exception, however, that contracts re
lating to mortgage debentures arc not binding unless in 
writing, for the mortgage creates an interest in lend, and so

'Johnston Foreign Patents Co., [19041 2 Ch. 234.
■Mowatt ii. Castle Steel and Iron Works, [1887] 34 Ch. D. 58; Levy ». 

Abercorris Slate and Slab Co. [18871 37 Ch. 1). 260; Derby Canal Co. ». 
Wilmot, [1808) 9 East 300.

'Perth Electric Tramways, [10061 2 Ch. 216; citing lew ». Abercorris 
Slate and Slab Co., |1887| 37 Ch. 1) '264.

‘For penalty in case of default sec page 131, supra.
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brings (lie transaction within the Statute of Frauds. 
Shares,1 on the other hand, are personal property.

Section 113 makes a contract with a company to take 
up and pay for debentures of the company enforceable hv 
an order for specific performance. Besides this, the position 
of an applicant for debentures who makes default in paying 
u]) the balance is not a gisid one. As he is not willing to 
perform his part of the bargain, it seems that he has no right 
to eotn|xd the company to carry out the contract by giving 
him security or paying him interest, and it is doubtful if 
lie can even recover his principal.2 Where a loan has been 
made, specific performance of the agreement to give security 
will bo decreed,'1 and an agreement to issue debentures for 
money paid creates a charge, although the debentures are 
not actually issued.4

Debentures must lie executed and issued in accordance 
with the regulations of the company, and if any irregularity 
is apparent on the face of them their validity will he 
affected, hut if apparently in order the holder need not in
quire whether all formalities have been complied with.4 A 
provision in the Articles of Association that, irregularities 
shall not affect the debentures will protect a boni fide 
holder of a debenture issued under such circumstances that 
the holder might have discovered the irregularity."

Where debentures are issued creating a charge, it is 
almost always the custom to declare expressly that the

‘Driver ». Broad, [1893] 1 Q. B. 539, 744.
“Bass v. Ciivlpy, [i829] Tamlyn 80.
•Hermann v. Hodges, [1873] 16 Eq. 18.
•Strand Music Hall, [1865] 3 D. G. J. & S. 147; Peggc v. Neath Tram

ways, [1898] 1 Ch. 183; rc Queensland Land and Coal Co., [1894) 3 Ch. 181; 
Simultaneous Printing Syndicate, [1901] 1 K. B. 171; Perth Electric 
Tramways, [1906] 2 Ch. 216.

•County of Gloucester Bank v. Hudry Merthyr Co., [1895] 1 Ch. 629; 
Romford Canal Co., [1883] 24 Ch. D. 85. This will not render a company 
liable on a forçât debenture (Ruben e. Great Fingall Consolidated Co., 
[1904] 2 K. B. 712, [19061 App. Ca. 439).

•Davies v. R. Bolton & Co., [1894] 3 Ch. 678.
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charges created by all the debentures of the series are to 
rank equally, and without priority one over another. If 
this is omitted, each debenture creates a charge ranking in 
priority to all others issued subsequently, but postponed to 
all issued before it.1

Unlike shares, debentures may be issued at a discount: 
f'.fj. a debenture for $100 may he issued in consideration of 
$95 advanced to the company, the effect of the discount 
being in effect an addition to the interest paid,2 and com
mission may be paid to underwriters or others for placing or 
guaranteeing the taking up of debentures. But a provision 
that debentures issued at a discount may be exchanged for 
fully paid shares at par is illegal and void,3 and equally 
bonus shares must not be given to subscribers for debentures. 
If they are given, the bidder will he liable for calls.4

If a commission is paid or discount allowed in respect of 
debentures, the total amount must be stated in the Annual 
Summary filed next after making the payment or allowance, 
and the amount remaining unwritten off must be stated in 
each balance sheet of the company (Section 99), and a state
ment of the amount or rate of the commission or discount 
included in the particulars filed with the Registrar under 
Section 34, but failure to comply with this provision will 
not affect the validity of the debentures. The amount of 
commission payable for placing debentures, or which has 
been paid during the preceding two years, will also need to 
bo stated in every prospectus (Section 90, Sub-sec
tion 1 (h)).

'Gartside v. Silkstonc Co., [1882] 21 Ch. D. 702; Howard v. Patent 
Ivory Co., [1888] 38 Ch. D. 156, 171 ; Lister v. H. Lister & Sons, [1893] 
68 L. T. 826.

:An|do-Damibian Steam Co., [1875] 20 Eq. 339; Campbell’s Case, 
11877] 4 Ch. D. 470; Webb v. Shropshire Railway Co., [1893] 3 Ch. 307.

•Moseley v. Koffyfontein Mines, [1904] 2 Ch. 108.
'Welton v. Saffery, [1897].App. Ca. 299.
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It is a common practice to issue debentures repayable 
with a premium: i.c. a debenture of $100 is only to be 
satisfied by paying, say, $105. In such a ease the limit (if 
any) of the borrowing power must be carefully considered to 
see that the limit is not exceeded: e.g. if the words be, 
“Provided that the amount secured shall not exceed 
$10,000,” the bonus must be included in estimating the 
amount secured.* But it would seem that if the words be, 
“Provided that the amount borrowed shall not exceed 
$10,000,” the bonus need not be included. On the other 
hand, it is not uncommon to issue debentures at a premium : 
e.g. a debenture for $100 is only issued on payment of $105. 
It is submitted that in such a case, if the words of limit are, 
“The amount raised or borrowed shall not exceed $10,000,” 
the premium forms part of the amount raised ; and this 
inference would bo stronger if, in addition, the debenture is 
only repayable at $105 or more, for in such a case the real 
transaction is that $105 is borrowed and will be repaid, al
though interest is only payable on $100.

Debentures may lie issued in respect of an existing debt,2 
and even where there is no power to mortgage the company 
may give to a creditor who is in a position to levy execution 
a charge to secure his debt.3 Title deeds or debentures may 
also be deposited to secure an existing debt.4

Debenture stock, says Lord Bindley, “can be mortgaged 
as well by the company which issues it as by an ordinary 
holder;”6 that is to say, debentures may be deposited as 
security for a loan to a larger nominal amount than the 
loan. In such a case the holders rank for dividend upon the

'Howell & Son t>. Commissioners of Inland Revenue, [1897] 2 Q. B. 194.
!Howard v. Patent Ivory Co., [1888] 38 Ch. D, 169: Seligman v. Prince, 

[1895] 2 Ch. 617.
•Stagg v. Medway (Upper) Navigation Co., [1903] 1 Ch. 169.
*Re Patent File Co., [1871] L, R. 6 Ch. 83.
‘Samuel v. Jarrah Timber Corporation, [1901] App. Ca. 330.
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face value of the debenture* held bv them until their whole 
loan is paid off and where debentures expressed to carry 
interest are deposited as security, the security is good up to 
the amount of the principal and the interest unpaid on the 
debentures, even though the company is in liquidation.2 
There is a danger that debentures thus deposited may pass 
into the hands of a homl fide purchaser, who, if ho has no 
notice that they were deposited to secure a smaller sum, 
may recover upon them their full face value.8

Cnnrellnliim mid Ilc-Imne of Debenture*.

It frequently happens that a company, after making an 
issue of a series of debentures, pays off or purchases some of 
the debentures and subsequently re-issues the same deben
tures, or other debentures in place of them, expressed to 
rank equally with the outstanding debentures of the series. 
It was, however, hold that this was not legitimate unless, by 
the terms of the original issue of debentures, power was 
reserved to the company to make a re-issue. Thus, where a 
company having bought and taken a transfer to itself of 
debentures, then re-sold them, it was held that the purchasers 
had no right to rank with the other debenture holders of the 
series,4 and the same result followed if the debentures had 
been issued as security for a loan which was paid off, and 
were then re-issued,5 even though the original issue was only 
by the deposit of the debentures in blank (i.e. without the 
name of the holder or the date),8 for such a deposit creates

‘Regent's Canal Ironworks Co., 11876! 3 Ch. D. 43; W. Tasker & Sons, 
Limited 2 Ch. 5118; Perth Electric Tramways, [1906] 2 Ch. 216.

'Re Vint, 119051 1 Ir. 11. 112.
■‘Robinson r. Montgomery Brewery, (18961 2 Ch. 841.
‘Ceorge Routledge & Sons, Limited, |1904] 2 Ch. 474.
*W. Tasker & Sons, Limited, [1905| 2 Ch. 5S7.
'Re Perth Electric Tramways, [1906] 2 Ch. 216.

6
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a charge on the assets of the company.1 Where an English 
company deposited debentures to secure the amount which 
should 1kj due on closing an account with a bank, and 
when this sum stood at £85,000 borrowed £500, which it 
was agreed orally should l>e charged on the debentures, and 
then |iaid off the £85,000, it was held that the debentures 
were “spent," and could not Ik? recharged with the £500, 
which was held not to lie part of the current account, but a 
fresh loan.2 * It appeared also from the judgments in the 
cases cited that not even by' taking a transfer into the 
names of trustees, nor by any other means, could a company 
purchasing or paying off its own debentures keep them alive, 
for the debt was in either case extinguished and the security 
dead.

Section 115 of the Companies Act, however, now provides 
that where either before or after the passing of the Act, a 
company has redeemed debentures previously issued it shall 
(subject to the exceptions below mentioned) have power, and 
shall be deemed always to hare had power,* to keep the 
debentures alive for the purposes of re-issue, and where any 
company has purported to exercise this power4 5 it is en
titled to re-issue the debentures either directly or byr holding 
others in their place, and on the re-issue the bidder “shall 
have, and shall be deemed always to have had, the same

xlie Strand Music Hall, 11865) 3 Do G. J. & S. 147; re Regent's Canal 
Ironworks Co., [1876] 3 Ch. D. 43.

2Ix)ndon General Investment Trust v. Russian Petroleum Co., 119071
2 Ch. 540.

•The words in italics make the section retrospective but Sub-section
5 declares that, the section is not to prejudice any judgment or order 
obtained before the 1st July, 1910, as between the parties to the proceed
ings in which it was obtained. A Winding-up Order does not fall within 
this provision so as to invalidate debentures re-issued previously (New 
London and Suburban Omnibus Co., [1908] 1 Ch. 621).

♦It is very difficult to say how a company “purports to” keep debentures 
alive; but it is apparently a condition of its power to re-issue them, and if 
the company has merely paid off some of its debentures and done nothing 
more it can hardly be said to have “purported” to keep them alive. The 
making of a transfer of debentures to trustees would no doubt be sufficient.
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rights and priorities as if the debentures had not previously 
been issued,” thus keeping their right to be treated as part 
of the same issue and not becoming postponed to second 
mortgage debentures issued in the meantime.1

The only exceptions are if the Articles of Association of 
the company or the conditions of issue of the debentures 
“expressly otherwise provide” (words which may give rise to 
difficulty2), or if “the debentures have been redeemed in 
pursuance of any obligation on the company so to do (not 
being an obligation enforceable only by the person to whom 
the redeemed debentures were issued or his assigns)”: that 
is to say, if the debentures are redeemed in pursuance of a 
general obligation to pay off so many per annum, or as part of 
an obligatory scheme for creating a sinking fund, they will 
not be re-issuable; but if paid off because the due date has 
arrived,3 or because, having been deposited to secure a tem
porary advance, the loan has been called in, and the company 
has purported to keep them alive, the debentures may be re
issued, for in these latter cases the repayment is made in 
pursuance of “an obligation enforceable only by the person 
to whom the redeemed debentures were issued or his 
assigns.”

Sub-section 2 declares that whore debentures have been 
transferred, either before or after the passing of the Act, to 
a nominee of the company with the object of keeping them 
alive, a transfer from that person shall be deemed to be a 
re-issue.

Sub-section 3 provides that where the company has, 
cither before or after the passing of the Act, deposited any

•Fitzgerald v. Persse, Limited, [19081 1 Ir. R. 379.
E.g. there may be found in the debentures words obviously incon

sistent with a re-issue being made, yet not “expressly” forbidding it. Will 
a re-issue then be lawful?

*If there is a covenant with trustees for debenture holders to pay off the 
whole issue at the due date it may be that this will prevent them from 
falling within the exception, for then there is an obligation enforceable 
by the trustees.
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of its debentures to secure advances from time to time on 
current account or otherwise, the debentures shall not be 
deemed to have been redeemed by reason only of the account 
of the company having ceased to be in debit. This is to 
meet the case of deposits with banks and the like. Thus, if a 
company deposits, say, debentures for $10,000 to secure its 
overdraft of varying amount, and its account is for a while 
in credit, and then again in debit, the security will be good 
as against the new debit.

Nothing in the section is to prejudice any power to 
issue debentures in the place of any debentures paid off, or 
otherwise satisfied or extinguished, reserved to a company by 
its debentures or the securities for the same (Sub-section 5). 
In other words, the powers given by the Act and the deben
tures are cumulative.

Transfer of 'Debentures.
Debentures are usually transferred by a form of transfer 

similar to that used for transferring shares, and executed in 
the same manner. It is not, however, necessary, although it 
is usual, for the purchaser to execute the deed.

Where debentures do not contain a charge, they arc 
simply debts, and can bo transferred by a writing not under 
seal, and an oral agreement to sell them can be enforced. 
But if they contain a charge on freehold or leasehold prop
erty they create an interest in land, and require to be 
transferred by deed under seal, and any agreement to sell 
such a debenture must be in writing, so as to satisfy the 
Statute of Frauds.1 The title to a debenture payable to 
bearer passes by delivery upon the principle explained on 
page 179, supra.

It is common to provide that debentures may be trans
ferred “free from equities between the company and the

'Driver v. Broad, [1893] 1 Q. B. 539, 744.
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original or any iutcnncdiate holder.” Without these words 
the holder of a chose in aetion can only transfer such rights 
as he has, and if the company has any set-off against the 
transferor it can enforce it against the transferee.1 These 
words will effet ' _ negative any such right where the 
transfer is complete ; hut an t mortgagee of deben
tures will lie subject to any equities existing at the time he 
gives notice of his mortgage, so that a debt then due but not 

ile may be set off against the debenture délit,2 and be 
will bo postponed to the company’s claim if it is declared 
that only the title of the registered holder will bo rec
ognised,3 and if the transfer, although complete, is only upon 
a trust, the company can insist upon any set-off or equity 
which it has against the cestui gue trust.* If the conditions 
authorise transfers the company cannot refuse to register a 
transfer, and the transfer nutv be made after liquidation or 
judgment in a debenture holder's action as well as before, 
and the same rule as to equities will then prevail, for the 
claim of the general body of debenture holders under their 
charge is no greater than that of the company against the 
particular debenture holder who holds the transferred de
benture.5

Debentures may be disposed of by will, and on an 
intestacy pass to the legal personal representative.

Enforcing Debentures and Healising the Security.—Re
ceivers and Managers.—Foreclosure.—Sale.

If default is made in the payment of the principal or 
interest secured by mortgage debentures, the holders have all

'lie Smith, [1901] 1 Ir. K. 73; (iwelo Matabcleland Exploration Co.. 
[1901] 1 Ir. R. 38.

Christie t1. Taunton Belmard & Co., [1893] 2 Ch. 175.*
'Re Smith, [1901] 1 Ir. R. 73.
*Rc Brown and Gregory, [1904] 1 Ch. 027, [1904] 2 Ch. 448.
‘Farmer v. Goy & Co., [19(H)] 2 Ch. 149. But hoc Palmer’s Decoration 

Co., [1904] 2 Ch. 743.

1
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the remedies whirli mortgagees would have in like circum
stances: i.e. they may sue on the covenant to pay; they may 
obtain a receiver of the rents and profits, or apply for a sale of 
tho mortgaged property ; or they may, if tho whole of the de- 
benturo holders are parties to the action,1 proceed by way of 
foreclosure;4 or the trustees, if they have the legal estate or a 
power to enter, may take jaissossion. In each case the 
delienture and trust deed (if any) must lie consulted to see, 
first, whether there has really been a default, and, secondly, 
what remedies are available without the assistance of the 
Court, and what require an action to be commenced. The 
strict performance of all conditions is of the utmost import
ance, for without this no order will be made for the 
appointment of a receiver or administration of tho trust (for 
instance, if payment is stipulated to lie made at a certain 
time and place, the condition is not broken unless demand is 
made by the debenture holder at that place3).

As to the manner and time of a floating charge becoming 
fixed see page 173, supra.

The charge created in equity by an agreement to issue 
debentures, if duly registered, will give an equal protection 
to the debenture holder as a complete debenture,4 and so will 
a delienture informally issued if the holder had no notice of 
the informality.1 But certain rights accruing before the 
receiver take* possession take precedence, as stated on 
page 175.

Under Sections 114 and 250 certain other payments arc 
also given priority (sec page 490, infra).

The provisions of the trust deed usually give ample 
powers to the trustees to take possession and sell, and these

‘Elias v. Continental Oxygen Co., [1897| 1 Ch. 511.
■Oldrev v. Union Works, [1895] W. N. 77.
‘Thorn v. City Rice Mills, |1889| 40 Ch. D. 357; re Essaiera Silver Co., 

11908] 25 T. L. K. 87.
■Simultaneous Printing Syndicate v. Foweraker, [1901] 1 K. R, 771.
■Duck v. Tower Galvanising Co., [19011 2 K. B. 314.
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may be acted upon; but the charge given bÿ a debenture 
does not (unless express words to that effect are used) 
empower the holders to sell the property included. If default 
is made, a sale can only be had by an Order of the Court.1 

The Court can make an Order for sale on a motion for 
judgment in default of defence or on admission in the 
pleadings; but unless all subsequent chargees are parties, the 
Order will be for sale with the approbation of the Judge, 
and absent persons interested will be given notice to attend 
in Chambers.2

The Court has jurisdiction, at the instance of a mort
gagee or debenture holder, to appoint a receiver, and in 
certain cases a manager, for the protection of the property 
or security,3 and debenture holders can, in respect of a 
floating charge, obtain an injunction restraining the company 
from parting with the whole of its assets (e.g. on a recon
struction) without providing for the amount of the deben
tures.4 Therefore if the property charged is in danger of 
being lost or diminished in value, the debenture holders 
should apply for the appointment of a receiver, and, if they 
have a charge on the business or “the undertaking of the 
company,” or “the undertaking and property,” or “all the 
estate, property, and effects,” for a manager.

The action for a receiver may be commenced before there 
is any default, and if default occurs before .the hearing the 
appointment may be made.5 A receiver may also be ap-

'Blakor i\ Herts and Essex Waterworks, [1889] 41 Ch. D. 899; adopted 
by the Court of Appeal in Marshal! r. .South Staffordshire Tramways, 
[1895] 2 Ch. at page 58; and even the Court will not order a side in the ease 
of a public undertaking. See eases cited in this note and Gardner it. London, 
Chatham, and Dover Railway ('<>., [1867] 2 Ch. 201.

’Stewart e. Crigglestone Coal Co., [1906] 1 Ch. 523.
’Hoyle v. Bettws Llantint Colliery Co., [1876] 2 Ch. D. 727; Peek it. 

Trimsaran Coal, Iron, and Steel Co., [1876] 2 Ch. D. 115.
4lie Borax Co., [1899] 2 Ch. 130. This decision was reversed on appeal 

on the special ground that the sale was authorised by the Memorandum 
(1901, 1 Ch. 326); but the general principle is not affected.

sCarshalton Park Estate, Limited, [1908] 2 Ch. 62.
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pointed oven before the principal or interest is in arrear, if 
the assets are in danger1 or a sale will be necessary in the 
near future.2

Many appointments have been made under this power, 
which is usually referred to as “the power in cases of 
jeopardy,”8 but if any opposition is offered the Court scans 
closely the circumstances, and will not allow a debenture 
holder to obtain a receiver merely because the security he 
has accepted is a risk)’ one. Indeed, it now seems that the 
jeopardy must be from some act which would be wrongful 
as against the debenture holder. Unless special powers are 
given in the debenture, a receiver can only be appointed by 
obtaining an Order of the Court, and where, by the terms of 
the debentures, a person or company is authorised to appoint 
a receiver, this must be exercised as a trust for the benefit of 
all the holders of debentures: otherwise the Court will in
tervene and itself appoint a receiver.4 .

Within seven days after the appointment of a receiver 
or manager, the person obtaining the Order appointing him, 
or making the appointment under the powers of any instru
ment, must give notice of the fact to the Registrar, who, on 
payment of the prescribed fee, must enter the fact in the 
Register of Mortgages (Section 103). If default is made, 
there is a penalty not exceeding twenty-five dollars a day 
(Sub-section 2).

The title deeds to property included in the trust deed 
usually remain in the custody of the trustees, but if it be 
more convenient the Court may direct that the receiver shall

'.McMahon c. North Kent Iron Works Co., ( 1 SO 1 ] 2 Ch. 148; Edwards 
r. Standard Rolling Stock Syndicate, [18931 1 Ch. 574; Thorn ». Nine Reefs, 
[1892] 67 L. T. 93; Wissner ». Levison & Steiner, [1900] W. N. 152.

’Smith ». Wilkinson, [1897] 1 Ch. 158.
’The right of the debenture holders thus to make their security nttarh 

was discussed by Buckley, J., in London Pressed Hinge Co. [1905] 1 Ch. 576. 
•Stuart ». Maskelyne Typewriter &c. Co., [1898] 1 Ch. 133.
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have custody of them, giving the trustees access to them 
when necessary.1

A manager is appointed where the charge includes the 
business of the company,1 and a general charge on the 
“property" includes its business, so as to authorise the ap
pointment of a manager;3 hut if the charge is only upon the 
laud (c.g. an hotel building) no manager of the business 
there carried on will bo appointed, although a receiver of 
the rents may be.4 The Court will only appoint a manager 
with a view to an immediate sale, as it will not undertake 
the permanent management of any concern, and it is usual 
to direct that the manager shall not act for more than a 
fixed time (generally three months) without the leave of the 
Court.

When a receiver has been appointed it is a contempt of 
Court to interfere with his possession without the leave of 
the Court, and any persons having rights against the prop
erty must apply for such leave before exercising or 
attempting to exercise them, and any person having ground 
for complaint against a receiver for his conduct in the 
receivership must apply in the debenture, holders’ action.

In some cases the receiver will be authorised by the 
Court to borrow money and to charge the repayment in 
priority to the debentures ;8 and such a power may_ be 
exercised by reborrowing after the original loan is paid off.”

When such loans are made to the receiver the expenses 
of the receivership, including the receiver’s remuneration 
and of managing the business, as well as the plaintiff’s costs

'Fisher v. Ind, Coopc & Co., (11100] 26 T. L. It. 11.
'Muions v. Percy ibbotson & Co., [1891] l Ch. 133.
'Salter v. lu’n.s Hotel Co., [1902] 1 Ch. 332.
«Whitley e. Challis, [1892] 1 Ch. 64.
‘Greenwood v. Algeciras ltnilwny, [1894] 2 Ch. 205; Lathom e. Green

wich Ferry Co., [1895] W. N. 77, 72 L. T. 790, 2 Mans. 408.
•Milward r. Avili, [1897] 4 Mans. 403.
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in the action, take priority over the loans;1 and where the 
receiver, acting under powers contained in the debentures, 
liorrowg for the purpose of carrying on the business, ho has 
power to create a charge ranking in priority to the deben
tures, and also to pledge the personal credit of the debenture 
holders for the repayment of loans so obtained,2 but this is 
not so if he is appointed by the Court.3 The receiver will 
not he liable personally for loans made in pursuance of leave 
given to him by the Court to borrow moneys unless he has 
taken that liability upon himself by the terms of the loan.4 

The fact that a receiver has obtained liberty to borrow up to 
a fixed sum does not disentitle him to incur expenses beyond 
that amount, and to claim repayment of them in priority to 
the debentures if they are such expenses as he might have 
incurred without the leave of the Court.5 But this right to 
indemnity extends only to expenses justifiably incurred, 
which he had reasonable grounds for believing he would be 
able to pay, and not to expenses incurred by way of specula
tion, even though with the object of increasing the value of 
the business.”

The receiver and manager frequently carries on the 
business, and ill doing so makes fresh contracts. In such a 
case, if appointed by the Court, he pledges his own credit, 
and is personally liable.7 But if appointed under a power in 
the debentures he is agent for the company, and his dealings 
will be governed by the ordinary principles relating to the 
acts of an agent, the company being his principal :® neither

‘(ilasdir Copper Mines, Limited, [1906] 1 Ch. 365: Strapp ». Bull & 
Sons, 11895] 2 Ch. 1; Hoffmann ». A. Boynton, Limited, (19101 1 Ch. 519.

1 Robinson Printing Co. ». Chic, Limited, [1905] 2 Ch. 123.
* Boehm ». Goodall, [1910] W. N. 259.
‘Hoffmann ». A. Boynton, Limited, [1910] 1 Ch. 519.
‘British Power Traction and Lighting Co., [1906] 1 Ch. 497.
•Halifax Joint Stock Bank ». British Power Traction Co. No. 2, [1907] 

1 Ch. 528.
'Burt ». Bull, [1895] 1 Q. B. 276.
•Owen ». Cronk, [1895] 1 Q. B. 265. Bissell ». Ariel Motors, [1910] 

27 T. L. R. 73.
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before nor upon the company going into in does he
liecome the agent of the trustees for the debenture holders 
who appointed him, nor are they liable for the debts 
incurred by him.1 By completing contracts made by the 
company before his appointment the receiver does not be
come personally liable for the obligations created by such 
contracts, but the other party has a right of set-off in respect 
of cross claims under the contract.8 The receiver of a lease, 
whether appointed by the Court or the debenture holders 
only, stands in the shoes of the debenture holders or their 
trustees, and if they are not assignees of the lease, and there
fore not personally liable for the rent, the receiver cannot 
he compelled to pay rent to the landlord.” If the receiver 
is appointed under an express power which does not state 
that ho is agent of the company lie will be agent of the 
mortgagees, and any claim by the company or its liquidator 
against him must be made by action and cannot be by 
summons in the winding up.4 If a receiver and manager 
properly incurs expenses in carrying on business, he is 
entitled to be repaid out of the property in priority to the 
rights of the persons for whose benefit he acted, and his 
remuneration takes precedence over even the plaintiff’s costs 
of the action wherein he was appointed.5 If appointed 
under powers in the debenture authorising him to carry on 
the business, he may even pledge the personal credit of the 
debenture holders,0 but receivers appointed by the Court 
must bear in mind that their right to be repaid moneys ex
pended or liabilities incurred by them is limited to the assets

’tlaskcll v. Gosling, [1897] App. Ca. 575, reversing the C. A.
■Forster v. Nixon's Navigation Co., [1907] 23 Times L. R. 138.
-Hand v. Blow, [1901] 2 Ch. 721.
‘AV Vimhos, Limited, [1900] 1 Ch. 470.
'Strap]! v. Bull & Sons, [1895] 2 Ch. 1 ; Batten e. Wedgwood Coal Co., 

1885] 28 Ch. D. 317; Glasdir Copper Co., Limiter), [1906] 1 Ch. 365; 
British Power Traction and Lighting Co., [1906] 1 Ch. 497.

■Robinson Printing Co. ti. Chie, Limiter!, [1905] 2 Ch. 123.

7971
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of the estate they are managiug, and they have no further 
claim against the company or the debenture holders, nor can 
they even claim to he subrogated to the rights of the 
creditors whom they pay against the debtors personally.1

A receiver on his appointment by the Court is required 
to give security for the amounts he may receive. If he 
incurs personal liability he is prima facie entitled to in
demnity out of the estate, and persons who have given him 
credit can stand in his shoes to claim the indemnity. If, 
however, he owes the company or estate money he cannot 
enforce his indemnity until he has made good what he owes, 
and those who claim through him are in no better position,2 
nor can they require his sureties to make good his default if, 
including the amount he is entitled to by way of indemnity, 
there is a balance in his favour.8

A receiver, whether appointed by the Court or the 
debenture holders, cannot purchase for himself the mort
gaged property without the leave of the Court.4

When a receiver or manager of a company’s property or 
business is appointed by the Court he is required, under the 
Order appointing him, to carry in and pass his accounts in 
the same manner as every other receiver ; but there have 
been complaints that where a receiver is appointed by the 
debenture holders themselves, the company and the un
secured creditors are practically without any means of 
learning what is being or has been done with the assets of 
the company. Section 104 enacts that every such receiver 
or manager who has taken possession shall, once in every 
half-year while he remains in possession, and also on ceasing 
to act, file with the Registrar an abstract, in the prescribed 
form, of his receipts and payments during the period to

‘Boehm v. Goodall, [1911] 1 Ch. 155.
Johnson, [1880] 15 Ch. D. 555.

‘British Power Traction and Lighting Co., No. 3, [1910] W. N. 1 4.
‘Nugent v. Nugent, [1907] W. N. 169
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which the abstract relates, and shall also on ceasing to act as 
receiver or manager file with the Registrar a notice to that 
effect, which notice is to lie entered in the Register of 
Mortgages or Charges. In case of default the receiver or 
manager is liable to a fine not exceeding two hundred and 
fifty dollars. This provision will enable interested persons 
to learn how the realisation of the assets is proceeding.

A charge on the uncalled capital does not enable the 
receiver in a debenture holder’s action, or the Court at his 
request, to make a call in the winding up; but the Court 
will direct the liquidator to make the call, and give the 
receiver authority to enforce it;1 or the uncalled capital may 
lie foreclosed.2 The Court will not usually appoint any 
person other than the receiver to get in the unpaid capital, 
even at the request of the debenture holders.3

The application to the Court by debenture holders to en
force their security may be made by summons.4 In an 
ordinary action a motion for judgment must not be made 
without pleadings unless the company appears and consents.6

One debenture holder may apply on behalf of himself 
and all the others, but this does not give him authority to 
make any agreement binding the others in regard to the 
subject-matter of the action.6 The necessary parties to the 
action include the company, the trustees (if any) of the 
trust deed securing the debentures, and any other mortgagees 
known to the plaintiff,7 such as the holders of second and 
third debentures, or some person appointed to represent 
them. The plaintiff should ask for—(1) a declaration of

"Fowler v. I'roait’s Patent Night Lights Co., [1893] 1 Ch. 724.
"Sadler v. Worley, 11894) 2 Ch. 170.
"Westminster Syndicate, [1908] 99 L. T. 924.
•General South American Co., [1876) 2 Ch. D. 337; Oldrey v. Union 

Works, [1895] W. N. 77, 72 L. T. 627.
•Higgs ii. Kitson's Umpire Lighting Co., [1910] W. N. 154.
•Securities Invcstnn at Co. r. Brighton Alhambra, [1893] 62 L. J. Ch. 

516.
'Wilcox & Co., [1903] W. N. 64.
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the debenture holders’ charge ; (2) an Inquiry what deben
tures have been issued; (3) an inquiry what property is 
comprised in the charge; (4) an account of the amount due 
for principal and interest; (6) a receiver and, if necessary, 
a manager of the business.1 If there arc several sets of 
debentures these inquiries must be further elaborated.2

Where there is a trust deed the writ should ask for a 
declaration of charge and that it may be enforced, and that 
the trusts of the deed may be carried into execution.

If there is only one debenture holder he may discon
tinue the action at pleasure, the rule in such case differing 
from a creditor’s administration action ;s but where a fore
closure order nisi is made, or an order for accounts and 
inquiries, the company, as mortgagor, can insist that it shall 
be proceeded with.4

Where the company is in liquidation a debenture holder 
may, instead of proceeding by action, take out a summons to 
have a declaration of his charge made and his security 
realised.6

The plaintiff in a debenture holder’s action is allowed his 
costs as between party and party only,6 unless the estate 
is insufficient for payment of the debentures in full, 
when he is entitled to costs as between solicitor and client.7

The trustees will be allowed their full costs in priority to 
the claims of the debenture holders, although appearing by

'/Vs to filing notice of appointment of a receiver see page 193.
'As to the practice in a debenture holder's action and hearing as a short 

cause see Parkinson v. Wainwright, [18951 ht L. J. 493, 72 L. T. 485; 
lirinsley v. Lvnton Hotel, [1895] 2 Mans. 244; Warwick v. Thurlow, [1895] 
1 Ch. 776; Gumming v. Metcalfe's London Hydro, [1895| 2 Mans. 418. 
Minutes of the Order must be prepared and left for the Judge (re Auto
matic Machines, Limited, [1902] W. N. 206).

»Re Alpha Co., [1903] 1 Ch. 203.
'Stevens v. Theatres, Limited, [1903] 1 Ch. 857; Taylor e. Mostyn 

[1884] 25 Ch. D. 48.
<10100101 Trusts Corporation, [1880] 15 Ch. D. 465.
•ffe Queen's Hotel Co., Cardiff, [19001 1 Ch. 792.
'Smith v. Lubbock, [19011 2 Ch. 357.
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the same solicitor as the company; hut the company will not 
ho allowed as against the debenture holders any separate 
costs,1 and where the action is by or on behalf of holders of 
first mortgage debentures the holders of second or third 
mortgage debentures who arc made defendants will not be 
allowed any costs unless there is a surplus after satisfying 
the claims of the first mortgage debenture holders.2

Subject to the right of persons entitled to preferential 
payment under Sections lid and 250 (see page 41)0, infra), 
the moneys collected arc applicable, after payment of costs 
and expenses, first in payment of interest, and then of 
capital rateably among the debenture holders, and persons 
holding debentures to secure a smaller sum than the face 
value rank equally with other debenture holders until they 
have received payment of the full sum duo to them, after 
which they receive nothing further.3

Where payments arc made from time to time they should 
bo allocated in the order above mentioned, but the terms of 
interim orders directing the payments are not conclusive, 
anil the moneys may be subsequently allocated in the manner 
most beneficial to the debenture holders.4

Debenture holders who have received but not cashed 
cheques for interest are entitled to rank as secured creditors 
for such interest, even though their forlienraneo in not cash
ing the cheques was deliberate and for the purpose of 
obliging the company.6

A debenture holder who owes money to the company is 
not entitled to a dividend on his debentures until he has

■Mortgage Insurance Corporation e. Canadian Agricultural Co., 11901] 
2 Ch. 377.

'Re Clayton Engineering Co., [1904] W. N. 28, 90 L. T. 283.
•Regent’s Canal Ironworks Co., 11870] 3 Ch. I). 43: W. Tasker & Sons. 

[1905] 2 Ch. 598.
•Smith v. Law Guarantee and Trust Society, 11904] 2 Ch. 509; Pigeon 

v. Calgary Land Co., |1908] 2 Ch. 652, 78 L. T. 97, 99 L. T. 700. 
•Erchholtz r J. Hoiries & Sons, [IU09] 1 Ch. 423.
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paid what lie owes,1 and persons to whom he has transferred 
debentures after the appointment of the receiver cannot 
claim payment till his debt is satisfied, the amounts due 
being retained even though there is sufficient to pay all the 
debentures in full and the amount claimed against the 
debenture holder is in dispute.2

A debenture holder may, when his principal or interest 
is in arrear, petition for the winding up of the company.3

Trust Deeds fur Securing Debentures.
Trust deeds have some considerable advantages.4 The 

effect of such a deed is to vest in the trustees, who may be 
either private individuals or a Trust Company, the property 
mortgaged, and at the same time to provide persons who can 
act upon an emergency and take steps on behalf of all the 
delnuituro holders without delay. In such a deed there is 
also more scope than in the conditions printed on a debenture 
for setting out the terms and provisions of the mortgage and 
the manner and conditions of its enforcement.

The deed should contain an express declaration that the 
trustees* remuneration shall be paid out of the mortgaged 
property; for a covenant by the company to pay, even if

•Farmer v. Goy & Co., [19001 2 Ch. 153.
2Partridgo v. Rhodesia Goldfields, [1910) 1 Ch. 239. In this case there 

was no clause that transferees took free from equities.
^Borough of Portsmouth &c. Tramways Co., (1892) 2 Ch. 362.
♦Until the Bills of Sale Act Amendment Act 1912 was passed, the 

mortgages or charges createil by a Company and requiring registration 
with the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies under the Companies' Act, 
were excluded from the operation of the Bills ot Sale Act. Since the 
passing of this Amendment Act, however, mortgages and charges- of a 
Company’s personal chattels must be registered under the Bills of Sale 
Act. Where the charge is contained in each of a series of debentures, 
or where it is contained in a trust deed to secure debentures, considerable 
difficulty will be experienced in strictly complying with the provisions of 
the Bills of Sale Act. In fact, in some cases strict compliance will b * 
impossible, ami it is anticipated that a further amendment will be made 
to the Bills of Sale Act dealing with the registration of a mortgage or 
charge by a Company of its personal chattels under the Bills of Sale Act
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coupled with a power to the trustees to retain their re
muneration out of moneys coining into their hands, will not 
suffice if the property is realised in an action.1

Where the trust deed is registered under Sub-section 3 
of Section 102, and the charge contained therein is not 
extended by the debentures, it would not appear to he 
necessary to file the debentures;2 hut if there is no trust 
deed, one of the debentures must be tiled with the Registrar 
(Section 102, Sub-section 3).

The trust deed sometimes provides for a sinking fund to 
redeem the debentures from time to time. If it is intended 
that this should he cumulative—t.c. that the interest on the 
redeemed debentures should he added to the sinking fund— 
this must be expressly stated, for it will-not be inferred.8

The trust deed usually declares that the principal money 
shall become payable in certain events, including the event 
of the company committing any breach of the covenants con
tained. This does not, however, give each debenture holder 
a right to assert that the principal is payable because of 
some trivial default.4

Power is sometimes given to the trustees to settle dis
puted questions. In such case an exercise of their discretion 
is valid.6

Meetings of Debenture Holders. Power to Vary Rights.
Section 110 gives every debenture holder the right (on 

payment of twenty-five cents in case of a printed trust deed, 
or of ten cents for every hundred words in case the trust 
deed has not lx-en printed) to have a copy of the trust deed 
forwarded to him ; and the same section gives every doben-

■Hislgson V. Aretes, 11902] VV. N. 104. SI W. R. 57.
'•Re Harrogate Estates, [1903] 1 Ch. 498.
’Morrison v. Chieago amt North-West Granaries Co., |189K] l*Ch. 203. 
’Melbourne Brewery Co., [1901] 1 Ch. 453.
1Noakes v. Noakes ft Co., [1907] 1 Ch. 04.
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lurv or share holder a right to inspect and require copies of 
the Hegister of Debenture Holders (see page 59, where the 
]>enalties for default are set out).

It is common, either in the trust deed or in the con
ditions on the debentures, to provide for meetings of 
debenture holders being held, and to give power to a majority 
(usually a three-fourths majority) to vary the terms of the 
security, or generally to sanction alterations. Such provisions 
are valid,* 1 and the minority will be bound by the decision of 
the majority. But in such cases care must he taken that the 
provisions of the trust deed or the debentures are strictly 
complied with. A majority must not give away the rights 
of the whole body;2 hut a real difficulty in getting payment 
is a good ground for adopting any authorised modification if 
it seems to improve the position.3 But if only a compromise 
is authorised, there must be a real dispute before resort is 
had to these powers,4 * which will suffice to sanction an ar
rangement giving shares in a new company in exchange for 
debentures4 or the creation of a mortgage ranking in priority 
to the debentures.6 Even where these powers have not been 
taken, a compromise can, with the sanction of the Court, be 
effected under Section 12R.7

Where debentures are issued to a hank or other lender to 
secure a smaller sum than the face value of the debentures 
the holder is entitled in voting at meetings of the debenture 
holders to as many votes as the face value confers on him.”

'He Dominion of Canada Co., |lSMi| M L. T. 347; Follit a. Kddystone 
Granite Quarries, 1180*2] 3 Ch. 75; anil compare Alabama, New Orleans 
Ac. Railway Co., |1891] 1 Ch. 213.

’Mercantile Investment Co. a. International Co. of Mexico, [18931
1 Ch. 484.

•Mercantile Investment Co. a. River Plate Ixjan Co., [1894] 1 Ch. 578.
•Sneath a. Valley Gold Co., [189311 Ch. 477; Mercantde Investment Co. 

a. River Plate Loan Co [1894] 1 Ch 578; Mercantile Investment Co. a.
International Co. of Mexico, [1893] 1 Ch. 484, note.

•Follit a. Eddvstone Granite Quarries, [18921 3 Ch. 75.
•Re Kent Collieries, [1907] 23 Times L. R. 407, 558.
•Sec page 508, infra.
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Time given lo the company for paying debentures under 
such a provision,1 or a reconstruction of the company which 
gives substituted rights,2 does not release sureties who have 
guaranteed the payment by the company.

Tf the deed contains no provision for giving notice to the 
debenture holders, notice by advertisement is sufficient, and 
will bo deemed to have been given on the day of the ad
vertisement appearing.''1

Rkoistuatiox of Moktoaobs and Charokh.
The company must keep a Register of Mortgages and 

Charges, and enter therein particulars of all mortgages 
“specifically affecting property of the company” (Sec
tion 108, see page 58, mi/iiii).

In addition to keeping such a Register, Section 102 
requires certain mortgages and charges created after the 
1st July, 1 !l 10, or true copies thereof to 1)0 registered by 
filing the same with the Registrar within twenty-one days 
after the date of their creation if they come under cither of 
the following descriptions. The Companies’ Mortgages 
Registration Act, 1005, had similar provisions in regard to 
mortgages or charges created after the 8th April, 1005, hut 
they were not so extensive as those in the present Act. This 
Act was repealed in tho following session of the Legislature 
and its provisions embodied in an Act amending the Com
panies Act, R.S.B.C., 1807, which is cited as Companies’ 
Act Amendment Act, 1000. Mortgages and charges created 
after the 8th April, 1005, and before tho 1st July, 1010, 
depend for their validity upon whether they were duly 
registered under those Acts, and their provisions cannot therc-

‘Finlay v. Mexican Investment Co., [1897| 1 Q. B. 517. Compare 
Andrew r. Maeklin, [I860] (1 Best & Smith 201; Ellis v. Wilmot, (1874! 
L R. 10 Ex. 10.

■London Chartered Bank ot Australia, [1893] 3 Ch. 540; Dane v. 
Mortgage Insurance Co., [1891] 1 Q. B. 51.

■Sneath v. Valley Gold Co., [1893] 1 Ch. 477.
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fore lie ignored. The mortgages and charges requiring 
registration under the Aets of 11)10 arc (those not included 
in the Acts of 1005 and 1006 being printed in italics)—

1. A mortgage or charge for the purpose of securing 
any issue of debentures.

2. A mortgage or charge on uncalled share capital of 
the company.

ii. A mortgage or charge created or evidenced by an 
instrument which if executed by an individual 
would require registration as a bill of sale.

4. A mortgage or charge on any land, wherever 
situate, or any interest therein,

5. A mortgage or charge on any book debts of the 
company.

0. A floating charge1 on the undertaking or property 
of the company.

The deposit of a negotiable instrument securing the 
payment of any book debt of the company {c.g. 
a bill of exchange or promissory note or a debenture) 
for the purpose of securing an advance is not to bo 
treated as a mortgage or charge on the book debts, and the 
holding of debentures of another company charging land is 
not to be deemed an interest in land, so that the charging of 
such debentures will not fall within the Act (Section 102, 
Sub-section 1, (t) and (;).

Anything which creates a charge in equity or law (being 
of either of the classes above described) therefore requires 
registration. Thus, an agreement to create a mortgage or 
issue a mortgage debenture constitutes an equitable charge; 
but it seems this will only be effective if filed within twenty- 
one days. Whether, however, the prior agreement is or is

'As to the meaning of a "floating charge" seepage 172. supra, and 
Government Stock Investment Co. v. Manila Railway, [1897) App. Ca. 
81; Tailby n. Official Receiver, [1889] 13 App Ca. 523; Illingworth v. 
Houldsworth, [1904] App. Ca. 353.
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not filed, the actual mortgage or debenture must be registered 
within twenty-one days of its creation, and it will then con
stitute a valid legal charge,1 for “the formal instrument 
supersedes and gives the goby to the prior agreement.’’2

Any mortgage or charge as above specified not registered 
within twenty-one days after the date of its creation is, “so 
far as any security on the company’s property or undertaking 
is thereby conferred,” void against bond fide purchasers and 
mortgagees for valuable consideration and the liquidator and 
any creditor of the company ; but this does not invalidate the 
contract or obligation for repayment of the money thereby 
secured, which will accordingly, even if not registered, rank 
as an unsecured debt Section 102, moreover, makes the 
money secured become immediately payable when the mort
gage or charge becomes void under that section. There was 
no similar provision in the Acts of 1905 or 1906 referred to 
above.

If the mortgage or charge is created outside of the 
Province the time for registration is thirty days instead of 
twenty-one. If the mortgage or charge is created in the Pro
vince but comprises property outside of the Province, it is suf
ficient if the deed or instrument is registered, notwithstanding 
that further proceedings (e.g. registration outside of the 
Province) may l>e necessary to comply with the law of the 
country in which such property is situate (Section 102, 
Sub-section 1 (g and h)).

A lien created in the ordinary course of business on 
moveable goods—and also it seems a mortgage of capital 
called up but still unpaid, unless given to secure deben
tures—is not within the Act, and does not require 
registration.

'Bristol United Breweries v. Abbot, (1908] 1 Ch. 279. 
■Columbian Fireproofing Co., Limited, (1910] 2 Ch. 120.
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The Registrar is bound to keep a Register of all Mort
gages and Charges required to he registered, and on payment 
of a fee, proscribed by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, 
to enter the date of creation, the amount secured, short par
ticulars of the property mortgaged or charged, and the 
names of the mortgagees or persons entitled to the charge 
(Section 102, Sub-section 2), and any person may inspect 
such Register on payment of a fee not exceeding twenty- 
five cents (Sub-section 8).

Where the mortgage or' charge is to secure a series of 
debentures the deed containing the charge, or if there is no 
such deed one of the debentures of the series, or a true copy of 
such deed or debenture, must ho delivered to and filed with 
the Registrar within twenty-one days after the execution of 
the deed containing the charge or if there is no such deed 
after the execution of any debentures of the aeries together 
with the following particulars:—

(а) The total amount secured by the whole series; 
and

(б) The dates of the resolutions authorising the issue 
of the series, and the date of the covering deed (if 
any) by which the security is created or defined; 
and

(c) A general description of the property charged; 
and

(d) The names of the trustees (if any) for the 
debenture-holders.

The fees payable to the Registrar of Titles on filing any 
instrument under Section 102 are set out in Table “B,” 
Schedule 1, of the first schedule of the Companies Act.1

Any mortgage or charge created by a company on any 
of its lands must be registered in the Land Registry Office 
for the district in which such lands are situated. This

‘See page 690, infra.
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registration is required under the Land Registry Act and is 
quite distinct from that required by Section 102 of the 
Companies Act, but where a mortgage or charge is one that 
requires to be registered under the provisions of the Land 
Registry Act, nr of the Bills of Sale Act,1 the fee for 
registering under Section 102 of the Companies Act is one 
dollar only.

Where a trust deed has not been registered and the com
pany sells property already mortgaged and conveys other 
property purchased with the proceeds to the trustees for the 
debenture holders, there is a new mortgage requiring reg
istration.3 But if particulars of the debenture issue anil 
tho trust deed have been registered under Sub-section 3, 
and the deed contains a general floating charge, it is not 
ncessary to identify each item, and therefore, where 
specifically mortgaged property is withdrawn and other 
property substituted, with or without a further mortgage 
under the powers of tho trust deed, the charge on the 
substituted property is protected by the original registra
tion:3 and if the trustees themselves, without the intervention 
of the company, sell part of the mortgaged property and 
reinvest the proceeds in other property which is conveyed 
direct to them, it is not neeesssary to register the trans
action, although the property thereby comes under the trusts 
for the debenture holders.4

Section 102, Sub-section 4, further requires that where 
any underwriting commission has been paid, or any allow
ance or discount made on the placing or issue of debentures, 
the amount or rate of such commission, allowance, or dis
count must be included in the Particulars filed ; but the 
omission to do this will not affect the validity of tho

■Set* note 4, page 201, supra. *
•Cornbrook Brewery r. Law Debenture Corporation, (1001] 1 Ch. 103.
•Cunard Steamship Co, v Hopwood, (114081 2 Ch. 5t>4.
•Bristol United Breweries v. Abbot, [1908] 1 Ch. 279.
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debentures issued, and the deposit of debentures to secure a 
debt of the company is not, for tho purposes of this sub
section, an issue of the debentures at a discount.

Tho Registrar must give a certificate of the registration
of any .... rtgage or charge, stating the amount thereby
secured, and tho company must cause a copy of tho certificate 
so given to lie endorsed on every debenture or certificate of 
delienture stock issued, the payment of which is secured by 
the mortgage or charge so registered1 (Section 102, Sub
sections 5 and 0). But where the company has issued 
debentures or certificates of debenture stock, and further 
charges are created to the benefit of which the holders are 
entitled, it will not be necessary for the company to endorse 
on tho debentures or debenture stock certificates already 
issued a certificate of the registration of tho charge (Sub
section 0). The certificate of the Registrar is conclusive 
evidence that tho requirements of tho Act as to registration 
have been complied with, oven if there is an omission in 
supplying the necessary particulars, e.g. tho date of the 
resolution authorising the issue of the series.’ Tho Court will 
refuse to go behind this certificate, and will not inquire 
whether there has been any irregularity.3

It is tho duty of the company to effect tho registration, 
and to supply tho necessary particulars ; but any person in
terested therein may, if he think fit, himself register the 
mortgage or charge (Section 102, Sub-section 7). Every 
|*Tson taking a mortgage or charge should protect himself 
by registering his security if the company has failed to do 
so. Section 102, Sub-section 7, entitles him to recover from 
the company any fees he has to pay.

'As to the form o( certificate sec re Harrogate Estates, Limited, 11903] 
1 Ch. 498.

*Cunard Steamship Co. ». Hopwood, ]1908] 2 Ch. 564.
’Re Yolland, Husain and Birkett, (1908] 1 Ca. 152.
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The company must also keep at its registered office a 
copy of every instrument creating a mortgage or charge 
requiring registration,1 and allow inspection by members or 
creditors of the company in like manner as the Register of 
Mortgages, and subject to the same penalties in case of 
default; hut in the case of a series of uniform debentures it 
will suffice to keep a copy of one of such debentures (Sec
tion 102, Sub-section 9).

Where debentures have been issued, but not registered, 
the company may at any time before liquidation, by arrange
ment with the holders, cancel the debentures and issue a 
now series in their place, registering the new issue within 
twenty-one days;2 and a deliberate issuing of substituted 
debentures every fourteen days to avoid registration does not 
invalidate the final debenture if registered within twenty-one 
days after its issue.3

The Register of Mortgages to lie kept by the Registrar 
may lie rectified by supplying any omission or correct
ing any misstatement, or the time for registration may 
Iks extended by a Judge of the Supreme Court on the 
application of the company or any person interested ;4 but 
this will only bo allowed if the Judge is “satisfied that the 
omission to register a mortgage or charge within the time 
hereinbefore required, or that the omission or misstatement 
of any particular with respect to auy such mortgage or 
charge, was accidental, or due to inadvertence5 or to some 
other sufficient cause, or is not of a nature to prejudice the 
position of creditors or shareholders of the company, or that

■Note that this does not include all mortgages made by the company 
(see page 205, supra); but the Register ot Mortgages kept by the company 
will include all containing a charge.

‘He N. Dcfries & Co., [1903] 1 Ch. 500.
‘He Renshaw & Co., 11908) W. N. 210.
•Swinfen Eady, J., has held that it is not proper to apply for an extension 

of time as a means of determining whether or not registration is necessary 
(Cunard Steamship Co., (19081 W. N. 160).

‘Morrison Thompson Hardware v. Westbank, [1911] 16 B. C. R. 314. 
1 W. W. R. 21
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on other grounds it is just and equitable to grant relief” 
(Section 105). Where a solicitor had advised that it was 
not necessary to register, that was held to be “sufficient 
cause.”*

“Tho Registrar of Companies may, on evidence being 
given to his satisfaction that the debt for which any reg- 
istered mortgage or charge was given has been paid or 
satisfied, order that a memorandum of satisfaction be 
entered on the Register, and shall, if required, furnish the 
company with a copy thereof” (Section 156).

The penalties for default are heavy. Under Section 107 
the company, and any director, manager, or other officer 
who knowingly and wilfully authorises or permits any de
fault as to registration of a mortgage or charge, is (without 
prejudice to any other liability) liable on summary con
viction to a fine not exceeding two hundred and fifty dollars. 
There is also a penalty of five hundred dollars on any 
person knowingly and wilfully authorising or permitting the 
issue of any debenture or certificate of debenture stock re
quiring registration without a copy of the Registrar’s 
certificate of registration being endorsed thereon.

It is not yet fully decided whether registration is notice 
to all the world of the existence of the debentures or charge. 
It is well established that any person dealing with a com
pany is deemed to have notice of tho contents of its 
Memorandum and Articles of Association (see page 37).

■S. Abrahams à Sons, 11902) 1 Ch. 695.
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CHAPTER JX.

MIXING COMPANIES WITHOUT PERSONAL 
LIABILITY.

Wk now conic to speak of a class of company distin
guished from others in that no personal liability attaches to 
its shares. The holders of shares in the companies dealt 
with in the preceding pages incur personal liability to pay 
the full par value thereof. The provisions authorising the 
incorporation of mining companies without personal liability 
arc contained in Part V. of the Act. Those companies only 
are entitled to the Iwnefit of the provisions of Part V. whose 
objects as set out in the Memorandum of Association are 
restricted to acquiring, managing, developing, working and 
selling mines (including coal mines), mineral claims and 
mining properties and petroleum claims, and the winning, 
getting, treating, refining and marketing of mineral, coal or 
oil therefrom.

Section 1.11, Sub-section 2, sets out the powers which any 
such company, whose objects arc restricted as above, shall 
lie deemed to have.

The advantage of incorporation under this part is 
clearly set forth in Section 135, as follows :—

•
“No shareholder or subscriber for shares in any com

pany, the objects whereof are restricted as afore
said, shall be personally liable for non-payment of 
any calls made upon its shares, nor shall such 
shareholder or subscriber be personally liable for 
any debt contracted by the company, or for any 
sum payable by the company.”
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If a share in one of these mining companies is subject to 
call in the event of non-payment by the holder, no action 
can be taken against him personally ; but if he fail to pay 
the amount of such call for a period of sixty days after 
notice, the directors may declare the shares to bo in default, 
and they may afterwards be sold by sale at public auction. 
The provisions regarding enforcement of payment by for
feiture and sale are contained in Section 131.

A large number of mining companies are incorporated 
year by year under Part V. of the Act, and the practice is 
now well established of selling shares at a discount, that is 
to say, if the par value of the share is one dollar, tho share 
is sold by the company as fully paid and non-assessable for 
tho sum of twenty-five or thirty-five cents as the case may 
be. There is, however, no authority in the Act for this 
practice, as it is contrary to the fundamental rule of 
company law, that shares must not be issued at a discount. 
To abrogate this rule, there must be express authority in the 
Act, and this authority cannot bo found. A misconstruction 
of the terms of Section 132 appears to be responsible for this 
practice. This section deals with the issue of shares as 
either assessable or non-assessable. Tho inference has 
apparently been drawn that the section gives to directors the 
right of issuing shares as assessable or non-assessable as they 
please. It is submitted, however, that this is quite 
wrong, and that the directors may only issue a share in one 
of these companies as non-assessable when it is paid for in 
cash or by other good consideration. Reference has already 
I>een made to shares being paid for other than by payment 
in cash (pages 140, sn/ira). If a share is not fully paid for 
in this way it must bo issued as assessable and subject to 
further calls and forfeiture, in the event of default, under 
Section 134. If it is the intention of the Legislature that 
mining companies should be permitted to sell their shares
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at a discount, words plainly showing such intention must be 
imported into the Act. The corresponding Act in Ontario 
expressly authorises the issuing of shares at a discount. 
The word “discount" is not used at all in Part V. of the 
British Columbia Act except in Section 130, which is 
a section giving relief to the holders of certain shares 
against liability thereon. The section provides that where 
shares have been issued by a company prior to the 8th day 
of May, 1897, as fully paid up shares, either at a discount 
or in payment for any mine, mineral claim, or mining 
pro|>crty purchased or acquired by such oempany, such 
shares, except as to any debts contracted by the company 
before the 8th day of May, 1897, shall be deemed and held 
to be fully paid up, and the holder is not to l>e subject to 
any personal liability thereon.

Sections 132 and 133 arc both important sections, and 
must be carefully observed by officials of mining companies 
incorporated under Part V. of the Act. The former section 
provides that the words “Issued under Section 131, res
pecting mining companies, of the ‘Companies Act'” must be 
distinctly written or printed in red ink after the name of 
the company on every certificate of shares, and in addition 
the word “assessable" if the shares arc sold subject to 
further assessment and the won! “non assessable" if the 
share are not sold subject to further assessment.

Section 133 provides that the words “Non-Personal 
Liability" shall be the last words of the company’s name on 
its seal, charter, prospectuses, stock certificates, bonds, con
tracts, agreements, notices, advertisements and other official 
publications, and in all bills of exchange, promissory notes, 
endorsements, cheques and orders for money or goods pur
porting to be signed by or on behalf of the company, and in 
all bills of parcels, invoices, receipts and letter-heads of the 
company. These words must appear immediately after or 
under the name of such company.
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Section 138 contains provisions by which a company 
originally incorporated as a mining company, with non- 
personal liability can discard its non-personal liability 
and obtain re-incorporation and registration as an 
ordinary company under the Companies Act. This 
procedure is seldom resorted to, inasmuch as in most cases 
it is found more advantageous, although a little more 
expensive, to form a new company, and sell the assets of the 
old mining company to it
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CHAPTER X.

SPECIAL LEGISLATION F< >H 
TRUST COMPANIES.

In Hip session of 1911 the first Legislation in this Province 
dealing specially with Trust Companies was passed. 
The purpose of this Act is shortly stated in its title as 
follows :—

•‘An Act to Provide for the Regulation and Inspection 
of Trust Companies and the Protection of Trust 
Moneys and Trust Investments.”

A Trust Company is defined by Section 2 of the Act as 
follows:—

“ ‘Trust Company* means any body corporate carrying 
on business in the Province, and having under its 
charter and regulations any power of undertaking, 
accepting, and executing trusts, or of acting as 
trustee, executor, or administrator, or of receiving 
deposits of money and other personal property for 
investment, and loaning such money on real or 
personal security, or receiving deposits of money 
and other personal property and issuing its 
obligations therefor, and every mortgage company, 
and every loan company, and every company 
issuing shares, debentures, bonds, or other evi
dences of investment or indebtedness, the repay
ment whereof, with profits or with interest, is 
intended to be procured by the investments of tho 
funds of the company at interest upon real or 
personal securities.”

Every Trust Company defined as above is subject to the 
provisions of tho Act.
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Section 4 of the Act requires Trust Companies to 
render a quarterly report verified by statutory declaration 
to the Minister of Finance and Agriculture. The section 
requires the first report rendered by a Trust Company to 
contain the following information:—

(а) All the assets and liabilities of the Trust Com
pany ;

(б) The amounts loaned upon real securities, specify
ing the first and second mortgages, and showing 
the districts in the Province in which the lands 
are situated;

fc) The amounts loaned upon personal securities, in
cluding chattels real, with a statement and 
description of the securities held as collateral for 
each such loan;

(d) The amount invested in real estate, giving the 
cost of the same, tlie assessed value thereof, and 
the average income thereof, and a description of 
such of the lands as arc situate in the Province ;

(e) The amount of cash on hand, and the amount of 
money deposited in banks or trust companies, and 
the amount deposited in each;

(/) A special statement regarding any security hold 
by the company upon which at least three months" 
interest has been in default for more than thirty 
days prior to the date of such report.

Subsequent quarterly reports must contain such further 
details, particulars, description, and information as shall be 
necessary and sufficient to keep the original report up to 
date and to fully, fairly, and honestly disclose to the Min
ister the exact financial position of the Trust Company as at 
the dale of the report. All such reports are treated as 
confidential and are not made public (Section 6).
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Tlie Art authorises the Minister of Finance and Agri
culture to appoint an Inspector of Trust Companies, and 
Trust Companies must give to the Inspector all means of 
access and all opportunities and facilities necessary or ex
pedient in order to enable such Inspector to fully and 
completely and effectually investigate, audit, and report to 
the Minister upon the business and affairs of the Trust 
Company.

Section 11 of the Act authorises the Attorney-General to 
appoint a receiver of any Trust Company which the Min
ister of Finance reports to be insolvent or to be unable to 
pay its debts or meet its obligations duo or accruing due.

Any breach of the provisions of the Act by a Trust Com
pany or its officers is constituted an offence under the Act, 
for which severe penalties arc provided.
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CHAPTER XI

SPECIAL LEGISLATION FOU FIRE INSURANCE 
COMPANIES.

In 1910 a Government Commission was appointed to 
examine inter alia into certain alleged wrongs that on the 
one hand the tariff fire insurance companies were suffering 
from by illegal and indiscriminate competition from foreign 
and non-tariff insurance companies, and on the other hand 
that the public were suffering from at the hands of the tariff 
companies by excessive and unnecessarily high charges. The 
outcome of the Commission’s examination was the B.C. Firo 
Insurance Act.

Under this Act a new branch of the Provincial Civil 
Service was created, known as the Department of Insurance, 
the chief officer of which is called the Superintendent of 
Insurance, the Department being attached to the portfolio 
of the Minister of Finance. For the better regulation of all 
fire insurance companies transacting business in the 
Province, the Department is given power to examine closely 
the status and financial position of all such companies, to 
grant licences, and to investigate fire losses. The Act does 
not apply to any company incorporated under the “Mutual 
Firo Insurance Companies Act, 1902,” or to any mutual 
company incorporated under any private Act of British 
Columbia, while as to Dominion companies only such 
sections apply as arc within the jurisdiction of the local 
legislature.

A company includes any corporation, or any society, 
association, or partnership, or any underwriter or group of 
underwriters that effects or offers to effect any contract df 
indemnity against fire, or a fire insurance contract of any
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kind, and the words “offer to undertake any contract” 
includes the setting up of a sign, distribution of circulars, 
cards, advertisements, printed forms or like documents in 
the name of the company, or any written or oral solicitation 
(Section 2).

Every company seeking to do fire insurance business in 
the Province must obtain a lieeneo (Section 4), but 
companies having licences from the Dominion are entitled 
to a licence under the Act (Section 7). Before obtaining a 
licence a company must first file with the Superintendent 
the following documents (Section 10) :—

(a) Certified copy.of charter;
(A) Statutory declaration of existence of the company;
(c) A certified copy of the last balance sheet and 

auditor’s report thereon;
(d) Notice of the place where the head office is situate;
(c) Notice of the place where the head office of the

company in the Province is situate;
(/) A statement of the amount of the capital of the 

company and the number of shares into which it 
is divided, and the number of shares subscribed and 
the amount paid up thereon ;

(g) A Power of Attorney to its chief agent providing 
for a number of things set out particularly in the 
Act;

(A) In the ease of companies not licenced under (he 
“Insurance Act” of Canada, a statement in such 
form as may be required by the superintendent 
of the conditions and affairs of the company on the 
.'list day of December then next preceding, or up 
to the usual balancing day of the company, or as 
the superintendent shall require.

The Power of Attorney must state at what place in 
the Province the head office of the company or of
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ilie attorney is to bo established, and shall expressly 
authorise him to receive process in all actions, and shall 
declare that the service of process on any adult person in 
the employ of the company at the said office shall ho legal 
and binding on the company (Section 11). Whenever a 
company licensed under this Act changes its attorney or 
head office, the company shall tile a power of attorney 
containing a declaration as to this change (Section 12). 
Every company licensed under this Act must have 
printed or stamped in plain letters across the face 
of every policy, receipt or document covering tiro loss in the 
Province the words, “Licensed under the ‘llritish Columbia 
Fire Insurance Act’ ” (Section 13).

Every company has to make a deposit either in 
cash or approved securities of not less than $20,000. 
accompanied by an affidavit of two principal officers 
of the company that the securities are absolutely the 
property of the company, and free from liens and incum
brances of any nature whatsoever. The Department may, 
however, accept a satisfactory bond of a guarantee company, 
approved by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, in lieu of 
the deposit of securities (Section 14). Tbo securities so 
de|M>sitcd may be used by the Department for the purpose 
of re-insuring all or any part of the risks of the company 
outstanding in the Province (Section 20). The company is 
entitled to receive the interest on such securities so long as 
there are no judgments against them and the deposit is 
unimpaired (Section 23).

Where a company fails to make the deposits under 
this Act, or where written notice has been served on 
the superintendent of an undisputed claim arising from an 
in-uranee loss being unpaid in the Province for sixty days 
or of a disputed claim remaining unpaid after judgment, so 
that the amount of the securities is liable to ho reduced by 
that the amount of Securities is liable to he reduced by
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sale under execution, the licence of I lie company shall be, 
i/mo fur In, null and void and shall lie deemed to lie cancelled ; 
hut the licence may he renewed and the company may again 
transact business if within six months after such event the 
claims are satisfied, and the company shows to the superin
tendent that its deposit is not likely to he impaired from 
actions aforesaid (Section 24).

If from its annual statement or from an examina
tion of the affairs of the company it appears that the 
re insurance value of the company’s risks outstanding in the 
Province, together with any other liabilities in the Province, 
exceeds the company’s assets in British Columbia, including 
the deposit in the hands of the Minister, the company shall 
lie called upon bv the Minister to make good the deficiency, 
and on failure, its licence shall be cancelled (Section 22).

When a company has ceased to transact business in the 
Province, it shall re insure all its outstanding contracts with 
some company licensed to do business in the Province, or 
obtain a discharge of such contracts; and its securities shall 
not be delivered up until it proves this to the satisfaction of 
the snjierintendent (Section 31).

Even if a company has ceased to transact busi
ness in the Province it shall pay losses arising from policies 
not ro-insured or surrendered in the same way as if the 
licence had not been withdrawn (Section 32).

Upon making an application for delivery of its 
securities, the company shall file with the superintendent 
a list of all contracts which have not been re-insured, 
and shall _ in the Omette and in such
newspaper as the Superintendent may direct a notice 
that it has applied to the Minister for the release 
of its securities on a certain day; not less than three 
months after date of the notice, and calling upon all claim
ants to file their opposition to the company’s release with

A3C
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tlio superintendent before the day named, and after such 
date, if the Minister is satisfied that the company has 
aniplo assets to meet its liabilities, all the securities may bo 
released to I ho company by an order of the Lieutenant- 
Governor in Council, or a sufficient amount of them may be 
retained to cover tbe claims tiled, and the remainder may bo 
released; and thereafter from time to time as the opposing 
elaims lapse or arc satisfied, further release’s may be made 
(Section 33).

If the Superintendent, after a careful examination 
into tin1 affairs of the company or from the annual or other 
statements furnished by the company to the Minister, or 
for any other cause, deems it necessary and expedient to 
make a further examination, the Minister may, in his dis
cretion, instruct the superintendent to visit the head office 
nr chief agency of such company and to thoroughly inspect 
and examine all its affairs, and to make all such further 
enquiries as are necessary to ascertain the condition of 
tin- company and its ability to meet its engagements, anil 
as to whether it has complied with all the provisions of the 
Act (Section 34 (6)).

The officers of the company arc bound to cause 
their honks to bo open for inspection by the superintend
ent, and to facilitate the examination so far as it is in their 
jiower. For the purpose of the enquiry the Superintendent 
may examine under oath the officers or agents of the 
company (Section 34 (6, 7)).

If it apjiears to the Superintendent that the assets 
of any company arc insufficient to justify its continuance 
in business, or that it is unsafe for the public to effect 
insurance with it, he shall make a special report to the 
Minister, and the Lieutenant-Governor in Council may, 
if he also agrees in such opinion, suspend or cancel 
the licence of such company and prohibit the company
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from doing any further business, and from that time 
it shall he unlawful for the company to do any 
further business in the Province until the suspension is 
removed. In ease of such suspension notice shall he pub
lished in the Gazette, and thereafter any person transacting 
any business on liehalf of the company, except for winding 
up its affairs, shall he liable to a penalty (Section 30).

The suspension or cancellation or non-renewal of 
the licence of any company under the Dominion Act, 1010, 
shall i/wo facto operate as a suspension of the provincial 
licence without notice from the Minister, provided that if 
the companies licensed shall he revived under the Dominion 
Act, the Minister shall, on proof of such revival and pay
ment of the proper fees, grant the company a new provincial 
licence. During such suspension the company is an 
unauthorised company and cannot do any business, hut the 
Minister may give a conditional or modified licence if 
necessary for the protection of the policy holders (Sec
tion 30).

With reference to unlicensed companies, any person 
may insure any property which is situate in the Province 
or any property in transit to or from the Province with any 
British or foreign unlicensed insurance company or under
writers and may also insure with persons who reciprocally 
insure for protection and not for profit. Provided that 
such insurance is effected outside of the Province 
and without any solicitation whatsoever directly or 
indirectly on the part of the company by which the insurance 
is made :

No such company can advertise its business in the 
Province in any newspaper or publication or by circular, 
nor maintain an office or agency in the Province for the 
receipt of applications or the transaction of any business.
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Kvery jierson insuring in un unlicensed company shall 
main* a return to the siqierinteiident giving the location and 
description of the property insured, the amount of the in- 
8Uranee, ami whether insured in Lloyd’s or other similar 
associations, or in mutual, reciprocal or otlaw class of 
insurers.

Sui'h insurer or its representative shall obtain a licence 
from the " to have such risks ins|iectcd or
adjusted, subject to such rules and regulations as may lie 
imposed by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council.

An annual tax of two per cent, of the amount of 
premiums is exigible, and in the ease of insurance premiums 
being paid to unlicensed companies, the tax is paid by the 
person obtaining the insurance.

In the ease of premiums paid to companies licensed 
under the Act, the tax is payable by the company receiving 
iho premium (Section 42).

An annual statement has to be made by the president, 
vice-president, managing director, secretary, or manager 
of the company and the treasurer, when the secretary 
is not also the treasurer, exhibiting the assets, liabilities, 
receipts, and expenditure in such form and with 
such items and details as shall la* rispiirisl by the sii|ierin- 
teudent and such statement shall lie dejioeitcd in the office of 
the sll|>eriiitendciit, and shall lie accompanied by a statutory 
declaration according to the form in the Act (Section 4:1).

The following are the fees payable to the superintendent :
(1) For recording in the oflico of the su|a*rintendeiit 

the documents required by the Act, prior to the issuance of 
a licence, the sum of one dollar for each document.

(2) For a licence to do business, $250, provided that 
any company which prior to 1st March, 1011, held a licence 
under the "Companies Act" shall la* entitled to a 
licence under this Act, , without the payment of any

88979606
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flirt lier fee. (The superintendent may also issue a 
temporary licence with the approval of the Minister, to 
any company, which shall empower such company to con
tinue its business without being subject to the penalties 
of the Act, for such period of time as the superintendent 
shall deem necessary in order to enable the company to 
obtain a licence under this Act.)

(3) For an annual licence for foreign inspection, $10.
(4) For a licence for each foreign adjustment, $10.
(5) For modified licence for protecting policy holders 

of a company whose licence is suspended or cancelled, such 
sum as the Minister may direct.

(0) For filing any other document, $1 (Section 50).
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CHAPTER XII.

EXTRA-PROVINCIAL COMPANIES.

An extra-provincial company is defined by the Act as 
l>cing any duly incorporated company other than a company 
incorporated under the laws of the Province or the former 
Colonies of British Columbia and Vancouver Island (Sec
tion 2). The Act requires every such extra-provincial 
company, having gain for its purpose or object within the 
scope of the Act, to be either licensed or registered.

The provisions relating to extra-provincial companies arc 
set out in Sections 139 to 173, which form Part VI. of the 
Companies Act, R.S.B.C., 1911, Chapter 39.

History of Provincial Legislature Regarding 
Extra-Provincial Companies.

Prior to the 8th of May, 1897, an extra-provincial 
company could be registered as “a foreign company” under 
the Companies Act then in force. On that date the Com
panies Act, 1897, came into force containing provisions 
somewhat similar to those in the present Act. That Act 
required extra-provincial companies incorporated in the 
United Kingdom or in Canada to be licensed and every 
other extra-provincial company to be registered ; and the 
term “foreign company” was no longer used. In the 
following year an Amending Act was passed requiring com
panies which were registered as foreign companies to be 
licensed or registered under the 1897 A ;, and this is 
reproduced in Section 139 of the present Act. Section 123 
of the Act of 1897 prohibited unlicensed or unregistered 
companies from carrying on business in the Province and 
imposed a penalty for so doing of fifty dollars a day, but 
did not expressly render such a company incapable of main-
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tiiining im action in Provincial Courts. In tlio case of 
North-Western Construction Company r. Young (VI B.C.K. 
2!t7) it was held hy the full Court, however, that a contract 
which was prohihited hy Section 12.‘1 was not enforceahlc in 
Provincial Courts, overruling a previous decision to the 
contrary in De Laval Separator Company r. Walworth 
(VI ll.C.It. 74). The incapacity of an unlicensed or 
unregistered company to maintain an action arising out of 
business done in the Province was again decided judicially 
inWaterous Engine Works Company r. Okanagan Lumber 
Company (14 B.C.K. 2.48). The plaintiff in that case was 
a company incorporated under the Dominion Companies 
Act, Inti had not taken out a license to do business in 
British Columbia. Morrison, J., held that Section 123 was 
not in conflict with the Dominion Companies Act, and that 
the latter gives to a company the capacity or status to carry 
on business in the various provinces of the Dominion 
consistently with the laws thereof, and in British Columbia 
a prerequisite to do business is the securing of a licence.

When the Companies Acts were revised in 1010 and 
replaced hy the Companies Act, 1010 (now known as 
Companies Act, K.K.B.C., 1011, Chap. 30), some changes 
were made in the law regarding extra-provincial companies. 
Section 123 of the Act id’ 1807 was substantially reproduced 
in Section 130 and Section 107 of the present Act, hut 
a section was added (Section 108 of the present Act) 
expressly rendering an unlicensed or unregistered extra- 
provincial company incapable of maintaining an action in 
Provincial Courts where the cause of action arises out of 
business done in the Province ; thus making part of the Act 
the judicial decisions quoted above.

By Section 130 every extra-provincial company, having 
gain for its purpose and object within the scope of the Act, 
is required to he licensed or registered.
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A company not having gain for its purpose and object is 
not within the section, and can therefore transact its 
business in British Columbia without , . S with the 
formalities of Part VI. Heligious or philanthropic in
corporated bodies, for instance, do not require to be licensed 
or registered here.

So long as any extra-provincial company remains 
unlicensed or unregistered, it is not capable of maintaining 
any action, suit or other proceeding in any Court in the 
Province in respect of any contract made in whole or in part 
within the Province in the course of or in connection with 
its business contrary to the requirements of Part VI. of tho 
Act (Section 108).

Upon the granting or restoration of the licence, or the 
issuance or restoration of the certificate of registration, or 
the removal or suspension of either the licence or the 
certificate, any action, suit, or other proceeding may be 
maintained as if such licence or certificate had been granted 
or restored, or such suspension removed, before the institu
tion of any such action, suit, or other proceeding 
(Section 108).1

The validity of this section has been upheld by the 
Provincial Courts in the case of John Deere Plow Company 
v. Agncw. The plaintiff company sued the defendant on 
two notes, aggregating $0,000, given by the defendant for 
agricultural machinery and implements .vhich the plaintiff 
company were selling in the Province of British Columbia. 
The plaintiff company was not licensed to do business in the 
Province, and Murphy, J., held it could not maintain its 
action and collect the notes.

'This Section is not retroactive and a Company which entered into and 
executed a contract without having obtained the licence required by the 
Companies Act, 1897, cannot maintain an action on such contract by vir
tue of a licence obtained under the Act of 1897 before bringing action. Per 
Court of Apjx'al in Kominick v. B.C. Pressed Brick Co, III. WAV.It. 308.

5651
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This section docs not preclude an extra-provincial com
pany which is neither licensed nor registered from using 
Provincial Courts as an ordinary suitor, provided the cause 
of action does not arise out of any contract made in whole 
or in part in British Columbia. For example, it could sue 
on a judgment obtained in foreign court.1

An unlicensed and unregistered extra-provincial company 
is incapable of acquiring or holding lands, or any interest 
therein, in the Province, or registering any title thereto 
under the “Land Registry Act,” but upon the granting of a 
licence or certificate of registration, the disability is 
removed (Section 109).

Severe penalties are imposed for any infringement of the 
provisions of this part of the Act. Any extra-provinciol com
pany which carries on any part of its business in the Province 
without being licenced or registered, is liable to a penalty of 
fifty dollars per day (Section 167). The penalty in the 
case of an extra-provincial insurance company is two 
hundred and fifty dollars per day (Section 165). If any 
company, firm, broker, or other person acts as the agent or 
representative of an extra-provincial company which is not 
licensed or registered, a liability of twenty dollars per day 
is incurred (Section 170). If a promoter, organizer, office 
l>earer, manager, director, officer, collector, agent, broker, 
employee, or any other person undertakes or effects any 
contract of insurance for any extra-provincial insurance 
company, which has not taken out a licence or become 
registered, it is liable to a fine of fifty dollars per day and 
in default of payment, a term of imprisonment (Sec
tion 166). 4

Section 172 provides that the foregoing penalties can 
only be recovered by action at the suit of or brought with

‘Lilly v. Johnston Fisher Coy. 14, B.C.R., 174.
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the written consent of the Attorney-General, and must lie 
taken within six months after the liability for such penalty 
has been incurred.

Certain extra-provincial companies only arc entitled to a 
licence—others aro only allowed to register under the Act. 
The distinction will be referred to later.

Licensing of Extra-Provincial Companies

Any extra-provincial company duly incorporated under 
the laws of:—

(a) The United Kingdom ;
(b) The Dominion of Canada;
(c) The former Province of Canada ;
(d) Any of the Provinces of Canada ;
(e) Any insurance company to which this Act applies ; 

if duly authorised by its charter and regulations to carry out 
or effect any of the purposes or objects to which the 
legislative authority of the Legislature of British Columbia 
extends, may obtain a licence from the Registrar of Com
panies, authorising it to carry on business. The name of 
the company must be free from any of the objections re
ferred to on page 14, supra.

Before a licence can be issued the company has to file 
with the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies:—

1. A true copy of the charter and regulations of the
company verified in manner satisfactory to the 
Registrar ami showing that the company by its 
charter has authority to carry on business in the 
Province of British Columbia.

2. An affidavit that the company is still in existence
and legally authorised to transact business under 
its charter.
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•'I. In the paso of an insurance company a copy of its 
last Balance Sheet and the Auditor’s Keport 
thereon.

4. A duly executed Power of Attorney under its 
common seal empowering some person therein 
named and residing in the city or place where the 
Head Office of the company in the Province is 
situate to act as its attorney and to sue and lie 
sued, plead or lie impleaded, in any Court, and 
generally on liehalf of the company and within the 
Province to accept service of process and to 
receive all lawful notices, to issue and transfer 
shares or stock and to do all acts and 
execute all deeds relating to matters within the 
scope of the Power of Attorney and of the com
pany to give to its Attorney. The Registrar may, 
however, dispense with the inclusion of the words 
“to issue and transfer shares -r stock" in the 
Power of Attorney upon its being proved to his satis
faction that the company is not a public company, 
the shares whereof arc upon the market, or that, 
although the company is a public company and the 
shares and stocks thereof are upon the market, yet, 
either " g to the small quantity of the shares or 
stocks of the company held in the Province, and to 
the fact that the company does not propose to place 
any of the shares or stock upon the market in the 
Province, or to the fact that the consent of the 
holders of shares or stock within the Province has 
lieen obtained, the preponderance of convenience is 
in favour of exempting the company from empower
ing their Attorney as above mentioned. In such 
case, the " se must specifically state that the 
Attorney is not authorised to issue or transfer

1

4
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shares (Section 18 of Amendment Act, 1918). In 
the ease of an extra-provincial company not satisfy
ing the Registrar as aforesaid, such company shall 
provide and keep, in the form and manner provided 
by Section 33 of the Act, a register of all shares 
issued at such head office or chief place of 
business, and of all transfers made within the 
Province (Section 143). The company may 
from time to time by a new Power of Attorney 
duly executed and filed appoint another Attorney 
to supersede its former one. If the Power of 
Attorney becomes invalid or ineffectual, the Court 
or Judge may order substitutional service of 
process by publication in a newspaper (Sec
tion 156).

5. Notice of the place where the Head Office outside
the Province is situate and of the place within 
the Province where the Head Office is proposed to 
be situate.

6. The amount of the capital of the company and the
number of shares into which it is divided.

A marked cheque for the fees must bo sent to the 
Registrar with the foregoing documents. The scale of fees 
is set out in Table B of the First Schedule of the Companies 
Act. These fees are the same as those payable for incor
porating a new company, but in the case of an extra- 
provincial company having a nominal capital exceeding 
$450,000, which proves to the satisfaction of the Registrar 
that it is actually carrying on an established business beyond 
the Province, in which at least fifty per cent, of its 
subscribed capital is invested, a fee of two hundred and 
fifty dollars only is payable. Proof of the investment of 
at least fifty per cent, of the subscribed capital outside of 
the province is usually made by the Secretary, or other
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officer of the company, by affidavit or statutory declaration. 
Tin* bare statement will not be accepted by the Registrar. 
Details showing the nature and value of the investments 
outside of the Province must be given. The fee payable by 
an extra-provincial insurance company is two hundred and 
fifty dollars (Section 104, Suh-section 2). In addition to 
the licensing fees, the Gazelle charges for advertising the 
licence must be paid bv the company (Section 154). Upon 
the statutory requirements 1 icing complied with, the 
Registrar issues' a licence in the form prescribed by Sec
tion 154, and this licence is conclusive evidence of 
compliance with all the requirements of the Act.

Registration ok Extra-Provincial Companies.
Any extra-provincial company not entitled to a licence, 

as above mentioned, and if duly authorised by its charter 
and regulations to carry out and effect any of the purposes 
or objects to which the legislative authority of the Legisla
ture extends, may register under the Act. To illustrate 
what companies may take out a licence or certificate of 
registration respectively, companies incorporated in On
tario, or in England or Scotland, or an insurance company 
(not doing fire business only) formed anywhere are entitled 
to the former, while a company incorporated in New 
Zealand, or California, or France is only entitled to the 
latter. A Chinese or Japanese company may not be 
registered under the Act (Section 148). A company 
seeking registration must do so by Petition under its 
corporate seal and must file with such petition the same 
documents as are required in the case of a company seeking 
a licence (see page 2.'! 1 ). If the Attorney is not authorised 
to issue and transfer shares and stock, the certificate of 
registration must " state this fact (Section 13 of
the Amendment Aet, 1013).

See page 238 regarding Extra-provincial Trust Companies.
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The same fees are payable by an extra-provincial com
pany as arc payable in the case of a company seeking a 
licence (see page 233, supra). Upon compliance with the 
requirements of the Act, the Registrar issues1 a certificate of 
registration in the form prescribed by Section 160.

Every extra-provincial company (except an insurance 
company) which increases its capital after it has taken out 
a licence or certificate of registration, must register such 
increase and pay additional fees thereon (Table B (3), 
First Schedule to Act).

Any extra-provincial company licensed or registered 
under the present, or some former Act, may sue or be sued in 
its corporate name, and if authorised so to do by its charter 
and regulations, may acquire and hold lands as fully and 
freely as private individuals, and may sell, lease, mortgage 
or otherwise alienate the same.

As regards the duties which licenced or registered extra- 
provincial companies must observe, it is somewhat difficult to 
enumerate these precisely. Section 150 requires every 
extra-provincial company, whether licensed or registered, 
to comply with the requirements contained in Sec
tions 102 to 110 regarding the registration in the office 
of the Registrar of Companies of mortgages or charges 
created by the company (see page 204, supra) Sec
tion 150).

With the exception of this duty, which is imposed on 
both registered and licenced companies alike, the Act draws 
a distinction between registered and licensed companies.

A registered extra-provincial company must observe, 
carry out and perform, save as is otherwise provided in the 
Act, every act, matter, obligation and duty imposed upon 
companies incorporated under the Act, or upon the 
directors, officers and members thereof (Section 142).

1 Sec page 2AS regarding Extra Provincial Trust Companies.
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The Act socially excuses such companies from observing 
the provisions of" Section 72 (Annual General Meeting), 
Section 7.1 (First. Statutory Meeting), Section 90 (Com
mencement of Ilnsinos.), and section 97 (Return of 
Accounts), unless as regards this last section the company is 
not relieved from the provisions of Section 141.

Willi these exceptions a registered extra-provincial com
pany must observe all the duties imposed on local companies. 
Such a company must, therefore, pay special attention to the 
following requirements in tin1 C nipanies Act:—

Section 14 (6)—Making annual returns to Registrar of 
shareholders, etc.

Section 51—Notice of increase of capital.
Section 70—Keep a registered office in the Province.
Section 71 — Publish name ami piles1 where business 

carried on, etc.
Section SI—Keep a register of Directors and make re

turn- thereof to the Registrar.
I 'util the Companies Act Amendment Act id 1911 

was passed, a V enceil extra-provincial company would 
appear to have imh-ii exempted from any special duties. 
Section 11 of at Act, however, provided that such a com
pany must with the Registrar any amendment to its 
charter or regulations, and also comply with the following 
provisions of the Companies Act:—

Section 51—Notice of increase of capital.
Section 79—Keep a registered office in the Province.
Section 71—Publish name and place where business 

carried on, idc.
Section 78—Register copies of special and extraordin

ary resolutions.
Section 81—Keep a register of Directors and make re

turns thereof to Registrar.
Section 89—File prospectus.
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Section !)0—Pros])octus to contain certain information.
Section 103 provides that any act, matter or thing 

affecting the corporate rights and property of a registered 
extra-provincial company, although valid by the laws of the 
country or state under which said company is incorporated, 
or permissible under its original corporate powers, shall 
only have force anil effect and 1k> enforceable in this 
Province if such act, matter, disposition or thing he valid 
and permissible by the laws of the Province.

If an extra-provincial company commences any suit or 
proceeding in a Court in this Province, it must furnish 
security for costs if demanded (Section 147).

In the event of an extra-provincial company having its 
objects restricted in the manner prescribed in Section 131 
regarding mining companies, then the licence or certificate 
of registration to such extra-provincial company may contain 
the provision that the company is specially limited, as pro
vided in Section 131, in which event, all the sections in 
Part V. of the Act will apply to such extra-provincial 
company.1

An extra-provincial company incorporated under the 
laws of the United Kingdom, or of the Dominion, or of the 
late Province of Canada, or of any of the Provinces of 
Canada, and registered prior to the 8th day of May, 1897, 
as a foreign company in this Province, is entitled under 
Section 144 on surrendering its certificate of registration to 
obtain a licence under the present Companies Act (Sec
tion 144).

A license or certificate of registration granted to 
any company may Ik- suspended or revoked, ami 
made null and void, by the Lieutenant-Governor in 
Council, if it refuses or fails to keep a duly ap-'

'Officials of such Companies should pay s|tceinl attention In Sections 
132 and 133

!
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pointed attorney in the Province, or to comply with any 
of the provisions of Part VI. of the Act, or for other good 
cause, and notwithstanding such suspension or revocation, 
the rights of creditors of the company shall remain as at the 
time of such suspension or revocation (Section 149).

By Sections 16 and IS of the Companies Act Amendment 
Act, 191.1, the Registrar may refuse to license or to issue a 
Certificate of Registration to any extra-provincial Company 
which is authorised hy its Charter to exercise all or any of 
the powers of a trust company as defined hy the ‘‘Trust Com
panies Regulation Act.” In case of any such refusal the 
applicant may apply to the Lieutenant-Governor in Council 
who may approve and direct the issue of a licence or Certi
ficate of Registration us the ease may he.

If an extra-provincial company is unlicensed or un
registered, but has nevertheless done, entered into or made 
any act, matter, contract or disposition giving to any person 
or company a right of action in any Court in this Province, 
it may nevertheless he sued in the Provincial Courts. 
Part VII. of the Act (Sections 174 to 178) contains pro
visions whereby service of process in any such suit can be 
effected.
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PART II.

MANAGEMENT AND CONDUCT OF 
THE BUSINESS OF THE COMPANY

CHAPTER XIII.

MANAGEMENT OF THE COMPANY.

Directors.

I’he control of companies in this country is almost univer
sally placed in the hands of “Directors,” which indicates that 
their duties are rather to direct than to manage the business 
of the company, the latter function being performed by the 
managers or managing directors.

The Act does not define the status of directors, nor is it 
easy to lay down their precise position. In some sense they 
may lie called managing partners, or agents or trustees for 
the company, and yet they are not, in the full sense, any 
one of those three things.1 “It is a fallacy to say that the 
relation is that of simple principal and agent. The person 
who is managing is managing for himself as well as others. 
. . . . I do not think it true to say that the directors
are agents. I think it is more nearly true to say that they 
are in the position of managing partners, appointed to fill 
that post by a mutual arrangement between all the share
holders.”2 When they hold shares (as in most cases they are 
obliged to do) they arc, in a sense, partners; but they have

•See Faure Electric Accumulator Co., [1880] 40 Ch. D. 141.
•Per Cozens-Hardy, L. J., Automatic Self-Cleansing Co. v. Cunninc- 

ham, [1906] 2 Ch. 34.
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not all the powers and liabilities which the managing 
partners of a firm have, for their powers are strictly limited 
by any restrictions contained in the Articles of Association, 
of which all persons dealing with the company are deemed 
to have notice, and their liabilities, except in the case of 
misconduct, arc restricted to the amount unpaid upon their 
shares. Moreover, one director has not power to bind the 
other directors or the company, unless specially authorised to 
do so.

Again, they have some of the attributes of trustees, at 
least as regards any assets which come into their "s,1 and, 
unless expressly empowered by the Articles, they cannot 
enter into contracts with the company, or make any profit 
out of the company beyond the remuneration to which they 
are in pursuance of the regulations and the divi
dends which they receive upon their shares;2 ami if they 
misapply the company's property, even by paying it in 
dividends to the shareholders, they are liable to make the 
amount good to the company. But directors are not trustees. 
"To my mind,” says James, L. .1., “the distinction between 
a director anil a trustee is an essential distinction founded 
on the very nature of things. A trustee is a man who is the 
owner of the property and deals with it as a principal, as 
owner, and as master, subject only to an equitable obligation 
tv account to some person to whom he stands in the relation 
of trustee, and who are his rrsluix ijiic tnixt. . . The
office of director is that of a paid servant of the company. 
The director never enters into a contract for himself, but he 
enters into contracts for his principal, that is for the company 
of whom he is a director and for whom he is acting. Jle 
cannot sue on such contracts nor lie sued on them unless he

'Aberdeen Railway Co. e. Blaikie, [1870] MacQ. 401; Imperial Mer
cantile Credit Association e. Coleman, U873! L. R. 0 11. L. 189.

'Forest of Dean Coal Co.. [1879] 10 Ch. D. 450; Lands Allotment Co., 
1894] 1 Ch. 631 638.

02
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exceeds his authority.”1 The property of the company is 
not vested in him, and the company can alone deal with it 
or take proceedings for its protection.

Directors are agents of the company, and when they 
contract they do so on lielialf of the company, without taking 
any liability upon themselves beyond what may result from 
their being shareholders, unless they act outside their powers. 
As in the case of agents, they have only power to act within 
the scope of their authority, which is prescribed by the 
Memorandum and Articles; and if they exceed their powers, 
their principal (the company) can ratify their conduct to 
any extent within its own powers. But their powers are 
fuller than those usually accorded to agents, and, from the 
nature of the case, they are subject to but little control by 
their principal, for the ' s have not much oppor
tunity of knowing what the directors are doing, and any 
action they may wish to take must be slow and greatly 
encumbered by dealing with large numbers of persons. 
.Moreover, to remove a director, or to control the manage
ment in the hands of the existing hoard by giving it orders 
how to act, a special resolution is generally required,2 unless 
the Articles contain a clause giving the company power thus 
to control the acts of the directors otherwise than by special 
resolution.

The company is bound by contracts made by directors 
acting within the scope of their authority, even if they are 
influenced bv some improper motive or intention to derive a 
profit for themselves,3 but the company is not res 
for wrongs done to third parties by their agents if the act,

'Smith v. Anderson, [1880] 15 Ch. D. at page 275.
’Automatic; Self-Cleansing Co. v. Cunningham, [1906] 2 Ch. 34; Sal

mon v. Quin & Axtens, [1909] App. Ca. 442.
3Hambro v. Burnand, [1904] 2 K. B. 10; Bryant t’. Quebec Bank, 

[1393] App. Ca. 170.

^26485
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although within the general scope of their authority, is done 
for the private ends of the agent (see page 277).

To sum up, the directors, subject to the limitations of 
their authority contained in the company's regulations, are 
llie managing agents of the company, with rights of their 
own similar to those of managing partners, having a duty to 
the company to carry on its ordinary business, anil as such 
they may do whatever is within the scope of such business 
(excepting those things which the Act or the Articles declare 
must lie done bv tbe company in general meeting).1

This general power may be restricted by the Mem
orandum or Articles of Association. If the directors purport 
to do that which is outside their own powers, but within the 
powers of the company, the shareholders can ratify and 
make valid such action ; but if the action is outside the 
powers of the company, no acquiescence or ratification by the 
shareholders will make the net valid.2 The ratification 
by the company may bo by ordinary resolution 
or by acquiescence,3 but if it is desired to give 
the directors power in future to do acts which under 
the Articles are outside their powers, a special resolution 
is necessary, for this is equivalent to an alteration 
of the Articles.4 Persons dealing with a company arc 
deemed to have notice of such limitations of the powers of 
the directors or of the company as are contained in the 
registered Memorandum and Articles, and accordingly they 
cannot rely upon their ignorance of these limitations as a 
ground for enforcing their contracts.5

'it is within the powers of directors to compromise an action in the 
interests of the company, although the action may be ill-founded (Yates 
iK Cyclists’ Touring Club, flOOS] 24 Times L. It. 581). See also Hovey v. 
Whiting, 14 S. C. It. 515; Merchants Ihink v. Hancock, 6 O. R. 285; 
Donley v. Holmwood, 30 C. P. 240, 4 A. it. 555.

2Hamilton Rly. Co. v. (lore Bank, 20 (lr. 190.
3Conant v. Mail, 17 Gr. 574; Bridgewater Cheese Co. t\ Murphy, 23 

A. R. 60.
4Grant v United Kingdom Switchback Railway, [1889] 40 Ch. D. at 

pages 138 and 139; Irvine v. Union Hank of Australia, [1877] 2 App. Ca. 
366.

‘See Ashbury Railway Carriage Co. v. Riche. [1875] L. It. 7 II. L. 653; 
Wenlcck v. River Dee Co., [1885] 10 App. Ca. 354;" Iivine v. Union Bank 
of Australia, [1877] 2 App. Ca. 366; Attorney-General v. Great, Eastern 
Railway Co., [1880] 5 App. Ca. 473. Thomas v. Walker, 16 O. W. R. 751.
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Directors are not necessarily individual persons, and if 
the Articles allow, another company may be appointed solo 
director.1

Directors arc “fiduciary donees of their powers,” and as 
such “are bound to exercise them so as not to give themselves 
an advantage over other shareholders.”2 They must not 
make a secret profit out of their office,s and, unless the 
Articles specifically authorise it, cannot make contracts with 
the company without the sanction of the company in general 
meeting.4 A director is precluded from dealing on behalf of 
the company with himself, and from entering into engage
ments in which he has a personal interest conflicting, or 
which possibly may conflict, with the interests of those 
whom he is hound by fiduciary duty to protect, and this rule 
is as applicable to the case of one of several directors as to a 
managing or sole director.”5 Modem Articles usually do 
authorise directors to make such contracts on disclosing 
their interest to their fellow directors, and such a clause 
is valid ; but the disclosure must he full and fair,0 and must 
be to directors who arc independent, and not to other 
directors who arc equally interested in the contract7 in 
question. Directors are usually forbidden to vote as direct
ors on contracts in which they are interested ; and when so 
forbidden they must not be reckoned in estimating whether

'Bulawayo Market and Offices Co., [1907] 2 Ch. 458.
2Per Rigby, L. J. in Alexander v. Automatic Telephone Co., [1900] 

2 Ch. at page 72.
3See pages 267 and 270, infra.
•Stickncy v. Bucknell, 6 O. W. R. 751. Ellis v. Norwich Broom Co. 

8 O. W. R 25. Kuntz v. Silver Spring Co., 15 O. W. R. 826.
‘North-West Transportation Co. v. Beatty, [1881] 12 App. Ca. 589 

This is a principle of law, and does not depend on any prohibition being 
found in the Articles. See also Iron Clay Manuf. Co., 19 O. R. at 123. 
Bank of Toronto v. Cobourg Ry., 10 () R. 376.

•Costa Rica Railway Co. v. Forwood, [ 1900] 1 Ch. 756, [1901] 1 Ch. 
746; Imperial Mercantile Credit Association v. Coleman, [1871] L. R. 
6 Ch. 558. [1873] 6 H. L. 189; James v. Eve, [1873] L. R. 6 H. L. 328; 
Great Luxembourg Railway Co. v. Magnay. [1858] 25 Bcav. 586. Strat 
ford Fuel Co. v. Mooney, [1910] 21 O. L. R. 426.

’Lagunas Nitrate Co. v. Lagunas Syndicate, [1899] 2 Ch. 392; Gluck- 
stein v. Barnes, [1900] App. Ca. 240; Erlanger v. New Sombrero Phos
phate Co. [1879] 3 App. Ca. 1218.
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» (pram of directors is present.1 * * Such a prohibition, how
ever, will not prevent them from voting as shareholders at 
general meetings of the company* upon contracts in which 
they are interested. Cpon the ap|Hiintment of a liquidator 
for a company being wound tip tin1 fiduciary relation of 
directors to the company or its shareholders is at an end and 
a sale to them by the liquidator is valid (Chatham National 
Bank r. MeKeen. 24 S.C.R. 1148).

A bargain by a director with the manager that if the 
latter shall receive a bonus from the company the director is 
to participate in it is illegal and cannot lie enforced.*

'1 lie directors are not entitled to travelling expenses 
unless the payment is expressly authorised by the Articles 
or by the company in general meeting,4 even though they be 
entitled to be indemnified against all expenses.*

Appointment of Directors.
The Articles usually provide how the directors are to he 

appointed (see Table A, Clause ON), and in practice the first 
directors are usually either named in the Articles of As
sociation or directed to be appointed by the subscribers to 
the Memorandum of Association ; while the provisions for 
the appointment of future directors usually declare that 
casual vacancies" may be filled up by the board of directors, 
and that a certain proportion of the directors (usually one- 
third) shall retire at each ordinary general meeting and 
their places lie tilled either by their re-eleetion or by the 
appointment of other directors by the company at such 
general meeting, and, in addition, the company seems to have

1Y dill v. Clreymouth-Point Elizabeth llailway. |1904] 1 Ch. .42, Wade 
r. Kcnriek 47 S. C. U. 88. Nutter Brewing Co., 1 I). W. It. 400.

’North-West Transportation Co. r. Beatty, [1881| 12 Ann. Ca. 589; 
Borland v. Earle, [1902] A. C. at page 94.

•Laughland v. Millar, Laughland A Co., [1904] Court of Seas., 6 F. 414.
’Young r. Naval and Military Co-operative Society, [1905] 1 K. B. 1187.
Wlnrrnor, Limited, r. Alexander, [1908[ 8. C. 78 (Court of Seas.).
•“Casual vacancies” are, in the absence of any (nullifying words, all 

vacancies which occur by death, resignation, disqualification, the failure 
of elected directors to accept office, or for any other reason than retire
ment by rotation, and the power to fill up such vacancies continues, al
though a general meeting has been held, if the vacancy has not been filled 
(Munster e. Cammell Co., [1882| 21 Ch. D. 188). See also, as to what 
arc casual vacancies, Compagnie de Mayville v. Whitley, [1808] 1 Ch. at 
pages 800 and 810 and see also Novereen Mitt Co., [lOO.i] 12 0. L. R. 648.
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an inherent power to fill vacancies.1 (Sec Table A. 
Clauses 08, GO, and 78 to 85.) Sometimes the Articles pro
vide that all the directors shall retire annually. When the 
shareholders have the right to appoint, the directors cannot 
by an agreement with a stranger (e.g. another company) give 
him a power to nominate a director,2 3 and equally, if the 
appointment of directors requires the confirmation of the 
company at the next general meeting, the directors cannot 
hv appointing a managing director for a fixed period dis
pense with this confirmation nor give him a right to damages 
for breach of contract.8 If the company can only appoint 
persons recommended by the hoard, this recommendation 
must l)o given by a properly constituted board meeting; it 
is not enough if a majority of the hoard are present and 
assent to the appointment.4 * So if holding a qualification is 
a condition precedent to appointment, an appointment of an 
unqualified person is wholly void.6

Eve, J., has held that where a notice stated that certain 
resolutions would lie passed “with such amendments as 
should la- determined upon,” including a resolution to ap
point three named persons, it was competent for the company 
to add three other persons by way of amendment.”

The Act (Section 80) contains certain provisions re
lating to the necessary preliminaries to the appointment of 
a director in the ease of public companies, which are as 
follows :—

No person is capable of being appointed a director by 
llu- Articles, nor may he be named in a prospectus as a

'Munster v. Cammell Co., [1882] 21 Ch. I). 188; Isle of Wight Railway 
v. Tahourdin, [18831 25 Ch. D. pages 333, 335. Rut note that these cases 
contain only dicta, and Cotton, L. J., limits the power to the ease where 
thorn are no directors to act in filling the vacancies. Fry, L. J., extends 
it to cases where the directors fail to act.

2James t>. Eve, (1873) L. R. fi H. L. 335.
3Bluett v. Stuethbury’s, Limited, (1908] 24 T. L. R. 469.
♦Barber’s Case, 11877) 5 Ch. D. 963.
Menner’s Case, [1878J 7 Ch. D. 132.
•Betts & Co. r. Macnaghten, [1910) 1 Ch. 430.
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director, unless, before the registration of the Articles or the 
publication of the prospectus or tiling of the statement, as 
the ease may be, he has signed1 and filed with the Registrar 
a Consent in writing to act, and either signed the 
Memorandum of Association for sufficient shares to form his 
tpinlification ( if any), or signed and filed with the Registrar 
“a Contract in writing to take from the company anil pay for 
his qualification shares (if any).”

Vpon the application for registration of the Mem
orandum and Articles of Association the applicant must 
deliver to the Registrar a list of the persons who have 
consented to be directors of the company1 (Section 80, Sub
section 2).

But neither of the above provisions applies—(1) to a 
private company ; or (2) to a prospectus issued by or on 
liehalf of a company after the expiration of one year from 
the date at which the company is entitled to commence 
business (Section 80, Sub-section 0).

The Act does not prevent a director from paying for his 
qualification shares out of the purchase money coming to 
him from the sale of a property to the company ; and it 
seems that a director or any other person may now pay for 
his shares in money or money's worth,11 and not necessarily 
in cash. It is not payment, however, if fully paid shares 
which should lie allotted to someone else are issued to the 
subscriber of the Memorandum or contracting party as 
nominee of that other person,4 nor will a merely colourable

'This may be done either by himself or by an agent “authorised in 
writing.”

There is a penalty of two hundred and fifty dollars if the list contains 
the name of any person who has not in fact so consented.

’Dent's Case, [187:i 8 Ch. 7U8, 770; Baglan Hall Colliery Co., [18701 
5 Ch. 346, 354.

•Forbes and Judd’s Case, (1870| 5 Ch. 270; Fraser’s Case, [18731 28 
!.. T. 158, 42 L. J. Ch. 858; Migotti’s Case, [1807} 4 Eq. 238.
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payment and repayment by the shareholder to the company 
and the promoter lie sufficient.1

The number of directors may be varied indefinitely 
unless provided for by the Articles, and either a single 
director or a company2 may lie appointed if the Articles 
allow. In practice the number of directors is usually 
settled .by the Articles naming a maximum and a minimum 
number, which must not he passed.

If the appointment of the first directors lies with the 
signatories of the Memorandum of Association, a majority 
of the subscribers must act in making the appointment of 
directors,3 but the appointment may he made by writing 
without a meeting.4

If there are no directors, any five members of the com
pany can, under Section 7.r>, convene a general meeting to 
elect directors.6

The company must keep a register of the names, ad
dresses, and occupations of its directors or managers, and 
must with its Annual Summary file with the Registrar a 
list of the persons who arc its directors at the date of the 
Summary (Section 34). It must also notify the Registrar 
of any' change of its directors or managers.

Directors’ Qualification Shares.
The Companies Act does not require a director to be a 

shareholder, hut the Articles almost always require it. 
Table A, however, fixes only one share as the qualification. 
A director (unless named in the Articles of Association or 
in the Prospectus) need not acquire his qualification shares 
from the company: lie may purchase them or receive them

■Leeke’s Case, (18701 11 Eq. 100, 6 Ch. 469.
•Bulawayo Market and Omens Co., [1907] 2 Ch. 458.
3As to this see John Morley Building Co. v. Barras, [1891] 2 Ch. 386, 

and London and Southern Counties Land Co., [1886] 31 Ch. D. 223.
•Great Northern Salt Co., 11890] 44 Ch. D. 472.
•Brick and Stone Co., [1878] W. N. 140.
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from another person.1 But it is a breach of duty for him 
to accept them as a gift from the promoter of the company, 
or from any person having contracts with the company,2 
and if he do so he will l>e liable to account to the company 
for the value of the shares.

The provisions of the Act in relation to the obligation of 
directors to agree to take their qualification shares before 
the issue of the Prospectus have Ireen dealt with 
in preceding pages (see page 24f> et ser/). Section 81 
further requires the directors of all companies whose 
regulations prescribe a share qualification to acquire 
their qualification within two months after appoint
ment, or such shorter time as may be fixed by the 
regulations, and declares that the office of any director 
not acquiring his qualification within such time, or ceasing 
to hold it after such time, shall be vacated, and that the 
disqualified person shall not be capable of re-appointment as 
director until he has obtained his qualification. But if after 
a director has acquired his qualification the amount required 
to qualify is increased, and he fails to acquire the ad
ditional amount, he does not thereby vacate office.3 If an 
unqualified person acts as a director after the expiration of 
the period in question, lie is, by Sub-section .'!, made liable 
“to a fine not exceeding twenty-five dollars for every day 
lietween the expiration" of the period within which he had 
to acquire his qualification “and the last day on which it is 
proved that he acted as a director."

If the Articles provide that no person shall be “eligible”
as a director, or “ ........to become" a director, unless he
hold so many shares, the holding of the necessary shares is a

’Curling’s Case, [1876] 1 ( ’h D. 115; Brown’s Case, [1874] 9 Ch. 102.
’Kill'll v. ltidsdale’s Railway Lamp Co., 11889] 23 Q. B. D. 368; Hay’s 

Case, 11875] 10 Ch. 593; Weston’s Case, |1879| 10 Ch. D. 579.
’Molineaux r. London, Birmingham and Manchester Co., [1902] 2 K 

B. 589.

6791
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condition precedent to election, and the appoointment of a 
|>erson not already holding such shares will he invalid,1 and the 
company cannot ratify the appointment without first altering 
tlie Articles.2 But the more usual form is “A director's 
qualification shall he” so many shares. These words do not 
render the holding a condition precedent to an intment, 
for in many cases where they are used the question of 
whether the director had subsequently become liable is
debated,3 while if they made a .......... a condition
precedent there would lie no appointment. The Articles 
frequently add, “A director may act before acquiring his 
qualification, but shall acquire the same within” a limited 
time, generally one or two months. The statutory limit of 
two months is, however, the utmost that can be allowed.

The duties and liabilities of directors in regard to 
acquiring their qualification shares vary according to the 
provisions of the Articles of Association. If the form used 
is that in Table A, a contract will be imported on the part of 
every person accepting the office of director to acquire the 
number of shares required for his qualification within the 
time specified, or if no time is specified within a reasonable 
time, this contract being constituted by the fact of his 
taking office upon the terms of Articles requiring the 
holding of a qualification.4 But only the bargain as ap
pearing in the Articles is binding on the director, and if 
they do not prescribe that he shall take his qualification 
shares from the company he may purchase or obtain them 
from any person possessed of shares.5

‘Barton's Case, (1877) 5 Ch. D. 963; Jenner's Case, [1878] 7 Ch. D. 132. 
‘Boschoek Co. r. Fuke, [1906] 1 Ch. 148.
3Re Issue Co., Hutchinson's Case, [1895] 1 Ch. 234; Brown's Case, 

[1874] 9 Ch. 102.
*Ex parte Isaacs, [1892 ] 2 Ch. 158; re Hercynia Conner Co., [18941 2 

Ch. 403.
‘Brown's Case, [1874] 9 Ch 102; Miller’s Case, [1876] 3 Ch. D. 661
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If the Articles do not authorise a director to act before 
acquiring his qualification, it is his duty to qualify (a) be
fore he acts as a director,1 and (u) within a reasonable 
time after his appointment, even though he has not acted 
meantime,2 and he must in any event acquire his qualifica
tion within two months after his appointment (Section 81).

If the Articles authorise a director to act before 
acquiring his qualification, he may purchase or take the 
necessary shares at any time during the period named in tho 
Articles (not being more than the two months allowed by 
Section 81), but is under an obligation to qualify within 
that time, and if he does not do so his office is vacated, and 
if he continues to act ho is liable to penalties.

A director will be liable if the Articles contain a clause, 
now not uncommon, declaring that if a director has not 
otherwise acquired his qualification within a specified period 
he shall be deemed to have applied for and been allotted the 
necessary shares. If these or similar words are found in the 
Articles, the director becomes liable immediately on the 
expiration of the period named, whether or not the company 
makes any allotment or puts his name on the Register, and 
the liquidator may, after a winding up has commenced, 
place his name on the list of contributories,3 and this is so 
if he has accepted office, even though he has not acted as a 
director.4 * He, however, escapes if he resigns within the 
period allowed for acquiring his qualification.6

Shares held jointly with another person are a sufficient 
qualification, unless the Articles provide for a sole holding.0

lRe Issue Co., Hutchinson's Case, |1895] 1 Ch. 234; Molineaux v. 
London, Birmingham and Manchester Co., 11902] 2 K. B. 589, where 
signing a prospectus issued to tin- public was held to be acting as a director.

‘Brown’s Case. 11874] 9 Ch. 102; Miller’s Case, 11870] 3 Ch. D. 061.
‘Isaac's Case, [1892] 2 Ch. 158; Salton v. New Beeston Cycle Co.. 

11899] 1 Ch. 7,5.
'Hercynia Copper Co., [1894] 2 Ch. 403; Carling's Case, [1876] 1 

Ch. D. 115.
‘Salisbury Jones’s Case, [1894] 3 Ch. 356.
•Dunster’s Case. lie Glory Paper Mills, [1894] 3 Ch. 478.
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Shares held by executors will he a good qualification where 
the Articles do not contain the words “in his own right.”1

Although it is highly improper for a director secretly to 
accept a gift of shares from a promoter, they will suffice to 
form his qualification;1 hut shares acquired from third 
parties after the director has become liable to take them 
from the company, and has been placed upon the Register 
of Members, will not relieve him from liability to pay to 
the company for the shares so allotted as his qualification.” 
When a director has accepted his qualification shares he 
cannot, if ho determines to have nothing more to do with 
the company, surrender them, and will not he relieved from 
liability, even though shares having the same numbers arc 
allotted to others, provided the company has sufficient shares 
unissued to provide the number accepted liy the director.4

A director acting without acquiring his qualifying 
shares is entitled to the remuneration prescribed by the 
Articles.8

When the Articles require a director to hold a certain 
number of shares “in his own right,” it appears that this 
only means that he must not hold them in a representative 
capacity—e.g. as an executor of a deceased shareholder—ami 
does not prevent shares registered in his name as a trustee 
or mortgagee from being a sufficient qualification.” This 
view, though doubted by a high authority,7 is now followed.11 

The test is, that the holder “must be a person who holds in 
such a way that the company can safely deal with him in

‘Grundy v. Briggs, [1910] 1 Ch. 444.
“See note 4 on previous page.
‘Ilfracombe Railway Co. v. Nash, 22 I,. T. 209; I.onl Inchiquin's 

Case, [1S91] 3 Ch. 28; Salton t\ New Becston Cycle Co., [1899] 1 Ch. 775.
‘Lord VVallscourt’s Case, [1899| 7 Mans. 235.
‘International Cable Co, [1892] W. N. 34; Salton v. New Beeston 

Cycle Co., [1899] 1 Ch. 775.
Tulbrook v. Richmond Consolidated Mining Co., [1878] 9 Ch. D. till).
‘Bainbridge v. Smith, per Cotton, L. J., [1889] 41 Ch. D. 408.
“Cooper v. Griffin. [1892] 1 Q. B. 740; Howard v. Sadler, [1893] 1 Q. B. 1.
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respect of liis shares, whatever his interest may be in the 
shares."1 Thus, when the company has actually entered in 
its Register the fact that lie is liquidator or executor,2 the 
shares will not form a qualification.

The Articles usually provide that the acts of an un
qualified director are valid until the defect is discovered ; 
and Sections 7V and 82 make valid acts of </c facto directors, 
as, for instance, the summoning of a meeting of the 
company,2 notwithstanding any defect which may sub
sequently lie discovered; hut the penalty (not exceeding 
twenty-five dollars a day) imposed hv Section 81, Sub
section 3, cannot be evaded.

Hemuneration of Directors.
Directors are not entitled as of right to any remunera

tion whether upon a <jiiantinn meruit or otherwise,* but the 
Articles usually declare that they shall receive remunera
tion and fix the amount, in which case when earned it 
becomes a debt for which the directors can sue.4 If the 
Articles are silent, the company in general meeting may vote 
the remuneration, but in such case the remuneration is a 
gratuity and not a matter of right.3 So in a going company 
a general meeting may vote a gratuity beyond the amount 
prescribed by the Articles,5 but upon liquidation this can
not be done."

If a director’s fees are so much a year, or if a lump sum 
is payable to the whole of the directors, a director is only

‘Sutton v. English and Colonial Produce Co., [1902] 2 Ch. 502. But 
the fact that the shares will vest in the trustee is no ground for refusing 
to pass the transfer (same case).

2Bosehoek Co. v. Fuke, 1 Ch. 148.
*Geo. Newman and Co., [1895] 1 Ch. 074; Dunstan r. Imperial Gas 

Co.. [1832] 3 B. A: Ad. 125: ex parte Cannon, [1885] 1 Ch. D. 626. Earle 
v. Borland, 27 A. It. 540, [1902] A. C. 101. Gardner v. Canadian Publg. 
Co., 31 O. R. 488.

4Nell v. Atlanta Co., [1894] 11 T. L. R. 407; ex parle Beckwith, [1898] 
1 Ch. 324; Dover Coalfield, [1908] 1 Ch. 65.

'Re Lundy Granite Co., [1872] 26 L. T. 673.
•Hutton v. West Cork Railway Co., [1883] 23 Ch. D. 654; Stroud v. 

Royal Aquarium, (1903] 89 1,. T. 343

3



to be* paid if lie serves for a complete year; but it 
is otherwise if the fees are at the rale of so much a year.1 

If remuneration is payable “at such time as the directors 
may determine,” one of the directors cannot sue for fees 
until the board have fixed a time for payment.2

The remuneration may le either a sum to le divided 
among the directors, or so much for each director, or it may 
be by way of a commission upon the profits of the company. 
Except in the last-named case, or unless it is expressly stated 
that the fees are only to come out of profits, fees prescriled 
by the Articles are payable whether the company is earning 
profits or not, being in fact the salary for management, for 
which the directors can sue tin* company.3 The most com
mon form is for an amount to Ik* named by the Articles, 
which the directors may divide among themselves as they 
shall determine. Till the directors have determined the 
proportions, no director can sue for his fees,4 * and the con
tinuing directors may determine that a retiring director 
shall receive no part of the remuneration.6 Sometimes, 
however, a fixed fee is paid for each meeting attended, or 
the remuneration is proportioned to the number of attend
ances. A resolution of the directors to forego fees already 
earned is not binding unless some alteration of the position

•Inman v. Ackroyd, [19011 1 K. 13. 613; Salt on ». Now Beeston Cycle 
Co., [1899] 1 Ch. 775; Central de Kaap Gold Mines, [1899] W. N. 216, 
235, 69 L. J. Ch. 18, 7 Mans. 82; Gilman v. Guleher Electric Light and 
Power Co., [1886] 3 T. L. R. 133; Wood’s Ships Woodite Co, [1890] 62 
L. T. 760. In Swabev v. Port Darwin Co., 1 Meg. 385, which is inaccurately 
reported (see [1901 j 1 K. 13. 613), the Court of Appeal allowed a pro
portionate remuneration on the ground that the directors had power to 
resign, and might be removed. It is not easy to distinguish this case 
from Inman ». Ackroyd.

2Caridad Copper Mining Co. ». Swallow, [1902] 2 K. B. 44
*Rc Lundy Granite Co., [1872J 26 L. T. 673; Nell ». Atlanta Co.,

[1894] 11 T. L. R. 407.
♦Morrell ». Oxford Portland Cement Co., [1910] 26 T. L. R. 682.
Klilman ». Guleher Electric Light and Power Co., [1886] 3 T. L. R. 113.

09
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is thereby brought about.1 But lief ore the fees have become 
due it is open to the directors, by a resolution postponing 
or renouncing their remuneration, to make a new contract 
with t ho company.2

If a director’s appointment is not validly made lie can
not recover remuneration, either under the Articles or under 
a quantum meruit, although he may have served for a long 
period,1 and if it lie discovered that fix's have been paid for 
a period after the director had vacated office under the terms 
of the Articles, the company, in a case where the facts 
negative the probability of an intention to grant remunera
tion, can recover the amount paid by mistake.4

The remuneration covers travelling expenses, and unless 
specially authorised by the Articles or by resolution of a 
general meeting such expenses must not be paid in addition.6

When the remuneration is by a percentage of profits, it 
does not include a share of the profit made on the sale of 
the whole business of the company.”

Directors who are .appointed receivers or managers in a 
debenture holder’s action may recover remuneration in both 
capacities.1

It was held by Pearson, J., that when a company is in 
liquidation the directors’ claim for fees must bo postponed 
to the claims of outside creditors, on the ground that the 
former is made by the directors in the capacity of members;”

'Central ile Kaap Gold Mines, [1890] \Y. N. 216, 235, 69 L .1. Ch. 18, 
7 Mans. 82; Lambert v. Northern Railway of Buenos Ayres, [1870] 18 
W. It. 180.

'Milburn v. Chaffers Extended, Time*, 3rd June, 1899; McConnell's 
Case, |1901[ 1 Ch. 728.

'Woolf a. East Nigel Gold Mining Co., [1905] 21 T. L. It. 060.
'He Bodega Co., [1904] 1 Ch. 276. In this ease the director was dis

qualified for having secretly participated in contracts with tlie company.
"Young r. Naval-and Military Co-operative Society, [19051 1 K. B. 

687 ; Marmot', Limited p. Alexander, [1908] S. C. 78.
"Frames v. Bultfontein Mining Co., [1891] 1 Ch. 140.
'South Western of Venezuela Railway, [1902] 1 Ch. 701. 
lEx jxirh Cannon, [1885] 30 Ch. 1). 626.
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lint more recent decisions have allowed a managing director 
who was a member of the company,1 and ordinary directors 
where the Articles fix their remuneration,2 to prove for 
such remuneration in competition with the outside creditors, 
lint it would seem that if the remuneration were merely a 
gratuity voted hy the company, and not payable under the 
Articles, it would not be provable.3 Directors who pay 
themselves in preference to other creditors when the funds 
are not sufficient to pay all in full,4 or who take fees in excess 
of the proper amount,“can lie made to repay the amount. They 
must not, when the company is insolvent, pay up the calls 
due on their own shares and immediately use the money 
for their fees.0

It seems the company cannot ratify the payment hy 
directors of remuneration in excess of that allowed by the 
Articles without first altering the Articles or passing a 
special resolution,’ but it can grant additional sums by way 
of gratuity payable out of profits or other moneys at the 
company’s disposal, provided this is done at a properly 
constituted meeting on due notice.8

The remuneration paid to directors is the payment for 
their services, and where a company has provided the 
qualification shares of directors appointed to represent its 
interests on the board of another company it has no claim 
to the fees paid to such directors unless an express bargain 
has been made that they shall hand over their fees.0

'lit. Dale & Plant, [1890] 43 Ch. D. 255.
2He New British Iron Co., cx parte Beckwith, [18981 1 Ch. 324; re 

A 1 Biscuit. Co., [18901 W. N. 115.
3A 1 Biscuit Co., [1899] W. N. 115; ex parte Cannon, [1885] 30 Ch. 

D. 626.
‘Gaslight Improvement Co. v. Terrell, [1870] 10 Eq. 168.
‘Re Whitehall Court, [1887] 50 L. T. 280.
•Hr Washington Diamond Alining Co., [1893] 3 Ch. 95.
■Bosehoek Co. r. Puke, [1906] 1 Ch. 148.
8Geo. Newman & Co., [1895] 1 Ch. 674.
■Dover Coalfield Extension Co., [1908) 1 Ch. 05.
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Vacating the Office of Director.

The» office* of director is up declared by the Articles
to Ik* vacated if he docs or suffers certain things, such as 
becoming bankrupt or insolvent,1 accepting an office of profit 
under the company,2 failing to acquire the qualification 
within a stated time,3 or living absent from meetings of 
directors for a long period (see Table A, Clause 77). If 
the words used in the Articles are “if he absent himself,” 
this means “voluntarily,” and absence through sickness is 
not a disqualification.4 5

Upon the happening of any of the specified events the 
office is ipiio facto vacated,6 and the other directors cannot 
waive the ion ; but if the cause of disqualifica
tion is the doing or suffering some act (c.g. being declared 
bankrupt6 or accepting a place of profit), the outgoing 
director may be re-elected. On the other hand, if the cause 
of disqualification is a continuing one (e.g. participating in 
n contract which requires continued consideration by the 
board), it will again render the office vacant, even if the 
offender has l>ecn in the meantime re-elected.7

'But this does not prevent a person who is a bankrupt at the time of 
his appointment from holding office (Dawson v. African Consolidated 
Co., [1898] 1 Ch. 0). As to the moaning of “insolvent” see Sissons & Co. 
v. Sissons, [1910] 54 Sol. J. 802.

2For instance, as paid trustee for debenture holders (Astley v. New 
Tivoli, [1899[ 1 Ch. 151).

•The Act now makes this a statutory disqualification at the expiration 
of the time named in the Articles of Association, with a maximum of two 
months (Section 81). This does not apply where the qualification is in
creased after the director has acquired the original qualification (Molineaux 
v. London, Birmingham and Manchester Co., [1902] 2 K. B. 589).

«Mack's Claim, |1900| W. N. 114; McConnell’s Case, [1901| 1 Ch. 728.
5Bodega Co., [1904] 1 Ch. 276, which appears inconsistent with Turn- 

bull r. West Hiding Athletic Club, [1894] 70 L. T. 92, where Kekewieh, 
J., held that a director must be given an opportunity of explaining his 
conduct.

•Dawson v. African Consolidated Co., [1898] 1 Ch. 6.
7Bodega Co., [1904] 1 Ch. 284. Clause 77 of Table A declares a direc

tor’s office vacant if he hold any other office or place of profit under the 
company, or be concerned in the profits of any contract with the com
pany. This is usually varied in special Articles, but it is a most salutary rule.

84
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B,v s|K*(*ial Articles a director is usually allowed to 
resign. Even in the absence of such a power, unices the 
Articles contain conditions, he may resign, and his resigna
tion is complete when notice is given to the secretary, and 
cannot subsequently l>e withdrawn,1 even though no accept
ance has taken place.

Where directors are appointed to till office for a specified 
time and continue to act after the expiration of that time, 
no others being appointed to take their places, their acts 
will bind the company.2

There is generally a power to remove directors by special 
resolution. If this be so, an ordinary resolution will not 
suffice. If there be no power to remove a director, the 
Articles must first Ih> altered to give such a power before he 
can In* removed,'1 or the company must wait till he retires 
by rotation, when it can refuse to re-appoint him. The 
Court, however, will not compel a company to employ a 
director against its will, notwithstanding it may have con
tracted under seal to do so: his remedy lies in damages for 
breach of contract.4 But the refusal to allow him to act 
must be that of the company in general meeting, and not 
that of the board of directors.5

Conduct of Jiu sin es* by Directors.
The members of the board when acting by a sufficient 

quorum (which is usually prescribed by the Articles) need 
not all Ik* present, and of those present a majority may act.

'Maitland’s Case, 4 Do (i. M. * (1. 769; Transport, Limited v. Schom- 
berg, [1905)21 Times L. R. 305; Glossop t>. Glossop. [10071 2 Ch. 370. 
The decision of Kekewieh, Jin Municipal Freehold Land Co. v. Polling- 
ton, 11890) 63 L. T. 238, 59 L. J. Ch. 734, cannot now be relied on. rc 
Rodney Casket Co., 12 0. L. R. 409.

•Muir r. Forman’s Trustees, [19041 Court of Sess., 5 F. 546.
•Imperial Hydropathic Hotel Co v. Hampson, [1883J 23 Ch. D. 1. 

Stephenson v. Yokes, 27 (). It. 691.
♦Bainbridge v. Smith, [1889) 41 Ch. I). 462, 476; Harben v. Phillips, 

[1883| 23 Ch. D. 14,40.
‘Pulhrook v. Richmond Consolidated Co., [18781 9 Ch. D. 610.
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If no quorum be prescribed, a majority of the board is 
required to form a quorum,' but in some cases it has been 
held that the number to form a quorum can be established 
by the practice of the hoard.2 But if there be a clause in 
the Articles that the continuing directors may act notwith
standing vacancies, a number less than the minimum man
lier of directors allowed by the Articles is capable of 
binding the company.3 Where, however, the number re
maining in office is less than a quorum, it is not clear 
whether they can act.4 In reckoning r riorum directors 
not entitled to vote (e.ij. as being interested the contract 
under discussion) must not be counted.3

Notice of the meeting must be given to all the directors, 
for business done at a meeting of which some director had 
no notice is invalid, and a director has no power to waive 
his right to notice," but if a director is abroad and out of 
reach of notices, a meeting held without notice to him is 
valid." It is not necessary that the notice should state 
what business is to be transacted.8 It has been held by 
Kekewieh, J., that where there were otdy two directors of 
a company, and one did not attend a meeting duly sum
moned, but the other, meeting him shortly after in the 
passage to his office, proposed the election of a third 
director, and, on objection being made, declared that by his 
casting vote as chairman he carried the resolution, his action 
was valid.9

'York Tramways Co. r. Willows. [ IS741 S Q. H. D. 085.
-Regent’s Canal Ironworks, [1867] W. X. 79; I,voter’s Case, [1867] 4 

Eq. 233.
'Scottish Petroleum Co., [’883] 23 Ch. D. 413.
‘See Owen and Ashworth's Claim, [1900] 2 Ch. 272, and [1901] 1 Cli. 

115; Newhaven Local Board v. Newhaven School Hoard, [1885] 30 Ch. 
D. 351. Toronto Brewing Co. r. Blake, 2 O. It. 175.

‘Yuill v. Greymouth-Point Elizabeth Railway, [1904] 1 Ch. 32.
•Portuguese Copper Mines, [1889] 42 Ch. I). 160. Farmers Bank r. 

Sunstrutn, 14 O. W. R. 288.
’Halifax Sugar Co., [1890] 62 T„ T. 564. Windsor Ltd. v. Windsor, 17 

B. C. R. 105, 1 W. W. R. 224
•La Compagnie de Mayville v. Whitley, [1896] 1 Ch. 788.
•Smith v. Paringa Mines, Limited, [1906] 2 Ch. 193.
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If the Articles authorise it, but not otherwise,1 the board 
may delegate any of its powers to a committee, which may 
consist even of a single director.2 Each director, however, 
has not alone power to bind the company unless he has had 
this power specially delegated to him. Nor can a number 
of the directors, even although they constitute a majority, 
act at a meeting of which notice has not been given to the 
whole body,2 and acts done by a majority of the board not 
duly convened as a hoard meeting (e.g. on the occasion of a 
general meeting of the company) are not valid.4 Pickford, 
J., held that where a resolution of the directors required 
hills of exchange to he signed by a director and the secre
tary, a bill signed by a director only was not binding on the 
company, even in the hands of a holder who did not know 
of the restriction.6

The Articles often provide that a letter signed by all or 
a majority of the directors shall have the same effect as a 
resolution of the hoard. In the absence of such a provision 
the directors cannot act without meeting.” Fry, L. J., has 
suggested that without meeting directors cannot think,7 and 
a collective opinion certainly appears to be contemplated by 
the Acts.

The directors must not exclude any of their body from 
their meetings, and unless the company has by resolution

■Howard’s Case, [1866] 1 Ch. 561.
■Taurine Co., [1884] 25 Ch. D. 118; Harris’s Case, [1872] 7 Ch. 587. 

Compare Horn ». Faultier & Co., [10081 99 L. T. 524.
•Portuguese Copper Mines, [1889] 42 Ch. D. 160; Homer Gold Mines, 

[1888] 39 Ch. D. 546; re Bank of Syria, [1900] 2 Ch. 272, [1901] 1 Ch. 118.
•Barber’s Case, [ ] 877] 5 Ch. D. 963, where the nomination of a person 

approved by six out of seven directors was held not sufficient.
‘Premier Industrial Bank ». Carlton Manufacturing Co., [1909] 1 

K. B. 106.
‘D’Arcy ». Tamar Hill Railway Co., [1867] L. R. 2 Ex. 158; Haycraft 

Gold Reduction Co., [1900] 2 Ch. 230. On the other hand see Collie’s 
Claim, [1871] 12 En. 246, 258, anti Southern Counties Deposit Bank ». 
Rider, [1895] 73 L. T. 374.

•Portuguese Copper Mines, [1889] 42 Ch. D. 160.



duclaml that it does not dosirc a director t4> act,1 an excluded 
director can obtain an injunction restraining his continued 
exclusion.2

The directors are the proper persons to do any act in 
the name of the company, and in particular to affix the seal 
of the company to deeds. Thus an action by the company 
should lx* commenced only by the director* or in pursuance 
of a resolution of the company ;a but where persons believe 
that they have the support of the majority of members, 
they may in a ease of urgency commence proceedings, and 
afterwards obtain the sanction of tin» company;4 lmt if it 
turns out that they have wrongly used the name of the 
company they may, on an application by the company, lx; 
ordered to pay costs as hot ween solicitor and client.8 A 
single shareholder may, however, bring an action on behalf 
of himself and all the other shareholders to restrain the 
company from doing an illegal or ultra rires act,6 or in 
cases where the majority, acting in had faith or op- 
piessively, are doing a wrong to a minority of shareholders.' 
But if an act is only irregular on the part of the directors,

'Bainbridge v. Smith, [1889] 41 Ch. D. 402, 474; Harbcn t\ Phillips, 
[188.31 23 Ch. D. 14, 40.

,Pulbrook v. Richmond Consolidated Mining Co., [1878] 9 Ch. I). 010.
*La Compagnie de Mayville v. Whitley, [1890] 1 Ch. 803. See next 

note.
♦Pender v. Lushington, [1877] 6 Ch. D. 70; Imperial Hydropathic 

Hotel Co. v. Hampson, [1883] 23 Ch. I). 1. It seems difficult to reconcile 
these eases with Salmon v. Quin <K: Axtens, [1909] App. Ca. 442, and Auto
matic Self-Cleansing Filter Co. v. Cunninghame, 11900], 2 Ch. 34; but 
they have been very frequently acted upon.

‘Newbiggin Gas Co. v. Armstrong, [1880] 13 Ch. D. 310; La Compagnie 
de Mayville v. Whitley, [1890] 1 Ch. 788.

•Alexander r. Automatic Telephone1 Co., [1900] 2 Ch. 50; Hope v. 
International Financial Society, [1887| 4 Ch. D. 327; Simpson v. West
minster Palace Hotel Co., [1800] 8 H. L. C. 712; Clinch r. Financial Cor
poration, [1869] 4 Ch. 117.

7Menier v. Hooper’s Telegraph Co., 11874] 9 Ch. 350; Atwool r. Merry- 
weather, [1868] 5 Kq. 401, note. See the exceptions referred to in Foss 
r. Harbottle, [1813] 2 Hare 401, and MaeDougall r. Gardiner, [1870] 
1 (’h I). 13.
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and is such that the company could confirm it, a minority of 
shareholders cannot obtain the interference, of the Court,1 for 
the rule is dear that it is only in the cases of acts which are 
ullm rires or illegal or are fraudulent that the Court will 
interfere in the internal affairs of the company; 
any other matters arc left to the domestic tribunal 
constituted by the Articles.2 If the plaintiff has participated 
in a wrong done he will not be allowed relief in respect of 
such wrong,” but this objection will not prevail if lie is 
claiming an injunction to restrain a future irregular or 
wrongful act.4

Unless the Articles require directors to conform to 
directions given by the company in general meeting, the 
company cannot except by special resolution, take the con
duct of the business out of the directors’ hands, or 
compel them to adopt a particular line of action, such as 
sealing a draft deed or effecting a sale of the company's 
property/1

The cases on the question of the effect of an irregularity 
upon acts affecting shareholders are conflicting. It has been 
held that, notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 79 and 
82, referred to below, if the directors are not properly 
appointed according to the Articles of Association," or if they

'Borland v. Earle, [1902] App. Ca. at page 93; Normandy r. Ind Coope 
A Co., 119(18] 1 Ch. 81; Campbell r. Australian Mutual Provident Society 
(Privy Council), |1908| 77 L. J. P. C. 117, 99 L. T. 3; dray v. Lewis, 
11873) 8 Ch. 1035; MacDougall v. Gardiner, [1873] 1 Ch. D. 13.

■Menier e. Hooper's Telegraph Co., [1874) 9 Ch. 350; Atwool r Merry- 
weather, [181181 5 Eq. 4(14, note. See the exceptions referred to in Foss r. 
Harbottle.11843) 2 Hare 4111,and MacDougall v.Gardiner,[1875] 1 Ch. D.13. 

' l owers e. African Tug Co., [1904) 1 Ch. .358.
'Moseley v. Koffeyfontein Mines, Limited, [1911] 1 Ch. 72.
‘Automatic Self-Cleansing Co. r. Cunningham, [190(1| 2 Ch. 34; Gramo

phone and Typewriter, Limited e. Stanley, (19081 2 K. B. at page 105 
Salmon r. Quin & Axtens, [1909] App. Ca. 442.

•London and Southern Counties Land Co,, [1880] 31 Ch. D. 223; 
Garden Gully United Quartz Mining Co. v. McLister, [1875] 1 App Ca. 
39; How-beach Coal Co. v. Teague, [I860] 5 H. & N. 151.
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continue tu act without re-election,1 they cannot allot shares, 
make valid calls, or forfeit shares, these being matters 
between the company and the shareholders. Equally, if the 
Articles fix a minimum numlicr of directors, a smaller 
number cannot act, and anything they purport to do is 
invalid unless power is given to act notwithstanding va
cancies.2 3 But, on the other hand, the Court of Appeal in 
England has held that if the Articles contain provisions that 
acts shall ho valid notwithstanding any irregularity sub
sequently discovered, shareholders as well as strangers are 
bound by and may take advantage of such acts;'1 and a 
meeting of the company ordered to be called by directors 
not forming a quorum may pass valid resolutions,4 while a 
call made by directors appointed at a meeting irregularly 
summoned is also valid.”

If directors not properly appointed, or otherwise acting 
irregularly, have dealings with strangers who do not know 
of the irregularity, they will be treated as agents of the 
company, which will be bound by their nets.0 In other 
words, if an act is apparently lawful and within the powers 
of the directors, a person dealing with them may assume that 
all necessary steps have been taken and conditions fulfilled, 
unless lie has notice to the contrary, the maxim being Omnia 
praemimnnliir rile rase aria.1 So if directors have power of

‘Tyne Mutual Association r Brown, list Hi 74 L. T. 283.
!Ahna Spinning Co., 11881] 10 Ch. D. 1181 ; Scottish Petroleum Co., 

[18831 23 Ch. D. 413. Partners Bank r. Sunstrum 14 O.W.U. 288. In re 
Nutter Brewery Co. l.O.W.li. 400.

3Dawson v. African Consolidated Co., [18081 1 Ch. ft; followed in 
British Asbestos Co. e. Boyd, [1903) 2 Ch. 439.

‘Southern Counties Dc|x>sit Bank e. Hitler, 118931 73 L. T. 374.
'■Briton Medical Association e. Jones, [1889] 01 L. T. 384.
■County Life Assurance Co., [1870] 5 Ch. 288; Mahony v. East Holy- 

ford Mining Co., 11874] L. It. 7 H L. 809; County of Gloucester Bank 
v. Rotlrv Merthvr Co., [18931 1 Ch. 029; re Bank of Syria, [1900 ] 2 Ch. 
272, [1901] 1 Ch. 115.

■Royal British Bank e. Turquand, [1830] G E. A- B. 327; Clarke r, 
Imperial Gas Light and Coke Co., [1833] 4 B. Â Ad. 315; ex parte Overend. 
Gurney & Co., [1809] 4 Ch. 400; Thompson e. Brantford Elec. Ry., 25 A.
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delegation, a stranger may assume it has been properly 
exercised.1 Bickford, J., has, however, made an exception 
in flic case of bills of exchange not executed by the persons 
authorised by resolution of the directors.3 Actual3 or con
structive4 notice of the irregularity, however, deprives the 
party dealing with the company of this protection. But in 
the case of other companies a notice will not be binding 
unless given to an officer in the course of the company’s 
business, or in such circumstances that it was his duty to 
communicate it to the company.6 Thus, one of two com
panies having directors in common will not be taken to have 
notice of the manner in which the acts of the other are 
carried out," and the same rule applies in the case of 
companies having a common secretary.7 Since persons 
dealing with a company are deemed to have notice of all 
matters contained in the Memorandum and Articles, any 
agreement inconsistent with these will give the party con
tracting no right of action.8

The directors are trustees of the powers reposed in them 
for the benefit of the company, and in allotting shares, 
making calls, forfeiting shares, approving transfers, and 
paying preliminary expenses they must act for the benefit 
of the company, and not for that of themselves or their
It. 340; Ontario Western Lumber Co. v. Citizens' Telephone Co., 32 C. L. .1. 
237; bain v. Anderson, 27 O. R. 369: Foley v. Barber, 14 O. W. R. 699 
16 0. W. R. 607.

‘Totterdell v. Fareham Blue Brick Co., [18661 L R. 1 C. P. 674; 
BiRRorstaff r. ltowatt's Wharf, [1896| 2 Ch. 93; National Malleable Co. v. 
Smith’s Falls, 14 O. L. R. 22; Sheppard r. Bonanza Nickel Co., 25 O. R. 
305.

“Premier Industrial Bank r. Carlton Manufacturing Co., [1909] 1
K. B. 106.

“Wandsworth Gas LiRht Co. v. Wright, [1870] 22 L. T. 404.
‘Irvine t\ Union Bank of Australia, [1877] 2 App. Ca. 366.
‘Société Generale r. Walker, [1886| 11 App. Ca. 20; and see eases 

cited in next two notes.
‘Hampshire Land Co., [1896] 2 Ch. 743; Marseilles Extension Railway 

Co., [18721 7 Ch. 161 ; Young r. David Payne & Co., [19041 2 Ch. 608. 
“Fenwick, Stobart & Co., [1902J 1 Ch. 507.
‘Ernest v. Nicholls, [1858] L. R. 6 H. L. 401 to 419; Fountaine v. Car

marthen Railway Co., [1868] L. R. 5 Eq. 322.
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friends, or for oue class of shareholders at the i‘.xpense of 
another. They eannot liv a eontraet deprive themselves of 
power to emit ml a manager so as to confer powers on him to 
the exclusion of themselves.1

Minutes must lie kept of all proceedings and resolutions 
at every meeting of directors (Section 7b, Null-section 1 ), 
and such minutes, when signed by the chairman of that or 
the next succeeding meeting, are evidence of the proceedings 
(Section 7b. Sub-section 2), and, until the contrary is 
proved, every such meeting is deemed to have la-cn duly 
held and convened, and all proceedings to have been duly 
had, and all ap|>ointments of directors, managers, or li
quidators shall Is1 deemed to lie valid ( Section 7b, Sub
section il ), and the acts of a director or manager are valid 
notwithstanding any defect which may afterwards be 
discovered in his appointment or qualification (Section 82: 
see also Clauses 75 and 04 of Table A),

The adoption of minutes at a subsequent meeting of 
directors dues not make those taking part in such adoption 
responsible for the acts done at the earlier meeting if such 
acts were complete before the minutes came up for considera
tion.- ( See page .'10.'!. )

Unless the Articles stipulate as to the amount of time a 
director shall devote to the company, there is no way of 
compelling him to attend to his duties, and a company 
cannot prevent one of its own directors from becoming a 
director of a rival institution/1

l/inhililji nf Directors.
Directors, as agents of the company, are not liable to 

strangers for the acts or defaults of the company, nor for the 
performance of the company's contracts. In making bills

'Horn r. Faulder* Co., [1908| 99 L. T. 524.
•Lands Allotment (to.. 118941 1 Ch. at page 624; Burton r. lie van. 

119081 2 Ch. 240; Lucas v. Fitzgerald, 119051 20 T. L. It. Hi.
•London and Mashonaland Co. e. New Mashonaland Co., [18911 

W. N. 165.
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of exchange, however, they must lie careful not to nse forms 
which pledge their personal credit. Thus, “XVe, the directors 
of the A. li. Co., do promise to pay,” etc., signed hy the 
directors, will make them personally liable, although the 
company also execute the note.1 Hut “I promise to pay,” 
etc., signed “.I. II. Smethurst’s Laundry, Limited: J. H. 
Kmethurst, Managing Director,” was held not to make the 
director personally liable;2 while “I promise to pay,” etc., 
signed “For the M. Railway Company, J. S., Secretary,”8 
or “We jointly promise to pay £1100 for value received in 
stock on account, of the company,” signed hy three directors.4 
was held only to hind the company.6 The liability on hills 
which do not correctly state the company's name is set forth 
at page 17.

Directors may, however, lie liable to strangers for wrongs 
done by them, for it is no answer to an action for tort that 
the wrongdoer was an agent for another.

A director is liable to make good any money the com
pany has entrusted to him for the purpose of being dealt 
with according to the provisions of the Memorandum and 
Articles which has not been dealt with in that way, hut in 
some way not. authorised, although he has derived no benefit 
from the money and the payment has been made with no 
corrupt motive.6 Tn other words not only is he liable for a 
misappropriation, hut also for a misapplication of the 
money of the company, though it has not found its way into 
his own pocket," and on this ground a director is liable tn

‘Dutton r. Marsh, [1871)60. B. 361
'•Chapman v. Sinetburnt, [1909] 1 K.B. 927.
•'Alexander r. Sizer, [1809] L. H. 4 Ex. 102.
Hindus r. Melrose, [18f>7] 2 H & N. 293, 3 H. & N. 177.
•See the following eases on directors' liability on notes:
Thames Navigation v. Reid, 13 A.It. 303; Brown v. Howland, 9 0. 

R. 48. 15 A.R. 750. VValmsley v. Rent Guarantee, 29 Gr. 484.
Madden v. Cox, 5 A.R. 473.

•Ex 1xirtc Felly, [1882] 21 Ch. D 492, see page 509.
7A director has, however, the protection of Section 293, in the case of 

honest mistake (see page 258 infra).



inako good money which he has applied for any purpose 
which is ultra vires; but lie is not liable ‘‘for losses which 
the company may suffer by reason of mistakes or errors of 
judgment.”1 Instances of this liability arc given in 
Part 111.. Chapter 25, under the heading “Pitot kkmnus 
Aoajnst Dki.inqvent Dirkctohs, Piîomotkhs, ani> Ok- 
I'Ivkrs" (page 4711, infra). The same acts which create 
liability for misfeasance under Section 254 render the 
directors liable to an action at law before a winding up, in 
which cast- the company will la- the proper plaintiff.

Only those directly implicated in any misapplication of 
the company’s money are responsible, although knowledge 
and sanction of misconduct are enough to create liability, 
even in the absence of actual participation in the mis
conduct;2 and each director is only liable for money 
improperly received by himself, or by himself jointly with 
others.3 lie is not liable for breaches of trust of which he 
is ignorant, or which occurred before he became a director,4 
nor for the misapplication by others of a cheque which he 
joined in drawing for a lawful purpose.6 Mere presence at 
the meeting at which the minutes setting forth the resolu
tions relating to the wrongful act were read and signed will 
not create liability in one who took no part in the wrongful 
act.11 But “it should be understood that a ilirector consent
ing to be a director has assumed a position involving duties

'I.ngunas Nitrate Co. r Lagunas Syndicate,*[18991 2Ch. 433; Overend, 
Gurney & Co. v. Gibb, [18721 L R. 5 H. L 480

"Land Credit Co. i Lord Fermoy, [1870] 5 Ch. 73; Joint Stock Dis
count Co. e. Brown, [1869] 8 Eq. 381; Montrotier Asphalte Co., [1876] 
34 L. T. 716.

aParker v. McKenna, [187.1] 10 ('ll 96; Oxford Benefit Building So
ciety, [18871 35 Ch. D. 502.

'Forest of Dean Coal Co., [1879! 10 Ch. D. 450; Ashurst e. Mason, 
[18751 20 Eq. 225; Cullerne e. London and Suburban Building Society, 
[1890] 25 Q. B. D. 485.

'Montrotier Asphalte Co., [1876] 34 L. T. 716.
'Lands Allotment Co., [1894] 1 Ch. 617; Lucas e. Fitzgerald, [1905] 

20 T. L. It. 16 (Interim Dividend); Burton v. Bevnn, [1908] 2 Ch. 240.
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which cannot lie shirked by leaving everything to others."1
As agents of the company, any profit which the direct

ors make out of the transactions of the company beyond 
their proper remuneration belongs to the company. Un
fortunately, it is so common for persons in a position of 
trust to make secret profits that the question is continually 
before the Courts. A summary of the eases will bo found 
under the heading “Secret Commissions," page 270, 
infra.

Directors cannot make presents to themselves or to one 
of their body out of the funds of the company.2 Directors 
may purchase shares from other members, and in such a 
case are not bound to disclose pending negotiations which if 
successful will enhance the value of the shares.3

When dealing with a fellow-director the board should 
exercise special care that the company is fairly treated, and 
if upon a reconstruction special provisions arc made for the 
benefit of directors they must be disclosed, or the sanction of 
the members to the scheme will be inoperative.4

Directors, like other agents, are liable for neglect of their 
duty, although not for errors of judgment. The amount of 
negligence required to create such a liability has been dis
cussed in the eases mentioned below.6 It is said to be 
something more than ordinary negligence, and is sometimes 
described as “gross negligence.” But what is “gross negli
gence” is difficult to define. From the cases it apjiears to be 
failure to exercise reasonable care, or such care as a prudent 
man would exercise in his own affairs, and this is surely the

'Per Byrne, J., in Drincqhier v. Wood, [lStltt] 1 Ch. 4IM>.
"Re George Newman & Co., [1895] 1 Ch. 674.
3Percival v. Wright, [1902] 2 Ch. 421.
•Kaye r. Croydon Tramways, |189S| 1 Ch. 358.
‘Lagunas Nitrate Co. v. Lagunas Syndicate, [1899] 2 Ch., by Homer, 

J., at page 418; by Lindley, M. It., at page 435; by Collins, L. J., at page 
466. See also Overend, Gumey & Co. e. Gibb, [1872] L. It. 5 H. L. 481', 
and Marzetti’s Case, [1880] 28 w. It. 541.
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same as “negligence vet the Court of Apjical states tliat "it 
must b(‘ in a business sense culpable or gross.’’* Directors 
are not liable for losses arising from relying upon trusted 
officers of the company who have misled them as to the true 
position of affairs.2

Section litt.'S contains the following provision for pro
tecting directors, which is borrowed from the Trustee and 
Executors Act:—“If in any proceeding against a director, 
or person occupying the position of director, of a company 
for negligence or breach of trust if appears to tho Court 
hearing the ease that the director or person is or may be 
liable in respect of the negligence or breach of trust, but 
has acted honestly and reasonably, and ought, fairly to lie 
excused for the negligence or breach of trust, that Court 
may relieve him, either wholly or partly, from his liability 
on such terms as the Court may think proper.” This may 
save directors from liability where acts have been done 
which have proved to be ultra rirnt, but were done in good 
faith. Apart from the provision, a director who hud paid 
away money without authority is liable to account for it, 
however good his intentions and reasonable his belief that he 
had authority.2 It is. however, not easy to see in what eases 
a director guilty of sufficient negligence to render him liable 
can be said to have acted reasonably. The relief can only 
ho granted when proceedings have actually l>een commenced, 
and the Court ran impose terms as a condition of granting 
the relief.

'Compare Overend, (lurney A Co. v. (iibb, (1872) L. It., 5 It. I,, at 
pages -194 and 495; Lagunas Nitrate Co. e. Lagunas Syndicate, |1899| 
2 Ch. at pages 485 to 400; National Bank of Wales, [1899] 2 Ch. at page 
971; Dovey v. Cory, (1901] App. Ca. at page 490; and as to the words 
“gross negligence" having no meaning beyond omission of reasonable 
care, Giblin e. McMullen, [1899] L. It., 2 P. C. at page 389.

3Dovey v. Cary, [1901] App. Ca. 477; Prefontaine v. Grenier, [19071 
App. Ca. 101.

>®r porte l’clly, [1882] 21 Ch. 1). 492, 508.
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In the case of the death of a director his estate remains 
liable for any breach of trust he may have committed;1 1r.it 
nut for negligence,2 or trespass, or deceit,3 unless his estate 
has benefited by the fraud.4

After the lapse of six years the Statute of Limitations is 
a bar to proceedings against a director for misfeasance, 
unless the claim is founded upon any fraud or fraudulent 
breach of trust, or is to recover trust property or the pro
ceeds thereof still retained by the director, or previously 
received by him and converted to his own use,5 ami even in 
the ease of a bribe taken by a director and fraudulently 
concealed, by analogy to the Statute of Limitations, the 
(Vmrts will require the action to be brought within six years 
of the company knowing that the bril>e had been taken, or 
that a charge was made against the director to that effect.0

Where vendors become directors they frequently enter 
into agreements to manage for a term of years, and covenant 
not to trade in competition with the company. If the com
pany wrongfully discharges such a manager, either directly 
or by going into liquidation, hi1 is freed from his covenant, 
and may At once commence a competing business.7

The question of criminal liability of directors for wrong
ful acts is considered on page 336.

Extending llic Liability of Directors.
A company may, at the time of its registration, make 

provision in its Memorandum of Association for the liability

■Erlanger v. New Sombrero Phosphate Co., [18791 3 App. Ca. 1218; 
Ramskill v. Edwards, [1886] 31 Ch. 1). 100; re. .Sharpe [1892] 1 Ch. 154.

sQvprend, Gurney & Co. v. Gibb, [1872] L. It. 5 H. L. 480.
’Phillips v. Homfrey, [1883] 24 Ch. D. 439.
4Peek v. Gurney, [1874] L. It. 6 H. L 377.
'■Lands Allotment Co., [1894] 1 Ch. 617.
•Metropolitan Bank v. Heiron, [1880] 5 Ex. Div. 319; National Com

pany for the Distribution of Electricity, [1902] 2 Ch. 34.
7General Billposting Co. v. Atkinson, [1909] App. Ca. 118; Measures 

Brothers v. Measures, [1910] 1 Ch. 336; affirmed [1910] W. N. 136.
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of its directors, managers, or managing director being un
limited ; or it may, after its registration, alter its 
memorandum so as to make the liability of its directors or 
managers unlimited by passing and confirming a special 
resolution, if so authorised by its Articles (Sections 68 
and 60). A company thus constituted is very like a limited 
partnership: the liability of the managing partners (t'.e. the 
directors) is unlimited ; that of the sleeping partners (t'.e. 
the other shareholders) is limited to the amount of their • 
shares.

The directors and managers and the member proposing a 
person for the office of director where the liability is un
limited must add to their or his proposal a statement that 
the liability of the person holding the office will be unlimited ; 
and the promoters, manager, and secretary of the company, 
or one of them, must give the person proposed for election 
notice in writing, la-fore he accepts office, that his liability 
will be unlimited. Any director, manager, or other officer 
of the company, or proposer of a person as director, making 
default in this respect will bo liable to a penalty of five 
hundred dollars, and will also be liable for any damage 
which the person elected may incur from such default. The 
liability of the person elected will, however, not be affected 
by the default (Section 68, Sub-section 3).

Secret Commissions.
A principal can recover from his agent any profit the 

latter has made out of a dealing taking place in the course 
of the agency unless it was with both the knowledge and the 
consent of the principal.1 If, therefore, directors or other 
agents have received shares (e.g. from a promoter) secretly 
the company can claim either the shares themselves, or if 
they have been sold at a profit the whole profit, or if no

‘Parker v. McKenna, [1874] L. R. 10 Ch. 96.
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profit has hern made the company may say, “You deprived 
us of the power of allotting the shares to other persons ; 
therefore, you must pay us the sum we have lost by reason 
of our being deprived of the right of allotting those shares 
to others who would have paid them up”—i.e., in cases 
where allotments have Iteen made to others at par, the 
nominal value of the shares.'

The following statement of the law laid down by Bowen, 
L. J., in the Boston Deep Sea Fishing Co. v. Ansell (1888, 

•‘59 Ch. D. 330) should he home in mind. It applies to 
directors, managing directors, secretaries, managers, solicitors, 
and all other officers and servants of a company, but is very 
frequently forgotten :—

“There can be no question that an agent employed by a principal or 
master to do business with another, who, unknown to that principal or 
master, takes from that other person a profit arising out of the business 
which he is employed to transael, is doing a wrongful net, inconsistent 
with his duty towards his master and the continuance of confidence be
tween them. He does the wrongful act whether such profit be given to 
him in return for services which he actually performs for the third party, 
or whether it be given to him for his supposed influence, or whether it be 
given to him on any other ground at all. If it is a profit which arises 
out of the transaction, it belongs to his master, ami the agent or servant 
has no right to take it, or keep it, or bargain for it, or to receive it with
out bargain, unless his master knows it.”

In the case in question it was accordingly held that a 
company could dismiss without notice a manager who had 
secretly accepted a commission from shipbuilders executing 
work for the company.

The company, moreover, can recover the amount of the 
commission or bribe, not only from the servant or agent in 
default, but also from the person giving the bribe, and it is 
no answer for such person to show that the company has 
already recovered the amount from or made an arrangement

'Carling's Case, [1876] 1 Ch. D. 115 to 126. See also Postage Stamp 
Co., [1892] 3 Ch. 566; Bennett v. Havelock, 21 O. L. R. 375.
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with the agent.* 1 The giver of the commission must himself 
inform the principal that lie is making a payment to the 
agent, ami will not escape liability by alleging that he hoped 
or believed the agent would make the proper disclosure,2 * 
and the form of action may be either for money had and 
received to the use of the plaintiff or for deceit,2 or, if it 
1m- still possible, the employer ma}- elect to rescind the 
contract in respect of which the commission was paid,2 and 
the following propositions have been laid down4 * * * * * by Homer, 
L. ,1., in the Court of Appeal:—

“First, the Court will not impure into the donor’s motive 
in giving the hrilie, nor allow evidence to be gone into as to 
motive;11 secondly, the Court will presume in favour of the 
principal and as against the briber that the agent was in
fluenced bv the bribe, and this presumption is irrebuttable; 
thirdly, if the agent 1** a confidential buyer of goods for 
his principal from the brilier the Court will assume as 
against the briber that the true price of goods as lietween 
him and the purchaser must l*- taken to be less than the 
price paid to or charged by the vendor by at any rate the 
amount or value of the bribe." If the purchaser alleges loss 
or damage lieyoinl this he must prove it,"

Moreover, if the agent has received a secret commission 
from a third party, the employer can, in addition to r<>- 
covering the amount of such commission, refuse to pay the

■Salford Corporation r. Lever, [1891| 1 Q. B, 1118; Grant r. Gold Ex
ploration Syndicate, llilOO] 1 Q. B, 232; Hovenden r. MillliotT, [19001 
83 L. T. 41.

2 Per Collins, L. J., in Grant r. Gold Exploration Syndicate, [19001
1 Q. B. 248.

’Panama Telegraph Co. r. India Rubber Telegraph Works, [1875[ 10
Ch. 515; Grant r. Gold Exploration Syndicate, abi nupra; Hovenden
e. Millhoff, iihi nupra.

’Hovenden it. MillhofT, ubi nupra.
•That is to say, it is no answer that the donor acted in good faith,

intending no wrong (Grant e. Gold Exploration Syndicate, [1900| 1 (j
B 249).

•See also Cohen v. Kuschkc, [1900] 83 L. T. 102.
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agent any commission or reward for the services he has 
rendered in connection with the transaction in question,1 

and no custom to the effect, that an agent should receive 
double commission without the knowledge of each of the 
parties to the dealing will he held good.2 But an agent who 
has received a bribe in one transaction is not disabled from 
recovering commission in resj>ect of a different transaction.3

Where an agent receives a commission secretly, this docs 
not become the property of the company to such an extent 
that it can follow the investments into which tin* money is 
put until a judgment has 1k>ou obtained for the return of 
the amount. The relation is that of debtor and creditor, not 
of trustee and cestui que trust *

Where the Articles provide that the directors may par
ticipate in the profits of contracts made with the company 
upon declaring their interest in such profits, this will he a pro
tection ;B but in such a case a director interested must disclose, 
not only that lie has an interest, but also the nature and 
amount of his interest.” But although the failure to disclose 
the amount of the interest is misconduct and a ground for 
setting the contract aside, if that still be possible, the profit 
made by tin1 director who has disclosed that he is making 
some ~ cannot Ik* recovered as an alternative remedy 
when rescission has, owing to the change of circumstances, 
become impossible.'

A claim for repayment of a bribe must be brought 
within six years after the company learns that there is a

'Andrews v. Ramsay, [19031 2 K. B. 635.
'-Bart ram v. Lloyd, [19031 8K L. T. 286.
•Nitedals Taendstikfabrik v. Bruster, [1906] 2 Ch. 671.
♦Lister & Co. v. Stubbs, [18C0] 45 Ch. D. 1.
"Costa Rica Railway Co. v. Forwood, [1901] 1 Ch. 746.
"Liquidators of Imperial Mercantile Credit Association v. Coleman, 

[18731 L. R. 6 H. L. 189; Dunne v. English, [1874] 18 Eq. 524; Turnbull 
West Riding Athletic Club, [18941 W. N. 4.

7Lady Forrest (Murchison) Gold Mine, [1901J1 Ch. 582.

1
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charge of bribery made against the person implicated,* 1 for 
in eases of concealed fraud the Statute of Limitations runs 
only from the discovery of the fraud.2

Officers of a Company

There are no officers whose functions are defined by the 
Acts, and a company can appoint what person it pleases to 
whatever office it considers necessary. The officers must 
take their orders from the directors, and, as a rule, their 
functions are also determined by the directors. Unless an 
officer has a contract with tho company fixing the terms of 
his employment, he can be dismissed by the directors with 
whatever notice to which he would he entitled if employed 
by a private person.

A statement in the Articles of Association that a par
ticular man is or shall he the secretary, manager, or other 
officer is not a contract with him,3 and each officer should 
protect himself by seeing that his appointment is duly made 
by a resolution of tho board of directors or by an agreement 
executed by the company after its incorporation.

The Manager or Managing Director.
A company whose business has many details to he 

attended to requires a manager with considerable powers, 
lie may either lie one of the directors appointed to act as 
managing director or be actually appointed as the manager, 
and such powers may be delegated to him as the Articles 
allow, or, if they are silent, such as in a similar business 
would usually bo entrusted to a manager. Ilis salary may

■Metropolitan Bank ». Heiron, [1880] 6 Ex. I)iv. 319; Re Sale Hotel, 
ex parte Heskcth, [1897) 77 L. T. 081; 78 L. T. 368; Re Sharpe, [18921
1 Ch. 154, 172.

■Gibbs v. Guild, [1882] 9 Q. B. D. 59; North American Land Co. ». 
Watkins, [19041 1 Ch. 242 and 2 Ch. 233

■Kiev ». Positive Government Assurance Co., [1876] 1 Ex. D. 20, 88; 
Browne ». La Trinidad, [1888] 37 Ch. D. 1.
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he either a fixed amount, or a commission upon profits, or 
a combination of both. If the clerical work is not largo the 
manager may also discharge the duties of secretary.

The general rule is that the directors cannot appoint one 
of themselves to an office of profit unless expressly empowered 
by the Articles or by a resolution of the company. It is, 
therefore, usual to insert in the Articles power for the 
directors to appoint one or more of their body to be man
aging director or directors, and to pay him or them special 
remuneration, delegating to him or them such powers as are 
necessary.1 Such provisions as these are valid, and a person 
dealing with a company through its manager or managing 
director may assume that the usual and proper powers for 
carrying on the business have been delegated to him, and, 
although it may turn out that there has been no express 
delegation, the contracts made by him with a stranger will 
be binding.2 But unless power is given to directors to 
delegate their powers they cannot do so, and must themselves 
do all acts except such as are usually done by servants or 
agents.

A manager is an agent of the company, and must not 
accept commissions or presents from persons having dealings 
with the company. If he do so, he may be dismissed 
without notice, and be called upon to pay over to the 
company the amount received.3

A managing director is not a clerk or servant within the 
meaning of Sections 114 and 250 (Preferential Payments 
in Winding Up), so as to be entitled to payment of salary 
in preference to other creditors.4

‘This power is conferred by Clause 72 of Table A.
sBiggerstaff v. Rowatt’s Wharf, [1896] 2 Ch. 93: National Malleable <’• 

Smith’s Falls, 14 O. L. R. 22; Thomas v. Standard Bank, 25 O. W. R. 18», 
Clarke v. Union Fire, 10 P. R. 342; Milne t\ Ontario Marble, 13 O. W. 
1137.

•See page 271, supra.
•Newspaper Proprietary Syndicate, [1900] 2 Ch. 349.
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The Secretary.
The secretary of a company is the agent through whom 

the clerical work of the company is done. He must obey 
the orders of the directors, and give effect to their resolutions 
by issuing notices, sending circulars, writing letters, etc. 
lie will also prepare the agenda for directors’ meetings and 
general meetings of the company, and usually write up the 
minutes either from his own notes or from those of the 
chairman, lie will eondueft the ordinary correspondence of 
the company and answer inquiries, or direct clerks to do so.

Although a secretary must obey orders, he clearly must 
not do that which he knows to be a wrong to or a fraud 
upon other persons. If he knowingly take part in the issue 
of a fraudulent prospectus lie will be personally liable.

A secretary will become personally liable if he omits the 
word “Limited from the name of the company upon any 
bill of exchange, promissory note, cheque, or order for 
money or goods, unless the company pay the amount.1

The duty of the secretary includes certifying transfers 
(see page 102, supra) in tin* ordinary course, and receiving 
and registering, when necessary, notices on behalf of the 
company ; but where the same man is secretary to two 
companies knowledge acquired by him for one company is 
not notice to the other.2 Nor is notice received by a secre
tary or other officer not in the course of the company’s 
business, or under such circumstances that, it is not his 
duty to communicate it to the company.3 It is not part of 
his duty to answer inquiries about moneys owing from the 
company to persons with whom it has dealings, or to make 
representations on India If of the company in any matters

‘Penrose v. Martyn, [1858) E. B. <fc E. 490.
2Fenwick, Stobart & Co.. [19021 1 Ch. 507.
’Société Generale v. Walker, [18851 14 Q. B. D. 424, [1880] 11 App.
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except those tilings which fall directly within the scope of 
the business of the company.

The distinction lietween what is and what is not the duty 
of the secretary is important ; for any person relying upon a 
representation made by the secretary within the scope of his 
duty can look to the company to make good the representa
tion ; hut when the representation is made by the secretary 
outside the scope of his duty the company will not he 
responsible, and only the secretary personally can lie sued. 
This is also the case if the secretary makes a representation 
which might have been within his duty, but which was in 
fact made for his own purjioses, and neither intended to 
result nor in fact resulting in benefit to his employer.1

The law on this point was a few years ago very fully 
discussed in the English Court of Appeal,2 where Collins, 
M. K., gave judgment as follows:—“The general rule govern
ing the responsibility of a master for the aets of his servant 
was stated by the late Willes, .1., in Harwich e. English Joint 
Stex'k Bank.” The passage has lieen frequently cited and 
approved, and runs as follows :—‘Tho master is answerable 
for every such wrong of the servant or agent as is committed 
in the course of the service and for the master’s benefit, 
though no express command or privity of the master lie 
proved.’4 lie then gives instances where this rule has been 
acted on, and proceeds : ‘In all these cases it may be said, 
as it was said here, that the master bad not authorised the

'Set* and compare Bishop v. Balkis Consolidated Co., [1890J 25 (j. B. 
1). 520; Swift v. Jewsbury, [1874] L. 11. 0 Q. B. 301 ; British Mutual Banking 
Co. v. Charnwood Forest, Railway Co., |1880] 18 Q. B. I). 714; Barnett 
v. South London Tramways Co., [i88(51 18 Q. B. 1). 815; Berwick v. English 
Joint Stock Bank, (1807] L. R. 2 Ex. 259. As to a case of fraud in certi
fying transfers see George Whitechurch v. Cavanagh, [1902] App. Ca. 117.

-Ruben v. Great Fingall Consolidated, [1904] 2 K. B. 712 (see particu
larly page 725); affirmed in the House of Lords, [1906] App. Ca. 439.

‘>[1867] L. R. 2 Ex. 259.
4This passage was also cited with approval by Lord Davey in tho 

House of Lords, [1906] App. Ca. page 446.
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act. It is true lie had not authorised the particular act, but 
he has put the agent in his place to do that class of acts, 
and ho must he answerable for the manner in which the 
agent has conducted himself in doing the business which it 
was the act of this master to place him in.’ Founding them
selves on the principle so stated, the English Court of Appeal 
in British Mutual Co. r.Chamwood Forest Railway Co.' held 
that an action of deceit would not lie against a principal for 
a fraudulent misstatement made by his servant for his own 
private purposes in reply to a class of question Avhich it was 
within his ordinary duty to answer. The fact that it was 
made, not in the supposed interest of the master, hut for his 
own private purposes, ipso farlo took It out of the scope of
the actual authority..................... In Thorn v. Heard® Kay,
L. J., refers to the ease in these terms : ‘It was deliberately 
decided that the words for the master's benefit are essential, 
and that where an agent in the course of his employment 
committed a fraud, not for his principal’s benefit, but for 
the benefit of himself, and the principal did not benefit by 
such fraud, be could not lie made liable for it. It is obvious 
that the ostensible authority (of the agent) may be larger 
than the actual, but the question will still remain whether it 
can ever be large enough to make the master responsible for 
a fraud or crime committed exclusively for the servant’s own 
purposes, and not utilised in any way for the master.’ ”

Accordingly the Court held that the Great Fingall 
Company was not responsible for a share certificate to which 
the secretary had for his own fraudulent purposes wrong
fully affixed the company's seal and forged the directors’ 
signatures. Stirling, !.. J., concurred, and called attention 
to the fact3 that, although strangers might not be affected by

'[18861 18 Q. B. D. 714.
*11894] 1 Ch. at page 611.
’[loot] 2 K. B. at page 729, citing Mahoney i\ East Holyfortl Mining Co. 

[18741L. R. 7 H. L. 869, and Lord Hatherley’s Judgment therein at page 899
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irregularities, forgery stood on a different footing, and a 
forged document is wholly null and void. The Ilonse of 
Lords affirmed this decision, but did not discuss the cases at 
length.1 So, where a secretary has forged the names of 
directors to cheques purporting to be drawn on behalf of tho 
company it can repudiate the cheques and recover from the 
hank which has paid them.8

It is to be noted, however, that an act not wrongful in 
itself done by an agent within the scope of his authority 
binds his principal even where the motive was wrongful and 
with a view to the private advantage of the agent, provided 
tho other party has no knowledge of the wrong and acts in 
good faith.3

A representation as to the credit of a person made by an 
agent docs not render his principal liable, and this protects 
a company as well as any other principal.4 An agent 
making fraudulent and deceitful misrepresentations will of 
course come under a personal liability for his wrongful acts.

As a servant or agent of the company, the secretary is 
under the same obligation as any other servant or agent not 
to accept commissions or bribes from persons having dealings 
with his employers, and he should carefully avoid accepting 
presents or bonuses from the promoters. If ho do so he can 
be compelled to account for them to the company.6

The Articles of Association frequently prescribe that the 
secretary shall countersign deeds sealed by the company0 and

‘[1906J App. Ca. 430.
-Krpitignllu Itubbcr Estates v. National Hank of India, [1009) 2 K. H. 

1010. The fart that the pass book showed the forged cheques is no pro
tection to the bank where the directors did not examine it.

•Hatnbro v. Hurnand, [1904] 2 K. B. 10; Bryant v. Quebec Bank, 
[1893] App. Ca. 170.

qiirst v. West Kitting Union Banking Co., [1901] 2 K. B. 500. 
•McKay’s Case, [1876] 2 Ch. D. 1; Dc Ruvigne's Case, [1877] 5 Ch 

D. 306. Sice also page 271, supra,
•Clause 76 of Table A is to this effect.
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cheques drawn un its behalf. Even where not obligatory, 
this is an advisable course to adopt.

As any contract which if made between private persons 
would not require to be under seal may be made on Udialf 
of the company by any person .acting under the express or 
implied authority of the company, it will frequently happen 
that the manager or secretary has power to contract for the 
company; but whether he has this power or not will be a 
question of fact in each ease. If the Articles direct that 
any parts of the business must be done by the directors only, 
it will be obvious that these cannot Ik* delegated; but if 
delegation is possible, the questions will be—(1) lias any 
such delegation been expressly made i and (2) if none has 
been expressly made. Has the course of business been such as 
to give an implied authority ( The answers must depend 
upon the facts of each case.

The secretary is one of the officers liable to penalties for 
not making proper Returns of Allotments and for not filing 
the contracts for the issue of fully paid shares (Section 07). 
He is named in Section 107, Sub-section 1, as one of those 
liable to penalties for not. registering mortgages or charges 
required to be registered, ami would Ik* included in the 
words “or other officer” in Section 108, Sub-section 2, and 
in the words “any person” in Section 107, Sub-section 2. 
lie is also one of the jwrsons who may make a statutory 
declaration that, the prescribed conditions for commencing 
business have been complied with (Section !Mi).

The secretary is one of the officers of the company liable 
to be examined in a winding up, either under Section 220 
(private examination) or under Section 221 (public examina
tion), and, if a «* ** nt, he may lx* rendered liable under 
Section 254 (misfeasance).

A secretary may Ik- a “clerk or servant” entitled to I lit1 
lnmefit of the Preferential Payments in Winding Up

7686
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(Sections 114 and 250); but a secretary xvho does not give 
his whole time, to the company, but performs his duties by 
deputy, is not within those sections.1

The Solicitor.
Before the incorporation of the company a statutory 

declaration must be tiled “by a solicitor of the Supreme 
Court, engaged in the formation of the company, or by a 
person nannsl in the Articles as a director or secretary,” of 
compliance with the requirements of the Act (Section 27, 
Sub-section 2). This, therefore, is the first appearance of 
a solicitor; but it will not bind the company to employ or 
pay him.

A company usually appoints a solicitor, often nominating 
him in the Articles of Association ; but the fact of being so 
named does not create a contract with the solicitor so as to 
give him a right to damages if the company refuse to 
employ him;2 nor does a statement in the Articles that the 
company shall pay the preliminary expenses of forming the 
company give the promoters or solicitors any right to Ik* 
paid expenses they have incurred or costs which have 
accrued.3 It follows, therefore, that if a solicitor wishes to 
be secure of receiving his costs incurred about the formation 
of a company, lie must either have a retainer from the 
promoter and get payment from him, or six* that a definite 
contract is made with him by the company after its 
incorporation.

When a person is appointed solicitor to a company, lie 
naturally acts for the company in most of its affairs; but the 
company is at lilK*rty to employ any other person or firm for

•Caimey r Back, 11906] 2 K. B. 740.
*El«*y v. Positive Government Assurance Co., [1876] 1 Ex. D. 20, 88; 

Browne v. La Trinidad, [1888] 37 Ch. D. 1.
’English & Colonial Produce Co. [1906] 2 Ch. 435; Hereford and 

South Wales Wagon Co., [1876] 2 Ch. D. 621. See also page 112, supra.
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any business unless there is an agreement that it will 
exclusively employ a specified person or firm.

The solicitor advises the company in all matters where 
his advice is asked, and in large companies lie frequently 
attends hoard meetings, and is present to advise the directors 
at general meetings. It must lie remembered, however, that 
the solicitor has no authority, and is only an adviser, whose 
advice may be accepted or rejected.

In questions as to increasing or reducing the capital, 
issuing new shares or debentures, forfeiting shares, passing 
resolutions for winding up, or undertaking any scheme for 
amalgamation with other companies, it is most desirable that 
advice should be hail before even the preliminary steps are 
undertaken, as mistakes may easily be made, which almost 
always involve considerable expense, and which sometimes 
cannot afterwards be rectified: as, for instance, where a 
company, having passed resolutions for winding up with a 
view to reconstruction, found that, although the scheme for 
reconstruction could not be carried out, the company was in 
liquidation.1

By Section 199 the sanction either of the Court or of 
the committee of inspection is necessary for the appointment 
of a solicitor in a compulsory winding up, and must be 
obtained before the employment, except in eases of urgency. 
In such cases it must be shown that there was no undue 
delay in obtaining the sanction. Solicitors should see that 
this necessary preliminary is complied with, or they will lose 
their right to costs, and they should note that the liquidator’s 
authority is only to employ a solicitor to take any pro
ceedings or do any business which the liquidator is himself 
unable to take or to do. In a voluntary winding up these 
rules do not apply.

‘Thomson v. Henderson’s Transvaal Estates, [1908] 1 Ch. 765; ex parte 
Fox, [1871] 6 Ch. 187; Cleve v. Financial Corporation, [1874] 16 Eq. 363.
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The solicitor’s right is only to be paid his costs out of 
the assets of the company, and the liquidator is not personally 
liable for the costs of the winding up:1 but the solicitor will 
bave a lien for his costs on any moneys which may be re
covered in the winding up through his instrumentality,2 and, 
as the costs of the winding up take priority over other 
claims, lie will be entitled to be paid before the unsecured 
creditors of the company receive any dividend.

A solicitor is not an oflicer of the company within 
Section 254 so as to be liable to the summary process 
therein provided for the assessment of damages against 
delinquent directors and officers,3 unless lie is also a pro
moter of the company, or by reason of the manner of his 
employment it appears that his position is more than that of 
solicitor,4 when he will bo liable on this distinct ground.

A person is not a promoter within the meaning of 
Section 93 (Directors’ Liability) by reason of his acting in 
a professional capacity for persons engaged in the promotion, 
but he may by doing other acts have become a promoter.5

A solicitor’s authority to represent the company is 
determined by its dissolution, and if he continues to act after 
the dissolution he will be liable to the other party for any 
costs incurred by reason of his so doing.”

The Auditors.
Every company must at each annual general meeting 

appoint an auditor or auditors to hold office until the next 
annual general meeting, and if none be appointed the 
Lieutenant-Governor in Council may, on the application of

1Ex parte Watkin, [1876] 1 Ch. D. 180.
'Re Massey, [1870] 9 Eq. 367.
’Carter’s Case, [1886] 31 Ch. D. 496.
*Re Liberator Permanent Benefit Building Society, [1894] 71 L. T. 406.
‘See Section 93 and re Turner, [1884] 53 L J. Ch. 42, 49 L. T. 20, and

•Salton v. New Becston Cycle Co. No. 2, [1900] 1 Ch. 43.
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any member of I lie company, appoint an auditor for the 
current year ami fix his remuneration (Section 1 lit, Sub
sections 1 and 2). The directors may. however, liefore the 
statutory meeting appoint the first auditors, to hold office 
until the first annual general meeting, unless previously 
removed bv a resolution of the shareholders in general 
meeting, in which case the shareholders at such meeting may 
appoint auditors (Sub-section f>). The directors may also 
till anv casual vacancy in the office of auditor; but while the 
casual vacancy continues the surviving or continuing auditor 
or auditors (if any) may act (Sub-section 6).

To prevent an auditor who has been inconveniently faithful 
to bis duties being displaced at the next annual meeting with
out notice to the shareholders, Suit-section 4 of Section 112 
provides that no person, other than a retiring auditor, shall 
be appointed at an annual general meeting unless a share
holder has given notice to the company, not less than 
fourteen days before the annual general meeting, of' his 
intention to nominate him. The company must send a copy 
of the notice to the retiring auditor, and give notice to the 
shareholders, either by advertisement or in any manner 
allowed by the Articles, not less than seven days before the 
meeting; but if the meeting is not called until after the 
notice of intention to nominate a new auditor, the notice to 
the shareholders may be given with the notice calling the 
meeting, and it will l>e no objection that the limits of time 
above mentioned are not observed.

A director or officer of the company is not capable of 
being appointed auditor ( Sub-section tl).

The remuneration of the auditors must bo fixed by the 
cofhpany in general meeting, except that the remuneration 
of any auditors appointed before the statutory meeting, or 
to fill any casual vacancy, may t>e fixed by the directors 
(Sub-section 7).
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The duties of the auditors arc stated in Section 120. 
Every auditor has at all times a right of access to the hooks 
and accounts and vouchers of the company, and may require 
from the directors and officers all necessary information and 
explanations.

As expressed in Section 120, Sub-section 2, the auditors 
must make, a report, to the shareholders on the accounts 
examined by them, and on every balance sheet laid before 
the company in general meeting, stating (a) whether they 
have obtained all the information ami explanations they 
have required, and ( h ) whether the balance sheet is properly 
drawn up so as to exhibit a true and correct view of tho 
state of the company’s affairs “according to the best of their 
information and the ex ms given to them, and as
shown by the I looks of the company.”

The balance sheet must lie signed by two directors, or by 
the sole director if there is only one, and the auditors’ 
report must lie attached thereto, or a reference to it inserted 
at the foot of the balance sheet. The report must be read 
before the company in general meeting, and he open to 
inspection by any shareholder,1 who is also eutitled to be 
furnished with a copy of the balance sheet and auditors’ 
report at a charge not exceeding ten cents for every hundred 
words (Section 120, Sub-section 3).

As to other matters affecting the balance sheet see 
Chapter XVII., page 333.

Holders of preference shares and debentures in companies 
other than private companies or companies registered lieforc 
the 1st July, 1910, are by Section 121, given the same right to 
receive and inspect the balance sheets of tho company and 
the reports of the auditors and other reports as are pos
sessed by holders of ordinary shares of the company.

'This would seem to include preference shareholders of a private 
company, although Section 121 does not apply to them.

5331



By Sub-section 4 of Section 120, if any copy of a 
balance sheet is issued, circulated, or published, not having 
been signed as required by the section, or without either a 
copy of the auditors’ report attached or containing the 
required reference to such report, the company, and every 
director, manager," secretary, or other officer of the company 
knowingly a party to the default, is liable to a fine not 
exceeding two hundred and fifty dollars. The requirements 
of the section relate to every balance sheet “laid before the 
company in general meeting,” and, presumably, the penalties 
will not attach in respect of other balance sheets.

It is not enough, however, for the auditors to report that 
the balance sheet does not exhibit a true view of the accounts. 
They must report generally on the state of the accounts.1

These provisions are general, and apply to all companies. 
They will therefore supersede any regulations of the com
pany not in accord with them. Any Article or special 
resolution requiring the auditors not to disclose facts (e.g. 
in relation to a secret reserve fund) which they may consider 
it their duty to include in their report is unlawful and 
invalid.1

The “statement, in the form of a balance sheet,” which 
every public company is required by Section .14, Sub-sec
tion 3, to file is to be “audited ami signed by the company’s 
auditors;” but there are no provisions as to the making or 
filing of any report on such statement by the auditors (see 
page 335, infra).

The auditors are essentially agents of the shareholders, 
and their dut)- is to act as a check upon the directors, and to 
give an assurance to the shareholders that the balance sheet 
and report are a bonâ fide and correct statement of the 
affairs of the company.

■Newton r. ltirminali.nn Small Arms Co., [ItMMi] 2 Ch. 378.
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Persons who perform the duties of auditors without 
being regularly appointed may become de facto officers of the 
company, and liable as such to misfeasance proceedings ; but 
this is a question of fact, and the services of an accountant 
are not necessarily those of an auditor.1

Much attention was called in England a few years since 
to the duties of auditors in connection with the “Liberator 
group’’ of companies. In the case of the London and 
General Hank (one of this group) it was held hy the Court 
of Appeal2 that in the circumstances of the case the auditor 
of that company was liable to repay a dividend improperly 
declared in reliance upon a misleading certificate given by 
him. The judgment of Lord Lindley contained the follow
ing declarations of principle:—“It is no part of an auditor’s 
duty to give advice, cither to directors or shareholders, as to 
what they ought to do. An auditor has nothing to do with 
the prudence or imprudence of making loans with or without 
security. It is nothing to him whether the business of a 
company is conducted prudently or imprudently, profitably 
or unprofitably. It is nothing to him whether dividends are 
properly or improperly declared, provided he discharges his 
own duty to the shareholders. Ilis business is to ascertain 
and state the true finaneial position of the company at the 
time of the audit, and his duty is confined to that. But 
then comes the question, How is ho to ascertain that 
position? The answer is, By examining the books of the
company. But he docs not discharge his duty by doing this
without inquiry and without taking any trouble to see that 
the books themselves show the company’s true position. He 
must take reasonable care to ascertain that they do so. 
Unless he does this his audit will be worse than an idle
farce. Assuming the books to be so kept as to show the true

'Western Counties Steam Bakeries, [1897] 1 Ch. 617.
’London and General Bank, 118981 2 Ch. 678.
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position of tlic company, I lie auditor has to frame a balance 
sheet showing that position according to the books, and to 
certify that the balance sheet presented is correct in that 
sense. . . . An auditor, however, is not hound to do
more than exercise reasonable care and skill in making in- 
iptirics and investigations. lie is not an insurer. ... 
What is reasonable care in any particular case must depend 
upon tin* circumstances of that case. Where there is nothing 
to excite suspicion very little inquiry will be reasonably 
sufficient, and in practice I believe business men select a few 
cases at haphazard, six1 that they are right, and assume that 
others like them are correct also. Where suspicion is aroused 
more care is obviously necessary."

In the particular case in question it ap]>earcd that the 
auditor himself considered some of the items on the credit 
side very unsatisfactory, and called the attention of the 
directors to this fact in a sjiccial report, and strongly urged 
that no dividend should lie paid. The directors, however, 
induced him to omit any reference to this in the certificate 
annexed to tile balance sheet, and at the meeting of share- 
ladders a dividend of seven per cent, was declared. The 
Court held that the auditor had failed in his duty to the 
shareholders, and that the declaration of a dividend being 
the natural result of this failure of duty, the auditor and 
the directors were jointly and severally liable to repay the 
amount of the dividend. The dividend for the previous year 
had also been improperly paid, but it was not proved that 
the auditor “really knew, or ought then to have known, that 
the position of the bank was not correctI y shown by the 
books,” and lie esca|ied liability in res[>ect of that year. It 
was also held not to lie enough to insert such a vague phrase 
as “The value of the assets as shown is dependent upon 
icalisation." If a warning is to be given, it must be clear. 
It is not enough to give the shareholders "means of obtaining
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information"; they must Ire given the neecssary information 
itself.

I-o|)es, L. ,1., gives the following definition* :—“It is the 
duty of an auditor to bring to bear on the work he has to 
perform that skill, care and caution which a reasonably 
competent, careful, and cautious auditor would use. What is 
reasonable skill, care, and caution must depend on the 
particular circumstances of each ease. An auditor is not 
bound to be a detective, or, as was said, to approach his 
work with suspicion, or with a foregone conclusion that there 
is something wrong, lie is a watchdog, not a bloodhound, 
lb' is justified in Micving tried servants of the company in 
whom confidence is placed by the company, lie is entitled 
to assume that they are honest, and to rely upon their 
representations, provided he takes reasonable care. If there 
is anything calculated to excite suspicion, he t" I probe it 
to the bottom; but in the absence of anything of that kind he
is only bound to he reasonably cautious and careful.................
It is not the duty of an auditor to take stock ; he is not a 
stock expert ; there are many matters in which he must rely 
on the honesty and accuracy of others, lie does not 
guarantee the discovery of all fraud.”

It must not, however, be thought that an auditor may 
rely upon others for anything which it is part of his duty to 
examine himself.

The auditors will clearly be l>ound to ask for any in
formation and explanations they require to form an opinion 
upon the company’s position, and take into account the 
answers they get before they make their report, and must 
form their own opinion whether the balance sheet exhibits 
“a true and correct view of the state of the company’s 
affairs." A balance sheet may contain no mis-statements 
and yet not come up to the standard.

'Kingston Cotton Mill Co. No. 2. (1898) 2 Ch. 288, 28».

2
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Again, the auditors usually know nothing of what 
allowance ought to be made In respect of bad or doubtful 
debts. This de]>ends upon the facts of each case, and the 
credit and responsibility of the debtors, into which auditors 
usually cannot inquire. But if there are circumstances 
which bring to the notice of the auditors that the book debts 
or any other assets ought not to be treated as of their nominal 
value, they should require that the balance sheet shall 
estimate such assets at their fair value, or add a note 
warning the shareholders of the facts.

Again, it is not the duty of the auditors to value the 
freehold or leasehold property or the stock-in-trade of the 
company. But if they find that depreciation is not being 
written off from a wasting property, or that absurd values 
are placed upon existing property, or, still more, if amounts 
are being “written on” for supposed enhancement of value, 
they should require the directors either to have an inde- 
liendent valuation by sotno competent persons, or to state 
dearly in the balance sheet how the amounts are arrived at.

The auditors will, of course, see for themselves that all 
the securities and property represented to l>elong to the 
company actually exist, and that the proper documents of 
title are in the company’s possession, and will not be satisfied 
with being shown a bundle “said to contain the proper 
securities.”

Though it is not the duty of auditors to advise, they 
usually give the company the advantage of their experience 
in determining what amounts may be properly carried to 
capital account, what divided over several years, and what 
charged to the current year, and they should particularly 
direct their attention to seeing that dividends are only paid 
out of profits. If the directors do not accept their opinion, 
they must protect themselves by attaching a note to the 
balance sheet or profit and loss account.
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It is usual for the report and balance sheet to bo 
submitted to the auditors a sufficiently long time before the 
general meeting for their report or certificate to be added to 
the balance sheet before it is sent to the members. The 
whole rc|>ort may bo a separate document, but it must in 
any case be read at the general meeting, and a reference to 
the report must be inserted at the foot of the balance sheet 
(Section 120, «Sub-section 3). When auditors have made a 
report to the directors they should firmly refuse to allow it 
to be suppressed or to modify it, unless there is shown to be 
a mistake in it.

It has been said that the auditors are agents for the 
shareholders, but this must not be taken to include the 
doctrine that notice of facts given to the auditors is notice 
to the shareholders, so as to prevent them from afterwards 
objecting to any misconduct of the directors or other persons 
of which the auditors had knowledge.1

The duty of the auditors is to investigate the affairs of 
the company and to report to the shareholders upon them, 
and if any loss arises to the company from the neglect of 
this duty the auditors may be held personally liable;2 but 
this is not a breach of trust, and after six years the Statute 
of Limitations will be a good defence.

Sometimes very difficult questions arise as to the proper 
basis on which a correct balance sheet should be made out, 
and as to what should properly be carried to capital and 
what to current account. An auditor, if a case of real 
difficulty arises, should protect himself by taking the opinion 
of counsel on the point in doubt.

The following is a form of report which may be used 
by auditors to comply with the Act :—

We have examined the books and accounts of the company for the 
year ended 31at December ,1911, and the above balance sheet is, in our

‘Spackman v. Evans, (18681 L. R. 3 H. L. 171.
’Leeds Estate Building Society r. Shepherd, (1887 ] 36 Ch. D. 787 

re London and General Bank, [1895] 2 Ch. 166 and 673.



a full and fair ' * shunt, as at that date, containing the par
ticulars required by the regulations of the company, and is properly drawn 
up so as to exhibit a true and correct view of the company's affairs 
according to the best of our information and tlie explanations given to us, 
and as shown by the lasiks of the company. We have obtained from 
the directors atal officers of the company all the information and explana
tions we have required.

If appropriate, there should be added, “and we have 
inspected the securities held at the head office [for the 
amount standing as reserve fund].”

If necessary, the auditors should add any special remarks, 
such as, “The item ‘Securities and Investments’ includes 
1011(1 ordinary shares of $10 each of the A. II.

Limited, which is in liquidation” ; or, “Under 
the heading "Mortgages and Loans’ is i " interest 
accrued and due, some of which is in respect of interest 
for years prior to 1010”; or, “At present prices the
investments of the company are not of the value shown 
above ; but this does not affect the Profit and Loss Account, 
where only the interest actually received is credited.”

The name of the person or firm to be appointed auditor 
or auditors for the ensuing year, and the amount of the 
remuneration, should be moved and seconded by non-official 
shareholders—not by directors or other officers of the 
company—at the annual general meeting in each year.

05 65
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CHAPTER XIV.

tiip: acts of the company.

(tKNKR.W, MkKTINOH.

I'llk ordinary business of the company i» transacted by the 
directors. The company exercises its control and does such 
acts as are reserved to it by the votes of a majority at 
general meetings. “Whenever a certain number are in
corporated, a major part may do any corporate act; so if all 
are summoned and part appear, a major part of those that 
appear may do a corporate act.”;1 but if the Articles 
prescribe a quorum, no less number of members can do 
business.2 3 The assent of every member of a company given 
separately has not the same effect as a resolution passed at 
a general meeting.*

A single person cannot constitute a meeting4 * 6—a rule 
which has considerable importance now that a company may 
consist of only two persons, of ’ one may be absent or 
ill. If, however, a class of shareholders consists of only one 
person (r.17. where one man holds all the preference shares) 
clauses in the Memorandum or Articles requiring the 
consent of a meeting of such class may lie satisfied by a 
resolution in writing signed by that one person.®

'Per Lord Hardwieke, Attorney-General v. Davy, [about 1745] 2 Atk 
212. See also per Wills, J.. Merchants of the Staple v. Bank of England, 
IIHHS] 21 Q. B. 105.

2See page 316.
3Re George Newman & Co., [1895] 1 Ch. 674.
♦Sharp v. Dawes, [1876] 2 Q. B. D. 26; Sanitary Carbon Co., [1877]

W. N. ‘223.
6East v. Bennett Bros. [1911] 1 Ch. 163.
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The Statutory Meeting.
Section 72 of tlio Act imposes the obligation to hold a 

general meeting “onoo at the least in every calendar year, 
and not more than fifteen months after the holding of the 
last preceding general meeting.” Section 73 provides in the 
ease of companies registered after the first day of July, 1!)10, 
for the holding of a statutory meeting (sec infra).

Companies must hold what is now formally called 
their “statutory meeting” within a period of not loss 
that one month nor more than three months from 
the date at which the company is entitled to commence 
business” (Section 73, Sub-section 1). This date is fixed 
by Section 90, in the case of a public company registered 
after the 14th day of March, 1912, as the date when a 
statutory declaration has been filed that the minimum 
subscription has been allotted, and that the directors have 
paid the application and allotment moneys payable on their 
shares. The Act contains no provisions for the ease of a 
private company, and such a company is accordingly 
entitled to commence business as soon as it is incorporated.

It is intended that at the statutory meeting the share
holders shall have an opportunity of learning how the 
flotation of the company has been effected, and of taking 
matters to some extent, into their own hands. Section 73, 
Sub-sections 2 to 4, requires the directors of companies 
other than private companies,1 at least seven days before 
the statutory meeting, to forward to every member a report 
certified by not less than two directors, or, if there are not 
two directors, by the sole director and manager, stating—

1. The total number of shares allotted, distinguishing 
those issued ns fully or partly paid up otherwise 
than in cash, and stating the consideration for 
which they have lieen allotted.

'Private companies are excluded by Sub-section 10.
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2. The total amount of cash received by the company 
in respect of all the shares allotted, distinguished 
as aforesaid.

3. An abstract of the receipts of the company on 
account of its capital, whether from shares or 
debentures, and of the payments made thereout, 
up to a date within seven days of the date of the 
report, exhibiting under distinctive headings the 
receipts of the company from shares and deben
tures and other sources, the payments made 
thereout, and particulars concerning the balance 
remaining in hand, and an account or estimate of 
the preliminary expenses of the company.

4. The names, addresses, and descriptions of the 
directors, auditors (if any), managers (if any), 
and secretary of the company. (This will show if 
there has been any change since the issue of the 
prospectus.)

5. The particulars of any contract the modification of 
which is to be submitted to the meeting for its 
approval, together with the particulars of tho 
modification or proposod modification.1

Tho statements referred to in the first three of the 
preceding paragraphs must be certified by the auditors (if 
any) to be correct (Sub-section 4).

A copy of the report must be filed with tho Registrar of 
Companies as soon as it is sent to tho members (Sub
section 5), but private companies are excluded from this 
provision (Sub-section 10).

There must also be prepared and produced at the 
statutory meeting, and be accessible during the whole meet-

>A company may not prior to the statutory meeting vary the terms 
of a contract referred to in the prospectus, or statement in lieu of pros
pectus, except subject to the approval of the statutory meeting (Section 92).
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ing, a list showing the names, descriptions, and addresses of 
the members of the company, and the number of shares held 
by them respectively (Sub-section (ij.

If default is made in tiling the report or holding the 
statutory meeting, any f" ' "" may, at the expiration of 
fourteen days after the last day on which the meeting ought 
to have belli held, petition the Court for the winding up of 
the company. The Court, on the hearing of the petition, 
may either direct the company to be wound up, or direct the 
report to lie tiled or a meeting to he held, or make such 
other order as may be just, and may order the persons in 
default to pay the costs of the petition (Section 187, and 
Section 73, Sub-section it).

The amendment passed by the legislature in the session 
of 1012 provides that if default is made in complying with 
the requirements of Section 7-'! regarding the holding of the 
first statutory meeting and the sending of the statutory 
report the company and every director, manager or other 
officer who knowingly and wilfully authorises or permits the 
default shall lie liable to a penalty of twenty-five dollars per 
day for each day during which the default continues.

At the meeting a discussion may bo raised on “any 
matter relating to the formation of the company, or arising 
out of the report, whether previous notice has been given or 
not," but no resolution may lie passed without such notice as 
the Articles of Association require (Section 73, Sub-sec
tion 7). Tin- meeting may adjourn from time to time, and 
notice may lie given in the interval of any resolution, and at 
the adjourned meeting any resolution may bo passed of 
which notice lias been given in accordance with the Articles 
of Association (Sub-section 8).

The provision for adjournments of meetings usuldly 
inserted in the Articles is that “The chairman, with the 
consent of the meeting, may adjourn,’’ etc., in which case

2!W

506802
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the meeting cannot compel the ehairman to adjourn;* but 
it would seem that the words of tho Act in reference to the 
statutory meeting—viz., “The meeting may adjourn from 
time to time"—put the power of adjournment into the hands 
of the majority of the meeting, without regard to tho 
ehairman.

Subnegnent General Meetinga.
The company must hold a general meeting “once at the 

least in every calendar year, and not more than fifteen 
months after the holding of the last preceding general 
meeting"2 (Section 72), and the company, and every 
director, manager, secretary, or other officer knowingly a 
party to default in complying with this regulation is liable 
to a fine not exceeding two hundred and fifty dollars, while 
the Court can, on the application of any shareholder when 
default has been made, call or direct the calling of a general 
meeting.3

This is called the “Annual General Meeting," or the 
"Ordinary General Meeting,” and the time at which it is to 
lie held is usually fixed by tho Articles. Under Section 72, 
Null-section .‘1, every general meeting of the company must 
lie held within the province. Table A provides that “at such 
time (not 1 icing more than fifteen months after the holding 
of the last preceding general meeting) and place as may be 
prescribed by the company in general meeting, or, in 
default, at such time in the month following that in which 
the anniversary of the company's incorporation occurs, and 
at such place, as the directors shall appoint,” and further

■Salisbury Gold Mining Co. v. Hatliorn, [1897] App. C'a 208.
’It would seem that if an extraordinary general meeting has been held 

the seel ion will be satisfied if I lie next general meeting is within fifteen 
months of the extraordinary general meeting, and in the next stieeecding 
calendar year.

’Apart from this statutory power the Court has no jurisdiction to 
direct the holding of a meeting of a eoinpany not in liquidation (Mac- 
Dougall r. Gardiner No 1, [18751 10 Ch. 606.)
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provides that “in default of a general meeting being so held, 
a general meeting shall be held in the month next following, 
and may be eonvened by any two members” (Clause 46). 
Some companies hold two ordinary general meetings in the 
year. It is customary to declare in the Articles that all 
business except such as is there mentioned (i.e. receiving 
the report of the directors, sanctioning a dividend, consider
ing the accounts and balance sheet, and electing directors 
and auditors)1 shall lie deemed special, and that notice must 
be given of the general nature of all special business. 
Without such a provision in the Articles it seems that no 
business could lie transacted of which previous notice had 
not been given ;2 and where these clauses are included any 
business not specially mentioned as an exception can only 
be transacted if notice has been given.

Other general meetings may, however, be held from 
time to time. These are called “Extraordinary General 
Meetings,” and at them only the special business for which 
they are convened can be transacted. Extraordinary 
meetings can lie convened by the directors whenever they 
think proper, and in certain circumstances may be convened 
by the members themselves, subject to the conditions con
tained in Section 74, which overrides any special regulations 
of the company. By this section the directors are bound 
forthwith to convene an extraordinary general meeting on the 
requisition of the holders of not less than one tenth” of the 
issued capital of the company upon which all calls or other 
sums then due have been paid.4 The requisition (which 
may consist of several documents) must state the objects of

'As to the s|tocinl requirements when an auditor other than the re
tiring auditor is proposed see page 284.

’/Vr Littledale, ,!, in Hex i>. Hill, [1S25| 4 B A C. 444.
■Fruit and Vegetable Growers' Association e. Kekewieh 119121 2 Ch. 82.
■If the Articles allow a smaller number to requisition a meeting, this, 

being an additional |tower not inconsistent with the Act, will be effective 
It seems also that preference shareholders may join in demanding a meet
ing, even if they are not entitled to vote thereat.
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the mooting, and must be signed by the requisitionists and 
deposited at tho office of the company. If joint holders of 
shares join in tho requisition all must sign, unless the 
Articles specifically authorise one to sign for all: the 
signature of one on behalf of all is of no avail.1 If the 
directors do not proceed to cause a meeting to l>e held within 
twenty-one days from tho date of tho requisition being 
deposited, the requisitionists, or a majority of them in value, 
may themselves convene tho meeting, but it must be held 
within three months from the date of the deposit of the 
requisition.2 If at any such meeting a resolution requiring 
confirmation at another meeting is passed, the directors 
are bound forthwith to convene a further extraordinary 
general meeting to consider and, if thought fit, to confirm 
the resolution as a special resolution, and if they fail to do 
so within seven days of the passing of the first resolution 
the requisitionists, or a majority of them in value, may 
convene the meeting. Any meeting convened by roquisition- 
ists is to bo convened as nearly as possible in the same 
manner as that in which meetings are to be convened by 
directors (Section 74, Sub-section 5).

There is no provision in the Act, similar to that usually 
inserted in Articles, that at a meeting convened by 
requisitionists no business is to lie done other than that 
mentioned in tho requisition; but perhaps this is implied in 
tho provision that the requisition must state tho objects of 
tho meeting. In any case due notice must be given of any 
business to he transacted.

The directors have a duty as well as a right to 
circularise the members for the purpose of advising them

'Patent Wood Keg Syndicate v. Pearse, [1906] W. N. 164.
'The secretary rannot without the sanction of the board summon the 

meeting on receipt of the requisition. Whet lier the requisionists ran 
employ him to give the notice after the twenty-one days have elaptrd is 
still an o|ien question (State of Wyoming Syndicate, [1901] 2 Ch. 4,lit.
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as to the prmlencv or propriety of any proposed resolution, 
and may use the eompany's money for this purpose or for 
procuring proxies in their own favour.1

Notiee of all general meetings must be given to the 
members in manner prescribed by the company’s Articles or 
by Table A. A company is not "corporately assembled” so 
as to be able to do business unless the meeting is held upon 
notice which gives every mendier the opportunity of being 
present;8 but it is thought, that a provision in tho Articles 
that nmi-receip! bv any mendier of notice, or the accidental 
omission to give any member notice, shall not invalidate 
pi....codings, is effective (sis' Table A, Clause 4il).

Vndcr Table A, seven days* notice at the least must lie 
given to each mendier. Seven days’ notice, if not qualified, 
means seven rlcnr days—i.r. exclusive of the day of giving 
the notice and tin- day of the meeting.8 By Clause 49 it is 
declared that the seven days shall he exclusive of the day on 
which the notiee is served, but inclusive of tho day for 
which the notice is given, and by Clause 111) the day of 
service is the day when the notice would lie delivered in the 
ordinary course of post. With such a provision, or when 
these provisions are omitted, notices should be posted 
fourteen or fifteen days before the meeting, as they may not 
lie delivered to some members at least till three or four days 
after posting, lint if the notice may lie given by advertisement 
it will be sufficient if it appear seven clear days before the 
meeting, and it is not necessary to show that it reached all

'Peel r. Ism,Ion rind North Western Railway, [I907| 1 ('ll 5; Camp
bell v Australian Mutual Sneietv, [lflOtl] 77 L. .1. P. C. 117, till L. T. It, 
•->1 T. L. It 638.

'Smith r Darlev, IIHIlti 2 11. I, C. 7s'1 Merchants of the Staple r 
Bank of England, |I8HS| 21 <j. B t). 161.

•See Railway Sleepers Supply Co., [1KK5| 29 Ch. D. 221, and eases there 
riled.
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the members on that day.1 In general, no notice is required 
to lx1 given of adjourned meetings, if held within the limits 
prescribed by the Articles of Association, as they are merely 
continuations of the previous meetings, at which, if notice was 
properly given, all the members have had the opportunity of 
being present, and those who were present have agreed to 
the time and place of adjournment. But under Clause 55 
of Table A, if the adjournment is for ten days or more, 
fresh notice is required.

When notice has been duly given of a meeting, the 
meeting cannot lie postponed by a subsequent notice;2 the 
proper course is for the meeting to be held and adjourned.

In the absence of some special provisions in the Articles, 
it is not necessary to give notice to the representatives of 
deceased jiersons unless such representatives have become 
members bv formal registration.3 Clause 114 of Table A 
does require notice to representative shareholders.

A notice, to be good, must be given by ]>ersons authorised 
to summon the meeting, and resolutions passed at a meeting 
convened by the secretary without the authority of the board 
are invalid, nor will the consent of directors separately given 
suffice.4 But if the notice purports to bo issued by the 
authority of the directors and is subsequently ratified by 
them at a board meeting it will be valid,5 and Warrington, 
.1., lias held that a notice given by a person believing himself 
to lie a director, and subsequently adopted by another 
director, was valid under an Article rendering valid acts 
done by persons acting as directors, although an irregularity

'Snrath r. Valley Gold Co., [1803] 1 Ch 477.
'Smith ii. Paringa Mines, Limited, [1006] 2 Ch. 103.
'Alien i*. Gold Reefs of West Africa, [10tX)[ 1 Ch. 656.
•Haycraft Gold Reduction Co., [1000] 2 Ch. 230; State of Wyoming 

Syndicate, [10011 2 Ch. 431.
'Hooper t>. Kerr Stuart & Co., [10tX)[ 83 L. T. 720.
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bo subsequently discovered,1 and Swinfen Eady, J., that the 
resolutions of a general meeting convened by de facto 
directors are not invalidated by any irregularity in the 
constitution of the board.8

If there arc no directors, and no special provisions in the 
Articles to meet the ease, any five members can convene a 
meeting under Section 75.’

If directors fail to convene the annual meeting, the 
proper proportion of the members can requisition an extra
ordinary general meeting (see page 299, supra) ; but this 
does not always meet the case, for certain business (c.g. 
the appointment of auditors under Section 119, and also 
the submission of a balance sheet under the common form 
of Articles) has to be done at the annual general meeting, 
and to procure the holding of such meeting any member 
may, under Section 72, apply to the Court to call or direct 
the calling of a meeting, or the member may enforce 
penalties under that section. Clause 40 of Table A, how
ever, allows any two members to summon the annual general 
meeting if the directors fail to do so.

Only members of the company are entitled to be present, 
and a member cannot insist on bis solicitor or other agent 
being allowed to accompany or represent him, the Articles 
almost invariably requiring that a proxy shall himself be a 
member of the company. Section 76, however, gives any 
company which is a member of another company power by 
minute of the directors to authorize any of its officials or any 
other person to act as its representative at meetings, and 
such representative has, on lichalf of the company appointing 
him, the right to exercise the same functions as if he were 
an individual shareholder.

'Transjiort, Limited e. Sehomherg, [100,')] 21 Times L. It. 305. 
■Bosehoek Co. v. Fake, 11906H Ch 148.
■Brick and Stone Co., [1878] W. N. 140.
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Minutes of Business Done at Meetings.

Every company must cause minutes of all proceedings of 
general meetings, and of its directors or managers, to be 
entered in books provided for the purpose, and such minutes, 
if purporting to bo signed by tho chairman of the meeting 
or of the next succeeding meeting, shall be evidence of tbo 
proceedings, and until the contrary is proved every meeting 
of the company, or of the directors or managers, of which 
minutes have been so made is to be deemed duly held and 
convened, and all proceedings thereat duly had, and all 
appointments of directors, managers, or liquidators arc to 
bo deemed to lie valid1 (Section 79, and see Table A, 
Clause 75).

The usual course is for the secretary to prepare the 
agenda, or heads of the business to be transacted at the 
meeting, and to lay them before the chairman, who brings 
the various items before the meeting for consideration.

The secretary takes notes of the proceedings of each 
meeting, whether a general or board meeting, and after
wards enters them in the minute books, and reads the 
entries at the next general or board meeting, as the case 
may be. Tho chairman then puts them to the Vote, and 
signs them if approved ; or if any amendment is required, 
that is first made and initialled by him, and tho minutes 
are then signed. In the minutes of this meeting a note 
should lie made that “the minutes of the preceding meeting 
were read and signed as correct.” It is not proper to say 
“the minutes were confirmed,” as this might lead to an 
inference that the business recorded was reconsidered and 
confirmed, which is not the case. Directors present when 
tho minutes of a previous meeting arc road and signed

•This must, of course, mean in regard to matters properly entered in 
the minutes, and the evidence will only be that such an 1 such proceedings 
were had, and not that the statements of fact contained are true.
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are not thereby made responsible for the resolutions passed 
at the previous meeting, although they thus are fixed with 
notice of what 1ms been done (see page 2 til, lu/ira). If any 
matter is debated afresh, this should ho the subject of a 
separate minute. It. is improper to remove a page from 
the minute book. If it requires re-writing, a line should 
he drawn through it, leaving the page in its place. The 
mutilation of any hook gives rise to suspicion of bad faith. 
The minutes arc constantly referred to in legal proceedings, 
and it is of the utmost importance that they should be 
full and accurate. The absence of any reference to a 
matter in the minutes is treated as evidence that it was not 
brought lieforo the board, hut express evidence may ho given 
to prove that this is not the case.

It is advisable to have separate minute hooks for general 
and board meetings. The former may fairly he open to the 
inspection of members; hut the directors’ minute hook, con
taining as it. does a record of the private affairs of the 
company, should not he accessible to any but the directors, 
secretary, and auditors, who will he entitled to see it for 
purposes of tho audit.

Business ok General Meetinus.
It is only at general meetings that tho shareholders can 

exercise any control over the affairs of the company. The 
Articles almost invariably require the directors to lay before 
the meeting a report on the company’s affairs and a balance 
sheet. Tho Act requires that the auditors’ re|x>rt on any 
balance sheet shall lie read before tho company in general 
meeting and lie open to inspection by any share
holder (Section 120). The president of the company, 
or, if there be no such president, the person elected 
by the meeting, takes the chair. It is his duty to 
preserve order, conduct proceedings regularly, and take care 
that the sense of the meeting is properly ascertained with



regard to any question before it.1 It ia customary for the 
chairman to introduce the report of tho directors in a 
speech, in which he explains the position of the company, 
and gives as much information about its affairs as he thinks 
tit. Ho concludes by moving that the report bo adopted, in 
which he is seconded by another of the directors. The share
holders then comment upon or criticise the report and the 
chairman’s s|)ceeh, and ask for any further information 
they desire; but the chairman and directors arc not bound to 
give any information beyond the report, and if they consider 
it undesirable to answer any questions they may refuse to do 
so. If the shareholders are dissatisfied, they may oppose 
the motion that the report lie accepted; but even if the 
opposition be successful, it has no effect, for it is not 
necessary that the report should be accepted by the meeting. 
Such a rejection of the report, however, is considered a vote 
of censure upon the board of directors. If the dissatisfied 
shareholders succeed in rejecting the report, they usually 
move to appoint a committee of inspection, but whether this 
be as an amendment or by way of original resolution it 
would seem to require notice, for this is a matter of great 
moment upon which all the shareholders should have an 
opportunity of voting. Even if notice be given, and the 
resolution passed, the committee will have very small 
powers, unless it bo a committee of inspection appointed 
under Section 117, for which purpose a special resolution 
must lie carried by a three-fourths majority at a meeting 
whereof notice has been given specifying tho intention to 
propose the resolution, and confirmed by a subsequent 
meeting (Section 77). If the special resolution is not 
carried the dissatisfied shareholders may apply, under tho 
provisions of Section 116, to the Lieutenant-Governor in

7'rr Chitty, J., in National Dwellings Society ». Sykes, [189t] 3 Ch. 159.
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Council to appoint inspectors. It must, however, be under
stood that the company cannot take the control of its affairs 
out of the hands of the directors, and give powers to a com
mittee, except in tho manner specified in the Articles; and 
accordingly, if there ho no power to remove directors, the 
company will have to wait until the Articles are altered or 
the obnoxious directors retire in due course.1 If tho power to 
remove directors or to control their action bo by special 
resolution, an ordinary resolution will not suffice. Often, 
however, when directors find the meeting hostile they assent 
to the appointment of a committee to report to the general 
meeting which is adjourned.

Upon the report being carried, one of the directors will 
move the payment of a dividend in accordance with the 
report. Tho Articles usually provide that the shareholders 
may reduce, but not increase, the dividend recommended by 
the directors.

The re-election of retiring directors and the filling up of 
vacancies will follow, and the auditors will afterwards be 
elected and their remuneration fixed. This is a matter in 
which the directors should take no part, and which should be 
left entirely in the hands of the shareholders.

If thero is no special business, tho meeting should then 
terminate. If, however, there is special business, the 
business of which notice has been given should be 
proceeded with. It was usual at one time to transact 
special business only at an extraordinary general mooting, 
which was often called to follow the ordinary meet
ing; but this is necessary unless tho Articles expressly 
require it, there being no reason why special business should 
not be transacted at an ordinary meeting.

‘Automatic Self-Cleansing Co. i>. Cunningham, [1906] 2 Ch. 34, and 
Salmon r. Quin & Axtens, [1909] App. Ca. 442.
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The chairman, with the sanction of the majority, can 
stop the discussion, or in modern phrase “the closure may be 
adopted,” after resolutions have been reasonably debated.1

The chairman can, with the sanction of the majority, 
adjourn the meeting, but he cannot, by leaving the chair 
before the business is completed, bring the meeting to a 
close; if he purport to do.so, the meeting may appoint 
another chairman and proceed with the business.3 If the 
Articles provide that “the chairman, with the consent of the 
meeting, may adjourn,” the majority cannot compel the 
chairman to adjourn the meeting if he thinks it ought to 
proceed.3 But Table A (Clause 55) requires the chairman 
to adjourn the meeting if so directed by the meeting, further 
providing (by Clause 59) that a poll demanded on the 
question of adjournment shall be taken forthwith.

A meeting, if duly called, cannot be postponed by a sub
sequent notice issued before the meeting.4 It can, however, 
lie adjourned before any business is done.

The taking of a poll will bo considered under the head of 
“Votes at General Meetings” (page 309, infra).

As has been seen, the minutes must be taken ; but there 
is no obligation upon the company to publish a report of the 
proceedings at general meetings, although with large com
panies it is customary to have one prepared and printed, and 
circulated among the shareholders.

Motions at General Meetings.
The Articles usually provide that notice must be given of 

the general nature of any special business to be transacted,6 
and by Section 77 notice must be given of the intention to 
propose a special resolution. In the absence of provisions in

■Wall ». Ixindon and Northern Assets Corporation, [1898] 2 Ch. 409.
•National Dwellings Society ». Sykes, [1894] 3 Ch. 159.
•Salisbury Gold Mining Co. » Hathom, [1897] App. Ca. 268.
•Smith ». Paringa Mines, Limited, [1906] 2 Ch 193.
Table A has this provision Clause 49.
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tlu» Articles of Association, and if Table A be excluded, no 
business can be brought on without notice ( »ee page its, 
supra). The notice must “give at any rate a fair, candid, 
and reasonable explanation” of the business proposed, and if 
something is wrapped up and kept back it will invalidate the 
proceedings.1 Thus, Kekewieh, J., held that a notice of a 
meeting to adopt new Articles which might be seen at the 
company's office was not sufficient where the new Articles 
increased the directors' remuneration and borrowing power, 
and made other important changes.2

It notice is required, and has not been given, or if in
sufficient notice has been given, the chairman should refuse 
to put the motion to the meeting ; but an amendment of 
which notice has not been given may Ik* proposed to a motion 
properly moved, so long as it is within the scope of the 
notice originally given :1 and if the notice of meeting is 
accompanied by the directors’ report, stating that certain 
business will be proposed, this is a sufficient notice.4 It has 
been held that, where tin* notice was of a resolution to 
appoint as directors three persons named in the notice it was 
competent for the company to add three others by way of 
amendment.5

Sometimes several amendments are promised to one 
motion, in which case the chairman will require to exercise 
his discretion very carefully in allowing them and in ar
ranging their order, lie should get them all put into

‘Kayo v. Croydon Tramways, [1898| 1 Ch. 358. Marsh r. Huron 
College, 27, (ir. «OU.

•Normandy v. Ind, Cooj>c <k Co., [19081 1 Ch. 84.,
n’orbock i>. Lord Went bury, [1902 ] 2 Ch. 871 ; Henderson v. Bank of 

Australasia [1890] 45 Ch. I). 330. The latter ease also decided that an 
amendment need not be submitted in writing, but is good if its effect he 
made reasonably clear to the meeting orally.

‘Irvine v. Union Bank of Australia, [1877] 2 Ann. Ca. 375; liosohoek 
Co. i*. Fuke, [1903] 1 Ch. 148.

‘Betts & Co. v. Macnaghten, [1910] 1 Ch. 430.
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writing, and sec lnnv far they arc consistent one with another. 
I’rimi'i fin ir, they ought to lie put in the order in which they 
are proposed, hut the nature of them will often make it 
more desirable to arrange them so that they may not clash. 
After any motion or amendment has been accepted by the 
meeting, no amendment inconsistent with it should be sub
mitted, as the acceptance of the prior proposal negatives the 
inconsistent amendment. The amendments should be 
disposed of licfore the original motion.

If the chairman improperly refuses to submit an amend
ment to the meeting, the resolution actually carried will be 
invalidated.1 A reasonable amendment may lie proposed and 
made to a special resolution at the first meeting,2 but not at 
thi" confirmatory meeting, when the resolution ns passed at 
the first meeting must he accepted or rejected ns it stands.8

Whern notice has been given of several resolution», each 
resolution must Is- put separately,4 although, if the meeting 
is unanimously in favour of all the resolutions, it may be 
this would not lie material. The fact that some of the 
resolutions submitted arc IIlIra rires will not affect the 
validity of others even if all were part of one scheme, e.g. 
for the purpose of reconstruction.*

Votes at Gknkral Meetings.

The Articles of Association usually provide how many 
votes each shareholder shall have.

Table A, Clause (10, provides for one vote for every 
share, which is in accordance with Section 75, Sub-sec
tion (il) of the Act, The Register of Members should be in

'Henderson v. Rank of Australasia, 45 Ch. D. 330.
Torbook v, Lord Weetbury, [160812 Ch. S71.
3Wall v. London ami Northern Assets Corporation, (1898] 2 Ch. 469. 
’Patent Wood Keg Syndicate r. Pearce, [1906] W. N. 164; Thomson 

v. Henderson's Estates, Limited, [1905] 1 Ch. at page 776.
'Thomson r. Hen demon’s Estates, Limited, (1908] 1 Ch. 765.

8
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readiness at the meeting to refer to for the number of shares 
held by eaeh member, and the consequent number of votes to 
which lie is entitled on a poll. In ease of an equality of 
votes the chairman has an additional or easting vote.1

Where there is a mode of voting known to the com
munity, that mode should lie followed unless a binding rule 
is found in the Articles to the contrary, and in like manner 
any Common Law ride as to voting will prevail unless 
inconsistent with the Articles.2 Thus, votes in the first 
instance are taken by a show of hands, eaeh shareholder 
having a single vote for himself, but none for any persons 
whose proxies he holds.2 Hut if a sufficient number of 
shareholders are dissatisfied with the result of the count of 
hands, they can demand a poll, in order that the number of 
votes to which members are entitled may be ascertained and 
proxies used. If the company is governed by Table A of 
the Companies Act, lfill (Clause SO), three mendiera may 
demand a poll. Upon a special or extraordinary resolution 
Section 77 allows a poll to lie demanded by three persons 
entitled to vote, unless the Articles require some other 
nuinlier not exceeding five. Under Table A the poll “shall 
lie taken in such manner as the chairman directs, and the 
result of such poll shall lie deemed to be the resolution of 
the company in general meeting."4 Both the demand for a 
poll and the method of taking it must of course be in 
accordance with the provisions of the Articles.1

'Toronto Brewing Co p. Blake, 2, O.K 184.
’Per Jessel, M. K., Hortiurv Bridge ('out Co., [1879] Il Ch. D. pages 

11.4 and 115.
'Kmest o. Loma (told Mims, [1897] 1 Ch. 1. overruling re Bidwell 

Brothers, [1893| 1 Ch. 003; hut if a person not a member is allowed to ta
il proxy, it seems he ran vote on a show of hands (see [189711 Ch. page 8),

’As to a poll on a special resolution see next pngc.
’It has been said that a proxy to vote does not include authority to 

demand a poll (per Bacon, V. C., Haven (told Mining Co., [1882] 20 Ch. 
1). 151; Beg. e. Government Stock Co., [I878J 4 Q. B. I). 1431, but in 
unrriHirtcd eases Judgf-s have expressed doubt as to this.
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Tho chairman must decide whether a poll is properly 
demanded, having regard to the Articles, which sometimes 
impose a limit of time for the demand, and require that a 
certain proportion of the capital of the company shall be 
represented as well as a certain number of shares. The 
chairman has generally also to determine how the poll is to 
lm taken (c.g. Table A. Clause 57). If there is a question 
of much importance to lie decided, he may fix a future day, 
and notice shoidd lie given to all the shareholders of the 
appointed place and time. If the matter is not of great 
importance, or if there is a representative gathering of share
holders present, the poll may lie taken at once.1 In any 
ease the votes should he taken in writing, and an entry made 
of how many voles each shareholder is entitled to give and 
actually does give. Each shareholder should sign his name 
as a guarantee that there is no personation. The chairman 
must declare the result of the poll, but it is most desirable 
that there should be scrutineers present on each side at the 
counting. Proxies may lie used in the poll, if allowed by 
the regulations of the company. If there arc several 
resolutions, the poll must lie taken on each separately. If 
it be taken on a number of resolutions together, they cannot 
be validly passed.*

Under the common form of Articles or under Table A a 
poll cannot be taken by sending voting papers to the members 
to lie returned by post. They or their proxies must attend 
and give the votes personally.*

With regard to extraordinary ami special resolutions, 
Section 77 provides that at any meeting at which an extra
ordinary or special resolution is submitted a poll may lie

■Chillington Iron Co., |188B| 32 Ch. D 150.
’Patent Wood Ke* .Syndicate e. Pearse, (10OII) W. X. llit 
•McMillan r. Le lloi Mining Co., |100B| 1 Ch. 331.
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demanded hv til ret* persons for the time being entitled 
neeording to the Article* to vote, unless the Articles require 
a deiimnd by such nmnlier of persons, not exceeding five, as 
may la' specified in the Articles. This seems to mean that 
if the Articles are silent, or specify that more than five 
persons are required for the demand of a poll, the provisions 
of the Act will apply, and any three persons entitled to 
vote may demand a poll. If, however, the Articles specify 
that five or less persons may demand a poll, these provisions 
of the Articles will prevail, and a poll may he demanded by 
the numlier specified in the Articles, hut not by fewer 
persons, and, unless the poll is demanded liv the proper 
mimlier of persons, the chairman's declaration of the result 
of the voting on the sjiccial or extraordinary resolution will 
lie conclusive.

Table A (Clause .1(1 ) extends this effect of the chairman's 
declaration, if accompanied by an entry in the minute hook, to 
other resolutions. This will prevent the question being re
opened in legal proceedings, even if evidence is tendered that 
the chairman's declaration was wrong,' unless an error appears 
on the face of the declaration of the chairman : r.g. where he 
states the number of votes given and they are insufficient.8 
Where the Articles of Association declared that if votes wore 
not disallowed at the meeting they should lie good for all 
purposes, it was held that, in the absence of fraud or had 
faith, the resolution could not he impeached on the ground 
that votes were impro|ierly received." Eve, J., has held that, 
notwithstanding a declination by the chairman, the notice of 
meeting may lie looked at to see if the resolution is in 
order.4

•Arnot »• I'nitcd African Lands, [10011 1 Ch. 518 ('. A ; Hadleigh 
Castle Gold Mines, (19001 2 Ch. 419, not agreeing with Kekewich, J , in 
Young v. South African Development Syndicate, 11896] 2 Ch. 268.

•Canital (New) Mines, Limited, [19(12] 2 Cli 498
•'Wall I*. London and Northern Assets Corporation No. 2, [1899] 1 

Ch. 550.
♦Kelts & Co. v. Maenaghten, [1910] 1 Ch. 430.
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The hearers of share warrants only have votes if the 
regulations of the company give them;1 anti when the 
Articles give this privilege, they usually contain special 
terms ii|kiu which the power of voting is to he exercised : e.<). 
on depositing the warrants with the company.

The holders of all classes of shares have equal rights of 
voting unless restrictions are specifically imposetl. But a 
provision in the Articles that holders of any class of shares 
shall not have votes in res]wet of those shares is good ; and 
resolutions passed bv those having votes are binding even 
when they affect the interests of all classes.2 (hie class of 
shareholders, however, may not vote away the rights of 
another: e.(j. the ordinary shareholders cannot deprive the 
holders of preference shares of their priority if they are 
held under a contract,3 and a majority cannot divide the 
assets among themselves to the exclusion of the remainder 
of the shareholders.4

Every shareholder is entitled to vote in accordance with 
his own interests, although they may he different from 
those of the company at large: for instance, a shareholder 
may, if acting without fraud, vote in favor of property 
living purchased from himself, and the resolution will be 
binding even though turned hv the votes of such 
slum holder.3 The Court will restrain the passing of a 
resolution by means of votes in respect of shares issued by

81 :i

'Section 45, Sub-section 4: “The bearer of u shine warrant nmv, if 
the Articles of tin* company so provide, be deemed to be a member of the 
company ... either to tin* full extent or for any purposed 
defined in the Articles.”

•Barrow Haematite Steel Co., [1888] 30 Ch. D. 582.
*/Vr Higbv, L. J , in James r. Buena Ventura Rydicate, [1890] 1 (’ll. 

400. But see Allen r. (Sold Reefs of West Africa, [1900] 2 Ch. 50.
•Menier v. Hooper's Telegraph Co., [1874] 9 Ch. 350.
•North-West Transportation Co. v. Beatty, [1881] 12 App. Ca. 589; 

Pender r. Lushing!on, [1877] 0 Ch. I). 70; Burland v. Earle [1902] A. C. 
ut page 94.
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llio directors to themselves or their friends for the purpose 
of obtaining control of the voting power;* and an 
agreement by a vendor of shares with the purchaser that 
until they are transferred ho will vote in a particular way 
will be enforced by the Court,* although it seems the com
pany could not take notice of the fact that a vote was given 
in breach of such au agreement.

Sometimes the holders of debentures arc by the Articles 
of Association given votes, and accordingly have a voice in 
the management of the company, but such votes could not be 
counted upon a special or extraordinary resolution, for the 
Statute specifies that such resolution must be passed by a 
majority of three fourths of the members entitled to vote.

If by transferring his shares into other names a member 
can increase his voting power, he is entitled to do so.'1

The Articles generally provide how joint holders of 
shares are to vote. Of course only one of such holders can 
vote, and the right is usually (as in Table A, Clause 01) 
given to the one first named in the Register ; and under 
Articles in the usual form it would seem that the joint 
holder to whom the vote is given can also give a proxy with
out the concurrence of the other joint holders.

Occasionally the Articles provide that preference or 
deferred shareholders shall not have the right to attend 
general meetings. This, however, appears to be contrary to 
the intention of the Statute, and there can lie hardly any 
doubt that all shareholders have the right to lie present at all 
general meetings of a company: otherwise a meeting cannot 
be a “general” one.

‘Punt V. Syiniimts A Co., [1903] 2 Ch. 506.
•Orcenwcll r. Porter, 11902] 1 Ch. 530.
•Pender v. Linhington, [1877| 6 Ch. I). 70; MofTntt v. Farnuhnr 

18781 7 Ch. D. 501.
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Proxies at General Meetings.
When a company is governed by the regulations of 

Table A, “votes may lie given either personally or by 
proxy” (Clause 04). Special Articles of Association also 
almost universally have a similar provision. In tho absence 
of this provision there is no legal right of a member to have 
his vote by proxy accepted.1 Table A, Clause 06, requires 
the instrument of proxy to lie deposited at tho registered 
office not less than forty-eight hours, before the meeting at 
which it is to lie used ; but special Articles frequently reduce 
the time to twenty-four hours.

Usually only member» of the company entitled to vote 
are allowed to act as proxies (Clause 65 of Table A, which, 
however, allows a corporation to vote by a proxy who is not 
a member); but Section 76 gives a company which holds 
shares in another company an absolute right to appoint any 
person as its representative (see page 302). It is sufficient 
if tho proxy becomes a member liefore ho is called upon to 
act, whether he was or was not a member at the time of his 
appointment.1 A form of instrument of proxy is given in 
Table A.

A proxy may in tho first instance be given with 
a blank left for the name of the person entitled to vote if 
there is an authority to some person to fill in the blank.6 
Where a member had notice that a requisition had been 
bulged to summon a meeting, and gave authority to another 
mendier to till up a proxy for him, but the requisition was 
withdrawn and another lodged, the authority was held to 
extend to the meeting called on the later requisition.4 The 
proxy need not. las actually named if ho is sufficiently 
described to be identified.6

•Hasten ». Phillips, 11SK3] 23 Ch. D. 14. No such right exists at 
Common Law : per Bowen, L. J., at page 35.

•Bombay Burmah Trailing Co. v. Shroff, |1U0.'Î| App Ca. 213.
’«r Lancaster, 11X77| 5 Ch. 1). till.
•Sndgrovc v. Brydcn, |1907] 1 Ch. 318.
•Vide note 2 su pro
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Sometime* tin* form of proxy authorises “the chairman 
of the meeting’’ to vote for the aident shareholder; hut that 
is very unadvisahle.

It is the duty of the secretary to examine the instru
ments of proxy that may be sent in. and to report any 
irregularity to the directors.

“The right of a shareholder to vote by proxy depends on 
tlm contract lietweon himself ami his co-shareholders . . . . 
and all the requisitions «if the contract as to the exercise of 
the right must 1m- followed.”1 Accordingly, proxies which 
are hot in accordance with tin- regulations «if the company 
must be rejected as invalid: r.tj. if the Articles of Associa
tion require an instrument of proxy to be- witnessed, it is 
invalid if not so witnessed.2 It is for tin- chairman of the 
meeting to receive or reject proxies, and his decision is 
binding, unless it is proved to the Court to be wrong.3

Vnh-ss the Articles of Association or other document 
governing tin- meeting so require, it is not essential that the 
proxies should be produced at the meeting, and if duly 
lodged at the place required by the regulations the result of 
the proxies may Im- communicated by telegram or letter.4

Qvobum.
No business can be done at a meeting unless a quorum is 

present.* Vndcr Table A, Clause 51, three members jter- 
sonallv present form a quorum. A single member cannot 
Im* a meeting.0 It is doubtful whether when only one 
member is present proxies can be relied upon even where the 
Articles fix the quorum at so many “present personally or 
by proxy.”

ll*er Cotton, L. .1 , Hurbvn r. Phillips [18831 23 Ch. I). 32.
Mlurhen r. Phillips, (18831 23 Ch. 1). I t.
’Indian Zoedonc Co., [18841 26 Ch. D. 70.
‘English, Scottish, and Australian Bank, (18931 3 Ch. 385.
‘Howbeiich Coal Co. v. Teague, [18601 <r> H. & N. 151; liomford (’anal 

Co., (1883| 24 Ch. 1>. 8Ô.
^ JSharp v. Dawes, (1870] 2 (J. B. D 26; Sanitary Carbon Co., [1877J
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CHAPTER XV.

ACTS (HTSIDK THE POWERS OF THE COMPANY 
OR OF ITS DIRECTORS.

Tub acts which a company or its directors do or purport to 
do may he void upon several grounds, which may he sum
marised as follows:—(1) They may he contrary to public 
policy generally, as, for instance, an agreement for 
compounding a felony ; (2) They may he forbidden by 
Statute, as, for instance, the holding of lotteries; (3) They 
may bo contrary to the policy of some particular Statutes, 
as, for instance, a reduction of the capital of a joint stock 
company not carried out in accordance with the provisions 
of the Companies Acts; (4) They may lie beyond thopowers 
of the company, or, as it is usually expressed, ultra viren.

Of these the first three are illegal, and on that account 
void ; but the last is void, not 1 avalise illegal, but because, 
there being no power to do the act, the forms gone through 
which purported to perform it were inoperative, and the act, 
if done at all, was not done by the company, but by tho 
person whose hand actually did it, anil therefore neither 
brings the company under any liability nor gives it any 
rights.

The doctrine, now well established, with regard to acts 
done ultra i ires first took a definite shape in cases upon acts 
purporting or promised to be done by railway and other 
companies formed under special Acts of Parliament. With 
regard to these it was held that the companies had no 
existence independent of the Acts which created them,1 and

'Shrewsbury Ac. Railway Co. v. Lnnilnn and North Western Railway 
Co |IR.Vt|22 L .1 Ch. I iso.'
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that I lie application of their capital to any other purposes 
than those s|>cciticd must ho unlawful. No majority of 
shareholders, however large, could sanction the misapplica
tion of a portion of the capital. Indeed, even unanimity 
would not make such a deed lawful.1 It was also declared 
that “a Parliamentry corporation is a corporation merely for 
the purposes for which it is incorporated, and it has no 
existence for any other purpose;”2 and, in the House of 
Lords, “It must, therefore, he now considered a well-settled 
doctrine that a company incorporated by Act of Parliament 
for a special purpose cannot devote any part of its funds to 
objects unauthorised by the terms of its incorporation, how
ever desirable such an application may appear.”2

The same principles apply also to companies registered 
under the Companies Acts;4 for such companies are in fact 
created by those Statutes for the purposes which are set out 
in the Memorandum of Association, and have no existence 
except for those purposes. Accordingly, in the Ashbury 
Railway Carriage Co. v. Riche (1875, L. It. 7 II. L. 794), 
Lord Selborne said: “I only rc[>cnt what Lord Cran worth, 
in Hawkes v. Eastern Counties Railway,3 stated to be 
settled law, when I say that a statutory corporation, created 
by Act of Parliament for a particular purpose, is limited as 
to all its powers by the purposes of its incorporation as 
defined in that Act. The present and all other companies 
incorporated by virtue of the Companies Act of 1802 appear 
to inc to he statutory corporations within this principle. 
The Memorandum of Association is, under the Act, their

•Bagshaw v. Eastern Vnion Railway Co., [18401 7 Hare 114. 
Charlebois v. Delap, 20, S.C.R., 221 Adams r. Bank of Montreal, .12, 
8.0.R., 719

'National Manure Co. r. Donald, [1859| 28 L. J. Ex. 185.
•Ilawkcs r. Eastern Counties Railway, [18551 5 H. L. C. 348.
•The principle docs not apply to a chartered company, which has all 

the powers of a private person. If it acts in excess of its charter the proper 
proceeding is to apply by tcirr fncint for a revocation of the charter 
(British South Africa Co. r. De Bi-ers Mines, [19101 1 Ch. 354).
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fundamental and (except in certain specified particulars) 
llioir linalteralilo laxv, and they arc only incorporated for the 
objects and pur] tones expressed in that Memorandum.”1

It is, therefore, now settled law that any act which is 
outside the powers of a company as defined by its Memoran
dum is void; and a person with whom the company has 
contracted ultra vires obtains no rights, but, on the contrary, 
the company may recover any moneys paid under such a 
contract,2 and a judgment obtained by consent in respect of 
a contract made ultra vires may bo set aside.2 Directors are 
personally liable to repay any moneys expended by them 
otherwise than in accordance with the company’s powers.4

Since the Memorandum and Articles are registered, ]ar
sons dealing with a company are deemed to have notice of 
the limitations upon tho company's powers, and enter into 
dealings with them at their own peril if they do not ascertain 
what those limitations are.5 But this difference must be 
observed, that if tho act which is done or contract which is 
made might have been done or made in a certain manner, a 
person who is not aware that it was not done or made in that 
manor is justified in assuming that all has l>een rightly done 
and all necessary conditions performed, and will accordingly 
In' entillod to the benefit of the contract, even though, in 
fact, some of the conditions have not been performed.* It is 
further to he noted that, although an act outside tho powers 
given by the Memorandum cannot be ratified, an act which

'Nee also Wcnlock v. River Dee Co., (188.5) 10 App. Ca. 3f>4.
"Great Eastern Railway Co. r. Turner, [18731 8 Ch. 149; Cohtnan 

r. ('oilman, 118821 19 Ch. 1). 65.
"Great. North-West Central Railway r. Charlebois, [1899| App. Ca. 114.
‘Re Sharpe, |1892] 1 Ch. 165; Culleme v. London and Suburban 

Building Society, [1890] 25 Q. B. D. 485, 490
"See page 37, note. Thomas v. Walker, 16. O.W R 751.
"Royal British Bank r. Turquand, [1856] 6 E. & B. 327; Smith r. Hull 

Gas Co., [1852] Il C. B. 897; rr ptirtr Overend, Gumev & Co., [18691 
4 Ch 460
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the company lias, but the directors have not, power to do is 
capable of being ratified by the company1 by ordinary 
resolution, although authority to the directors to do future 
acts forbidden by the Articles, or the ratification of acts 
which the company is prohibited by the Articles from doing, 
can only he given by special resolution altering the Articles 
of Association.2 It seems, moreover, that if a special 
resolution is required as a condition to doing an act, the 
fact that no such resolution is tiled is notice that there is no 
power to do the act.2

In construing the Memorandum, it must be remembered 
that where wide general powers are given in addition to 
specific powers the former will only be read as ancillary to 
the latter and not as independent objects,4 even though the 
Memorandum states that each paragraph is to be read 
separately and without limitation.5 Hut the Memorandum 
must be read as a whole, and it may appear that the later 
clauses are really intended to include powers far beyond 
those contained in the earlier clauses."

If the Memorandum authorizes an act to a limited 
extent, this by implication forbids any act outside the limit, 
e.g. a power to borrow up to $100,000 renders unlawful 
any greater borrowing.7

Provisions which arc not required by the Acts to be 
inserted in the Memorandum, but are in fact found there.

'Brotherhood's Case, [1862] 31 Beav. 365; Evans p. Kmalleombr, 
1868] L. It. 3 It. L. 2411: Phosphate of Lime Co. v. Green, (1871] L. It. 

7 C. P. 43; Campbell’s Case, [1874] 9 Ch. 1; Irvine v. Union Bank of 
Australia, [1877] 2 App. Ca. 366.

■Grant, v. United Kingdom Switchback Co., [1889] 40 Ch. D. 139; 
Boschock Co. r. Puke, [1906] 1 Ch. 148.

■Irvine v. Union Bank of Australia, [1877] 2 App. Ca., at page 379. 
■German Date Coffee Co., [1882] 20 Çh. D. 169.
■Stephens v. Mysore Reefs (Kangundy) Mining Co., [1902] 1 Ch. 745. 
'Butler v. Northern Territories Mines of Australia, [1907] 96 L. T. 41. 
BVenloek v. River Dee Co., [1885] 10 App. Ca. 354.
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dtp unalterable,1 unless the Memorandum itself gives the 
power of altering such provisions,2 and the Articles cannot 
vary tho Memorandum by giving powers inconsistent with it.3 
Xor can the Memorandum be in any way altered in respect 
of matters which tho Acts require to be stated there,4 * & * except 
in the manner specially authorised by the Acts (as to which 
see page 3b, supra), although if the Memorandum is 
ambiguous or silent, contemporary Articles may explain it. 
Thus, it was held that where the Memorandum of Association 
diil not make any reference to the division of the capital 
into preference and ordinary shares, the original Articles of 
Association might sanction such an arrangement, and a 
|K>wer to borrow or lend money not found expressly in tho 
Memorandum was held to lie established by the Articles.11 
Hut Buckley, J., has said: “The purposes for which the 
Articles can be read to explain or supplement the Memoran
dum cannot extend to explaining or supplementing the 
Memorandum in respect of a matter which, under The 
Pompâmes Act, must Ik- contained in the Memorandum of 
Association.””

it must not, however, be assumed that everything is 
ultra rires which is not included in so many words in the

’Ashbury r Watson, [1885] 30 Ch D. 376.
•Welsbach Incandescent Gas Co., [1904] 1 Ch. 87.
•Guinness r. I.anil Cor|ioration of Ireland, [1883] 22 Ch. D. 349.
•Ashbury Railway Carriage Co. v. Riche, [1875] L. R. 7 H. L. 653.
•Harrison e. Mexican Railway Co., (18751 19 Eq. 358; South Durham 

Brewery Co., [1886] 31 Ch. D. 261; Anderson's Case, [1878] 7 Ch. I). 75; 
Phoenix Bessemer Steel Co., [1875J 32 L. T. 854, 44 L. J. Ch. 673 (division 
of capital); Hume v Drachenfels Banket Gold Mining Syndicate, [1895]
2 Mans. 146 (borrow-ing power). This canon of interpretation is not 
affected by the fact that the occasion for it is removed by Andrews r Gas
Meter Co., [1897] 1 Ch. D. 361. It has since been followed in Fisher
v. Black and White Publishing Co., [1901] 1 Ch. 173; and Rainford v 
James Keith Blar' an & Co., [1905] 2 Ch. 147 (power to lend money); 
sec also Sime v. Co a, [1908] S. C. 751.

•Southern Brazilian Rio Grande do Sul Railway, [1905] 2 Ch, at page 
84. This is hardly consistent with Rainford r. James Keith Blackman
& Co., [1905] 2 Ch. 147, when- a power to lend money waa inferred from
a clause in the Articles
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Memorandum Whatever may fairly be regarded as inci
dental to o: consequential upon the objects specified ought 
not, unless expressly prohibited, to he treated as ultra vires* 
even where the Memorandum does not, as it usually does, 
contain a clause authorising such acts as are incidental or 
conducive to the other objects of the company.

The clause last referred to has been treated on several 
occasions as extending the powers of the company,2 but it 
must not he taken as giving powers much in excess of those 
expressly given or implied by law, as it has been laid down 
by Bacon, V. (’., that such a clause “did not, nor could, nor 
was meant to authorise the company to do any other things 
than those which had been previously declared to be 'the 
‘objects’ for which the company was established, but 
to prevent failure in accomplishing those objects;”3 and, 
further, any very general words in the Memorandum, such 
as “to undertake any business which may appear profitable 
to the company,” must be rejected as being repugnant to 
the Act, which enacts that the Memorandum must contain 
“the objects of the company.”

The position is laid down by Buckley, L. J.,4 as 
follows:—“To ascertain whether any particular act is ultra 
vires or nut, the main purpose must first be ascertained; 
then the special powers for effectuating that purpose must be 
looked for; and then, if the act is not within either the main 
purpose or the special powers expressly given by the Statute, 
the inquiry remains whether the act is incidental to or con
sequential upon the main purpose, and is a thing reasonably

‘Attorney-General v. Great Eastern Railway Co., [1880] 5 App. Ca. 
473; Small v. Sniilh, [1885] 10 App. Ca. 129.

2Re Raglan Hall Colliery Co., [1870] 5 Ch. 356; Simpson v. West
minster Palace Hotel Co., [1860] 8 H. L. C. 712; Taunton v. Royal Insur
ance Co., [1864] 2 II. <fc M. 135: re Peruvian RailwayaCo. [1867] L. R . 
2 Ch. 617.

’London Financial Association v. Kelk, [1884] 26 Ch. D. 138.
♦Attorney-General v. Mersey Railway, [1907] 1 Ch. at page 99 This 

case was overruled in the House of Lords, [1907] W. N. 173, 76 L. T. Ch. 
568; but this passage was not dissented from.
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to be done for effectuating it.” Then, taking the case of an 
hotel company, his lordship says, “In a large number of 
eases the maintenance of a garden and pleasure grounds 
would be intra vires. The legitimate extent of these would 
depend upon circumstances. The maintenance of tennis" 
lawns or of a bowling green would, in many circumstances, 
he legitimate. All these and the like will, without express 
mention, be within the company’s powers. Then I may 
instance other acts as to which it would be a question of 
fact, in the case of the particular hotel, whether it was such 
an act as was reasonably indicental or consequential. If, 
for instance, the hotel was at Bundoran, in the County 
Donegal, it might be intra vires to lay out and maintain in 
good order a golf links, or to acquire rights of fishing, and
to own boats and supply gillies..................... If the hotel in
question were in the Strand, the proposition would cease to 
he true. So, again, if the hotel were situate in a place 
inaccessible unless special means of communication were 
provided, .... it might he intra vires for *"!.at hotel 
to run a steam launch or a motor car to bring its guests to 
their destination. It would, in such a case, be analogous to 
the omnibus which the hotel in a country town sends to the 
railway station. The question is in each case a question of 
fact.” The question is not, however, “whether the business 
can be conveniently or advantageously conducted with the 
principal business authorised, hut whether it is by necessary 
implication incidental or accessory to it.”1

Even apart from special circumstances it is not easy to 
say what implied powers a company has, for they will vary 
with every company according to its main objects. A 
trading company has an implied power to borrow,2 but not

•Attorney-General v. London County Council, [1901] 1 Ch. 781; 
Attorney-General v. Manchester Corporation, [1000] 1 Ch. 643.

•General Auction Estate Co. v. Smith, [1891] 3 Ch. 432.
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a building society.* All companies have implied power to 
compromise disputes,2 and trading companies having power 
to deal with their property have power to mortgage it.3 A 
company formed to work a patent may purchase it.4 An 
hotel company not requiring the whole of its premises may 
let off part,6 and a colliery company may sell its surplus 
lands.3 Again, a company which has provided ferry boats 
in accordance with express powers may also let them on 
hire for excursions ; and a railway company possessing 
weighing machines for its own purposes may allow the 
publie to use them for hire.7 A trading company may give 
to its employés a bonus beyond their wages;8 and a trading 
company may grant a pension to a retiring officer or servant6 

or award a pension to the widow of a deceased manager.16 

These acts of generiosity may benefit the company by 
securing for it better service from other persons employed, 
but after liquidation similar acts cannot advantage the com
pany, and are therefore ultra l ires;'1 although a clause in a 
contract for sale of the property of the company that the 
directors shall bo recompensed for loss of office is not illegal 
if the company assent to it after full notice.12

But the following acts have been held to be ultra vires: 
viz.—A railway company spending money on obtaining an

‘Blackburn Benefit Building Soeiety e. Brooks, [18821 22 Ch. D. til.
‘Bath’s Case, [1878] 8 Ch. D. 334. Fuckes r Hamilton Tribune, 10, 

O R ,497.
•Re Patent File Co., [1871] L. R. 6 Ch. 83.
■Leifchild’s Case, [1865] 1 Kq. 231.
‘Simpson v. Westminster Palace Hotel Co., [I860] 8 H. L. C. 712.
■Kingsbury Collieries and Moore’s Contract, [1907] 2 Ch. 259.
■Forrest v. Manchester Railway Co., [1862] 30 Beav. 40; London and 

North Western Railway Co. v. Price, [1883] 11 Q. B. D. 485.
■Hampton v. Price’s Patent Candle Co., [1876] 45 L. J. Ch. 437.
•Normandy v. Ind Coope & Co., [1908] 1 Ch. at page 104; Cyclists’ 

Touring Club v. Hopkinson, [19101 1 Ch. 179.
‘•Henderson v. Bank of Australasia, [1889] 40 Ch. D. 170.
‘ ‘Hutton v. West Cork Railway, [1883] 23 Ch. D. 654.
‘ ’Kavc v. Crovdon Tramways, [18981 1 Ch. 573, see al o the following 

cases, Monarch Life v. Brophy, 14, O.L.R., 1. McDonald v. Upper Canada 
Mining Co., 15, Gr., 179. Struthers v. McKenzie, 28, O.R., 381. 
Bickford e. Gd. Junction Rly., 1. S.C.R., 696.
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Act to authorise it to improve the navigation of a river, or 
guaranteeing the profits of a steamboat company,* 1 or working 
coal mines for profit,2 or subscribing to the Imperial 
Institute,3 or carrying on an omnibus service not strictly 
incidental ami ancillary to the railway.4 * A company having 
power to subscribe for shares may not purchase them.8 A 
company may apply its money in defending an action against 
the editor for a libel in a newspaper published by the 
company6 or paying the costs of proceedings against a 
person who had libelled the directors and the company, but 
not if the libel is on the directors alone.1

It was helu at one time that it was unlawful to send out 
proxies with the directors’ names inserted,8 but this has now 
been overruled.”

It has been held ultra vires for a company to apply 
capital in the payment of dividends,10 or to purchase its 
own shares,11 or to make presents out of capital to 
directors,12 or to issue shares at a discount, whether done 
directly13 or indirectly under the form of a repayment to 
the applicant,14 or to amalgamate or take over the business

'Munt r. Shrewsbury &e. Railway Co., [1851] 13 Beav. 1, 20 I,. J. Ch. 
160; Colman ». Eastern Counties Railway Co., [1846] 10 Beav. 1.

Attorney-General». Great Northern RailwavCo. [1860] 11)r A Sin 1.54 
rfomkinson v. South-Eastern Railway Co., [1887] 56 L. T. 813. 
•Attorney-General ». Mersey Railway Co., [1007] App. Ca. 173, the 

House of Lords reversing the decision of the C. A. [1007] 1 Ch. 81. 
‘Whitwam ». Wat.kin, [1808] 78 L. T. 188.
"Breay ». Royal British Nurses Association, [1807] 2 Ch. 272.
TStuddert ». Grosvenor, [1886] 33 Ch. 1). 628; Pickering ». Stevenson, 

11872] 14 Eq. 322.
•Studdert ». Grosvenor, [1886] 33 Ch. 1). 528.
"Peel ». London and North Western Railway, [1007] 1 Ch. 5.

1 "Guinness ». Land Corporation of Inland, [1883] 22 Ch. 1). 542; 
FliCroft’s Case, [1882] 21 Ch D. 510; Bennett's Case, [1802] 1 Ch. 154.

1 ‘Trevor ». Whitworth, [1888] 12 App. Ca. 400.
liRe George Newman & Co., [1805] 1 Ch. 674.
‘"Ooregum Gold Mining Co. ». Roper, [1802] App. Ca. 125; Welton

». Saffery, [1897] App. Ca. 299. North West Electric ». Walsh, 29, S.C.R.,
33.

1 ‘Hirsche ». Sims, [1894] App Ca. 654
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of another company unless expressly authorised by its 
Memorandum of Association.1

Paying dividends out of capital (except in tho special 
circumstances authorised in the Act), issuing shares at a 
discount, and purchasing the shares of the company are acts 
which cannot lie authorised by the Memorandum, being 
illegal reductions of capital, and therefore at all times ultra 
vires.

The directors of a company are its agents, and (according 
to the general law governing agents) if they purport to make 
contracts on behalf of the company they must be considered 
to warrant that they have authority. If it turns out that in 
fact they had no such authority, they are personally liable 
to the persons with whom they have professed to con
tract on behalf of the company,2 unless those persons had 
notice of the limits of the directors’ powers. Acts contrary 
to the Statutes are held to be know by all persons to be 
illegal, and as the Memorandum and Articles are registered, 
all persons contracting with a company are deemed to know 
the contents of those documents,2 and if the contract is in 
itself necessary contrary to the Statutes or to the regula
tions of tho company no complaint can be sustained. But if 
the regulations of a company give power to borrow up to a 
certain amount, and the directors continue borrowing after 
that amount is reached, the lender, who does not know what 
loans arc outstanding, may recover from the directors tho 
amount lent.1 The same ride is applied where debenture 
stock is issued after the power is exhausted.5 It has not yet

■British Not ion Life Association, [1878] 8 Ch. D. 679, 704; Ernest 
». Nirholli, 118781 L. It. 6 II. !.. C. 401.

Kind win », Francis, [1870] 6 L. K. C. P. 295; Ferguson ». Wilson. 
|1867| 2 Ch. 77.

•See page 87.
•Weeks », Propert, [1873] L. R. 8 C. P. 427; Chaplco ». Brunswick 

Building Society, [1881] 6 Q. B. D. 696.
‘Firbank’s Executors ». Humphreys, [1887] 18 Q. B. D. 54.
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been decided whether strangers are to lie deemed to have 
notice of the contents of the Register of Mortgages kept by 
ilit- Registrar of Companies (see page 207, supra).

If directors pay dividends to shareholders out of capital, 
they are liable to replace the whole amount which they have 
caused to bo paid to the shareholders and if directors 
apply the funds of the company in buying the company’s 
shares, they may be compelled to make good the money so ex
pended.2 Indeed, if they apply money of the company in 
any manner which is ultra rires, and it cannot be recovered, 
they are liable to the company for the loss resulting from 
their act, although the Court has power to relieve them in 
eases where they have acted reasonably and in good faith 
(see page 268).

‘Sec “Dividends,” pane 317, infra.
‘Evans v. Coventry, [1857] 8 De G. M. & G. 835; Trevor v. Whitworth, 

[1888] 12 App. Ca. 409.
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CHAPTER XVI.

SPECIAL AND EXTRAORDINARY RESORPTIONS.

Spkcial Resolutions.

Kent certain acts of the company an Ordinary Resolution 
does not suffice, and a “Special Resolution” must be passed 
and confirmed, as to which the requirements of Section 77 
must be carefully followed, as any departure from the pro
cedure there laid down will render the resolution void.

A resolution is a “Special Resolution” when it has been 
“passed in manner required for the passing of an Extra 
ordinary Resolution, and confirmed by a majority” (i.c. 
bare majority) “of such members entitled to vote as are 
present in person or by proxy (where proxies are allowed) 
at a subsequent general meeting, or which notice has been 
duly given, and held after an interval of not less than four
teen days, nor more than one month, from the date of the 
first meeting."

An Extraordinary Resolution is one passed by a majority 
of not less than three fourths of such members of the 
company entitled to vote as are present in person or by 
proxy (where proxies arc allowed) at a general meeting, “of 
which notice specifying the intention to propose the resolu
tion as an Extraordinary Resolution has been duly given” 
(Section 77). The chairman’s declaration in regard to a 
Special or Extraordinary Resolution that it has been carried 
is conclusive unless a poll is demanded, and the section 
enacts that a poll may be demanded by three persons 
entitled according to the Articles to vote, unless the Articles 
require a demand by such number of such persons, not 
exceeding five,' as may be specified in the Articles (see 
page 310).
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The notice of meeting required by the Articles of 
Association must be given. Directors and secretaries are 
sometimes not sufficiently careful on this point, in particular 
forgetting that seven days’ notice means seven clear days, 
whereby it follows that the resolutions are void and every
thing doue under them invalid. Equally the fourteen days’ 
interval must he fourteen clear days, and a resolution passed 
on the first day of the month cannot be confirmed earlier 
than the sixteenth, and it would seem a resolution passed on 
the last day of one month can be confirmed on the first day 
of the next month but one afterwards, but not later, the 
‘‘interval” in either case being the time between the two 
meetings.1 In giving the notice there is authority for 
saying that it is sufficient to state the general nature of the 
business,8 but if important changes are to be made in 
Articles (as increasing the directors’ remuneration and bor
rowing powers) it has been held that a general notice of 
intention to submit new Articles for adoption which may 
bo seen at the office is not enough.3 It is advisable to set 
out when possible the exact words to be proposed, and to 
intimate that the resolution will be submitted to be passed 
with or without modification, and that if passed it will 
subsequently be submitted for confirmation as a special 
resolution. A fresh notice should be given of the con
firmatory meeting, setting out the words of the resolution to 
be submitted for confirmation. The resolution need not be 
carried in the first instance exactly in the form set out in 
the notice: e.g. a resolution to pay directors as remuneration 
forty per cent, of the profits may be amended so as to read 
thirty per cent.,4 but the confirmation at the second meeting

‘See Ituilwuy Sleepers Supply Co., [1885] 29 Ch. D. 204.
•Young r. South African Development Syndicate, [18961 2 Ch. 268 
•Normandy r. Ind Coope & Co., [1908] 1 Ch. 84.
•Torbock r. Lord Westbury, [1902] 2 Ch. 871.
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must be without amendment, and in the same form as passed 
at the first meeting.1 A conditional notice (e.g. “if the 
resolution is passed a confirmatory meeting will be held on 
the day of ”) is not sufficient,1 but a
positive notice of the second meeting, even if followed by a 
statement that if the resolution is not passed at the first 
meeting notice will be given that the second meeting will not 
be held, is good,8 and the company may by its Articles 
declare that a conditional notice shall be good, in which case 
such a notice will suffice.4 Of course to constitute a m< ing 
the prescribed quorum of members must be present on each 
occasion.

As to the requisite majority, it will be observed that 
there must be in favor of the resolution not less than three 
fourths of those present and entitled to vote, and, accordingly 
any member present, but not voting must be counted as voting 
against the resolution. At the confirmatory meeting only a 
bare majority is necessary; but in this case also it must be 
a majority of those present, whether they vote or not.

Within fifteen days after its confire ation, a copy of 
every special and extraordinary resolutiot must be filed with 
the Registrar of Companies, under a 1 laity of ten dollars 
per day for default (Section 78). Registrar requires
that the copy shall contain particul of the times and place 
or places of passing and confirming the same, and be 
authenticated by the signature of the chairman, a director, 
or the secretary of the company.

A copy7 of every special resolution must be annexed to or 
embodied in every copy of the Articles of Association issued 
after the confirmation of the resolution; and every member

'Wall t\ London and Northern Aaacta Corporation No. 1, [1898] 2 
Ch. 409

'Alexander y. Simpson, [1890] 43 Ch. D. 139.
‘Esputln 1 and and Cattle Co., [K00] W. N. 139, 48 W. R. 684. 
'North of England Steamship Co., [1905] 2 Cb. 15.
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of the company is entitled to a copy of the same upon 
request and payment of a sum not exceeding twenty-five 
cents. Any company not complying with this provision of 
the Act is liable to a penalty of five dollars for each copy in 
respect of which default has been made, and every director 
or manager is alike liable (Section 78).

Any kind of business may he declared by the Articles of 
Association to require a special resolution; hut for the fol
lowing a special resolution is required by law:—

1. Changing the name of the company (Section 18, 
Sub-section 3).

2. Altering the objects of the Memorandum of 
Association (Section 19).

3. Altering, modifying, rescinding, or adding to the 
Articles of Association or any existing special 
resolutions (Section 23).1

4. Distributing accumulated profits in reduction of 
paid-up capital (Section 47).

5. Subdividing shares into shares of smaller amount 
(Section 48).

6. Reducing or cancelling capital (Section 53).
7. Declaring that a portion of the unpaid capital shall 

only be capable of being called up in case of a 
winding up (Section 67).

8. Extending the liability of directors (Section 69).
9. Appointing inspectors to examine into the affairs 

of the company (Section 117).
10. Procuring the company to be wound up by the 

Court (Section 187).
11. Winding up voluntarily (Section 226). (See also 

“Extraordinary Resolutions,” infra.)

‘The Court will not rectify Articles adopted by mistake, as the com-, 
pany has this power (Evans r Chapman, [1902] W. N. 78, 8U L T 381,
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12. Where a company is proposed to be or is in the 
course of being wound up voluntarily, sanctioning 
a sale by the liquidator to another company in con
sideration of shares, policies, or other like interests 
(Section 236).

Extraordinary Resolutions.

An “Extraordinary Resolution” is one passed in the 
manner described on page 328.

As a rule an extraordinary resolution is resorted to in 
cases where a company is insolvent and wishes to go into 
voluntary liquidation at once (Section 226, Sub-section 3). 
In such cases the resolution must declare that the company 
cannot, by reason of its liabilities, continue its business, and 
that it is advisable to wind up. Extraordinary resolutions 
may also bo used in a voluntary winding up to delegate the 
power of appointing liquidators to the company’s creditors 
(Section 234), or for sanctioning arrangements with 
creditors (Section 235), or compromises with creditors, 
debtors, or contributories (Section 253). A notice of an 
intended special resolution is not. sufficient notice upon which 
to propose an extraordinary resolution.1

A copy of every extraordinary resolution must be 
forwarded to the Registrar within fifteen days after its 
passing, under a penalty not exceeding ten dollars a day for 
default (Section 78, Sub-section 1).

‘Section 77, Rub-section 1. See Bridport Old Brewery Co., [1867] 
2 Ch. 191.
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CHAPTER XVII.

THE ACCOUNTS OF A COMPANY.

The Act does not deal with the accounts and balance sheets 
of a company, although, as has been stated, the matter of 
audit is regulated by the Act ; but the Articles almost in
variably deal with them, or the provisions of Table A apply 
unless excluded. Clause 103 of Table A, require# the 
directors to cause true accounts to be kept—

Of the sums of money received and expended by the 
company, and the matters in respect of which such 
receipts and expenditure take place; and 

Of the assets and liabilities of the company.

Table A prescribes that the books of account shall be 
kept, at the registered office of the company, or at such other 
placo or places as the Directors think fit, and shall always 
he open to the inspection of the Directors. Table A and 
almost all special Articles provide that shareholders shall 
only have the right of seeing the accounts to the extent 
prescribed by the directors.

The Act does not require the preparation or submission 
to the memlrers of any balance sheet, profit and loss account, 
or report, although Section 120, Sub-section 2 and 3, 
prescribes that the auditors shall make a report upon everv- 
balance sheet laid before the company in general meeting, 
and that such balance sheet shall be signed by two 
directors, or by the sole director if there is only one; and 
Section 34, Sub-section 3, requires that every company (not 
being a private company) shall file with its annual summary 
a statement in the form of a balance sheet made up as 
directed by the section (see page 335, infra). The Articles 
almost invariably require a balance sheet to be laid before
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the company in general meeting. Table A (Clauses 100 to 
108) requires a profit and loss account, balance sheet, and 
report to bo laid before the company in general meeting 
once in every year, but does not specify the particulars to be 
set out. It requires that a copy of the balance sheet, and 
tho report, shall lie sent to the members seven days before 
the meeting. In private companies, where it is often 
desired to avoid any chance disclosure of the affairs of the 
company to strangers, it has often been provided that the 
report and balance sheet shall only be produced at the 
general meeting, although sometimes a right is given to 
members to inspect it at the offices of the company during 
seven days before the meeting. Section 120, Sub-section 3, 
gives every shareholder a right to inspect and have copies of 
tho balance sheet and auditors’ report, and Section 121, in 
tho case of all except private companies and companies 
registered before the 1st July, 1910, gives similar rights to 
debenture holders.

The balance sheet must contain a statement of the com
mission paid on the issue of any shares or debentures or the 
discount allowed on any debentures so far as the same has 
not been written off, and this must be repeated until the 
whole amount is written off (Section 99).

Tho balance sheet does not pretend to show absolutely 
the exact position of the company. Many matters are 
necessarily the subject of estimates, and frequently the 
balance sheet shows that assets are included on some 
arbitrary basis (e.g. "at cost”), and not at their selling 
value. In regard to an undisclosed reserve, Buckley, J., has 
said, ‘‘The result” (of omitting this item) “will be to show 
the financial position of the company to be not so good as in 
fact it is. If the balance sheet is so worded as to show that 
there is an undisclosed asset whose existence makes the 
financial position better than that shown, such a balance
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sheet will not, in my judgment, be necessarily inconsistent 
with the Act of Parliament. Assets are often, by reason of 
prudence, estimated, and stated to be estimated, at less than 
their probable real value. The purposes of the balance sheet 
is primarily to show that the financial position of the 
company is at least as good as there stated, not to show that 
it is not and may not be better.”1

Every company (not being a private company) having a 
share capital must now send to the Registrar, as part of the 
Annual Summary, “a statement, made up to such date as 
may be specified in the statement, in the form of a balance 
sheet, audited and signed1 by the company’s auditors, and 
containing a summary of its share capital, its liabilities, and 
its assets, giving such particulars as will disclose the general 
nature of those liabilities and assets, and how the values of 
the fixed assets2 have been arrived at, but the balance sheet 
need not include a statement of profit and loss" (Section 34, 
Sub-section 3). The date of the statement need not be the 
same as that of the balance sheet laid before the company, 
and companies which are desirous of not disclosing the 
amount of their profits may select a date following the time 
fixed for the payment of dividend, so that the year’s profits 
will have been divided before the balance is struck, and will 
therefore not appear. It is somewhat curoius that there is 
not a date fixed as the earliest to which the statement is to 
be made up. It may be that some companies will select a 
period several months back for the date of the statement, 
and it would be well if future legislation altered this. The 
Act does not require a fresh valuation to be made of the 
assets, nor require their division into various classes of 
assets; but the statement must show how the values are 
arrived at. It is presumed that such a statement as “Free-

'Newton v. Birmingham Small Arms Co., [1908] 2 Ch. at page 387. 
•Galloway v. Schell [1912] 2 K. B. 354
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holds at cost price," "Stock-in-trade as valued by the 
managing director,” “Shares and securities at their par 
value,” or "at cost," or “at Stock Exchange prices," will be 
a sufficient indication. No profit and loss account is re
quired, but any balances of undivided profit will necessarilv 
l>e shown, and the prosperity of the company or its mis
fortunes will bo guessed with fair accuracy by any person 
accustomed to figures.

Section 413 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C., 1906, chap. 
146, deals with the destruction or falsifying of Imoks as 
follows :—

Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable 
to seven years’ imprisonment who, being a director, 
manager, public officer or member of any body 
corporate or publie with intent to defraud:

(a) Destroys, alters, mutilates, or falsifies any book, 
paper, writing, or valuable security belonging to 
the body corporate or public company ; or

( b) Makes, or concurs in making, any' false entry, or 
omits or concurs in omitting, to enter any 
material particular, in any lmuk of account or 
other document.

It. will be observed that it is an essential element of the 
offence under this section that there is an intent to defraud. 
It has been .held in England that when a director, manager, 
or public officer of a laxly corporate or public company 
makes or publishes false statement of accounts, knowing 
them to be false, and intending them to be acted upon by 
those whom they reach, he is presumed in law to have done 
so with intent to defraud.1

>R. v Birt, 63, J.P , 328.
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Section 414 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C., 1906, chap. 
146, deals with the criminal liability of directors and pro
moters for false prospectus, statement or account, as 
follows—

Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable 
to five years' imprisonment who, being a pro
motor, director, public officer, or manager of any 
body corporate, or public company, cither existing 
or intended to be formed, makes, circulates, or pub
lishes or concurs in making, circulating, or pub
lishing any prospectus, statement, or account 
which he knows to l>e false in any material par
ticular, with intent to induce persons, whether 
ascertained or not, to become shareholders or 
partners, or with intent to deceive or defraud the 
members, shareholders, or creditors, or any of 
them, whether ascertained or not, of such body 
corporate or public, company, or with intent to 
induce any person to entrust or advance any 
property to such I tody corporate or public company 
or to enter into any security for the benefit 
thereof.

Dividends.

The manner in which the profits of the company are 
divided between the holders of shares must be determined in 
accordance with the Memorandum of Association, or, if that 
is silent, with the Articles; and a member can enforce 
against the company that payment shall be made only in the 
manner prescribed, although if only prescribed by the 
Articles it may be varied by special resolution.1 It must be 
noted, however, that dividends must be paid only out of

'Oakbank Oil Co. v. Crum, [1883] 8 App. Ca. 65.
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profits, and cannot be paid out of capital even if the 
Memorandum1 or Articles of Association2 authorise such a 
payment, as it would be in fact a reduction of capital not 
authorised by the Acts.3 A company cannot agree to pay 
interest on its shares irrespective of whether there are 
profits or not, nor ean it guarantee a specific dividend.4 * * 7 With 
the sanction of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, how
ever, in certain special circumstances such interest may he 
paid (see page 330, infra).

Directors who wilfully pay dividends out of capital arc 
personally liable to make good the amount.8 They are not, 
however, responsible if the payment was made relying on a 
bonâ fide valuation of assets, although such valuation sub
sequently proves to be an over-estimate,0 and credits, if 
believed to be good, may be included, although the amount 
is not actually received,’ unless the Articles declare the 
dividends payable only out of “realized profits,” 
which means “profits tangible for the purposes of 
division,” and does not include estimated profits,8 and 
directors may trust the officers of the company unless 
they have reasonable ground for suspicion.0 A director, 
moreover, is not liable for an interim dividend declared at

'Vomer v. General investment Trust. (1804] 2 Ch. 204.
’lie Sharpe, (1892( 1 Ch. 154.
'See Guinness v. Land Corporation of Ireland, [18841 22 Ch. D. 349; 

Trevor v. Whitworth, [1888] 12 App. Ci. 499; McDougall v. Jersey Hotel 
Co.. [1861] 2 H. & M. 528; Fliteroft’s Case. [1882] 21 Ch. D. 519.

'Lung v. Guelph Lumber Co., 31, C.P., 129; Petrie r. Guelph Lumber 
Co., 11, S.C.R. 450

'Oxford Benefit. Building Society, [1887] 35 Ch. D. 502; and see re 
Shn-pe, [1892] 1 Ch. 154; Salisbury v. Metropolitan Itailway Co., [1870] 
22 L. T. N. S. 839; re Lon ton and General Bank, [1895] 2 Ch. 673; King
ston Cott >n Mill No. 2. [1896] 1 Ch. 331.

•St finger’s Case, [1869] 4 Ch. 475; ttanee’s Case, [1871] 6 Ch. 104.
7Per Lord Shand in City of Glasgow Bank v. Mackinnon, [1882] 9 

Court Sees. Ca., 4th relics, 602.
"Oxf rd Benefit Building Society, [1887] 35 Ch. D. 502.
•Kingston Cotton Mill No. 2, [1896] 2 Ch. 288; National Bank of 

Wales, [1899] 2 Ch. 629; affitmed on this point in House of Lords su6 
nom. Dovey ». Cory, [1901] App. Ca. 477.
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a meeting of directors at which he was not present, 
although ho was present when the minutes of that meeting 
were confirmed.1 Shareholders who receive dividends 
knowing that they arc paid out of capital may be ordered to 
indemnify the directors to the extent of the amounts they 
have so received,1 and a shareholder who with knowledge of 
the facts has received and still retains a dividend out of 
capital will fail in an action brought “on behalf vf himself 
and all other shareholders” to compel the directors to make 
immediate restitution,3 but the liquidator would not be pre
cluded from taking proceedings.

By Section 100, where any shares of a company are 
issued for the purpose of raising money to defray the ex
penses of the construction of any works or buildings, or the 
provision of any plant which cannot be made profitable for 
a lengthened period, the company may pay interest and 
charge it to capital as part of the cost of construction, but 
subject to stringent restrictions, which are as follows.—

1. The payment can only be made if authorised by
the Articles or by special resolution, and sanctioned 
by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council.

2. The payment must only be for the period
determined by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, 
not extending beyond the half-year succeeding that 
in which the works are completed or the plant 
provided.

3. The rate of interest must be that agreed upon, and
if there is no such agreement, it shall be the rate 
provided by Statute in cases where interest is by 
law payable and the rate is not agreed upon.

‘Lucas v. Fitzgerald, [190i] 20 T. L. It. 16. As to restraining payment 
of dividends on the groun-i th it the Co n la'iv’s reports are misleading, see 
Montreal Street Rlv. y Ritchie, 16, S.C.R., 622.

•Moxham y. Grant, [1900] 1 Q. B. 8S.
Towers v. Alrican Tug Co., [1904] 1 Ch. 658.
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4. The accounts of the company must show the 
capital on which, and the rate at which, interest is 
paid during the period to which the accounts 
relate.

There is a provision (Sub-section 0) making it clear 
that this payment of interest is not to operate as if it were 
a return of capital to the shareholders, and another (Sub
section 3) allowing the Lieutenant-Governor in Council to 
direct an inquiry, ait the expense of the company, into the 
circumstances of the case.

These provisions should be of great advantage to com
panies undertaking the construction of large works ; but 
probably small companies will not find it worth while to 
make the application to the Lieutenant-Governor in Council.

Profits may exist although assets representing them have 
not been turned into cash, and even though no value has 
been put upon them in the balance sheet.1

It is not always easy to decide what are the profits 
which may be legitimately employed in paying dividends. 
As a general rule the excess of the earnings of a company, 
after deducting the expenses of making those earnings, is the 
measure of the profits ; but it is clear that some expenses 
may properly be charged to capital account—as, for instance, 
permanent improvements to the freehold of the company; 
while others may be divided over a number of years—as, for 
instance, substantial repairs to property, which may fairly 
be expected to last for some years, or the expense of an issue 
of debentures ; and, equally, on some occasions part of the 
profits ought to be set aside in each year to provide for 
wasting property—as, for instance, to replace leaseholds, to 
form an insurance fund against loss (a provision frequently 
made by shipping companies), or to provide for the renewal

■Spanish Prospecting Co., [1911| 1 Ch. 92.
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of plant which periodically becomes worn out and worthless.1 
“Before arriving at the amount of profits ‘available for 
dividend’ it is only right and honest that provision should be
mado for the depreciation of wasting assets......................
although it is still doubtful whether they can be compelled to 
do so.”2

Before the decision of Dovey ». Cory in the House of 
Lords3 the authority in the Court of Appeal was strongly in 
favour of the proposition that fixed capital lost in one year 
need not re made good in subsequent years before a 
dividend was declared out of the profits (i.e the excess of 
current receipts over current expenditure) of such sub
sequent years,4 and further showed that in some cases, at 
least, it was not essential to make provision for replacing 
wasting property'; Bindley, L. J., giving as an instance that 
although £25,000 might have been spent in starting a news
paper without anything tangible to show for the expense, 
yet if the current business showed an annual profit dividends 
might be paid.5 But these cases laid down a contrary rule 
where floating capital (i.e. capital which was used up in the 
business, such as stock-in-trade or raw material) was de
preciated or lost such depreciation in value being treated 
as a loss on current account and not on capital account. In

'Ah between prefen-nee and ontinary shareholders it has been held 
that this is necessary (Dent London Tramways Co., [1881] 16 Ch. D. 
344.)

'Per Romer, L. J., in Bagot Pneumatic Tyre Co. e. Clipper Pneumatic 
Tyre Co., 11902] 1 Ch. at page 159.

*[1901] App. Ca. 477.
*Lee v. Neuchâtel Asphalte Co., ]1889] 41 Ch. D. 1; Venter v. General 

Investment Trust, 2 [1894] 2 Ch. 93.
'Lee v. Neuchâtel Asphalte Co., [1889] 41 Ch. D. 1.
•“Perhaps the shortest way of expressing the distinction is to say that 

fixed capital may be sunk and lost, and yet that the excess of current 
receipts over current payments may be divided; but that floating or circul 
ating capital must be kept up, as otherwise it will enter into and form part 
of such excess, in which case to divide such excess without first deducting 
the capital which fonns part of it will be contrary to law” (Vcmor v. 
General Investment Trust, |1894] 2 Ch. 239, per Bindley, L. J., at 
page 266.)
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the rase of the National Bank of Wales* the Court of 
Appeal went further, and held that when once capital had 
been lost in any manner it could not be that dividends paid 
in future years were paid out of the lost capital, and it was 
therefore not necessary to make the loss good before 
declaring dividends out of et s. 'To this propo
sition the House of Lords redo,2 and further
threw doubt upon the proposition that if fixed capital only 
had been lost dividends might still be paid ; but, holding that 
it was not necessary for the decision before them, they laid 
down no clear rule. Harwell, J., having Dovey v. Cory for 
his guidance, however, shortly afterwards decided that a 
realised loss arising from a surrender of leases and the 
pulling down of cottages, and also a general depreciation of 
assets appearing upon a new valuation, must be made good 
before any dividend could be paid out of the profits of later 
years,3 anil threw doubt upon the proposition that it is not 
necessary to provide a fund for replacing wasting assets.

Without further guidance from the Courts it is 
impossible to state any general propositions upon this point 
with certainty, but the following rules are suggested for the 
guidance of directors :—

(«) Every company should, as far as possible, provide 
for unexpected losses by creating a reserve fund, 

(b) Provision should be made out of profits for re
placing depreciation or wasting property, such 
provision being measured by the length of time 
during which the property may reasonably be 
expected to last; and in like manner sums should 
be set aside to allow for debts proving bad.

■11899] 2 Ch. 629.
■Dovey e. Cory, [1901] App. Ca. 477.
■Bond v. Barrow Haematite Steel Co., [1902] 1 Ch. 35S

IOD
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(c) Accidents such as ordinarily occur should be made 
the subject of insurance, the premiums being paid 
out of profits.

(d) If a loss occurs and the provision made in previous 
years is not sufficient to make good the amount, it 
is not safe to pay dividends until the loss is made 
good.

(e) If the loss is large, so that it cannot be made good 
out of profits within a reasonable period, the 
capital should be reduced with the sanction of the 
Court.

There are several cases in regard to the payment of 
dividends which will require reconsideration in view of 
Dovcy v. Cory.1

It has been suggested that the proper method of 
ascertaining the profits of the year is to value the assets of 
the company and its liabilities, including the liability to the 
shareholders for capital subscribed, and that the excess of 
assets over liabilities is the measure of the profits.2 This 
rule is convenient in some cases, and where it applies is a 
very safe method ; but it certainly is not the essential test, as 
will be seen from the cases cited above.3 The fact is that in 
most cases capital account and revenue account are distinct, 
and that, although a certain number of cross entries are 
necessary, the two accounts should be kept quite separate.4 

This will avoid a difficulty which is almost insuperable

Tor example, Wilmer v. McNamara, [1895] 2 Ch. 245, where the 
property war revalued and showed a loss; Bosanquet e. St. John del 
ltey Co., [1897] 77 L. T. 20ti where capital had been used to pay interest 
on debentures: in each case the payment of dividends was held lawful.

•There is a full discussion of what are profits in Spanish Prospecting 
Co., 11911] 1 Ch. 92, where the method» of valuation and the practice of 
companies in this respect are considered.

•See also MdLs v. Northern Kailway of Buenos Ayres, [1870] 5 Ch 
621, 631.

•Bolton v. Natal Land Co. [1892] 2 Ch. 124; Vemer v. General Invest
ment Trust, [1894] 2 Ch. 239.
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when the two accounts are mixed—viz., the valuation of the 
assets in which the capital is invested. Suppose a company 
has a portion of its capital invested permanently in factories, 
warehouses, and office buildings : the value of these may rise 
or fall according to the condition of the real estate market, 
the price of materials, or the comparative popularity of the 
sites they occupy. But it would be very inconvenient if each 
year valuers had to determine the figure to represent these 
assets, and if when real estate was rising in value a profit 
was shown, and when falling a loss declared. Or, again, 
when a life insurance office has, perhaps, several millions of 
dollars invested in marketable securities, it would be 
disastrous if the time of valuing them fell at a moment of 
depression on the Stock Exchange, a great, loss accordingly 
having to be declared in comparing the value of the assets 
with their value in the previous year.

With regard to trust companies, it was decided in England 
that where the company’s business is to hold investments, the 
directors may divide any surplus income after paying ex
penses, even though the; capital value of the investments is 
greatly reduced ; but where the business is to deal in and 
turn over stocks, shares, etc., the fall in value of those in the 
company’s name is part of the loss on the year’s trading, and 
must be allowed for before a dividend is declared.1 This is 
in fact the distinction between fixed and floating capital 
referred to above ; but if the loss is irretrievable (e.y. some 
of the investments have been sold at less than cost) it is no 
longer safe to rely upon the authority. If a company sells 
its business for more than its whole nominal capital,it may 
treat the surplus as profit, and divide it by way of dividends 
or bonus among its members;2 and if a company has made

■Vemer i>. General Investment Trust, 11894] 2 Ch. 239.
’Lubbock r. British Bunk of South America, |1892] 2 Ch 198, in which 

ease the principles of keeping accounts are discussed.
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good the depreciation of its capital out of profits it may, on 
the capital rising in value, restore the amount taken from 
income.1 But a realised accretion to the value of one item 
of the capital assets cannot he deemed to be profit without 
reference to the result of the whole account fairly taken.1

If the Articles are silent as to the distribution of profit, 
or declare that it shall he divided among the shareholders 
"in proportion to their shares,” the division must be made, 
not according to the amount paid up on the shares, hut to 
the nominal amount of the shares, so that a shareholder 
whoso shares are fully paid up gets no more per share than 
one whose shares are only partly paid up.* But if one series 
of shares were nominally $00, and another nominally $10, 
the holders of the former would be entitled to five times as 
much as the holders of the latter, whatever amount might be 
paid up on them respectively. Table A (Clause 98), and 
most special Articles, however, provide for dividends being 
paid in proportion to the amount paid up, and in such a 
case the above rule does not apply.

As between the holders of preference and of ordinary 
shares, the Articles ought carefully to prescribe the rights of 
each class, for it is entirely a matter of agreement how far 
the former are to be preferred. In particular, it is most 
important to state whether the preference dividend is to be 
■‘cumulative." If there are no words to restrict the rights of 
preference shareholders to the current year, they are entitled 
to have deficiencies of previous years made up subsequently.4 
But if the words are, “The profits of each year shall be 
applied, first, in paying a dividend on the preference shares;

'Bishop v Smyrna and Cassaba Railway, [189.5] 2 Ch, 596.
’Foster v. New Trinidad Lake Asphalt Co., |1901[ 1 Ch 208.
’Oakbank Oil Co. v. Crum, [1883] 8 App. Ca. 65.
•Webb v. Earle, [1875] 20 Eq. 556; Foster v. Coles and M. B. Foster 

& Son's, [1906] W. N. 107; Henry v. Great Northern Railway, [1857] 1 
De G. & J. 606; and see page 21, supra.
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secondly, the balance shall be applied in paying to the 
ordinary shareholders,” etc., or “The yearly profits shall be 
applied first in payment of the preference dividend, and, 
subject thereto, shall be distributed among the holders of 
ordinary shares,” the preference shares, if not paid in full in 
any year, would have no claim in subsequent years.1

Where the dividends on the preference shares depend on 
the profits of each year, the question as to what expenses 
should be treated as payable out of income becomes of great 
importance. Amounts necessary for renewing or replacing 
wasting property ought to bé spread over a scries of years, 
and not all charged to revenue account in one year; but they 
should not fall on capital.2 An excessive quantity of stores 
should not be purchased out of revenue in one year; but it 
docs not follow that any excess of stores at the end of the 
year over stock at the beginning of the year should be 
treated as profit and divided.3 Interest paid on borrowed 
moneys during the construction of permanent works may be 
treated as part of the cost of construction and debited to 
capital.4 The business must be carried on fairly, with 
regard to the interests of all parties, and not manipulated 
for the benefit of any one class.6

The holders of preference shares cannot prevent the com
pany setting aside profits earned in any year to make good 
losses in previous years if good faith is observed. Their 
right to dividend is, in the absence of express bargain to the 
contrary, subject to the directors’ right to carry sums to

'Staples v.Eastman Co., (1896] 2 Ch. 303; Adair r. Old Bushmills 
Distillery, (1908] W. N 21.

'Dint. v. Lillian Tramways Cl., [1881] 16 Ch. D. 344.
'Jamaica Railway Co. ». Administrator-General of Jamaica, (1893J 

App. Ca. 127.
•Hinds v. Buenos Ayres Grand National Tramways, [1906] 2 Ch. 654. 
•See last two notes.
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reserve.1 But where debentures arc issued with interest 
payable only out of profits the whole of the profits must bo 
applied for this purpose.2

The Articles frequently declare that “the profits avail
able for dividends” shall be applied in a certain order. 
These words mean the profits after making proper reserves 
and applying for other purposes such sums as the directors 
may properly so apply, and the holders of preference shares 
cannot compel a full division of the profits earned without 
regard to the proper provision of reserves and writing off for 
depreciation.2

The Court will not compel a company to divide its 
profits up to the hilt. It is both lawful and proper to carry 
forward a portion of the year’s profits or place them in a 
reserve fund, even though the Articles contain no provision 
for so doing.4

Table A, and most special Articles, empower the 
directors to declare an interim dividend. Before doing this 
it is their duty to satisfy themselves that the profits are 
sufficient to justify the payment.

As soon as a dividend is properly declared, it is a debt 
payable to the members, and if not pa-id within the period 
limited by the Statute of Limitations is irrecoverable;2 but 
as money payable under the Articles of Association is a 
specialty debt, the period of limitation is twenty years from

’Blind v. Barrow Haematite Steel Co., [ 1902] 1 Ch. 358, where Farwell, 
.1., also said the Court would he very reluctant to compel directors to 
divide more than they thought proper. But the directors must act fairly 
in the interests of all classes tilcnry v. Great Northern Railway, (1857) 
1 De G. & J. at page f>38 )

’Heslop v, Central Paraguay Co,, [1910] 54 Sol. J. 231.
•Fisher v. Black and White Publishing Co., [1901] 1 Ch. 175; and 

compare Crichton's Oil Co., [1901] 2 Ch. 181, [1902] 2 Ch. 80.
•Borland r. Earle, [1902] App. Ca. 95.
•Severn and Wye Railway, [1890] 1 Ch. 559. Until declared, how

ever, it cannot be enforced.
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the declaration of the dividend.1 In a liquidation such a 
debt, however, does not rank in competition with the amount 
due to other creditors (Section 182, Sub-section 1 (g) ; but 
the declaration of an interim dividend does not necessarily 
create a debt, and the directors’ resolution to pay it may be 
rescinded.2

Dividends can only be paid in cash, unless there are 
words authorising payment by the issue of shares in the 
company fully or partly paid up, or the distribution among 
the members of assets (as, for instance, shares in other 
companies) in specie.3

Dividends are payable at the date when they are 
declared to be payable. Upon a sale of shares the dividend 
declared after the date of the contract for sale belongs to the 
purchaser of the shares, unless the contract otherwise pro
vides, as by the sale being made “ex dir.”*

It is not infrequent to provide by the contract with the 
vendor, or the contractor executing works for the company, 
that during construction he shall pay interest upon the 
capital of the company. It has never been held that this is 
illegal, but it is not an advisable course, as it is clear that 
the contractor can only afford to make this repayment by 
originally making an overcharge in the contract price, so 
that the transaction really amounts to the company handing 
the contractor a portion of its capital to be repaid by him to 
the shareholders in the form of dividends, an arrangement 
wdiich differs but little, if at all, from paying dividends out 
of capital.

•Artisans' Land anil Mortgage1 Corporation, [1904| 1 Ch. 796; Drogheda 
Steam Packet Co., 11903] Ir. K. 512.

•Lagunas Nitrate Co. v. Schroeder, [1901] 85 L. T. 22.
•Wood v. Odessa Waterworks Co., [18S9] 42 Ch. D. 645; Hoole v. 

Great Western Railway Co., 11868] 3 Ch. 262.
•Black e. Homereham, [1879] 4 Ex. D. 24.

■
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Where, however, the vendor of a going concern, in order 
to show his confidence in it, guarantees a dividend for a 
certain number of years, there can be no sound objection to 
such a course. The wording of such a guarantee must, 
however, be carefully considered. If it is a contract with the 
company to pay it so much money the amount received goes 
into the general accounts: if it is a contract to pay to the 
shareholders so much as will make up the dividend, this 
dividend may properly be divided among the shareholders, 
even when the company is earning no profits.

The interest upon debentures or on money paid up in 
advance of calls is a debt, and must be paid whether there 
are profits or not.1

The Articles usually provide that the company may retain 
any dividend against debts due from a member entitled to 
the dividend, and that dividends shall not bear interest as 
against the company. The latter provision, however, seems 
unnecessary, as debts do not bear interest unless by agree
ment. It is also frequently provided that dividends 
unclaimed for three or five years may be forfeited for the 
benefit of the company.

Reserve Fund.

The Articles of Association almost invariably provide 
that a portion of the profits may be set aside, before any 
dividend is declared, to form a reserve fund.8 Sometimes 
they provide that a fixed proportion shall be set aside, and 
often give special directions as to how the fund is to be in
vested. A company may, however, without any special 
authority contained in its Articles, carry profits to reserve, 
and either use the reserve in the business or invest it in such 
securities as the directors may think fit.3

‘Lock v. Queensland Investment and Mortgage Co., [1896] App. Ca. 461
’See Clause 99 of Table A.
‘Borland v. Earle, 11902] App. Co. at page 9f>.
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TLe amount carried to reserve may affect the respective 
rights of the preference and ordinary shareholders, particu
larly in cases where the preference dividend is not 
cumulative. In such case “it will be the duty of the 
directors to fix the amount of the fund to be retained with 
reference to the general interest of all classes of shareholders, 
and not to favour any one class at the expense of the 
other.”'

Sums are often set aside to represent depreciation of 
plant and buildings, and to provide for deb's proving had. 
This is in the nature of a reserve fund ; but it is more usual 
to write the depreciation off the book value of the plant and 
buildings, and to keep the reserve for had debts out of the 
balance sheet. How far this is legitimate depends on the 
facts of each case. If done in good faith and to a reason
able extent, the Courts will not interfere, even at the 
instance of preference shareholders who get less than their 
full dividend.* 1

It is very desirable that a reserve fund should be built 
up, a portion of the profits in each year not being distributed. 
The reserve fund may either be specially invested in stocks 
or funds, or shares of other companies, or it may be used in 
the general business of the company. If so used, it will 
appear in the balance sheet on the debtor side, and the 
credit side will be increased by the assets which the fund 
has been used to purchase.

The reserve fund may be divided into various special 
portions, and when very large profits have been made in one 
year, it is convenient to make a special reserve for equalising 
dividends, the intention being to spread the distribution of

'Per Lord Cranworth in Henry v. Great Northern Railway, [18571 1
1 DeG. & J. at page 638.

'Bond e. Barrow Haematite Co., [1902] 1 Ch. 353; Fisher r. Black 
and White Publishing Co., [19011 1 Ch. 175; Borland r. Earle, [1902] App. 
Ca. 95.
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il over several years. Sums may be taken from the reserve 
fund to make up losses or to pay dividends, even if it 
consists of premiums received on the issue of shares:1 in 
fact, the reserve fund is undivided profit, and may be treated 
as profit at the disposal of the company, subject only to any 
restrictions which the Articles of Association may impose.

If a reserve fund comes to be divided, whether while the
....npany is a going concern or in liquidation, it remains
"profits,” and the members are entitled to share in it in 
accordance with their rights to the profits.2 Thus, if the 
Articles provide that the members shall be entitled to share 
in the profits in certain proportions, they will have the same 
rights in the distribution of the reserve fund. Consequently, 
if there is anything due to the preference shareholders in 
respect of past dividends their claim must first be satisfied;3 

Imt if the preference shareholders have received their pref
erential dividend in full, the reserve fund will belong 
exclusively to tho ordinary shareholders.4 On the other 
band, if their respective rights do not arise till the 
declaration of a dividend and none has been declared, or till 
the profits have been made “available for dividend” by some 
act of the directors which has become impossible owing to 
the liquidation, it appears that in a winding up any 
undivided profits will merge in the ordinary assets.6

It was held that if the reserve fund is used in the 
business of the company, and a loss arises on capital account, 
it must be apportioned ratcably between capital and 
reserve;6 but the House of Lords has now held that capital 

"may be reduced without proving that it is lost, and the

■Hoare & Co., [1904] 2 Ch. 208.
*Rc Atlas Loan Co. 9, O.L.R., 468.
’-Bishop v, Smyrna and Cassaba Railway, [1895] 2 Ch. 265.
•Bridgewater Navigation Co., [1891] 1 Ch. 155, 2 Ch. 317.
‘Crichton’s Oil Co., [1901] 2 Ch. 184, [1902] 2 Ch. 86.
•Hoare & Co., [1904] 2.Ch. 208.
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above rule will no longer apply in eases of reduction of 
capital.1

If a sum is taken from tho reserve fund and paid by 
way of bonus to the shareholders, the company is only con
cerned to see that the persons whose names are on the 
Register of Members at tho time get the bonus.

Sometimes, with a view to converting the reserve fund 
into capital, the company resolves to divide it among the 
members and at tho same time increase the capital. The 
new shares are offered rateably to the members, an amount 
equal to the reserve fund distributed being called up. This 
plan works well if the shares stand at a premium; but if 
they do not, members may be expected to accept the return 
of reserve fund and to refuse to take up the new shares. 
There is a danger also that upon subsequent investigation it 
may turn out that the reserve fund did not really represent 
profits, and in such a case the shares issued would not be 
fully paid.2

Examination of Affaiits by Inspectors.

The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may, upon applica
tion, appoint inspectors to examine into the affairs of a 
company (Section 116).

The applicants must be able to furnish the Lieutenant- 
Governor in Council with such evidence as may be 
necessary to satisfy it that there is sufficient reason for 
requiring an examination, and that they are not actuated by 
any malicious motive in instituting the same. The 
Lieutenant-Governor in Council may also require the 
applicants to give security for the payment of all the costs 
of the examination before appointing inspectors.

An inspector may examine upon oath any officer or agent

'Poole v. National Bank of China, [1007] App Ca. 229.
'See Eastern nnct Australian Steamship Co., 1189.1) 41 W. R. 373.
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of the company in relation to its business, and he may 
require the production of any book or document relating to 
business of the company, or may put any question relating 
to the company’s affairs. Under Section 116, Sub-sec
tion 5, any officer who refuses to produce any book or 
document, or to answer any question, will be liable to a 
penalty of twenty-five dollars for each offence.

The company itself may by special resolution appoint 
inspectors without reference to the Lieutenant-Governor in 
Council, and those inspectors will have the same powers and 
duties as those appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor in 
Council, except that they must report as the company shall 
direct, instead of to the Lieutenant-Governor in Council 
(Section 117).

The report of the inspectors is evidence of their opinion 
in relation to any matter contained in the report (See- 
lion 118), but of course it is not evidence of the facts.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

ALTERATIONS OF CAPITAL.

A company may make alterations in its capital in various 
ways :—

1. It may increase its capital.
2. It may reduce its capital.
3. It may enforce forfeitures of shares, and, under 

certain conditions, accept surrenders.
4. It may consolidate its shares into shares of larger 

amount, and convert its paid-up shares into stock, 
and subsequently reconvert the stock into shares.

5. It may subdivide its shares.
But these alterations can only l>e mado within certain 

limits, and each transaction will be considered separately.
For the purpose of these considerations the “capital” of 

the company is the nominal capital authorised by the 
Memorandum of Association, and must not be confused with 
the issued capital or the paid-up capital. For instance, to 
make a further issue of shares already authorised, or to 
tnako a call upon the shares already issued, would increase 
the issued share capital or the paid-up capital respectively, 
but neither proceeding would be such an increase of capital 
as to fall within tho provisions of the Act as described 
hereafter.

1. Increase of Capital.

A Company Limited by Shares may, if authorised by its 
Articles, increase its share capital by the issue of new shares 
of such amount as it thinks expedient.

Where a company has power in its Articles to increase 
its capital without a special resolution it is unnecessary to
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do more than pass an ordinary resolution, or the company 
may confer on its directors the power to make the increase ;* 
but in any case notice must be given to the Registrar of 
Companies within fifteen days after the date of passing the 
resolution or confirming the special resolution for the in
crease (Section 51). The penalty for neglect is twenty-five 
dollars for every day during which the neglect continues, 
and every director or manager is alike liable (Section 61, 
Sub-section 2). It should be borne in mind that this notice 
of increase in the nominal capital is to be registered within 
the time mentioned above—not deferred until the shares 
are actually taken up. If the company by resolution 
authorises the directors to increase the capital to a named 
amount, the fees are payable as at the date of and to the 
amount specified in the company’s resolution, and do not 
depend on the exercise by the directors of the authority 
given to them.2 The return to lie made on each allotment 
(Section 97) is in addition to this notice.

Many irregularities have from time to occurred with 
regard to the issue of additional capital, and a few remarks 
are necessary to warn companies against some of the dangers 
which surround this question.

It has been seen that if the Articles authorise an increase 
of capital, it may be made without any special formality; 
but if the original Articles do not authorise such an increase 
they should be first altered by a special resolution, and then 
the increase can be made in accordance with the terms of the 
special resolution,3 but the operation is not invalid if the 
two acts arc done by a single special resolution.4 Until a

■Per Eve, J., Moseley v. Koffyfnntcin Mines, (1911] 1 Ch. 72. But 
this does not authorise the issue of such shares if other Articles require 
the sanction of the company in general meeting to such issue (prr C. A. 
in same case.)

■Attorney-General v. Anglo-Argentine Tramways, [1909] VK. B. 677. 
■Patent Invert Sugar Co., [1886] 31 Ch. D. 166.
■Campbell's Case, [1874] 9 Ch. 1.
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few years ago the decisions of the Courts were to the effect 
that if the original Memorandum or Articles did not 
authorise the issue of preference shares the Articles could 
not 1)0 so altered as to make the issue of preference shares 
possible,1 and the only manner of enabling such shares to be 
issued was to obtain the consent of all the holders of the 
existing shares, or to wind up and reconstruct the company; 
but doubt was thrown on this view in the House of Lords,2 

and the Court of Appeal has now declared that unless the 
Memorandum expressly states the rights of various classes of 
shareholders the company can by special resolution take 
power to issue preference shares.3

For some years when fresh capital was required for a 
company whose affairs were not in a flourishing condition, it 
was very common to issue new shares at a discount : that is 
to say, a share credited as fully paid was issued in con
sideration of the payment of a less sum than the nominal 
amount of the share. It has, however, been decided by the 
House of lairds that this cannot bo done, and a shareholder 
taking shares upon those terms is, in the event of a winding 
up, liable to pay the balance unpaid, notwithstanding any 
contract made with the company, and even if the contract 
has been filed with the Registrar of Companies;* and it was 
decided by the House of Lords ( Lord Herschell dissenting) 
that calls on such shares should bo made in a winding up for 
the benefit of contributories as well as creditors.6 Under 
the Act a company is able, on making a public issue of its

‘Hutton t>. Scarborough Cliff Hotel Co., [1865] 2 Dr. & Sm. 514, 6 
N. It. 10.

‘British and American Trustee Corporation v Couper, (1894] App 
Ca. 416.

‘Andrews Gas Meter Co., [1897] 1 Ch. 361.
•Ooregmn Gold Mining Co. ». Roper, [1892] App. Ca. 125; ex parte 

Sandys, [18891 42 Ch. D. 98.
‘Welton ». Saffery, [18971 App. Ca. 299; Weymouth and Channel 

Islands Steam Packet Co., [1891] 1 Ch. 66.
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shares, to pay a commission if the Articles authorise it; 
and where a company is in difficulties it can, by fixing this 
commission at a large amount, say twenty-five or fifty cents 
in the dollar, produce an effect similar to issuing its shares 
at a discount.

Except in the case of a commission authorised by the 
Act, an issue by a company of bonus shares to subscribers or 
others is equivalent to issuing shares at a discount, and the 
recipients will be liable to pay the whole amount in cash.1 

So, if bonds are entitled to a bonus or interest only out of 
profits, it is unlawful when there are no profits to satisfy 
l his bonus or interest by the issue of shares, for there is no 
valuable consideration for such issue.2 If on an issue of 
fully paid shares the consideration given is illusory, or 
permits an obvious money measure to be made, showing that 
a discount has been allowed, no contract will protect the 
holders ; but, except in such a case, the Court will not 
inquire as to what is the real value of the consideration.3 If 
vendors or others who have a large number of fully paid 
shares agree to give them to subscribers for debentures or 
new shares no objection can be taken unless these shares 
have in reality been added to the purchase price, and this is 
only an indirect way of the company paying a commission. 
If there is a rearrangement of capital, and the vendor sur
renders his shares to the company, by whom they are 
afterwards issued as fully paid bonus shares to the 
subscribers for other shares, those subscribers will be liable 
to pay up the amount.4

Shares may, however, be offered at a premium, which 
should be carried to the credit of the reserve fund, although 
there is no absolute rule that this should be done.

-Welton v. Saffery, [1897] App. Ca. 299.
’Bury v. Famatina Corporation, [1910] App. Ca. 439.
‘Re Theatrical Trust, [1895] 1 Ch. 771 ; rc E. J. Wragg, [1897] 1 Ch. 799 
-Ames's Case, [1896] W. N. 79.
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It is not uncommon, when an additional issue of shares 
is made, to secure the success of the issue by getting it 
“underwritten.” This is legal (see pages 100 to 110, tiipin).

When the Articles of Association provide that the now 
sharps shall first be offered to the existing shareholders, 
this must be done before offering them to the ;, and 
a reasonable time must Is1 allowed for them to accept or 
reject the offer.

2. Reduction ok Capital.

By Section 03 (Sub-section 1) a Company Limited by 
Shares may, if authorised by its Articles, by special resolu
tion, subject to confirmation of tho Court, reduce its share 
capital “in any way.” This section gives also special 
instances, providing expressly that it may—

(a) Extinguish or reduce the liability on any of its 
shares in respect of share capital not paid up; or 

( Z>) Either with or without extinguishing or reducing 
liability on any of its shares, cancel any paid-up 
share capital which is lost or unrepresented by 
available assets ; or

(c) Either with or without extinguishing or reducing 
liability on any of its shares, pay off any paid-up 
share capital which is in excess of the company’s 
wants.1

This is in addition to tho power under Section 48 to 
cancel shares which at the date of the passing of the 
resolution have not been taken or agreed to bo taken by any 
person, and diminish the amount of share capital to that 
extent, and tho power under Section 47 to return accu
mulated profits to the shareholders in reduction of the paid- 
up capital, but increasing the unpaid capital to an equal

'This includes capital which can only be called up in case of a liquida
tion (Midland Railway Carriage Co., 11Ü071 W. N. 175).

5
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amount—an operation rarely effected.1 It requires a special 
resolution before it is adopted, and if none is passed, or only 
a retrospective resolution, the payments will be held to be 
dividends out of profits, and there will be no reduction of 
capital.2

A reduction of capital may, with the sanction of the 
Court, be effected in any manner, even though it involve 
doing things which without such sanction are entirely for
bidden, such as the purchase of the company’s shares hy 
itself or a rearrangement of the rights of the members ;3 and 
the Act adopts the decision which establishes that, subject to 
the rights expressly given hy the Acts to creditors to object 
in cases of any diminution of liability in respect of capital 
or repayment to members, the Court has jurisdiction to 
sanction any reduction of capital, and will do so if the 
scheme is fair as between the various classes of share
holders.4 When the rights of creditors do not intervene 
“The only questions .... to bo considered are—
(1) Ought the Court to refuse its sanction to the reduction 
out of regard to the interests of those members of the public 
who may be induced to take shares in the company ? and
(2) Is the reduction fair and equitable as between the dif
ferent classes of shareholders <"s The jurisdiction of the 
Court is not limited to the cases expressly mentioned in the 
sub-section above quoted, and although the company ought in 
its petition to show all the facts and circumstances of the

*A case occurred in 1910 where, there being some shares fully paid and 
some partly paid, a portion of the accumulated profits was returned to the 
fully paid shareholders only so as to make all shares paid up to the same 
extent. As the company paid large dividends, some of the fully paid 
shareholders sought an injunction, hut failed, Swinfen Eady, J., holding 
that their was no irregularity and the Court had no control over the trans
action (Neale r. City of Birmingham T amways, [1910) W. N. 175).

HVhitwhara v. Piercy, [1907) 1 Ch. 289.
’British and American Trustee Corporation ! Couper, [1894] App. 

Ca. 399; Credit Assurance and Guarantee Corporation, [1902] 2 Ch. 601.
’Poole v. National Bank of China, [1907] App. Ca. 229.
1Per Lord Macnaughton, [1907] App. Ca. page 239.
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case, such as whether or not the capital sought to be written 
off is lost or is unrepresented by available assets, this is not 
a necessary condition for obtaining the sanction of the Court, 
and the reduction may be affirmed even where there is no 
loss of capital, or there is a reserve fund of undivided 
profits left subsisting, and available for payment of future 
dividends.1 Wheré there is no unfairness to any class of 
shareholders it is the policy of the Legislature to entrust the 
prescribed majority of the shareholders with the decision 
whether there should be a reduction of capital, and, if so, 
how it should be carried into effect.2 A return of capital to 
the shareholders has been sanctioned, and the capital 
reduced, although a portion of the amount returned was to 
be at once borrowed by the company from the shareholders 
on debentures.3 But the Court will of course refuse to 
sanction any reduction which works injustice to either the 
creditors or a minority of the members, and it is submitted 
that the company cannot obtain power to do anything other
wise irregular by making it part of a scheme of reduction 
unless it is in reality in the nature of a reduction of capital. 
It is sometimes argued that the cases cited in note3 on the 
preceding page allow the Court to render valid any alteration 
of the rights of the members (e.g. in regard to dividend or 
voting) ; but a comparison of the cases on reduction will show 
that, except when the variation was only the direct result of 
reducing capital, the Articles have in every case contained 
clauses allowing a majority to vary the rights of the

'Tilts was held in (Poole t>. National Hank of China [1907] 
App. Ca. 229, overruling Anglo-French Exploration Co, [19(121 2 
Ch. 845, and some of the dicta in Barrow Haematite Steel Co., 19IK.1 2 
Ch. 840).

’British and American Trustee Corporation e. Couper. [19041 App. 
Ca. 399.

•fie Nixon's Navigation Co., [1897] 1 Ch. 872. For the most recent 
case of return of surplus assets see Lees Brook Spinning Co., [1900J 2 Ch
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respective classes of shareholders.1 However, under Sec
tion 129, it seems that a variation of the rights of various 
classes can, with the sanction of the Court, be effected even 
when theArticles contain no power for the purpose (see 
pages 22 and 2.1), and it is now common to effect 
reduction of capital to take effect only if other arrangements 
varying the rights of the various classes of shareholders be
come operative.2

It should be borne in mind that no reduction of capital 
can be effected except “by special resolution,” and that, with 
the exception of the reduction by repayment of profits under 
Section 47, the Statutes require that a company before pass
ing such a resolution shall bo so authorised by its Articles. 
Therefore, if the original Articles do not authorise the 
resolution, there must be, first, a special resolution altering 
tho Articles, and, secondly, another special resolution (which 
must bo subsequent to and not contemporaneous with the 
resolution altering the Articles) reducing the capital.3 These 
conditions must be complied with before an Order of Court 
confirming a reduction ran be obtained.

Tho special resolutions must of course be registered, and 
a copy of the Order of Court (where one is required), with 
a Minute, approved by the Court, giving particulars of the 
reduced capital, must also be registered before the reduction 
can be effected (Section 58, Sub-section 1). The Registrar 
then certifies the registration, and his certificate is conclusive 
evidence that all the requirements of the Act have been 
complied with, and that the capital is as stated in the 
Minute (Sub-section 4). In cases where accumulated profits 
are returned under Section 47, a Minute giving the required 
particulars of the reduced capital has also to be registered.

‘The Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Co.’a case (unreported) was an excep
tion. The appeal from the decision of Joyce, J., was abandoned.

*See for instance re Hoare & Co. No. 2, (1910) W. N. 87.
"Patent Invert Sugar Co., [1886] 31 Ch. D. 166; Oregon Mortgage 

C . 11910) S. C. 904, Court of Seen.
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The Minute, when registered, is substituted for the cor 
responding part of the Memorandum of Association, and 
must be embodied in every copy subsequently issued, under 
a penalty of five dollars per copy (Section 59).

The reduction takes effect only on the registration of the 
Minute (Section 58, Sub-section 2), after which the liability 
of a member is only the difference (if any) between the 
amount paid or to be deemed as paid, as the case may be, 
and the amount of the share as fixed by the Minute 
(Section CO).

Where the capital of the company is divided into 
preference and ordinary shares, the preference shares are not 
exempt from reduction equally with the ordinary, although 
the effect of the reduction will be to give the preference 
shareholders a lower rate of interest upon the capital they 
originally brought into the business.1 If the holders of the 
preference shares have not a preference in the distribution 
of the capital of the company, as well as in the dividend, 
this seems to be the proper course. But if there is a 
preference as to capital, the proper course appears to be that 
the reduction shall be made upon the ordinary or deferred 
shares alone,2 or the ordinary or deferred shares or founders’ 
shares may be extinguished,3 leaving tho capital of the 
preference shares intact. This, according to North, J., and 
Kekewich, J., may also be done where the preference share
holders have no preference as to capital if the ordinary 
shareholders fully understand and assent to the scheme 
proposed to them.3 But Kay, J., was of opinion that such a

‘Bannatyne v. Direct Spanish Telegraph Co., [1887] 34 Ch. D. 287. 
•Quebrada Copper Co., [1880] 40 Ch. D. 363; Barrow Haematite 

Steel Co., 11888] 39 Ch. D. 582; Gatling Gun Limited, [1890] 43 Ch. D. 
628; Agricultural Hotel Co , 11891) 1 Ch. 396.

•Floating Dock Co. of St. Thomas, [1895] 1 Ch. 691; London and 
New York Investment Co., [1895] 2 Ch. 860; Poole v. National Bank of 
China, [1907] App. Ca. 229.
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reduction is not one which ought to be sanctioned.1 The 
matter is usually the subject of a compromise between the 
interested parties, and an arrangement by which preference 
shareholders agree by a majority sufficient to comply with 
the Articles to forego arrears of cumulative dividend is not 
ultra vires.* Where the preference shareholders of the com
pany objected, Cozens-1 lardy, J., refused to sanction a 
scheme reducing their capital equally with that of the 
ordinary shareholders, on the ground that, as the company 
could pay dividends, notwithstanding loss of fixed capital, 
no need was shown for the reduction;8 but the Court of 
Appeal, while affirming the decision, made it dear that they 
did not consider the simple fact of the company being able 
to continue to pay dividends a good reason for refusing to 
sanction the reduction; nor did the judgment below go so 
far as that.

If the Articles contain powers for the variation of class 
rights, a reduction of the capital of a company will be 
sanctioned in a proper case, although it affects the voting 
powers of the respective classes of shareholders,4 or is part 
of a complete rearrangement of the capital,6 or otherwise 
affects the rights of various classes as regards each other,0 
and even when the Articles contain no such powers it seems 
this will now be possible under Section 12!) (see pages 22, 
23. and 514).

If the reduction is only by cancellation of shares never 
taken or agreed to be taken, or is by return of accumulated

■Vnion Plate Glass Co., [18891 42 Ch. D. 516.
^ ’Oban and Aultmore Glenlivat Distillery, [19011 Court of Seas., 5 F.

•Barrow Haematite Steel Co. No. 2, [1900] 2 Ch. 816, anil (1001] 2 Ch. 
746. The same company had previously reduced its capital partly at 
tin- expense of the preference shareholders (see [1888] 39 Ch. D. 582).

'lie James Colmcr, Limited, [1897] 1 Ch. 524.
‘lie National Dwellings Society, [1898] 78 L. T. 144.
•Credit Assurance and Guarantee Corporation, [19021 2 Ch. 601; 

tllsopp & Sons, [19031 51 XV. It. 614.
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profits, it is only necessary to register the special resolution, 
and in the latter case to register a Minute ; but for all other 
reductions the sanction of the Supreme Court must be 
obtained on petition (Section 54).

By Section 64 Land Companies, whose principal and 
main business as expressed in the Memorandum of Associa
tion is to acquire tracts of land with the object of sub-dividing 
the same into lots and selling such lots when sub-divided, 
are authorised to reduce their capital bv the payment of 
dividends, being the net proceeds of the sale of lands so sub
divided, without the necessity of applying to the Court to 
authorise such reduction. The wording of Sub-section 1 
of this Section is not altogether clear and it might possibly 
be contended that the procedure outlined in this Section 
regarding the payment of dividends applies to the payment 
of all dividends although such dividends might not result in 
a reduction of capital. It is submitted, however, that the 
first words of this Section qualify the following words and 
that the whole of this Section must be taken to apply only to 
tlie declaration and payment of dividends which actually re
sult in the reduction of capital. Only in this event must the 
procedure outlined in this Section be followed.

Reduction of capital may be sanctioned or disallowed at 
tlie discretion of the Court,1 and accordingly any scheme 
which works unfairly as regards the interests of a minority 
may and will lie disapproved;8 but a fair scheme will be 
sanctioned even if it effects an alteration of the respective

*A return of capital to shareholders who at once rc-lcnt it to the com
pany on debentures was sanctioned in North’s Navigation Collieries, 
(1897] 1 Ch. 872.

Harrow Haematite Steel Co. No. 2, [1900] 2 Ch 816: affirmed on other 
grounds,J1901] 2 Ch. 746.
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rights of classes.1 It has been said that a scheme of re
duction will not he allowed to pass if it is not for an object 
contemplated by the Acts, as, for instance, where the 
company has issued shares at a discount, and seeks to 
extinguish the remaining liability by writing down the 
capital ;2 or where the company has ceased to carry on business 
and the only object is to divide the assets;3 but this must be 
reconsidered in the light of the very wide view now taken of 
the objects of the Acts.4 For instance, where shares have 
lieen redeemed or paid off under circumstances of doubtful 
validity, the capital may be reduced with the sanction of the 
Court by cancelling the shares.6

A purported reduction, whereby founders’ shares were to 
lie extinguished and a greater number of ordinary shares 
issued in exchange, was held to be unlawful, being in reality 
an issue of the ordinary shares at a discount.6 When shares 
have been reduced they rank in a winding up only at the 
reduced amount; thus, where ordinary shares were reduced 
from a pound to a shilling each and there were large surplus 
assets after repaying the capital, the ordinary shares only 
took one twentieth as much as the preference shares, which 
remained at a pound each.7

If the reduction of capital involves the repayment of 
money to the members, this creates a specialty debt, which 
can be recovered by the members entitled at any time within 
twenty years.8

Issuing shares at a discount and paying dividends out of 
capital are in fact reductions of capital, and it may be

"Credit Assurance ami Guarantee Corporation, 11902] 2 Ch. 601.
'R“ New Chile Gold Mining Co., [ 1888] 38 Ch. l3. 475.
•Re Wallasey Brick Co., |189l] W. N. 20, 63 L. J. Ch. 415, 70 L. T. 870
•Poole v. National Bank of China, [1907] App. Ca. 229.
•Midland Railway Carriage Co., [1907] W. N 175.
•Develo; meat Co. of Central ami West Africa, [1902] 1 Ch. 547.
"Espuela Land and Cattle Co. No. 2, [1909] 2 Ch. 189.
•Artisans' Land and Mortgage Corporation, [1904] 1 Ch. 790.



assumed that the Court will never sanction such proceedings. 
Buying the company’s shares with its own capital or profits 
and forfeiting or accepting surrenders of shares arc re
ductions of capital which in a proper ease the Court will 
sanction.1

A reduction of capital cannot be effected under Sec
tion 129 unless the proper steps arc also taken under 
Sections 53 to 58.2

it. SURRENDER AM) FORFEITURE OF SHARES.

This is in fact a reduction of capital, and the rule is that 
where the Articles do not authorise the surrender and for
feiture of shares, neither the directors nor a majority of the 
shareholders can without the sanction of the Court make a 
surrender or forfeiture valid;3 but where there is a special 
authority, the directors, acting on behalf of the company, 
may, so long as they act within the terms of the authority, 
validly make a forfeiture of the shaves,4 or accept a sur
render in cases where the circumstances are such that they 
would have power to forfeit.5 *

The same rule applies to the shares of persons who have 
agreed to become shareholders, but arc not vet upon the 
Register.11 If there is a real dispute whether or not a person 
has agreed to become a shareholder, the directors may com
promise the dispute, and allow the supposed shareholder to 
give up the shares.7 * *

‘British unit American Trustee Corporation v Couper, [189l| App, 
Ca. 390; re Denver Hotel Co., [1893] 1 Ch. 495; Dicido Pier Co.’s Case, 
[1891] 2 Ch. 354.

*C x>per, Cooper k Johnson, [1902] \V. N. 199.
•Munt’s Case 22 Bcav. 55; Spackman v. Evans, [1858] L. It. 3 H. L 

171; Mould'Wort.i v. Evans, [1858] L. It. 3 il. L. 233; Hart v. Clarke, [1858] 
0 H. L. C. 633.

♦Lane’s Cas* [1832] 1 Dj G. J. & Sm. 531; Kipling v. Todd, [1878]
3 C. P. 1). 330; Teasd lie’s Case, [1874] 9 Ch. 51.

‘Pellerbv v. Rowland and M irwoo I’s Steamship Co., [1902] 2 Ch. 14.
•Hall’s Case. [1870] 5 Ch 707; Sn ill’s Case, [1870] 5 Ch. 22; Lo.idon

and Provincial Coal Co , [18<7] 5 Ch. D. 525.
’Bath’s Case, [1878] 8 C i. D. 334; Dixon’s Case, [1870] L. R. 5 II. L.

606; Wheeler v. Wilson, 6. O.R., 421; Livingston v. Temperance Colon.
Society, 17, A.R., 379.
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The directors must not, however, use the company’s 
money to buy out shareholders with whom there is a 
quarrel, or who desire for any reason to retire, even if the 
Articles appear to authorise such a coures;1 but this may be 
made the subject of an arrangement, to which the sanction 
of the Court is obtained as for a reduction of capital;8 and 
directors, or other members, may personally buy out share
holders, taking a transfer to themselves, and applying their 
own money to the purchase.

A surrender of partly paid shares in consideration of a 
release by the company of the shareholder’s liability con
stitutes a purchase by the company of those shares, and is 
therefore ultra vires; and even after the lapse of a long 
period the Court will restore to the Register the member who 
made the surrender;3 and a surrender even of fully paid 
shares will not generally be lawful without the sanction of 
the court, for this disturbs the equilibrium of the balance 
sheet and may render the payment of a dividend possible 
which otherwise would be unlawful.4

Where a company had power to accept surrenders of 
fully paid shares, such a surrender, as part of a bargain that 
the former owner of the shares should purchase an onerous 
lease from the company’, was held valid and not to require 
the sanction of the Court, unless the shares were also to be 
permanently extinguished ;4 but the authority of this case is 
now doubtful.

When a forfeiture is about to be made, the directors 
must see, first, that they have the power to forfeit, and, 
secondly, that they conform very strictly to all the pre
liminaries prescribed by the Articles.6

‘.Morgan’s Case, [1849] 1 Mac. & G. 225; Trevor v. Whitworth, [1888 
12 App. Ca. 409.

■British and American Trustee Corporation v. Couper, [1894] App. 
Ca. 399.

‘See case last cited and Angl > French Exploration Co., [1902] 2 Ch. 845.
■fie Denver Hotel Co., [1893) 1 Ch. 495.
•Nellis v. Second Mutual Building Society of Ottawa, 29, Gr., 399.



A forfeiture of shares may he attacked from two sides—
(a) If the shares subsequently turn out valuable, the 
original owner may sock to have them restored to him;
(b) If there is a liability upon the shares, the creditors are 
interested to see that someone remains upon the Register to 
meet the liability. Accordingly, great exactness is required. 
Forfeiture must ho preceded by all the proper notices, con
taining all the matters prescribed by the Articles, and giving 
all the time required. If the notice claiming payment claims 
too much, a forfeiture based on such notice will bo bad, 
e.g. if interest is claimed from too early a date.1 It must bo 
carried out by properly qualified and appointed directors,8 

and the due quorum must be present.8 Moreover, it must be 
for the cause intended bv the Articles, and not with a view 
to getting rid of an obnoxious shareholder, or with a view to 
relieving the owner of the shares of his liability.4 In short, 
the power must be exercised alike for the benefit of the 
company and with strict justice to the shareholder.

The power to forfeit and the power to accept surrenders 
are distinct, and the former will not justify a surrender 
being made which if made without express power will be 
invalid.6

If the shares are invalidly forfeited, the holder will 
remain a member of the company both as regards his 
liabilities and as regards his privileges, and the mere lapse 
of time will not cure the defect.” But where a shareholder

■Johnson c. Lyttle's Iron Agency, 11877] 5 Ch. D. 087.
■Garden Gully United Quartz Mining Co. v. MeLister, [1875] 1 App. 

Ca. 39; Christopher r. Noxnn, 4, O.R., 672; Provincial Insurance Co. r. 
Cameron, 1880. 31, C.P., 523.

■Bottomley's Cane, [1881] 16 Ch. I). 681.
•Richmond and Panter’s Case, [1858] 4 K & .1. 305; Spackmau r. 

Evans, [1868] L. It. 3 H. L. 171.
•Hall’s Case, [1870] 5 Ch. 707; Eiparto Trading Co., [1879] 12 Ch. 

D. 191.
•Garden Gully United Quartz Mining Co. v. MeLister, [1877] 1 App. 

Ca. 39; Bottomley’s Cane, [1881] 16 Ch D. 681; Esparto 3’railing Co., 
[1879] 12 Ch. 1).' 191; Bcllerby v. Rowland an I Marwood’s Steamship 
Co., [1902] 2 Ch. 14.
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lias for a long period acquiesced in an irregular forfeiture be 
will not be allowed upon the company becoming prosperous 
to assert his right to have the forfeiture set aside.1

It is usual for the Articles to contain a power for the 
directors to annul a forfeiture upon terms, and this power 
may be acted upon when desirable ; but it is only possible to 
annul the forfeiture if the former owner of the shares 
consents.® Another provision generally made is a declara
tion that the member remains liable for unpaid calls made 
before the forfeiture ; and if this provision is found in the 
Articles, the former holder of shares which have been 
forfeited "may be sued even after the forfeiture.3

A shareholder induced to take shares by fraud may, even 
after a forfeiture, repudiate the bargain and defend an 
action for calls,4 and where an action for rescission of the 
contract to take shares is pending the Court will, upon the 
plaintiff paying into court the amount of any calls made, 
restrain the company from forfeiting the shares until the 
hearing of the action.1

The company usually has power to reissue forfeited 
shares (e.g. Clause 27 of Table A). If in exercise of this 
power it reissues shares irregularly forfeited it may lie liable 
in damage to the original holder." When forfeited shares 
have been reissued the company may make a fresh call upon 
the new holders in respect of the amount remaining unpaid 
bv the former holder upon which the forfeiture was made; 
but any payment made by the former owner, even after

'Prendergast v. Turton, [1843] 13 L. J. Ch. 268; Rule v. Jewell, (1881] 
IK Ch. D. 660; Jones v. North Vancouver Land Co., [1910] App. Ca. 317.

Exchange Trust, [1903] 1 Ch. 711. Table A has this power 
Clause 27).

Raidies’ Dress As.-oc at ion v. Pulbrook, [1901] 2 Q. 13. at page 381; 
Hand! Gold Mining Co. Wainwright, [1901] 1 Ch. 184; Marmara 
Foundry Co. v. Jackson. 9, U C.R., ,509.

•Aaron’s Reefs v. Twiss, [1896] App. Ca. 273.
•Ijamh v. Sam baa Rubber Co., [1908] 1 Ch. 845; Jones v. Pacaya 

Rubber Co., [1910] W. N. 257.
•New Chile Gold Mining Co., [1890] 45 Ch. D. 598.
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forfeiture, goes in reduction of the amount payable by the 
new owner.1

The power of forfeiture may be exercised by the directors 
after a voluntary winding up, if they obtain tho sanction of 
the liquidator or of a meeting of the company.2

4. Consolidation of Shakes into Shares of Larges
Amount and Conversion of Shares into Stock.

‘‘If so authorised by its Articles,” a Company Limited 
by Shares may consolidate and divide all or any of its share 
capital into shares of larger amount than its existing shares, 
or convert all or any of its paid-up shares into stock, and 
may subsequently reconvert such stock into paid-up shares, 
and thereafter every copy of the Memorandum must be in 
accordance with the alteration (Section 48). Notice of any 
such consolidation or conversion or of any reconversion must 
be given to the Registrar of Companies (Section 49).

Section 52 also gives certain powers for consolidating 
shares of different classes, which are discussed at page 22.

It should be noted that a company cannot make an 
original issue of stock. If it desires to have a capital held as 
stock it must first issue shares, and when they arc fully paid 
convert them into stock. Shares not fully paid cannot be so 
converted.

5. Subdivision of Shares.

In cases where the capital of the company is divided 
into shares of a large amount, it is sometimes considered 
desirable to subdivide them into shares of smaller amount, 
as, for example, each share of a hundred dollars into ten 
shares of ten dollars each. Section 48 allows a Company 
Limited by Shares to do this by special resolution, if the

'New Bulkis Eersteling ’ Randt Gold Mining Co., [19041 Anp. Ca. 
165; re Randt Gold Mining Co., [1904] 2 Ch. 468.

’Ladd’s Case, Fairbum Engineering Co., [189313 Ch. 450.
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company is so authorised by its Articles. If, therefore, 
power to pass such a resolution is not contained in the 
Articles, two special resolutions will be required—one taking 
power, “by special resolution,” to subdivide; the other acting 
upon that power.

The statement of capital in every copy of the Memoran
dum of Association issued after the passing of the special 
resolution must be in accordance with the resolution, and a 
penalty of five dollars for eacli copy attaches to default in 
this respect (Sub-section 3).

As the Act prescribes that on a subdivision of shares the 
amount paid on the original shares shall be equally 
apportioned to the shares of reduced amount, it is well to 
express the fact in the resolution authorising the subdivision.

Section 52 also gives certain powers for the division of 
shares into shares of different classes, which are discussed at 
liage 22.
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CHAPTER XIX.

MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS.

Annual Upturns of Capital and Members.

Every company having a share capital is required to make, 
once at least in every year1 a List of all persons who were 
members of the company on the fourteenth day after the 
first or only ordinary general meeting in the year, and a 
List of all persons who have ceased to be members since the 
date of the last Return or (in the case of the first Return) 
of the incorporation of the company. The List must state 
the names, addresses, and occupations of all the past and 
present members of the company therein mentioned, and the 
number of shares held by each of the existing members at 
the date of the Return, specifying shares transferred since 
the date of the last Return and the dates of registration of 
the transfers.

The List must be accompanied by a Summary distin
guishing between shares issued for cash and shares issued as 
fully or partly paid up otherwise than in cash, and 
specifying the following particulars:—

(a) The amount of the share capital of the company 
and the number of the shares into which it is 
divided ;

(b) The number of shares taken from the commence
ment of the, company up to the date of the 
Return ;

•This is in addition to the Return which has to be made within one 
month after each allotment of shares (see page 130, supra). “Every 
year” meats every calendar year: is. from the 1st January to the 31st 
December inclusive (Gibson v. Barton, [1875] L. It. 10 Q. B. 329; Ed
munds e. Foster, [1875] 33 L. T. 690).
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(c) The amount called up on each share ;
(d) The total amount of calls received;
(e) The total amount of calls unpaid;
(/) The total amount of the sums (if any) paid by 

way of commission in respect of any shares or 
debentures, or allowed by way’ of discount in 
respect of any debentures, since the date of the last 
Return ;

(g) Tho total number of shares forfeited;
(h) The total amount of shares or stock for which 

share warrants are outstanding at tho date of the 
Return ;

(t) The total amount of share warrants issued and 
surrendered respectively since the date of the last 
Return ;

(j) The number of shares or amount of stock com
prised in each share warrant;

(k) The names and addresses of the persons who at the 
date of the Return are the directors of the 
company, or occupy the position of directors, by 
whatever name called ; and

(l) The total amount of debt due from the company in 
respect of all mortgages and charges which are 
required to bo registered with tho Registrar under 
the Act.

Tho summary must also include a statement in the form 
of a balance sheet as described on page 335 (Section 34, 
Sub-section 3).

The List and Summary must be signed by the manager 
or secretary of the company (Sub-section 4).

The above-mentioned particulars have to bo entered in a 
separate part of the Register of Members, made up to the 
fourteenth day after the ordinary general meeting, and the 
entry completed within the next seven days, and a copy 
forthwith filed with the Registrar of Companies (Sub-sec-
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tion 4). Where there is more than one ordinary general 
meeting in the year, tho abovo entries have to be made up to 
the fourteenth day after the first of such meetings. The 
same particulars are required to be entered after the first or 
statutory general meeting where such meeting is an ordinary 
general meeting. If default is made in holding the general 
meeting in any year the Return cannot be made so as to 
comply with the Act, and the penalties mentioned on the 
following page are incurred, as well as penalties for not 
holding the meeting.1

The “Annual Return,” or copy of tho above entries, 
must be registered within the seven days mentioned above, 
or, in other words, within twenty-one days after the first 
ordinary general meeting in each year. Any company 
neglecting to make this Return “shall be liable to a fine not 
exceeding twenty-five dollars for every day during which the 
default continues, and every director and manager of the 
company who knowingly and wilfully authorises or permits 
the default shall lie liable to the like penalty” (Sub-sec
tion 5). In making out the Return, care should be taken that 
it does not contain any notice of trust, “expressed, implied, 
or constructive,” contrary to Section 35, or it will be refused 
by the Registrar. It should be observed that the Return has 
to be made up to the fourteenth day after the first ordinary 
general meeting—not to the 30th of June or tho 31st of 
December, or to end of the company’s financial year.

In addition to the risk of penalties incurred by a com
pany neglecting to make its Annual Returns, there is the 
danger that the Registrar may treat the omission as being 
reasonable cause for belief that the company is not carrying 
on business or in operation, and, after certain formalities, 
removing its name from the Register of Companies under 
Section 268.

'Gibson i*. Barton, [1875] L. R. 10 Q. B. 339; Park !’■ Lawton, [1911] 
W N 24.
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Carrying on Business with Less than the Minimum 
Number of Members.

Every memlier of a public company carrying on business 
for more than six months after the number of members has 
been reduced below five, or in the case of private company 
below two, becomes severally liable for the whole of the 
debts of the company contracted during the time it so carries 
on business after the six months, if cognisant of the fact 
that the number has been reduced below the minimum 
allowed, and may be sued for the same without the joinder 
in the action or suit of any other member (Section 122). 
The company may also be wound up by the Court (Sec
tion 187). For the purpose of these sections it would seem 
that past members and persons who are representatives of 
deceased members must not be counted.1

Penalties.
The cases in which penalties are imposed are very 

numerous. By Section 290 all offences under the Act made 
punishable by any fine may be prosecuted under the 
“Summary Convictions Act”: i.e. by Police Court pro
ceedings.

Private Companies.

Prior to the passing of the Act of 1910 all companies 
were treated alike, and the expression “Private Company” 
could only have any meaning as describing the practice of 
the persons interested.

By Section 130 a Private Company is defined as one which 
by its Memorandum or Articles—(a) Restricts the right to 
transfer its shares; (b) Limits tbo number of its members 
( exclusive of persons who are in the employment of the com
pany) to fifty ; and (c) Prohibits any invitation to the public

‘Compare 13ow ing and Welby’s Contract, [1895] 1 Ch. 663.
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to subscribe for any shares or debentures of the company ; with 
a proviso in Sub-section 3 that joint holders of shares shall, 
for the purposes of the section, he treated as a single 
member. Tho definition is not wholly satisfactory. As 
regards (a) it would seem that almost any restriction will 
suffice, and that even the common-form clause giving the 
directors power to reject transfers to persons whom they do 
not approve will satisfy the Act, and as regards all the con
ditions that they will he satisfied by the insertion of 
restrictive provisions in the Articles, whether such provisions 
are or are not observed in practice; and it is doubtful 
whether any penalty can be enforced for failing to observe 
them.

A company registered as a Private Company has several 
advantages. It may consist of two or more persons (Sec
tion 12), so that there is now no occasion for five “dummies” 
to sign the Memorandum of Association of a newly formed 
private company, and the derision which was so often 
applied to “one man” companies will have no point. Where 
there are only two members it is necessary to remember that 
on the death of one of them the same consequences follow as 
when in a Public Company the number of members is 
reduced below five (see page 375).

Private Companies are free from the obligations imposed 
upon companies which do not issue a prospectus to file a 
statement in lieu of it (Section 91: see page 74). They are 
also relieved, by Section 34, Sub-section 3, from the 
necessity of filing an annual balance sheet, and by Sec
tion 73, Sub-section 10, from forwarding to their members 
or filing the report prior to the statutory meeting required 
in the case of other companies by that section ; and they are 
not subject to the provisions of Section 121 giving holders of 
preference shares and debentures the same right to receive 
and inspect balance sheets and the reports of auditors and
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ut her reports that are possessed by ordinary shareholders, 
although it seems that preferenee shareholders will still 
he entitled to inspect and be furnished with copies of the 
balance sheet and auditors’ report under Section 120, 
Sub-section 3.

They also escape from the provisions of Section 94, re
quiring a minimum subscription before allotment, and are 
entitled to commence business immediately on incorporation, 
for Section 96 does not apply (see Sub-section 6).

Section 80 (requiring directors named in the Articles to 
tile an agreement to take their qualification shares from the 
company) does not apply to private companies.

Private companies, as well as public companies, can pay 
a commission for underwriting their shares.1

The method of forming a private company is the same a» 
In the case of a public company, save that not more than two 
persons are required to subserilie the Memorandum and 
Artieles, and that the Articles must contain the provisions 
above referred to.

Existing companies which are in effect private companies 
may by altering their Articles become private companies 
under the Statute and so obtain the benefits above referred 
to, and a large number of such companies have already 
done so.2

If a private company desires to become a public company, 
it may do so, subject to anything contained in its Memoran
dum or Articles (Section 130, Sub-section 2), by pass
ing a special resolution to that effect, and filing a statutory 
declaration such as is required by Section 96 in the case of 
other companies before commencing business (see page 113). 
This involves the filing of a consent to act by the directors

'Dora, of Canada Invest. Syndicate r. Brigstock [19111 2 K.B. 048. 
!Le eer e. Popham Bros., XVII, B.C.R. 187.
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named in the statement, and a contract by them to take up 
their qualification shares, if any, unless they signed the 
Memorandum of Association therefor at the time of in- 
eor|)orati<>n. It would seem that a private company, even if 
prohibited by its Articles from so converting itself into a 
public company, can first alter its Articles and then proceed 
with the conversion.

The recognition of private companies appears to be a 
wise step, and it will be seen that Limited Liability may 
now la? obtained in either of the following forms:—

1. Limited Partnerships under Tho Partnership 
Act, in which case, however, there must always be 
at least one partner with unlimited liability.

2. Private Companies, which may consist of any two 
or more members (not exceeding fifty), whose 
liability (except in the case of unlimited com
panies) is strictly limited, and such companies are 
not required to file any prospectus, statement, or 
balance sheet.

3. Public Companies, consisting of not less than five 
members, which must give publicity to their con
dition by filing a prospectus or statement and an 
annual balance sheet.

Converting Private Businesses into Companies.

It frequently happens that the members of a private firm 
desire to turn their business into a company, although they 
do not propose to publish any prospectus or to invite the 
public to take shares. The advantages are obvious. The 
limitation of liability is of great importance to all, and can 
be extended to all the partners, and not as in the case of 
limited partnerships, only to sleeping partners; while, in 
addition, persons willing to lend money to the concern can 
lie secured by debentures charged on tho property, and 
persons willing to risk a certain amount in the venture
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without incurring any further liability can take shares, and, 
paying for them in full, be free from any further risk, 
while securing the advantage of the many protections 
afforded by the Companies Act, but not conferred by the 
Partnership Act.

The common practice is to form a Company Limited by 
Shares, having a capital sufficient to allow of the assets of 
the firm being purchased. The Memorandum of Association 
is then signed by the partners, or if there is only one trader 
by him and at least one other person. The Articles declare 
that the partners shall be the first directors, and if the com
pany is to lie a Private Company they must contain 
restrictions upon the sale of shares to strangers. If the 
company is intended to be a “Public” one there must be at 
least five subscribers to the Memorandum of Association.

An agreement is next entered into whereby the firm 
agrees to sell and the company to buy all the assets and 
the goodwill of the business, the purchase money being pay
able in shares to bo treated as fully or in part paid up, and 
to be divided among the partners in proportion to their 
interests in the business sold.

The usual method is for the company to take over the 
hook and other debts, and to agree to pay the outstanding 
liabilities of the firm ; or to arrange that only the stock-in- 
trade, freehold and leasehold properties, and other things 
requisite for carrying on the business shall be sold to the 
company, that the company shall collect the outstanding 
debts as agent for the partners, and that the partners shall 
themselves pay the existing liabilities. If this plan would 
leave the company with insufficient working capital, it can be 
<et right by the partners agreeing to subscribe for further 
shares, which they can pay for as the debts ars collected.
• It is not necessary to purchase the goodwill ; for, 
as the partners will share in the profits of the company
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in the same manner as they do in those of the firm, 
they will not lose by no mention being made, of it 
and no price paid for it, provided that there is a 
covenant by the partners individually not to trade in 
competition with the new company ; but, on the other hand, 
this course may result in the capital appearing to be too 
small for the business carried on—a matter which may affect 
the credit of the company. For instance, a firm doing 
business yielding profits of $2.1,000 a year may probably have 
stock-in-trade only to the amount of $2.1,000 or $50,000, and 
then, if the book debts are not assigned, and no value is put 
on the goodwill, the partners would sell the concern to the 
company for only this $2.1,000 or $.10,000, a sum which 
might give the business the appearance of not being very 
substantial.

Registration of the contract relating to the issue of fully 
or partly paid shares pursuant to Section 07 must not be 
overlooked (see page 144, tupra).

Partners arc often willing to continue to take a certain 
amount of liability, and in such cases the purchase shares 
should be treated as only paid up in part. Thus, if the 
amount to bo paid for the business is $10,000, it may be 
paid by the issue of 20,000 shares of $1 each treated as paid 
up to the extent of fifty cents per share, in which case the 
members will lie under a liability of fifty cents per share, or 
a further $10,000 in all.

It is usual and desirable that all the partners in the old 
firm should enter into covenants with the company not to 
trade in competition with it, and not to allow their names to 
lie used in any rival business.

It frequently happens that after a trader’s death his 
executors desire to convert his business into a company. If 
the testator has not given power for such a conversion, nor 
authorised the trustees to invest, in shares of incorporated
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companies, they cannot effect a sale to the company, and 
although thero have been cases in England where the Court 
has sanctioned such a proceeding,it appears now that the Court 
lias no jurisdiction for such a purpose,1 unless the arrange
ment is part of a compromise of disputes with third parties.* 
The Court has jurisdiction to allow a trustee to go outside 
the terms of his trust only where the case is one of 
emergency not foreseen or provided for by the author of the 
trust and circumstances require that something should be 
done.’

Even before private companies of only two persons were 
legalised the number of members holding substantial 
interests in a private company might bo small, or indeed 
consist of a single person ; for the House of Lords in 1897 
held that if a company was incorporated according to law, 
and six of the shareholders held only one share each, and 
the seventh held twenty thousand, the Court could not go 
liehind tho Certificate of Incorporation and inquire whether 
or no such a “one man” company was what the Legislature 
intended when passing the Companies Acts.4 Phillimore, J., 
lias, however, returned to the view that a limited company 
may be a more alias of the principal members in a case 
where fraud is shown.5

A sale, however, by an insolvent trader of substantially 
all his assets to a company is fraudulent and an act of 
bankruptcy, and upon the assignor being make bankrupt 
within throe months may lie set aside by the trustee in bank
ruptcy but even in such a ease, if part of tho consideration

'Re Morrison, [1901] 1 Ch. 701; re Crawsbay, {1889] 60 L. T. 359. 
’West of England Bank ». Murch, [1883] 23 Ch. D. 138.
'Re New, [1901] 2 Cli 534.
•Salomon ». Salomon & Co., [1897] App. Ca. 22.
'Re Darley, ex jmrte Brougham, [1911] 1 K. B. 95.
‘Re Hirth, [18991 1 Q. B. 612; re Wheatley, [19011 85 I„ T. 491
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is issued to persons giving value in good faith and in 
ignorance of the irregularities practised, this portion of the 
transaction will stand good.1

A transfer by a trader to a company in the bona fide 
hope of benefiting his creditors does not necessarily tend to 
defeat or delay creditors, and should not be set aside as void 
against the trustee.

'Re Slobodinsky, [1003] 2 K. B. 517,
*Re Harris, er parte Trustee, [1907] 54 W. It. 400
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CHAPTER XX.

TAXATION OF CORPORATIONS.

Under the Taxation Act, U.S.B.C., 1911, Chap. 222, all 
land, personal property and income of every corporation 
doing business in the Province is liable to taxation by the 
(iovcmment (Section 4).

The following arc the rates of taxation:—
A. -—On Real Property:

(1) Land other than wild 
land, coal or timber
land ................................ J of 1% on assessed vaine

(2) Wild land ............................ 4% “ “
(3) Coal land-

Class A (i.e, land from 
which coal is being
mined) ................................. 1% “ *‘
Class B (i.e. all other 
coal lands not included 
under Class A) ................ 2% “ “

(4) Timber land........................ 2% “ “
B. —On Personal Property....... j of 1% on assessed value
V.—On Income:

Up to and not exceeding $1,000 ................... exempt
Up to and not exceeding $2,000 ................... 1 %
Above $2,000 and not exceeding $3,000 .... 1JÇ6
Above $3,000 and not exceeding $4,000 .... 1£%
Above $4,000 and not exceeding $7,000 .... 2 %
Above $7,000 ...................................................... 2\°/o

An abatement of the first $1,000 or every income is 
however allowed and incomes up to and including $1,000 
are exempt.
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There arc a great number of exemptions set fortli in 
•Section 8, of which the following are the most important:—

Sub-section 11 (a)—All property real and personal 
which is situate out of the Province.

Sulesection 12 (6)—Mortgages on real or personal 
property in the Province.

Sub-section 13 (c)—Stocks, bonds or debentures of the 
Province or of any municipality in the Province, 
or shares in any company whose personal pro
perty and income is taxed under the Act.

Sub-section 14 (d)—Monies due on lands sold, the fee 
of which has not been conveyed.

Sub-section 15 (e)—Household furniture, personal 
effects, etc.

Sub-section 16 (/)—Land within any municipality. 
(This is, of course, liable to taxation by such 
municipality, and is for that reason exempt for 
taxation by the Province.)

Sub-section 18—The income of every person up to and 
including one thousand dollars.

Sub-section 26 (y)-Farm and orchard produce,so long as 
it is in the possession of the producer, and live stock 
and farm implements up to one thousand dollars.

Sub-section 20 (h)—Income derived from cultivation 
of land.

Sub-section 21 (i)—Unsecured book debts.
Sub-section 22 (;)—Moneys on deposit in a bank in 

the Province.
Sub-section 23 (k)—Ore minerals, iuotal or bullion in 

course of treatment at a smelter.
Sub-section 24 (Z)—Timber and coal lands held under 

lease or licence from the Crown, in virtue of the 
“Land Act” or “Coal Mines Act,” under which a 
royalty and rental or a licence fee is reserved.
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Sub-section 25 (m)—Timber cut from lauds held under 
timber licence or lease, upon which rental, royalty 
and licence fees have been paid. This exemption 
only extends so long as such timber is the 
personal property of the licence® or lessee.

Sub-section 2(i (n)—Timber cut from other lands 
upon which the tax of 50 cents per M., payable 
under Land Act, has been paid: the exemption 
is limited to tho owner of the lands, and docs 
not extend to others who may acquire the 
timber so cut.

Where a corporation is assessed and taxed on personal 
property from which its income is derived, it does not pay 
taxes on both : it pays tho tax on one only. If, according 
to the above scale, the tax on income would be greater than 
that on personal property it will only pay the income tax 
and rice versa.

The following classes of Companies are not liable for tax 
on Income and on Personal Property, but instead are as
sessed on their Gross Revenue from all sources derived, 
arising from business transacted in the Province, said tax 
being at 1%, and being in addition to assessment and tax
ation on Real Property in tho Assessment District in which 
it is situated:

1. Life Insurance Companies.
2. Insurance Companies other than Life.
3. Guarantee, Loan and Trust Companies.
4. Telegraph, Telephone and Express Companies.
5. Gas and Waterworks Companies.
0. Electric Lighting, Electric Power and Street Rail

way Companies.
Exception—Fire Insurance Companies are not taxable 

upon Gross Revenue from premiums which are subject to 
taxation under the “Fire Insurance Act.”
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Under the Act, Gross Revenue means “the actual gross 
revenue or income without any deductions whatsoever 
earned, derived, accrued or received from any source what
soever the product of capital, labour, industry or skill of 
received liv any Corporation on Capital account or upon 
transacted in the Province, and shall not include moneys 
received by any Corporation on Capital account or upon 
trust for the use of any other person.”

Every corporation of the class named above must make 
a Return on the appropriate form on or before the 1st of 
September in each year, signed by an officer of the cor- 
]K>ration and must forward to the Minister every 
year on or before 31st January a certified copy 
of their annual Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss 
Account as shown by their hooks for the year immedi
ately preceding said 31st January, according to the date at 
which the said Balance has been arrived at.

Taxes become due and payable on 2nd January every 
year, but if paid on or before 30th June preceding are 
subject to a discount of 10%. If unpaid on 31st December 
they become delinquent ajnl bear interest at 0% until paid 
or recovered.

Corporations have the right of appeal against the 
assessment made on them to the Court of Revision and 
Appeal and to the Court of Appeal.

The Personal property of an incorporated company other 
than a company of the classes named above is assessed and 
taxed in the Assessment District in which the property is.

Special provisions exist for the taxation of Banks and 
their Branches in the Province, for Salmon Canneries, for 
Coal and Coke Companies, for Companies mining minerals 
other than coal and coke, and for Railways in Parts IV. 
(Sections 138, 139), IT., III., V. and VII. respectively of 
the Act.
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CHAPTER XXI.

DOMINION COMPANIES. 
Tiikih Fohmation ami Maxauemkxt.

Ueferenpc lias already been made to the fact that the 
1 icnver of incorporating companies is vested in both the 
Dominion and the Provinces by the British North America 
Act (see page 2 supra). The Act of the Dominion Parlia
ment, by virtue of which companies may be incorporated, is 
the Companies Act R.S.C., 1900, Chap. 70 (Part I.), 
amended by an Act passed in the year 1908, being 
Chapter 10 of the Statutes of that year.

The general principles of law set forth in the preceding 
pages apply to Dominion companies as well as to British 
Columbia companies. Tho provisions of the Dominion 
Companies’ Act and the British Columbia Companies’ Act 
differ, however, in certain details. Tho more important of 
ilie differences will be pointed out and explained in this 
chapter.

One of the principal differences is in tho names used in 
describing corresponding documents; for instance, the 
Certificate of Incorporation issued under the seal of the 
Registrar of Companies in British Columbia is replaced by 
I-otters Patent issued under tho seal of the Secretary of 
State of Canada. The Memorandum of Association is 
replaced by a document called an Application for Incorpora
tion, which, however, so far as regards its contents is 
practically the same as the Memorandum of Association. 
By-laws take the place of Articles of Association and fulfil 
tho same functions regarding the internal management of 
the company. By-laws are adopted after the issue of Letters
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Patent, ami until this has liecn done, the internal 
management of a company is subject to provisions in 
the Act which apply in the absence of By-laws. It is to 
lie observed that the type of resolution called in the British 
Columbia Act a special resolution, is unknown in the 
Dominion Act; and a number of things which can only be 
done in the ease of a British Columbia company by means 
of a special resolution (see page tl.’ll, aityim) are done in the 
case of a Dominion company by one meeting, by a majority 
vote of usually two-thirds.

The division of companies into “Publie” and “Private" 
companies in the British Columbia Act is not found in tbe 
Dominion Act.

Formation or Com ran v.

Utters patent granting a charter of incorporation are 
given under the seal of ollieo of the Secretary of State upon 
application being made by not less than five persons of the 
full age of twenty-one years. The Application for Incor
poration, which must be in accordance with Form A in the 
Schedule to the Act, must set forth the following 
particulars :

(a) The proposed corporate name of the company, which shall not 
be that of any other known company, incorporated or unin- 
eorporated, or anv name liable to be confounded therewith, or 
otherwise, on public grounds, objectionable.

(b) The purposes for which its incorporation is sought.
(c) The place within Canada which is to be its chief place of business.
(d) The proposed amount of its capital stock.
(e) The number of shares and the amount of each share.
ff) The names in full ami the address and calling of each of the appli

cants, with special mention of the names of not more than fifteen 
and not less than throe of their number, who arc to be the first 
or provisional directors of the company.

(g) The amount of stock taken by each applicant, the amount, if 
any, paid in upon the stock of each applicant, and the manner in 
which the same has been paid, and is field for the company.

Tito paragraph of the Application of Incorporation 
pil ing particulars of the purposes for which incorporation is
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sought corresponds to the ‘‘Object Clause” in the Memor- 
iiiidum of Association of a British Columbia company, and 
the observations made in Chapter III regarding this clause 
apply with equal force to this paragraph of the Application 
fi >r Incorporation.

The “Purposes” must not include or refer to the con
struction and working of railways, or of telegraph or 
telephone lines, the business of insurance, or of a loan 
company1 or of banking and the issue of paper money 
( Section 5).

Section 8 provides that the Application may ask to have 
embodied in the letters patent any provisions which could be 
the subject matter of any by-law of the company, and any 
provision so embodied in the letters patent is not subject to 
repeal or alteration by by-laws unless such power is given 
in the letters patent. In addition to the Application for 
Incorporation, a memorandum of agreement, in duplicate 
under seal, in accordance with Form B in the Schedule to 
the Act must accompany the Application. This memoran
dum is an agreement by each of the subscribers thereto to 
lake the res]>eotivo amounts of stock of the company sot 
opposite their names. Proof of the truth and sufficiency of 
the facts contained in the Aplication for Incorporation and 
in the memorandum of agreement must be made by affidavit 
or statutory declaration, usually of one of tho applicants. A 
Ice is payable to the Dominion Government upon the 
granting of letters patent. Tho tariff of fees is established 
from time to time by the Governor-in-Council, varying with 
the amount of capital of the company. An accepted cheque 
for the amount of the fees and advertising charges must 
accompany the other documents (Section 24).

'Ix>an Companies may be formed under the provisions of Part II of the 
Dominion Companies Act.
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Upon the granting of letters patent, notice is inserted in 
the Canadian Gazette for two weeks, and also on four 
separate occasions in a newspaper in the city or place where 
the head office of the company is established (Section 13). 
The company comes into existence as a body corporate on 
the date of its letters patent.' No acceptance of the letters 
patent by the company is necessary.

A Dominion company is, so far as regards British 
Columbia, an ‘‘Extra Provincial Company,” and must 
comply with Part V of the British Columbia Companies’ 
Act liefore it does business in British Columbia.2

Changing of Name.

This is effected upon the application of the company by 
the issue of supplementary letters patent. The company 
must first satisfy the Secretary of State that the change is 
not desired for any improper reason. If it is found that the 
name of a company given by original or supplementary letters 
patent, is the same as an existing incorporated or unincor
porated company, or so similar as to bo liable to cause 
confusion, the Secretary of State may direct the issue of 
supplementary letters patent changing the name of the 
company to some other name (Section 21).

Commencement of Business.
Dominion companies are not allowed to commence 

business immediately upon the granting of letters patent.
They must not commence operations or incur any 

liability before ten per cent of their authorised capital has 
I icon subscribed and paid for1 (Section 20).

Every director who expressly or impliedly authorises the

■Baldwin Iron Works v. Dominion Carbide Com|wny, 20 W. R. (i. 
'Waterous Engine Works e. Okanagan Lumber Company, 14 B.C. 

R. 238.
•North Sydney Mining Company r. fireener, 31 N. S. R. 41.
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commencement of operations or the incurring of liabilities 
liy the company la-fore ten jier cent of the capital has been 
subscribed and paid for, is jointly and severally liable with 
the company for the payment of any liabilities so incurred 
(Section 8(1).

In the event of a company not going into actual 
operation within three years after the charter is granted, the 
charter becomes forfeited1 (Section 27).

Increase op Corporate Powers.

The Dominion Companies’ Act confers upon a Dominion 
company great facilities to increase its corporate powers, 
and places no restrictions on the extent of such increase. 
A British Columbia company can only alter its objects 
within certain narrow limits (see page 35, supra).

Sections 34 to 37 inclusive deal with the increase in 
corporate powers. A resolution of the company passed by 
the votes of shareholders representing at least two-thirds 
in value of the suWribcd stock at a special general meeting 
called for the purpose must authorise the directors to apply 
for supplementary letters patent extending the powers of 
the company to such further or other purposes or objects, 
for which a company may he incorporated under Part I. of 
tho Dominion Companies’ Act, as are defined in such 
resolution. Within six months of the passing of such 
resolution, the directors must apply for the issue of such 
supplementary letters patent, and must furnish satisfactory 
evidence to the Secretary of State of the due passing of the 
resolution. Upon this being done, the Secretary of State 
may grant, supplementary letters patent extending the

‘See the following eases relating to forfeiture of-charter: Lindsay 
Petroleum Company v. Pardee, 22Gr. 18; Brookei\ Bank of Vpper Canada, 
4 P. R. 162; Dominion Salvage Company t>. Attoney-Oeneral of Canada, 
21 8. C. R. 72; Hardy v. Pickerell River Co., 2!) S. C. R. 211; Attorney- 
General ». Toronto Junction Recreation Club, 8 O.L.R. 440.
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powers of the company to all or any of the objects defined 
in the resolution, and notice must lie given in the Canada 
(lazellc ami in a local newspaper.

Prospectus.

The comprehensive provisions in the British Columbia 
Companies Act" dealing with the issue of a prospectus are 
not found in the Dominion Companies Act. One short 
section contains the statutory requirements in connection 
with prospectuses issued by Dominion companies. This 
section 4:1 is in the following terms:

"Kvcry prospectus of the company, amt every notice inviting ix-rsons 
to subscribe for shares in the company, shall specify the date of 
and names of the parties to any contract entered into by the com
pany or the promoters, directors, or trustees thereof, before the 
issue of such prospectus or notice, whether subject to adoption by 
the directors or the company or otherwise.

Kvery prospectus or notice which does not specify such date and names 
shall, with respect to any i>erson who takes shares in the company 
on the faith of such propectus or notice, without notice of such 
contract, be deemed fraudulent on the part of the officers of the 
company who knowingly issue such prospectus or notice."

Increase ok Capital, Etc.
The capital stock of a company may be consolidated, 

sub-divided, increased and reduced by by-laws of the 
directors approved, in tlie cases of sub-division, increase and 
reduction, by the votes of shareholders representing at least 
two-thirds in value of the subscrilied stock of the company, 
at a special general meeting of the company duly called for 
considering the same, and afterwards confirmed by supple
mentary letters patent issued under the seal of office of the 
Secretary of State (Sections 51 and 52). Consolidation 
can only be made of shares of a less par value of $100, 
and the shares when consolidated must not exceed the par 
value of $100. For the purpose of carrying out consolida
tion, the company is authorised to purchase fractions of 
shares, but must sell any shares held from such purchase 
within two years after the purchase.
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Increase of capital can only be made after ninety per 
cent of the capital stock has been taken up, and fifty per 
cent thereon paid. If these conditions are not satisfied at 
the time of tile purported increase of capital the increase is 
wholly invalid (Pago v. Austen, 10 S.C.R., 132, and 
Meyers r. Lucknow Elevator Co., 0 O.W.R. 291. The 
by-law increasing the capital stock must state the number of 
shares of the new stock, and may prescribe the manner in 
which the same shall be allotted. If the by-law does not 
prescribe this, the control of allotment is left absolutely to 
the directors.

The directors may at any time make a by-law for 
reducing the capital stock to an amount which they consider 
advisable and sufficient for the due carrying out of the 
undertaking of the company. The by-law must declare the 
numlier and value of the shares of stock as so reduced and 
the allotment thereof, or tile manner in which the same 
shall be made. The liability of the shareholders to persons 
who were at the time of the reduction creditors of the 
company, remains the same as if the capital had not been 
reduced.

Where application is made for supplementary letters 
patent confirming a subdivision of shares or increase or 
reduction of capital, proof must be made to the Secretary of 
State of the due passage and approval of the by-law and the 
liona fide character of the increase or reduction of capital or 
sulalivision of shares as the case may be.

Calls.

Section 53 provides that not less than ten per centum 
upon the allotted shares shall be called in within one year 
from the incorporation of the company. The residue may 
lie called in and made payable as the letters patent or the 
by-laws direct. It has lieen held that this provision



regarding the calling in of “ten per centum" of stock is 
directory only. Neglect by the directors so to do does not 
make a shareholder liable to pay this “ten per centum” with
out. a call being made in tin- ordinary way. A transfer, 
otherwise valid, is not, therefore, invalidated by the fact 
that the “ten per centum" mentioned was not called in and 
paid (Ontario Investment Association r. Sippi (1890), 20 
Ont. R. 440).

Borrowing Powkrs.

There is an important difference between British 
Columbia companies and Dominion companies in respect of 
borrowing. All British Columbia trading companies have 
the implied right of borrowing, and if the articles of 
association delegate to the directors all the powers of the 
company as is usually done, the exercise of the companies’ 
borrowing powers is vested in the directors. The British 
Columbia Companies’ Act does not contain any provision 
expressly giving the right to burrow or placing any 
restriction on such right. The Dominion Act, however, 
authorises the directors to borrow, but only if authority has 
been given by by-law, sanctioned by a vote of not leas than 
two-thirds in value of the snl>seril>ed stock of the company 
represented at a general meeting, duly called for considering 
the by-law. Section till.(us amended by Section 2, of 
Companies' Act, 1908) is as follows:

“If authorized by by-law, sanctioned by a vote of not kiss than two- 
thirds in value of the subscribed stock of the con puny, repre
sented at a general meeting duly called for considering the by-law, 
the directors may from time to time:—

(a) Borrow money upon the credit of the company.
(b) Limit or increase the amount to be borrowed.
(c) Issue bonds, debentures or other securities of the company for 

sums not less than one hundred dollars each, and pledge or sell 
the same for such sums and at such prices as may be deemed 
expedient.
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Provided that such bonds, debentures or other sécurités may be for 
sums not less than twenty pounds sterling, five hundred francs, 
or four hundred marks, or for sums not less than the nearest 
equivalent in round figures of other money to one hundred dollars 
in Canadian currency.

(d Hypothecate, mortgage or pledge the real or personal property 
of the company, or both, to secure any such bonds, debentures or 
other securities and any money borrowed for the purposes of the 
company.

Nothing in this section contained shall limit or restrict the borrowing 
of money by the company on bills of exchange or promissory 
notes made, drawn, accepted or endorsed by or on behalf of the 
company.”

It is not necessary that each specific loan shall bo 
sanctioned. The directors may pass and the shareholders 
sanction a general by-law authorising the directors to borrow 
in such amounts and at such times as they think expedient.

The directors, however, may not exercise any borrowing 
pavers until ten pm- centum of tlio authorised capital of the 
company has been subscribed and paid for (Section 26).

Bv-Laws.

As has been already stated, by-laws are made for the 
internal management of a Dominion company. These cor- 
vespond to the articles of association of a British Columbia 
company. It is not necessary for a company to have by
laws, hut by-laws are usually adopted some time after 
incorporation. It will Ik,* remembered that in the case of a 
British Columbia company, it may adopt as its articles of 
association Table A of the Act with or without modifi
cations, or file 8|K>cial articles of association, and thus from 
the moment of its incorporation, the company has articles of 
association to govern its internal affairs. Until a Dominion 
company adopts by-laws for its management, it is governed 
by various sections in the Act, of which the following arc 
the most ini[)ortant :

Sections 77 and 78—Election of Directors and Ap- 
pointment of Officers.

Section 88—Provisions as to Notice ('onveiling General 
Meetings and Voting thereat.
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A by-law may lio in the same form as a resolution, but 
a resolution is not necessarily a by-law. To be valid a by
law must operate generally, but a resolution is usually 
adopted for a special or individual ease (He Manes Tailor
ing Co. r. Wilson, I O.L.R.).

Some by-laws may be made only by the shareholders, as 
for example a by-law under Section 70 determining the 
number of directors or changing the location of the chief 
place of business of the company in Canada. The majority 
ot by-laws, however, must be made by the directors, subject 
to the sanction of the shareholders in general meeting.1

Directors.

Section 7- provides that the affairs of a Dominion 
company shall lie managed by a board of not more than 
fifteen and not less than three directors. This maximum 
and minimum number of directors is fixed by the Act, and 
between these limits the company may by by-law prescribe 
the number of directors to manage its affairs. The persons 
named in the letters patent are the first directors and act 
until replaced bv others duly appointed in accordance with 
the Act and with the by-laws of the company. No director 
may lie elected or ap|iointed unless his is a shareholder, 
holding stock absolutely in bis own right. The by-laws 
may prescribe the amount of stock a director must hold. If 
the by-laws do not specify the amount of stock a director 
must hold, the holding of one share will lie sufficient. In a 
British Columbia company a director is no more liable for 
the debts of the company than an ordinary shareholder. 
The extent of his liability is the amount unpaid on his 
shares. Of course, if a director is guilty of fraud or breach 
of the trust imposed upon him by virtue of his position as a 
dimdor, or if lie violates any of the provisions of the Com-

Kelly r. Elect rival Construction Company, 10 O. \Y. It. 701.
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|ianie*’ Act, he incurs a liability. But the directors of a 
Dominion company incur a special liability for certain of 
ilio company’s debts. The section creating this liability is 
Section 85, which is in the following words:

“The directors of the company shall be jointly and severally liable to 
the clerks, laborers, servants and apprentices thereof, for all debts 
not exceeding six months' wages due for service performed for the 
company whilst they arc such directors respectively; but no 
director shall be liable to an action therefor, unless the company 
is sued therefor within one year after the debt becomes due, nor 
unless such director is sued therefor within one year from the time 
when he ceased to be such director, nor unless an execution 
against the company in respect of such debt is returned unsatisfied 
in whole or in part.
The amount unsatisfied on such execution shall be the amount 
recoverable with costs from the directors.

A foreman or manager is not entitled to recover against 
a director under this Section.1

Section 80 places the business of the company in the 
hands of the directors and authorises them to make by-laws 
as to certain matters in the following terms:

The directors of the company may administer the affairs of the 
company in all things, and make or cause to be made for the com
pany, any description of contract which the company may, by 
law, enter into; and may, from time to time, make by-laws not 
contrary to law, or to the letters patent of the company, or to this 
Part, as to the following matters:—

(a) The regulating of the allotment of stock, the making of calls 
thereon; the payment thereof, the issue and registration of 
certificates of stock, the forfeiture of stock for non-payment, the 
disposal of forfeited stock and of the proceeds thereof, and the, 
transfer of stock;

(b) The declaration and payment of dividends;
(c) The amount of the stock qualifications of the directors, and their 

remuneration,2 if any;
(d) The apjxmitment, functions, duties and removal of all agents, 

officers and servants of the company, the security to he given by 
them to the company and their remuneration;

'Welch v. Ellis, 22 A. R. 2.55; Herman v. Wilson, 32 O. II. GO; re Araer- 
i' -in Tyre Company, 2 O YV. R. 29; re Ritchie Hearn Company, 6 O. W. R. 
171; Fee v. Turner, Q. R. 13 K. B. 435; Perryman v. Jardine, 26, O.L.R., 

:1-3; Macdonald v Drake, 10, Man., L.R., 96; Crewe. Dallas, 9, W.L.R.,
598.

-Beaudry v. Reid 10 O.W.R 622; Birney v. Toronto Milk Co, 5 
O.L.R. 1 re Ontario Express Coy., 253 OR., 587; Livingstone’s case 
U O R.. 211



(c) The time and place for the holding of the annual meetings of the 
company, the calling of meetings, regular and special, of the 
board of directors and of the company, the quorum, the require
ment as to proxies, and the procedure in all things at such 
meetings;

(f) The imposition and recovery of all penalt es and forfeitures not 
otherwise provided for in this Part ;

(g) The conduct, in all other part ieulars, of the affairs of the company 
not otherwise provided for in this Part.

Section 81 provides that the directors may from time to 
time repeal, amend, or re-enact such by-laws, and that every 
such hv-law, excepting by-laws made respecting agents, 
officers and servants must be confirmed at a general meeting 
of the company, duly called for that purpose, and shall only 
have force until the next aimual meeting, and in default of 
confirmation thereat, shall, at and from that time, cease to 
have effect.

Shareholders holding one-fourth of the subscribed stock 
may requisition a special meeting of the company. By 
Section 74 of the British Columbia Act, one-tenth in value 
of the shareholders may requisition a special meeting.

Statements ani> Returns.
By Section 105, the directors must lay before the share

holders annually, and at or 1x*fore each general meeting of 
the company for the election of officers, a full printed 
statement of the affairs and financial position of the 
company.

By Section 100, a return must be made to the Secretary 
of State whenever lie so requests, containing the following 
particulars :

(a) The amount of the capital of the company, and the number of 
shares into which it is divided;

(b) The number of shares taken from the commencement of the 
company up to the date of the return ;

(c) The amount of calls made on each share;
(d) The total amount of calls received ;
(e) The total amount of calls unpaid;
(f) The total amount of shares for cited.
(g) The names, addresses and occupations of the persons who have 

ceased to be members within the twelve mont hs next preceding, 
and the number of shares held by each of them.
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PART III.
WINDING UP OF COMPANIES.

INTRODUCTORY.

By Section 91 of the British North America Act, one of 
the classes of subject expressly assigned to the exclusive 
legislative authority of the Parliament of Canada, is “Bank
ruptcy and Insolvency.” The Legislature of British 
Columbia cannot, therefore, pass any act dealing with bank
ruptcy and insolvency. The Companies (Consolidation) 
Act. of 1908 of the Imperial Parliament, which, as has 
already been explained (see page 5, supra), is the basis of 
tho present “Companies Aot” of the Province of British 
Columbia, contains provisions dealing with tho winding-up 
of insolvent companies. Such provisions, however, could 
not be included by the Legislature of this Province in its 
Provincial Act, as, for the reason given aliovo, any legisla
tion dealing with bankruptcy or insolvency, whether of 
companies or of private jiersons, is vllra vires any Pro
vincial Legislature.

By virtue of Section 91 of the British North America 
Act, the Parliament of Canada has passed an Act entitled 
tho “Winding-up Act,” 1906. While this Act applies to all 
Dominion companies, it only applies to such Provincial 
companies as are insolvent.1 This Act, therefore, supple
ments the Provincial Act, and the two Acts together provide 
a means of winding-tip any Provincial company, lie it 
solvent or insolvent.

Chapters XNII. to XXV. deal with various forms of 
winding up under the Provincial Act.

Chapter XXVII. deals with winding up under the 
Dominion Winding-up Act.

‘In re Cramp Steel Co. 11 O.W.R. 134.
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CHAPTER XXII.

WINDING IT BY TI1E COURT UNDER PRO
VINCIAL ACT.

Tho section# regulating the winding up of companies nr: 
contained in Part VIII. of the Act.

Tlie Statute recognises three forms of Liquidation : 
namely—(1) Winding Up by the Court, often called “Com
pulsory Liquidation ( 2) Voluntary Liquidation ; and (3) 
Voluntary Liquidation subject to the Supervision of tho 
Court (Section 181).

A compulsory liquidation is initiated by an Order of the 
Court, made on petition. A voluntary winding up is 
initiated by a special or extraordinary resolution of the 
company, and is therefore the act of the company alone ; but 
it may lie continued under tho supervision of the Court upon 
an Order 1 icing made to that effect by the Court on petition 
duly presented.

When a Company may rk Wound Up Compulsorily.
By Section 187 of tho Act the Court may wind up a 

company—
in.) If the company has by special resolution resolved that the 

company he wound up by the Court :
(k.) If default is made in filing the statutory report or in holding the 

statutory meeting:
(c.) If the company does not commence its business within a year 

from its incorporation, or suspends its business for a whole year:
frf.) If the number of members is reduced, in the case of a private 

company, below two, or, in the case of any other company, below 
five.

(e.) If the Court, is of opinion that it is just and equitable that the 
company should be wound up.

On the first of tho above grounds it will be seen that the 
company is itself the judge. Under the second the Court 
may, instead of making an order, give directions for the 
report to lie filed or a meeting to be held, or make such order



in may l>c just (Section 73, Sub-section 9). The third is a 
question of fact; but the jurisdiction under this head is dis
cretionary, and if the delay in commencing or the 
interruption of the business is explained, and there is a 
probability of business Mug commenced or resumed, the 
( '.mrl will refuse the order,1 at any rate if a large proportion 
of thi‘ members so desire;2 but if the majority against the 
winding up are unreasonable the order will l>e made.11

If less than a year has elapsed the Court may order 
■i winding up under the “just, and equitable” paragraph, but 
will not do so unless a very strong case is made out.4 To 
abandon a part of the business of the company docs not bring 
ii within this provision unless the part is substantially the 
whole,8 hut even in the latter ease the petitioner usually 
-ivks to bring his ease within the principle that it is just and 
equitable to wind up a company when its substratum is gone. 
This is discussed Mow.

In addition to the power given by this Section, there is 
power under Section 268 to strike off the Register companies 
which do not reply to an inquiry from the Registrar whether 
they are carrying on business. Three months after the 
publication of a notice in the Gazette the name is struck off 
and the company is dissolved (see page 499, infra), but in 
'itch ease tkero is no winding up.

It is said that no order has ever been made to wind up a 
company on the ground that the members are reduced to less

’Metropolitan Railway Warehousing Co., [1867) 36 L. J. Ch. 627.
’Petersburg Gas Co., [1874) W. N. 196 (nine-tenths in favour of con- 

’inning the company); Middlesbrough Assembly Rooms Co., [I860] 14 
Ch. D. 104 (four-fifths); re Capital Fire Insurance Association, [1882] 21 
Ch. D. 209 (business had been commenced abroad); Tomlin Patent Horee- 
-hoo Co., [1886] 55 L. T. 314.

’Tumaeaeori Mining and Land Co., [1874) 17 Eq. 534.
‘Ltngham Skating Rink Co., [1877) 5 Ch. D. 685: London and County 

< oui Co., |1867] 3 Eq. 355: Hop and Malt Exchange Co., [1866] W. N. 222.
‘Norwegian Titanic Iron Co., [1866 35 Beav. 232; New Gas Co., 

1877] 5 Ch. D. 703; Patent Bread Machinery Co., [1866] 14 W. R. 787, 
14 L. T. 582; Kronand Metal Co., [1899] W. N. 15.
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than the preserilied minimum. If a company carries on 
business for a period of six months after such reduction has 
taken place the members cognisant of the fact hecomo 
severally liable for the debts contracted during such time, 
ami may lie sued without joinder of any otlter member 
(Section 122). It would seem also that, in estimating the 
number of members, past, members (although still contin
gently liable) and the representatives of deceased members 
must not lie counted.1

The power of the Court to wind up a company under 
Section 187, Paragraph (<■), whenever it considers that it is 
just and equitable to do so, has lieen decided not to lio a 
power to lie exercised upon any grounds that may scan just 
or equitable, but only upon grounds of the same class as those 
specified in that section.2 This rule, however, is relaxed 
where the substratum of the company is gone (and a 
complete deadlock in the management of the company’s 
affairs is now also considered a ground for winding up3), 
and the Court will wind up a company even within a year 
of its formation, although it may lie solvent, if it appear 
that it has lieeoino impossible to carry on the business for 
which it was formed4—c.i/. where the mine which the 
company was formed to work could not. bo found,6 or the 
patent it was to work was not granted," or the hulk of its 
property had been sold and its capital exhausted,7 or if the 
substratum on which it was founded is gone (as, for instance.

'Bowling and Welby’e Contract, |1806| I Ch. 663.
'Ex pnrli Sparkman, (18491 I Mar. & G. 170; Suburban Hotel Co., 

(1867] 2 Ch. 737; Anglo-Greek Steam Navigation Co., [1866] 2 Eq. 1. 
•Sailing Ship Krntmerc Co., (18071 W. N. 68.
•This principle was first suggested in the ease of the Suburban Hotel 

Co., (18671 2 Ch. D. 737. But if the petition is presented on this ground 
a strong eaae is required (Seobie r. Atlas Steel Works, (19071 Court of 
Sena 8 F 1052)

•haven Gold Mining Co., (18821 20 Ch D. 161.
•German Date Coffee Co., |1882] 20 Ch. D. 160.
7Diamon<l Fuel Co., (1879) 13 Ch. D. 400.
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where a bank hail ceased to carry on banking business' ), or 
the mine which the company was working proved worthless,* 2 

or a company formed to amalgamate throe syndicates for 
speculating in seats for the Diamond Jubilee promised, after 
losing money over that, speculation, to do other financial 
business,3 or a single steamship company bad lost its only 
ship and proposed with a small sum of cash to carry on 
business as a charterer of ships,4 * * A company may also 
under those words lie wound up, on the ground that the 
company was in its inception fraudulent and hopelessly 
embarrassed by actions for rescission, and that a winding up 
is the best means of ri"Covering money from the promoters,3 

or that tin- company never had a real foundation and was u 
mere ‘‘bubble,”" or is formed to carry on an illegal business, 
such as the dealing in lottery bonds.7 It has been stated in 
lbe Court of Ap|ieul in England, in an unreported case, 
that far leas attention than heretofore is now paid to the 
rule that the "just and equitable” grounds for winding up 
must be of the same class as those stated in the earlier 
sub-clauses.

The Court will not, however, wind up a company because 
it is not prosperous* or its chance of success small," unless

■ft Crown Bank, |1800| 44 Ch. D. 634.
■Red Rock Mining Co., |188fl] 01 L. T. 7 5.
■AmaUamated Syndicates, [18971 2 Ch. 6(H).
■Pirie i". Stewart, 11905] Court of Sosa., 0 F. 847.
■ft- Thomas Kdwaril Brinsmead A Sons, [1897] 1 Ch. 1). 4(H); i-iimpure 

Diamond Fuel Co., [1879] 13 Ch. I). 4(H), anil < ieneral Phosphate Corpora- 
lion, [1893] W. N. 142.

•Angle-Greek Steam Navigation Co., [1866] 2 Eq. I; West Surrey 
Tanning Co., [1866] 2 Eq. 737; Ixindon and County Coal Co., 1184V71
3 Eq. 355.

’International Securities Corporation, [118)8] 99 L. T. 581, where 
Swinfen Eaily, J., also held that the company was conducted in a fraudulent
manner.

■Langham Skating Rink Co., [1877] 5 Ch. 1). 669; Suburban Hotel Co. 
11867] 2 Ch. D. 737.

•Kronand Metal Co., [1899] W. N. 15.
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the company pass a special resolution for liquidation. In 
considering whether the sub-stratum is gone the Court will 
look at what the company puts in the forefront of its 
Memorandum of Association as its special object, and if that 
object has failed the Court will treat the substratum as gone, 
and order a winding up, although the general powers of the 
Memorandum authorise other business, such ns working 
mines other than those originally forming the company’s 
businesslint the terms of the later clauses may lie such as 
to show that the primary clauses arc really not intended to 
lie exclusive of other wide powers.®

The Court will not, however, make a winding-up order 
to redress wrongs other than those of the class indicated in 
the sections above quoted: e.tj. frauds by promoters where 
the company still has a business to carry oh,'1 or frauds on 
I lie public not connected with the formation of the company.* 
or mismanagement or misapplication of funds by directors,1 
or the commission of itllm rires acts;11 nor can a share
holder obtain a winding up on the ground that he was 
induced to take his shares by fraud.7

Section 102 of the Act enacts that an order to wind up 
shall not bo refused on the ground only that the assets of the 
company have been mortgaged to an amount equal to or in 
excess of those assets, or that the company has no assets.

'Hist ltork Minin* Co., [1889] lit L. T. 785; Giailgnrtlir Consoliilutist 
(told Mini's, [1HU7| 70 I,. T. 269; Stephens r. Mysore Kil ts (Kangundy) 
Minin* Co., [1902] 1 Ch. 745. lint I lie Memnninduni must lie closely 
scanned. With words only slightly differing from those in the rases cited, 
Warrington, J., held that other mines were within the original contempla
tion of the company (Pedlar r. Hoad Klork Gold Mines [1905) 2 Ch. 427); 
and sec Camplicll v. Australian Mutual Provident Society, I lists 77 I,. J. p. 
C. 117, 99 L. T. 3.

'Butler e Northern Territories Mines of Australia, [111071 fO I,. T. 41.
■llaven Gold Mining Co., [1882] 20 Ch. I). 151.
'Medical Battery Co,, [18941 1 Ch. 444.
■Anglq-Grrek 8team .Navigation Co., 118110] 2 Eq. 1; Bwlch-y-Plwm 

Lead Mining Co., [1808J 17 L. T. 35; Anglo-Egyptian Steam Navigation 
Co., 1186.,] 8 Eq. 060, 21 L. T. 19.

*Ex parte Eox, [1871] 6 Ch. 173, 181.
'Union Hill Silver Co., [1870] 22 L. T. 402.
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In deciding whether to order u compulsory winding up 
or one under supervision, or to allow a voluntary winding up 
to continue, as also in regard to other matters in a windingup, 
ilie Court will have regard to the wishes of tho majority of 
creditors, and, if the debts are not likely to exhaust the 
assets, to the wishes of the majority of shareholders 
I Sections 190 and 245), and may direct meetings of 
creditors or shareholders to lio held, giving directions as to 
the manner of bidding the meetings (Section 256).

Tho Court on a shareholders’ petition will in general 
have regard to tho wishes of a majority of shareholders, 
unless such majority consists of persons whoso conduct is 
impunged or there are matters requiring investigation,* or 
some plain injustice is being done to tho petitioning share- 
ladders which cannot lie avoided except by a winding-up 
order.2

Compulsory Ordkh where thkre is a Voluntary 
Winding Up.

Section 241 provides that the voluntary winding up of a 
company shall not bar the right of any creditor or con
tributory to have it wound up by the Court if the Court is 
of opinion that the rights of tho creditors or of the con
tributories will lie prejudiced by a voluntary winding up. 
This rule prevails even when tho voluntary winding up is 

commenced after the presentation of the petition.3
The petition of the creditor or contributory must be 

presented liefore the company is dissolved under the 
voluntary liquidation ; otherwise the Court has no jurisdic-

■West Surrey Tanning Co., IISCO] 2 Eq. 737; British Oil and CannelCo.* 
11866) 15 !.. T. 601 ; Varieties, Limited, 11893] 2 Ch. 235 ' General Phosphate 
Corporation, [1893] W. N. 142; Berlin tirent Market Co., [1871] 24 L. T. 
773, 19 W. It. 793. (Bank, 1)875] 10 Ch. 470.

* Professional Building Society, 11871] 6 Ch. 856; City and County 
’New York Exchange, [1888] 39 Ch. D. 415; Russell, Cordner A Co., 

11891] 3 Ch. 171; re Medical Battery Co., |1894] 1 Ch. 444;.Dorr Gallery, 
11891] W. N. 98; n Greenwood A tio., [1900] 2 Q. B. 306. .
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lion to make the order, except perhaps in a ease where the 
dissolution has been fraudulently procured,1 and it is some
times alleged a* * a ground of prejudice that unless a 
compulsory order is made dissolution will take place and the 
creditors’ rights will ho defeated. Now, however, a 
dissolution may he re-ojiencd at any time within one year 
(see page 500, Section 260).

It often happens that, although a voluntary liquidation is 
in progress, the resolution commencing it was not validly 
passed, in which case the Court makes a compulsory order at 
the instance of a creditor proving the fact. For instance, 
where the notice convening the meeting to pass the resolution 
for winding up was issued without the authority of a 
properly constituted hoard,2 or hy the secretary on receipt of 
a requisition without waiting the necessary twenty-one 
days,3 or where the chairman made an obviously incorrect 
declaration of the result of tho voting,4 it was held that no 
voluntary winding up existed, and a compulsory order was 
made.

If a majority of the creditors desire a compulsory order, 
the Court has the jurisdiction to make such an order without 
proof that tho voluntary winding up will prejudice them, for 
Section 241 must l*> read with Sections 100 and 245.

Whore an order is made to wind up compulsorily a 
company already in voluntary liquidation, the Court has 
power to adopt any of the proceedings in tho voluntary

•Pinto Silver Mining Co.. 1187SJ 8 Ch. 1). 415; London and Caledonian 
Marine Insurance Co., [1879] 11 Ch. D. 140.

'Re Hayeraft Gold Reduet ion Co., (1900) 2 Ch. 230. In Hosehoek Co. 
r. Fuke, (1900) 1 Ch. 148, Swinfen Rady, J.. held that when the number 
directors was less than the minimum number allowed by the Articles, 
they could still, by a resolution otherwise duly passed, direct the summoning 
of a general meeting by the secretary.

*Re State of Wyoming Syndicate, 11901] 2 Ch. 431.
♦Caratal (New) Mines, (1902] 2 Ch. 498. In this case Buckley, J., 

held the chairman’s declaration not conclusive, for he gave the figures, 
which of themselves showed that the» resolution had been lost.
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liquidation (Section 242) ; but if it does not do so all such 
proceedings am void.1 Even where there has Iteen a a pre
existing voluntary winding up, in cases where a compulsory 
order is made the winding up commences from the date of 
llie present at ion of the |>etition for winding up by the 
Court,2 a rule which sometimes affects the rights of the 
parties: e.<j. past memliers may eeoape by reason of a year 
having elapsed since thev ceased to lie members,2 or 
fraudulent preferences may have become unimpeachable.11

Who may Present a Petition to Wind Up.
The petition for winding up the company may (Sec

tion 188) bo presented by—
!. The company itself, acting either through its 

directors or in pursuance of a resolution of the 
shareholders, or, if the company is in voluntary 
liquidation, by its liquidator;4 

2. One or more of its contributories; 
or by all or any of those parties together or separately.

By Section 188, Sub-section 2, the Liquidator may 
petition for the winding up of a company where the 
voluntary winding up or winding up under supervision 
"cannot Is- continued with due regard to the interests of the 
creditor* or contributories.’’6

A "contributory’’ is a person liable to oontributo to the 
assets of the company in the event of a winding up, and for

'Taurine Co., [1884] 25 Ch. D. 118, explaining Thomaar. Patent Lionite 
Manufacturing Co., (1881| 17 Ch. D. 250.

iTaurine Co., (18841 25 Ch. I). 118. From West Cumberland Iron anil 
steel Co., (18801 40 Ch. D. 361, it appeals the Court has no power to alter 
the date from which the liquidation ie to commence.

'Russell Hunting Record Co., 11010) 2 Ch. 78.
‘Zoedone Co., (i884| 53 L. J. Ch. 465. Note.—The company's funds 

must not be applied in paying costs of a petition presented by a majority 
of the directors against the wishes of others and of a number of the share
holders (Smith i Ouke of Manchester, (1883| 24 Ch, D. 611).

•Such a petition was allowed in re 1807 Jubilee Sites Syndicate, (18Ü9 
Ch. 204— the company being already in voluntary liquidation.
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the purpose of petitioning also includes any person a 1 login! 
to bo a contributory (Section 183) and, notwithstanding 
Sub-section 1 (#/) of Section 182, a bolder of fully paid 
shares.1 A contributory of a company registered under tin* 
Ac*s, not living an original allottee, cannot, except where the 
nunilier of lueniliers is reduced below the minimum of two 
or five, petition unless he has held his shares and bad them 
registered in his name for six months during the eighteen 
months previous to the winding up, or has acquired them by 
devolution on the death of the previous holder (Section 188, 
Sub-section 1 (a)2. A contributory whose shares are fully 
paid up is entitled to petition,8 but only if there is a reason
able probability that there will be assets to divide among the 
contributories.4 If he himself alleges in the jietition that 
thero are no assets, his jictition will Ik* dismissed with costs 
on the preliminary objection living taken,5 and a contributory 
who has not paid his calls will only lie allowed to petition 
under very special circumstances,® and is usually required b» 
pay the amount of his unpaid calls into court.

'Anglesca Colliery Co., (1800] 1 Ch. 555; National Saving* Bank 
Association, (I860] 1 Ch. 547.

’This provision renders it impossible for a holder of share warrants to 
liearer (not being an original allottee) to (ictition (Wala Wynaad Co., 
11882) 21 Ch. D. 849). The ection declare* t e registration in the name 
of a trustee to be equivalent to regist at ion in the name of the cestui que 
trust; and where a company neglected to register persons who had estab
lished their title for more than rix months they were held entitled to 
I let it ion (Patent Steam Engine Co., |1878| 8 Ch. I). 404). But persons 
entitled to an allotment who had not received it were held not entitled to 
I ictition (re A Company, 11894] 2 Ch. 249).

•National Savings Bank Association, (1800] 1 Ch. 547; re GoldlCo., 
11879] 11 Ch. D. 701; National C unpany for the Distribution of Electricity, 
(19021 2 Ch. 34.

•Diamond Fuel Co, (1879] 13 Ch. D. 400; Rica Gold Washing Co., 
11879] 11 Ch. D. 30; Dorc Gallery, (1891] W. N. 98. But these cases must 
be read now in the light of Section 192, which all ,ws an order to be made 
where the company has no assets.

•Kaslo Slocan Mining Corporation, (1910] YY. N. 13. *
"Crystal Reef Gold Mining Co., (1892] 1 Ch. 408.
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The executor of a creditor1 or shareholder2 may petition, 
and wliero a petitioner dies while the petition is pending his 
|H'raonal representative may obtain an order to carry on the 
proceedings." The petition by an executor may lie filed 
liefore probate ia obtained,1 but probate muat lie got lieforc 
the hearing,4 for the petitinner’a title cannot otherwise lie 
prove<l.

A contributory can obtain a compulsory order for 
winding up a company in voluntary liquidation where ho 
-hows that the rights of the contributories arc prejudiced by 
the continuance of the voluntary liquidation (see page 420), 
Such an order was made where an unfair scheme of recon- 
-I ruction had been forced through by an interested majority."

A provision in the Articles restricting the right of 
members to petition for a winding up ia inoperative," for a 
statutory right cannot be taken away by Articles.

A [«etitioncr residing out of the jurisdiction,7 or who 
does not give an address at which he can lw found,8 can la' 
compelled to give security for costs. If the petitioner lie 
another company in liquidation, security will lie ordered 
imlms the petitioner is shown to lie able to pay the costs.8

If it appears that the petition ia presented from improper 
motives, the Court has jtower to restrain its advertisement 
and all other proceedings, and in such a case will not allow 
ilie name of the company to transpire;10 or on an application 
made in time will restrain the presentation of the petition.11

'Unite! Club Co., |1889| 00 L. T. 065; W. Powell & Sons, [18921 W.
X. 94.

'Norwich Yarn Co., 118491 12 Beav. 806.
’Dynevor Collieries, [1878) W. N 199.
'Masonic Assurance Co., 118801 82 Ch. D. 378.
'Consolidated South Rand Mines, [1909] 1 Ch. 491.
•Peveril Gold Mines, [18981 1 Ch. 122.
’Home Assurance Association, [1871] 12 Eq 112.
■Sturgis Motor Syndicate, [18751 W. N. 218, 53 L. T. 715.
•Section 292; Pure Spirit Co. c. Fowler, [18901 25 Q. B. D. 235.

1 "He A Company, [1894] 2 Ch. 349.
"New Travellers' Chambers v. Cheese, [1894] 70 L. T. 271; Circle 

Restaurant Co. e. Lavery, [1880] 15 Ch. D 555.
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An action will lie for maliciously presenting a petition, 
and no proof of s|Ki*ial damage is necessary, for injury to 
the credit of a trailing company will lie assumed.1

Stay ok Wixmnii-itp Pimk kkiiinon.

Tim Court lias jurisdiction under Sections 105 and 247 
of the Act to stay proceedings in a winding up by the Court 
or under supervision either altogether or in part, on motion 
made by any creditor or contributory, but not on the 
application of the company alone.” Such an application is 
frequently made when proceeding* are being taken under 
Section 120 for a reorganisation of the company’s business 
or where a reconstruction is anticipated j* but the Court will 
refuse consent if the directors’ conduct requires investiga- 
tion.4 After an arrangement has been adopted the winding- 
up order may lie discharged.*

Sometimes the stay is only ", and the winding up
is allowed to continue for the ptir]>oso of ascertaining and 
paying debts.”

Proceedings in a voluntary winding up can also lie 
stayed.’

First Meetings of Creditors nod Contributories.

As soon as a winding-up order has lieen made, it is the 
outy of the Liquidator to summon separate meetings of the 
creditors and contributories for the purpose of—

‘Quartz Hill Mining Co. e. Eyre, [1884] 11 Q. II. D. 674, SO L. T. 274. 
'Re Baxters, Limited, [1808] W. N. 60.
•Marine Investment Co., [1873] 8 Ch. 7(72; South Barrule Slate Quarry 

Co., 11869] 8 Eq. 688; Western of Canada Oil Co., [1874] W. N. 148. 
•Tcleseriptor Syndicate, [1903] 2 Ch. 174.
•Patent Automatic Knitting Co., |18K2| W. N. 97.
•Western of Canada Oil Co., [1874] W. N. 148.
•Steamship Titian Co., 11888] W. N. 16; Eastern Investment Co., 

1905] 1 Ch. 352.

60
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Determining whether or not an application is to bo 
mado to the Court for the appointment of a 
committee of ius|icctinn to act with the liquidator, 
and who arc to lie the member* of such committee 
if ap]K)inted (Sortion 200).

Ollier Meeting» of Creditors and Conlribuloriet.
Section 205, Sub-sectifin 2, confers on the Liquidator 

in n winding up h_v the Court the right, to summon general 
meetings of the creditors or contributories for the purpose of 
ascertaining their wishes.

Under Section 250 the Court may, as to all matters 
relating to the winding up (see Section 100), if it thinks it 
expedient, direct, meetings of the creditors or contributories 
to lie summoned, held, and conducted in such manner as the 
Court directs, for the purpose of ascertaining their wishes. 
In the ease of creditors regard is to lie had to the value of 
the debt due to each creditor, and in the case of con
tributories to the number of votes conferred on each 
contributory by the Articles.

Section 250 applies at any time after the presentation of 
a petition to wind up the company, and the Court may direct 
meetings to lie held to ascertain whether the majority of the 
creditors or contributories desire a winding up by the 
Court,1 and give directions as to the time, place, and manner 
of holding such meetings; but it is not now common to order 
meetings, as the wishes of those who take a strong view arc 
usually ascertained by their living ropresentel in Court. The 
Court is not lanind to comply with the wishes of the 
majority, and on good cause shown will set them aside,8 hut 
ihis will usually only lie in cases where fraud or misconduct 
is allegisl against those holding the balance.

"Western of Canada Oil Co., (18741 17 Eq. 1.
•Contributories: West Surrey Tanning Co., |1S681 2 Eq. 737; Varieties, 

Limited, [1893| 2 Ch. 235. Creditors: Medical Battery Co,, [18941 1 Ch. 
448. Debenture holders: Western of Canada Oil Co., 118741 17 Eq. 1.
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If a company in insolvent (lie contributories lmvc no 
interest, and small regard is had to their wishes.1 On the 
other hand, if a majority of creditors desire a winding up 
hy the Court the existence of a voluntary liquidation will not 
prevent the order being made, even where there is no 
evidence to show that the creditors are prejudiced.2

Tub Liquidator.

Appointment of /liquidator.
Hy Section 197, Suh-sect ion 1, the Court is empowered 

to appoint a liquidator or “ " rs, and by Sub-section 2
may at any time after the presentation of the petition 
appoint a provisional liquidator.

Tlie liquidator or provisional liquidator may obtain the 
appointment of a special manager with the powers of a 
receiver and manager (Section 208).

A liquidator in a winding up hy the Court must, at .his 
own expense, give security to the satisfaction of the District 
Registrar of the Court before neting (Section 197, Sub
section 2).

Where there is an action hy debenture holders or mort
gagees asking for a receiver, the Court will appoint the 
liquidator to be receiver,3 unless the assets arc likely to he 
entirely absorlied in satisfying the debenture holders or 
mortgagees,4 or there are special reasons why the receiver 
nominated hy the deism hire holders should lie entrusted with 
the duty of realising some or all of I lie assets.”

'Isle of Wight Kerry Co., |tst>4| 2 It. * M. 51*7; Itmsdale Vale Iron
stone Co., 16 W. It. 601.

-Bishop A Sons, 111*00) 2 Ch. 254; Hermann Is-ehenslein * Co., (1907) 
23 Times 1,. It. 424.

‘Rc Joshua Stubbs, Limited, |1891| 1 Ch. 475.
«Iront I-. Carlyle Press, [1893] 1 Ch. 208.
•British I.inen Co. v. South American Co., |1894| 1 Ch. His.

5

9585
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Ono or îuoro liquidators may I» appointed, and the 
Court may declare whothor any act of the liquidator* is to 
Is* ilone by all or any one or more of the [icrsons appointed 
i Section VJ7, Sub-section 11). It is not now usual to 
appoint more than one liquidator. If various intercets ought 
to lie represented, that is secured by means of the committee 
of inspection.

The priqicr stylo of u liquidator ap]H>inted in a compul
sory winding up is ''the liquidator," and he is not described 
by his individual name (Section 1!I7, Sub-section 7).

Status of Liquidator.

As in the case of directors, it is not easy to state 
-nceinclly yet accurately the punition occupied by a 
liquidator. In several cases there will be found statements 
to the effect that he is a trustee for the creditors, or in the 
case of a solvent company for the contributories. Thus, 
Lord Sclbomo says, “The hand which receives the calls 
necessarily receives them as a statutory trustee for the equal 
and rateable payment of all the creditors;"1 and James, 
!.. J., speaks of the assets as being “fixed by the Act of 
Parliament with a trust for equal distribution among the 
creditors and Lord Cairns has said, “There is . , . .
imposed upon the assets of the company .... a trust 
lo be applied in discharge of the liabilities of the company. 
lint it must not lie inferred that all the results follow which 
would ensue if the liquidator was a trustee in the full sense of 
i he word ; and in particular it is to be noted that the property- 
in the assets remains vested in the company and does not

‘Black A Co.’s Case, (18731 8 Ch. M2.
’lie Oriental Inland Steam Co., (18741 9 Ch. 559.
‘Delhi Bank’s Case, [1871] 15 Sol. J. 923; so also North, X, in Flack’s 

Vase, [1894] 1 Ch. 1919; and Buckley, J., in Anglo-Oriental Caipct Co., 
|I903] 1 Ch. 914.
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pass to the liquidator, and when he males a contract lie 
does, so in the name of the company (c.</. if ho employs a 
solicitor in the company’s business ho is not jwrsonally liable 
tor the costs'). A liquidator “is a person having a prima 
facie right to costs (out of the estate), but ho is not in the 
ordinary sense a trustee. IIo is a person appointed by the 
Court to do a certain class of things. Ho has some of the 
rights and some of the liabilities of a trustee, but is not in 
the position of an ordinary trustee. Being an agent 
employed to do business for a remuneration, he is bound to 
bring ordinary skill to its performance."- Romer, .1., has 
said, “In my opinion the liquidator is not a trustee in the 
strict sense. .... In my view a voluntary liquidator 
is more rightly described as the agent of the company—an 
agent who has no doubt cast upon him by Statute or other
wise special duties, amongst which may be mentioned the 
duty of applying the company’s assets in paying creditors 
and distributing the surplus among the shareholders,”3 and 
in the case cited it was held that a liquidator was not liable 
for damages caused by delay in distributing the assets when 
the delay was not wilful or fraudulent nor arising from 
mala fidcs. It is submitted that that case overlooked the 
fact, that a person injured by a failure to perform duties 
imposed by Statute may recover damages for the default, 
and Farwell, J., on this principle, has held that after a 
company has been dissolved a liquidator who has failed to 
see that the assets arc applied in paying the debts is liable 
to a creditor who has suffered damage,4 and it is submitted 
that the same rule should apply oven before dissolution when 
the default is the result of neglect of duty, even though not 
wilful.

'Re Anglo-Moravian Co., ex parte Watkin, [1870] 1 Ch. D. 130, 133. 
■Per Cotton, L.J., Silver Valley Mines, [18821 2i Ch. D. at page 892. 
■Knowles e. Scott, [18911 1 Ch. 721 and 723.
‘Pulsford r. Deveniah, [1903] 2 Ch. 023.
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It is clear that the liquidator occupies a fiduciary 
position, and must not make a secret profit out of his 
position,1 and it may be safely asserted that the liquidator 
has all the duties an agent would have; hut it is suggested 
that he is only agent for the company, and therefore not 
liable to third parties, even though they be creditors or 
contributories, for negligence apart from misfeasance or 
personal misconduct.2 If, however, the liquidator does not 
faithfully perform his duties and duly observe all the re
quirements imposed on him by the Statute, ho can be 
brought to account by any creditor or contributory under 
Section 206 (1).

The liquidator, being an officer of the Court, will be 
directed to deal fairly: e.g. he may be ordered to repay 
moneys paid under a mistake of law.3

When a liquidator contracts, he does so as agent of the 
company, but if in ordering goods or making a sale note he 
signs himself merely “A. B. Liquidator,” it is not clear 
that he may not be personally liable, as a broker may be 
who signs “A. B. Broker.”4 IIo should therefore always 
sign with the words “On behalf of the Company.”6
The words, “as Liquidator” will protect him from personal 
liability if they form part of the signature, but not if only 
found in the body of the document.6 The provisions 
of the Bills of Exchange Act, H.S.C. Chap. 119, 
Section 52, must also lie borne in mind : “Where 
a person signs a bill as a drawer, indorser, or acceptor, and 
adds words to his signature indicating that he signs for or 
on behalf of a principal or in a representative character, he

'Silkstone and Haigh Moor Coal Co. r Edey, [1900] 1 Ch. 167. 
’Knowles v. Scott, [1891] 1 Ch. 723.
•Opera, Lin 'ed, [1891] 3 Ch. 260; ex parte Simmonds, [1886] 16 Q. B. 

D. 308.
•Hutcheson v. Eaton, [1884] 13 Q. B. D. 861.
•Gadd v. Houghton, [1876] L. R. 1 Ex. D. 357.
•Paice v. Walker, [1870] L. R. 5 Ex. 173.
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is not personally liable thereon ; but the mere addition to 
his signature of words describing him as an agent or as 
tilling a representative character docs not exempt him from 
personal liability.”

Duties awl I’uwers of Liquidator.
ihe first duty of the liquidator is, under Section 198, 

Sub-section 1, to take into his custody or under his control 
all the property, effects, and things in action to which the 
company is or appears to lie entitled. While there is no 
liquidator the property of the company is deemed to be in 
the custody of the Court (Section 198, Sub-section 2).

The powers of the liquidator arc defined in Section 199. 
The liquidator may exercise the powers mentioned under 
the first three headings only with the sanction of the Court 
or the Committee of Inspection ; as regards the remaining 
powers he may act on his own initiative, but is subject to 
tile control of the Court, and any creditor or contributory 
may apply to the Court as to the exercise of any of the 
powers (Section 199).

The liquidator’s powers are—

1. To bring or defend any action or other legal pro
ceeding in the name and on behalf of the company.

2. To carry on the business of the company so far as
may be necessary for the beneficial winding up 
thereof.

3. To employ a solicitor or other agent to take any
proceedings or do any business which the liquidator 
is unable to take or do himself.'

'The sanction must be obtained before the employment, exeept in eases 
of urgency, and even then it must be shown there has been no undue delay 
in obtaining the sanction. See London Metallurgical Co., [1897] iM'h 262.
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4. To sell the real ami personal propel tv and things 
in action of the company by public auction or 
private contract, with power to transfer the whole 
or sell in parcels.

r>. To execute deeds, receipts, and documents, and use 
the company’s seal.

(i. To prove, rank, and claim in the distribution of tho 
estate of any contributory, and receive dividends.

7. To draw, make, and endorse any bill of exchange 
or promissory note in the name and on behalf of 
the company.

K. To raise any requisite money on the security of the 
assets of the company.

9. To take out in his official name letters of adminis
tration to any deceased contributory.

10. To do all such other things as may be necessary for 
winding up the affairs of the company and dis
tributing its assets.

Section 219 provides that Rules may be made adding to 
the powers of the liquidator in regard to calling meetings of 
creditors and contributories, settling the list of contribu
tories, and rectifying the Register, requiring the delivery up 
or property, and making calls, and fixing a time within 
which debts and claims must lie proved.

Moneys received by the liquidator in the course of a 
winding up by the Court must be paid into a chartered 
bank (Section 201).

The liquidator is bound, if the liquidation lasts more 
than a year, to send to the Registrar of Companies from 
tim< to time a statement with respect to the proceedings and 
the position of tho liquidation, and to this the creditors and 
contributories of the company have access, and may obtain 
copies thereof or extracts therefrom (Section 261).



It' I he requires information as to the property
of the company, or any alleged wrongful acts done in 
relation to its property or rights, he should apply to the 
Court for an examination of the persons concerned, under 
Section 220 (see page 475, infra).

The liquidator is the proper person to take proceedings 
miller Section 254 against directors or officers for misfeas
ance, although creditors nr contributories may take action if 
the liquidator fails to do so.

The liquidator must keep proper Ixioks of account, and 
minute hooks recording the proceedings of meetings, and 
these are to lie open to creditors and contributories 
(Section 203).

Kvery liquidator of a company which is being wound up 
by the Court must send, not less than twice in each year, 
to the District Registrar of the Court an account of his 
receipts and payments as "" ' lator (see Section 202). Sub
jection (3) of this section provides that the Court shall 
cause the account to bo audited and the liquidator must 
furnish the auditor with such information as he may 
require. Suit-section (5) further requires that the auditor 
shall cause the account when audited or a summary of it to 
be printed and sent by post to every creditor and 
contributory.

The liquidator, within the limits of the Acts, may use 
his discretion, but he must obey any directions given him by 
meetings of the creditors or contributories, giving preference 
to the former if «lie directions are inconsistent (Section 205, 
Sub-section 1). lie also has power to call meetings at his 
discretion, but must call them when required to do so by 
one tenth in value of the creditors or contributories, as tha 
ease may be (Section 205, Sub-section 2). He can allow 
proceedings to be taken in his name by other persons, but he

A6^C

1
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-liould not do so without satisying himself of the propriety 
■ if swell proceedings.’

The liquidator may himself apply at any time to the 
Court for directions, and any person aggrieved hv any act or 
decision of the liquidator, may apply to the Court to reverse 
or modify it (Section tiO.1, Sub-sections 3 and !>).

Accounts of liquidator.

Whether in a compulsory or a voluntary winding up, or 
a winding up under supervision,2 the accounts of the liqui
dator must lie made up and delivered in accordance with 
Section 261. Ily this section, if the winding up is not 
c oncluded3 within a year, the liquidator must twice in every 
'car send to the Registrar of Companies a statement of 
account with respect to the proceedings in and the position 
of the liquidation. Every statement must he in duplicate and 
lie verified by affidavit.

If it appear that the liquidator has any moneys 
representing assets of the company which have been 
unclaimed or undistributed for six months after the date of 
receipt, he must pay them into the Provincial Treasury, 
after which any person claiming any part of these moneys 
must, obtain a certificate of his title from the liquidator, and 
apply to the Minister of Finance and Agriculture at 
Victoria for payment.

Every liquidator of a company being wound up by the 
Court must pay the moneys received by him into some 
chartered bank. If the liquidator retains more than two 
hundred and fifty dollars for upwards of ten days, he is

’Practice Note. 118941 W. N. 156, ltiti.
’Stock and Share Auction Co. and Spiral Wood Co., [1894) 1 Cb.-73ti. 
‘This means if the company is not dissolved either by order of Court or 

hv the lapse of three months from the final meeting in a voluntary winding
ill'.
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!iablc tu pay interest at the lawful rate ]ier annum on the 
excess, to lie disallowed all or part of his remuneration, and 
to lie removed from office, as well as to pay any expenses 
occasioned bv his default.

Remuneration of Liquidator.
The liquidator, as occupying a fiduciary relation, must 

not. make any secret profit out of his office.1 Equally it 
would he wrong for him to have any personal interest in 
dealing with the company’s assets, even if taken openly.

Section 1!)7, Sub-section 0, provides that in a winding 
up by the Court the liquidator shall receive such salary or 
remuneration, bv way of percentage or otherwise, as the 
Court may direct, and if there are two or more liquidators 
the Court will direct in what proportions the remuneration 
is divisible.

The liquidator is frequently also ajqiointed to lie receiver 
for the debenture holders, in which case he may obtain also 
remuneration as such receiver, but this fact will of course 
he taken into account in fixing his remuneration as 
liquidator.

Resignation or Removal of Liquidator.

A liquidator appointed by the Court may resign, or “on 
cause shown,” may be removed by the Court ( Section 197, 
Sub-section 4). When a liquidator obtains an order of 
release, this operates as a removal from office (Section 204, 
Sub-section 4).

In case of the death, removal, or resignation of a 
liquidator, another may be appointed in his place by the 
Court (Section 197, Sub-section 5).

‘Devonshire Silkstone Coal Co., [1878] W. N. 71; Silkstone and Haigh 
Moor Coal Co. i>. Edey, [1000] 1 Ch. 167.
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Except in the case of a liquidator failing to give or keep 
up Lis security, due causo must be shown for his removal. 
The Court accordingly requires a case of unfitness of the 
jierson, or of misconduct, to he made out before removing a 
liquidator:* e.g. that lie has made a profit beyond his proper 
remuneration,2or that it be shown that., although there is no 
personal unfitness of the liquidator, his removal is for the 
interests of the liquidation.” The Court has removed a 
liquidator where the conduct of directors required investi
gation and the liquidator’s relationship with them was so 
intimate that he was not in a position to act independently,4 

or where a liquidator persisted in proceedings against the 
wishes of the majority of the creditors,6 and if a supervision 
order is made and the company is insolvent, the Court ma)’ 
gix-e effect to the wishes of the creditors” by removing the 
voluntary liquidator. Insanity7 or absence from the 
province” is a ground for removal. The Court sometimes 
will remove a liquidator on the ground that another person 
will act gratuitously,11 but may refuse.10

Release of Liquidator.

When a liquidator of a company being wound up by the 
Court has (a) realised all the property of the company, or 
so much thereof, as can, in his opinion, be realised without

‘Sir John Moore Gold Mining Co., [187111 12 Ch. I). 325, where the 
liquidator put obstacles in the way of proceedings against the 
directors. Compare ez parte Newit. (1885, 14 Q. B. D. 177). 

Devonshire Silkstone Coal Co., [1878] W. N. 71.
-Adam Eyton, [18871 36 Ch. D. 291).
•Charterland Goldfields, [1909) 26 T. L. R. 132.
-Tavistock Iron Works Co., [1871] 19 W. R. 672, 24 L. T. 605.
•Oxford Building and Investment Society, [1883] 49 L. T. 495.
-North Molton Mining Co., [1886] 34 W. R. 527.
•Scotch Granite Co., [1867] 17 L. T. 533.
•Association of Land Financiers, [18791 10 Ch. D. 269.

1 Civil Service and General Stores, [1884] W. N. 158.



needlessly protracting the liquidation, and distributed a final 
dividend In the ereditors, and adjusted the rights of the 
contributories among themselves, and has made a final 
return (if any) to the " "es, or (n) has resigned, 
or (c) has been removed from his office, the Court must, on 
his application, cause a report on his accounts to be pre
pared, and. after considering such report and the objections 
(if any) of any creditor or contributory or other person 
interested, either grant or withhold his release (Section 204).

If the release of the ' is withheld the Court 
may, on the application of any creditor, contributory, or 
person interested, make an order charging him with the 
consequences of any act or default done or made contrary to 
his duty (Suit-section 2).

If the release is granted, it discharges him from all 
liability in respect of any act or default in the administra
tion of the affairs of the company or in relation to the 
conduct of the liquidation.1 The order of release may. 
however, be revoked on proof that it was " by fraud
or suppression or concealment of any material fact (Sub
section .‘l).2 If the liquidator has not previously vacated his 
office the release operates as a removal from office 
(Sub-section 4).

CoMMITTKK OP INSPECTION.

By Section 200 it is provided that the " r in a
winding up by the Court shall summon separate meetings of 
the creditors and contributories to determine whether an 
application shall be made to the Court for the appointment 
of such a committee, and who are to be the members. If

•Where a trustee under a deed of arrangement was released, but had 
money in hand available to pay the dividend he was ordered to pay not
withstanding the release (re Prager, (1870] 3 Ch. D. 115).

-The dement of fraud, however, must be in the concealment (re 
Harris, (18991 2 Q. B. 97). 4

0733^5
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desired, the Court may appoint the committee, and if au 
important creditor or class of creditors is unrepresented 
through no fault of his or their own, the Court may direct 
the liquidator to summon a meeting of creditors to consider 
whether some member of the committe should not bo 
removed and a representative of the “aggrieved” creditor 
substituted,1 or may order a fresh meeting to be summoned 
under Section 200.2 The committee must consist of 
creditors or contributories, or persons holding powers of 
attorney from them, in such proportions as may be agreed 
on by the meetings, or in ease of difference as ma)' bo 
determined by the Court (Section 207, Sub-section 1).

The committee will meet at such times as are appointed, 
or in default of appointment at least once a month, and the 
liquidator or any mendier of the committee may call a 
meeting (Section 207, Sub-section 2). The creditors or 
contributories may remove members of the committee 
appointed by them, or members of the committee may 
resign (Sub-sections 3 and 6). They will be disqualified 
by insolvency, compounding with creditors, or absence from 
five consecutive meetings without leave of the committee, 
and upon a vacancy occurring the liquidator must call a 
meeting of creditors or contributories, as the case may be, to 
fill the vacancy ; but during a vacancy the committee may 
continue to act so long as two members remain in offieo 
I Section 100, Sub-sections 3 to 8).

The committee of inspection to some extent control the 
liquidator, and by means of their monthly or more frequent 
meetings are able to keep themselves informed of the 
progress of the liquidation. It has been seen (page 410, 
■tupra) that certain acts of the liquidator can only be done 
with the sanction of the committee.

'Radford and Bright, [1901] 1 Ch. 272. 
'Radford and Bright No. 2, [19011 1 Ch. 735.
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Ff there is no committee of inspection the sanction of 
the Court is required for these last-mentioned acts f See 
lion 207, Sub-section !)).

1 he committee of inspection are precluded from making 
any profit directly or indirectly from any transaction arising 
out of the winding up, unless the sanction of the Court is 
obtained before the profit is made (re (lallard, [lSUfi] 
1 Q. B. 08).

“The committee may act by a majority of their members 
present at a meeting, but shall not act unless a majority of 
the committee are present” (Section 207, Sub section 3): 
that is to say, a majority of the members is necessary to 
form a quorum.

Under Section 232, which requires' the liquidator in a 
voluntary winding up to summon a meeting of creditors 
within seven days of his appointment, the appointment of a 
committee of inspection in a voluntary winding up may lie 
obtained (see page 434).

Effect of a (’oiiim i.sohy Winmnq Up.

Immediately upon the wind ug-up order becoming 
operative the control of the company’s affairs passes out of 
the hands of the directors. U n the appointment of a 
liquidator the management Is aes vested in the liquidator; 
but the company’s corporate identity continues, and its 
property remains vested in the corporation.1 The essential 
difference, however, is that the business is henceforth not 
carried on for the benefit of the members of the corporation, 
but with a view only to its winding up and the distribution 
of the assets among the creditors in satisfaction of their 
debts, and when these arc satisfied for the division of the 
balance (if any) among the contributories. The assets are 
therefore held upon a trust in which the creditors are

‘Ex jMirte Walkin, (187û| 1 Ch. D. 1311.
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interested, and they ran apply to the Court to have their 
l ights enforced.1

Certain results follow by Statute from the making of the 
order. Thus, by Section 248, Suli-seotion 2, it is enacted—

In I tic case of a winding up by or subject to the supervision of the 
tour!, every disposi ion of the property (including things in action) of the 
company, and every transfer of snares, or alteration in the status of its 
members, made after the commencement of the winding up,1 shall, unless 
I lie Court otherwise orders, be void.

As regards the position of shareholders,, no transfer can 
lie effected without registration of the transfer in the 
Register of Members of the company, and under Section 20!) 
the Register cannot be rectified without the leave of the 
< 'onrt ;8 but as between the vendor and purchaser of shares 
under a contract or transfer, equitable rights arise which arc 
not affected by the section cited above, and the purchaser 
can claim through his vendor any dividends declared on the 
«hares,4 and may, when calls are made (but not before), 
enforce his right to indemnity.6 But the Court may, by 
allowing a transfer to be registered, give full effect to the 
dealing, but usually refuses to enforce specific performance 
of a contract to sell." When a transfer is registered the 
effect is to make the transferor a past member (to be put on 
the “B” list of contributories) and the transferee a present 
member." It has been said that the Court will not sanction 
transfers except in special circumstances,8 but in a ease 
where there were considerable dealings in shares of a

'See page 413, supra, where the question of bow far the liquidator is a 
trustee for the creditors is considered.

■The "commencement” in the case of a compulsory liquidation is the 
date of the presentation of the iietition (Section 190), and in the case of a 
winding up under supervision the date of the resolution for voluntary liq
uidation (Section 227).

■Onward Building Society, 11891] 2 Q. B. 4 3.
■Rudge v. Bowman, [1868] L. R. 3 Q. B. 689; Chapman e. Shepherd,

: 8117] !.. R. 2 C. P. 228.
•Hughes-Hallett e. Indian Mammoth Mines, |1883] 22 Ch. D. 561.
•Emmeraon’s Case, [1866] 1 Ch. 433.
■Taylor, Phillips and Rickard's Case, 11897] 1 Ch. 298, a case arising in 

• voluntary liquidation.
•Onward Building Society, [18911 2 Q. B. 463.
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company in " " lation, t " all the transfers were
sanctioned on the ground that this put the persons really 
interested in a position to enforce their rights.1

As regards dispositions of property of the company made 
afler the presentation of the petition, the Court leans 
strongly in favour of giving effect to transactions in the 
ordinary course of business bond fide completed before the 
winding-up order, but does not assist those which remain 
only in contract.2 In the latter ease the contracting party, 
even if he has parted with his money, can only prove for 
damages.2

Money paid or property transferred to the company 
during I he period in question is not affected, and the pay
ment is a good satisfaction of the debt,3 but if payment is 
made by the company the recipient will be compelled to 
refund and prove for his debt,4 although Lord Wcstbury 
confirmed payments made liefore the recipient had notice of 
the liquidation.11 Directors who make payments after 
presentation of the petition may also become personally 
liable to refund the amount.”

As the winding up determines the powers of the directors 
lo act for the company, an acceptance of a bill of exchange 
in the company's name made after the presentation of the 
petition is invalid.7

The winding-up order also has the effect of determining 
the operation of all Articles of Association which are incon
sistent with the provisions of the parts of the Acts relating

'Standard Exploration Co., [1901) per Wright, .1. (unreported).
"Wiltshire Iron Co., |18«K] 8 Ch. 144; re Oriental Bank Corporation, ex 

parle (îuiliemin, [1885] 28 Ch. D. 044.
"Mersey Steel and Iron Co. v. Naylor, Benzoll & Co., [18841 9 App. Ca. 

444; Contract Corporation, 11808) 4 Ch. 105.
•Brown and Tylden’a Case, |1874| 18 Sol. J. 781; Liverpool Civil Service 

Association, [1874| 9 Ch. 511.
•National Bank's Case (European Arbitration), L. T. 92.
•Neath Harbour Co., [18871 W. N. 87, 58 L. T. 727; Civil Service and 

( leneral Stores, (1888) 57 L. .1. Ch. 119.
•Bolognan's Case, [1870) 5 Ch. 507.

1 983970
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10 winding up. Thus, Articles restricting the right of the 
company to make calls1 or giving or restricting rights of 
inspecting books2 cease to operate, the rights of the parties 
being those conferred by the Acts. Similarly, an Article 
giving rights inconsistent with Section 2.111 in case of a 
reconstruction cannot be enforced after a winding up.3

On the commencement of a winding up the Statute of 
I.imitations ceases to run (see page 450, infra).

A further effect of the winding up is to stay pro-
.... lings against the company—which is considered later
(see page 452).

The liquidation docs not bring the business of the 
company to an end, and dealings with strangers must 
proceed ; nor does the liquidation of itself constitute a 
breach of unperformed contracts; nor can third parties 
icfuso to perform their contracts with the company if the
11 carries out a contract on the company’s liehalf lie 
can recover the consideration.4 If, however, the liquidator 
has declared his inability to perform the company’s contracts, 
(lie other contracting parties may treat this as an immediate 
breach of contract, and claim damages as in the case of an 
individual refusing or admitting inability to carry out his 
contracts.5 But where a company has two contracts with the 
'«me person the liquidator may adopt one and enforce its 
performance while not performing the other.0 In the case 
"f servants, if a winding-up order is made and the business 
"I (lie company ceases to be carried on,7 or if a receiver and

'Newton r. Anglo-Australian Investment Co., 1189.1)] App. Ca. 244. 
Yorkshire Fibre Co., [1870] II Eq. 650; Birmingham Banking Co., 

|W'.7| :i(i L. .1. Ch. 150, 15 L. T. 207.
Bayne r. Cork Co., [11400] 1 Ch. 308; Baring-Gould r. Shnprington Piek 

>• " Meute, 118091 2 Ch. 80.
^ ^ '.Mersey .Steel and Iron Co. v. Naylor, Benzon & Co., [1884] 9 App. Ca.

I Igdens, Limited, v. Nelson, [1905| App. Ca. 109.
Vsphaltic Limestone Concrete Co. r. Glasgow Corporation, [19071 

liant of 8ese., 8. C. 463. 1366.
■Chapman's Case, [IKiifi] 1 Eq. 346; McDowall's Case, [1886] 32 Ch. I).

4966
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manager is appointed on behalf of the debenture holders,1 

this operates as a discharge of such servants, and if entitled 
to notice they may at once commence proceedings to recover 
damages, and a manager who, having a contract for a term 
of years, has covenanted not to trade in competition with 
the company is freed from his obligation by the breach of 
contract caused bv the liquidation.2 If the liquidator or 
receiver is willing to retain the company’s servants in his 
employ at wages equal to those they received from the 
company, there will lie no damages, although there is a 
technical breach of contract.3 If, however, after the com
mencement of the liquidation the business is carried on 
without interruption, the employment continues, or must be 
taken to be renewed on the same terms, and a notice of 
discharge must be given in accordance with the terms of the 
employment.3 It has been held that the passing of a 
resolution for voluntary liquidation does not operate as a 
notice of discharge to the servants of the company where the 
business is continued.4 * *

The appointment of a liquidator, whether in a voluntary 
or a compulsory winding up, determines the authority of 
agents of the company appointed by the directors as from 
the time when notice of the winding up or the appointment 
of a provisional liquidator reaches them.8

'Reid v. Explosives Co., 11887] 19 Q. II. D. 294.
•Measures mothers p, Measures, [1910] 1 Ch. 339.
'Ex parte Harding, ]1898] 3 Eq. 341.
4Midland Counties District,Rank r. Attwood, [1907)1 1 Ch. 237.
'He Oriental Bank Corporation, ex parte Citiillcinin, ]1885] 28 Ch. 1).

at page 940.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

WINDING UP VOLUNTARILY' UNDER
PROVINCIAL ACT.

A voluntary winding up is the act of the company, under
taken in pursuance of a resolution passed by the company 
whenever it either desires to put an end to its business or 
finds itself unable, by reason of its liabilities, to continue 
such business. The procedure leaves the control of the 
winding up to a considerable extent in the hands of the 
members, acting through a liquidator appointed by them
selves, and was no doubt originally intended mainly for use 
by solvent companies; but it is not in any way limited by 
the Statutes to the case of companies able to pay their debts, 
although there is provision that if creditors are prejudiced 
by the continuance of the voluntary winding up they may 
petition for a compulsory order.

Section 220 provides that a company may he wound up 
voluntarily—

ft ) When the period (if any) fixed for the duration of the company 
by the Act, Charter or instrument of incorporation has expired, 
or when the event (if any) has occurred upon the occurrence of 
which it is provided by the Act, Charter or instrument of incor
poration that the company is to be dissolved, and the company 
in general meeting has passed a resolution requiring the com
pany to be wound up.

(2) If the company resolves by s|iecial resolution that the company 
be wound up voluntarily.

(3) If the company, although it may be solvent as respects creditors, 
resolves by extraordinary resolution to the effect that it cannot 
by reason of its liabilities continue its business, and that it is 
advisable to wind up.

The first event is one that seldom happens; hut some- 
i lines a company’s Articles of Association do prescribe a 
time when the duration of the company shall expire, and in 
ihat case it is the duty of the directors to call a general
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meeting for the purpose of passing a resolution that, the 
objects for which the company was formed having been 
accomplished, or the period having arrived for its 
termination, the company be wound up voluntarily.

The most frequent course is that provided for in 
Sub-section 2: namely, to pass and confirm a special 
resolution to wind up voluntarily.

The third method—namely, by passing an extraordinary 
resolution—can only be adopted where a company is 
insolvent, and in that ease, the resolution must expressly 
state that the company is to be wound tip because it is 
unable, “by reason of its liabilities,” to continue its 
business. In fact, in this, as in other cases, the proper 
course is to follow the words of the Act in the resolution, 
and in the notice of meeting to set out the exact words of 
the resolution to he submitted.

The resolution will not. be effective unless properly 
passed at a meeting of which a proper notice is given* by 
the direction of a properly constituted board of directors2 
and at which a quorum was present,* and if the winding up 
is by special resolution the proper interval of fourteen days 
must have elapsed between the passing and confirmation of 
the resolution.4 The resolution must be in accordance with 
the notice or it will bo invalid.6 Irregularity in taking the 
votes (e.iy. by reckoning proxies when no poll has been 
demanded) will equally render the resolution of no effect.”

'Bridport Old Brewery Co., 118671 2 Ch. 191; Patent Floorcloth Co., 
[1869] 8 Eq. 664; Tiessen v. Henderson, 11899] 1 Ch. 861. Also see state
ment of facts in Allison, Johnson & Foster, Limited, 119041 2 K. B. 327.

•Harben ». Phillips, 11SS3] 23 Ch. D. 14; Haycraft Gold Reduction Co., 
|1900] 2 Ch. 230. Where the secretary summoned the meeting on receipt 
of a requisition without authority of the board or waiting twenty-one days 
it was held that the resolution for winding up was invalid fre State of 
Wyoming Syndicate, [1901] 2 Ch. 431).

^Cambrian Peat Co., [1874] 31 L. T. 773.
♦Railway Sleepers Supply Co., (1885] 22 Ch. D. 204.
5Teede and Bishop, [1901] 70 L. J. Ch. 409, 8 Mans 217.
•Caratal (New) Mines, [1902] 2 Ch. 498.
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The winding up commences at the time of “passing" the 
resolution to wind up (Section 227) : that is to say, in the 
case of a special resolution when it is confirmed.1

On the passing of a resolution to wind up voluntarily 
Section 228 provides that the company shall cease to carry 
on its business, except so far as may he required for the 
beneficial winding up thereof ; but the corporate state and 
corporate powers of the company continue until it is 
dissolved. On the appointment of the liquidator (which 
usually forms part of the resolution to wind up) the 
property of the company comes under his control for 
distribution among the creditors and shareholders.

A copy of the resolution to wind up, whether it be 
“special” or “extraordinary,” authenticated by the signature 
of the chairman or other officer of the company, must be 
filed with the Registrar of Companies within fifteen days 
after its confirmation or passing ( Section 78, Sub-section 11. 
The resolution must also lie advertised in the Uazette 
(Section 229).

Effect of a Voluntary Winding Up.

The effect of a voluntary winding up is that from the 
date of the confirmation of the special resolution or passing 
of the extraordinary resolution to wind up—

1. The company must cease to carry on its business,
except in so far as may be required for the
beneficial winding up thereof (Section 228).

2. A liquidator or liquidators must be appointed
(Section 230 (6)).

3. On the appointment of liquidators the powers of the
directors cease, except so far as the company in

1 Dawes’s Case, [1868] 6 Eq. 232; Weston’s Case, [1869] 4 Ch. 20.
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general meeting, or the liquidator, sanctions their 
continuance (Section 22S (<■)).'

4. All transfers of shares, unless made to or with the 
sanction of the liquidator, and any alterations in 
the status of the members of the company made 
after that date, are void (Section 248, Sub
section l).2

The property of the company must be applied in 
satisfaction of its liabilities in accordance with 
their respective priorities, if any, or if none have 
priority pari passu, and, subject thereto, shall, 
unless the Articles otherwise provide, lie dis
tributed amongst the members according to their 
rights and interests in the company (Sec
tion 230 (fl)).

But the corporate state and all the corporate powers of the 
company remain until, its affairs having been wound up, it 
is dissolved (Section 228). The effect of a winding up on 
contracts and engagements of the company has been con
sidered at page 42Ï, where it will be noted there is a 
difference in regard to the discharge of servants between a 
voluntary and a compulsory winding up.

The company must not, on going into liquidation, give 
gratuities to directors or servants, and if they are voted the 
liquidator must refuse to pay them.3

The commencement of a voluntary winding up does not 
prevent the presentation of a petition for the continuance of 
the liquidation subject to the supervision of the Court 
(Section 243), or for a compulsory winding up of the 
company by7 the Court if the creditors or contributories are

'The effect of transfers made after the commencement of the winding up 
without sanction will be the same as in the case of a winding up by the 
Court, as to which see page 424, supra.

«See Ladd’s Case, (1893) 3 Ch. 450.
'Hutton v. West Cork Railway, (1883] 23 Ch. D. 654; Stroud v. Royal 

Aquarium Co., [1903] 89 L. T. 243.
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prejudiced by tin* voluntary liquidation (Section 241: and 
see also page 405, supra).

The Liquidator.

Appointment and Removal of Liquidator.

The appointment of the liquidator is properly made by 
the company in general meeting, and lie may he appointed 
hv special or ordinary resolution at the meeting at which 
the resolution to wind up is passed, or by u wholly distinct 
resolution. It is not necessary to give notice of the intention 
to appoint a liquidator if made by ordinary resolution.1 If 
the resolution to wind up is special, the appointment of the 
liquidator cannot he made until after its confirmation, hut 
it may be by a resolution passed before and confirmed after 
the confirmation of the winding-up resolution.2 Even if a 
resolution to appoint a liquidator is joined with the special 
resolution to wind up, but is not confirmed at the second 
meeting, another liquidator may be proposed and appointed 
at the same meeting without notice.3 The company may, by 
extraordinary resolution, delegate the power to appoint 
liquidators to its creditors or any committee of them, or 
enter into any arrangement as to the exercise of the 
liquidator’s powers (Section 234), this being in addition to 
the power of the creditors to apply to the Court under 
Section 232 where a voluntary liquidator has been 
appointed. Where there is no liquidator the Court may 
appoint one, or may, “on cause shown,” remove a liquidator 
(as to what is “cause shown,” see page 420, supra) and 
appoint another in his place (Section 230 (h) and (i)). It 
seems the Court may also, “on cause shown,” appoint an

•Oakes v. Turquand, [1867] L. R. 2 H. L. 355; re Welsh Flannel Co., 
[1875] 20 Eq. 310; Indian Zoedone Co., [1884] 26 Ch. D. 70.

*Indian Zoedone Co., [1884] 26 Ch. D. 70; London and Australian 
Agency Corporation, [1873] W. N. 198, 29 L. T. 417.

1 Bet hell v. French Tubeless Tyre Co., [1900] 1 Ch. 408.
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additional lifjiiidator,* or it may appoint a liquidator in the 
plane of one retiring.2

The liquidator is required, within twenty-one days after 
his appointment, under penalties not exceeding twenty-five 
dollars a day, to file with the Begistrar a notice of his 
ajqiointinent in the prescribed form (Section 231).

As voluntary liquidations were sometimes run through 
by a liquidator nominated by the directors without regard to 
the wishes or rights of the creditors, Section 232 has 
established a new procedure, giving the creditors greatly 
extended powers in regard to the appointment of the 
liquidator in a voluntary winding up. By this section every 
liquidator appointed by a company in a voluntary winding 
up must, within seven days after his appointment, “send 
notice by post to all persons who appear to him to be 
creditors of the company,” convening a meeting of creditors 
for a day not less than fourteen nor more than twenty-one 
days aftdr his appointment, and specifying the place and 
hour, and must advertise notice of the meeting once in the 
Omette and once at least in two local newspapers circulating 
in the district where the registered office or principal place 
of business of the company was situate (Sub-section 1).

At this meeting the creditors are to determine whether 
an application shall be made to the Court for the appoint
ment of any person in place of or jointly with the liquidator 
appointed by the company, or for the appointment of a 
committee of inspection, and, if the creditors so resolve, an 
application may be made accordingly to the Court at any 
time not later than fourteen days after the date of the 
meeting by any creditor appointed for the purpose at the 
meeting (Sub-section 2). The creditors should go to the 
meeting prepared with the name of some person willing to

'Re Sunlight Incandescent Gas Lamp Co., [1900] 2 Ch. 728.
'Re Shoppy Portland Cement Co., [18921 W. N. 184, 68 L. T. 83.
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take the necessary proceedings, for only the person 
appointed at the meeting can apply to the Court.

On the application being heard the Court may remove 
the liquidator appointed by the company and appoint 
another person, or may appoint some person to act jointly 
with the liquidator appointed hv the company, and may, 
whether appointing a liquidator or not, make an order for 
the appointment of a committee of inspection, or make such 
other order as, having regard to the interests of the 
creditors and contributories of the company, may seem just, 
and “no appeal shall lie from any order of the Court"’ upon 
such application (Sub-section 4). In these subsections 
there are no provisions as to how the committee of inspection 
are to he selected, or as to what their functions are to he, 
Presumably the Court, under its power to make “such other 
order as ... . may seem just,” will adept some form
of order which will incorporate some or all of the provisions 
as to the committee of inspection found in the case of a 
compulsory winding up (see page 422), or possibly Rules 
may lie made dealing with the case. The words “such 
other order as ... . may seem just” will no doubt
he read as giving power to the Court only to make orders 
ejusdem generis with the matters specified before. There is 
no indication of the reason why all appeals are forbidden, 
and it is certainly curious that, where the steps are directed 
to lx; taken with so much promptitude that it will be 
difficult for creditors outside of the Province to be repre
sented at the meetings, there should he no opportunity for 
an appeal in which new facts might he brought to the notice 
of the Court.

The costs of the application are in the discretion of the 
Judge, who is expressly authorised to order the costs to. he 
paid by the company, even though the application has failed, 
if ho he of opinion that, having regard to the interests of
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tile creditors, there were reasonable grounds for the 
application (Sub-section 5).

1 here seems no reason why the meeting of creditors 
should not be adjourned, but it is not clear whether the 
time within which the application is to be made to the 
Court, which is “not later than fourteen days after the date 
of the meeting," would be reckoned from the date fixed for 
holding the meeting or from the conclusion of the meeting. 
The Court will naturally incline to make the meeting an 
opportunity for an effective expression of the creditors' 
wishes, and it seems that the time will run from the latest 
adjournment.

The Court lias power (under Section 290 ( f) ) to 
remove any liquidator and appoint another in his place. 
This is a matter of judicial discretion, and the Court of 
Appeal will not interfere if satisfied that there is “cause 
shown,” but for this purpose it will consider the evidence.1 
The application to remove a liquidator cannot lie made by 
any one not a creditor or contributory; c.ij. a company which 
has purchased the assets cannot apply.2 Whether under 
Section 2.12 the Court will retain the voluntary liquidator 
whenever no definite objection is shown remains to he seen. 
There is no power given to the company itself to remove a 
liquidator when once he has been appointed. Where a 
summons to remove a liquidator is taken out on behalf of 
the applicant and all other shareholders the Court will not 
restrain the issue of a circular to the shareholders containing 
charges against the liquidator on the ground of contempt.8 
The Act provides expressly for the resignation of a liquidator 
in a compulsory winding up (see Section 197, Sub-section 4), 
but there is no similar provision in the case of a voluntary

'Re Urmston («range Steamship Co., [1900] 17 T. L. R. 553.
2New De Kaap, Limited, [1908] 1 Ch. 589.
8Ncw Gold Coast Co., [1901] 1 Ch. 860.
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liquidation, although such resignation is contemplated by 
Section 233, which gives the company in general meeting1 
power to fill a vacancy caused by resignation. It would 
seem that such resignation must he made to a meeting of 
the members of the company, as there is nobody else to 
receive it; and if a voluntary liquidator desire to resign, he 
should summon a general meeting to receive his resignation 
and to appoint some other person as liquidator in his place.

There are no provisions for the release of a voluntary 
liquidator similar to those in the case of a company being 
wound up by the Court.

Powers of Voluntary Liquidator.

The powers of a liquidator in a voluntary winding up 
are wider than those of one when the winding up is by the 
Court. By Section 230 (d), a voluntary liquidator is 
given, without requiring the sanction of the Court, all the 
powers by the Act given to the liquidator in a winding up 
hv the Court. These have already been stated on page 410.

In addition, a voluntary liquidator has power under 
Section 230 (a) and (e)—

1. To settle the list of contributories,1 and if necessary
to rectify the Register.3

2. To make calls.
3. To adjust the rights of contributories among them

selves.
4. To pay the debts of the company.

'Such general meeting may be summoned by the continuing liquidator 
(if any), or by any contributory (Section 233, Sub-section 2), and be held 
in the manner prescribed by the Articles, or as directed by the Court on 
application by a contributory or continuing liquidator (Sub-section 3).

The list, when settled by a voluntary liquidator, is only prima facie 
evidence of the liability of the persona named (Section 230, f.).

•Brighton Arcade Co. c. Dowling, [18681 L. R. 3 C. V. 175; Taylor, 
Phillips and Rickard's Case, [1896] 2 Cli. 859.
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.r>. To " I lie property of the company in
an e with the rights of the persons interested. 

He also has power—
0. To apply to the <,'ourt to determine questions, 

enforce calls, etc. (Section 237).
7. To call meetings of the Company (Section 238).

Moreover, with the sanction of an extraordinary 
resolution, he has power—

1. To make a compromise with creditors of the
company or any class of them (Section 253, Sub
section 1 (d)).'

2. To make a cc <e with the contributories or
debtors of the company (Section 253, Sub-sec
tion 1 (c)).1

W ith the sanction of a s|Keiul resolution, a voluntary 
liquidator may sell the whole or a portion of the business or 
property of the company in exchange for shares, policies, or 
other like interests in a purchasing company (Section 230).2

Lastly, with the previous sanction of the Court, the 
liquidator may prosecute delinquent directors, managers, 
officers, or members of the company (Section 255, Sub
section 2: see page 400, infra).

Section 254 applies to companies in voluntary liquida
tion, and proceedings against directors or officers for 
misfeasance can accordingly be taken by the liquidator or 
any creditor or contributory (see page 470, infra).

As to the general status of a liquidator see page 413.
By Section 237 the liquidator or any contributory or 

creditor of a company being wound up voluntarily may

'Under this section a liquidator has power to effort compromises with 
the sanction of an extraordinary resolution of the company; but it has been 
held (Cycle Makers.' Co-operative Society v. Sims, (19031 IK. B. 477) that a 
compromise made by the liquidator without surit sanction binds the com
pany, following a similar ruling in the ease of a company being wound up 
under stqtervision (English and Scottish Marine Insurance Co., I1K70I 23 
L. T. N. 8. 685).

’This is dealt with at length under "Reconstruction,” page 501 et seq.

7817
14
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apply to tlio Court “to determine any question arising in tile 
winding up, or to exercise, as respects the enforcing of calls, 
ar anil other matter, all or any of the powers which the 
( 'ourt might exercise if the company were being wound up 
by the Court;” and the Court, if satisfied that the deter
mination of such person or the required exercise of power 
will be just and beneficial, may accede thereto, wholly or in 
part, on such terms and conditions as the Court thinks fit, 
or make such other order as the Court thinks just. In this 
manner advantage of all the proceedings in the winding up 
by the (’ourt may be had in a voluntary liquidation on the 
application of the liquidator or a contributory or creditor. 
Thus, questions of the liability of a contributory or the right 
of a creditor to prove may lie tried on summons or motion 
in the winding up; or inspection of the books obtained 
( Section 258) ; or an order for the private examination of 
any person had (Section 220) ; or calls may be enforced by 
order (Section 211).

If more than one is appointed, the company,
at the time of their appointment, may determine that one or 
more of them may exercise any of these powers, and in 
default of such determination any number, not less than 
two, may exercise any of such powers (Section 230 (g)) ; 
lint it is only at the time of their appointment that the 
company has the power of determination, and if there are 
two liquidators and one of them dies, the survivor cannot 
act until a new liquidator is appointed.1

“Where any company is being wound up, all books and 
papers of the company and of the liquidators shall, as 
between the contributories of the company, be primâ facie 
evidence of the truth of all matters purporting to be therein 
recorded” (Section 257). It is to be noted that this section 
does not say “as between the contributories and the com-

lRe Metropolitan Bank v. Jones, [1876] 2 Ch. D. 366.

A8-C
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|iaiiy, nor does it affect creditors, and appears only to 
constitute the 1 looks, etc., evidence as between the con
tributories themselves.

1 he evidence is only prima furie, anil may he rebutted.1 

lii muneration nf Liquidator.

The remuneration of the liquidator in a voluntary 
winding up is fixed by the company (Section 230 (6)), 
absolutely at its own discretion. If it does not fix any, the 
liquidator should apply to the Court to exereise its power in 
this respect, and there seems no reason why it should not do 
so. as Section 230 only prescribes that the company may fix 
sui'h remuneration. lho liquidator should, however, see 
that he has some arrangement at an early date, as the 
company is unfettered in regard to amount, and it is doubt
ful it the liquidator is entitled to a quantum meruit.

Where a supposed voluntary liquidation proves to have 
been irregularly commenced the “ "" has no claim for
services rendered in the liquidation; but, so far as his 
services have been useful for other purposes or arc
subsequently adopted by the compulsory liquidator, he may
be entitled to payment upon a quantum meruit.2

Section 232 contains no provisions as to the remunera
tion of a " “ r appointed by the Court on the
application of creditors under that section, and it seems he 
will have only the same rights as a liquidator appointed by 
the company.

Accounts of Liquidator.
Section 261, relating to the filing of accounts, applies to 

voluntary liquidations as well as to windings up by the 
Court,8 and the matters set out at page 4111, supra, must 
therefore have attention.

'Great Northern Salt Co., |18!I01 44 Ch. I). 472; Arnot’s Case, (18871 
tilt Ch. I). 712.

-Allison, Johnson A Foster, [19041 2 K. It. 327.
'Stock anil Share Anetion <’o., [18941 let’ll. 7311.

A6$D
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There is no provision for the audit of the accounts of a 
voluntary liquidator. He may ho questioned at meetings of 
the contributories, which lie is required to summon once a 
year, and before which he must lay his accounts (Sec- 
lion 2.18, Sub-section 2), and the statements of account filed 
by him (see page 419) are open to inspection ; but there is 
no one to enforce the " ion of vouchers, etc., although 
there can be no doubt that, if satisfied of any irregularity, 
the Court would enforce the making and substantiating of a 
proper account at the instance of a contributory.1 Moneys 
remaining in the hands of a voluntary liquidator for more 
than six months, representing unclaimed or undistributed 
assets, must lie paid into the Provincial Treasury as in a 
compulsory winding up (Section 201).

The liquidator must, for his own protection, keep proper 
books of account, for if money is traced into the possession 
of a trustee the burden falls on him of proving that it has 
been properly expended.

Meetings During Winding ITp.

The liquidator in a voluntary winding up must summon 
the original meeting of creditors required by Section 232 ; 
but, with this exception, he is not required to summon 
meetings of creditors. By Section 238, however, he is 
empowered from time to time to summon meetings of the 
company (/.c. the contributories) “for the purpose of obtaining 
I he sanction of the company by special or extraordinary 
resolution, or for any other purposes he may think fit,” and 
if the winding up continues for more than a year he is 
required to summon a general meeting of the company at the

'Wright’s Case, [1870] 5 Ch. 437. In the Camilla Nitrate Co.’s Case, 
2nd March, 1909 (unreported), Swinfen Kady, J., the liquidator consent
ing, ordered the accounts of a voluntary liquidator, to be taken into Court, 
but suggested that a more reasonable course would be to direct that the 
shareholders concerned should he given an opportunity of inspecting the 
books by their accountant.

3441



end of the first Year and of each succeeding year, and to “lay 
hefore the meeting an account of his acts and dealings and 
of the conduct of the winding up during the preceding year.”

Several matters require the sanction of resolutions of 
general meetings : e.g. arrangements with creditors (Sec
tion 235, extraordinary resolution) ; filling vacancies in the 
office of liquidator (Section 233, ordinary resolution) ; final 
meeting before dissolution (Section 239); disposal of books 
on dissolution (Section 259, extraordinary resolution) ; 
payments I» classes of creditors or compromises (Sec
tion 253, extraordinary resolution) ; compromises generally 
(Section 253, extraordinary resolution); sale of assets for 
shares or other interests in the purchasing company (Sec
tion 23(1, special resolution).

Final Windino-up Mkktino.

As soon as the affairs of the company are fully wound up 
the liquidator is required to prepare an account showing how 
the winding up has been conducted and the property of the 
company disposed of, and to call a final general meeting of 
the members for the purpose of laying his account before 
them, of giving any explanations that may lie required 
(Section 239), and of obtaining, by extraordinary resolution, 
the direction of the members as to the disposal of the books, 
accounts, and other documents (Section 259). Notice of 
this meeting has to be advertised at least one month before
hand in the Gazelle (Section 239).

A similar notice should also be sent to the members in 
the manner prescribed for giving notices. It is also advisable 
to add an intimation to the following effect :—“The fore
going notice was duly advertised in the Gazelle, on 
in accordance with Section 239 of The Companies Act.”

Unless authorised by the final resolution to deal other
wise with the books and papers of the company, the
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liquidator or other jierson to whom their custody has been 
entrusted should retain possession of them for two years from 
the date of the company’s dissolution, after which “no 
responsibility shall rest on the company, or the liquidators, 
or any person to whom the custody of the hooks and papers 
has been committed, by reason of the same not being forth
coming to any person claiming to he interested therein” 
(Section 259).

The liquidator must within one week after such meeting 
make what is called a “Return of the Final Winding Up 
-Meeting,” to the Registrar of Companies, who must forth
with register it (Section 259, Sub-sections 3 and 4). 
Neglect to make the Return renders the liquidator liable to a 
penalty of twenty-five dollars for every day until the Return 
is registered (Sub-section 3).

On the expiration of three months from the date of the 
registration of the Return of the Final Winding Up 
Meeting “the company shall he deemed to he dissolved” 
(Section 239, Sub-section 4), and tho name of the company 
will he removed from the Register. The Registrar will then 
lie at liberty to register any other company under the same 
name as the old one, if such name has not already been taken 
by consent.

But the Court has power, under the same sub-section, 
“on the application of the liquidator or of any other person 
who appears to the Court to be interested,” to make an order 
deferring the date at which the dissolution of the company is 
to take effect for such time as to the Court seems fit, which 
order must bo filed with the Registrar by tho person on 
whose application it is made (Sub-section 5), and even after 
tho dissolution the Court may at any time within one year 
of the date of the dissolution, on a like application, make an 
order, on such terms as the Court thinks fit, declaring the 
dissolution to have been void, whereupon such proceedings
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may lie taken as might have liven taken if the company had 
not been dissolved (Section 200). The person obtaining the 
order must within seven days after the making of the order 
tile an office copy of it with the Registrar under a penalty 
not exceeding twenty-five dollars a day for default (Sub
section 2).

As to the effect of dissolution see page 4!IN, infra.

It should he observed by voluntary liquidators that if the 
liquidation is not concluded within twelve months from the 
confirmation of the special resolution or the passing of the 
extraordinary resolution to wind up, they will then have to 
make pt " returns of their receipts and expenditure to 
the Registrar of Companies, and pay any money of the 
company remaining in their hands into the Provincial 
Treasury (Section 201). This provision practically means 
that, to escape having to make these returns and pay into 
the Treasury, the liquidation should lie completed and the 
final meeting held within nine months, as the liquidation is 
not “concluded" until three months after the Return of the 
Final Winding Up Meeting has lieen registered, and all 
funds have either been distributed or paid 9 Treasury.

7089
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CHAPTER XXIV

WINDING VP UNDER SUPERVISION OF T1IE 
COURT UNDER PROVINCIAL ACT.

Whkkk a company has gone into voluntary liquidation, and 
some of the creditors or contributories desire that the 
conduct of the liquidation should he under the control of the 
Court, they may apply by " "on to the Court for an order 
that the winding up shall he continued subject to the super
vision of the Court in the same manner as they would apply 
for a compulsory winding up hv the Court (Section 244), 
and the Court may thereupon make an order for the con
tinuance of the winding up subject to such supervision, and 
with such liberty for creditors, contributories, or others to 
apply to the Court, and generally upon such terms and subject 
to such conditions as the Court thinks just (Section 243) : 
that is to say, the Court may leave in the hands of the 
liquidators whatever of their powers it thinks fit, and may 
exclude from their powers whatever matters it thinks ought 
to lie reserved to the Court.

It has been said that the Court will not as a rule make 
a supervision order on the application of a contributory,1 
even if it lie alleged that the liquidators are guilty of 
misconduct ;2 hut recently such orders have not lieen 
uncommon in England, and on the application of a creditor 
the order will be made, the Court having regard to the 
wishes of the majority of the creditors and contributories 
(Section 245). It was said in an early case that if the

■London and Mercantile Discount Co. (18661 1 Eq. 277; Beaujolais 
Wine Co., (18681 3 Ch. 15; re Gold Co., (1879] 11 Ch. D. 701, 718; Varieties, 
Limited, 118931 2 Ch. 235.

■■Star and Garter Hotel Co., [1873] 28 L. T. 255; Yorkshire Fibre Co., 
(18701 9 Eq. 6.50.

7
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liquidator was guilty of misconduct the creditors should not 
|H-titinii for a supervision order, hut should apply iu 
chambers for the removal of the liquidator;1 but such 
misconduct is a ground for obtaining a compulsory order, 
for the creditors are prejudiced.8 If the company is 
insolvent and the creditors desire a supervision order the 
opposition of contributories will not he regarded.3

As Section 237 gives any contributory or creditor a right 
to apply to the Court in a voluntary winding up, there is 
very little to be gained by a supervision order.

The Court is not often willing to make the order. 
Special grounds, however, may exist—as, for instance, the 
desire of the creditors to have an additional or substituted 
liquidator appointed to represent them, or to have an 
advisory body similar to a committee of inspection 
nominated.4 These objects, however, are attainable by an 
application under Section 232 by the first meeting of 
creditors (see page 434). A supervision order is also some
times asked in order to have a declaration made that some 
particular act shall not be done without the sanction of the 
Court, or to have a scheme of reconstruction brought before 
the Court, for by Section 230, any resolution passed under 
that section is invalid if an order for winding up by the 
Court or under supervision is made within a year, unless 
the sanction of the Court is obtained and a compulsory 
order has been made with this object.11

If the resolution for voluntary winding up is invalid, the 
Court cannot make a supervision order, for thorc is no

'l.ondun and Mediterranean Banking Co., [I8(i7| 15 W. It. 33, 15 
!.. T. 153.

-Caerphilly Colliery Co., [1875) 32 I,. T. 15.
■''Prince of Wales Slate Quarry, [18(18] 18 L. T. 77.
•This ran he done (W. Watson * Sons, [1891] 2 Cli. 55).
■•Consolidated South Rand Mines, [1909] 1 Ch. 491.
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winding up to l>o continued.1 The evidence should, there
fore prove the due passing of the winding-up lesolution.

A supervision order may lie made on a petition for a 
compulsory order; buteif the ]>etition has been advertised as 
asking for a compulsory order only, the Court usually will 
not make a supervision order unless the petition is amended 
anil re-advertised.2

The Court has regard to the wishes of the majority of 
creditors and contributories in determining whether to make 
a compulsory or supervision order (Section 245), and in 
case of difference prefers the wishes of the creditors, unless 
their debts are small and well secured.

The Court may appoint additional liquidators to act with 
those already appointed by the company, and subsequently, 
mi due cause shown, may remove any liquidator so 
apppointed, or any liquidator continued under the super
vision order, or fill up any vacancy in the office 
(Section 240). The Court may also (under Section 230 
(/)). “on cause shown,” remove a liquidator appointed by 
the company liefore the supervision order.® A liquidator 
appointed by the Court has to give security, whether the 
voluntary liquidator has to do so or not.'1

The making of the order gives to the Court alb the 
powers which it would have in a winding up by the Court, 
hut except so far as the order places restrictions on.the 
liquidators they continue to have all the powers and duties 
which they would have in a voluntary winding up (Sec- 
tion 247, Sub-section 1). Sub-section 2 of this section

'Bridport Old Brewery Co., [1867] 2 Ch. 191; Patent Floorcloth Co., 
11869] 8 Eq. 664.

•'New Morgan Gold Mining Co., [1893] \V. N. 79; New Oriental Bank, 
11892] 3 Ch. 563.

9Ex parte Pulbrook, [1863] 2 De G. .!.& S. 348; United Merthyr Col
lieries Co., [18671 16 L. T. 170.

’Hampshire Land Co., [1894] 2 Ch. 632.
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provides that mi order for a winding-up subject to super
vision shall for all purposes including the staying of 
actions and other proceedings, the making and enforcement 
of calls and the exercise of all other powers be deemed to be 
an order for winding-up by the Court.

The liquidation is deemed to commence from the date of 
the resolution for winding up, and not from the presentation 
id the petition, for the order merely continues the existing 
winding up. The Court lias no power to alter the date : e.ij. 
where a petition for a compulsory order preceded the 
voluntary liquidation and a provisional liquidator was 
appointed, it was held the Court could not direct that the
....nmencenient of the winding up should date back to the
petition or the appointment of the provisional liquidator.’

I lie costs in a winding up under supervision incurred 
after the order for such winding up have the same priority 
as in a winding up bv the Court;2 but the order should 
provide that the costs and remuneration of the liquidator are 
to he allowed only after they have been taxed by the 
Registrar.2

The Court usually orders the liquidator to report front 
time to time the progress 0f the winding up,4 and may 
attach to the exercise of the liquidator's powers a condition 
that he shall obtain the sanction of a committee of creditors 
or contributories, thus practically establishing a committee 
of inspection.6

The practice as to a petition for a supervision order is 
the same as that on petition for an order that the company 
be wound up by the Court (see page 407 et sen. ). The 
petition must be served both on the company and the 
liquidator.

'West Cumberland Iron Co., 11889] 40 Ch. D. 361.
■He New York Exchange, [1893] 1 Ch 371.
■See W. N. 1893, 5 and 18.
•Pritchard, Offor & Co., [1893] W. X. 163
*W. Watson & Sons, [18911 2 Ch. 55.
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The Court may, both before and after the order is made, 
direct meetings of creditors ami contributories to be held to 
ascertain their wishes, naming the chairman. In ease of a 
division regard must be had to the value of the debts due to 
each creditor and the number of votes conferred on each 
contributory by the regulations of the company (Sec
tions 245 and 250).

The presentation of the petition fur a supervision order 
gives the Court the same jurisdiction to stay suits and 
actions as if the petition were for a compulsory order, and 
when the order is made it has the like effect in automatically 
-laying actions, suits, and other proceedings (Section 247. 
Sub-section 2: see page 452 et set/.).

When the order is made the liquidator may, "‘subject to 
any restrictions imposed by the Court, exercise all his 
(lowers, without the sanction or intervention of the Court, in 
the same manner as if the company were being wound up 
altogether voluntarily”: that is to say, except so far as the 
order restricts him, the liquidator may act as freely as in a 
voluntary liquidation (Section 247, Sub-section 1).

In cases where in a voluntary winding up the sanction of 
an extraordinary resolution would be required for any act, 
in a winding up under supervision the sanction of the Court 
is necessary. Thus, the disposal of the books of the company 
• in the completion of the winding up (Section 259), 
compromises with creditors or contributories (Section 259). 
and sales of the assets of the company for shares in another 
company (Section 236) in the case of a winding up under 
-upervision require the sanction of the Court.

A winding up under supervision also differs from a 
voluntary liquidation in the fact that Sections 248 and 252 
apply to the former and not to the latter. By Section 2f8 
"‘every disposition of the property (including things in 
action) of the company, and every transfer of shares, or
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alteration in the status of its members, made after the 
eiimnienccment of the winding up” (i.e. the date of the 
resolution for the voluntary winding up), “shall, unless the 
Court otherwise orders, be void;” and by Section 252 “any 
attachment, sequestration, distress, or execution put in force 
against the estate or effects of the company after the com
mencement of the winding tip shall be void to all intents.” 
In relation to these matters, therefore, it is not necessary to 
make any application to the Court, as the law automatically 
avoids them (see page 452, cl seq.).

When a supervision order has been made, the liquidators 
(including the additional liquidator, if any, appointed by 
the Court) proceed in the same manner as if there were no 
such order, except in matters expressly dealt with in tho 
order. The proofs of debts by creditors, the settling of the 
list of contributories, the making of calls, and the getting in 
and distributing of assets are therefore governed by the 
considerations set forth in the ease of a voluntary liquidation.

An arrangement with creditors entered into under Sec
tion 245 while a company is being wound up under 
supervision, if sanctioned under Section 2117, is binding, for 
the power of compromise given by Section 2511 is additonal 
to and not in substitution for the power given by Sec
tion 2H5,1 and. indeed, tho liquidator has a power of 
compromise even without any sanction.2

An order continuing a voluntary winding up under 
supervision is not a bar to the making of a subsequent 
order for a compulsory winding up; but it would be 
necessary to comply with the provisions of the Act as to 
holding meetings to consider the appointment of liquidators 
and the like.8 and if the Court approves the continuance of

'Anglo-Romano Water Co., [1870] 5 Ch. 487.
'^English and Scottish Marine Insurance Co., [1870] 23 I,. T. OS5; 

Cvrle Makers' C -operative Society v. Sims, [1903] 1 K It. 477.
'll, John Reid & Sons, 11900] 2 Q. It. 034.
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the voluntary liquidator there is no reason why he should 
not. ho appointed.

If the supervision order is superseded by a compulsory 
order it seems the winding up will commence from the 
presentation of the petition for the compulsory order.1 which 
may affect the liability of past members.

‘Taurine Co., (ISSU) 25 Ch. D. 1 IS, overruling: United Service Ce 
IStiS] 7 Eq. 7ti.

■ Mi ill
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CHAPTER XXV.

TI1K CONDUCT OF THE LIQUIDATION.

In all liquidations ( whether compulsory, voluntary, or under 
supervision) many matters arc dealt with in the same 
manner. These will now he considered, any differences in 
the respective methods of procedure being noted.

Piton: k.oi nos Against a Company in Liquidation.
After a company is in liquidation, or a petition has been 

presented for its winding up by the Court or under super
vision, proceedings by creditors against the company cannot 
Iks taken or continued at the will of the creditor. But there 
is this distinction: If an Order of Court has been made for 
a winding up (compulsorily or under supervision) all 
proceedings are automatically stayed, but the Court may, on 
the application of the creditor, allow them to he continued; 
while in a voluntary winding up or where a petition has been 
presented, hut not adjudicated upon, there is no automatic 
stay, hut the Court may, on application being made to it by 
interested parties, restrain further proceedings against the 
company or its property. This is the effect of Sections 101, 
103, 244, and 247 of the Act, and in a voluntary liquidation 
by calling in aid Section 237.

Thus in a voluntary winding up the Court may, upon the 
application of the "" " or a contributory or creditor,
restrain actions,1 executions,3 and distresses,3 and, if the 
proceedings were commenced with knowledge of the 
voluntary winding up, may order the plaintiff to pay the

'Kcvnsham Co., 118031 33 Bear. 123; Freeman r. General Publishing 
Co., [1804] 2 Q. B. 300.

!Thomas v. Patent Lionite Manufacturing Co., [18811 17 Ch. D. 200; 
West bury y. Twigg A- Co., [1892] 1 Q. B. 77.

’Rnundwood Colliery Cn, [18971 1 Ch. 373.

8835
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costs of the proceedings.1 The power of the Court is 
discretionary, and it will inquire what course is most con
venient. If the claim is undisputed a stay will be granted as 
of course, but if the debt is disputed it will often be 
considered most convenient to allow the action to proceed.2

A sale by the sheriff under an execution put in before 
the presentation of the petition is a “proceeding” which may 
be restrained ;3 but the Court will look at the rights acquired 
before the petition is presented, and, as a judgment creditor 
who has procured the sheriff to take possession before the 
petition is a secured creditor, the Court will not, except in 
very special circumstances, deprive him of his security,4 and 
the same rule applies if the sheriff seeks to take possession 
and is resisted,6 or, it seems, if the creditor was put off by 
representations of the company.” The order staying the 
proceedings frequently provides that the liquidator shall sell, 
the priority of the creditor being reserved by a charge on the 
proceeds of sale.

The object of a winding up is to enable an equal 
distribution of the assets to be made among the creditors, 
preserving, however, the rights of any who have securities,7 

and therefore where the assets have not been actually seized 
before the petition the Court will stay proceedings and either 
restrain the sheriff from seizing, or, if he has actually taken 
possession after the presentation of the petition, will order 
hint to withdraw.8 The rule with regard to garnishee pro-

•Freeman r. General Publishing Co., |ist!4| 2 (j. B. itlitl 
"Currie r. Consolidâterl Kent Collieries. |100(>| 1 K. B. 134.
"Perkins v. Beach Co., 118781 7 Ch. D. 317.
"Great Ship Co., Parry’s Case, (18641 4 De G. J. & S. 63, 33 L. J. Cli. 

24,1; Withernsea Brick Works, 11881] 16 Ch. D. 337.
"I/mdon Cotton Co., 11866] 2 Eq 53.
,Ke Taylor, [1878] 8 Ch. D. 183. But. see Vron Colliery Co., [1882] 

20 Ch. D. 442.
’See Smith, Fleming & Co.'s Case, 11866] 1 Ch. 545.
Mjondon and Devon Biscuit Co., 118711 12 Eq. 100; Dimson Estate 

Fire-clay Co., [1874] 19 Eq. 202; ex parle Railway Steel Co., re Williams, 
11878] 8 Ch. D. 183.
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wedings is the same, service of the garnishee order on the 
garnishee living equivalent to the taking possession by the 
sheriff. When, therefore, the order has not been served 
lieforc the presentation of the petition, the Court, will 
restrain further proceedings.1 2 3

rile hInivo principles govern the Court whether it is 
asked to stay proceedings against a company in voluntary 
liquidation or to allow proceedings to he continued against a 
company in compulsory liquidation.

When an order is made for winding up, whether com
pulsorily or umler supervision, “any attachment, sequestra
tion. distress, or execution put in force against the estate or 
effects of the company after the commencement of the 
winding up shall he void to all intents” (Section 252); hut 
this latter provision is controlled by Sections 101 and 193, 
so that with the leave of the Court execution, etc., may 
issue." Therefore when a winding-up order has been made, 
instead of the company applying to the Court to restrain the 
creditor, the creditor must ask leave before he can proceed.

The Court will allow actions to proceed where the 
company is a necessary party to an action against other 
persons,a or proceedings are necessary to enforce a charge or 
vendor’s lien;4 indeed it is now almost a matter of course to 
allow a foreclosure suit or debenture holder’s action to 
proceed,n for the proceeding being to enforce a security is

•Stanhope Silkstone Collieries, (1879] 11 Ch. D. 1G0.
2Exhall Coal Mining Co., [1864] 4 Do Ci. J & S. .'177; re Lancashire 

Colton Spinning Co., ex parte Carnalley, (1887] 35 Ch. D. 656; Higginshaw 
Mills and Spinning Co., [1896] 2 Ch. 544.

3Rio Grande do Sul Steamship Co.. [1877] 5 Ch. D. 282; Marshall v 
Glamorgan Iron and Coal Co., [1868] 7 Eq. 129; McEwen v. London and 
Bombay Bank, [1866] 15 L. T. 495; re Marine Investment Co., [1866] 14 
L. T. 535.

«Blakely v. Dent, [1867] 15 W. R. 663.
'Lloyd r. Lloyd, [1877] 6 Ch. D. 339; re Pound, Son & Hutchings, 

[1889] 42 Ch. D. 402; Wanzer, Limited, [1891] 1 Ch. 305; West Cumberland 
1 on and Steel Co., [1893] 1 Ch. 713; Barney v. Stubbs, Limited, [1891] 
1 Ch. 187. 475; Strong v. Carlyle Press, [1893] 1 Ch. 268.
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in reality rather against the prcqiertv of the company than 
against the company itself. Actions for specific performance 
of agreements are also allowed to proceed.1 In each case the 
respective convenience of the alternative remedies will he 
considered. In other cases the creditor should prove in the 
winding up.

The Court, in allowing proceedings by parties other than 
mortgagees, will usually attach a condition that no steps will 
he taken to enforce the judgment against the company with
out further leave.

A landlord will not he allowed to distrain for rent 
accrued before the commencement of the winding up, for lie 
is a creditor in respect of such rent, and should prove in the 
winding up;2 3 but this rule does not apply if the company is 
sub lessee, ami the distress is by the head landlord, for there 
is no privity between them, and therefore no debt for which 
ihe landlord can prove;8 but if the company has given the 
over-landlord a security, so that he can prove in the 
liquidation, lie will not be allowed to distrain.4 If the 
assets are so heavily charged as to belong in effect to the 
debenture holders the Court will not interfere to prevent a 
distress.5 6 * The Court will generally allow the landlord to 
re-enter if the rent is not paid.8

If the liquidator has had a beneficial occupation since 
the winding up the Court will allow distress for rent as

‘Thames Plate Glass Co. v. Land and Sea Construction Telegraph Co., 
11S711 ti Ch. 043; Marshall r. Glamorgan Iron and Coal Co., |1K08| 7 Eq. 129.

'-Traders’ (North Staffordshire) Carrying Co., [1875J 19 Eq. 60, 44 L. J. 
Ch. 172; Oak Pits Colliery (’ >., |1882] 21 Ch. D. 322.

3 Re Carriage Co-operative Supply Association, ex parte Clcmence,
11883] 23 Ch. D. 154; re Lundy Granite Co., ex parte Heaven, 11871 j 
(i Ch. 402; Regent United Service Stores, |1878] 8 Ch. I). 01.

•Harpur’s Cycle Fittings Co., [1900] 2 Ch. 731, not following ex parL 
Clcmence, supra, on this point.

6New Citv Club, [1887) 34 Ch. D. 040; Harpur's Cycle Fittings Co
|1900| 2 Ch. 731.

•General Trust Co., [1882] 20 Ch. D. 26 >.
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from the dale of the winding up,1 hut not if the liquidator 
has merely abstained from getting rid of the property,8 or 
where the occupation has been for the benefit of both 
parties;* and semble a mortgagee is in a less favourable 
position than a landlord.3

Ckkmtorh.

Section l'4',1 provides that in every winding up under the 
Act “all debts payable on a contingency, and all claims 
against tho company, present or future, certain or contingent, 
ascertained or sounding only in damages, shall be admissible 
to proof against the company, a just estimate being made, so 
far as possible, of the value of such debts or claims as may 
bp subject to any contingency or sound only in damages, or 
for some other reason do not bear a certain value.”

The winding-up order stops the running of the Statute 
of Limitations, and debts which were not barred al the 
date of the winding-up order may be proved after the time 
when but for the order they would lie barred.4

The liability for calls in another company is a provable 
debt in the ease of a contributory company,1 but the proof 
will not make the shares fully paid for the purpose of 
participating in surplus assets, unless the full amount is in 
fact paid."

Only one proof is admissible against a company, even 
though there be separate contracts creating or securing the

'/O I.undy Ctranitc Co., er jnrtt Hraven, |187t| fi Ch. 402; Nortli 
Yorkshire Iron Co., (1878) 7 Ch. D. 661.

•Oak Pits Colliery Co. |1882| 21 Ch. I). .' 22
'lie Lancashire Cotton Spinning Co., ex parle Camellev, (18871 36 

Ch. D. 656.
«Joint Stock Discount Co.’s Claim, (1872) 7 Ch. 646; Wryghte’s Case. 

(18521 5 De G. & Sin. 244.
'lie Mercantile Mutual Marine Assurance, (1884 ) 26 Ch. D. 415; re 

Hallet.t, ex parte National Insurance Corporation, (18641 1 Mans. 380. 
tlie West Coast Gold Fields, (1905] 1 Ch. 597.
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'lelil.1 luit if it debt is payable by two companies the creditor 
can prove against each, and receive dividends from each 
until he has received the whole principal and interest to the 
date of payment.2

The holder of a bill of exchange is entitled to prove his 
debt in the liquidations of all the prior parties to the bill, 
provided lie do not receive in the whole more than one 
hundred cents in the dollar.1 lint if before he prove lie 
have received a part of his claim, or a dividend has been 
declared under another winding up, he can only prove for 
the balance of the debt,4 and this is so also where the bill 
is given as a guarantee and the principal debtor has paid 
part of the debt.1 lint this rule only applies in the case of 
negotiable instruments.

Claims arising out of contracts which are ultra vires 
cannot bj proved against the company," nor the claims of 
-iilieitor' or brokers* in respect of services rendered in 
connection with transactions which were known by them to 
be ultra rires. Money borrowed without authority, but 
used to pay debts properly incurred, may be the subject of 
proof to the extent to which it was so used.”

A debt founded on an illegal consideration cannot be 
proved,10 nor a debt arising from a contract with an alien 
enemy.11

'Itr Oriental Commercial Hank. [1S72] 7 Ch. 99.
-Warrant Finance Co., (18701 5 Ch. 80; ri I.igonicl Spinning Co., 11900) 

I Ir. It. 321.
lEx parte Taylor, re Houghton, (1857) 2ti I,. J. Hank. 58; ex parte 

Wililman, [1885] Î Atk. 110; ex parte Caina, [1874] 9 Ch. 686.
■Cooper v. Pcpys, [1741| 1 Atk. 107, anil cases cited in last note.
'■Ex parte Reader, (1818] Buck. 381.
■Great North-West Railway v. Clmrlebois, (18991 App. Ca. 114. 
■Howard v. Doll man, (1863( 1 H. & M. 433.
■Zulueta's Claim, [1870] 5 Ch. 444.
■Cork and You hal Railway Co., |1809( 4 Ch. 748.
'"Ex parte Dyster, [18151 1 Meriv. 155; ex parte Bell. (1813! I M. A- S. 

751 ; ex ptirte Chavasse, [1865! 34 L. J. Bank. 17.
"Ex parte Hchmaling, |l 16] Buck. 93.
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fore if the lease is not determined the lessor’s proof can only 
he for rent actually due.1

As regards the costs of litigation l>y or against the 
company prior to the winding tip, the rule was that a 
successful defendant could prove for his costs, whether the 
action were founded on tort or contract, if the verdict was 
obtained or judgment pronounced before the winding up,1 

but a successful plaintiff could only prove if judgment wero 
signed or if the debt were one which could itself he proved.1 * 

Hut in re British Goldfields of West Africa4 the Court of 
Appeal allowed persons who had applied to have their names 
removed from the Register on the ground of misrepresenta
tion, and whose claim, although never adjudicated upon hv 
the Court, was admitted to he good, to prove for the costs 
incurred prior to the winding up.

The Court can go behind and reopen a judgment 
obtained before the liquidation if there was no consideration 
or a had consideration for the debt, particularly if the 
judgment was obtained by consent or by default/' It can 
equally examine the consideration for which a mortgage was 
given, and if not good can set the mortgage aside."

Although a liquidator has made a payment and taken a 
receipt purporting to be “in full discharge of the claim,” the 
creditor will not be precluded from claiming and recovering

lRe New Oriental Bank Corporation, 118951 1 Ch. 753.
'Ex parte Peacock, re Duffield, (1873| L. It. 8 Ch. 682; ex itarle Black, 

11887] 57 L. T. 419; ex parte Newman, re Brooke, 11876) 3 Ch. 1). 494.
‘See cases in previous note, and Vint r. Hudspith, |1885] 30 Ch. D. 24 
‘118991 2 Ch. 7.
‘Great North-West Railway r. Chariebois, |1899] App. Ca. 114 (aeon- 

sent judgment obtained in re-|>ect of an ultra vires contract); ex parte 
Butterfill, re Dingle, 11811] 1 Rose 192; ex parte Prescott, 11840] l M. D. .V 
D. 199; ex parte Kibble, re Onslow, [1879] 10 Ch. D. 373 (judgment by 
default); ex parte Banner, re Blythe, 118811 17 Ch. D. 480 (a compromise); 
ex jtarte Lennox, 11886) 16 Q. B. D. 315 (a judgment by consent); re Deer- 
hurst, ex parte Seaton, [1891] 8 Mor. 97 (a gambling debt which had h-en 
assigned). Van Latin, ex parte Chatterton. |1907] 2 K. B. 23.
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any further amount due (e.ej. interest ), unless there has been 
a hoiui fide comjiromise of a disputed claim.1

A foreign creditor seeking to prove may lie ordered to 
give security for costs.2

Set-Off.
All claims provable in the winding up may bo the 

subject of set-off, provided that there is mutuality;® so that 
damages for breaches of obligation arising out of a contract, 
such as fraudulent misrepresentation on a sale may be set 
off. as well as damages for the actual breach of the contract ;4 
nor does it make any difference that the claims sought to 1st 
set off are of a different nature, or that one is secured and 
the other unsecured.® But each claim must result in a 
liability to pay money; a claim to the return of goods cannot 
be set off against a money debt."

There must be mutuality: that is to say, a joint debt 
cannot be set otf against a several debt ;7 money held for a 
specific purpose or on a trust cannot be set off against a 
debt," and money due to an executor as executor cannot be 
set off against money due from him personally ;• and a debt 
to the liquidator arising in the liquidation cannot lie set off 
against a debt due from the company before winding up.'"

'Ite W, W. Duncan & Co., [19051 1 Cli. 307.
‘Pretoria Petersburg Railway Co., [1901] 2 Ch. 359.
‘Booth c. Hutchinson, [1873J 15 Kq. 311 : re Mid-Kent Fruit Factory, 

II896I l Ch. 567; Palmer v. Day, (1803] 2Q. B. 018. [113.
•Peat r. Jones, [1SS1) 7 (j. B. D. 147; Jack r. Kipping, |1882| 9 Q. B. D. 
‘‘Ex parte I.aw, [1840] De flex 378; ex parte Barnett, re Deveze, |1874[ 

9 Ch. 293; McKinnon r. Armstrong, [18771 2 App. Ca. 531.
"Eberle’s Hotels and Uestauarant Co. r. Jonas, [18871 18 Q B. D. 459. 
7Ex parte Ross, [1817] Buck 125; fStamforth r. Fellowes, [1814] 1 

Marsh. 181; ex parte Towgood, 11 Yes. 517.
"He Mid-Kent Fruit Factory, [1890] 1 Ch. 567; re Pollitt, ex parte 

Minor, [18831 1 Q. 1! 455. " ‘Bishop ». Church, [1748) 3 Atk. 091.
1 ‘Inee Hull Rolling Mills Co. r. Douglas Forge Co., [1882] 8 Q B. D. 1791 

A'lowuy c. Steere. [1883] 10 Q. B. D. 22; Sankev Brook C id Co. c. Marsh. 
I871| L. R. 6 Ex, 185. explained in 9 Q. B. 669.
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But the real right to a debt will be taken into account, 
and it will suffice if the debts are in equity in the same 
right:' e.g. where debentures are assigned to a trustee the 
debt of the cestui que trust can bo set off against the 
debenture.2

Prima facie, if a debt be assigned, the assignee takes 
subject to all equities existing between the debtor and the 
creditor at the time of the assignment ; and, accordingly, 
upon proof being tendered by the assignee of a debt, the 
liquidator can set off any claims he had against the assignor 
at the time of the assignment, but not those arising sub
sequently, unless such claims arise out of the same contract 
from which the debt assigned arose, and are intimately 
connected with it.3 But if the company have invited persons 
to treat a debt as assignable free from equities—e.g. by 
declaring that a debenture will be paid to bearer or without 
regard to equities—it will bo precluded from setting up any 
right it may have against the original or any intermediate 
creditor,4 unless the assignee is merely a trustee for the 
assignor.2

These rules as to Set-Off do not apply to calls payable in 
the liquidation (see Section 211, Sub-section 2), and a con
tributory cannot set off against such calls debts due from 
the company to him.6 He must pay his calls in full and 
then prove for his debt, and will receive dividends when

'Dailey ». Finch, |1872] L. R. 7 Q. B. 34; Bailey ». Johnson, [1872] 
L. It. 7 Ex. 263.

'Brown and Gregory, Limited, [19041 1 Ch. 627, 2 Ch. 448.
'Government of Newfoundland ». Newfoundland Railway Co., [1888] 

13 App. Ca. 199; Mangles ». Dixon, 11868] 3 11. L. C. 702; Athenaeum Life 
Assurance Society, [1859] 3 De G. 6i J. 291; Financial Corporation’s Claim, 
[1868] 3 Ci. 355.

•Farmer ». Gay & Co., [1901] 2 C i. 119; Blakeley Ordnance Co., [1868] 
3 Ch. 151; Goodwin ». Roberts, |1.76] 1 App. Ca. 475; ex parte Asiatic 
Banking Corporation, [1858] 3 Ch 391.

•Even if .Set-Off h is been plea lei in litigation pr or to the winding up, 
this will not suffi :e unless judgment has been obtained Hiram Maxim 
Lamp Co., [1903] 1 Ch. 70).
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declared,1 nor can this rule be varied even by special 
agreement,2 and the same rule applies in a voluntary 
liquidation.9

A director or officer of the company against whom 
damages for misfeasance are recovered under Section 254 
cannot set off against such damages any debt due from the 
company to him,4 nor can damages recovered from a 
promoter for misfeasance be set off by him against an 
amount due on a debenture of the company. The misfeasaut 
cannot receive anything until be has paid, either actually or 
in account, all that is due from him.6

I'urine nr Fraudulent Preference.
Section 251 provides that—
Any conveyance, mortgage, delivery of goods, payment, execution 

or other act relating to property which would, if made or
done by or against an individual, be deemed a fraudulent
preference, shall, if made or done by or against a company, be 
deemed, in the event of its being wound up, a fraudulent pre
ference of its creditors, and be invalid accordingly.

The essence of a fraudulent preference is that it should 
lie made “with a view to giving such creditor a preference 
over the other creditors,” so that the motive or object is of
the first importance, and it must not he inferred that pay
ment by a debtor who is insolvent to his own knowledge 
is fraudulent if he is continuing to carry on business, 
and only pays in the ordinary course of business ;e but if 
the payment is not in the ordinary course it will be held to 
lie fraudulent.7 Further, if the payment is made under

■Grissel’s Case, [18661 1 Ch. 528 Gill’s Case, [1879] 12 Ch. D. 755; ex 
parle Brown, [1S79J 12 Ch. D. 823; Auriferous Properties No. 1, [18981 1 
Ch. 691.

’Black & Co.’s Case, [18731 8 Ch. 254. [8 Ch. 262.
nVhitchouse & Co., [1878] 9 Ch. D. 595; Black & Co.’s Case, [1873] 
’Car.iage Co-operative Supply Association, [1881[ 27 Ch. D. 322; ex 

parle Felly, [1882] 21 Ch. D. 492; Flitcroft’s Case, |1882| 21 Ch. D. 519.
’Leeds and Hanley Theatres of Varieties, [1904] 2 Ch. 45, where the 

manner of working out cross claims which are not set off is shown.
’Re Clay & Sons, [1896] 3 Mans. 31.
’Re Eaton & Co., [1897 2 Q. B. 16.]
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pressure* of the fear of legal proceedings, whether civil or 
criminal, or with a view of repairing a wrong done (c.<y. 
making good moneys misapplied), it will Ik* protected,1 and 
the same rule applies in the ease of a trustee making good 
breaches of trust.2 3 The payment will also lie unobjectionable 
if made in pursuance of a precedent contract or engagement,a 
or even under the belief that there is a legal obligation to 
pay,4 or if the fund had been specially appropriated to the 
particular object,5 6 for in all these cases it will be observed 
the motive is not that of preferring the creditor. But when* 
a director was entitled under an earlier agreement to have a 
debenture issued for advances already made, and obtained 
the debenture shortly liefore the commencement of the 
winding up, Buckley, d., held the debenture void on the 
analogy of certain cases relating to bills of sale given by an 
insolvent trader.'1

Again, if the object is not to prefer the creditor, but to 
benefit some other person—<'.(/. to relieve a surety from being 
called upon to pay,7 * * * or to obtain some advantage for the 
debtor himself,s or to repair an error, as bv giving a good 
security in place* of a void one11—there will be no fraudulent

'Ex parte Taylor, rcGoldsmid, f 1KS7118 Q. B. 1). 295; New, Franc - and 
Garrard’s Trustee r. Hunting, [1897| 2 Q. B. 19, affirmed mb now. Sharp v. 
Jackson, [1899] App. Ca. 419.

*Re Lake, ex parte Dyer, [1901) 1 K. B. 710; Sharp v. Jackson, [1899] 
App. Ca. 419.

3Ex parte McKenzie, re B nt, (18731 42 L. J. Bank. 25; ex parti Hodgkin, 
re Soft Icy, 118751 20 Çq. 740.

4Bills v. Smith, [18.551 34 L. J. Q. B. 08; re Vaulin, ex part - Saffrev,
11900) 2 Q. B. 325.

6Toovey v. Milne, [18191 2 B. & Ad. 983; Vacher v. Cocks, (1817] 1 B. 
& Ad. 145.

*Re Jackson and Bassford, Limited, [1906( 2 Ch. 497.
7Re Mills, ex parte Official Receiver, [188SJ 5 Mor. 55: re Stenotvper

Limited, (1901] 1 Ch. 250.
*Re Arnott, ex parte Barnard, [1889] 9 Mor. 215.
*Re Tweeddale, (1892) 2 Q. B. 216. Compare re N. Defries & Co.,

(1903 1 Ch. 37a.
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preference. But, on the other hand, to make a payment 
because the debtor thinks the creditor’s case is one of hard
ship is essentially an undue preference.* 1

The intention to prefer the particular creditor must in 
fact be the “substantial, effectual, or dominant” view, but it 
need not be the sole view in the debtor’s mind.2

In the same way, if the creditor brought pressure to bear 
on the debtor to induce him to pay or give security, this 
pressure (if sufficient) will negative the idea that the 
debtor’s view was to give the creditor a preference,3 for the 
word "preference” involves the debtor having a free choice.4 

The question is, however, always one of fact, to lie deter
mined by all the circumstances of the case.

It has been said that a director of a company cannot put 
pressure upon his company so as to avoid the operation of 
these sections.”

The payment or security must be to a creditor with a 
view of preferring such creditor, and for this purpose the 
word “creditor” includes any person who would bo entitled 
to prove in the winding up: e.g. a surety under a con
tingent liability.”

The whole effect of the Companies Acts must be taken 
into account. Thus, as there is no set-off in a winding up 
of calls against debts, it will bo a fraudulent preference for 
directors to effect a set-off of their calls just before 
liquidation." But where directors having guaranteed the 
company’s overdraft made calls, paid up the amount of their

‘Buckley’s Case, [1899] 2 Ch. 725.
1 Ex parle Hill, re Bird, [1883] 23 Ch. 1). (11)5; re Fletcher, ex parle 

Suffolk, [1892] 9 Mor. 8.
‘Butcher v. Stead, [1875] L. R. 7 H. L. 846; ex parte Topham, re Walker, 

[1873] 8 Ch. 614; ex parts He van, re Crawford, [1874[ 9 Ch. 752; Smith i 
Pilg im, [1876] 2 Ch. D. 127.

‘Sharp u. Jackson, [1899] App. Ca. 427.
•Gas Light Improvement Co. v. Terrell, [1870] 10 En. 168.
•Blackpool Motor Car Co., [1901] 1 Ch. 77.
'Washington Diamond Mining Co., [1893] 3 Ch. 95.
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own shares, and used the sum received in paying off the 
hank which had obtained judgment against them personally 
on their guarantee, there was no fraudulent preference, for 
the payment was not to themselves, and the object of making 
it was not to prefer the bank.1

When there is a fraudulent preference the dealing can 
only lie set aside for the benefit of the general body of 
creditors, and not for a single creditor or class of creditors, 
so that if the debenture holders take all the assets a 
preference will not be set aside for their benefit.2

The directors who make payments by way of fraudulent 
preference arc jointly and severally liable to repay the 
amount paid to the company,* but it may be that upon 
proof that the creditors preferred are able to repay the 
amount the directors’ liability will be reduced, for the loss 
to the company is only the sum it is unable to recover, 
together with the costs of recovering the balance.

Contributories and Calls.

Settling List of Contributories.

For the purpose of ascertaining the persons who are 
liable to contribute in the way of paying calls and those who 
are entitled to participate in the surplus assets, the liquidator 
must settle the list of contributories.

183. The term ‘'contributory" means every person liable to ron- 
ribute to the assets of a company in the event of its being wound up. 

and, in all proceedings for determining and in tdl proceedings prior to 
the final determination of the persons who are to be deemed eontrib- 
utories, includes any person alleged to be a contributory.

'Poole’s Case, [1878J 9 Ch. D. 322.
’Willmott v. London Celluloid Co., 11886] 31 Ch. D 425, [1887] 34 Ch. 

D. 147.
•Washington Diamond Mining Co., [18931 3 Ch. 95 C. A. But note 

that this point wa- not argued, the persons who received the payment being 
the two directors who made it, and it was therefore a matter of indifference 
to them on what ground they were ordered to pay.
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The liquidator, whether in a voluntary or compulsory 
winding up, has power to settle the list of contributories ; 
hut in a compulsory winding up he cannot rectify the 
Register without the *|>eeial leave id' the Court. lie 
must pul upon the list every person who is a mem
ber at the lime of the liquidation, and if a ’"I!" list is 
prepared (see infra) all who have been members within one 
year before the commencement of the liquidation. Under 
Section 185 the executors or adminsitrators id" a deceased 
member must lie put on the list in their representative 
capacity. The heirs and devisees may also lie added if 
necessary (Section 185).

The Court can rectify the Register, either on the 
occasion of the original settlement of the list of contribu
tories or s (r.f/. upon a transfer of shares 1 icing
made with the sanction of the Court'), and if a member's 
name should have but has not been removed before the 
liquidation may direct that it shall be excluded from the 
list of contributories- (Sections Id and till'd).

As the power of the liquidator to make calls is on "the 
contributories for the time 1 icing settled on the list of 
contributories," it is essential to settle this list before any 
call is made.

In a voluntary liquidation the same procedure may In- 
folio wed with advantage, but it is not essential to give 
notice to persons to lie settled on the list."

If it is shown that existing members are unable to 
satisfy the contributions required, the list will lie divided 
into two portions, the "A” List and the “B" List, which 
between them must contain the names of all the

-Uiti

'Onward Building Society, [1891] 2 Q. B. 463.
’Nation's Case, [1866] 3 Eq. 77.
■Brighton Arcade Co. t>. Dowling, [1868] L. R. 3 C. P. 175, 187.

583639
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contributories, who are defined by Section 183, from which 
and Section 182 it will be seen that all present members and 
all past members who have not ceased to be members for 
more than a year arc contributories. The names of past 
members who are subject to the contingent liability are 
placed in the “B” List ; the names of present members in 
the “A” List.

The list in a voluntary winding up is only prima facie 
evidence of the liability of the persons named Sec
tion 230 (/)), and anj’ person named may, when proceedings 
are taken against him for calls, show that he was not 
properly included in the list.

It does not follow, because a person’s name is placed 
upon the list of contributories, that he is therefore liable to 
pay calls. It will often happen that the fact of his being on 
that list will entitle him to receive dividends. Every person 
on the Register of Members at the time a company goes 
into liquidation is prima facie a “contributory,” whether his 
shares arc fully paid or not, for the word is used in the 
Acts in respect of distributions of assets and adjustments of 
rights as well as in connection with calls.' Where the shares 
are fully paid the holders of such shares are of course 
exempt from further calls in respect of them.

It is the duty of the liquidator in a voluntary 
liquidation to rectify and in a compulsory winding up to 
procure the rectification of the Register by placing or asking 
the Court to place upon it the names of persons who have 
agreed to take shares and become members, but have never 
been placed upon the Register, or who having previously had 
their names upon the Register have afterwards had them 
improperly removed, either by an irregular transfer of the 
shares to some other person, or by an invalid forfeiture or

'Anglesea Colliery Co., |1866] 1 Ch. S55.
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surrender of the shares. If the liquidator in a voluntary 
winding up believes a person to be liable as a contributory, 
he should place his name on the list (under Sec
tion 230 (e)), and leave him to take proceedings in order to 
correct the error if there be any;1 but in a proper case the 
liquidator may take out a summons to have it determined 
whether any class of persons ought to bo included in the list 
of contributories. Such a question should not, however, be 
included in a summons asking other relief.2

When a company has gone into liquidation it is too late 
for a member to get his name removed on the ground that he 
was induced to take shares by fraudulent misrepresentation. 
Unless his action was commenced before the winding up, he 
will remain liable upon his shares.3

A person who has transferred his shares to an infant, or 
who has, by false representations, procured an irresponsible 
person to be accepted in bis place, or a member who has 
procured a fraudulent or collusive forfeiture or surrender of 
his shares, or a forfeiture or surrender which is not within 
the powers of the directors to bo made, will be restored to 
the Register and held liable.4 But a purchaser who has 
procured the transfer to be made to a person of small means 
as trustee for him,8 or even to an infant," cannot be put 
on the list of contributories, for there is no privity between 
him and the company.

The holders of shares forfeited more than a year before 
the commencement of the winding up cannot be placed on 
the list of contributories, even if they remain liable for calls

•Re Cornwall Brick Co., [1893] W. N. 9.
’Re E. J. Wragg, [189711 Ch. 891.
•Tennant t>. Glasgow Bank, [1870) 4 App. Ca. 615. 
•See pages 49 and 152, supra.
•King’s Case, [1871] 6 Ch. 196.
•Massey and Giffln’s case, [1907] 1 Ch. 582.
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made before the forfeiture,1 nor can tho comnany* or the 
liquidator8 under the common form of Articles annul the 
forfeiture without the consent of the member so as to make 
biin a contributory; but if the forfeiture was within a year 
of tho winding up he may be placed on tho “B” List.4 An 
irregular forfeiture or surrender of shares, however, does 
not become valid by lapse of time.8

In the case of transfers, if a transfer has not been 
completed by registration the transferor remains a member 
and must be put on the “A” List of Contributories. If tho 
transfer has been completed by registration less than a year 
before the commencement of the winding up, the transferor 
should be put on the “B” List, even if the shares have in. 
the meantime been forfeited.0

Where shares are fully paid there is no occasion to put 
past members on the “B” List, for only the liability of the 
holders is affected thereby.

The liability of the “B” contributories (past members) 
is limited (a) to tho amount remaining unpaid on the shares 
they previously held, after exhausting all means of obtaining 
payment from the present holders; and (b) to the amount 
required to pay tho debts contracted while they were 
memliers, after taking credit against such debts for the 
amounts paid out of the assets and calls on present members, 
tho unsecured debts of whatever date ranking equally against 
such assets and calls.7 There is no rule that either set of

'Needham’s Case, 11867] 4 Eq. 136; Iaulies’ Dress Association r. 
t'ulbrook, 11000] 2 Q. B. 376.

'Re Exchange Trust, 11903] 1 Ch. 711 
’Dawes's Case, |1868| 6 Eq. 232.
•Creyke’s Case, [1870] 5 Ch. 63.
’Esparto Trading Co., [1879] 12 Ch. D. 191; Bottomley’s Case, [1881] 

16 Ch. D. 681; Bellerby e. Howland & Marwood’s Steamship Co., [1902]
2 Ch. 14.

’Badger and Neill's Case, [1869] 4 Ch. 236.
'Brett’s Case and Morris’s Case, [187-t] 8 Ch. 800.
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contributions is to be applied rather to one set of debts than 
the other.1

Calls in a Liquidation.

When a company is ordered to he wound up, the powers 
of the directors to make calls cease, the liquidator alone 
being able to do so ; and the Court cannot enable the receiver 
in a debenture holder’s action, or any other person, to make 
calls.2

When tho list of contributories is prepared, the 
liquidator having, if the winding up is by the Court, first 
obtained the sanction of the Court, must make such calls 
upon the persons for the time being settled on the list of 
contributories, whose shares arc not fully paid, as he deems 
necessary for paying the costs of the winding up and the 
debts of the company.3 lie may make calls in the aggregate 
exceeding the amount required if he has reason to think 
that the contributories will not all pay up in full (Sec
tion 212 and Section 230 (r)), or he may enforce a call 
previously made by the directors,4 but the simpler course is 
to make a new call, unless interest has accrued in respect of 
calls made before the liquidation.

The liquidator should make calls in respect of any shares 
supposed to be fully paid, but which are not in fact 
properly protected (such as shares issued at a discount and 
shares for which the company has not received valuable 
consideration).0 If he does not make such calls he is not 
in a position to enforce payment against the contributories,

'Webb D. Whiffin, 11871] L. R. 5 H. L. 711.
•Fowler v. Broad’s Patent Night Lights Co., [1893] 1 Ch. 724.
•Even if debts disputed (Contract Corporation, [1807] 2 Ch. 95).
•Stone v. City and Countv Bank, [1878] 3 C. P. I) 282; Westmoreland 

Slate Co. t>. Fielden, [1891] 3 Ch. 15.
•Welton e>. SalTery, (18971 App. Ca. 299; Weymouth ami Channel 

Islands Steam Packet Co., [1891] 1 Ch. 00
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although he may ohtain a declaration of their liability to 
pay what may Ik» called, and subsequently when the call is 
made he will he able by fresh proceedings to enforce it.1

The liability to contribute in a winding up is a liability 
created by Statute (Section 184), and takes the place of the 
liability which previously existed under the Articles of 
Association to pay calls when made by the directors.1 
Accordingly the liability cannot la- affected or controlled by 
tin* Articles or by contract with the company, nor do the 
provisions of the Articles as to interest during default bind 
the contributory.3 Moreover, the Statute of Limitations 
runs from the time the liquidator makes the call, and even 
when a call made bv the directors is Statute barred the 
liquidator can enforce a call made by himself.

The amount called is “a debt of the nature of a 
specialty accruing due from him at the time when his 
liability commenced,4 but payable at the times when calls 
arc made" by the liquidator (Section 184).

From this it follows that if a company is indebted to 
one of its members, ami before the winding up the member 
assigns the debt to a stranger, the company can only set off 
against tin» debt calls made previously to notice of the 
assignment,3 but if the winding up precedes the notice of 
assignment the company can, by virtue of this section, set 
off calls made subsequently.”

In making calls, the liquidator is not hound by any 
agreement which may have been made between the members 
and the company, ami lie may call up the amount unpaid

'Re E. J. Wragg, 11897] 1 Ch. 802.
•Burgess's Case, (1880] lti Ch. D. 507.
•Welsh Flannel Co., (18751 20 Eq. 3U0.
•That is when the eontributory first contracted to become a member 

1er parte Canwell, (1866) 4 De G. J. & S. 539; Williams r. Harding, [1866] 
!.. H. 1 H. L. 29; cx parte Hatcher, [1879] 12 Ch. D. 284).

•Christie e. Taunton & Co., (18931 2 Ch. 175.
•Chinn Steamship Co., (1869] 7 Eq 240.
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with greater rapidity than the prospectus and Articles 
would have allowed the directors to do.1

Calls may l>e made, after all the debts have been paid, 
for the purpose of adjusting the rights of the contributories 
among themselves, and for this purpose holders of fully 
paid shares must bo deemed to be contributories.2 * Thus, if, 
after the debts are paid and the assets are exhausted, some 
members have paid up twenty dollars per share and others 
only ten dollars, a call must bo made upon the latter to raise 
such a sum as will, when returned to the members of the 
former class, make the amounts paid up equal.* In a 
voluntary liquidation directors (if any) may enforce the 
calls by forfeiture or sale of the shares, and if there are no 
directors the company may meet and elect directors for that 
purpose.4

If proof is given that there is probable cause for 
believing that a contributory is about to abscond or remove 
or conceal his goods for the purpose of avoiding payment of 
calls, or avoiding examination in respect of the affairs of the 
company, the Court may order him to be arrested, and his 
books, moneys, and goods seized and kept (Section 222). 
This power is seldom used, but has been resorted to in the 
case of a director.5

Inspection of Books and Papers of Company.
In a winding up by or under the supervision of the 

Court creditors and contributories may obtain an order 
allowing them to inspect the books and papers in the 
possession of the company (Section 258). In a voluntary 
winding up they may apply to the Court for the same

‘Cordova Union Gold Co., (18911 2 Ch. 580.
2Anglesen Colliery Co., [186G] 1 Ch. 555; ex parte, Maude, [18711 ti 

Ch. 51.
•See ex parte Maude, (1871) 6 Ch. 51; Anglo-Continental Corporation, 

(18981 1 Ch. 327.
«Ladd’s Case, (18931 3 Ch. 453.
«Imperial Mercantile Credit Co.. [1868] 5 F.<|. 204.
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purpose iimlvr Section 237. The order is rarely refused 
unless special circumstances exist. On the commencement 
of a winding up the right which previously existed of 
iusjiecting the Register of Members under Section 41 and 
ihe Register of Mortgages under Section 109 ceases.1

Examination ok Dihkctoks and Otiikh Pkrsons.

In the course of collecting the assets of the company the 
liquidator is assisted in obtaining information by the 
provisions of Sections 220 and 221. The former allows the 
private examination of any persons capable of giving 
information concerning the affairs of the company ; the 
latter, which is only available in a compulsory winding up, 
is a more or less penal proceeding against promoters, 
directors, and officers of the company who appear from the 
Liquidator’s report to have been guilty of wrongdoing. Front 
the information acquired in these proceedings, as well as 
from the papers and documents of the company, and 
information obtained from third parties, the liquidator will 
learn whether he has good ground for taking proceedings 
for the recovery of any property of the company or damages 
from its officers for any misfeasance.

Public Examination.
By Section 221 '“the Court may, after consideration of 

the report, direct that any person who has taken any part 
in the promotion or formation of the company, or has been a 
director or officer of the company, shall .... be 
publicly examined as to the promotion or formation or the 
conduct of the business of the company, or as to his conduct 
and dealings as director or officer thereof.” There are no 
similar provisions in the case of a voluntary winding up.

'Kent Coalfields Syndicate, 11898) 1 Q. B. 754; Somerset ». Lands Secur- 
tiee Co., [1897] W. N. 29.
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The liquidator and any creditor or contributory may 
lake part in the examination jiersonally or by solicitor or 
counsel (Section 221. Sub-sections 2 to t), and the Court 
may put questions.

The examination shall lie on oath, and the person 
examined is bound to answer all questions which the Court 
shall allow. A )>erson to be examined is entitled, at his own 
expense, to have, prior to the examination, a copy of the 
report of the 1. , and to employ a solicitor, with or
without counsel, who may -re-examine him ‘‘for the purpose 
of enabling him to explain or qualify any answers given by 
him.” In practice the Registrar allows in re-examination 
questions to elucidate any matter fairly arising, and permits 
witnesses to explain or deny suggestions made against them 
during the evidence of other persons.

There is no definition of the word “officers." It has 
been held by the Court of Apppeal that auditors are officers,1 
and the secretary has frequently lieen reported and examined. 
Whether such persons as accountants, cashiers, or persona 
managing agencies are officers is very doubtful.

The examination is a roving inquiry, not confined to a 
pre-determined issue so long as it relates to "the promotion 
or formation or the conduct of the business of the company," 
or as to the conduct and dealings of the person examined “as 
director or officer thereof." Aggrieved shareholders may 
seek to obtain information that will be useful in case of 
future litigation. Hut the Court will not allow the 
defendants in an action brought by the company to seek to 
obtain admissions from directors to bo used against the 
company,2 and in a case of pending litigation would probably

'London anil General Hunk, [1895] 2 Ch. 116, followed, but doubted, 
in Kingston Cotton Mill Co. No. 1, [1896] 1 Ch. 6.

,Rt 1 >iiiiIon and Globe Finanec Corporation, [1902] W. N. 16, 60 W. 
li 253.

411
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also protect the witness against questions prejudicing his 
ease.

Private Era m i nation.

I nder Section 220 the Court may, after making an order 
for the winding up of a company, summon “any officer of 
the company or person known or suspected to have in his 
possession any property of the company or supposed to he 
indebted to the company, or any person whom the Court 
deems capable of giving information concerning the trade, 
dealings, affairs, or property of the company,” and may 
examine him on oath, and require him to subscribe a note of 
his evidence. The ( 'ourt may require him to produce any books 
and papers in his custody or power relating to the company, 
hut if he has a lieu this is without prejudice to such lien, as 
to which the Court has jurisdiction to determine all 
questions' (Section 220, Sub-section 3). In a voluntary 
winding up a similar order may be obtained, for Section 237 
authorises the Court to exercise all the same powers as in a 
compulsory winding up. The Court may order a recalcitrant 
witness to be apprehended and brought liefore the Court for 
examination (Section 220, Sub-section 4).

It will be observed that strangers to the company may 
thus be examined if they arc deemed capable of giving useful 
information. An order for such an examination may be 
obtained by the liquidator, or a creditor or contributory, but 
the Court has a discretion to make or refuse the order.

The liquidator’s application may be made ex parte and 
without affidavit. It is doubtful whether the party ordered 
to be examined has any right to appeal,2 and at all events 
the Court of Appeal will not interfere with the Judge's

’The mere reservation of his lien does not give the solicitor any right or 
priority which he would not otherwise have had (Horie r. Stevenson, 
11908] S. C. 559 Court of Sess).

'Re Gold Co., [1879] 12 Ch. D. 77. Compare North Australian 
Territory Co., [1890) 45 Ch. D. 87.
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discretion unless there lias been a serious miscarriage of 
justice,'or unless the application is oppressive.2 The order 
will not be made on the application of a creditor or con
tributory without strong grounds being shown,3 and a 
dissentient mendier will not la* allowed to use this procedure 
to obtain evidence for valuing his interest in the company.4 
Notice of the application by a creditor or contributory 
should first lie given to the liquidator ; and even if the order 
is made an undertaking may be required from the person 
obtaining the order not to disclose the information obtained 
in the examination.1 The procedure is freely used with a 
view to ascertaining the means of contributories, and whether 
or not transactions by directors have been irregular.

The examination is a “proceeding in the Supreme 
Court,” and the Court has jurisdiction to order the person 
on whose application the examination was ordered to pay 
the personal expenses and costs of the persons examined.”

A witness is entitled to require a reasonable sum for his 
expenses (Section 220, Sub-section 4).

The witness must give all the information in his power, 
including matters of hearsay,7 and can only refuse to 
answer questions on the ground that they might tend to 
incriminate him, or on the ground of professional 
privilege.8 Ho must produce any documents which are in 
his custody or control and are asked for.

The examination is conducted by the liquidator or the 
person to whom the Court grants the order. The Court,

'lie Joseph Hargreaves, Limited, (1900] 1 Ch. 347.
•Heiron's Case (1880] 15 Ch. D. 139.
•Imperial Continental Water Corporation, |1886| 33 Ch. D. 314; 

Heiron's Case, (1880) 15 Ch. I). 139; Whitworth's Case, (1882] 19 Ch. 
I). 118.

•British Building Stone Co., (1908] 2 Ch. 450.
•Zte llemp, Yarn, and Cordage Co., [1896(: unreported.
•Appleton, French and Scrafton, Limited, [1905] 1 Ch. 749 
•Ottoman Co., |1867] 15 W. U. 1009.
•Silketone and Dodworth Coal and Iron Co., 118821 19 Ch. D, 121.
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In m over, may disallow any question which it considers ought 
not to be put.1 Any other person who has leave to take part 
in the examination may, subject to the directions of the 
Registrar, put any questions lie may think fit. In either 
case counsel or a solicitor may be employed, and the witness 
may lie represented by counsel or solicitor, who may .re
examine him.2

A summons is the proper method of securing the 
attendance of a witness.2 A witness who fails to attend may 
be apprehended,4 or an order lie made that he do attend and 
pay the costs occasioned by his default;6 failure to obey such 
an order is punishable as contempt.

Collecting the Assets.
By Section 11)8, Sub-section 1, “in a winding up by the 

Court the liquidator shall take into his custody, or under 
his control, all the property and things in action to which 
the company is or appears to be entitled,” and this is one of 
i he powers exercisable by a voluntary liquidator under 
Section 230 (d).

Section 210 empowers the Court to “require any con
tributory for the time being settled on the list of 
contributories, and any trustee, receiver, banker, agent, or

‘North Australian Territory Co., [18901 45 Ch. D. 87. An officer of a 
company in liquidât ion was compelled to answer questions as to what he 
had done with the company's documents, though such questions tended 
incidentally to defeat a claim of privilege raised by a third party in an action 
brought against him by the company (rc l»ndon and Northern Ilank. 
[1901] 18 T. L. R. 130, 206); but the solicitor to the third party, w-ho had 
documents belonging to the company in his jmsscssion, successfully claimed 
privilege wdiell asked from whom he had received them (re London and 
Northern flank, 11901] 18 T. L. R. 403). llut semble the solicitor's prin
cipal is not protected (re London and Northern Bank, 119011 18 T. L. R. 
537). See also the same case, 8.5 L T. 698, 50 W. R. 262.

’Cambrian Mining Co., [1882| 20 Ch. D. 376.
’English Joint Stock Bank, 11867] 3 Eq. '203; Credit Co. ». Webster, 

[1885] 53 L. T. 420.
‘Haven Gold Milling Co., per Bacon, V. C., 30th May, 1884.
‘Trower and Lawson’s Case, [1872] 14 Eq. 8; Lisbon Steam Tramway 

'1876] 2 Ch. D. 575; Silkstone and Dod worth Coal and Iron Co.. Whit
worth’s Case, |1881 .50 L. .1, Ch 752 30 W. R. 33.
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officer of the company to pay, deliver, convey, surrender, or 
transfer forthwith, or within such time as the Court directs, 
to the liquidator any money, property, or books and papers 
in his hands to which the company is prima facie entitled.”1

Under the above section of the Act the Court has ordered 
a director to deliver [tosscssiou of a colliery which he had 
agreed to sell to the company,2 and a receiver for debenture 
holders to hand over such of the books of the company as 
were not necessary for establishing the title of the debenture 
holders.8 But the section must not be strained to bring 
within them persons who are not within the express words : 
e.g. ordinary debtors or persons who have indirectly obtained 
moneys of the company.4

In cases not within Section 210 the liquidator must 
resort to an action at law under Section l!)!l which 
empowers him “to bring or defend any action or other legal 
proceeding in the name and on behalf of the company but 
he must in a compulsory winding up first obtain the sanction 
of the Court, or that of the committee of inspection 
(if any).

It is to be noted that the power of the Court under 
Section 213 to order contributories or purchasers or other 
persons from whom money is due to pay sums due from 
them into some chartered bank to the account of the 
liquidator is not by the Act conferred on the liquidator; 
but he may of course apply to the Court to make such an 
order.

When property is received by the liquidator or comes 
under his control he may, with the consent of the Court, or 
of the committee of inspection (if any), sell it by public

'In a voluntary winding up the liquidator ran apply to the Court, 
under Section 237 to enforce this right,

"Oakwell Collieries Co., [1879) W, N. 65.
"Engel v. South Metropolitan Brewing Co., [1892] 1 Ch. 442.
"United English and Scottish Assurance- Co.. [1868] 3 Ch. 787; Imperial 

Land Co. of Marseilles, [1870) 10 Eq. 298.
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auction or private contract, ami either together or in parcels 
( Section 1110). In a voluntary wintjing tip the liquidator can 
sell without obtaining any sanction (Section 230 (</)).

Section 210, requiring the delivery over of money, 
property, and hooks, does not apply in a voluntary winding 
up; Imt the liquidator can apply to the Court under Sec
tion 237 to exercise these powers.

I’aOI KHIIlMIS Ao.UNST 1 )i:i.lNqVF.NT DlltKl’TOBS.

Promotkhs. and Okfiokrk.
Proceedings against directors, promoters, and officers may 

lie taken hv the liquidator or any creditor or contributory 
under Section 254, which refers to every manner of 
winding up.

Fnder this section the liquidator is the proper person to 
apply for the recovery of money or damages payable to the 
company. It was, however, doubted in one case whether 
the liquidator could claim the repayment of dividends paid 
out of the capital, and to meet the difficulty a creditor was 
added as co-applicant,* 1 hut now there seems to be no such 
doubt.* It often hap|tens, moreover, that the liquidator, 
before taking any steps, requires a satisfactory indemnity, 
and failing this will not move in the matter. If the 
liquidator does not take proceedings any creditor or con
tributory may apply, provided that the state of the assets is 
such that a benefit will result to the applicant from a 
successful issue of the proceedings. Thus, in the case of a 
company whose assets ( including what was recovered on the 
summons) would suffice to pay only a dividend to creditors, 
a contributory would have no lucui ulaiidi to apply.3

This section does not create any new liability on the 
persons named, but only provides a method of enforcing

'/?f National Fumls Assurance Co., [1S79; 10 Ch. D UK.
Hr National Hank of Wales, |1K'.K)| 2 ('ll. «50.

1 lientinek r. Fenn. [IX88| 12 \pp. va. 052.



rights which might have been enforced hy an action before 
the winding up, and which even after the winding up may, 
if more convenient, be so enforced.1

But the word “misfeasance” does not cover every 
misconduct hy an officer of the company as such, for which 
lie might have been sued apart from the section; for the 
section only refers to the recovery of assets. It “means 
misfeasance in the nature of a breach of trust: that is to 
say, that it refers to something which the officer has done 
wrongly by misapplying or retaining in his own hands any 
money of the company, or by which the company’s property 
has been wasted or the company’s credit improperly 
pledged; it must be something resulting in actual loss to 
the company,"1 and elsewhere it has been defined as consist
ing of any breach of duty (e.g. negligence) of an officer, in 
his capacity as officer, which results in an improper 
application of the assets or property of the company,’ 
including property which ought to have come to the 
company, hut has been intercepted, for “money had and 
received for the use of the company may in equity, without 
impropriety, lie called money of the company."4

Proceedings under this section may he taken against all 
or any of the persons named for any misfeasance resulting 
in loss of assets to the company. Accordingly, a promoter 
who has made a secret profit can be compelled to repay 
it,6 and where the directors participated in the profit, the 
fact that they knew of it does not protect the promoter if the

'Coventry and Dixon's Case, [1880] 14 Ch. D. 600, 670.
•Coventry and Dixon's Case, [1880] 14 Ch. D. 660, 670; Benlinck r. 

Kami, [1888] 12 App. Ca. 652.
"Kingston Cotton Mill Co No. 2, [1896] 2 Ch. at page 288, where 

auditors who failed to use reasonable skill and eare were held to he within 
the section. This is nonfeasance rather than misfeasance.

•Sale Hotel nnd Botanical Gardens, [1898] 78 L. T. 368.
•Gluekstein r. Barnes, [t900[ App. Ca. 240: Leeds and Ilanlev Theatres 

i f Varieties, (1902] 2 Ch. 809
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-liiirchuldvrs were ignorant uf it,1 even though they might 
Imve discovered it by reading the contracts referred to in 
'I"' prospectus.* lint if a promoter has disclosed that he is 
re selling at a profit property he has recently acquired, he is 
not liable to account for such profit even though the amount 
<’t it was concealed,8 unless lie was promoter at the time 
when he acquired the property.4

Directors may be ordered to repay moneys inipnqierlv 
paid to a promoter,1 or money paid to a contractor for an 
improper pur|sise," or for underwriting the capital in an 
unlawful manner,7 or flic amount of shares issued as fully 
paid under the pretence that they were part of the purchase
..... sidération but were in fact promotion money," or moneys
paid by way of fraudulent preference of creditors," or the 
discount at which shares have been issued if by reason of the 
'"''sequent sale of the shares the holders are not liable to 
calls.10

I he section may also be used to procure the repayment 
moneys improperly received by directors, officers, or 

agents of the company, as, c.ij., remuneration improperly 
received by the directors;11 commission taken from 
|»ei-sons doing business with the company, or presents made

'Erlanger r. New Sombrero Co., |I879] 3 App. Cn. 1218; Lagunas Nit
rate (si. e. Lagunas Syndicate, [ 1810.11 2 Ch. 392.
, h',™,1''. 'bad Co., 11897] W. N. 175; Olmypia, Limited, |1898| 2 C'h.
I'M, 11 IKK)| App. Ca. 240, xtib. nom. (ilurkutein v. Barnes.

"Lady Forrest (Murchison) Gold Mine, 11901) 1 Ch. 582, where the 
-artier cases are discussed. Compare Borland r. Earle, |19<r2] App Ca 98 

•Gluckstein r. Barnes, |1900| App. Ca. 240; Ladvwell Mining Co. e 
Brookes, ]1887] 35 Ch. D. 400.

*Ex parte Petty, (1882] 21 Ch. I). 492.
•London Trust Co. v. Mackenzie, 11893] W. N. 9 
’Faure Electric Accumulator Co., |1889| 40 Ch. t). 141 
"Bland’s Case, |1893] 2 Ch. 012.
•Washington Diamond Co., (180:1) 3 Ch. 95.
1 “Hirsehe ». Sims, |1894] App. Ca. 654.
“Ranee’s Case, 11871] 0 Ch. 104; Brighton Brewery Co., Hunt's Case.

1808] 37 L. J. Ch. 278. 10 W. It. 472; Merchants' Fire Office r Armstrong 
1901] W. N. 103.
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by promoters ;* profits made by purchasing shares from the 
vendor below par ;2 * and where a promoter agreed to purchase 
the directors' qualification at par, and did so, the director 
was belli liable to account to the company for the money so 
received.* Where several directors receive secret profits, 
knowing of the gifts to each other, they arc jointly and 
severally liable for the aggregate amount received by them 
all.4 *

A director of a company who lias received moneys of the 
company which it was iillra vires for it to pay to him can be 
made to repay at the instance of the liquidator or creditors, 
although all the directors and shareholders knew and 
approved of the payment.6 7 8 But it is otherwise if the pay
ment was intru vires.6

If all the directors accept gifts from the promoter, the 
knowledge that the others arc receiving benefits does not 
form a protection to each; the profit is still secret and 
improper as regards the company.’

In cases of receiving benefits from promoters or vendors 
complete disclosure of the facts in the prospectus will 
protect the directors from liability to repay;* but a partial 
disclosure in a prospectus which is misleading will not 
suffice.®

'London and Provincial Starch Co., [1809] 20 L. T. 390; Oxford 
Benefit Building Society, |1SX7| 35 Ch. 1). 502; Carriage Co-operative 
Supply Association, [1KX4] 27 Ch. I). 322: Pearson's Case, [18771 5 Ch. I). 
330; Huv'h Case, [1875) 10 Ch. 593; De Ruvigne’s Case, [ 1877) 5 Ch. I). 306;
Knglefeld Colliery Co., [1878] 8 Ch. I). 388; Metcalfe's Case, [1880] 13 Ch. 
4). 109. -Weston’s Care, 11879) 10 Ch. I). 579.

8Archer’s Case, [1892] 1 Ch. 322.
♦Carriage Co-operative Supply Association, [1884] 27 Ch. D. 322.
*Re ( ieorge Newman & Co., [1895] 1 Ch. 074. But see Innés & Co., 

[1903] 2 Ch. 254.
6lie British Seamless Paper Box Co., [1881] 17 Ch. I). 467.
7Carriage Co-operative Supply Association, [1884] 27 Ch. I). 322; 

Lagunas Nitrate Co. e. Lagunas Syndicate, [1899] 2 Ch. 392; Gluckstein r. 
Barnes 11900] App. Ca. 240.

8Re Postage Stamp Automatic Delivery Co., [1892] 3 Ch. 566.
8He Olympia, Limited, [1S9S] 2 Ch. 153; [1900] App. Ca. 240, sul> now. 

Gluckstein v. Barnes; Lagunas Nitrate Co. v. Lagunas Syndicate, [1899] 
2 Ch. 392
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Where directors have improperly received a gift of 
shares from the promoter the liquidator may claim either tho 
shares or their value at par or their highest value during the 
time the directors have held them but the market prices 
are not necessarily conclusive, and the circumstances of the 
case must lie considered.2 The company, however, cannot 
follow the proceeds of any shares sold by the delinquent so 
as to take the profit he has subsequently made by the use of 
the money.8

Under this section damages may be recovered in respect 
of a wilful sale of the assets of the company at less than 
their proper value,4 and damages in respect of frauds upon 
the company in its formation or promotion. But a director 
cannot lie made to account for profits made upon a re-sale to 
the company of property purchased by him on bis own account 
and without mandate from the company, even though he 
purchased the property with a view to such re-sale and 
re-sold it without disclosing his interest.5 Where the 
purchase price is swollen by fully paid shares to be used for 
gifts to the directors, the directors cannot be put on the list 
of contributories as holders of shares not fully paid up;8 and 
although in a public company if the gift was secret or not 
disclosed in the prospectus the directors could lie made liable 
for a misfeasance in accepting the shares,7 in a private

'Eden r. Hillsdale's Railway Lamp and Unlit inn Co., (1889) 23 Q. B. 
1). 3tiS; re Postage Stamp Automatic Delivery Co., [1892] 3 Ch. 506; 
Metcalfe’s Case, [1880] 13 Ch. D. Hitt; McKay's Case, |187(i| 2 Ch. D. 1 ; 
Ormerod’s Case 11887] 37 !.. T. 244, 25 W. It. '763.

*8haw e. Holland, [1900] 2 Ch. 305.
■Lister iV Co. r. Htuhlis, 11890] 45 Ch. D. 1.
■New Travellers' Chambers, [1895] 12 Times L. It. 529; Park Gate 

Wagon Co., [18811 17 Ch. I). 239.
■Borland v. Earle, |1902| App. Ca. at page 98. The company can re

scind such a contract if it is in a jiosition to restore the property.
•Carling's Case. [18701 1 Ch. D. 115; limes & Co., |1903| 2 Ch, 254. 
'See eases cited in last note. The same rule applies where there is an 

offer of stares to the public, even if none are in fact taken bv persons 
ignorant of the gift (Postage Stamp Automatic Delivery Co., |1892| 3 C... 
566; Telescriptor Syndicate, [19031 2 Ch. 175).
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coinpiiiiy, wlu'iv «II parlies hail full knowledge of the facts, 
no liahilily attaches either to the vendor or the directors.1

The section can also he used to compel directors to make 
good, with interest to the company, .the whole amounts of 
dividends improperly declared* or paid where there are no 
profit»,3 for no distinction is made as regards liability 
between the ease of dividends improperly received by the 
directors themselves and those paid to other shareholders;4 
but there is the difference that the Statute of Limitations is 
a protection in regard to dividends paid to others, lint not in 
regard to those taken by the directors,” and, further, if the 
shareholders received their dividends with knowledge that 
they were paid out of capital, they will ho liable to 
indemnify the directors to the extent to which they have 
respectively received such dividends,® for which reason it is 
often made a term of the order that it shall he without 
prejudice to the directors right to recover from the share
holders,7aml it has been suggested that an order will not he 
made against the directors if the only result would be to pay 
again to shareholders the dividends they have already 
received,7 hut it is to he noted that with a fluctuating body 
of shareholders this will seldom lie the case even in a solvent 
company.

The directors will, however, escape liability for the 
repayment of dividends if it appears that they had a bond 
fide and reasonable belief that there were profits available for

'lie British Seamless Paper Box Co., [18811 17 Ch. D. 407; Innés & Co. 
119031 2 Ch. 2.54.

^Stringer’s Case, [1869] 4 Ch. 475; National Funds Assurance Co., [1879] 
10 Ch. D. 118; Oxford Benefit Building Society, [1887] 35 Ch. D 502; 
London and General Bank, [1895] 2 Ch. 166, 673.

3/ft Sharpe and Bennett, [1892] 1 Ch. 154; National Bank of Wales,, 
[1899] 2 Ch. 650.

«Flitrroft’s C ise, [1882] 21 Ch. D. 536.
‘National Bank of Wales, [18991 2 Ch. 663.
®Moxham v. Grant, [1900] 1 Q. B. 88.
7Alexandra Palace Co., [1881] 20 C i. D. 119: National Funds Assurance 

Co , [1879] HtCh D 118.
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the payment of the dividends, and for this purpose it has 
lieen held that they are justified in relying upon the reports 
and valuations of trusted officers of the company,1 and arc 
not liable if hook debts believed to ho good prove bad;8 but 
they must exercise their discretion in good faith.3

A director who took shares in the names of his infant 
children, although in the special circumstances not liable as 
a contributory, was ordered to pay the amount of the calls 
as damages under this section.4

Where money is lost to the company through an error of 
judgment of the directors, it cannot be recovered either 
under this section or by action.5 It has even been said that 
directors have never been held liable for negligence unless it 
lias been so gross as practically to amount to fraud, but 
although in some cases it has been suggested that it is 
necessary to show gross negligence,0 on other occasions the 
phrase has been objected to as meaningless.1 The true test 
appears to be that first a duty must be shown, and then that 
that duty has been neglected to the detriment of the 
company, end the charge has more often failed by reason of 
the difficulty in showing what has been the duty neglected 
than by inability to prove the neglect. On both points all 
the circumstances surrounding the ads and the common 
practice of business men have to be considered. For 
instance, directors must not lie treated as if they were

•Ranee’s Case, [1871] 6 Ch. 118; Denham & Co., [18831 25 Ch. D. 766; 
Dovcy ». Cory, [1901] App. Ca. 35. Compare Kingston Cotton Mill Co. 
No. Z [1896[ 2 Ch. 288.

•City of Glasgow Hank ». Mackinnnn, [1882] 9 Court of Seas. Ca., 
4th Seri s 602.

•New Mashonalantl Syndicate, 11892] 3 Ch. 577.
*Re Crenver Ac. Co., ex parte Wilton, [18731 8 Ch. 45.
•Ovcrend, Gurney & Co., v. Gibb, [1872] L. H. 5 H. L. 480; Dovey r. 

Cory, [1901] App. Ca. 477; New Mashonaland Syndicate, [1892] 3 Ch. 577.
•Turmiand v. Marshall, [18691 4 Ch. 376; Overend, Gurney & Co. », 

Gibb, [1872[ L. It. 5 H. L. 480. Compare Lagunas Nitrate Co. ». Laguna» 
Syndicate, [1899) 2 Ch. 392.

'Wilson ». Brett, [1843[ 11 M. & W. 115.
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accountants knowing and understanding all that the books 
would show if carefully investigated, nor are they liable if 
deceived by the fraud id others whom they might reasonably 
trust,1 nor must auditors lie treated as persons able to value 
the stock-in-trade of the company.1

Non-attendance at board meetings is not such negligence 
as to create a liability.1

liv Section 2U.‘I, if in any proceeding against a director 
for negligence or breach of trust it appears that he may bo 
liable, but has acted honestly and reasonably and ought fairly 
to be excused, the Court may relieve him either wholly or 
partly from his liability on such terms as the Court may 
think proper.

I he directors or others who are wrongdoers will bo 
declared to be jointly and severally liable for the repayments 
ordered In lie made:1 e.g. auditors whose default has led to a 
payment of dividend out of capital may lie declared liable 
both severally and jointly with the directors.6

Persons who are de facto officers (c.g. directors or 
auditors) are liable under this section, although their 
appointment may have liven irregular.”

The secretary is an officer of the company, and will bo 
ordered to repay the value of the bonus shares given him by 
tho vendor to the company’ unless he makes full disclosure 
to the company." The manager, liquidator, and “any person 
who has taken part in tho formation or promotion of the

'Dovcy U. Cory, [1901] App. Ca. -177; I’refontaine 11. Grenier, [1907] 
App. ('a. 101. i

-Kingston Cotton Mill Co. No. 2, [189111 2 Ch. 289.
’Marquis of Bute's Case, [18921 2 Ch. 109.
■Flitcroft's Case. [1882| 21 Ch. 1). 519; Carriage Co-operative Supply 

Association, [18811 27 Ch. 1). 922.
!.. Msinilon and U 'lierai Bank No. 2, [18951 2 Ch. 1179.

■Coventry ami Dixon's Case, [1S89| Il ( a, D. ti I); Gibson e. Barton, 
[18751 I,. It. 19 Q. B. 929; re Western Counties Steun Bakeries Co., [18971
tea. 617.

’McKay’s Case, [187.11 2 Ci D. 1.
Sale Hotel Co., ex parte llesketh, [1898] 78 b. T. 9118.
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company,” are expressly mcnlioned in Section 254, and may 
a.... rdingly be rendered lialilc for any misfeasance.

The trustees for debenture holders are not, it seems, 
■ ■Hirers for the purpose of this section.1

Neither the hankers nor the solicitors of a company arc 
i 'Hirers within the meaning of this section,2 unless the 
solicitors have other duties and occupy a different position 
from that of purely legal advisers;3 but if they have in their 
[possession money or property of the company, it may he 
recovered from them under Section 210. A trustee in whose 
name funds are or ought to he invested is also within the 
section.4 * *

In the case of the death of a director or other person in 
the position of a trustee, his estate remains liable for any 
breach of trust (including payment of dividends out of 
capital) he may have committed,* hut not for negligence,* 
<ir trespass,7 or deceit, unless his estate has benefited by the 
fraud for these are [personal actions which die with the 
[person. Proceedings against executors must he by action 
and not by summons under the section.” Where some of the 
ilireetors have died, proceedings may he taken or continued 
against the survivors under the section.'0

After the lapse of six years cither The Trustee 
Act Ii.S. Il.C. 11)11 (Section 84) or the Statute of

1 Astley v New Tivoli, Limited, [ ! SHIP 1 Ch. tôt, 154.
•Re Imperial Land Co, of Marseilles, [1870) 10 Ko. 208; Carter's Case. 

I88li| 31 cil. I). 11)0.
3Re Liberator Permanent Benefit Building Society, |18t)t| 71 L. T. 403. 
‘British Ciunrdian Co., [1880] W. N. G3; reported on the other points, 

18801 14 Ch. D. 335.
•Erlanger v. New Sombrero Phosphate Co., [18791 3 App. Cn. 1211; 

Hamskill r Edwards, [1886] ; 1 Ch. Id. 100; re Sharpe, [1892| i Ch. 154. 
•O’ crcnd, Gurney & Co., r. Gibb, |1872| L. R. 5 11. L. 4SI).
TPhil!i|Ps v. Homfray, [1883] 24 Ch. 1). 439; where the rule Actio /P r- 
eonalit moritur cum pereomi is fully iliscussed.
•Peek v. Gurney, [1874| L. It. li H. L. 377.
"Felton's Executors’ Case [1866] 1 Eq. 219; British Guardian Co,

! 1880] 14 Ch. D. 335.
1 "British Guardian Co., [18801 14 Ch. D. 335.
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Limittiîiuns tonus ai bar to proceedings fur misfeasance, 
unless tlic claim is fonmloil upon any fraud or fraudulent 
breach of trust, or is to recover trust property, or the 
proceeds thereof, still retained by the respondent or 
previously received bv him and converted to his use,' 
including dividends received by the directors personally out 
of capital ;3 for the persons charged must be either trustees, 
when they get the benefit of The Trustee A-t, li.S. |!.C. 
lbll, or not trustees, when they are protected by the Statute 
ot Limitations. Hut it there is a concealed fraud the Statute 
will not run until it is discovered” or the company has made 
an investigation of the facts ami come to a conclusion not to 
take proceedings.4

The |K*rsons ordered under this section ( 2ü4 ) to make 
payments to the liquidator cannot set off other claims which 
they may have against the company;* and third parties 
cannot lie brought in under a third party notice."

OltllKR OK Al'l'l.li ATION OK TYxnx IX WlXIOXO IT*.

The scoured creditors of a company (debenture holders 
and mortgagees | can realise their security either under 
power of sale or by application to the Court, and aro outside 
the liquidation, except so far as any balance remains due 
after their security is exhausted, for which balance they 
may prove as unsecured creditors.

They therefore are thus paid, so far as their security 
extends, in priority even to the costs of liquidation, but this

Lands Allot a enl Co., 1 sot 1 ( ’ll (il 7: National Company for the 
Distribution of Elertriritv, [19(121 2Ch. At ; and Trustee Art. R.N.B.C. ttllt. 
section 84.

■Hr National Bank of Wall's, [IXIMII 2 Ch. 11211.
'<lihlis e. <Inild, 118x2] Il B. I) fill; Nortli American I-nia 1 Co. r. 

Watkins, |1904| I Ch. 242, and 2 Ch. 2*1.
•Metropolitan Bank c. Ilciron. |IXXII| ,1 Ex. 1). Bill.
•Anglo-Ercncli Co-o|>erative Society, n purtr Pelly, [I882J 21 Ch. I) 

102; Flilcroft's Case, [18821 21 Ch. I). .1111; Milan Tramways Co. [I884[ 
2.1 Ch. I). .187; Iassis and Hanley Theatres of Varieties, 11tM>41 2 Ch. 4.1.

‘..and Securities Co., [I8A.11 2 Mans, 127.
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i- because ilie payment is not inailc us part of the liquidation.
If the liquidator is nlsn receiver for debenture holders or 

oilier secured creditors, or if the secured creditors do not 
lake possession of the property eliarged lint allow the 
liipiidator to realise it, he will in the first instance deduct 
the costs of realisation, including his own remuneration a* 
m'c/m1, and then pay over to the parties entitled the 
moneys realised in respect of the property eliarged, retaining 
the balance (if any) to he dealt with in the winding up. If 
some other |a*rsnn is receiver for the aeeured creditors, such 
receiver will lie Imiind to hand to the liipiidator the balance 
after satisfying the rights of the secured creditors and the 
costs of realisation. It is with this balance alone that the 
liipiidator can deal.

Out of the moneys to lie dis|msed of by the liipiidator he 
must make payments in the following order:—

1. The Costs of l.iipiidation, including his own
remuneration.

2. The Debts having a Priority in Law.
:l. The Ordinary Debts.
t. The Balance will lie distributable among the con

tributories.

1. The ( Ws of Liquidai ion.

(u) In a Windint/ Up lii/ the Court.—By Section 21T in 
the ease of a compulsory liquidation “the Court may, in the 
event of the assets being insufficient to satisfy the liabilities, 
make an order as to the payment out of the assets of the 
costs, charges, and expenses incurred in the winding up in 
-itch order of priority as the Court thinks just.”

(6) In a Voluntary Winding Up.—In this ease the coats 
are governed by Section 240, which is as follows:—

240. All costs, charges, and expenses properly incurred in the 
voluntary winding up of a company, including the remuneration of 
the liipiidator, shall Is* payable out of the assets of the company in 
priority to all other claims.
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Thie menus “in priority to nil other claim," existing at 
the liait* of the winding up. If the liquidator, on behalf of 
the estate, incurs obligations, these must first lie paid. Thus, 
costs of litigation ordered to lie paid out of the assets rank 
before the costs of winding up,1 and this section docs not 
give the liquidator any priority over secured creditors, 
except in so far as he may be entitled in respect of matters 
of which the mortgagees have had the lienefit,2 e.g. expenses 
of collecting the estate for them.

If the assets arc not sufficient to pay the bill of costs of 
the solicitor employed in the winding up, the liquidator is 
not personally liable to him.” Hut the costs of the liquida
tion come before the liquidator's remuneration, and if the 
assets are not sufficient to pay both in full the solicitor will 
take priority.*

The lhbis lim ing a I'riuritg in Luie.
(») Hy reason of the Crown not being named in the 

section staying actions and executions, priority is 
obtained fur debts due to the Dominion and 
Provincial Governments.”

( b) Hv Section iiiill priority is given to certain taxes 
assessed on the company up to the first day of 
January next before the specified day, and not 
exceeding in the whole one year’s assessment; the 
wages or salary" of any clerk or servant7 in respect

'House Investment Co., J1SSOJ II Ch. I). Ift7; Dominion of Canada 
Plumbago Co., [1.SS4J 27 Ch. I). 33; London Metallurgical Co., 11895) 
1 Ch. 758. Regent’s (’anal Ironworks, [1870] 3 Ch. I). 411.

’Trueman's Estate, (1872] 11 Eq. 278; re Massey, (1870) 9 Eq. 367.
*l{c Massey. [1870] 9 Eq. 307; Dronfield Silkstone Co., 11881) 23 Ch. 

J) 511
Compare Oriental Hank, |1885]28(’h. D. 073; West Dindon C’ommereial 

Rank. 1888) 28 Ch. I). 304; llenlev tV Son, (1878) 9 Ch. I). 409; New South 
Wales Commissioners v. Palmer, 11907] App. (’a. 179.

“•Salary" includes commission to a traveller re Klein, [1900] W. N. 
148; Ka Vs Shipbuilding Co., [1901] W. N. 78).

m.is does not include a managing director (Newspaper Proprietary 
Syndicate, [1903] 2 Ch. 349). It includes a secretary, in the ordinary 
course, but not one who does not give his whole time to the company and
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nf services rendered to the company during the 
three months next liefore lhe s * day, not
exceeding two hundred and fifty dollars ; and tin- 
wages of any labourer or workman in respect of 
services rendered to the company during three 
months before the specified day; payments due 
under The Workmen’s Compensation Act, not 
exceeding in any one ease five hundred dollars, the 
liability wherefor accrued before the specified day, 
but this does not apply if the company is being 
wound up voluntarily for the purpose of recon
struction or amalgamation. All the above rank 
equally (Sub-section 2). These payments also 
have a preference over the claims of holders of 
debentures or debenture stuck under a floating 
charge created by the company, which preference 
attaches both in a winding up and when a receiver 
is appointed or possession taken on behalf of the 
debenture holders (Section 114- and Section 250, 
Sub-section 2).1

The specified day above referred to is, in the case of a 
compulsory order being made where the company is not 
already in liquidation, the date of the winding-up order, and 
in any other case (i.e. either the case of a liquidation wholly 
voluntary, or a liquidation continued under supervision, or a 
voluntary liquidation converted into a compulsory winding 
up) the date of the commencement of the winding up.2
performs his duties through clerks (Cairney v. Back, [1903) 2 K. B. 740). 
Voder a special contract a singer in opera has been held to tie a servant 
(re Winter Garden German Opera, [1907] 23 Times 1. It. 6t>2.)

'"Any payments made under this section shall lie recouped as far as 
may he out of the assets of the company available for payment of general 
creditors” (Section 114, Sub-section 3), The right of recoupment is con
fined to payments made in respect of debts of the company due liefore the 
receiver goes into possession, including rates payable in advance (Munncs- 
mnnn Tube Co., [190 ] 2 Ch. 93).

'Where a company in volunta y liquidation is ordered to lie wound up 
by the Court t e date of the commencement of the winding tip is the pre
sentation of the peti. ion

6774



The preferential payment*, subject to the retention of 
> moneys to meet the costs of liquidation, are payable
forthwith so far ns the assets suffice (Section 250, Sub
section .1), hut in case of a deficiency they abate in equal 
proportions (Sub-section 2).

If a landlord has distrained within one month before the 
date of the winding-up order,1 the above preferential pay
ments are a first charge on the goods or effects distrained on 
or the proceeds of sale, hut lhi‘ landlord becomes entitled to 
the same rights of priority as the person to whom the 
payment is made (Sub-section 4).

These are the only priorities recognised by law, and these 
priorities are only in the liquidation, so that, except so far 
as Section 114, above referred to, gives priority over floating 
charges, there is no priority over the claims of mortgagees or 
debenture holders, who are outside the liquidation.2

•‘t. The Ordinary Creditora.

These are paid pari passu, the debts ranking for payment 
being those specified at page 450 et seip A contributory who 
is also a creditor is not entitled to payment until his calls 
are paid (see page 4011), but when all calls are paid he is 
not to be postponed to other creditors.* No sum due to a 
contributory in his character of a member by way of 
dividends, profits, or otherwise is to be deemed a debt so as 
to compete with the debts of other creditors (Section 182, 
Sub-section 1 (;/)). So that, although while a company is a
going concern a.............which has been declared is a debt
from the company, it is only payable in a liquidation if all 
the creditors have I men satisfied.

‘There is no similar provision as to a voluntary winding up.
‘Richards v. Overseers of Kidderminster, (1806] 2 Ch. 212.
’Re West of England Rank, or pint Rrmvn, [1870] 12 Oh. D. *23; or 

f«»<e Woltnll, 118001 I Oh. IDS.

6325

14
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4. Distribution of the Balance.
The balance ia distributable among the contributories of 

the company in accordance with their rights under the 
Memorandum and Articles of Association of the company. 
Where there are shares having a preference as to capital the 
amount paid on those shares must lie repaid before any • 
amount is paid to those whose rights are deferred—that is 
to say, the ordinary and deferred or founders’ shares ; and 
tile provisions of the Memorandum and Articles must be 
strictly followed. If, however, these do not contain any 
special provisions in relation to the distribution of the 
surplus assets, the shareholders all rank equally among 
themselves—that is to say, if the same amount is paid up on 
all the shares, the assets are distributed ratcably according 
to the number of shares held by each member; but if more 
is paid up on some shares than on others, the surplus assets 
must first be applied in repaying to those who have paid 
the greater sum the excess they paid over the others, and 
then the balance (if any) divided equally. This will have 
the same effect as if all the moneys unpaid on the shares 
were collected and the whole assets, including these amounts, 
were divided among the members in proportion to the capital 
held by them. It may sometimes be necessary to make a 
call upon those who have paid the less amount, in order to 
repay those who have paid the greater such a sum as will 
produce an equality.* 1 Money paid in advance of calls is 
repayable with interest before the ordinary capital is paid to 
the shareholders.1

lEx parte Maude, [1871) 6 Ch. 51. If the Articles state that the loss 
is to be borne in proportion to the amount paid, or which ought to have been 
paid, on the shares held by the members at the commencement of the wind
ing up, the liquidator must make such calls as will make all the shares 
paid up to the same extent, and the assets will then be divisible proportion
ately to the number of hares held [Anglo-Continental Corporation, [18981
1 Ch. 327) for “capital paid” includes what is to he paid in the liquidation 
(ex parte Lowenfeld, [L94] 70 L. T. 3; see also Welsh Wliisky Distillery Co., 
[1900J W. N. 59). «Wakefield Rolling Stock Co., [18921 3 Ch. 165.



If the capital is not exhausted by repaying to the share
holders the capital paid up, the balance is, in the absence of 
express provision, divisible among the shareholders in 
proportion to the nominal amount of share capital held by 
them respectively, and not in proportion to the amount paid 
up on their shares,1 and where there has been a reduction of 
capital the shares only rank at the reduced amount.2

These are the general principles. The varieties, however, 
introduced by the terms of the Memorandum or the Articles 
of Association are numerous, and effect must be given to the 
provisions interpreting them as in the case of any other 
deed. The Articles frequently refer to “the surplus assets.” 
These words prima facie mean the fund available after pay
ment of the debts and costs of liquidation of the company,8 

but in certain cases they have been held to mean the amount 
remaining after also repaying the paid-up capital on all the 
shares.4 The context must be considered in each case. If 
the surplus assets are to lie distributed between the members 
“in proportion to their shares,” this means the nominal 
amount of their shares and not the amount paid up;6 but “in 
proportion to the capital paid” has not this meaning.” 
Clauses giving preference shareholders a priority as to 
capital do not, unless there are other restrictive words, 
prevent them from participating in any assets remaining 
after all the capital has been repaid.2

If after the payment of the debts of I ho company and 
the costs of the liquidation any part of the reserve fund 
remains unexhausted, it must be treated as profits—not as 
capital ; but it docs not follow that it is to be divided in the

‘Birch v. Cropper, 11nim>] 11 App < 'a. 525; Wakefield Hulling Stock Co., 
11892' :t Ch. 165.

*E pucla Land and Cattle Co. No. 2, [1910] 2 Ch. 187.
•Crichton's Oil C >„ [19121 2 C't. 81.
</?e Np v Transvaal Co., 11831] 2 Ch. 750; re Peabody Gold Mining 

Co., 11817] w N. 170.
•Driffield Gas Light Co., [1898] 1 Ch. 451.
•Mutoscope Syndicate. [1899] W. N. 77.
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same way dividends would be paid. Unless the Articles other
wise provide—e.g. if the shareholders are only entitled to par
ticipate in dividends which have been declared—it will fall 
into and form part of the surplus assets and a surplus 
arising from the sale of the company’s undertaking is not 
divisible profit for the purpose of paying arrears of 
preference dividend,2 hut if the Articles expressly give the 
ordinary shareholders the right to all profits after a fixed 
dividend has been paid to the preference shareholders, and 
the full preference dividend has been paid, the reserve fund 
goes to the ordinary shareholders,2 and if the preference 
shareholders are entitled to the profits, whether dividends 
arc declared or not, any undivided profits must he applied 
first in paying arrears of their dividend, but the declara
tion that they are entitled in the winding up to arrears of 
the preferential dividend does not give them a right to any
thing beyond the undivided profits.4

Dividends on Debts in Winding Ui*.

When the liquidator has collected sufficient money and 
can estimate the liabilities and costs of liquidation lie will 
make a distribution among the creditors by way of dividend, 
lie will of course only do this when satisfied that the balance 
he retains will be ample to meet the costs of liquidation, 
including those of any possible litigation; and he will 
calculate the amount of the dividend with regard to all tho 
claims of which he has knowledge.

When the debts are paid in full the surplus assets are 
distributable among the contributories. Section 210 provides 
that “the Court shall adjust the rights of the contributories 
among themselves, and distribute any surplus among the

‘Criet ton's Oil Co.. 11902] 2 Ch. 83
•Esnm-la I.an 1 an 1 Cattle Co. No. 2. [1910] 2 Ch. 187.
•Bridgewater Navi ration Co., 11891] 2 Ch. 317.
•W. J. Hall & Co., (1909] 1 Ch. 521.
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persons entitled thereto,” mid this power is not transferred 
to the liquidator: accordingly an order of Court is required 
for any distribution.

In a voluntary liquidation the liquidator adjusts the 
rights of the contributories without reference to the Court 
(Section 2:10, i. and ii.).

< 'lil.MIXAI. I’UOSKIU'TIOXS.

In a compulsory winding up or winding up under super
vision, “if it appears to the Court in the course of a winding 
up by or subject to the supervision of the Court that any 
past or present director, manager, officer, or member of the 
company has been guilty of any offence in relation to the 
company for which lie is criminally responsible, the Court 
may on the application of any [icrsou interested in the 
winding up, or of its own motion, direct the liquidator to 
prosecute for the offence, and may order the costs and 
expenses to he paid out of the assets of the company" (Sec
tion 255, Sub-section It. In a voluntary winding up the 
liquidator is empowered, “with the previous sanction of the 
Court," similarly to prosecute, "and all expenses properly 
incurred by him in the prosecution shall be payable out of 
the assets of the company in priority to all other liabilities" 
(Section 255, Sub-section 2).

Prosecutions have been ordered in England under these 
sections.1 The principles on which the Court will act wore 
considered bv lluckley, .1., in the London and Globe Finance 
Corporation case,* where hi' laid down that a prosecution 
would Ik* ordered when the circumstances were such that 
an honest and upright man desirous as a good citizen of

'Mercantile Marine Insurance Co., per North, J., |I8S2|; re Denham 
& Co., per Chilly, J., (188l| W. N. 122. I avive was ref use J in Kupion 
Fuel anil Can Co., |1875| W. N. It), though I he ilcfenilants were subse
quently convicted (Reg v. Aspinall, |1877| 2 O. II. I). 18).

>[1903] t Ch. 730.
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doing his duty liy tin- State would feel that he ought at 
his own expense to institute a prosecution.

The crimes for which a prosecution may he ordered are 
any offences criminally punishable committed “in relation 
to the company."

If proof is given that then- is probable cause for 
believing that a contributory is about to abscond, or to 
remove or conceal his goods for the purpose id" evading pay
ment of calls, or of avoiding examination respecting tho 
affairs of the company, the Court may cause him to be 
: rrcsted, and his hooks, papers, money and goods seized and 
kept (Section 222). This power has l>cen used to keep a 
director, who was also a contributory, from absconding, and 
it has lieen used for seizing properly without arresting the 
person.1

There arc very many penalties under the Act for default 
in complying with its provisions. Section 290 declares that 
all offences under the Act made punishable by any line may 
be prosecuted under the Summary Convictions Acts: i.c. in 
a Police Court.

Fines may be applied in or towards payment of the costs 
of tho prosecution nr in or towards rewarding the informer 
(Section 2!>1),

Dissolution.

In a compulsory winding up Section 218 provides that 
•‘when the affairs of tho company have been completely 
wound up. the Court shall make an order that the company 
lie dissolved from tho date of tho order, and the company 
shall be dissolved accordingly.”

The order must be reported by tho liquidator to the 
Registrar of Companies (under penalty of twenty-five 
dollars a day), who makes a minute in his books accord
ingly (Section 218, Sub-sections 2 and 3). The order may,

■Imperial Mercantile Credit Co., |18R8| 5 Eq. 264.
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it seems, lie mnile even in the case of a company 
incorporated by Aet of Parliament, showing an intention 
that it should continue in perpetuity.1

In a voluntary winding up the dissolution takes effect 
three months after the registration of the Ileturn of the 
Final Winding-up Meeting, as s ' on page 4411.

Aktkr Dissolution.

When a company is finally dissolved the Court has no 
longer any jurisdiction to reach it, for there is no company,1 
ami it has no officers or other agents who can bo served with 
notices or writs on behalf of the company ; hut it has not 
unfreipiently happened that there were persons who had 
grievances or claims which they desired to enforce, and in 
the case of voluntary liquidations, where the dissolution was 
entirely the act of the liquidator, ii was sometimes argued 
that in a voluntary winding up, inasmuch as the final 
meeting is only to lie held “as soon as the affairs of the 
company arc fully wound up” (Section 23!)), the dissolution 
would not take place if in fact there was property not 
disposed of or liabilities not dealt with. This contention 
was, however, disposed of in the Court of Appeal,3 and the 
words cited must lie read with the qualification “as far as 
the liquidators can wind them up.”

Under the old law a dissolution could not he re-opened 
“except in the case of absolute fraud—fraud with which 
the company could he fixed.” “If there were a case of that 
kind, then very likely the whole thing might ho set aside: 
that is to say, it might on proper proceedings being taken 
he made clear that the whole winding up was null and 
void, and then the company would be restored again to its

•Rrndford Navigation Co., |1870] 10 Fq. 331, 5 Ch. 000.
’Westbourne drove Drapery Co., |I87U| 27 W. It. 37, 29 L. T. 30.
•Pinto Silver Mining Co., [1878| 8 Ch. D. 273; Ixmdon and Caledonian 

Murine Insurance Co., [1879) 11 Ch. D. 144.
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position, subject to the claims of creditors and con
tributories;”1 but, as stated on page 44,1, the Court has now 
power to reopen a dissolution at any time within one year 
after it. has been effected.

The Court also has power after the final meeting has 
Ihvii called, but before the lapse of three months, to defer 
the date of the dissolution (Section 2.19, Sub-section 4). 
This will render unnecessary the former practice of 
presenting a petition for compulsory liquidation, or obtaining 
an order to stay the to which resort was had to
prevent a dissolution becoming effective while claims were 
pending or property remained undistributed.*

A creditor has a remedy in damages against the liquidator 
if, with knowledge of the existence of a debt, he has wilfully 
or negligently distributed or parted with the assets and 
caused the dissolution of the company without providing for 
such a debt.5

Abortive and Defunct Companies.
Companies which have never commenced operations, or 

have ceased to carry on business, and have no assets to 
divide, are frequently disposed of without a winding up, 
under the provisions of Section 208, which provides that 
where the Registrar has reasonable cause to believe that a 
company, including an Extra-provincial Company, is not 
carrying on business or in o] K-ration lie shall send to the 
company a letter of inquiry. If he does not within a 
month receive an answer, he may, after fourteen days, 
publish in the Gazelle a notice that at the expiration

'Per Jnmcs, L. J., London and Caledonian Marine In uran-c Co., 
11879] 11 Ch. D. 144 What the "proper proceedings" would be arc not 
indi -ated. The Lord Justice also suggest.,-d that before the dissolution 
a creditor might "take proceedings to obtain an injunction to prevent the 
completion of the winding up and tl e dissolution of the company.”

•fie Eastern Investment Co., |1905] 1 Ch. 352.
■London and Caledonian Marine Insurance Co., (18791 11 Ch. D. 144; 

Pulaford v. Deveniah, [1903] 2 Ch. 625.
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uf two months the name of the company will lie struck off 
the Register and the company dissolved. At the expiration 
of this period the name is struck off and the company 
dissolved, and notice thereof is published in the Omette; 
Imt the liability (if any) of every director, managing 
officer, and member continues, and may lie enforced as if 
the company has not lieen dissolved.1

Any company, member, or creditor aggrieved by this 
proceeding may before tbe completion of the last mentioned 
publication apply by petition to the Court in which the 
company is liable to lie wound up, and the Court, if satisfied 
that tin1 company was carrying on business or in operation 
when struck off.2 or that it is otherwise just so to do, may 
order its restoration to the Register, whereupon it shall be 
deemed to have continued in existence as if its name had 
never been struck off (Section 268, Sub-section 4).

Further, by Sub-section 6, where a company ia being 
wound up, if the Registrar has reasonable cause to believe 
that no liquidator is acting, or that the affairs of the 
company are fully wound up, and the proper returns have 
not been made by the litptidator for three consecutive months 
after notice demanding the returns has been sent to the 
registered address of the company, or to the liquidator at his 
last known place of business, the provisions of Section 268 
apply, ami the company's name may lie struck off the 
Register with the same results.

'This liutiility continues after the company is restored to the Ki-gister 
uniras the Court makes an order under Section 2d8, Sub-section 4, relieving 
them (Brown, Bsyley’e Steel World, 11906] 21 Times L. It. 874).

’While a voluntary liq il lation is proceeding he company is “in 
operation" for tl.is purpose (Outlay Assurance Society, (1887) 34 Ch. D. 
479).
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CHAPTER XXVI.

RKt’ONSTRVVTION OF A COMPANY VNDKIi 
PROVINCIAL ACT.

llECONHTevvTioN of companies is common, the process 
known by this name being a sale of the undertaking of the 
existing company to a new company. The object is most 
commonly to raise fresh capital, which is effected by issuing 
partly paid shares in the new company in exchange for the 
fully paid shares of the old company and calling up the 
balance on the now shares ; but reconstruction is also resorted 
to for the purpose of amalgamating two or more companies, 
or taking new powers in the Memorandum, or re-arranging 
the capital of the old company, or effecting compromises with 
creditors by inducing them to take shares or debentures 
extending over years in place of their claims as creditors, 
and occasionally a very prosperous company reconstructs so 
us to give its meml>ers two or more shares for every share 
already held by them.

A liquidation for the purpose of reconstruction has the same 
effect as any other winding up: e.g. debentures and other debts 
payable at a future date become immediately payable, and 
leases forfeitable in the event of a winding up arc deter
mined.1 In cases where the debentures arc repayable with a 
premium in case of a reconstruction, I lie premium is payable 
even though a single company does not take over the whole 
business of the liquidating company.1

‘Horsey Es‘ate, Limited v. Steiger, 118911] 2 Q. II. 79; Fryer v Kwart 
|1902| App. Ca. 187. Where surh leaseholds an- mortgages! the mortgagee 
are allowed a reasonable time to remove the tenants' fixtures comprised in 
their eeurity (Glnsdir Copper Mines, [1904] 1 Ch. 819).

■South African Supply and Cold Storage Co., 119041 2 Ch 2«H, where 
thick lev, .1,, discussed what constitutes a reconstruction.
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Tlio sale of the undertaking may he effected (1) before 
the liquidation, under powers contained in the Memorandum, 
hut this is only possible when a liquidation is not in 
immediate contemplation, or (2) after the liquidation is 
commenced under the powers contained in Section 23(1.

For some years it was considered that if the Memorandum 
of Association contained powers for the company to sell its 
business to another company in consideration of shares,1 
and to distribute the shares2 in specie, this would enable the 
company to avoid compliance with the provisions of Sec
tion 23(5 referred to below;2 but the contract for sale had to 
be made Indore the company was in liquidation. In 1008, 
however, the question came Indore the Court of Appeal in 
England, which held4 that the proper function of the 
Memorandum of Association was to deal with the objects of 
the company during its cor|n>rate life, and not after that life 
had come to an end, nor “to define under the corporate 
objects the distribution of the assets after the corporate life 
is at an end;"8 and further, considering that the object of 
the scheme of selling for partly paid shares was to comped 
members to accept a further liability or lose all interest in 
the concern, declared that “any clauses which cun bp used to 
maintain a scheme which imposes upon the mendier the 
alternative of accepting liability for a larger sum or being 
dispossessed of hi< status as shareholder open terms which 
he is not bound to accept are iillrit rires." Accordingly, in

■An ordinary |x>wor to sell is constrttel as living a power to sell for 
cash (Payne v. Cork Co., [1000] 1 Ch. 308), and would not ju tify a sale for 
shares.

*Eithcr fully paid or partly paid (Mason v. Motor Traction Co., 11905] 
1 Ch. 410).

•Cotton v. Imperial and Foreign Agency Co poration, [1802] 3 Ch. 454; 
Wall v. Iiondon and No •them Assets Corporation, (1808] 2 Ch. 409; Booth 
v. New Afriknndc • Coll Mining C >, (1001] 1 Ch. 205; New Zealand Cold 
Extraction Co. r Peacock, [1894] 1 Q. It. 022.

Mti-igoo I v. Henderson's Transvaal Estates, [1008] 1 Ch. 743
'Ibid. 1 Ch. 757
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cases where Section 83fc is cm called into operation the right 
of every meinlier is “to have the assets, including the shares 
in the purchasing company, realised and applied, first in 
payment of tho debts, ami then to have his proportionate 
share of the balance,”1 Therefore, although a company can 
sell its undertaking under powers in the Memorandum when 
it is " to retain the proceeds of sale in the business 
of the company (c.t). when a single steamship company sells 
its only ship anil with the purchase price bitvs another), yet 
“if the company is proposed to be wound up and the trans
action is a sale and distribution, then .... the 
Statute provides that sale by conversion into money may he 
replaced by exchange for shares upon the terms, but only 
upon the terms, of complying with the provisions of Sec
tion 2MIÎ,”2 in which case the right of a member to dissent 
cannot be excluded, llefore this decision it had been held 
that the sale, when made under the Memorandum, must lie 
one " " " s the payment of the consideration to
the vendor company. Any scheme which involves the issue 
of the new shares direct to the members and declares that 
those who do not take up their proportion shall lose their 
interest in the assets is ultra rires* for the old company 
could not take powers to distribute its assets among its 
mendiera except in a liquidation, and if a liquidation 
necessarily intervenes Section 2.10 applies.

The procedure under Section 2MU is as follows:—Tho 
ootupany must go into liquidation,4 and pass special 
resolutions authorising the liquidator to sell the undertaking 
under Section 2Mli (for the sale under this section can only 
be made by the liquidator). The authority may bo general,

'Pisan rid p. Henderson's Transvaal Estate (1608), I, Ch. 761.
'Hui. 1 Ch. 702
•MMiners r Si, Dux-i-t'* Cold Mines, ( 10041 2 Ch. 593.
•The resolution sanctioning tli* sale nmv lie either before, contem

poraneously with, or nfier the resolution for voluntary winding up (Section 
236).
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or may In* contincd to a specified sale, to lx* made in 
aecordance with a scheme of reconstruction or a draft agree
ment submitted to the meeting. To avoid unpleasant 
mistakes, it is advisable that the resolutions authorising the 
*ale of the property should be submitted simultaneously 
with the winding-up resolutions, so that if the former are 
not carried the latter may also be i* ied: otherwise the 
company will tind itself in liquidation without any scheme 
for selling its .business.1 I loth the voluntary “ up 
and the authority for a sale require sjiecial resolutions; but 
they inav Ik* passed together at the first meeting, and then 
continued together at the second meeting. Special notice of 
each resolution must, however, be given to the shareholders. 
s|K‘citying that a sale is intended under Section 2*‘16, and if 
tin* directors derive any special advantage a notice which 
does not disclose this fact is insufficient.2 But it is no 
objection to a scheme of reconstruct ion that it openly gives 
a bonus to directors/'1

Where a draft agreement for sale is prepared the special 
resolution may refer to and approve it, and no other scheme 
of reconstruction is necessary. Hut jnjwer should lie taken 
for the agreement to 1m* carried out with or without 
modifications.

If any member of the company being wound up who has 
not voted for the special resolution at either of the meetings 
expresses his dissent front tin* resolution in writing, 
addressed to the liquidator and left at tho office of the 
company4 not later than seven days after the date of holding

■Cleve v. Financial Corporation, 118741 Hi Kq. MU; Clinch r. Financial 
Corporation, |18G9| 4 Ch. 117; Thomson r. Henderson's Transvaal Kstates, 
19081 I Ch. 786. (18991 1 Ch. 991

Kaye v. Croydon Tramways, IHN)8| 1 Ch. 3f>8; 'I'iessen t*. Henderson,
3Southall i'. British Mutual Life Association, [18711 6 Ch. 014.
4ln the ease of a Rhodesian company, under similar words in the Col

onial Ordinance, Warrington, J., held that a notice actually served on the 
liquidator in Fngland and not left at the registered office was sufficient, 
and that the liquidator could waive service at the office fBrailey v. Rhodesir 
C'ousolidated, Limited, flltlOj ‘J Ch. 9.V

83
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the confirmatory meeting, lie may require the liquidator 
either not to carry out the scheme, or to purchase his interest 
at a price which, if not settled liv agreement, shall lie 
determined by arbitration (Section 23(5, Suit-section* it 
and it). In such an arbitration the dissentient ha« to prove 
the value of his interest, but he will not lie allowed to 
examine the director* under Section 22tt to obtain evidence 
for this purpose.1 If a person who ought to be but is not on 
the Register of Members gives notice of dissent the Court 
may, ny making an order for rectifying the Register, declare 
that it shall ndate buck, so as to render the notice of dissent 
effective.1

The provisions which may Is- lawfully inserted in a 
scheme of reconstruction are summarised by Buckley, L. ,1.. 
as follows:—“(1) That the shares for distribution be partly 
paid sharisi. or (2) that if ‘a member' wants the shares hi* 
must apply for them within a limited time, or (3) that 
shares unapplied for are to lie at the disposal of the new 
company, or (4) that shares unapplied for may be xold and 
the mendier who docs not assent shall take tho proceeds.1
...................... . (5) that the shares shall not go to the
company or Ik* assets of the company, but shall go direct to 
the memliers," but “if there are dissentient members unpaid 
the company may la* put under an undertaking not to pari 
with the assets until provision is made for them.”*

Finding the money to pay out dissentient shareholders in 
a reconstruction is often a great difficulty where the shares 
of the new company are not marketable. Thoro is, however, 
no way of avoiding the obligation to pay out these

Ô05

'Britihh Building Stone Co., 11908] 2 Ch. 450.
•Sussex Brick Co., (1904| 1 Ch. 593.
•That is, if he in not a “dissentient.” If he dissents his rights must be 

ascertained by agreement or arbitration, and he cannot be compelled to 
accept the selling value of his shares.

♦Bisgood v. Henderson's Transvaal Instates, (19041 1 Ch. at 700.
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dissentient members.1 * * The Articles used often to provide 
that shareholders dissenting shall not have the rights given 
them hy this section, or that the value of their interests shall 
he determined in some other way than hy arbitration under 
thi‘ Act; hut such provisions are invalid, for the Articles 
cannot negative a provision in the Statute for the benefit of 
the whole body,1 and they are not an agreement settling the 
price within the meaning of Section ii.'ltt, Sub-section 3.8 
If the company being wound tip is in difficulties, the value 
of the interest of such members is of course very small.

Usually, when further money is required, the arrange
ment is that holders of fully paid shares in the old company 
shall accept shares which are not fully paid in the new. 
This will of course make the probability of there being 
dissentient shareholders much greater; hut if they have not 
given notice of dissent within seven days, tiny cannot claim 
to ho bought out. A shareholder who has not dissented 
cannot, however, l«‘ compelled to take shares having a 
liability, and if he refuses the new shares he loses all 
interest in the company, and is not liable for any calls on 
tlm new shares.4 * In a ease where there is a liability on the 
new shares, a time should be fixed within which shareholders 
must elect whether they will lake the new shares, and any 
not taken up will then lie at the disposal of the old company 
or its liquidator;1 or the scheme may provide that the shares 
not taken up shall lie at the disposal of the new company,6 * 
or that the consideration shall be reduced by the amount of 
the shares unapplied for after the expiration of the period

1Ex purir Vox, 11K71) It Cli. 187, 192; anil see note 1 on next page.
'Payne v. Cork Co., 1190 1 t Cli. :t()H, 09 1,. .1. Ch. 1,16; Bisgood v.

Henderson's Transvaal Kstatex, (19081 I Cli. at page 718.
■Bnring-CiouM r. Sliarpington Pi ek Syndicate, 11899) 2 Ch. 80.
Mligg's Case, 118611 2 II. A M. 017.
‘Post let lovai e r Purl Philip Are. ( 'o., |1890| 4.1 Ch. 1). 412.
•Burdett-Coutts ii. Ilannan'a True Blue (told Mine, [18991 2 Ch 016. 

It is doubtful in such a ease whether the new company can treat the shares
us partly paid up.
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named ; but the new company and the liquidator have no 
power to issue the partly paid shares to mendiera of the old 
company who have failed to apply in time.1 Reasonable 
lime must ho given for members to elect whether they will 
lake the now shares, and it must extend to a date lievond the 
registration of the new company.2 The shares when not 
fully paid will lie allotted direct to the shareholders, and not 
to the liquidator." The liquidator usually sends a notice to 
the members of the old company, enclosing a form of 
application to ho sent to the new company. This application, 
if sent in, is only an offer to take the shares, and may be 
withdrawn before it is accepted by the new company. It is 
not an acceptance of the offer by the new company so as to 
make the applicant a member forthwith.4

Where the new company considers that it is an advantage 
io have as many as possible of the partly paid shares issued, 
ihe liquidator should he empowered to sell shares not 
applied for, and, as far as possible, should sell them. The 
proceeds of such a sale will belong to the members of the old 
company who have neither accepted shares in the new 
company nor dissented, for the other members have already 
received their proportion of the purchase consideration." 
The liquidator will nominate the purchasers of the shares to 
receive an allotment of the number they have bought 
credited as partly paid.

ll must he observed that Section 23fi only authorises a 
-ale to a company already in existence or formed for the 
purpose of purchasing the assets of the old company. Hence 
a sale to an.................cannot he carried out. under this

'Mnrphad v. Poorman Gold Mines, Times, 1 lith March, 1807.
'lie South Australian Petroleum Fields, |IS!ll] W. N. 180 
'He Citv and County Investment Co., |18SI)| 13 Ch. D. 475; Transvaal 

Exploring Co. v. Albi in Gold Minci, |180.)| 2 Ch. 370.
•Metropolitan Fire Insurance Co., Wallace's Case, |1000]2Ch. 671. 
•Lake View Extended Gold Mine, (10001 W. N. 44.

4756



section,1 but an agreement may be made with an individual 
acting as agent or trustee for a company about to be formed, 
and not purchasing to make a profit for himself.2 It has 
been held that the sale can only be to a company incorporated 
under the Companies Acts,3 for by tho definition clause 
(Section 2) “company” means a company formed and 
registered under one of the Companies Acts.

If a sale to an individual is intended, it must be made 
cither under the general power of tho liquidator to dispose 
of the assets of the company—in which case he must sell for 
cash and will be responsible for obtaining a proper price; 
or the sale may be sanctioned under Section 129 as part of a 
compromise or arrangement.

If after a voluntary winding up of a company has been 
commenced an order is made for winding it up by or under 
the supervision of the Court, the scheme becomes void unless 
sanctioned by the Court (Section 236, Sub-section 5), and 
when a scheme is unfair or improper this will bo a ground 
for tho Court making a compulsory order.1

The arrangement for a sale under Section 236 can 
provide for the manner in which the consideration is to be 
paid, but cannot determine how it is to be distributed among 
the members of the vendor company, as this must be done in 
strict accordance with their rights.6 It will be seen that this 
introduces a serious difficulty where there are either 
preference or founders’ shares having special rights in the 
distribution of surplus assets. If 100,000 shares of $1 each 
arc to be distributed, and the rights of the holders of 
preference shares to the extent of $20,000 are that they shall

‘Bin! v. Bird’s Patent Sewage Co., [1874] 9 Ch. 358.
‘Rf Hester & Co., [1881] 44 L. T. N. S. 757.
‘Thomas v. United Butter Companies of France, [19091 2 Ch. 484.
‘Consoli latci South Rand Mines, [1999] 1 Ch. 491.
‘Griffiths t). Paget, [18771 5 Ch. D. 824 and 6 Ch. D. 514; Simpson v. 

Palace Theatre, [1893] \V. N. 91; affirmed by Court of Appeal, [1803] 9 
Times L. R. 470.
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Iio paid in full the amount of such shares before any repay
ment is made to the holders of ordinary shares, who shall 
«ay how many shares in the new company would lie 
equivalent to a payment in full of the amount of the 
preference shares<

It is often atempted to meet the difficulty by giving 
holders of preference shares in the old company preference 
shares in the new ; but this will not prevail over the rights of 
any old preference shareholders who insist on getting the 
full value of their shares before the old ordinary share
holders get anything.

The result is that in companies where there are 
preference shares a reconstruction is not possible unless 
either there is power in the Articles of Association to meet 
the circumstances of the case, or the preference shareholders 
consent unanimously,1 or those who do not consent to the 
proposed distribution also dissent from the whole scheme, so 
as to be paid out under Section tl.'lli. The proposed scheme 
might, however, lie brought before the Court* in accordance 
with Section 12!), and, if sanctioned, would be binding on 
the preference shareholders ; but should a large section 
oppose the sanction being given, the Court might refuse to 
affect their rights by sanctioning the scheme.

Schemes of reconstruction under Section 28(1 arc some- 
limes upset by a dissentient minority on the ground that 
some of the provisions are an infringement of the rights of 
the minority, which the majority cannot impose upon them. 
But if the method of distributing the purchase consideration 
can be severed from the provisions for sale, the sale may 
stand good, leaving the proper distribution e the shares to

‘Note that the Court does not draw the inference that shareholders 
not represented at the meeting have consented (North-West Argentine 
Railway, 2 Ch. 882).1
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be made according to the rights of the members of the 
vendor company.1 The resolution for winding up is not 
invalidated by reason of its being coupled with an invalid 
resolution dealing with the distribution of the purchase 
consideration.2

The liquidator must apply the funds which he receives 
from the new company in paying the costs of the liquidation 
and any debts which the old company is bound to pay, and 
in buying out dissentient members. If anything remains, it 
must be distributed among the members of the old company 
according to their rights. If the cash which the liquidator 
receives is not sufficient for the above purposes, he must 
raise cash by selling or mortgaging the shares or other 
property which he receives from the now company. The 
shares remaining over he will distribute among the members 
of the old company who have not been bought out.

The contract for sale usually provides that the purchasing 
company shall take over all the assets and pay all the 
liabilities of the old company, so that the business of the old 
company can be wound up at once; but such an arrangement 
docs not relieve the liquidator of the old company from the 
obligation of seeing that the debts are duly paid before the 
old company is dissolved.3

The agreement for sale usually contains an agreement 
for the transfer - of all book debts, things in action, and 
claims of the company. This should be perfected by an 
actual assignment before the old company is dissolved ; 
otherwise the company may be hampered in recovering the 
amounts.

When executors or trustees hold shares in the old 
company and have no power to invest in the shares of such

'Wall v. London and Northern Assets Corporation, [1898] 2 Ch. 469. 
sThoriison r. Henderson's Transvaal Estates, [1908] 1 Ch. 765; ex parle 

Fox, [1871] 6 Ch. 187; Cleve r. Financial Corporation, [1874] 16 Eq. :16;1. 
’Pulsford a. Devenish, 11908] 2 Ch. 625.
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a company as the purchasing company, they arc compelled to 
dissent or to agree to a sale of their rights. But if it can 
la) shown that the ease is one of emergency not contemplated 
by the settlor, and a large loss is likely to result from such 
a course, the Court can, upon application made by the 
trustees, sanction their taking up the new shares if they arc 
fully paid.1 It is, however, hardly pgssihle that the Court’s 
assent could lie obtained to such speculative transaction as 
taking partly paid shares.

If a third party has insured or guaranteed the payment 
of any debts of a company, a reconstruction sanctioned by 
the Court, and therefore binding on the creditors, does not 
relieve the guarantor or insurer from his liability to make 
good the amount payable, but he is entitled to have handed 
over to him whatever benefit the creditors would have had 
from the reconstruction.2

As regards the new company, the same considerations 
will apply as in the case of a purchase from ordinary 
vendors, and the remarks on page 144, supra, should he con
sulted with reference to filing the contracts with the ’Registrar 
of Companies.

A reconstruction can also be carried out as an arrange
ment under Section 120,3 which applies not only as between 
the company and the creditors or any class thereof, but as 
between the company and the members or any class thereof. 
This section declares that where any compromise or 
arrangement is proposed between a company and its

1 Rr New’s Settlement, [1901] 2 Ch. 534.
1 London Chartered Bank of Australia, [18931 3 Ch. 540; Dane v. 

Mortgage Insurance Co., [1894] 1 Q. B. 54.
’Doubts as to the legality of this Section have been raised on the 

ground of its pertaining to insolvency and so ultra virru the Provincial 
Legislature.
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creditors or any elass of them, or lxitween tliv company and 
its members or any class of them, the Court may, on the 
application of the company, or any creditor or member of 
the company, or the liquidator, order a meeting of the 
creditors or class of creditors, or of the members or class of 
members, as the case may he, to be called ; and if a majority 
in number representing three fourths in value of the 
creditors or class of creditors, or members or class of 
members, present either in jicrson or by proxy, agree to the 
compromise or arrangement, and it is also sanctioned by the 
Court, it will he binding on all the creditors or class of 
creditors, or on the members or class of members, as the 
case may he, and on the liquidator and the contributories of 
the company.

In sanctioning a scheme the Court may ignore the fact 
that a class has not consented if it Ik* proved that u|H>n an 
immediate distribution of the assets none would he available 
for that class.1

The Court may make it a term of giving its consent that 
members shall he given the same opportunity of dissenting 
as they would have had under Section 2»‘$(V

( ’o.Mi'Ro.MiKi s with ( 'kkditoks Bkfork or Dr king 
Liquidation.

A company can now effect compromises with its 
creditors without going into liquidation, for Section 129 
applies to companies not in the course of being wound up. 
The result is that with the sanction of the Court any com
promise or arrangement Wtween the company ami its 
creditors, or any class of such creditors, may l»e made 
binding on all such creditors or class of creditors and the

'.Sorsbio c. Tea Corporation, (1901] 1 Ch. 12. 
-’Canning Jarrah Tunhe • Co.. 11900] 1 Ch. 70S.
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company, provided that it has been submitted to a meeting 
■ if the creditors or class of creditors summoned under the 
direction of the Court and approved by a majority in 
number representing three fourths in value of such creditors 
or class of creditors present either in person or by proxy. If 
the coni pall)- is in liquidation the compromise or arrange
ment may be made binding on the liquidator and 
contributories, and any compromise or arrangement between 
the company and its members, or any class of its members, 
may lie made binding. The cases cited below were
decided in reference to a company in liquiaation making an 
arrangement with its creditors; but the general principles 
will lie the same in the case of a going company. The 
procedure is discussed below.

In the case of the reconstruction of a company, if the 
creditors of the old company aro to be paid in full at once, 
their consent need not be asked to a reconstruction; but if 
they are to accept a composition, or to take shares or 
delientvres in the new company in satisfaction of their 
claims, or to accept deferred payment, their consent must bo 
obtained to a scheme of composition.

Such a composition with creditors may in a voluntary 
winding up be effected either in accordance with Section 235 
nr under Section 120.

If the compromise with creditors is proposed in 
accordance with Section 235, an extraordinary resolution of 
the company, and the assent of three fourths in number and 
value of the creditors, arc necessary to sanction the arrange
ment, which will then bind all the creditors. The assent of 
'lie creditors need not be given at a meeting, and may be 
evidenced by their signatures to a document containing the 
terms of the compromise. There is, however, a right of 
appeal to the Court within three weeks of the completion of 
lie arrangement (Sub-section 2).

A9B
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if I hero he u large immlier uf small creditors (officers, 
servants, workmen, and tradesmen, for instance), it is often 
advantageous to pay them olf down to the date of the 
liquidation, and deal only with the larger creditors, whose 
signatures cun more readily ho obtained to a proper scheme.

If the assent of three fourths in number and value 
cannot ho obtained without great difficulty, it is desirable to 
proceed under Section lilt. Under that section it n 
necessary for the liquidator or a creditor to apply in a 
summary way to the Court to cull meetings of the various 
classes of creditors and members with whom the compromise 
is to l>o made. If at the meetings a majority in number 
representing three fourths in value of those who arc present, 
either in person or by proxy, agree to the arrangement, and 
it is subsequently sanctioned by an order of the Court 
(which should lie obtained on petition), such arrangement 
becomes binding on all persons concerned. If part of the 
arrangement involves a new company taking over the 
liabilities of the old company, the creditors of the old 
company, although not actually parties to the agreement for 
sale, can enforce their rights against the new company.1

If in a company different amounts arc paid on shares, or 
a set of shareholders have paid amounts in advance of calls, 
this makes various classes of shareholders, and separate 
meetings must be called.2

For such an arrangement a resolution of the company is 
not absolutely necessary ; but it is obvious that, unless there 
is no chance of the contributories receiving anything, it is 
very desirable that the shareholders should give their 
consent, as the absence of such sanction might well form a 
ground for the Court refusing to confirm the arrangement. 
The company in general meeting should therefore adopt the

•Craig’s Claim, [18051 1 Ch. 207.
2Vnitod Provident Assurance Co., [1010] \V. N. 100.
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compromise, either directly or by reference to the scheme of 
reconstruction.

Under the powers given by Section 129, if the requisite 
majority of debenture bidders agree to forego their security, 
and accept preference shares in the new company in 
exchange for their debentures in the old company, their 
decision, if confirmed by the Court, will he binding upon 
the minority, who oppose the exchange and an agreement 
whereby a new company agrees to purchase all the assets and 
pay a composition to the creditors will bo enforced, even 
though a larger sum may be subsequently offered by another 
person.2

The sanction of the Court to the scheme is essential,3 * * 
and in considering the arrangement the Court looks into the 
whole scheme, and will take into consideration whether the 
votes were given bona fide in the interests of the credit* ors.1 
It also requires the costs and remuneration payable under 
the scheme of reconstruction to be subject to taxation.6 If 
the arrangement is being carried out without a liquidation, 
the Court has no jurisdiction to restrain a judgment 
creditor from levying execution pending the holding of the 
meeting.6

The Court will not sanction a scheme which includes the 
payment of a commission to persons underwriting the issue 
of partly paid shares, the reason given by Cozens-Hardy, J., 
being that such an underwriting was illegal, and by the

1He Empire Minina Co., [1890] 44 Ch. I). 402; rr Alabama, New 
Orleans, &c. Railway Co., 11891] 1 Ch. 213; Follit v. Eddystone Granite 
Quarries, [1892] 3 Ch. 75.

-He Oriental Bank, [1887] W. N. 109, 112.
!In the reconstruction of Olympia, Limited, in 1897, the Court required

I he claims against directors to he excepted from the rale toll e new company 
and in the result the Official Receiver recovered upwards of £20,000, which
was held to he distributable among all the members, whether they took up
their shares in the new company or not.

‘Re Alabama, New Orleans, &c. Railway Co., [1891] 1 Ch. 213.
‘Re Mortgage Insurance Corporation, 11896] W. N. 4.
"Booth r, Walkden Spinning Co., [19091 2 K. B. 368.
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Court of Appeal that to do ho would make the Court 
promoters.1

The Court refused lo entertain a scheme which provided 
the shares already fully paid should he treated as subject to 
a new liability of three shillings per share, holding that any 
such arrangement must he carried out under Section 23G.2

An arrangement under Section 129 does not bind 
foreign creditors, who may, notwithstanding such an 
arrangement, resort to their own Courts, to enforce their 
claims against the company.3

When the company is in liquidation it is often a term of 
the scheme that all proceedings in the winding up shall be 
stayed and that the company shall resume business. In a 
proper case' the Court will make the necessary order under 
Section 195.

Dissolution op run Old Company.

Upon a reconstruction being carried into effect the 
liquidator should wind up the old company with all possible 
speed, and, after making up his accounts, should call and 
advertise the general meeting for receiving those accounts as 
provided in Section 238. He should then, at once, make a 
Return to the Registrar of the meeting having been held, 
and at the end of three months from the Return the company 
is dissolved (Section 239), subject, however, to the power of 
the Court to re-open the dissolution (see page 443). The 
importance of this is that sometimes claims arise for 
damages, or on other grounds, which, if the company were 
still in existence, might give rise to great difficulties. The

'Canning Jarrah Timber Co., [1900] 1 Ch. 708, 69 L. J. Ch. 416.
'San Francisco Brewery Co., limited, [1909] 6th April, in the Court of 

Appeal. T e House of lords refused to interfere with the discretion of 
the Court of Appeal.

'New Zealand Loan and Mercantile Agency Co., [1898] App. Ca. 349.
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liquidator will have to pay all the debts of which he knows 
hut claims for damage may arise unexpectedly, and if the 
shares of the new company have been distributed there is 
nothing to meet such claims. A contract between the old 
and the new companies that the new will satisfy the liabilities 
of the old company cannot be enforced against the new 
company by creditors of the old for their own benefit, 
unless it has been made part of a scheme sanctioned under 
Section 12!V

'He will be personally liable, however, if he docs not secure the payment 
of claims of which he has notice (Vulsford v. Devenish, [11)03] 2 Ch. 025; 
New Zealand Joint Stock Corporation, [10071 23 Times L. R. 238). 

d 'rain's Claim, [18051 1 On. 207.
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CHAPTER XXVII.

WINDING UP UNDER DOMINION 
WINDING-UP ACT

lu tlif introduction In l*uil V. a11intion is ilvawn In 
the faut I hat I lie Provincial Legislature could not deal with 
the winding up of Insolvent Companies as the Dominion 
Parliament had exclusive legislative jurisdiction in regard 
to “Bankruptcy and Insolvency.” Such companies must 
be wound up under -the provisions of “The Dominion 
Winding-Up Act.” The purpose of this t" ?r is to out
line quite briefly tbe procedure in relation to the winding-up 
of an insolvent company under this Act. Insolvency as a 
ground for winding up is dealt with at length as there is, 
for the reason mentioned above, no corresponding provision
al the Provincial Act, but those sections of the Domini . 
Winding-llp Act dealing with the procedure of the wind ug 
up after the Winding-Up Order has been made, be in 
principle substantially the same as those of the P uicial 
Act, are only touched upon where there is a difference 
between the corresponding provisions of the Dominion and 
Provincial Acts.

The Dominion Winding-Up Act is Ch. 144 of the 
Revised Statutes of 1006, and was amended in 1007 by 
Ch. 51, and in 1008 by Ch. 74 and 75. The application of 
the Act is defined by Section 0 in the following terms :

The Act applies to all corporations incorporated by or under the author
ity of an Act of the Parliament of Canada, or by or under the authority of 
any Act of the late Province of Canada, or of the Province of Nova Scotia, 
New Brunswick, British Columbia or Prince Edward Island, and whose

43
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mmr]Hinttiun and the affairs whereof arr- subjoct to the legislative authority 
of the Parliament of Canada; and also to incorporated banks, savings banks, 
incorporated insurance companies, loan companies having borrowing 
powers, bail ling societies having a capital stock, and incorporated trading 
companies doing business in Canada wheresoever incorporated and,—

(a) which are insol,-eut: or,
(b) which are in liquidation or in process of being wound up, and, on 

petition by any of their shareholders or creditors, assignees or 
liquidators ask to la* brought under the provisions of this Act.

This section has been held to be intra vires the Parlia
ment of Canada, and applies to every trading company, 
wherever incorporated, which carries on business in Canada.1

Sub-section A applies to every company, whether 
Dominion or Provincial, but Sub-section B applies only to 
companies which arc insolvent, or to Dominion Companies 
which, being incorporated by the Dominion Parliament, are 
subject to its control.2

It may be mentioned here that under the “Dominion 
Winding-Up Act” there is only one form of winding up, 
namely, winding up by the Court. A voluntary winding 
up or a winding up under supervision of the Court is not 
provided for by this Act. The Court in British Columbia 
having jurisdiction under the Winding-Up Act is the 
Supreme Court (Section 2, Sub-section (e)), but by Sec
tion 13 this Court may only wind up a company which has 
its head office in British Columbia,8 or a company which has 
no head office in Canada, but has its chief place, or one of its 
chief places, of business in British Columbia. Under the 
authority conferred upon it by Section 134 of the Act, the 
Supremo Court has made a general order and rules to 
regulate the mode of proceeding under the Act,4 and 
reference to these rules will be made from time to time.

'Allan v. Hanson, 18 S.C.R. G67; rc Clarke and Union Fire Insurance 
Co. (2), 14 O R. G18, 1G A.It. 161; sub nom. Shoolbred v Clarke, 17 
S.C.R. 265. [1 Sask. L it. f)03.

2Re Cramp Steel Co., 11 O.W.R. 133; In rc Nelson Ford Lumber Coy., 
3A petition to wind up a Dominion Company must be presented in the 

Province where the head office is situated, Watzel v. Oriental Silk, 9 Q.P.R. 
289. [Provincial Companies Act.

♦These rules do not apply to a winding-un under Part VIII of the
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Section 11 provides under what circumstances tlio Court 
may make a winding-up order. Section 11 is in the fol
lowing terms:

The Court may make a winding-up order—
fn) Where the period, if any, fixed for the duration of the Company 

hy the Act, charter or instrument of inror|Kiralion inis expired; 
or where the event, if any, lias occurred, upon the occurrence of 
which it is provided try tlie Act or charter or instrument of in- 
corporatirtn that the Company is to be dissolved;

(Ii) Where the Company, at a special meeting of shareholders called 
for the purpose, has passed a resolution requiring the Company to 
lie wound up;

(e) When the Company is insolvent ;
tdl when the capital stock of the Company is impaired to the extent 

of twenty-five ;kt centum thereof, anil when it is shown to the 
satisfaction of the Court that, the lost capital will not likely lie 
restored within one year; or,

(e) when the Court is of opinion that, for any other reason it is just 
and equitable that the Company shuuld he wound up.

It will lie observed that this section provides, under five 
paragraphs, five distinct grounds for the Court making a 
winding-up order. All such grounds are available for a 
Dominion company, hut the third, namely, “When the 
company is insolvent” is alone available for a Provincial 
company. This is the effect of the decision of Mahee, J., 
in re Cramp Steel Co., 11 O.W.R. 134.

Paragraphs a, b and e are very similar to the eorres- 
sponding provisions of Sections 187 (a) and (e), 226 (1), of 
the Provincial Companies Act, and need no further com
ment here. Paragraph (c) is dealt with later.

An application for a winding-up order in the cases 
mentioned in paragraphs (a) and (b) of Section 11, may 
lie made by the company or by a shareholder, and in the 
case mentioned in paragraph (c) hy the company or by a 
creditor for the sum of at least $200, or by a shareholder 
holding shares to the amount at least of $500, and in the 
cases mentioned in paragraph (d) and (e) by a shareholder 
to the amount of at least $500.
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A creditor is defined in Section 2 in tlio following 
terms :—

Creditor includes all pvraonn having any claim against the Company, 
present or future, certain, ascertained or contingent, for linuidated or un- 
liqui late 1 damages; and in all procee tings for determining the persons who 
are to he deemed ere litors, it shall include any person making any such 
claim.

It now becomes important to consider when a company 
is to he considered insolvent. Section 3 contains a statutory 
definition as to when a company is to ho deemed insolvent, 
as follows :—

A Company is deemed insolvent :
(a) if it is unable to pay its debts as they become due;
(b) if it calls a meeting of its creditors for the purpose of compound

ing with them;1
(c) if it exhibits a statement showing its inability to meet its 

liabilities;
(d) if it has otherwise acknowledged its insolvency;2
(e) if it, assigns, removes or disposes of, or attempts or is about to 

assign, remove or dispose of, anv of its property, with intent to 
defraud, defeat or delay its creditors, or any of them;

(f) if, with such intent, it has procured its money, goods, chattels, 
land or property to be seized, levied on or taken, under or by any 
process of execution;

(g) if it has made any general conveyance or assignment of its pro
perty for the benefit of its cc litors, or if, being unable to meet, 
its liabilities in full, it makes any sale or conveyance of the whole 
or the main part of it< stock in trade or Meets, without the consent 
of its creditors, or without satisfying their claims; * or,

(g) if it permits any execution issued against it, under which any of 
its goods, chattels, land or projiertv are seized, levied upon of 
taken in execution, to remain unsatisfied till within four days of 
the timefixed by the sheriff or proper officer for the sale thereof, 
or for fifteen days after such seizure.4

Sub-section (a) of this section is further explained by 
Section 4 in the following terms ;—

'Sce Lake Winnipeg, &c., 7 Man. L.It. 252, 255.
2Sce re Briton Medical, Il O.R. 478; rc William Lamb Manufacturing 

Co. (1900), 32 O.R. 243.
‘See re Qu’Appelle Valley Co. (1888), 5 M.R. 100; re William Lamb 

Manufacturing Coy. (1900), 32 O.R. 243. See also following cases where 
order refused as opposed to wishes of majority of creditors: Wakefield 
Rattan Coy. v. Hamilton Whip Coy., 24 O.R. 107; re Maple Ixiaf Dairy, 
20 L.R. 590; re Strathy Wire Fence Coy., 8 O.L.R. 186.

*See re Rapid Citv, 9 Man. L.R. 574; re Lake Winnipeg, &e. Coy. 
7 Man L.R. 255
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A Company is deemed to ho unable to pav its debts as they become due, 
whenever a creditor, to whom the Company is indeb'ed in a sum exceeding 
two hunded dollars then due has served on the Company, in the manner in 
which process may legally he served on it in the place where service is made, 
a demand in writing, requiring the Company to pay the sum so due, and the 
Company has, for ninety days in the ease of a hank, and for sixty days 
in all other eases, next succeeding the service of the demand, neglected to 
pay such sum, or to secure or compound for the same to the satisfaction of 
the creditor.

All proceedings for a winding up of any company must 
be by petition (Rule 1). Notice of the petition1 must be 
served upon the company in tin? manner prescribed by 
Rule 2, and except in eases where the petition is made by 
the company itself four days’ notice of the same must be 
given to the company2 (Section Id). The petition must be 
verified by affidavit in the form or to the effect set forth in 
Form No. 2 in the third schedule of the rules. This 

•affidavit must he sufficient and must prove all the allega
tions in the petition.3 If the petition is for a winding up 
on the ground of insolvency, it must strictly prove the 
existence of one or more of the circumstances set out in 
Sections 3 and 4 of the Act quoted.4 It is essential that 
the petition contain sufficient allegations to bring the case 
within the sections of the A:;t. Leave will not usually be 
given to file a supplementary petition0 or affidavit. Since 
the decision in the English case of In re Chic Ltd. (1905), 
2 Ch. 345, it would not appear to be necessary to state in 
the petition that the company has assets available to pay 
the debt. If the petitioner alleges that the company is 
unable to pay its debts within the meaning of Section 4, lie 
must show that there has been a strict compliance with the 
provisions of this section. He must prove a demand in 
writing and the neglect by the company for sixty days to

‘For form of Notice of Petition, see Form No. 1 of Rules.
2It, Is not necessary to give four clear days notice. Rc Arnold,

2 0.L.R. (171.
3Rc Kootenav Brewing Co. (1898), G R.C.R. 121.
*Re Rapid City, 9 Man. L.R. 574.
3Re Abbott Mitchell, 2 O.L.U. 143.
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pay the sum due, otherwise his petition will fail.1 This 
was decided in Ontario in the case of re Ewart Carriage 
Works, Ltd., 8 O.L.R. 527, and the effect of the decision is 
that it is not possible to prove that the company is unable to 
pay its debts otherwise than by a demand under the section. 
This demand must be in writing and must be served on the 
company. Verbal demands and letters are insufficient.2 
The creditor must wait the expiry of the whole period of 
sixty days, but this period having expired, a reasonable 
delay will not prejudice his rights under the section.3 The 
debt must lie due at the time,4 * and the demand will be good, 
although the creditor may demand more than what is 
actually due to him if the company neglects to pay or offer 
him the sum due.6 If the company bon fhle disputes the 
debt, that is a good answer, or if the omission to pay was 
for some good and reasonable cause, this is not “neglect” 
within the section.”

The petition may be presented by a creditor only on the 
ground that the company is insolvent (Section 12). His 
debt must be at least $200, but two or more creditors, each 
for a sum less than $200, but the total of whose claims is 
in excess of that sum cannot present a valid petition for the 
winding-up of the debtor company.7 In the event of the 
creditor being secured, the petition will not invalidate his 
security,” but he must not exercise his power of sale pending 
the hearing of the petition.” The petitioning creditor may

'Re Ewart Carriage Works, Ltd., 8 O.L.R. S27; in re Qu’Appelle Farm
ing Coy., 5 Man. L.R. 100; re Rapid City Farmers' Elevators, 9 Man. 
L it. 574.

'Re Rapid City Farmers’ Elevators, 9 Man. L.R. 574.
3Re Catholic Publishing Co., 2 De J. & S. 116.
‘Re Britain Medical, 11 O.R. 478.
'Cardiff v. Norton, 2 Ch. 405.
‘Re London and Paris, 19 Eq. 444.
7Re People's Loan and Deposit Co., 7 O.W.R. 253.
"Moore v. Anglo-Italian Rank (1879), 10 Ch. D. 681; Borough of Ports

mouth Tramways Co., (1892) 2 Ch. 362; re Strathy Wire Fence Co.. 8 
O.L.R. 186.

•Canbria Mining Co., (1881), W.N. 125, 29 W.R. 881
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bo the original creditor or only an assignee of the debt,1 
but the assignee must prove his debt was prior in date to 
the demand under Section 1." A person who lias obtained 
a garnishee order against the company is not a creditor of 
the company and cannot petition under the section,3 but he 
may obtain a judgment and then petition.4 A creditor 
whose debt is attached cannot petition,3 nor a surety who 
was paid nothing," nor a person who has a claim for un
liquidated damages.’ The latter must first obtain a 
judgment on his claim. A debenture holder to whom money 
is due may petition, and this whether the debenture be 
registered or to bearer.8 If the debt is a disputed one and 
the company is not shown to be insolvent, the Court may 
dismiss the petition.”

Section 14 confers upon the Court a very wide dis
cretion in the application for a winding-up order. The 
section is in the following terms:—

The Court may, on application for a winding-up order, make the order 
applied for, dismiss the petition with or without costs, adjourn the hearing 
conditionally or unconditionally, or make any interim or other order that 
it deems just.

The question of the Court’s discretion under this 
section has arisen in Ontario in a number of cases where 
companies have made assignments for the benefit of their 
creditors10 in which either a single creditor or a small 
minority of creditors petitioned for a compulsory winding

‘Paris Skating ltink Co. (1887), ô Ch. D., 959.
!7?e Rapid City, 10 Man. L.R. 681.
‘Combined Weighing and Advertising Machine Co. (1889), 43 Ch. 

D. 99.
‘Pritchett v. English and Colonial Syndicate (1899), 2 Q.B. 428. 
‘European Hanking Co. (1866), 2 Eq. 521.
‘Iron Colliery Co. (1882), 20 Ch. D. 442.
‘1'etl-y-van Colliery Co. (1877), 6 Ch. D. 477.
“Chapel House Colliery Co. (1883), 24 Ch. D. 259.
•Gold Hill Mines, (1883), 23 Ch. 1). 210; London and Paris Banking 

Corporation (1875), 19 Eq., 444. g)
1 " This establishes the insolvency of the Company (section 3, sub-section
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up overriding the assignment. In these eases1 the Court 
refused the w.nding-up order on the ground that the Court 
had discretion to withhold the order in view of the wishes 
of the majority of creditors. A creditor is entitled under 
the Act as against the company to a winding-up order, ex 
debit o just it me, but he is not so entitled in opposition to the 
wishes of all the other creditors. If the Court is of opinion 
that the minority creditors will he prejudiced unless a 
winding-up order is made, it will, notwithstanding the fact 
that the majority of creditors are opposed to a winding up, 
grant the order.®

Sections 15, 1C and 17 outline a procedure which, how
ever, is very rarely adopted. These sections provide that if 
a company opposes an application on the ground that it is 
not insolvent, and that any suspension or default was only 
temporary and was not caused by any deficiency in its 
assets, the Court may in its discretion adjourn the applica
tion for a period not exceeding six months and appoint an 
accountant to enquire into the affairs of the company. 
Upon receiving the report of the accountant, the Court may 
either refuse the application, or make the winding-up order.

Section 18 authorises the Court to restrain further pro
ceedings in any action against the company at any time after 
the representation of the petition for a winding up and before 
making the order. This corresponds with Section 191 of 
the Provincial Act (see page 452, supra).3 After the 
winding-up order has been made no suit, action or other pro
ceeding may be proceeded with or commenced against the 
company except by the leave of the Court (Section 22). 
This corresponds with Section 193 of the Provincial Act

■Wakefield Rattan Co. ». Hamilton Whip Co., 24 O.R. 107; re Maple 
Leaf Dairy Co., 2 O.L.R. 590; re Strathy Wire Fencing Co., 8 O.L.R. 186. 

'Re Charles H. Davis and Co., 90 VV.R. 992.
‘See also Palmer's Precedents (tenth edition), vol. 2, page 419.
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(spc page 452, supra).' Application under Sections 18 and 
22 should be made by summons to a Judge in Chambers 
(Sections 10!) and Ilule 40). Section 22 does not prevent 
mortgagees who went into possession prior to the winding-up 
order from selling under their security.l 2 Leave under this 
section must lie obtained before proceeding in admiralty.3 
A further effect of the making of the winding-up order is 
that every judgment, sequestration, distress or execution put 
in force against the estate after the making of the order is 
void (Section 23).

In Baxter v. Central Bank of Canada, 20 O.It. 214, it 
was held that the High Court of Justice of Ontario having 
made an order for the winding up of a company had juris
diction to restrain an action begun in Quebec against the 
company on the ground that the Court in such a case acts as 
a Federal Court, and a Provincial Court cannot interfere 
with its proceedings. But the Court will not make such an 
order until evidence is produced showing that the foreign 
Court had been advised of the winding-up proceedings. A 
judgment obtained against a company subsequent to the 
winding-up order has no force or effect and is absolutely 
null and void. Sections 22, 23 and 84 are for the purpose 
of providing a rateable distribution of the company’s assets 
amongst all its creditors.

Section 5 of the Act provides that the winding up of the 
business of the company shall lie deemed to commence at the 
time of serving the notice of presentation of the petition for 
winding up. This section differs from the corresponding 
section of the Provincial Act (Section 190), which provides 
that the winding-up is deemed to commence at the time of 
the presentation of the petition.

lSee also Palmer’s Precedents (tenth edition), vol. 2, page 430.
2In re B.C. Tie and Timber Co., XIV., B.C.lt. 81.
*Re B.C. Tie and Timber Co. (No. 2), Colan v. Ship Rustler, XIV., 

B.C.R 204.
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Section 1!) authorises the Court to stay the winding-up 
proceedings at any time. The section is in the following 
terms :—

The Court may, upon the application of any creditor or contributory, 
at any time after the winding-up order is made, and upon proof, to the 
satisfaction of the Court, that all proeee lings in relation to the win ling-up 
ought to be stayed, make an or.ler staying the same, either altogether or 
for a limited time, on such terms and subject to such conditions as the 
Court thinks fit.

The words “Upon the application of any creditor or 
contributory,” which are not found in the corresponding 
section of the Provincial Act (Section 11)5, see page 410, 
supra), preclude the company from making the application. 
Under this section the winding up may he completely stayed 
and the company restored to its former status. It is to be 
observed that notwithstanding the winding-up the corporate 
state and powers of the company continue until the wind
ing up is complete (Section 20).

From the time of the making of the winding-up order 
the coinjiany shall cease to carry on its business except in so 
far as is in the opinion of the liquidator, required for the 
beneficial winding up thereof (Section 20). But the liquidator 
must have the Court's approval to do this (Section 34 (6)). 
Upon the appointment of a liquidator all the powers of the 
directors cease except in so far as the Court or liquidator 
sanctions the continuance of such powers (Section 31). 
There is no express decision as to whether this applies to the 
appointment of a provisional liquidator, hut it is submitted 
that upon the appointment of the provisional liquidator all 
powers of the directors come to an end. Transfers of 
shares, except transfers made to or with the sanction of the 
liquidator under the authority of the Court and every 
alteration in the status of the members of the company after 
the commencement of the winding up, are void (Section 21). 
This corresponds with Section 248 of the Provincial Act.
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Section 109 allows of the powers conferred upon tlio 
Court being exercised by a Judge thereof and as a matter of 
practice in British Columbia these powers are exercised by 
a Judge in Chambers. Section 110 allows the Court after 
the winding-up order is made to refer and delegate to any 
officer of the Court any of the powers conferred upon the 
Court by the Act. Under the authority of this section a 
large number of matters arc referred to the Registrar of the 
Court. All applications to the Court in a winding-up must 
l>e by summons at Chambers (Rule 4G).

Where an advertisement is required for any purpose 
it must be inserted once in the British Columbia Gazette 
and in such other newspaper or newspapers and for such a 
number of times as the Court may direct (Rule 48).

As to matters of procedure generally', see Sections 107 to 
133 of the Act.

Upon the winding-up order being made1 the same must 
be passed and entered within five days (Rule 6), and 
within twelve days after the date of the order, it must be 
advertised2 by the petitioner once in the British Columbia 
Gazelle, and must be served on such persons as the Court 
directs (Rule 5). Upon the order being passed and entered, 
a summons must be taken out in the winding-up and served 
upon all parties who have appeared on the petition. Upon 
the return of this summons the Judge may fix a time for 
the appointment of a liquidator and for the proof of debts, 
and for the list of contributories to be brought in, and may 
give directions as to advertisements to be made for all or 
any of such purposes and generally as to the proceedings 
and the parties to attend thereon (Rule 6). It is to be 
observed that the winding-up rules refer to an official 
liquidator, while the Act itself merely refers to a liqui
dator, but they are one and the same official.

‘For form of this order, see Form No. 3 in Rules.
‘For form of advertisement, see Form No. 4 in Rules.
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Suction 24 authorises the Court to appoint a liquidator. 
A permanent liquidator is not usually appointed at the 
making of the winding-up order,* 1 but by Section 29 the 
Court may appoint a provisional liquidator, and the order 
appointing him may limit and restrict his powers (see aL',% 
II,,1c 14 and for form of order see Form No. 8 in Rules). 
The petitioner’s nominee will usually be appointed as pro
visional liquidator. If there has been an assignment for the 
benefit of creditors, the assignee will be appointed a pro
visional liquidator. The rules relating to liquidators so far 
ns they are applicable apply to provisional liquidators 
(Rule 5,9).

Section 27 provides that a permanent liquidator shall 
not be appointed unless previous notice is given to the 
the creditors, contributories, shareholders or members and 
that the Court shall directly order the manner and form in 
which such notice shall be given (see also Rules 6, 7 and 8 
in regard to the giving of this notice). Unless the pro
visions of this section are observed it is a substantial 
objection to the appointment of the permanent liquidator.2

When the time and place for the appointment of a 
liquidator are fixed the same must be advertised as the 
Court has directed, but so that the first or only advertise
ment shall be published within fourteen days and not less 
than seven days before the day so fixed3 (Rule 8). Upon 
the day so fixed the provisional liquidator files an affidavit 
proving the publication and service of the notices in the 
manner directed by the Court. Nominations for the ap
pointment of liquidator should be substantially in the form 
of Form No. 0 in the rules. The Court may appoint or

■In view nf Section 27, it would appear impossible to appoint the 
iiermanent liquidator at the- same ti-ne the windhg-up order is made.

1 Re Guelph Linseed Oil Co., 2 O.W.R. 1151: Shoolbred v. Union Fire.
14 S.C.R. 624.

’For form of advertisement see Form No. 5 in Rules.
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reject any person nominated at such time and place and 
may appoint any person not so nominated (Rule 7). As 
to the principles which the Court follows in appointing a 
liquidator, see page 433, ct scq. The liquidator must give 
security and the order appointing him meet fix the time 
within which the security shall lie perfected (Rule 10). 
The form of security is by entering into a recognizance 
with two or more sureties in such sum as the Judge may 
approve (for form of recognizance see Form 9 in rules). 
The Court may accept the security of a guarantee society 
in lieu of its security (Section 2N and Rule 9).

Section 30 enables an incorporated company to be 
appointed liquidator and an amendment passed in the year 
1907 provides that where under the laws of any Province a 
trust company is accepted by the Courts of such Province 
and is permitted to act as administrator or assignee without 
giving security, such trust company may be appointed 
liquidator without giving security.

In order that the Judge, or Registrar of the Court, if 
the matter has been referred to him, may be in a position 
to determine the proper amount of security it is one of the 
duties of the provisional liquidator to bring in an affidavit 
setting out the assets that have come into his hands and 
their value. Security is then fixed at usually twice the 
amount of the assets, following the practice in administra
tion matters. The cost of furnishing security by the 
liquidator is borne by him personally and cannot be charged 
against the assets of the company as an expense incurred in 
the winding up. The Court may appoint a provisional 
liquidator without requiring security (Rule 14).

As soon as a liquidator is appointed and has given 
security his appointment must be advertised as the Court 
directs (Rule 13 and for form of advertisement see Form 
No. 14 of Rules).
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The order appointing a liquidator must, fix the times or 
periods at which he is to leave his accounts with vouchers 
and receipts with the District Registrar and must name the 
hank, which must ho a chartered hank in the Province, into 
which all moneys coming into the liquidator’s hands must be 
paid (Rule 10 and for form of this order see Form No. 7 in 
Rules).

Upon the liquidator being appointed he must take into 
his custody or under his control all the property effects and 
choses in action to which the company is or appears to be 
entitled (Section 33) and must forthwith proceed to make 
up, continue, complete and rectify the books of account of 
the company (Rule 10). lie must deposit all moneys 
coming into his hands which belong to the company in the 
hank designated by the Court and must not keep in his 
hands more than $100 at any one time (Sections 42 and 43). 
Such account must not be opened in the name of the liqui
dator individually but in his name ns liquidator (Section 43, 
see also Rules 35 to 39). Deposits are usually made to the 
credit of “A. U., liquidator of llie company."

By Rule 40, moneys placed to the account of the 
liquidator may only be paid out by cheque or orders signed 
by the liquidator and countersigned by the Judge of the 
Court.

Section 40 and Rule 17 authorise the liquidator being 
paid such salary or remuneration as the Court directs, but 
notice must first he given to the creditors and contributories. 
See in rc Central Bank, Lyle’s claim 22 O.R. 247 and re 
Farmers’ Loan and Savings Company 30 O.R. 337, where 
the question of the liquidator’s remuneration was considered.

The Act does not contain any provisions regarding the 
discharge of the liquidator and his sureties when the 
winding up is complete, but Rules 59 and 60 enable a 
liquidator and his sureties to obtain their discharge and
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release upon the termination of the proceedings in Chambers 
for the winding up of the company.

Unclaimed dividends or moneys of the company must be 
deposited at interest in the hank designated by the Court 
(Sections 44 and 45), and if unclaimed at the end of three 
years must be paid over by such bank to the Minister of 
Finance of Canada (Sections 130 and 137).

Powers of the Liquidator.

Sections 34 and 35 set out a list of things that the 
liquidator may do with the approval of the Court. Briefly 
these are (a) bringing or defending suits, (b) carrying on 
the business of the company, (e) selling property of the 
company, (</) drawing and indorsing hills and notes, (e) 
proving in bankruptcy, (f) borrowing money and (g) em
ploying a solicitor.

These sections correspond with Section 109 of the Pro
vincial Act with this difference, however, that in a 
provincial liquidation the liquidator may exercise any of 
the foregoing powers without the approval of the Court, 
except three, that is to say, (a) bringing and defending 
suits, (b) carrying on the business of the company, and 
(ij) employing a solicitor. Generally as to the powers of a 
liquidator see page 4lit, supra, and Palmer’s Precedents, 
Vo] 2, pages 280 to 298.

CONTRIBUTOIIIF.S.

The Act contains a number of sections (48 to 00) pro
viding for the payment, and the enforcement thereof, of all 
sums due from members of the company in their capacity as 
shareholders. These sections, which do not differ in 
principle from those of the Provincial Act, are supplemented 
by a number of rules (Rules 28 to 39). It must be 
observed, however, that there is an important difference 
between the Dominion and Provincial Acts,' in that under
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the former A-t past members arc not liable to contribute in 
respect of the shares they held (Section 52). In other words 
there is no list of contributories corresponding to the “B” 
list in a Provincial winding up.

The liquidator has no power to call meetings of creditors 
or contributories. These may only he called at the direction 
of the Court (Section 01). Upon the winding up of a com
pany all debts payable on a contingency and all claims 
against the company, present or future, certain or contingent 
and for liquidated or unliquidated damages are admissible 
to proof against the company. If for any reason the claim 
does not bear a certain value the Court determines the 
value of same and the amount for which it shall rank 
(Section 09). Section 70 of the Act gives to clerks or other 
persons in or having been in the employment of the com
pany in or about its business or trade, a preference in the 
dividend sheet over other creditors for arrears of salaries or 
wages which have accrued to them during the three months 
next previous to the date of the winding-up order. See 
page 490, supra, and Section 250 of the Provincial Act, 
which corresponds to this section. Creditors are required to 
send in proof of their claims, and on application of the 
liquidator the Wourt fixes a day on or before which such 
claims must he sent in (Section 72 and Rules 19 and 20). 
The liquidator must giyc the notices as directed by the 
Court. For form of notices see Form No. 15 in rules.

Rule 21 casts upon the liquidator the duty of investi
gating the claims sent in, and by Section 73 ho may give 
notice in writing to those creditors whose claims he does not 
consider should be allowed, requiring them to attend before 
the Court on a da)’ named in the notice to prove their claims 
to the satisfaction of the Court. Only after the notice 
calling in claims (Section 72) and the notice requiring 
creditors to prove their claims (Section 73) have been given
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and the respective times therein specified have expired and 
all claims of which proof have been required by the 
liquidator have been allowed or disallowed by the Court may 
the liquidator distribute the assets of the company among 
the persons entitled thereto (Section 74). This section ex
pressly relieves the liquidator from liability to any person 
whose claim had not been sent in at the time of any such 
distribution. If claims are sent in after the liquidator has 
made a partial distribution such claims, subject to proof and 
allowance, shall rank with the other claims of creditors in 
any future distribution (Section 75).

Distribution op Assets.

Section hi provides that the property of the company 
shall be applied in satisfaction of its debts and liabilities 
and the charges, costs and expenses incurred in winding up 
its affairs.

By Section 02 these charges, costs and expenses, includ
ing the remuneration of the liquidator, are payable in 
priority to all other claims. If any surplus remains after 
satisfaction of all these debts and liabilities and the 
winding-up charges, costs and expenses, this surplus must 
be distributed among the shareholders according to their 
rights and interests in the company.
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PART IV.

FORMS AND PRECEDENTS

1. DECLARATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH STATUTORY 
REQUIREMENTS.

" COMPANIES ACT”
(R.S.B.C. 1911, Chap. 39).

Declaration of Compliance with the requirements of the “Companies 
Act” made pursuant to Section 27 (2) of the said Act.

CANADA |

Province of British Columbia.

To Wit:
I,........................................................ of..................................................

do solemnly declare that I am *...................................................................

of the...............................................................................................................
Limited, and That all the requirements of the “Companies Act” in respect 
of matters precedent to the registration of the said Company and in
cidental thereto have been complied with. And I make this solemn 
declaration conscientiously believing it to be true and knowing- that it is of 
the same force and effect as if made under oath and by virtue of the 
“Canada Evidence Act.”

Declared before me at.

this.................... day of...........................

A.D. one thousand nine hundred and....

A Commissioner for taking Affidavits within British Columbia.
♦Insert here:—"A Solicitor of the Supreme Couit engaged in the formation," or "A person 

named in the Articles of Association as a Director or Secretary. '
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2. DECLARATION AS TO COMMENCEMENT OF BUSINESS.

"COMPANIES ACT.”
(R.S.B.C. 1911, Chap 39).

Declaration made on behalf of..............................................................

.......................................................... , Limited, that the conditions of
Section 98 (1) of the said Act have been complied with.

CANADA:

Province of British Columbia.

To Wit:

1,.........................................................., of..............................................

being......................................................of the..............................................
(Th«* Secretary or one of the Directors.)

............................................................... Limited,.........................................
solemnly declare that the amount of the share capital of the Company
offered to the public for subscription is $......................................................

That the amount fixed by the Memorandum or Articles of Association, 
and named in the prospectus as the minimum subscription upon which the
Company may proceed to allotment, is $......................................................

That shares held, subject to the payment of t lie whole amount thereof
in cash, have been allotted to the amount of $........................ ......................

That every Director of the said Company has paid to the Company 
on each of the shares taken, or contracted to be taken, by him, and for 
which he is liable to pay in cash, a proportion equal to the proportion 
payable on application and allotment on the shares offered by the Com
pany for public subscription.

And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to he 
true, and knowing that it is of the same force and effect as if made undei 
oath and by virtue of the “Canada Evidence Act.”

Declared before me at .

this.....................day of.......................

A.D. one thousand nine hundred and..

A Commissioner for taking Affidavits within British Columbia.
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3. LIST OF PERSONS WIIO HAVE CONSENTED TO BE 
DIRECTORS.

To the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies:
I, the undersigned, hereby give you notice, pursuant to Section 83 of 

the '•CenpMiw hut,” (1911, R.8.B.C., Chap. 99) that the following
IMTsons fiave consented to be Directors of the...................................................
........................................................................................Company, Limited.

Name Address Description

James Brown

John Smith

R obert Craven

Alex Thomson

Westholm, Park Road. 
Vancouver

2932 Melville Street,, 
Vancouver

1614 River Road, South 
Vancouver

328 Cardero Street, 
Vancouver

Engineer

Land Surveyor

Tea Merchant

Insurance Manager

(Signature of Secretary or Solicitor) JAMES YOUNG,
34 Barnard Place, Vancouver,

Dated this 13th day of May, 1912. Solicitor

4. CONSENT TO ACT AS DIRECTOR.

To the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies:
We, the undersigned hereby testify our consent to act as Directors of

the..............................
to Section 80, of the “Companies Act/' (1911, R.S.B.C., Chap. 39).

Signature Address1 Description

Jas. Brown Westholm, Park Road,
Vancouver Engineer

John Smith 2932 Melville Street,
Vancouver Land Surveyor

Itobt. Craven 1614 River Road, South
Vancouver Tea Merchant

Alexr. Thomson 328 Cardero Street,
Vancouver Insurance Manager

Dated this 13th day of May, 1912.
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5. CONTRACT BY DIRECTOR TO TAKE SHARE 
QUALIFICATION,

To Be Signed and Filed with the Registrar Pursuant to Section 
80 (1) of the “Companies Act.”

The............................................................................Company, Limited.
1, the undersigned, James Brown, of Wcstholm, Park Rond, Van

couver, Engineer, having consented to act ns Director of the.................
........................................................................................Company, Limited,
hereby undertake and agree to take from the said Company and to pay 
for shores of the Company of the nominal value of One Thousand Dollars, 
this being the amount fixed by the Articles of Association of the Company 
as the qualification of a Director of the Company.

Signed by the said James Brown I
in the presence of James Young, JAS. BROWN
Solicitor, Vancouver. J

Dated this 16th day of May, 1912.

6. BOARD MEETING AGENDA SHEET.

Meeting of Directors to be Held on Friday, the 27tii September, 
1912, in the Board of Trade Rooms, Vancouver.

Present.............................................................................................

Agenda
1. Registration of Company..............

The Solicitor to report as to 
this.

2. Election of Directors...................
Produce result of Meeting of 

Signatories to the Com
panies’ Memorandum of As
sociation for the election of 
the following proposed Di
rectors, viz:—
James Brown 
John Smith 
Robt. Craven 
Alex. Thomson

Decisions
The Solicitor reported that the 

Company was duly registered on 
20th inst. The <Certificate of In
corporation produced was or
dered to be framed and hung in 
the Company’s office.

The Solicitor produced resolution 
signed by all the signatories 
electing the persons named as 
Direct oi s. Ordered t hat the said 
resolution be affixed to the first 
page of the Company’s Minute 

•Book.
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3. Election of Chairman..................... James Brown unanimously elected.
4. Quorum of Directors...................... Two to be quorum for transaction

of business.
5. Bankers..................:...................... Imperial Bank of Canada appointed
6. Manager......................................... Richard Wallace appointed.

Etc. Etc. Etc. Etc.

7. MINUTES OF DIRECTORS’ MEETING 
Minutes of the First Meeting of the Board of Directors Held in 

the Board of Trade Rooms on Friday, 27th September, 1912.

Present:—James Brown (in the Chair).
John Smith.
Robt. Craven.
Alex. Thomson.

In Attendance:—Jas. Young, Solicitor.
Thos. Main, Secretary.
S. T. Grant, Chartered Accountant.

1. The Solicitor reported that the registration of the Company was
effected on the 20th September, 1912, and he also produced the 
Certificate of Incorporation of that date.

2. The Solicitor further reported that at a Meeting of the Signatories
held this day, at which all the signatories were present, the following 
four gentlemen had been unanimously elected directors, viz:— 
Messrs. James Brown, John Smith, Robert Craven and Alex 
Thomson. Mr. J. R. Hutchins to join the Board after allotment,

3. RESOLVED—That Mr. James Brown be appointed Chairman of the
Directors.

4. RESOLVED—That two Directors shall form a quorum for the
despatch of business.

5. RESOLVED—That the banking account of the Company be opened
with the Imperial Bank of Canada, subject to the control of the 
members of this Board, the signature of any one of whom and the 
counter signature of the Secretary, Mr. Thos. Main, shall be 
sufficient authority to the Bank for the payment of all monies, to 
permit the inspection or withdrawal of any Securities, and to 
receive and act upon any instructions in connection with the 
transactions of the Company with the said Bank.

6. RESOLVED—That Mr. Richard Wallace be appointed Manager of
the Company at a salary of $250 per month terminable on one 
month’s notice on either side, Mr. Wallace to have complete con
trol of etc., etc. (Here define his powers and duties.)
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7. RESOLVED—That Mr. James Young be appointed Solicitor to the
Company.

8. RESOLVED—That Mr. S. T. Grant be appointed Auditor to the
Company at a remuneration of $5IK) (five hundred dollars) for the 
first year’s audit, including the certifying of the Statutory Report.

9. RESOLVED—That Mr. Thos. Main be appointed Secretary to the
Company subject to three months’ notice on either side in the 
event of the termination of the agreement, at a salary of $100 
(one hundred dollars) per month.

10. RESOLVED—That the Registered Office of the Company be situated
at 1019 Hastings Street, West Vancouver, and that the name of the 
Company be forthwith affixed outside the Company’s office 

and that the Sfiuit jr be instruite! to forthwith register with the 
Registrar of Joint Stock Companies notice of the situation of the 
Registered Office.

11. RESOLVED—That Mr. J. R. Hutchins be appointed Managing
Director of the Company at a remuneration of $3000 per annum 
for a period of three years, and that the Solicitor be instructed to 
prepare an Agreement accordingly.

12. RESOLVED—That the copy of the Prospectus of the Company, dated
the 19th September, now submitted (with the signature of all the 
Directors affixed) be approved, be ordered to be printed and 
circulated in accordance with the estimate, produced, of the 
Advertising Agents, so soon as the document shall have been 
registered with the Registrar. A copy ot the Prospectus was 
ordered to be attached to the Minute Book for reference.

13. RESOLVED—That a letter be written to the Bankers of the Company
and signed by the Directors, giving their signatures, and it was 
further resolved that all monies received be paid into the Bank 
and that one Director and the Secretary should sign cheques on 
behalf of the Company, or two Directors.

14. RESOLVED—That the seal of the Company be affixed to documents
in the presence of one Director and the Secretary after a Board 
Minute has been duly passed authorizing the use of the Seal.

15. RESOLVED—That a seal be obtained in accordance with the design
and estimate submitted, and that the seal of the Company be 
kept at the Registered Offices, the Secretary holding the key.

10. RESOLVED—That the First Ordinary General or Statutory Meeting 
of the Company be held in the office of the Company at five o’clock- 
on Friday, 15th November, 1912.
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17. RESOLVED—That it be remitted to the Secretary to obtain such
books of account as the Auditor may advise, Office Stationery, 
Safe and Furniture (at a limit of $750).

18. RESOLVED—That all original agreements and similar documents
he kept in a box at the Company’s Bankers, to which access is 
only to be obtained by the authority of the Board.

19. RESOLVED—That the next Board Meeting be held on Friday, 18th
October, 1912.

Note.—In the foregoing example of Minutes of the First Meeting of 
the Board, there are several items which would not in the ordinary course 
be dealt with until a subsequent meçting. A look through them will, 
however, assist the Secretary to prepare his Agenda for the first Meeting. 
It is customary for some Banks to have resolutions passed on their own 
special forms for operations on the Company’s account, and the Secretary 
should first enquire at the Bank ns to this.

8. NOTICE OF SITUATION OF REGISTERED OFFICE.

Notice of the Situation of the Registered Office of the

........................................................................Company, Limited.

To the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
The.........................................................................Company, Limited,

hereby give you notice in accordance with the “Companies Act,” (1911, 
R.S.B.C., Chap. 39) that the registered office of the Company is situated 
at No. 1019, Hastings Street, West Vancouver.

(Signature) TIIOS. MAIN,
Secretary.

Dated 16th October, 1912.

9. NOTICE OF CHANGE OF REGISTERED OFFICE.

Notice of Change in the Situation of the Registered Office of 
the................................................................................ Company, Limited.

To the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
The.........................................................................Company, Limited,

hereby give you notice, in accordance with the “Companies Act” (1911, 
R.S.B.C., Chap. 39), that ti e Registered office of the Company is now 
situated at 63 Wallace Road, Vancouver.

(Signature) THOS. MAIN,
Secretary.

Dated 24th day of July, 1912.
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10. RETURN OF ALLOTMENTS.

EASTERN STEAMSHIP COMPANY, LIMITED.

Return of Allotments ma 'e the.................... day of..............
1913, in pursuance of Section 97 of the Companies’ Act, 

R.S.B.C. 1911.

Number of *........................ Shares allotted payable in cash .....................
Number of ........................ Shares allotted payable in cash .....................
Nominal amount of *............................Shares so allotted.........................!
Nominal amount of ............................Shares so allotted.........................$
Amount paid or due and payable on each such *..............................share!
Amount paid or due and payable on each such .............................. share!

(•Distinguish between Preference, Ordinary, Ac.)

Number of Shares allotted for a consideration
other than cash......................................................

Nominal amount of Shares so allotted...................................................... !
Amount to be treated as paid on each such share..................................... !
The consideration for which such shares have been allotted is

Names, Addresses and Descript on of the Allottees:

NAME ADDRESS DESCRIPTION
NUMBER

OF SHARES 
ALLOTTED

Presented for filing by
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11 CHAIRMAN’S AGENDA SHEET AT GENERAL MEETING.

Second General Meeting, Wednesday, 15th January, 1913.

1. Secretary to read Notice convening the Meeting.
2. Secretary to read Minutes of previous General Meeting (or Minutes to

be taken as read) and to read the Auditor’s Report, if not printed 
on the issued accounts.

3. Ask whet lier the Report and Accounts submitted shall be taken as read.
4. Make statement as to the position of the Company’s affairs, and

conclude by moving as follows:
“That the Report of the Directors produced, together with 

the annexed Statement of the Company’s Accounts at the 31st 
December, 1912, duly audited, be received, approved, and 
adopted.”

5. Call on Mr......................to second the motion.
G. Invite discussion by Shareholders.
7. Answer questions and put motion to the meeting as above, and declare

8. Mr...................... to move:
“That Messrs....................  and ....................., the retiring

Directors be re-elected Directors of the Company.”
9. Call on Mr......................to second the motion.

10. Put motion to meeting and declare result.
11. Chairman to move:

“That the following dividends be now declared out of the 
net profits of the Company for the twelve months ended the 31st 
December, 1912, upon the capital issued on that date, viz. on the 
$100,000 Preference Stock a dividend of 7 per cent for the year 
and on the $150,000 Ordinary Stock a dividend of 10 per cent 
for the year, such dividends to be paid to the Shareholders 
appearing on the Register at this date.”

12. Call on Mr......................to second the motion.
13. Put motion to the meeting and declare the result.
14. A Shareholder to move:

“That Mr. S. T. Grant, Chartered Accountant, be re-elected 
Auditor of the Company for the ensuing year, at a remuneration 
for his services of $250.”

15. The motion to be seconded by another Shareholder.
16. Put motion to the meeting and declare result.
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12. NOTICES OF MEETINGS.

I. Statutory Meeting.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the STATUTORY MEETING
of the.............................................................................. Company, Limited,

called in accordance with Section 73 of the “Companies Act," (R.S.B.C., 
1911, Chap. 39), will lx; held at the Registered Offices of the Company, 
1019 Hastings Street, W., Vancouver, on Friday, 15th November, 1912, 
at 5 o'clock p.m.

A copy of the Report required to be submitted to the Meeting, under 
Section 73 of the said “Companies Act” is enclosed herewith.

By order of the Board,
TIIOS. MAIN,

Secretary.

II. Ordinary General Meeting.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the SECOND ORDINARY
GENERAL MEETING of the.....................................................................
Company, Limited, will be htl 1 in the Board of Trade Rooms, Vancouver, 
on Wednesday, the 15th day of January, 1913, at twelve o’clock noon, 
to pass the Directors’ Report and Accounts, to elect Directors and Audi
tors, to declare a dividend, and to transact the ordinary business of the 
Company.

By order of the Board,
THOS. MAIN,

Secretary.
Vancouver: 27th December, 1912.

13. DIRECTORS’ REPORT AND ACCOUNTS.

The........................................................................................Company, Limited

Report of the Directors to be Presented to the Second Ordinary 
Annual General Meeting of the Shareholders, to bjj 

Held in the Board of Trade Rooms, Vancouver, 
at Twelve o’Clock Noon, on Wednesday, 

the 15th day of January, 1913.

1. The Directors beg to present herewith the audited account of the 
Company for the twelve months ended 31st December, 1912.
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2. The profits for the year 1912, amount to............................... $32,594.85

Which the Directors propose to divide as follows:
In payment of a dividend of 7% on the Preference

Capital........................................................................ $ 7,000 00
In payment of a dividend of 10% on the Ordinary

Capital........................................................................ 15,000 00
Amount to be carried to Reserve................................... 10,000.00
Balance to be carried forward to next year’s accounts 594.85

$32,594.85
3. The Shareholders have been kept advised by Circular from time to

time of the progress of the Company’s operations in the field, and 
the Resident Engineer reports that the plant is now in full working 
order, and in excellent condition.

4. The Directors to retire arc Messrs..........................and.............................
who, being eligible, offer themselves for re-election.

5. The retiring Auditor, Mr..................... . also offers himself for re-
election.

I). Appended hereto is copy of the Company’s Balance Sheet and Profit 
and Loss Account, duly certified by the Auditor, as at 31st Decem
ber, 1912.

By order of the Board,
THUS. MAIN,

Secretary.
Vancouver: 3rd January, 1913.

14. MINUTES OF STATUTORY GENERAL MEETING.

The Statutory General Meeting was Held on Friday, 15th 
November, 1912, at the Registered Offices of the Company, 

at 5 o’Clock p.m.

1. The notice convening the meeting was read by the Secretary.
2. The Chairman reported that the meeting was called to comply with

the provisions contained in Section 73, of the “Companies Act.”
3. The Special Report of the Directors and Auditor, a copy of which had

been sent to the Shareholders with the notice of meeting, was 
considered and approved.
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4. The Chairman explained shortly the satisfactory position of the
Company’s affairs, and referred to the promising outlook as men
tioned in the Engineer’s Reports.

5. A vote of thanks was accorded to the Chairman, who suitably replied, 
ti. The meeting then terminated.

Chairman.

15. MINUTES OF ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING.

The Second Ordinary General Meeting of the Company was Held 
in the Board of Trade Rooms, Vancouver, on Wednesday, 

the 15th Day of January, 1913, at Twelve o’Clock.
Noon.

Present:—.........................................................................................

7. The notice convening the meeting was read.
8. The Directors’ Report and Accounts were taken as read.
9. The Report of the Auditor on the Accounts at the 31st December,

1912, was read.
10. RESOLVED—That the Report of the Directors produced, together

with the annexed Statement of the Company’s Accounts at the 
31st Deceml>er, 1912, duly audited, be received, approved and 
adopted.

11. RESOLVED—That the following dividends upon the Company’s
issued Capital be now declared payable out of the Net Profits of the 
undertaking for the twelve months ended the 31st December, 1912, 
viz. on the $100,000 Preference Stock a dividend of 7% for the 
year; on the $150,000 Ordinary Stock a dividend of 10% for the 
year, such dividends to be paid forthwith.

12. RESOLVED unanimously that Messrs.......................and...................
the retiring Directors, be re-elected Directors of the Company.

13. RESOLVED—That Mr...................... , Chartered Accountant, be re
elected Auditor to the Company for the ensuing year, at a remun
eration of $250.

14. The meeting closed with a vote of thanks to the Chairman and the
Directors.

15. The Chairman having suitably responded on behalf of himself and his
co-Directors, the meeting terminated.

Chairman.
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16 NOTICE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL MEETING.
(First Notice)

NOTICE is hereby given that an Extraordinary General Meeting
of the...........................................................................Company, Limited,
will be held at the Registered Office of the Company, 1019 Hastings 
Street, W., Vancouver, on Monday, the 8th day of August, 1911, at three 
o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of considering, and, if deemed 
advisable, passing the following resolution, with or without modification:— 

That Article G7 of the Articles of Association of the Company be 
altered by omitting the following words therefrom, namely:—

“In every subsequent year the one-third of the Directors 
for the time being, or if their number is not three or a multiple 
of three, then the number nearest to one-third, who have been 
longest in office shall retire.”

Should the said resolution be passed by the requisite majority, it 
will be submitted for confirmation as a Special Resolution at a subsequent 
Extraordinary Meeting of the Members, of which due notice will be given.

By order of the Board,
TIIOS. MAIN,

Secretary.
Registered Office: 1019 Hastings Street, West,

Vancouver: 23rd July, 1911.

17. NOTICE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL MEETING 
(Second Notic )

NOTICE is hereby given that an Extraordinary General Meeting
of the...........................................................................Company, Limited,
will be held at the Registered Offices of the Company, 1019 Hastings 
Street, West, Vancouver, on Wednesday, the 24th day of August, 1911, at 
3 o’clock p.m., when the subjoined resolution which was passed at an 
Extraordinary General Meeting of the Company, held on the 8th day of 
August, 1911, will be submitted for confirmation as a Special Resolution:— 

That Article 67, of the Articles of Association of the Company be 
altered by omitting the following words therefrom, namely:—

“In every subsequent year the one-third of the Directors 
for the time being, or if their number is not three or a multiple of 
throe, then the number nearest to one-third, who have been 
longest in office shall retire.”

By order of the Board,
THOS. MAIN,

Secretary
Registered Office: 1019 Hastings Street, West,

Vancouver: 9th August, 1911.
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IS. REPORT TO STATUTORY MEETING.

Report

(Pursuant to Section 73 of the “Companies Act,” 1911, R.S.B.C., Chap.
39) of the................................................................................. Company, Limited

(a) The total amount of shares allotted is 125,000 of which 75,000 arc 
allotted fully paid up to the extent of $5 per share in part consider
ation of the acquirement of the Patent Rights from...........................
and upon each of the remaining shares the sum of $5 has been paid 
in cash.

(/>) The total amount of cash received by the Company in respect of the 
shares issued wholly for cash is $400,(K)O and as to shares issued 
partly for cash is NI L.

fc) The receipts and payments of the Company on Capital Account to 
the date of this report are as follows:—

Particulars of Receipts

Preference Share
Capital.............. 250,000 <M>

Ordinary Share
Capital.............. 150,000 (HI

400 C00 (H) |

Particulars of Payments

Preliminary Ex-
penses ..............

LandBuilding and
2,500 00

Machinery........ 2(H),(KH) 00

202,500 00

The following is an account or Estimate of the Preliminary Expenses 
of the Company:—
Estimated Preliminary Expenses, including Registration Fees,

Printing Prospectus, Advert ising, Post ages, Stat ionery, etc. $2,500 00 
(d) Names, addresses and descriptions of the Directors, Auditors, Manager 

and Secretary of the Company:

Directors

Surname Christian Name Address Description

Brown James Westholm, Park 
Road, Vancouver Engineer

Smith John 2932 Melville Street, 
Vancouver Land Surveyor

Craven Robert, 1614 River Road, So. 
Vancouver Tea Merchant

Thomson Alex. 328 Cardcro Street, 
Vancouver Insurance Manager
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Grant

Auditors

Stanley Tytler 1087 Hastings Street Chartered Accountant 
I Vancouver

Manager

Wallace Richard Pacific Building, Civil Engineer
1 \ ancouver

Secretary

Main Thomas
1019 Hastings Street, 

Vancouver Accountant

(c) Particulars of any Contract, the modification of which Ls to he sub
mitted to the meeting for its approval, together with the particulars 
of the modification, or proposed modification:—

It is proposed to modify the original Purchase Contract in the following 
particular, and the Shareholders will be asked to vote upon the following 
proposed Résolut ion :—

“That in addition to the Purchase Price mentioned in the 
Purchase Agreement of 16th July, 1912, the sum of $5,000 cash 
be paid for additional expenses incurred.”

Dated 30th December, 1912.

We hereby certify this Report,

JAMES BROWN 1 
JOHN SMITH Two of the Directors.

I hereby certify that so much of this Report as relates to the Shares 
allotted by the Company and to the cash received in respect of such Shares 
and to the Receipts and Payments of the Company on Capital Account is 
correct.

S. T. GRANT, C.A.,
Auditor.
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19. NOTICE TO REGISTRAR OF INCREASE OF SHARE 
CAPITAL.

Notice of Increase in the Nominal Capit l of tiie..............................

..............................................................................................Company, Limited.

To the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies:
The............................................................................... Company, Limited,

hereby give you notice that, in accordance with the “Companies Act” 
(1911, R.S.B.C., Chap. 39) by an Extraordinary Resolution of the Com
pany passed the nineteenth day of July, 1912, and confirmed as a Special 
Resolution the twenty-ninth day of July, 1912, the nominal capital of the 
Company has been increased by addition thereto of the sum of fifty 
thousand dollars, divided into 50,000 Preference Shares of one dollar each, 
beyond the Registered Capital of $150,000.

THUS. MAIN,
Dated the 29th day of July, 1912. Secretary.

20. EXTRAORDINARY RESOLUTIONS.

Notice of Extraordinary Resolution to Wind up.

The......................................................................................Company, Limited.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that an Extraordinary General
Meet ing of the above named Company will be held at.....................................
on Monday, the 14th day of October, 1912, at 3 o’clock p.m., for the purpose 
of considering, and, if deemed expedient, passing the following* Extra
ordinary Resolution, that is to say:—

“That it has been proved to the satisfaction of this meeting 
that the Company cannot, by reason of its liabilities, continue 
its business, and that it is advisable to wind it up, and accordingly 
that the Company be wound up voluntarily.”

Should the Resolution be passed, a further Resolution will be pro
posed at the same meeting, for the appointment of Mr.................................... ,
Chartered Accountant, Vancouver, or some other duly qualified person, to 
be Liquidator for the purposes of such winding up.

By order of the Board,
THOS. MAIN,

1019 Hastings Street, W., Secretary.
Vancouver: 3rd October, 1912.

Note.—It will be observed that the Resolution for Liquidation be
comes effective, il passed at one meeting, when it contains a statement as 
above to the effect that “the Company cannot, by reason of its liabilities, 
continue its business, and that it is advisable to wind it up.”
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21. SPECIAL RESOLUTIONS.

Notick of Extraordinary General Meeting to Wind Up.

The.................................................................Company, Limited.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that an Extraordinary 

General Meeting of the above named Company will be held
at............................... on Wednesday, the 12th day of April
1911, at 3 o'clock p.m., for the purpose of considering, and, if, 
deemed advisable, of passing the following Resolutions, with or 
without modification:—

1. “That the Company be wound up voluntarily.”
2. “That Robert Smith, Chartered Accountant, of 

Vancouver, be, and is hereby appointed Liquidator 
for the purpose of such winding up.”

Should the said Resolutions be passed by the requisite 
majority, they will be submitted for confirmation as Special 
Resolutions, at a subsequent Extraordinary General Meeting, 
due notice of which will be given.

By order of the Board,
THUS. MAIN,

Secretary.
Registered Office, 1019 Hastings Street, W.,
Vancouver, 1st April, 1911.

NOTICE OF THE CONFIRMATORY MEETING.

The....................................................................... Company, Limited.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that an Extraordinary
General Meeting of the above Company will be held at.................
on Friday, the 28th day of April, 1911, at 3 o’clock p.m., when 
the subjoined Resolutions which were duly passed at the Extra
ordinary General Meeting of the Company, held on the 12th 
instant, will be submitted for confirmation as Special Re
solutions:—

1. “That the Company be wound up voluntarily.”
2. “That Robert Smith, Chartered Accountant, of 

Vancouver, be, and is hereby appointed Liquidator 
for the purposes of such winding up.”

By order of the Board,
TIIOS. MAIN,‘Secretary.
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Note.—It is not necessary to propose the Liquidator at the first 
meeting, as he can be appointed, by Extraordinary Resolution only, at 
the second meeting. If the Liquidator’s powers arc to be extended, the 
following notice of Extraordinary Resolution should be given for the 
second reading, viz.: “That the said Liquidator l>e and is hereby authorised 
to enter into such compromises and to do such other acts as he is entitled 
to do, under the powers for that purjiosc contained in Section 2)10 of the 
“Companies Act" (R.S.B.C., 1011, Chap. 39).

The Resolutions at the first meeting must be passed by a three- 
fourths majority of those present, and confirmed at the Confirmatory 
meeting by a simple* majority.

22. NOTICE OF LIQUIDATION TO BE PUBLISHED IN GAZETTE 
PURSUANT TO SECTION 229 AND FOR REGISTRAR OF 
JOINT STOCK COMPANIES.

The....................................................................................... Company, Limited.
At an Extraordinary General Meeting of the Members of the above

named Company, duly convened ami held at......................................., in the
City of Vancouver, on Monday, the 14th day of October, 1912, the following 
Extraordinary Resolutions were duly passed; and at a second Extraordinary 
Meeting, duly convened and held at the same place, on Wednesday, the 
30th day of October, 1912, were duly confirmed as Special Resolutions, 
viz. :—

1. That the Company be wound up voluntarily.
2. That ..................................., Chartered Accountant, of Van

couver, be and he is hereby appointed Liquidator for the 
purpose of such winding up.

Dated this 1st day of November, 1912.

WITNESS :...................................... ( ’hairman.

23. NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF LIQUIDATOR.

To BE SENT TO REGISTRAR PURSUANT TO SECTION 231.

To the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies:
I, the undersigned Stanley Tytler Grant, of 1687 Hastings Street, 

Vancouver, hereby give notice that by an Extraordinary Resolution of
the Company, I have b<*en api>ointed Liquidator of the..............................
Company, Limited.

(Signature) S. T. GRANT.
Dated 11th July, 1912.
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24. ADVERTISEMENT FOR CREDITORS IN VOLUNTARY 
WINDING UP PURSUANT TO SECTION 232.

I\ thk Matter ok the “ Companies Act ” (R.8.B.C., 1911, Chap. 39)
AND

The.........................................................................................Company, Limited

The Creditors of the above named Company are required, on or before 
the 31st day of January, 1913, to send their names and addresses and the 
particulars of their debts or claims, to Robert Smith, Chartered Accountant, 
of No. 1093 Hastings Street, Vancouver, the Liquidator of said Company 
and, if so required, by notice in writing from the said Liquidator, arc, by 
their Solicitors, or j>ersonally, to come in and prove their said debts or 
claims at such time and place as shall be specified in such notice, or in 
default thereof, they will be excluded from the benefit of any distribution 
made before such debts are proved.
Dated this 31st day of October, 1912.

JAMES YOUNG,
Solicitor for the above-named Liquidator.

210 Granville Street, Vancouver.

25. NOTICE OF INTENTION TO SETTLE LIST OF 
CONTRIBUTORIES.

In the Matter ok the “Companies Act” (R.S.B.C., 1911, (’hap. 39)
AND

The....................................................................................... Company, Limited.

TAKE NOTICE that 1, Robert Smith, the Liquidator of the above- 
named Company, have appointed Wednesday, the 16th day of February, 
1913, at twelve o’clock noon, at my office, 1093 Hastings Street, W., 
Vancouver, to settle the List of the Contributories of the above named 
Company, made out by me, pursuant to the “Companies Act,” R.S.B.C., 
1911, Chap. 39), and that you are included in such list in the character 
and for the number of Shares stated below; and if no sufficient cause is 
shown by you to the contrary at the time and place aforesaid, the List 
will be settled, including you therein.
Dated this 29th day of January, 1913.

ROBERT SMITH,
» Liquidator.

To Mr. Herbert Johnston,
624 Westminster Place, Vancouver.
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List Name Address
r* In whatDeser.p-

,■ character
included

Pref. 
Shares 
of $10

Ordy.
Shares

24 Johnston, Herbert 024 West
minster PI., 
Vancouver.

Merchant Member 
in his own 
right.

200 450

2ti. VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION—LIST OF CONTRIBUTORIES. 

In the Matter of the “Companies Act,” 1011 (R.S.B.C., Chap. 39) 

and

In the Matter of the....................................................... Company, Limited.*

List of Contributories of the above named Company, on 31st July, 
1912, the Date of the Liquidation.

The following is a List of the Contributories of the said Company, 
together with their respective addresses and the number of shares to be 
attributed to each, so far as I have been able to ascertain.

In the first part of the List the persons who arc Contributories in their 
own right are distinguished.

In the second part of the said list the persons who arc Contributories 
as being representatives of, or being liable to the debts of, others are 
distinguished.

First Part—A. Contributories in their own right.

Name Address Descrip-
In what 

character 
included

Pref. 
Shares 
of $10

Ordy. 
Share# 
of $5

James Brown Park Road, Engineer Member 2000 1000
Vancouver in his own

right
John Smith 2932 Mel- Land do. 1500 1500

ville Street, Surveyor
Vancouver

&c. &c. &c. &c.
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First Part—B. Contributories in their own right who have been members 
of the Company within twelve months of the 31st July, 1912, the date 
of the Commencement of the Liquidation.

112 D. Spencer 16 York PI., Architect Member 20 —
Vancouver in his own

Ac.
right

Ac. Ac. 1 Ac.

Second Part—Contributories as being Representatives of or liable to the 
Debts of others.

A. Taylor and
|
c.o. Messrs. As Lcpre- 10

R. Foote Tumble A sentative
Co., of Hy.
Solicitors, Taylor
Toronto deceased

Ac. Ac. Ac. 1 Ac.

27. VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION-UNDER SUPERVISION ORDER 
LIQUIDATOR’S REPORT TO THE COURT.

In the Matter of the “Companies Act,” 1911 (R.S.B.C., Chap. 39) 
AND

In the Matter of the...................................................Company, Limited.

First Quarterly Report of Stanley T. Grant, the Liquidator, up to 
the 31st October, 1912, in pursuance of order to continue voluntary 
winding up under supervision made by the Court on the 31st day of July, 
1912.

The Liquidator begs to report to the Registrar of Joint Stock Com
panies as follows:—

1. Notices of Intention to put members on List of Contributories 
were sent out on 6th August, 1912.

2. The Advertisement for Creditors appeared in the Vancouver 
Daily Province and the British Columbia Gazette on 1st 
August, 1912.

3. Notice of having settled List of Contributories on the 20th 
day of August, 1911, were sent out on that date to the Con
tributories, and the balance due on the Preference Shares of 
the Company was called up on the same date.

4. The following is a summary of the Liquidator’s Receipts and 
Payments to date.
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Receipts.
Bank Balance.....................................*.....................$ 1,000
Calls Received..........................................................  20,000
Real Estate Sold...........................  15,000
Machinery and Plant Sold........................................ 6,750

$42,750
Payments.

Insurance, Advertising, Printing, &c.................  $ 1,675
Law Costs.................................................................. 2,000
Auctioneer and Valuator........................................ 250

$4,625
Balance at credit of Liquidator in Imperial Bank

of Canada... 88,128

$42,750

5. Claims to the extent of $395,600 have been received, but the 
Liquidator estimates that the Liabilities ranking for Dividend will amount 
to fully $100,000.
Dated 31st October, 1912.

(Signed) S. T. GRANT, Liquidator.
1687 Hastings Street,
Vancouver.

28. NOTICE OF FINAL GENERAL MEETING.

In the Matter of the “Companies Act” (R.S.B.C., 1911, Chap. 39)
AND

The........................................................................................Company, Limited.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a General Meeting of the above- 
named Company will be held in the Board of Trade Rooms, Hastings Street, 
Vancouver, on Wednesday, the 31st day of October, 1913, at 11 o'clock 
forenoon, for the purpose of having the account of the Liquidator, showing 
the manner in which the winding up has been conducted, and the property 
of the Company disposed of, laid before such meeting, and of hearing any 
explanation that may be given by the Liquidator, and also of determining 
by Extraordinary Resolution the manner in which the Books, Accounts and 
Documents of the Company and of the Liquidator thereof shall be disposed 
of.

Dated this 12th dav of September, 1913.
JAMES YOUNG, 

Solicitor for Liquidator
216 Granville Street, Vancouver.
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29. RETURN OF FINAL WINDING UP MEETING.

Return or Final Winding up Meeting (pursuant to Sec. 239 or the 
“Companies Act,” 1911 (R.S.B.C., Chap. 39)

or

The............................................................................................ Company, Limited.

To the Registrar or Joint Stock Companies:

I have to inform you that a Meeting of the...........................................
Company, Limited, was duly held on the fourteenth day of July, 1913, for 
the purpose of having an Account laid before them showing the manner 
in which the winding up of the Company has been conducted, and the 
property of the Company disposed of, and that the same was done accord- 
ingly.

(Signature) S. T. GRANT,
Liquidator.

Dated 17th July, 1913.
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PART V.

THE COMPANIES ACT
(R S B C , 1911, Chap. 39j as amended by theCompanies Act 

Amendment Act, 1912.
The Companies Act Amendment Act, 1913, appears separately. See pages 704 to 709. 
Sections of the Principal Act modified by the 1913 Act have been noted in the margin

An Act, relating to Joint-stock Companies.

HIS MAJESTY, by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative 
Assembly of the Province of British Columbia, enacts as follows:—

Short Title.
1. This Act may be known and cited as the “Companies Act,” 1910, 

c. 7, s. 1.
Interpretation, clr.

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires, the following 
expressions shall have the meanings hereby assigned to them, that is

“Existing company” means a company formed and registered under 
some former public Ordinance or Act of this Province, except 
tho "Companies Act, 1878,” and the “Companies Act, 1890”:

“Company” means a company formed and registered under this 
Act or an existing company:

“Extra-provincial company” means any duly incorporated company 
other than a company incorporated under the laws of the Prov
ince or the former Colonies of British Columbia and Vancouver 
Island:

“Articles” means the articles of association of a company as originally 
framed or as altered by special resolution, including, so far as 
they apply to the company, the regulations contained (as the 
ease may be) in Table A in the First Schedule to the “Companies 
Act, 1862,” or in that table as altered in pursuance of Section 71 
of that Act, or in Table A in the First Schedule to the “Companies 
Act, 1897,” or in that table as altered in pursuance of Section 
121 of that Act, or in Table A in the l irst Schedule to this Act, 
or in such table as altered in pursuance of the provisions of this 
Act; and shall include the by-laws of any existing company 
except by-laws made by diiectors:

“Memorandum” means the memorandum of association of a com
pany as originally framed or as altered in pursuance of the pro
visions of this Act:
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“Charter” of a company means the Act, Statute, Ordinance, or other “Charter.” 
provision of law by or under which the company is incorporated, 
and any amendments thereto applying to such company, whether 
of this or of any other Province, or of the Dominion, or of the 
United Kingdom, or of any colony or dependency thereof, or 
of any foreign State or country, the memorandum of association 
or agreement or deed of settlement of the company, and the 
letters patent or charter of inconwration, and the licence or 
certificate of registration of the company, as the case may be:

“Charter and regulations” of a company means the charter of ther^uhTtiona *nd 
company and the articles of association, and all by-laws, rules, 
and regulations of the company, and all resolutions and con
tracts relating to or affecting the capital and assets of the com
pany:

“Document” includes summons, notice, order, and other legal proc-"Document” 
ess and registers:

“Share” means share in the share capital of the company, and in-"Share." 
eludes stock except where a distinction between stock and shares 
is expressed or implied:

“Debenture” includes debenture stock : “Debenture."
“Books and papers” and “books or papers” include accounts, deeds, - Books and 

writings, and documents: papers.”

“The Registrar” means the Registrar of Joint-stock Companies °rt^®Regi*“ 
other officer performing under this Act the duty of registration 
of companies :

“The Court,” used in relation to a company, means the Supreme "The Court”

“General rules” means general rules made under this Act, and 'fienrral 
, , • rules,"includes forms :

“Prescribed” means prescribed by general rules or by the Lieutenant- "Prescribed." 
Governor in Council or other lawful authority:

“Director” includes any person occupying the position of director "Director." 
by whatever name called:

“Prospectus” means any prospectus, notice, circular, advertisement, "Prospectus." 
or other document offering to the public for subscription or 
purchase any shares or debentures of a comp iny :

“Real estate” or “land” shall include all messuages, lands, tenements, “Real estate” 
hereditaments of any tenure, leaseholds, and all immovableor lull<1 
property of every kind:

“Shareholder” means every subscriber to or holder of shares in a "Shareholder." 
company, and shall extend to and include the personal repre
sentatives of such shareholder:

“Subscriber” means any person who subscribes for shares in the "Subscriber." 
memorandum of association of a company :
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“Company limited by shares” shall include a company incorporated 
under Part V. of this Act.

In addition to the above, the following words arc defined in this Act :— 
“Company”—Secs. 129 (3), 174.
“A company limited by shares,” “a company limited by guarantee,” 

“an unlimited company”—Sec. 12.
“Contributory”—See. 183.
“Deed of settlement”—Sec. 287 (4).
“Expert”—Sec. 93 (o).
“Joint-stock company”—Sec. 275.
“Member”—Sec. 32.
“Minimum subscription”—Sec. 94 (2).
“Private company”—Sec. 130.
“Promoter”—Sec. 93 (5).
“Registered office”—Sec. 70.
“Resolution for reducing share capital”—Sec. 53 (2).
“Share warrant”—Sec. 45.
“Special and extraordinary resolution”—Sec. 77 (l), (2).
“Statutory meeting”—Sec. 73 (l).
“Statutory report”—Sec. 73 (2).

1910, c. 7, s. 2; 1911, c. 8, s. 2. 

Division of Act.

3. This Act is divided into twelve parts, relating to the following suh-

Part. Page.
I.—Preliminary.............................................   561

II. —Constitution and Incorporation..................................  562
III. —Distribution and Reduction of Share Capital, Registration

of Unlimited Company as Limited, and Unlimited 
Liability of Directors........................................................... 570

IV. —Management and Administration............................................ 585
V.—Incorjmration of Mining Companies without any Personal

Liability.................................................................................. 617
V1.—Licensing and Registrat ion of Extra-provincial Companies... 623 

VII.—Process against Unregistered Extra-provincial Companies. .. 633
VIII.—Winding-up..................................................................................... 634

IX.—Registration Office and Fees....................................................... 664
X.—Application of Act to Companies formed and registered

under Former Companies Act.........................  665
XL—Companies authorised to register under this Act.................... 666

XII.—Miscellaneous and Supplemental..... .......................................... 672
1910, c. 7, s. 3.
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PART I.

PUEUMINAKY.

4. Thr I.iculpnnnt-Ciovpmor in Council, from time 1o time, may, by i>ut"lover. 
Order,— nor in Council.

(a.) Appoint such person or persons as he shall think proper to Apppintmentof 
act as Registrar or Deputy Registrar of Joint-stock Companies: Deputy llegis- 

(b.) Make and establish such general rules and orders, not incon-panics' ' 
sistent with this Act, as may appear necessary or expedient for Rules, 
the purpose of giving full effect to the provisions of this Act, 
or any of them, and for prescribing the course to be adopted 
in the course of official business under this Act. All such general 
rules and orders shall, after the making thereof, be published 
in the Gazette, and shall thereupon have the force of law until 
amended, altered, or revoked : It. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 3.

(r.) Make such alterations in the tables and forms contained in the ^,lr^™tion8 ,n 
First Schedule hereto (so that it does not increase the amount 
of fees payable to the Registrar in the said Schedule mentioned) 
and in the forms in the Second Schedule, or make such additions 
to the bust-mentioned forms as may be requisite. Any such 
table or form when altered shall be published in the Gazette, 
and upon such publication being made such table or form shall 
have the same force as if it were included in the Schedule to this 
Act ; but no alteration made by the Lieutenant -Governor in Council 
in the Table A in the First Schedule shall affect any company 
registered prior to the date of such alteration, or repeal, as 
respects such company, any portion of that table. [25 & 20 
Viet., c. 89, s. 71]; R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 121; [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s.
118]; 1910, c. 7, s. 4.

6. It shall be the duty of the Registrar to enforce compliance withJuty't^enlonf 
the several provisions, regulations, and stipulations contained in thiscompliance. 
Act or in any regulations made thereunder, but such duty shall not affect 
the right of any other person to compel compliance with the provisions 
hereof. R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 2; 1910, c. 7, s. 5.

6. The forms set forth in the Second Schedule hereto, or forms as 10 hfi 
near thereto as circumstances admit, shall be used in all matters to
which sut h forms refer. 1910, c. 7, s. 6.

7. No company shall be incorporated under this Act for the construction France'com-"1*
and working of railways, or for carrving on the business of banking or Pani°8 not *>'•

incorporated.insurance. 1910, e. 7, s. <.

8. For the purposes of this Act, a company that carries on the business France1 °f 
of fire, life, marine, or other insurance in common with any other business company.
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shall be deemed to be an insurance company. [25 & 26 Viet., c. 89, s 
3); R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 6; 1910, c. 7, s. 8.

Prohibition < f 9. No company, association, or partnership consisting of more than 
cxceodiï a cer-1wcnty Pcrsons shall be formed for the purpose of carrying on any business 
tain number, that has for its object the acquisition of gain by the company, association, 

or partnership, or by the individual members thereof, unless it is registered 
as a company under this Act, or is formed in pursuance of some other Act, 
or of letters patent. [25 & 26 Viet., c. 89, s. 4]; It. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 7; 
[8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 1, sub-sec. (2)]; 1910, c. 7, s. 9.

Issue of bank- 10. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to authorise a company 
hibited™ to issue any note payable to the bearer thereof, or any promissory note 

intended to be circulated as money, or as the note of a bank, or to engage 
in the business of banking. 11. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 27; 1910, c. 7, s. 10.

11. This Act shall not apply to—
(«.) The Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trading 

into Hudson’s Bay:
(6.) Companies specially incorporated in pursuance of Part VI. 

of the “Water Clauses Consolidation Act, 1897”: unless regis
tered pursuant to Part XI. of this Act.

(c.) A company that carries on the business of fire insurance only. 
1899, c. 15, s. 3; 1910, c. 7, s. 11; 1911, c. 8, s. 3; 1912, c. 3, s. 2.

Act docs not 
apply to certain 
companies.

PART II.

CONSTITUTION AND INCORPORATION

Memorandum of Association

Mode of form- 12. Any five or more persons (or, where the company to be formed 
atêd^company be a private company within the meaning of this Act, any two or 

more persons) associated for any lawful purpose may, by subscribing 
their names to a-memorandum of association and otherwise complying 
with the requirements of this Act in respect of registration, form an in
corporated company, with or without limited liability, that is to say, 
either—

(a.) A company having the liability of its members limited by the 
memorandum to the amount (if any) unpaid on the shares 
respectively held by them (in this Act termed “a company 
limited by shares”); or
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(6.) A company having the liability of its members limited by the 
memorandum to such amount as the members may respectively 
thereby undertake to contribute to the assets of the company 
in the event of its being wound up (in this Act teimcd “a com
pany limited by guarantee”); or

(c.) A company not having any limit on the liability of its members 
. (in this Act termed “an unlimited company”); or 
(</.) A company having the liability of its members specially limited 

under Section 131. R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 9; [2 Edw. 7, c. 09, s. 
2 ; 1910, c. 7, s. 12.

13. In the case of a company limited by shares,— 
(1.) The memorandum must state—

Memorandum 
of company 
I i mi tea by

(a.) The name of the company, with “limited” ns the last 
word in its name;

(b.) The city, town or county in the Province in which 
the registered office of the company will be situate;

(c.) The objects of the company;
(d.) That the liability of the members is limited;
(e.) The amount of share capital with which the company 

proposes to be registered, and the division thereof into shares
of a fixed amount:

(2.) No subscriber of the memorandum may take less than one

(3.) Each subscriber must write opposite to his name the number 
of shares he takes. [25 & 26 Viet., c. 89, s. 8]; U. S. 1897, c. 
44, s. 11; [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 3]; 1910, c. 7, s. 13; 1912, c. 3, s. 3.

14. In the case of a company limited by guarantee,— Memorandum, of company(1.) The memorandum must state— limited by
(a.) The name of the company, with “limited” as the lastguaranlec' 

word in its name;
(6.) The city, town or county in the Province in which 

the registered office of the company will be situate;
(c.) The objects of the company;
(d.) That the liability of the members is limited;
(c.) That each member undertakes to contribute to the 

assets of the company in the event of its being wound up while 
he is a member, or within one year afterwards, for payment 
of the debts and liabilities of the company contracted before 
he ceases to be a member, and of the costs, charges, and expenses 
of winding-up, and for adjustment of the rights of the contribu
tories among themselves, such amount as may be required, not 
exceeding a specified amount:
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(2.) If the company has a share capital,—
(a.) The memorandum must also state the amount of 

share capital with which the company proposes to be registered 
and the division thereof into shares of a fixed amount ;

(6.) No subscriber of the memorandum may take less than 
one share;

(c.) Each subscriber must write opposite to his name the 
number of shares he takes. K. 8. 1897, c. 44, s. 12; [8 Edw. 
7, c. 69, s. 4]; 1910, c. 7, s. 14; 1912, c. 3, s. 4.

16. In the ease of an unlimited company,—
(1.) The memorandum must state—

(a.) The name of the company;
(b.) The city, town or county in the Province in which 

the registered office of the company will be situate ;
(c.) The objects of the company :

(2.) If the company has a share capital,—
(o.) No subscriber of the memorandum may take less than 

one share;
(6.) Each subscriber must write opposite to his name the 

number of shares he takes. [25 & 26 Viet., c. 89, s. 10); It. 8. 
1897, c. 44, s. 13; [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 5J; 1910, c. 7, s. 15; 1912, 
c. 3, s. 5.

16. The memorandum must he signed by each subscriber in the presence 
of at least one witness, who must attest the signature. [25 & 26 Viet., 
c. 89, s. 11 (par/)]; R. 8. 1897, c. 44, s. 14 (part); [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 6); 
1910, c. 7, s. 16.

17. A company may not alter the conditions contained in its mem
orandum, except in the cases and in the mode and to the extent for which 
express provision is made in this Act. [Replaces s. 12, 25 & 26 Viet, 
c. 89); R. 8. 1897, c. 44, s. 15; [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 7); 1910, c. 7, s. 17.

18. (1.) A company or society may not be incorporated nor may an 
' extra-provincial company be licensed or registered by a name identical 
with that by which a company or society or firm in existence is carrying 
on business or has been ineorjMmited, licensed, or registered, or so nearly 
resembling that name as in the opinion of the Registrar to be calculated 
to deceive, or by a name of which the Registrar shall for any other reason 
disapprove, except where such company or society or firm in existence is 
in the course of being dissolved or has ceased to carry on business, and 
signifies its consent by resolution duly passed and filed with the Registrar.

(2.) Any company or society that has, through inadvertence or other
wise, become incori>orated, licensed, or registered by a name identical
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with that by which a company or society or firm has been incorporated, 
licensed, or registered, or has been carrying on business prior to the in
corporation, licensing, or registration of such first-mentioned company 
or society, or so nearly resembling that name as to be calculated to deceive, 
shall change its name in manner provided by this section: Provided 
that this amendment shall not affect litigation now pending in regard 
to the name of any company.

(3.) Any company may also at any time, by special resolution and 
with the approval of the Registrar signified in writing, change its name.

(4.) The company shall, in the last-mentioned case, give at least one 
month's previous continuous notice in the Gazette, and in some news
paper or newspapers published or circulated in the locality in which the 
registered office of the company is situate, and in the locality in which 
the operations of the company are carried on, of the intention to apply 
for the change of name, and shall state the name proposed to be adopted.

(5.) Where a company changes its name, the Registrar shall enter 
the new name on the register in place of the former name, and shall issue 
a certificate that such company has changed its name; and in such cer
tificate the Registrar shall state the name by which such company shall 
as from the date of such certificate be known.

(6.) The change of name shall not affect any rights or obligations of 
the company, or render defective any legal proceedings by or against 
the company, and any legal proceedings that might have been continued 
or commenced against it by its former name may be continual or com
menced against it by its new name.

(7.) The Registrar may, on request, reserve any name which may 
be taken by an intended company, or by a company as a change of name, 
or the name of any extra-provincial company intending to apply for a 
licence or registration,for a j>eriod of fourteen days or any extended period 
he may allow, not exceeding in the whole thirty days. (25 & 26 Viet., 
c. 89, ss. 13, 20); R. 8. 1897, c. 44, s. 82, sub-sec. (2); [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s.
8); 1910, c. 7, s. 18, sub-secs. (3), (4), (5), (6), (7); 1911, c. 8, ss. 4, 5;
1912, c. 3, s. 6.

19. (1.) Subject to the provisions of this section, a company nifty, ^jcrîs'of com- 
by special resolution, alter the provisions of its memorandum with respect pany. 
to the objects of the company, so far as may be required to enable it—

(a.) To carry on its business more economically or more efficiently; or 
(6.) To attain its main purpose by new or improved means; or 
(c.) To enlarge or change the local area of its operations; or 
(rf.) To carry on some business which, under existing circumstances, 

may conveniently or advantageously be combined with the 
business of the company; or

(<*.) To restrict or abandon any of the objects specified in the mem-11913 Act.) 
orandum.
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(2.) The alteration shall not take effect until and except in so far as it 
is confirmed on petition by the Court.

(3.) Before confirming the alteration the Court must be satisfied—
(a.) That sufficient notice has been given to every holder of de

bentures of the company, and to any jiersons or class of persons 
whose interests will, in the opinion of the Court, be affected 
by the alteration; and

(b.) That, with resjiect to every creditor who, in the opinion of the 
Court, is entitled to object, and who signifies his objection in 
manner directed by the Court, either his consent to the alter
ation has been obtained or his debt or claim has been discharged 
or has determined, or has been secured to the satisfaction of 
the Court:

Provided that the Court may, in the case of any person or class, for 
special i<atons, da pc we with the notice required by this section.

(4.) The Court, may make an order confirming the alteration either 
wholly or in part, and e>n such terms and cemditions as it thinks fit, and 
may make such older as to costs as it th'nks proper.

(5.) The Court shall, in exercising its discretion under this section, 
have regard to the rights and interests e»f the members of the company 
or of any class erf them, as well ns to the rights and interests erf the creditors, 
and may, if it thinks fit, adjerurn the proceedings in order that an ar
rangement may be made to the satisfaction erf the Court for the purchase 
erf the interests of dissentient members; and may give such directions 
and make such orders as it may think expedient for facilitating or carry
ing into effect any such arrangement: Provideel that no part of the 
capital of the1 company may be expended! in any such purchase.

(0.) An office copy of the order confirming the alteration, together 
with a cerpy of the? memorandum as alteml, shall, within fifteen days 
from the date of the order, be delivered by the company to the Registrar, 
and he shall register the same, ami shall certify the registration under 
his hand, and the certificate shall be conclusive evidence that all the 
requirements of this Act with respect to the alteration and the confirma
tion thereof have been complied with, and thenceforth the memorandum 
so altered shall be the memorandum of the eompany.

The Court may by older at any time extend the time for the delivery 
of documents to the Registrar under this section for such period as the 
Court may think proper.

(7.) The Registrar shall cause the certificate, together with a state
ment of the objects of the company, as altered, to be published at the 
expense of the company for four weeks in the Gazette.

(8.) If a company makes default in delivering to the Registrar any 
document required by this section to he delivered to him, the company
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shall be liable to a fine not exceeding fifty dollars for every day during 
which it is in default. R. 8.1897, c. 44, s. 21 ; [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 9J; 1910, 
c. 7, s. 19.

Articles of Association.

20. (1.) There may, in the case of a company limited by shares, and of
there shall in the case of a company limited by guarantee or unlimited,
be registered with the memorandum articles of association signed by the 
subscribers to the memorandum and prescribing regulations for the com
pany.

(2.) A company may by its articles of association adopt all or any of 
the regulations contained in Table A in the hirst Schedule to this Act.

(3.) In the case of an unlimited company or a company limited by 
guarantee, the articles, if the company has a share capital, must state 
the amount of share capital with which the company proposes to be 
registered.

(4.) In the case of an unlimited company or a company limited by 
guarantee, if the company has not a share capital, the articles must state 
the number of members with which the company proimses to Ik* registered, 
for the purpose of enabling the Registrar to determine the fees payable 
on registration. [25 & 26 Viet., c. 89, s. 14]; R. 8. 1897, c. 44, s. 16;
[8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 10]; 1910, c. 7, s. 20; 1911, c. 8, s. 6.

21. In the case of a company limited by shares and registered after ££l>|eT‘on °* 
the first day of July, 1910, if articles are not registered, or, if articles arc 
registered, in so far as the articles do not exclude or modify the regula
tions in Table A in the first Schedule to this Act, those regulations shall,
so far as applicable, be the regulations of the company in the same manner 
and to the same extent as if they were contained in duly registered articles.
[25 & 26 Viet., c. 89, s. 15]; R. 8. 1897, c. 44, s. 17; [8 Edw. 7, e. 69, s.
111 ; 1910, c. 7, s. 21.

22. Articles must— Form and Big-
. • nature of

(a.) Be printed or typewritten: articles.
(6.) Be divided into paragraphs numbered consecutively:
(c.) If registered with the memorandum, be signed by each sub

scriber of the memorandum of association in the presence of at least one 
witness, who must attest the signature. [25 & 26 Viet., c. 89, as. 14, 16],
R. 8. 1897, c. 44, ss. 16, 18; [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 12]; 1910, c. 7, s. 22;
1911, c. 8, s. 7.

23. fl.) Subject to the provisions of this Act and to the conditions Alteration of 
contained in its memorandum, a company may by special resolution ôfali rewiiution3" 
alter or add to its articles; and any alteration or addition so made shall
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be an valid as if originally contained in the articles, and be subject in like 
manner to alteration by special resolution.

(2.) The power of altering articles under this section shall, in the case 
of an unlimited company, extend to altering any regulations relating to 
the amount of capital or its distribution into shares, notwithstanding 
that those regulations are contained in the memorandum. [25 <fc 20 
Viet . e. 99, m. 90 (pari), 170, (pa <)); R. s. 1997, <• n, «. 99; 19 Bdw 7. 
e. Oft, s. 13, sub-secs. (1), (2)]; 1910, c. 7, s. 23, subsecs. (1), (2).

General Provisions.

- 24. (1.) The memorandum and articles shall, when registered, bind
the company and the members thereof to the same extent as if they re
spectively had been signed and sealed by each member, and contained 
covenants on the part of each member, his heirs, executors, and admin
istrators, to observe all the provisions of the memorandum and of the 
articles, subject to the provisions of this Act.

(2.) All money payable by any member to the company under the 
memorandum or articles shall be a debt due from him to the company 
of the nature of a specialty debt. [25 & 20 Viet., c. 89, as. 11,16); K. S. 
1897, c. 44, s. 16: [8 Edw. 7, c. 6ft, s. 141; 1010, c. 7, s. 24.

f 26. The memorandum and the articles (if any) shall be delivered to 
the Registrar, and he shall retain and register them. [25 & 26 Viet., c. 
8ft, s. 17 (part;]) R. S. 1897, e. 44, s. 19 (part); [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 15); 
1910, c. 7. a. 89.

26. (1.) On the registration of the memorandum of a company the 
Registrar shall issue a certificate under his seal of office, showing—

(a.) That the company is incorporated :
(/>.) The amount of its capital (if any) :
(c.) The number of shares into which it is divided:
(#/.) In the case of a limited company, that the company is limited: 
(c.) In the case of a mining company incorporated with non-personal 

liability, that the liability of the company and the shareholders 
therein is specially limited under Part V.:

(/.) The idace where the registered office of the company is to be 
situate.

(2.) From the date of incorporation mentioned in the certificate of 
incorporation the subscribers of the memorandum, together with such 
other persons as may from time to time become members of the company, 
shall be a body corporate by the name contained in the memorandum, 
capable forthwith of exercising all the functions of an incorporated com
pany, and having perpetual succession and a common seal, with power 
to hold lands, but with such liability on the part of the members to con-
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tribute to the assets of the company in the event of its being wound up 
as is mentioned in this Act. (25 & 26 Viet., c. 89, s. 18]; R. S. 1897, c.
44, s. 20 ; [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 16] ; 1910, c. 7, s. 26, sub-secs. (1), (2) ; |
1911, c. 8, s. 8.

3. The Registrar shall, at the cost of the parties applying for régis- ^Kcatioii of 
tration of a memorandum of association, publish the certificate of incor
poration and a statement showing the objects for which the company 
named in the certificate has been incorporated, for four weeks in the 
Gazette. 1900, c. 5, s. 4; 1910, c. 7, s. 26; sub-sec. (3).

27. (1.) A certificate of incorporation given by the Registrar in respect of’certificate'of 
of any company shall be conclusive evidence that all the requirements incorporation 
of this Act in respect of registration and of matters precedent and in
cidental thereto have been complied with, and that the association is a 
company authorised to be registered and duly registered under this Act.

(2.) A statutory declaration by a solicitor of the Supreme Court 
engaged in the formation of the company, or by a person named in tin- 
articles as a director or secretary of the company, of compliance with all 
or any of the said requirements shall be produced to the Registrar, and 
the Registrar may accept such a declaration as sufficient evidence of 
compliance. (25 & 26 Viet., c. 89, s. 18]; R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 20; (8 
Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 17]; 1910, c. 7, s. 27.

28. (1.) Every company shall send to every member, at his request, orandum and"
and on payment of one dollar or such less sum as the company may pre- u[*i,cI|e"ot0 ,M; 
scribe, a copy of the memorandum and of the articles (if any). members.

(2.) If a company makes default in complying with the requirements 
of this section, it shall be liable for each offence to a fine not exceeding 
five dollars. (25 & 26 Viet., c. 89, s. 19]; R. 8. 1897, c. 44, s. 23; (8 Edw.
7, c. 69, s. 18]; 1910, c. 7, s. 28.

Companies limited by Guarantee.

29. (1.) In the case of a company limited by guarantee and not having Provision» to 
a share capital, and registered after the first day of July, 1910, every pro- limited by 
vision in the memorandum or articles or in any resolution of the company guaran,< v 
purporting to give any person a right to participate in the divisible profits
of the company otherwise than as a member shall be void.

(2.) For the purpose of the provisions of this Act relating to the mem
orandum of a company limited by guarantee and of this section, every 
provision in the memorandum or articles, or in any resolution, of any 
company limited by guarantee and registered on or after the first day of 
July, 1910, purporting to divide the undertaking of the company into 
shares or interests shall be treated as a provision for a share capital, 
notwithstanding that the nominal amount or number of the shares or in
terests is not specified thereby. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 21]; 1910, c. 7, s. 29
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PART III.

DISTRIBUTION AND REDUCTION OF” SHARE CAPITAL,
REGISTRATION OF UNLIMITED COMPANY AS LIMITED, 

AND UNLIMITED LIABILITY OF DIRECTORS.

Distribution of Share Capital.

30. (1.) The shares or other interest of any member in a company 
shall be personal estate, transferable in manner provided by the articles 
of the company, and shall not be of the nature of real estate.

(2.) Each share in a eompany having a share capital shall be distin
guished by its appropriate number. [25 & 26 Viet., c. 89, s. 22]; R. S. 
1897, c. 44, s. 31 ; (8 Edw. 7, e. 69, s. 22]; 1910, c. 7, s. 30.

31. A certificate, under the common seal of the company, specifying 
any shares or stock held by any member, shall be prima facie evidence 
of the title of the member to the shares or stock. [25 & 26 Viet., c. 89, 
s. 31]; R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 43; [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 23]; 1910, c. 7, s. 31.

32. (1.) The subscribers of the memorandum of a eompany shall be 
deemed to have agreed to become members of the company, and on its 
registration shall be entered as members in its register of members.

(2.) Every other person who agrees to become a member of a company, 
and whose name is entered in its register of members, shall be a member 
of the company. [25 & 26 Viet., c. 89, s. 23]; R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 30; 
[8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 24]; 1910, c. 7, s. 32.

33. (1.) Every company shall keep in one or more books a register of 
its members, and enter therein the following particulars:—

(a.) The names and addresses and the occupations (if any) of the 
members, and, in the case of a company having a share capital, a state
ment of the shares held by each member, distinguishing each share by 
its number, and of the amount paid or agreed to be considered as paid 
on the shares of each member:

(b.) The date at which each person was entered in the register as a 
member:

(c.) The date at which any person ceased to be a member.

(2.) If a company fails to comply with this section it shall be liable 
to a fine not exceeding twenty-five dollars for every day during which 
the default continues; and every director and manager of the company 
who knowingly and wilfully authorises or permits the default shall be 
liable to the like penalty. [25 & 26 Viet., c. 89, s. 25]; R. S. 1897, c. 44, 
s. 36; [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 25]; 1910, c. 7, e. 33.
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34. (1.) Every company having a share capital shall once at least in membera^and 
every year make a list of all persons who, on the fourteenth day after summary, 
the first or only ordinary general meeting in the year, arc members of the 
company, and of all persons who have ceased to be members since the 
date of the last return or (in the case of the first return) of the incorpo
ration of the company.

(2.) The list must state the names, addresses, and occupations of all 
the past and present members therein mentioned, and the number of 
shares held by each of the existing members at the date of the return, 
specifying shares transferred since the date of the last return, or (in the 
case of the first return) of the incorporation of the company, by persons 
who are still members and have ceased to be members respectively, and 
the dates of registration of the transfers, and must contain a summary 
distinguishing between shares issued for cash and shares issued as fully 
or partly paid up otherwise than in cash, and specifying the following 
particulars :—

(a.) The amount of the share capital of the company, and the number 
of the shares into which it is divided:

(6.) The number of shares taken from the commencement of the 
company up to the date of the return :

(c.) The amount called up on each share:
(d.) The total amount of calls received:
(e.) The total amount of calls unpaid:
(/.) The total amount of the sums (if any) paid by way of com

mission in respect of any shares or debentures, or allowed by 
way of discount in respect of any debentures, since the date of 
the last return:

(y.) The total number of shares forfeited:
(h.) The total amount of shares or stock for which share warrants 

arc outstanding at the date of the return:
(l.) The total amount of share warrants issued and surrendered 

respectively since the date of the last return:
(j.) The number of shares or amount of stock comprised in each 

share warrant:
{k.) The names and addresses of the persons who at the date of the 

return arc the directors of the company, or occupy the position 
of directors, by whatever name called; and 

(il.) The total amount of debt due from the company in respect 
of all mortgages and charges which arc required to be registered 
with the Registrar under this Act.

(3.) The summary must also (except where the company is a private 
company) include a statement, made up to such date as may be specified
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in the statement, in the form of a balance-sheet, audited and signed by 
the company’s auditors, and containing a summary of its share capital, 
its liabilities and its assets, giving such particulars as will disclose the 
general nature of those liabilities and assets, and how the values of the 
fixed assets have been arrived at, but the balance-sheet need not include 
a statement of profit and loss.

(4.) The above list and summary must be contained in a separate 
part of the register of members, and must be completed within seven 
days after the fourteenth day aforesaid, and the company must forth
with forward to the Registrar a copy signed by the manager, the secretary, 
or by some other officer of the company.

(5.) If a company makes default in complying with the requirements 
of this section it shall be liable to a fine not exceeding twenty-five dollars 
for every day during which the default continues, and every director 
and manager of the company who knowingly and wilfully authorises 
or permits the default shall be liable to the like penalty.

(6.) Every extra-provincial registered company shall, within the time 
hereinbefore mentioned, file with the Registrar a statement setting forth 
all the information with reference to such company required by sub
clauses (k) and (l) of sub-section (2) hereof and by sub-section (3) hereof, 
and such statement shall be certified by the auditors and by the president, 
vice-president, secretary, or other officer of such company; but, save as 
aforesaid, this section shall not apply to an extra-provincial company. [25 
& 26 Viet., c. 89, ss. 26, 27 (part)[; R. 8. 1897, c. 44, ss. 36, 37 (pirt); 
[8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 26); 1910, c. 7, s. 34.

TruMUnottobo 36. No notice of any trust, expressed, implied, or constructive, shall 
rpgbavr °n be entered on the register, or be receivable by the Registrar, in the case 

of companies registered pursuant to this Act. [25 & 26 Viet., c. 89, s. 
30]; R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 41; [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 27]; 1910, c. 7, s. 35.

itviMHtration of 36. On the application of the transferor of any share or interest in a 
miueinof1 company, the company shall enter in its register of members the name
transferor. of the transferee in the same manner and subject to the same conditions

as if the application for the entry were made by the transferee. [30 & 
31 Viet., c. 131, s. 26]; R. 8. 1897, c. 44, s. 34; [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 28]; 
1910, c. 7, s. 36.

iVrw mU re|i 37. A transfer of the share or other interest of a deceased member 
rrwntative! of a company made by his personal representative shall, although the 

|>crsonal representative is not himself a member, be as valid as if he had 
been a member at the time of the execution of the instrument of transfer. 
195 & 26 Viet., c. 89, s. 24]; R. 8. 1897, c. 44, s. 32; [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 
22; 1910, c. 7, s. 37.

Kxecutore and 38. Every executor, administrator, guardian, or trustee shall represent 
p edgor* voting. t^e sjiares or stock in his hands at all meetings of the company, and may
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vote accordingly as a shareholder; and every person who pledges his 
stock may nevertheless represent the same at all such meetings, and 
may vote accordingly as a shareholder. R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 33; 1910, 
e. 7, s. 38.

39. No person holding shares, stock, or other interest in the company Trustee», otc. 
as executor, administrator, guardian, or trustee shall be personally subject
to liability as a shareholder; but the estates and funds in the hands of 
such person shall be liable in like manner and to the same extent as the 
testator or intestate or the minor, ward, or person interested in the tmst 
fund would be if living and competent to act and holding such shares, 
stock, or other interest in his own name. R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 52; 1910, 
e. 7, s. 39.

40. No i>erson holding shares, stock, or other interest as collateral Non-perm>»al
security shall be personally subject to liability as a shareholder; but mort«aeee or 
the person pledging such shares, stock, or other interest as such collateral °*
security shall be considered as holding the same, and shall be liable as
a shareholder in respect thereof. R. S. 1897, c. 44, 8. 53; 1910, c. 7, s. 40.

41. (1.) The register of members, commencing from the date of the In^poc-tion of 
registration of the company, shall be kept at the registers! office of the memlx-rs 
company, and, except when closed under the provisions of this Act, shall
during business hours (subject to such reasonable restrictions as the 
company in general meeting may impose, so that not less than two hours 
in each day be allowed for inspection) be ojien to the inspection of any 
member gratis, and to the ins|>ection of any other person on payment of 
twenty-five cents, or such less sum as the company may prescribe, for 
each inspection.

(2.) Any member or other person may require a copy of the register, 
or of any part thereof, or of the list and summary required by this Act, 
or any part thereof, on payment of twenty-five cents, or such less sum 
as the company may prescribe, for every hundred words or fractional 
part thereof required to be copied.

(3.) If any inspection or copy required under this section is refused, 
the company shall be liable for each refusal to a fine not exceeding ten 
dollars, and to a further fine not exceeding ten dollars for every day dur
ing which the refusal continues, and every director and manager of the 
company who knowingly authorises or permits the refusal shall be liable 
to the like penalty; and any Judge of the Supreme Court may by order 
compel an immediate inspection of the register. [25 & 26 Viet., c. 89, 
s. 321; R. S. 1897, e. 44, s. 44; [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 30); 1910, c. 7, s. 41.

42. A company may, on giving notice by advertisement in some news- pQwvr to plow- 
paper circulating in the district in which the registered office of the com-reei8,Pr 
jinny is situate,«close the register of members for any time or times not
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exceeding in I lie whole thirty days in each year. [25 & 26 Viet., c. 89, 
s. 33[; H. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 45; [8 Edw. 7, c. 09, s. 31]; 1910, c. 7, s. 42.

Power of Court 
to rectify 
regintir.

43. (1.) If—
(a.) The name of any person is, without sufficient cause, entered 

in or omitted from the register of members of a company; or 
(6.) Default is made or unnecessary delay takes place in entering 

on the register the fact of any person having ceased to be a 
member,— .

the person aggrieved, or any member of the company, or the company 
may apply to the Court for rectification of the register.

(2.) The application may be made to a Judge of the Supreme Court 
sitting in Chambers; and the Court may either refuse the application, 
or may direct rectification of the register, and payment by the company 
of any damages sustained by any party aggrieved.

(3.) On any application under this section the Court may decide any 
question relating to the title of any person who is a party to the appli
cation to have his name entered in or omitted from the register, whether 
the question arises between members or alleged members, or between 
members or alleged members on the one hand and the company on the 
other hand; and generally may decide any question necessary or expedient 
to be decided for rectification of the register.

(4.) In the case of a company required by this Act to send a list of its 
members to the Registrar, the Court, when making an order for rectifi
cation of the register, shall by its order direct notice of the rectification 
to be given to the Registrar. [25 & 26 Viet., c. 89, ss. 35, 36]; R. ti. 1897, 
c. 44, ss. 47, 48; 18 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 32]; 1910, c. 7, s. 43.

Rc-imtvr to be 44. The register of members shall be prima facie evidence of any matters 
rvictvnrc. by this Act directed or authorised to be inserted therein. [25 & 26 Viet., 

c. 89, s. 37]; R. S. 1897, c. 41, s. 49; [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 33]; 1910, c. 7, 
s. 44.

Share Warranta.

Iwuo and effort 45. (1.) A company limited by shares, if so authorised by its articles, 
ranu1 to^H-anr" nm-v> resjH'ct to any fully paid-up shares, >r to stock, issue under 

its common seal a warrant stating that the bearer of the warrant is entitled 
to the shares or stock therein specified, and may piovide, by coupons or 
otherwise, for the payment of the future dividends on the shares or stock 
included in the warrant (in this Act termed “a share warrant”).

(2.) A share warrant shall entitle the bearer thereof in the shares or 
stock therein specified, and the shares or stock may be transferred by 
delivery of the warrant.

(3.) The bearer of a share warrant shall, subject to the articles of the 
company, be entitled, on surrendering it for cancellation, to have his
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name entered as n member in the register of members; and the company 
shall be responsible for any loss incurred by any person by reason of the 
company entering in its register the name of a bearer of a share warrant 
in respect of the shares or stock therein specified without the warrant 
being surrendered and cancelled.

(4.) The bearer of a share warrant may, if the articles of the company 
so provide, be deemed to be a member of the company within the mean
ing of this Act, either to the full extent or for any purposes defined in 
the articles; except that he shall not be qualified in respect of the shares 
or stock specified in the warrant for being a director or manager of the 
company, in cases where such a qualification is required by the articles.

(5.) On the issue of a share warrant the company shall strike out of 
the register of members the name of the member then entered therein 
as holding the shares or stock specified in the warrant as if he had ceased 
to be a member, and shall enter in the register the following particulars, 
namely:—

(a.) The fact of the issue of the warrant;
(b.) A statement of the shares or stock included in the warrant, 

distinguishing each share by its number; and
(c.) The date of the issue of the warrant.

(6.) Until the warrant is surrendered, the above particulars shall be 
deemed to be the particulars required by this Act to be entered in the 
register of members; and, on the surrender, the date of the surrender 
must be entered as if it were the date at which a person ceased to be a 
member. 130 & 31 Viet., c. 131, ss. 27 to 32]; 11. S. 1897, c. 44, ss. 65 to 
70; [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 37]; 1910, c. 7, s. 45.

Differential Shares.

46. A company, if so authorised by its articles, may do any one or more 
of the following things, namely:—

(1.) Make arrangements on the issue ol shares for a difference be
tween the shareholders n the amounts and times of payment 
of calls on their shares:

(2.) Accept from any member who assents thereto the whole or a 
part of the amount remaining unpaid on any shares held by 
him, although no part of that amount has been called up:

(3.) Pay dividend in proportion to the amount paid up on each share 
where larger amount is paid up on some shares than on others. 
[30 & 31 Viet., c. 131, s. 24]; R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 62; [8 Edw. 
7, c. 69, a. 39]; 1910, c. 7, s. 46.

Reduction of Paid-up Capital out of Profits,

47. (1.) When a company has accumulated a sum of undivided profits, 
whicli with the sanction of the shareholders may be distributed among

Power of com
pany to arrange 
for different 
amount* living 
paid on share*

Power to return 
accumulated 
profits in reduc
tion of paid-up 
share capital.
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the shareholders in the form of a dividend or bonus, it may, by special 
resolution, return the same, or any part thereof, to the shareholders in 
reduction of the paid-up capital of the company, the unpaid capital being 
thereby increased by a similar amount.

(2.) The resolution shall not take effect until a memorandum, showing 
the particulars required by this Act in the ease of a reduction of share 
capital, has been produced to ami registered by the Registrar, but the 
other provisions of this Act with respect to reduction of share capital 
shall not apply to a reduction of paid-up share capital under this section.

(3.) On a reduction of paid-up capital in pursuance of this section 
any shareholder, or any one or more of several joint shareholders, may, 
within one month after the passing of the resolution for the reduction, 
require the company to retain, and the company shall retain accordingly, 
the whole of the money actually paid on the shares held by him either 
alone or jointly with any other person, which, in consequence of the re
duction, would otherwise be «‘turned to hun or them, and thereupon 
those shares shall, as regards the payment of dividend, l>e deemed to be 
paid up to the same extent only as the shares on which payment has been 
accepted by the shareholders in reduction of paid-up capital; and the 
company shall invest and keep invested the money so retained in such 
securities authorised for investment by trustees as the company may 
determine, and on the money so invested, or on so much thereof as from 
time to time exceeds the amount of calls subsequently made on the shares 
in respect of which it has been retained, the company shall pay the in
terest receives! from time to time on the securities.

(4.) The amount retained and invested shall be held to represent the 
future calls which may be made to replace the share capital so reduced 
on those shares, whether the amount obtained on sale of the whole or 
such proportion thereof as represents the amount of any call when made 
products more or l<ss than the amount of the call.

(5.) On a reduction of paid-up share capital in pursuance of this section, 
the ixnvers vested in the directors of making calls on shareholders in 
respect of the amount unpaid on their shares shall extend to the amount 
of the unpaid share capital as augmented by the reduction.

(6.) After any reduction of share capital under this section the com
pany shall s|M*cify in the annual list of memlx-rs required by this Act 
the amounts retained at the request of any of the shareholders in pur
suance of this section, and shall specify in the statements of account laid 
before any generul meeting of the company the amount of undivided 
profits returned in reduction of paid-up share capital under this section. 
[43 Viet., c. 19, ss. 3 to 0; 8 Edw. 7, c. 09, s. 40]; 1910, c. 7, s. 47.

Alteration of Share Capital.
Power of com- .
imny limited by 48. (1.) A company limited by shares, if so authorised by its articles,may 
o^iIharfM-nphni alter the conditions of its memorandum as follows; that istosay.it may
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(«.) Increase its share capital by the issue of new shares of such 
amount as it thinks exited lent :

lb.) Consolidate and divide all or any of its share capital into shares 
of larger amount than its existing shares:

(c.) Convert all or any of its paid-up shares into stock, and recon" 
vert that stock into paid-up shares of any denomination:

(</.) Subdivide its shares, or any of them, into shares of smaller 
amount than is fixed by the memorandum, so, however, that 
in the subdivision the proportion between the amount paid and 
the amount (if any) unpaid on each reduced share shall la* the 
same as it was in the case of the share from which the reduced 
share is derived :

(c.) Cancel shares which, at the date of the passing of the resolution 
in that la*half, have not la*en taken or agreed to lx* taken by 
any |a*rson, and diminish the amount of its share capital by tin- 
amount of the shares so cancelled.

(2.) The lowers conferred by this section with respect to subdivision 
of shares must la? exercised by special resolution.

(3.) Where any alteration has la*en made under this section in the 
memorandum of a company, every copy of the memorandum issued after 
the date of the alteration shall la* in accordance with the alteration.

If a company makes default in complying with this provision it shall 
be liable to a fine not exceeding five dollars for each copy in res|x*ct of 
which default is made; and every director and manager of the company 
who knowingly and wilfully authorises or la^rmits the default shall la- 
liable to the like penalty.

(4.) A cancellation of shares in pursuance of this section shall not la- 
deemed to be a reduction of share capital within the meaning of this Act.
|25 A 26 Viet., c. 89, s. 12]; It. 8. 1897, c. 44, s. 15; (30 A 31 Viet., c. 131, 
s. 21; 40 A 41 Viet., c. 26, s. 5; 63 A 61 Viet., c. 48, s. 29; 8 Kdw. 7, c 
69, s. 411; 1910, c. 7, s. 48.

49. Where a company having a share capital has consolidated and y> ,le«-
, . . . , , , 1 , . Mtrar of t-onaol-

dividcd its share into shares of larger amount than its existing idation of s.t*r«;
shares, or converted any of its shares into stock, or reconverted stock s ion‘of •harea 

into shares, it shall give notice to the Registrar of the consolidation,ioto atock- n,e- 
division, conversion, or reconversion, specifying the shares Consolidated, 
divided, or converted, or the stock reconverted. [25 A 26 Viet., c. 89, 
s. 28|; R. 8. 1897. c. 44, s. 39; [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 421; 1910, c. 7, s. 49.

60. Where a company having a share capital has converted any of fHjn*
its shares into stock, and given notice of the conversion to the Registrar, -mares into 
all the provisions of this Act which arc applicable to shares only shallslurk 
cease ns to so much of the share capital as is converted into stock : and

32
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the register of members of the company, and the list of members to be 
forwarded to the Registrar, shall show the amount of stock held by each 
member instead of the amount of shares and the particulars relating 
to shares hereinbefore required by this Act. (25 & 20 Viet., e. 89, s. 291; 
R. 8.1897, e. 14, s. 40; (8Edw. 7, e.69,s. 43); 1910, c. 7, s. 50.

Notice of in
crease of share 
capital or of 
member*.

61. (1.) Where a company having it share capital, whether its shares 
have or have not been converted into stock, hits increased its share capital 
beyond the registered capital, and where a company not having a share 
capital has increased the number of its members beyond tin1 registered 
number, it shall give to the Registrar, in the ease of an increase of share 
capital, within fifteen days after the passing, or in the ease of a special 
resolution the confirmât ion, of the resolution authorising the increase, 
and in the case of an increase of members within fifteen days after the 
increase was resolved on or took place, notice of the increase o fcapital 
or members, and the Registrar shall record the increase.

(2.) If a company makes default in complying with the requirements 
of this section it shall be liable to a fine not exceeding twenty-five dollars 
for every day during which the default continues; and every director and 
manager of the company who knowingly and wilfully authorises or per
mits the default shall be liable1 to the like penalty. (25 <& 20 Viet., c. 89, 
s. 341; K S. 1897, e. 44, s. 40; (8 Edw. 7, c. 09, s. 44]; 1910, c. 7, s. 51.

Hrorganizaii.m 62. (1.) A company limited by shares may, by sjiecial resolution con- 
uf'linn-<apiuil. fjrill4M| by an order of the Court, modify the conditions contained in its 

memorandum so as to reorganize its share capital, whether by the con
solidation of shares of different classes or by the division of its shares into 
shares of different classes:

Provided that no preference or special privilege attached to or belong
ing to any class of shares shall Ik? interfered with except by a resolution 
passed by a majority in number of shareholders of that class holding 
three-fourths of the share capital of that class and confirmed at a meeting 
of shareholders of that class in the same manner as a special resolution 
of the company is required to be confirmed, and every resolution 
so passed, shall bind all shareholders of the class.

(2.) Where an order is made under this section an office copy thereof 
shall be filed with the Registrar within seven days after the making of 
the order, or within such further time as the Court may allow, and the 
resolution shall not take effect until such a copy has been so filed. [8 
Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 45|; 1910, e. 7, s. 52.

Induction of Shan Capilal.

special .
resolution for 63. (1.) Subject to confirmation by the Court, a company limited
*harc capital, by shares, if so authorised by its articles, may by special resolution re-
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duce its share capital in any way, and in* particular (without prejudice 
to the generality of the foregoing power) may—

(a.) Extinguish or reduce the liability on any of its shares in respect 
of share capital not paid up; or

(b.) Hither with or without extinguishing or reducing liability on 
any of its shares, cancel any paid-up share capital which is lost 
or unrepresented by available assets; or 

(c.) Hither with or without extinguishing or reducing liability on 
any of its shares, pay off any paid-up share capital which is in 
excess of the wants of the company;

and may, if and so far as is necessary, alter its memorandum by reducing 
the amount of its share capital and of its shares accordingly.

(2.) A special resolution under this section is in this Act called “a 
resolution for reducing share capital.” [30 A 31 Viet., c. 131, s. 9; 40 
A 41 Viet., c. 26, s. 3; 8 Hdw. 7, e. 69, s. 46]; R. 8. 1897, c. 44, a. 71; 1910, 
c. 7, s. 53.

64. Where a company has passed and confirmed a resolution for re
ducing share capital it may apply to the Court for an order confirming 
the reduction. (30 & 31 Viet., c. 131, s. 11 (pari)]; It. 8. 1897, c. 44, s. 
73 (/xirt); [8 Hdw. 7, c. 69, s. 47); 1910, c. 7, s. 54.

66. On and from the confirmation by a company of a resolution for 
reducing share capital, or where the reduction does not involve either 
the diminution of any liability in resjtect of unpaid share capital, or the 
payment to any shareholder of any paid-up share capital, then on and 
from the presentation of the petition for confirming the reduction, the 
company shall add to its name, until such date as the Court may fix, the 
words ‘‘and reduced,” as the last words in its name, and those words 
shall, until that date, be deemed to be part of the name of the company:

Provided that, where the reduction does not involve either the dimin
ution of any liability in respect of unpaid share capital or the payment 
to any shareholder of any paid-up share capital, the Court may, if it thinks 
ex|>cdient, dispense altogether with the addition of the words “and re
duced.” (30 A 31 Viet., c. 131, s. 10; 40 A 41 Viet., c. 26, s. 4 (pflr<)l; 
R. 8. 1897, c. 44, s. 73 (part); [8 Hdw. 7, c. 69, s. 48); 1910, c. 7, s. 55.

66. (1.) Where the promised reduction of share capital involves either 
diminution of liability in respect of unpaid share capital or the payment 
to any shareholder of any paid-up share capital, and in any other case 
if the Court so directs, every creditor of the company, who at the date 
fixed by the Court is entitled to any debt or claim which, if that date 
were the commencement of the winding-up of the company, would be 
admissible in proof against the company, shall l>e entitled to object to 
the reduction.

Application to 
Court for con
firming order.

Addition to 
name oi Com
pany of“and 
reduced."

Objection* by 
creditors, aid 
settlement of 
list of objecting 
creditors.
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Order confirm
ing reduction.

Hfgintralion of 
order and min
ute of reduction

:>8u

(2.) The Court shall settle a list of creditors so entitled to object, and 
for that purpose shall ascertain, as far as |M>ssil>le without requiring an 
application from any creditor, the names of those creditors and the nature 
and amount of their debts or claims, and may publish notices fixing a 
day or days within which creditors not entered on the list are to claim 
to be so entered or are to be excluded from the right of objecting to the 
reduction.

(3.) Where a creditor entered on the list whose debt or claim is not 
discharged or determined does not consent to the reduct ion, the Court 
may, if it thinks lit, dispense with the consent of that creditor, on tin- 
company securing payment of his debt or dam by appropriating, as 
the Court may direct, the following amount, that is to say :—

(a.) If the company admits the full amount of his debt or claim, 
or, though not admitting it, is willing to provide for it, then 
the full amount of the debt or claim :

(/>.) If the company does not admit or is not willing to provide for 
the fidl amount of the debt or claim, or if the amount is con
tingent or not ascertained, then an amount fixed by the Court 
after the like inquiry and adjudication as if the company were 
being wound up by the Court. [30 «V 31 Viet., c. 131, ss. 13, 
141; H. S. 1897, c. 44, ss. 74, 75; [8 Kdw. 7, c. 09, s. 40|; 1910,

67. The Court, if satisfied, with respect to every creditor of the com
pany who under this Act is entitled to object to the reduction, that either 
his consent to the reduction has been obtained or his debt or claim has 
been discharged or has determined, or has been secured, may make an 
order confirming the reduction on such terms and conditions as it thinks 
fit. [30 & 31 Viet., c. 131, s. 11 (/sir/)]; R S. 1897, c. 44, s. 73 (part); 
[K Kdw. 7, c. 09, s. 50); 1910, e. 7, s. 57.

68. ( 1.) The Registrar, on production to him of an order of the Court 
confirming the reduction of the share capital of a company, and the de
livery to him of a copy of the order anil of a minute (approved by the 
Court), showing with respect to the share capital of the company, as 
altered by the order, the amount of the share capital, the number of shares 
into which it is to lx* divided, and the amount of each share, and the 
amount (if any) at the date of the registration deemed to In- paid up on 
each share, shall register the order and minute.

(2.) On the registration, and not Ix-fore, the resolution for reducing 
share capital as confirmed by the order so registered shall take effect.

(3.) Notice of the registration shall be published in such manner as the 
Court may direct.

(4.) The Registrar shall certify under his hand the registration of 
the order and minute, and his certificate shall Ikj conclusive evidence
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thut all the requirements of this Act with respect to reduction of share 
cupitul have been complied with, and that the share capital of the com
pany is such as is stated in the minute. [30 31 Viet., e. 131, ss. 9, 15];
H. S. 1897, e. 44, s. 70; [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 51]; 1910, e. 7, s. 58.

69. (1.) The minute when registered shall be deemed to be substituted pIl'rntu,tJ 1,1 furm 
for tin* corrcsjMHiding part of the memorandum of the company, and shall memorandum. 
Im- valid and alterable as if it had Ims-ii originally contained therein, and 
must Ik* embodied in every copy of the memorandum issued after its 
registration.

(2.) If a company makes default in complying with the requirements 
of this section it shall be liable to a fine not excelling five dollars for each 
copy in res|M*ct of which default is made; and every director and man
ager of the company who knowingly and wilfully authorises or |M*rmits 
the dcfuult shtdl be liable to tin* like penalty. [30 & 31 Viet., c. 131, 
ss. 10. 18]; H. S. 1897, c. 44, ». 77; [8 Edw. 7, c. 09, ». 52]; 1910, c. 7,
». 59.

60. A mcmlxT of the company, past or present, shall not Im* liable in m^mtfera?n 
rcs|M*ct of any share to any call or contribution exceeding in amount the n-wpwt of n- 
difference (if any) between the amount paid, or (as the case may be) 'U<" 8 an*" 
the reduced amount (if any) which is to be deemed to have been paid, on 
the share and the amount of the share as fixed by the minute:

Provided that if any creditor, entitled in re»iM»et of any debt or claim 
to object to the reduction of share capital, is, by reason of his ignorance 
of the prom-dings for reduction, or of their nature and effect with respect 
to his claim, not entered on the list of creditors, and, after the reduction, 
the company is unable, within the meaning of the provisions of this Act 
with re»|M»ct to winding-up by the Court, to pay the amount of his debt 
or claim, then—

(a.) Every person who was a member of the company at the date 
of the registration of the order for reduction and minute shall 
Im* liable to contribute for the payment of that debt or claim 
an amount not exceeding the amount which he would have been 
liable to contribute if the company had commenced to Im* wound 
up on the day before that registration; and 

(6.) If the company is wound up, the Court, on the application 
of any such creditor, and pr<M>f of his ignorance as aforesaid, 
may, if it thinks fit, nettle accordingly a list of |M*rsons so liable 
to contribute, and make and enforce calls and orders on the 
contributories settled on the list a« if they were ordinary con
tributories in a winding-up.

Nothing in this section shall affect the rights of the contributories 
among themselves. 30 & 31 Viet., c. 131, ss. 10, 17]; It. S. 1897, c. 44, 
s. 78; [8 Edw. 7, c. 09, ». 53]; 1910, c. 7, s. 60.
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61. If any director, manager, or officer of the company wilfully con
ceals the name of any creditor of the company entitled to object to the 
reduction, or wilfully misrepresents the nature or amount of the debt or 
claim of any creditor, or if any director or manager of the company aids 
or abets in or is privy to any such concealment or misrepresentation as 
aforesaid, every such director, manager, or officer shall, for every such 
violation of this Act, upon summary conviction, be liable to a fine not, 
exceeding five hundred dollars. [130 & 31 Viet., c. 131, s. 19; S Edw. 7 
c. 00, a. 54J; 1010, e. 7, s. 01.

62. In any ease of reduction of share capital, the Court may require 
the company to publish as the Court directs the reasons for reduction, 
or such other info, mat ion in regard thereto as the Court may think ex
pedient with a view to give proper information to the public, and, if the 
Court thinks fit, the causes which led to the reduction. [40 & 41 Viet., 
c. 20, s. 4 (part)', K Edw. 7, c. 00, s. 55]; 1010, e. 7, s. 02.

63. A company limited by guarantee and registered after the first
day of July, 1010, may, if it has a share capital and is so authorised by 
its articles, increase or reduce its share capital in the same manner and 
subject to the same conditions in and subject to which a company limited 
by shares ma'y increase or reduce its share < " under the provisions
of this Act. (03 <fc 01 Viet., c. 48, s. 27 (part); 8 Edw. 7, c. 00, s. 561; 
1010, c. 7, .< as.

/{eduction of Capital by certain Limited Companies.
64. (1.) In addition to the aforesaid power of reducing its share capital, 

it shall be lawful for companies incorporated under this or any former 
Act of the Province, whose principal and main business is to acquire 
tracts of land with the object of subdividing the same into lots and selling 
such lots when so subdivided as aforesaid, to declare and pay dividends 
out of the moneys being the net proceeds of the sale of their lands so 
subdivided as aforesaid; and all such dividends and payments shall be 
taken and considered as a reduction of the capital of such company:

Provided such companies have paid all debts legally owing by them, 
or have made ample provision for the payment of the same, testified 
by a statutory declaration made by the secretary of the company, who 
shall also exhibit and file with the Registrar a full, true, and correct account 
of the liabilities and assets of the company.

(2.) A resolution passed by the shareholders holding at least two-thirds 
in value of the paid-up capital stock of the company, at any general meet
ing of shareholders, shall be necessary for the declaration and pay
ment of such dividends; and such resolution shall only be passed after 
the expiration of ten days from the tiling of the statutory declaration 
hereinbefore required to be lik'd with the Registrar.
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(3.) A copy of every such resolution, under the seal of the company, 
and certified to by the secretary of the company, shall be filed in the 
office of the Registrar within ten days after the passing of the resolution, 
and ten days shall elapse after the fil:ng thereof before payment out of 
any such dividends to the shareholders shall he made.

(4.) After the filing of every such resolution w«th the Registrar, the 
said Registrar shall, by a notice published in four issues of the (lazette, 
declare to what sum the capital of any such company, by such payment 
of dividends, stands reduced; and the company shall pay the Registrar 
the costs of such publication. 1900, c. 5, s. 14; 1910, c. 7, s. 64.

Hrgixtrntion of Unlimited Cimi/tatiy oh Limitai

66. (1.) Subject to the provisions of this section, any company reg- unlimited°° °* 
istered as unlimited may register under this Act as limited, but the reg-'«miimii.v as 
istration of an unlimited company ns a limited company sludl not affect llllllh‘l1, 
any debts, liabilities, obligations, or contracts incurred or entered into 
by, to, with, or on behalf of the company before the registration, and 
those debts, liabilities, obligations, and contracts may lx* enforced in 
manner provided by Part XI. of this Act in the case of a company reg
istered in pursuance of that Part.

(2.) On registration in pursuance of this section the Registrar shall 
close the former registration of the company, and may disi>cnse with the 
delivery to him of copies of any documents with copies of which he was 
furnished on the occasion of the original registration of the company; 
but, save as aforesaid, the registration shall take place in the same manner 
and shall have effect as if it were the first registration of the company 
under this Act, and as if the provisions of the Acts under which the com
pany was previously registered and regulated had been contained in 
different Acts from those under which the company is registered as a 
limited company. (42 & 43 Viet., c. 76, ss. 4, 9; 8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 57j;
1910, c. 7, s. 65.

66. An unlimited company having a share capital may, by its reso- Power 
lution for registration as a limited company in pursuance of this Act, pan""» provide 
do either or both of the following things, namely:— i'harTra'Ttal on

(a.) Increase the nominal amount of its share capital by increasing n-giat rat ion. 
the nominal amount of each of its shares, but subject to the 
condition that no part of the increased capital shall lx* capable 
of being called up except in the event and for the puisses of 
the company being wound up :

(6.) Provide that a specified portion of its uncalled share capital 
shall not be capable of being called up except in the event and 
for the purposes of the company being wound up. [42 & 43 
Viet., c. 76, s. 5 (part); 8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 58); 1910, c. 7, s. 66.
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67. A limited company may by special resolution determine that any 
portion of its share capital which has not been already called up shall 
not be capable of being called up, except in the event anti for the purposes 
of the company being wound up, and thereupon that portion of its share 
capital shall not be capable of being called up except in the event and 
for the purposes aforesaid. (42 A: 48 Viet., e. 7ft, s. /> (part); 8 Edw. 7, 
c. fill. s. SOI; 1010, c. 7, s. (17.

Unlimited Liability of Directors.

68. i l.i In a limited company the liability of the directors or man
agers, or of the managing director, may, if so provided by the memoran
dum, be unlimited.

(2.) In a limited company in which the liability of a director or man
ager is unlimited, the directors or managers of the company (if any), 
and the member who proposes a person for election or appointment to 
the office of director or manager, shall add to that proposal a statement 
that the liability of the person holding that office will be unlimited, and 
the promoters, directors, managers, and secretary (if any) of the com
pany, or one of them, shall, before the person accepts the office or acts 
therein, give him notice in writing that his liability will be unlimited.

(3.) If any director, manager, or proposer makes default in adding 
such a statement, or if any promoter, director, manager, or secretary 
makes default in giving such a notice, he shall be liable to a fine not ex
ceeding five hundred dollars, and shall also be liable for any damage which 
the person so elected or appointed may sustain from the default, but the 
liability of the person elected or appointed shall not be affected by the 
default. (30 * 31 Viet., e. 131, ss. 4. 7; 8 Edw. 7, c. 60, s. 60); 1010, 
c. 7, s. 68.

69. (1.) A limited company, if so authorised by its articles, may, by 
sjw'cial resolution, alter its memorandum so as to render unlimited the 
liability of its directors, or managers, or of any managing director.

(2.) Upon the confirmation of any such special resolution the pro
visions thereof shall be us valid as if they had been originally contained 
in the memorandum; and a copy thereof shall be embodied in or annexed 
to every copy of the memorandum issued after the confirmation of (hr 
resolution.

(3.) If a company makes défailli in complying with the requirements 
of this section, it shall be liable to a fine not exceeding five dollars for 
each copy in respect of which default is made; and every director or 
manager of the company who knowingly and wilfully authorises or per
mits the default shall be liable to the like penalty. (30 & 31 Viet., c. 
131, s. 8; 8 Edw. 7, c 00. s. 61); 1910, c. 7, s. 69.
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PART IV.

MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION.

Office and Name

70. (1.) Every company shall have a registered office in British Col- Office of"*** 
umbia to which nil communications and notices may he addressed and «-ompany 
may from time to time change the location of its registered office.

(2.) Notice of the situation of the registered office of such company 
shall he delivered to the Registrar with the memorandum of association, 
and notice of any change therein shall he given to the Registrar, who 
shall record the same respectively.

(3.) If a company carries on business without complying with the 
requirements of this section it shall be liable to a fine not exceeding twenty- 
five dollars for every day during which it so carries on business. (25 & 26 
Viet., c. 89, ss. 39, 40); R. 8. 1897, c. 44, ss. 84, 85; [8 Edw. 7, c. 69. s.
621 ; 1910, c. 7, s. 70; 1912, c. 3, s. 9.

71. (1.) Every limited company— nïmc7»y ."iïm
(a.) Shall paint or affix, and keep painted or affixed, its name on lted co,,|Pnnv- 

the outside of every office or place in which its business is carried 
on, in a conspicuous jmsition, in letters easily legible :

(6.) Shall have its name engraven in legible characters on its seal:
(r.) Shall have its name mentioned in legible characters in all notiew 

advertisements, and other official publications of the company» 
and in all bills of exchange, promissory notes, indorsements* 
cheques, and orders for money or goods pur|>orting to be signed 
by or on behalf of the company, and in all bills of parcels, 
invoices, receipts, and letters of credit of the company.

(2.) If a limited company dot's not paint or affix, and keep painted 
or affixed, its name in manner directed by this Act, it shall be liable to a 
fine not exceeding twenty-five dollars for not so painting or affixing its 
name, and for every day during which its name is not so kept painted or 
affixtHl; and every director and manager of the company who knowingly 
and wilfully authorises or permits the default shall be liable to the like 
penalty.

(3.) If any director, manager, or officer of a limited company, or any 
l>erson on its behalf, uses or authorises the use of any seal purporting 
to be a seal of the company whereon its name is not so engraven as afore
said, or issues or authorises the issue of any notice, advertisement, or 
<»ther official publication of the company, or signs or authorises to lx* 
signed on behalf of the company any bill of exchange, promissory note, 
indorsement, cheque, order for money or goods, or issues or authorises
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to he issued any bill of parcels, invoice, receipt, or letter of credit of the 
company, wherein its name is not mentioned in manner aforesaid, he 
shall he liable, upon summary conviction, to a fine not exceeding two 
hundred and fifty dollars, and shall further be personally liable to the 
holder of any such bill of exchange, promissory note, cheque, or order 
for money or goods for the amount thereof, unless the same is duly paid 
by the company. [25 & 2ft Viet., e. 89, ss. 41, 42); R. S. 1897, e. 44, ss. 
8ft, 87; |8 Kdw. 7, c. ft», s. 03); 1910, c. 7, s. 71.

Mating* and Proceeding*.
72. (1.) A general meeting of every company shall be held once at, 

the least in every calendar year, and not more than fifteen months after 
the holding of the last preceding general meeting, and, if not so h * d, 
the company and every director, manager, secretary, and other offi er 
of the company who is knowingly a \ arty to the default shall he liable 
to a fine not exceeding two hundrnl and fifty dol’ars

(2.) When default has been made in holding a meeting of the company 
in accordance with the provisions of this section, the Court, may, on the 

ion of any member of the company, call or direct the calling of 
a general meeting of the company.

(3.) Every general meeting of the company shall be held within the 
Province.

(4.) This section shall not apply to any extra-provincial company 18 
Kdw. 7, c. ft», s. 04); 191», c. 7, s. 72; 1912, c. 3, s. 1».

73. (1.) Every company limited by shares registered after the first 
day of July, 191», shall, within a period of not less than one month nor 
more than three months from the date at which the company is entitled 
to commence business, hold a general meeting of the members of the 
company, which shall be called “the statutory meeting.”

(2.) The directors shall, at least seven days before the day on which 
the meeting is held, forward a report (in this Act called “the statutory 
report”) to every member of the company and to every other person 
entitled under this Act to receive it.

(3.) The statutory report shall be certified by not less Mian two directors 
of the company, or, where there are less than two directors, by the sole 
director and manager, and shall state—

(a.) The total number of shares allotted, distinguisl ing shares al
lotted as fully or partly paid up otherwise than in cash, and 
stating in the case of shares partly paid up the ext nt to which 
they are so paid up, and in either case the consideration for 
which they have been allotted:

(b.) The total amount of cash received by the company in respect 
of all the shares allotted distinguished as aforesaid :

(c.) An abstract of the receipts of the company on account of its

13
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capital, whether from shares or debentures, and of the payments 
made thereout, up to a date within seven days of the date of 
the report, exhibiting unde ist'nctivc headings the receipts 
of the company from shares and debentures and other sources, 
the payments mad the emit, and pa t culars concerti ng the 
h lance remaning in hand, and an account or est "mate of the 
preliminary expenses of the ompany 

d.) The names addresses, and description of the directors, and tors 
(if any), managers (if any), and secretary of the company;

(e.) The particul rs of any contract, the mo’ification of which is 
to be submi ted t » the meeting for ts approval, together with 
the particulars of he modification o proposed modification.

(4.) The statutory report shall, so far as it relates to the shares allotted 
by the company, and to the cash received in respect of such shares, and 
to the receipts and payments of the company on capital account, be 
certified as correct by the auditors (if any) of the company.

(5.) The directors shall cause a copy of the statutory report, certified 
as by this section required, to be filed with the Registrar forthwith after 
the sending thereof to the members of the company.

(6.) The directors shall cause a list showing the names, descriptions, 
and addresses of the members of the company, and the number of shares 
held by them respectively, to be produced at the commencement of the 
meeting, and to remain open and accessible to any member of the com
pany during the continuance of the meeting.

(7.) The members of the company present at the meeting shall be at 
liberty to discuss any matter relating to the formation of the company, 
or arising out of the statutory re|H>rt, whether previous notice has been 
given or not, but no resolution of which notice has not been given in 
accordance with the articles may be passed.

(8.) The meeting may adjourn from time to time, and at any adjourned 
meeting any resolution of which notice has been given in accordance with 
the articles, either before or subsequently to the former meeting, may be 
passed, and the adjourned meeting shall have* the same powers as an 
original meeting.

(9.) If a petition is presented to the Court in manner provided by 
Part VIII. of this Act for winding up the company on the ground of default 
in filing the statutory rejiort or in holding the statutory meeting, the Court 
may, instead of directing that the company be wound up, give directions 
for the statutory ret>ort to be filed or a meeting to be held, or make such 
other order as may be just.

(10.) The provisions of this section as to the forwarding and filing of 
the statutory report shall not apply in the case of a private company, or 
to an extra-provincial company.
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(11.) If a company limited by .shares makes default in complying with 
the requirements of this section which apply to it, such company shall 
be liable, on summary conviction, to a line not exceeding twenty-five 
dollars for each day during which such default continues; and e\ .*ry 
director, manager, or other officer of the company who knowingly and 
wilfully authorises or permits the default shall he liable to the like fine: 
Provided that where default has been made in holding the statutory 
meeting or filing the statutory report in this section mentioned, the com
pany, or any person liable for the default, may apply to the Court for 
relief, and the Court, if satisfied that such default was accidenta or due 
to inadvertence, or that it is just and equitable to grant re ief, may make 
an order extending the time for compliance with this section for such 
period as the Court may think proper. IS Edw. 7, e. (it), s. 65]; 1910, e. 
7, s. 73; 1912, c. 3, h. 11.

74. (1.) Notwithstanding anything in the articles of a company, the 
directors of a company shall, on the requisition of the holders of not less 
than one-tenth of the issued share capital of the company upon which 
all calls or other sums then due have been "paid, forthwith proceed to con
vene an extraordinary general meeting of the company.

(2.) The requisition must state the objects of the meeting, and must 
la* signed by the requisitionists and deposited at the registered office of 
the company, ami may consist of several documents in like form, each 
signed by one or more requisitionists.

(3.) If tin* directors do not proem! to cause a meeting to be held within 
twenty-one days from the date of the requisition being so deposited, the 
requisitionists, or a majority of them in value, may themselves convene 
the meeting, but any meeting so convened shall not be held after three 
months from the date of the deposit,

(4.) If at any such meeting a resolution requiring confirmation at an
other meeting is passed, the di eetors shall for hwith convene a further 
extraordinary general meeting for the purpose of considering the reso
lution and, if thought fit, of confirming it as a special resolution; and, if 
the directors do not convene the meeting within seven days from the 
date of the passing of the first resolution, the requisitionists, or a 
majority of them in value, may themselves convene the meeting.

(5.) Any meeting convened under this section by the requisitionists 
shall be convened in the same manner, as nearly as possible, as that in 
which meetings are to lie convened by directors. 1903-04, e. 12, 
s. 2; ]8 Edw. 7, e. 69, s. 66]; 1910, e. 7, s. 74.

76. In default of and subject to any regulations in the articles,—
(a.) A meeting of a company may be called by seven days’ notice 

in writing, served on every member in manner in which notices 
are required to be served by Table A in the First Schedule to 
this Act :
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(6.) Five members may call a meeting:
(r.) Any person elee'ed by the members present at n meeting may 

be chairman thereof:
(d.) Every member shall have one vote in respect of each share held 

by him. (25 A 20 Viet., e. 80, s. 52]; H. S. 1807, e. 44, s. 101;
(8 Edw. 7, e. 00, s. 07]; 1010, r. 7, s. 75.

76. A company which is u member of another company may, by reso-H/prwmaiiim
i , . . ...... , , of rompante* atlut ion of the directors, authorise any of its officials or any other person moetiniM of
to act as its representative at any meeting of that other company, unci leJ'of w*hich>lin’ 
the person so authorised shall be entitled to exercise the same powers on 
behalf of the company which he represents as if he were an individual 
shareholder of that other company. f8 Edw. 7, c. (it, s. OR ; 1910, c. 7, 
s. 70.

77. (1.) A resolution shall be an extraordinary resolution when it hasejnraoîdYnur* 
been passed by a majority of not less than three-fourths of such membere and“pef-iaî y 
entitled to vote as are present in pe son or by proxy (where proxies arerL,8olution- 
allowed) at a general meeting of which notice specifying the intention
to propose the resolution as an extraordinary resolution has been duly 
given.

(2.) A resolution shall be a special resolution when it has been—

(a.) Passed in manner required for the passing of an extraordinary 
resolution; and

(h.) Confirmed by a majority of such members entitled to vote as 
are present in person or by proxy (where proxies arc allowed) 
at a subsequent general meeting, of which notice has been duly 
given, and held after an interval of not less than fourteen days, 
nor more than one month, from the date of the first meeting.

(3.) At any meeting at which an extraordinary resolution is submitted 
to be passed or a special resolution is submitted to be passed or confirmed, 
a declaration of the chairman that the resolution is carried shall, unless 
a poll is demanded, be conclusive evidence of the fact without proof of 
the number or proportion of the votes recorded in favour of or against 
the resolution.

(4.) At any meeting at which an extraordinary resolution is submitted 
to be passed or a special resolution is submitted to be passed or confirmed 
a poll may lx* demanded, if demanded by three persons for the time being 
entitled according to the articles to vote, unless the articles of the com
pany require a demand by such number of such persons, not in any case 
exceeding five, as may be specified in the articles.

(5.) When a poll is demanded in accordance with this section, in com
puting the majority on the poll reference shall be had to the number of 
votes to which each member is entitled by the articles of the company.
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(0.) For the purposes of this section notice of a meeting shall he <1 eined 
to he «Inly given and the meeting to he duly held when the notice is given 
and the meeting held in manner provided by the articles. 125 At 20 Viet., 
c. 89, s. 511; H. S 1897. c 44. s. 100; |H Kdw. 7. c. 00, s. 00|; 1010, c. 7,

78. 11.) A copy of every special and extraordinary resolution duly 
authenticated as in Section 121 of this Act provided shall, within fifteen 
days from the confirmation of the special resolution or from the passing 
of an extraordinary resolution, as the case may he, he filed with the Regis
trar of Companies.

(2.) Where articles have been registered, a copy of every special reso
lution for the time being in force shall he embodied in or annexed to every 
copy of the articles issued after the confirmation of the resolution.

(3.) Where articles have not been registered, a copy of every special 
resolution shall he forwarded lo any member at his request, on payment 
of twenty-five cents, or such less sum as the company may direct.

(4.) If a company makes default in forwarding a copy of a special 
or extraordinary resolution to the Registrar, it shall he liable to a fine 
not exceeding ten dollars for every day during which the default continues.

(5.) If a company makes default in embodying in or annexing to a 
copy of its articles or in forwarding to a member when required by this 
section a copy of a special resolution, it shall be liable to a fine not exceed
ing five dollars for each copy in respect of which default is made

(0.) Kvcry director and manager of a company who knowingly and 
wilfully authorises or permits any default by the company in complying 
with the requirements of this section shall be liable to the like penalty 
as is imposed by this section on the company for that default. [25 A: 20 
Viet., c. 8», ss. 53, 541; R. S 1897, e. 44, ss. 1(12, 103; [8 Kdw. 7, c. til), 
S. 701; 1910, c. 7, 8. 78, sub-secs (2), (3), (4), (5), (0); 1911, c. 8, ss. 9, 10.

79. (I.) Kvcry company shall cause minutes of all proceedings of general 
meetings and (where there are directors or managers) of its directors or 
managers to be entered in books kept for that purpose.

(2.) Any such minute if purporting to be signed by the chairman of 
the meeting at which the proceedings were had, or by the chairman of 
the next succeeding meeting, shall be evidence of the proceedings.

(3.) 4’ntil the contrary is proved, every general meeting of the com
pany or meeting of directors or managers in respect of the proemlings 
whereof minutes have been so made shall be deemed to have been duly 
held and convened, and all proceedings had thereat to have been duly 
had, and all appointments of directors, managers, or liquidator* shall be 
deemed to be valid. [25 A: 20 Viet., e. 89, s. 07J; It. S. 1897 c. 44, s. 113; 
[8 Kdw. 7, c. 09, s. 71 J; 1910, c. *\ a. 79
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Appointment, Qualification, etc., of Directors.

80. (1.) A person shall not he eapuhle of being appointed director of Hwiription* on 
ft company by the articles, and shall not be named as a director or pro-n'lvl’rtiwmont 
posed director of a company in any prospectus issued by or on behalf Qf otdirector. 
the company, unless, before the registration of the articles or the publi
cation of the prospectus, as the ease may be, he has, by himself or by
his agent authorised in writing,—

(«.) Signed and filed with the Registrar a consent in writing to act 
as such director; and

(b.) Kit her signed the memorandum for a number of shares not less 
than his qualification (if any), or signed and filed with the Regis
trar a contract in writing to take from the company and pay for 
his qualification shares (if any).

(2.) On the application for registration of the memorandum and articles 
of a company the applicant shall deliver to the Registrar a list of the per
sons who have consented to be directors of the company, and, if this list, 
contains the name of any person who has not so consented, the applicant 
shall be liable to a fine not exceeding two hundred and fifty dollars.

(3.) This section shall not apply to a private company nor to a pros- • 
pectus issued by or on behalf of a company after the expiration of one year 
from the date at which the company is entitled to commence business.
|8 Kdw. 7, c. <M, s. 721; 1910, c. 7, s. SO.

81. (1.) W ithout prejudice to the restrictions imposed by the last tjualificution 
preceding section, it shall be the duty of every director who is by the" ' inrt,,r 
regulations of the company required to hold a specified share qualification,
and who is not already qualified, to obtain his qualification within two 
months after his ap|xiintment, or such shorter time as may Ih> fixed by the 
regulations of the company.

(2.) The office of director of a company shall be vacated if the director 
does not within two months from tRc date of his appointment, or within 
such shorter time ns may be fixed by the regulations of the company, 
obtain his qualification, or if after the expiration of such period or shorter 
time lie ceases at any time to hold his qualification; and a person vacat
ing office under this section shall be incapable of being reappointed di
rector of the company until he has obtained his qualification.

(3.) If after the expiration of the said period or shorter time any un
qualified person nets as a director of the company, he shall be liable to a 
fine not exceeding twenty-five dollars for every day between the expiration 
of the said period or shorter time and the last day on which it is proved 
that he acted as a director. (8 Kdw. 7, c. 09, s. 731; 1910, c. 7, s. 81.

82. The acts of a director or manager shall be valid notwithstanding nM"
any defect that may afterwards be discovered in his np|K>intment or
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qualification. 125 & 20 Viet., c. 89, ». f>7; 8 Edw. 7, c. 09, r. 74); 1910, 
e. 7, ». 82.

* 83. (1.) Every company shall keep at its registered office » register
containing the names and addressee and the occupations of its directors 
or managers, and send to tlv Registrar a copy thereof, and from time to 
time notify to the Registrar any change among its directors or managers.

(2.) If default is made in compliance with this section, the company 
shall lie liable to a fine not exceeding twenty-five dollars for every day 
during which the default continues; and every director and manager of 
the i who knowingly ami wilfully authorises or permits the de
fault shall be liable to the like penalty. *|25 ifc 26 Viet., c. 89, ss. 45, 46|; 
R. S. 1897, c. 44. ss. 89. 90; (8 Edw. 7, c. 09, s. 75); 1910, e. 7, ». 83.

(’ontracts, etc.

84. (I.) Contracts on behalf of a company may be made as follows, 
that is to say:—

(#i.) Any contract which if made between private |x*rsons would 
be by law required to be in writing, and if made according to 
the law of the Province or of the Dominion to he under seal, 
may be made on behalf of the company in writing under the 
common seal of the company, and may in the same manner be 
varied or discharged:

lh.) Any contract which if made between private jrersons would 
lie bv law required to lie in writing, signed by the parties to he 
charged therewith, may be made on behalf of the company in 
writing signed by any person acting under its authority, express 
or implied, and may in the same manner be varied or discharged:

<r.) Any contract which if made between private iiersons would 
by law be valid although made by parol only, and not reduced 
into writing, may be tnude by parol on behalf of the company 
by any |>erson acting under its authority, express or implied, 
and may in the same manner be varied or discharged.

(2.) All contracts made according to this section shall be effectual in 
law, and shall bind the company and its successors and all other parties 
thereto, their heirs, executors, or administrators, as the case may be. 
130 & 31 Viet., c. 131, s. 37); R. S 1897, c. 44, s 25; (Edw. 7, c. 09, ». 76|; 
1910. c. 7. | si

86. A bill of exchange or promissory note shall be deemed to have been 
made, accepted, or indorsed on behalf of u company if made, accepted, or 
indorses! in the name of, or by or on behalf, or on account of, the com
pany by any person acting under its rity. |25 & 20 Viet., c. 89, 
». 47); it 8. 1897, c. 44, ». 20; (H Edw. 7. c. 09, s. 77); 1910, c. 7, s. 85.

11
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86. Every contract, agreement, engagement, or ImrKniii made, unit ^l|l|lr*'w'[,'irl*1" 
every bill of exchange <lruwn, accepted, or indonuxl, and every promissory mini' by 
note and cheque made, drawn, or indonusl on lichalf of the company by eoml>e,'> •Hr 
any agent, officer, or servant of the company, in general accordance with
hi* power* a* Midi under the régulât ion* of the company, shall lx- binding 
ii|Min the company; and in no cane shall it In* necessary to have the seal 
of the company affixed to any such contract, agreement, engagement, 
bargain, bill of exchange, promissory note, or cImhiiic, or to prove that 
the same was made, drawn, accepted, or indorsed, as the case may lx*, 
in pursuance of any regulations or s|M>cial resolution or onler; nor shall 
the party so acting as agent, officer, or servant of the company Is- there
by subjected individually to any liability whatsoever to any third party 
therefor. H. 8. 1897, e. 14, s. 27; 1910, e. 7, s. HO.

87. A company may, by writing under its common seal, emjMiwcrt.\ 
any person, either generally or in re*|ieet of any *|M*cified matters as its eump»iiv. 
attorney, to execute deeds on its behalf in any place situate within or 
without the limits of the Province; and every deed signed by such at
torney, on behalf of the company and under his seal, shall bind the com
pany and have the same effect ns if it were under the common seal of the 
company. (25 à 20 Viet., c. 89, s. 5ft); R. S 1897. c. 14. *. 104; (8 Kdw.
7, c. 09, s. 7H|; 1910, c. 7, s 87.

88. (1.) A company whose objects require or comprise the transaction pVnv^h»v^''**
of business in foreign countries may, if authorised by its articles, have ini wet fur
for use in any territory, district, or place not situate in the Province, an " ,r"'"
official seal, which shall Is* a facsimile of the common seal of the company,
with the addition on its face of the name of every territory, district, or place 
when* it is to be used.

(2.) A company having such an official seal may, by writing under 
its common seal, authorise any (>eraon ap|x»intcd for the pur|s>se in any 
territory, district, or place not situate in the Province to affix tin* same 
to any dm! or other document to which the company is party in that 
territory, district, or place.

(21.) The authority of any such agent shall, as bet ween the company 
and any p-rson dealing with the agent, continue during the |M-riod (if 
any) mentioned in the instrument conferring the authority; or if no 
jicriod is there mentioned, then until notice of the revocation or deter
mination of the agent's authority has been given to the |x-r*on dealing 
with him.

(4.) The i>er*on affixing any such official seal shall, by writing under 
his hand, on the deed or other document to which the seal is affixed, certify 
the date and place of affixing the same.

(5.) A deed or other document to which an official seal is duly affixed 
shall bind the company as if it had been set led with the common seal of 
the oompany. (8 Edw. 7, c. G9, s. 79]; 1910, c. 7, s. 88.
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Filing of 
proafKi'tiM. 89. (I.) Every pros|>cetus which relates to any comimiiy or intended 

company, and in issued by or on behalf of any such company or intended 
company or by or on la-half of any |arson interested in any such company 
or intended company, shall be dated, and that date shall, unh-ss the con
trary la- proved, be taken as the date of publication of the prospectus.

(2.) A copy of every such prospectus, signed by every |arson who is 
a director or promised director of the company on the date mentioned in 
the last preceding subsection hereof, or, where such pros|a*ctus is issiu-d by 
or on behalf of any person interested as aforesaid, signed by such |arson, 
or in any case signed by an agent of such director or pro|u»s«-d director 
or jarsoii, duly authorised in writing, shall be filed with the Registrar on 
or before the date of its publication, and no such prospectus shall la- 
issued until a copy thereof has la-en so tiled and registered.

(3.) The Registrar shall not tile any pros|ieetuu unless it is dated, and 
the copy thereof signed, in manner required by this section.

(4 ) Every prospectus shall state on the face of it that a copy has been 
tiled as required by this section

(">.) If a pros|a*etus is issu<-d without a copy thereof being so tiled, the 
company, and every person who is knowingly a party to the issue of the 
pros|u-ctus, shall be liable to a fine not exceeding twenty-five dollars for 
every day from the date of the issue of the pros|M*ctus until a copy thereof 
is so tiled. |N Kdw. 7, e. 09, s. H0|; 1910, e. 7, s. 89; 1911, e. K, s. 11; 
1912. e. 3, ». 12, 13.

Hpi-rificre min- 90. (1.) I*’,very prospectus issued as mentioned in the last preceding 
pariimi».»of section hereof must state—

(a.) The contents of the memorandum, with the nanu-s, descrip
tions, and addresses of the > *ies, and the number of shares
subscribed for them respectively; and the number of founders 
or management or deferred shares (if any), and the nature and 
extent of the interest of the holders in the property and profits 
of the company:

(b.) The er of shares (if any) fixed by the articles as the qualifi
cation of a director, and any provision in the articles as to the 
remuneration of the directors:

(r.) The names, descriptions, and addressi-s of the din-etors or pro
mised directors:

(il.) The minimum subscription on which the directors may pro
ceed to allotment, and the amount payable on the application 
and allotment on each share; and in the case of a second or 
subsequent otter of shares, the amount offered for subscription 
on each previous allotment made within the two preceding years, 
and the amount actually allotted, and the amount 'if any) paid 
on shares so allotted:

le.) The number and amount of shares and debentures which, within 
the two preceding years have been issued, or agreed to Ik* issued,

4
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as fully or partly paid up otherwise than in cash, and in the 
latter case the extent to which they are so paid up, and in either 
case the consideration for which those shares or debentures 
have been issued or are pro|x>si*d or intended to lx* issued :

(/.) The names and addresses of the vendors of any property pur
chased or acquired by the company, or proposed so to he pur
chased or acquired, which is to be paid for wholly or partly out 
of the proceeds of the issue offered for subscription by the pros- 
pcctus, or the purchase or acquisition of which has not been 
completed at the date of issue of the pros|x*ctus, and the amount 
payable in cash, shares, or delx*ntures to the vendor, and where 
there is more than one separate vendor, or the company is a 
sub-purchaser, the amount so payable to each vendor: Provided 
that where the vendors or any of them are a firm the members 
of the firm shall not lx* treated as separate vendors:

(0.) The amount (if any) paid or payable as purchase money in cash, 
shares, or delxaitures for any such pro|x*rty as aforesaid, s|x*eify- 
ing the amount (if any) payable for gixxlwill:

(h.) The amount (if any) paid within the last two precis ling years, 
or payable as commission for subscribing or agr<s‘ing to sub
scribe, or prix'uring or agrmng to procure subscriptions, for 
any shares in or debentures of the company, or the rate of any 
such commission: Providixl that it shall not lx* necessary to 
state the commission payable to sub-underwriters:

(».) The amount or estimated amount of preliminary ex]x*nsi*s:
(j.) The amount paid within the last two prccisling years or in

tended to lx* paid to any promoter, and the consideration for 
any such payment :

(A-.) The dates of and parties to every material contract, and a reason
able time and place at which any material contract or a copy 
thereof may lx* inspected: Providisl that this requirement shall 
not apply to a contract entered into in the ordinary course of the 
business carried on or intendisl to be carried on by the com
pany, or to any contract entered into more than two years before 

the date of issue of the prosjxftas:
(/.) The names and addresses of the auditors (if any) of the com

pany:
(m.) Full particulars of the nature and extent of the interest (if any) 

of every dirirtor in the promotion of, or in the pro|x*rty proposed 
to be acquired by, the company, or, where the interest of such 
a director consists in being a partner in a firm, the nature and 
extent of the interest of the firm, with a statement of all sums 
paid or agreed to be paid to him or to the firm in cash or shares 
or otherwise by any (x*rson cither to induce him to become,
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or li> qualify him as, a director, or otherwise for services rendered 
by hint or by the firm in connection with the promotion or form
ation of the company; and

(n.) Where the company is a company having shares of more titan 
one class, the right of voting at meetings of the company con
ferred bv the several classes of shares respectively.

(-.) For the purposes of this section every person shall be deemed to 
be a vendor who has entered into any contract, absolute or conditional, 
for the sale or purchase, or for any ‘ i of purchase, of any projfcrty 
to be acquired by the company, in any ease where —

(a.) The purchase money is not fully paid at the date of issue of the 
prospMus; or

(b.) The purchase money is to lie paid or satisfied wholly or in part 
out of the proceeds of the issue offered for subscription by the 
prosjfectus; or

ir.) The contract do|M*nds for its validity or fulfilment on the result 
of that issue.

(d.) Where any of the property to be aequiml by the company is to 
be taken se, this section shall apply as if the expression “vendor" 
included the lessor, and the expression "purchase money” included the 
consideration for the lease, and the expression “sub-purchaser” included 
a sub-lessee.

(I.) Any condition requiring or binding any applicant for shares or 
debentures to waive compliance with any requirement of this section, 
or purporting to affect him with notice of any contract, document, or 
matter not specifically referred to in the prospectus, shall be void.

1,5.) Where such prospectus as is mentioned in this section is published 
as a newspaper advertisement, it shall not be necessary in the advertise
ment to specify the contents of the memorandum or the 'ignntorics thereto, 
and the number of shares subscribed for by them.

(0.) In the event of non-compliance with any of the requirements of 
this section, a director or other )>crson responsible for the prospectus shall 
not incur any liability by reason of the non-compliance, if he proves that— 

(ft.) As regards any matter not disclosed, lie was not cognizant there
of; or

ib.) The non-compliance arose from an honest mistake of fact on 
his part :

Provided that, in the event of non-compliance with the requirements 
contained in paragraph (in) of subsection (1) of this section, no director 
or other person shall incur any liability in respect of tin* non-compliance 
unless it be proved that he had knowledge of the matters not disclosed.

(7.) This section shall not apply to a circular or notice inviting exist
ing members or debenture-holders of a company to subscribe either for 
shares or for the debentures of the company, whether with or without
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the right to renounce in favour of other p<-ruons; but, subject as afore
said, this section shall apply to any prosfieetus whether issued on or with 
reference to the formation of a company or subsequently.

(S.) The requirement» of this section as to the memorandum and the 
qualification, remuneration, and interest of directors, the names, descrip
tions, ami addresses of directors or proposed directors, and the amount 
or estimated amount of preliminary ex|>ensos, shall not apply in the case 
of a pros|>crtus issued more than one year after the date at which the 
company is entitled to commence business.

(9.) Nothing in this section shall limit or diminish any liability which 
any |>erson may incur under the general law or this Act apart from this 
section. (8 lidw. 7, e. 09, s. HI); 1910, e. 7, s. 90; 1912, e. 3, s. 14.

91. (1.) A company which does not issue a prospectus on or with 
reference to its formation shall not allot any of its shares or <1 “henturcs 
unless before the first allotment of either shares or debentures there has 
been filial with the Registrar a statement in lieu of prospectus signed by 
every |>erson who is named therein as a director or a promised director 
of the company or by his agent authorisial in writing, in the form ami 
containing the particulars set out in the Second Schedule to this Act.

(2.) This section shall not apply to a private company or to a company 
which has allotted any shares or debentures In-fore the fifteenth day of 
March, 1912. (8 Edw. 7, e. 09, s. 821 Î 1912, e. 3, s. 15.

92. A company shall not previously to the statutory meeting vary the 
terms of a contract referred to in the prospectus, except subject to the 
approval of the statutory meeting. (S Kdw. 7, e. 09, s. 83); 1910, c. 
7, s. 91.

93. ( 1.) Where a prospectus invites jiersons to subscribe for shares 
in or debentures of a company, every person who is director of the com
pany at the time of the issue of the prospectus, and every |>crson who 
has authorisisl the naming of him and is mums! in the prosjiecttui as a 
director or as having agreed to become a director either immediately or 
after an interval of time, and every promoter of the company, and every 
person who has authorised the issue of the pros|M-ctus, shall he liable to 
pay compensation to all )H‘rsons who subscrils* for any shares or délient urcs 
on the faith of the pros|)Cctus for the loss or damage they may have 
sustained by reason of any untrue statement therein, or in any rejiort 
or memorandum appearing on the face thereof, or by reference incor- 
porated therein or issued therewith, unless it is proved—

(a.) With respect to every untrue statement not punsirting to be 
made on the authority of an expert, or of a public official docu
ment or statement, that he had reasonable ground to l>elieve, 
and «lid up to the time of the allotment of the shares or deben-
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lures, us the ease may be, believe, that the statement was true;

(/».) With respect to every untrue statement pur|M>rting to be a 
statement by or contained in what purfiorts to be a copy of or 
extract from a report or valuation of an ex|icrt, that it fairly 
represented the statement, or was a correct and fair copy of or 
extract from the report or valuation: Provided that the di
rector, jH-rson named as director, promoter, or |>erson who 
authorised the issue of the prospectus, shall In* liable to pay 
compensât ion as “ if it is proved that he had no reason
able ground to believe that the |>erson making the statement, 
rc|H»rt, or valuation was competent to make it; and 

ir.) With respect to every untrue statement pur|M>rting to be a 
statement made by an official person or contained in what pur- 
|»orts to In* a copy of or extract from a public official document, 
that it was a correct and fair representation of the statement 
or copy of or extract from the document; 

or unless it is proved—
(</.) That having consented to liccomc a director of the company 

In* withdrew his consent before the issue of the prospectus, nnd 
that it was issued without his authority or consent; or 

(#.) That the prospectus was issued without his knowledge or con
sent, and that on becoming aware of its issue lie forthwith gave 
reasonable public notice that it was issued without his know
ledge or consent ; or

i/.) That after the issue of the pro«|)cctus and liefore allotment 
thereunder, lie, on becoming aware of any untrue statement 
therein, withdrew his consent thereto, and gave reasonable 
public notin' of the withdrawal, and of the reason therefor.

(2.) Where an existing company has issued shares or délienttires, and 
for the purpose of obtaining further capital by subscriptions for slum's 
or debentures issues a pros|M*ctus, a director shall not lie liable in respect 
of any statement therein, unless lie has authorised the issue of the pros
pectus, or has adopted or ratified it.

C'i.) W here the prospectus contains the name of a |icrson as a director 
of the company, or as having agreed to become a director thereof, and 
he has not consented to become a director, or le s withdrawn his consent 
before the issue of the pros|H'elus, ami has not authorized or consented 
to the issue thereof, tin* directors of the company, except any without 
whose knowlcgc or consent the pros|>ectU8 was issued, and any other 
person who authorised the issue thereof, shall be liable to indemnify the 
)M-rson named as aforesaid against all damages, costs, and expenses to 
which lie may be made liable by reason of his name having l>een inserted 
in tin' prospectus, or in defending himself against any action or legal 
proceedings brought against him in respect thereof

^815



(4.) Every person who by reason of his being a director, or named as 
a director or ns having agreed to become a director, or of his having author
ised the issue of the prospectus, becomes liable to make any payment 
under this section may recover contribution, as in eases of contract, from 
any other |arson who, if sued separately, would have been liable to make 
the same payment, unless the person who has become so liable was, and 
that other person was not guilty, of fraudulent misrepresentation

(5.) For the purposes of this section—
The expression “promoter” means a promoter who was a party to the 

preparation o the prospectus, or of til * port ion thereof contain
ing the untrue statement, but does not include any person by 
reason of his acting in a professional capacity for persons engaged 
in procuring the formation of the company:

The expression “ex|»ert” includes engineer, valuer, accountant, and 
any other |x*rson whose profession gives authority to a statement 
made by him. IS Edw. 7, e. 69, s. HI]; 1910, c. 7, s. 92.

Allai merit.

94. (1.) No allotment shall be made of any share capital of a com
pany offered to the public for subscription, unless the following con
ditions have been complied with, namely:

(a.) The amount (if any) fixed by the memorandum or articles ami 
named in the pros|>eetiis as the minimum subscription upon 
which the directors may proceed to allotment ; or 

(b.) If no amount is so fixed and named, then the whole amount of 
the share capital so offered for subscription,— 

has been subscribed, and the sum payable on ion for the amount
so fixed and named, or for the whole amount offered for subscription, has 
been paid to and received by the company.

(2.) The amount so fixed and named and the whole amount aforesaid 
shall be reckoned exclusively of any amount payable otherwise than in 
cash, and is in this Act referred to as “the minimum subscription.”

(3.) The amount payable on application on each share shall not be less 
than five per cent, of the nominal amount of the share.

(4.) If the conditions aforesaid have not been complied with on the 
expiration of forty days after the first issue of the prospectus, all money 
received from ants for shares shall be forthwith repaid to them
without interest; and if any such money is not so repaid within forty- 
eight days after the issue of the prospectus, the directors of the company 
shall be jointly and severally liable to repay that money with interest at 
the rate of five per centum per annum from the expiration of the forty- 
eighth day :

Provided that a director shall not be liable if he p!t>ve* that the loss of 
the money was not due to any misconduct or negligence on his part.

Itpiufiction u* 
to allotment.
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(5.) Any condition requiring or binding any applicant for shares to 
waive nice with any requirement of this section shall be void.

(0.) This section, except subsection (3) thereof, shall not apply to any 
allotment of shares subsequent to the first allotment of shares offered to 
the publie for subscription.

(7.) In the case of the first allotment of share capital payable in cash 
of a company which does not issue any invitation to the public to subscribe 
for its shares, no allotment shall be made unless the minimum subscrip
tion, that is to say,—

(Vi.) The amount (if any) fixed by the memorandum or articles as 
the minimum subscription upon which the directors may pro
ceed to allotment ; or

(#u If no amount is so fixed and named, then the whole amount of 
the share capital other than that issued or agrml to be issued 
as fully or partly paid up otherwise than in cash,— 

has liven subscribed, and an amount not less than five |>er cent. of the 
nominal amount of each share payable in cash has been paid to and re
ceived by the company.

'I’liis subsection shall not apply to a private company or to a com
pany which has allotted any shares or debentures before the first day 
of July, HUO. |M I-Mw. 7. e. lit), s. 8f>); 11)11), c. 7. s. 1)3.

LlTert of irrv* 
ulnr it Ilot nient. 96. (I.i An allotment made by a company to an applicant in con

travention of the provisions of the last preceding section shall be voidable 
at the instance of the applicant within one month after the holding of 
the statutory meeting of the company and not later, and shall be so void
able notwithstanding that the company is in course of being wound up.

(2.) If any director of a company knowingly contravenes or permits 
or authorises the contravention of any of the provisions of the last pre
ceding section with respect to allotment, he shall be liable to conqicnsntc 
the company and the allottee respectively for any loss, damages, or costs 
which the company or the allottee may have sustained or incurred thereby : 
Provided that proceedings to recover any such loss, damages, or costs 
shall not be commenced after the expiration of two years from the date 
of the allotment. (S Kdw. 7, e. til), s. Kti|; 11)11), e. 7, s. 1)4.

Hcslrirtiuiih un n. , . in. ,«•omim'iimnent 96• < l •) A company shall not commence any business or exercise,
"f butine»». any borrowing-powers unless—

(a.) Shares held subject to the payment of the whole amount thereof 
in cash have been allotted to an amount not less in the whole 
than the minimum subscription; and 

i Every director of the company has paid to the company on 
each of the shares taken or contracted to be taken by him, and 
for which he is liable to pay in cosh, a proportion equal to the
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proportion payable on application and allotment on the shares 
offered for public subscription; and 

(r.) Then1 him been filed with the Registrar a statutory declaration 
by the secretary or one of the directors, in the prescribed form, 
that the afonwiid conditions have been complied with

(2.) The Registrar shall, on the tiling of this statutory declaration, 
certify that the company is entitled to commence business, and that 
certificate shall In* conclusive evidence that the company is so entitled. 
Provided that in ease of a company which does not issue a prosjicctus 
inviting the public to subscribe for its shares, the Registrar shall not 
give such a certificate unless a statement in lieu of pros|M>etu* has been 
tiled with him.

(3.) Any contract made by a company before the date at which it is 
entitled to commence business shall Ik* provisional only, and shall not 
In* binding on the company until that date, and on that date it shall 
become binding.

(4.) Nothing in this section shall prevent the simultaneous offer for 
subscription or allotment of any shares and debentures or the receipt 
of any money payable on application for debentures.

(6.) If any company commences business or exercises Isirmwing- 
powers in contravention of this section, every |M*rson who is responsible 
for the contravention shall, without prejudice to any other liability, be 
liable to a fine not exceeding two hundred and fifty dollars for every day 
during which the contravention continues.

(fi.) Nothing in this scctiin shall apply to a private company or to a 
company registered before tin* 15th day of March, 1912, or to a company 
incor|H>ratcd under the “Revised Statutes, 1897,” chapter 44, section 
56, or to a company incorporated under section 131 of the “Companies 
Act, 1910,” or hereafter incoiporatcd under Part V. of this Act or to an 
extra-provincial company. (8 Kdw. 7, e 09, s. 87|; 1910, c. 7, s. 95; 
1911, e. 8, s. 12; 1912, c. 3, s. 16, 17.

97. (1.) Whenever a company limited by shares makes any allot
ment of its shares, the company shall within one month thereafter file 
with the Registrar—

(«.) A return of the allotments, stating the number and nominal 
amount of the share^ comprised in the allotment, the names, 
addresses, and descriptions of the allottees, and tin- amount 
(if any) paid or due and payable on each share; and 

(h.) In the cast* of shares allotted as fully or partly paid up other
wise than in cash, a contract in writing constituting the title 
of the allottee to the allotment, together with any contract of 
sale, or for services or other consideration in resj>cct of which 
that allotment was made, and a return stating the number and

(11*13 Art
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nominal amount of shares so allotted, the extent to which they 
are to be treated as paid up, and the consideration for which 
they nave been allotted.

(2.) Where such a contract as above mentioned is not reduced to 
writing, the company shall within one month after the allotment file 
with the Registrar the prescribed particulars of the contract.

(3.) If default is made in complying with the requirements of this 
section, every director, manager, secretary, or other officer of the com
pany who is knowingly a party to the default shall be liable to a fine not 
exceeding two hundred and fifty dollars for every day during which the 
default continues.

Provided that, in case of default in filing with the Registrar within one 
month after the allotment any document required to be filed by this 
section, the company, or any person liable for the default, may apply 
to the Court for relief, and the Court, if satisfied that the omission to 
file the document was accidental or due to inadvertence or that it is just 
and equitable to grant relief, may make an order extending the time for 
the filing of the document for such period as the Court may think proper.

(4.) This section shall not apply to an extra-provincial company which 
is not required to comply with section 33 of this Act [8 Ed v. 7, c. 69, s. 
88); 1910, c. 7, s. 96; 1912, c. 3, s. 18.

Commissions and Discounts.

98. (1.) It shall be lawful for a company to pay a commission to any 
certain con?- person in consideration of his subscribing or agreeing to subscribe, whether 
prohibmon^of al)S°lut°ly or conditionally, for any shares mi the company, or procuring 
payment of all or agreeing to procure subscriptions, whether absolute or conditional, 
aionsi dkcounte for any shares in the company, if the payment of the commission is author- 
etc- ised by the memorandum or articles, and the commission paid or agreed

to be paid does not exceed the amount or rate so authorised, and if the 
amount or rate per cent of the commission paid or agreed to be paid 
is, in the case of shares offered to the public for subscription disclosed in 
the prospectus.

(2.) Save as aforesaid, no company shall apply any of its shares or 
capital money either directly or indirectly in payment of any commission, 
discount, or allowance to any person in consideration of his subscribing 
or agreeing to subscribe, whether absolutely or conditionally, for any 
shares of the company, or procuring or agreeing to procure subscriptions, 
whether absolute or conditional, for any shares in the company, whether 
the shares or money be so applied by being atlded to the purchase money 
of any property acquired by the company or to the contract price of any 
work to be executed for the company, or the money be paid out of the 
nominal purchase money or contract nrice. or otherwise.
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(3.) Nothing in this section shall affect the power of any company to 
pay such brokerage as it has heretofore been lawful for a company to 
pay, and a vendor to, promoter of, or other person who receives payment 
in money or shares from, a company shall have and shall be deemed 
always to have had power to apply any part of the money or shares so 
received in payment of any commission, the payment of which, if made 
directly by the company, would have been legal under this section. [8 
Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 89); 1910, c. 7, s. 97.

99. Where a company has paid any sums by way of commission in baîance-sheet 
respect of any shares or debentures, or allowed any sums by way of dis- a.» to commis- 
co ,nt in respect of any debentures, the total amount so paid or allowed, discounts.
or so much thereof as has not been written off, shall be stated in every 
bt lance-sheet of the company until the whole amount thereof has been 
witten off. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 90); 1910, c. 7, s. 98.

Payment of Interest out of Capital.

100. Where any shares of a coippany are issued for the purpose of J^nytopay”11' 
raising money to defray the expenses of the construction of any works interest out of 
or buildings or the provision of any plant which cannot be made pro- certain cam-s. 
fitable for a lengthened period, the company may pay interest on so
much of that share capital as is for the time being paid up for the period 
and subject to the conditions and restrictions in this section mentioned, 
and may charge the same to capital as part of the cost of construction of 
the work or building, or the provision of plant :

Provided that
(1.) No such payment shall be made unless the same is authorised 

by the articles or by special resolution:
(2.) No such payment, whether authorised by the articles or by 

* special resolution, shall be made without the previous sanction 
of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council :

(3.) Before sanctioning any such payment the Lieutenant-Governor 
in Council may, at the expense of the company, appoint a person 
to inquire and report to them as to the circumstances of the 
case, and may, before making the appointment, require the 
company to give security for the payment of the costs of the 
inquiry :

(4.) The payment shall be made only for such period as may be 
determined by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, and such 
period shall in no case extend beyond the close of the Si f-year 
next after the half-year during which the works or buddings 
have been actually completed or the plant provided :

(5.) The rate of interest shall be that agreed upon, and if there 
shall be no such agreement, shall be the rate provided by Statute
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in cases where interest is by law payable and the rate is not 
agreed upon :

((>.) The payment of the interest shall not operate as a reduction 
of the amount paid up on the shares in respeet of which it is 
paid :

(7.) The accounts of the company shall show the share capital 
on which, and tli,- rat at which, interest has been paid out 
of capital during the period to which the accounts relate. [S 
Kdw. 7. c IW, s. 91]; 1910, e. 7, s. 99.

Certificate of Shores, ete.

101. (1.) Every company shall within two months after the allotment
of any of its shares, . :es, or ' -e stock, and within two
months after the registration of the transfer of any such shares, deben
tures, or re stock, complete and have ready for delivery the
certificates of all shares, the debentures, and the certificates of all de
benture stock allotted or transferred, unless the conditions of issue of 
the shares, debentures, or debenture stock otherwise provide.

(2.) If default is made in j; with the requirements of this
section, the company, and every director, manager, secretary, and other 
officer of the company who is knowingly a party to the default, shall be 
liable to a fine not exceeding twenty-five dollars for every day during 
which the default continues. [8 Edw. 7, e. 09, s. 92]; 1910, c. 7. s. 100.

Information os to Mortgages, Charges, ete.

102. (1.) Every mortgage or charge created by a company after the 
first day of July, 1910, and being either—

(a. A mortgage or charge for the pu?pose of securing any issue of 
debentures; or e

(,!>.) A mortgage or charge on uncalled share capital of the company ;

(c.) A mortgage or charge created or evidenced by an instrument 
which, if executed by an individual, would require registration 
as a bill of sale; or

(</.) A mortgage or charge on any land, wherever situate, or any 
interest therein; or

(e.) A mortgage or charge on any book debts of the company;

(f.) A floating charge on the undertaking or property of the eom-

shall, so far as any security on the company’s property or undertaking 
is thereby conferred, be void against bona-fide purchasers and mortgagees 
for valuable consideration, and the liquidator and any creditor of the

4660 5590
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company, unless the instrument, or a true copy thereof, by which the 
mortgage or charge is created or evidenced, is registered by filing the 
same with the Registrar within twenty-one days after the date of its 
creation, but without prejudice to any contract or obligation for repay
ment of the money thereby secured; and when a mortgage or charge 
becomes void under this section the money secured thereby shall im
mediately become payable:

Provided that—
((/.) The time for registration of a mortgage or charge created out

side the Province and requiring registration under this Act, 
shall be thirty days from the creation of such mortgage or charge 

(h.) Where the mortgage or charge is created in the Province, but 
comprise ; property outside the Province, the instrument creat
ing or purporting to create the mortgage or charge may be 
registered notwithstanding that further proceedings may be 
necessary to make the mortgage or charge valid or effectual 
according to the law of the country in which the property is 
situate; and

(i.) Where a negotiable instrument has been given to secure the 
payment of any book debts of a company, the deposit of the 
instrument for the purpose of securing an advance to the com
pany shall not, for the purposes of this section, be treated as 
a mortgage o • charge on those book debts; and 

(j.) The holding of debentures entitling the holder to a charge on 
land shall not be deemed to be an interest in land.

(2.) The Registrar shall keep a register of all mortgages and charges 
requiring registration under this section, and shall, on payment of the 
prescribed fee, enter in the register, with respect to every such mortgage 
or charge, the date of the same, the amount secured by it, short particulars 
of the property mortgaged or charged, the names of the mortgagors, and 
the names of the mortgagees or other persons entitled to the charge.

(3.) Where a series of debentures containing, or giving by reference 
to any other instrument, any charge to the benefit of which the de
benture-holders of that series are entitled pari passu is created by a 
company, it shall be sufficient if there are delivered to and filed with the 
Registrar within twenty-one days after the execution of the deed con
taining the charge, or, if there is no such deed, after the executon of 
any debentures of the series, the following particulars:—

(«.) The total amount secured by the whole series; and 
(6.) The dates of the resolutions authorising the issue of the series 

and the date of the covering deed (if any) by which the security 
is created or defined; and

(c.) A general description of the property charged; and 
(d.) The names of the trustees (if any) for the debenture-holders,- - 

together with the deed containing the charge, or a true copy thereof,
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1913 At*. ) or, if there is no such deed, one of the debentures of the series, and the 
Registrar shall, on payment of the prescribed fee, enter those particulars 
in the register:

Provided that, where more than one issue is made of debentures in 
the series, there shall be sent to the Registrar for entry in the register 
particulars of the date and amount of each issue, but an omission to do 
this shall not affect the validity of the debentures issued.

(4.) Where any commission, allowance, or discount has been paid 
or made either directly or indirectly by the company to any person in 
consideration of his subscribing or agreeing to subscribe, whether ab
solutely or conditionally, for any debentures of the company, or pro
curing or agreeing to procure subscriptions, whethe ' absolute or con
ditional, for any such debentures, the particulars required to be sent 
for registration under this section shall include particulars as to the 
amount or rate per cent, of the commission, discount, or allowance so 
paid or made, but an omission to do this shall not affect the validity of 
the debentures issued:

Provided that the deposit of any debentures as security for any debt 
of the company shall not for the purposes of this provision be treated as 
the issue of the debentures at a discount.

(5.) The Registrar shall give a certificate under his hand of the registra
tion of any mortgage or charge registered in pursuance of this section, 
stating the amount thereby secured, and the certificate shall be con
clusive evidence that the requirements of this section as to registration 
have been complied with.

(6.) The company shall cause a copy of every certificate of registration 
given under this section to be indorsed on every debenture or certificate 
of debenture stock which is issued by the company, and the payment of 
which is secured by the mortgage* or charge so registered:

Provided that nothing in this subsection shall be construed as requir
ing a company to cause a certificate of registration of any mortgage or 
charge so given to be indorsed on any debenture or certificate of de
benture stock which has been issued by the company before the mort
gage or charge was created.

(7.) It shall be the duty of the company to register every mortgage 
or charge and every series of debentures created or issued by it requiring 
registration under this section, but registration of any such mortgage or 
charge may be effected on the application of any person interested there
in. Where the registration is effected on the application of some person 
other than the company, that person shall be entitled to recover from 
the company the amount of any fees properly paid by him to the Regis
trar on the registration.

(8.) The register kept in pursuance of this section shall be open to 
inspection by any person on payment of the prescribed fee, not exceeding 
twenty-five cents for each inspection.
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(9.) Every company shall cause a copy of every instrument creating 
any mortgage or charge requiring registration under this section to he 
kept at the registered office of the company: Provided that, in the case 
of a series of uniform debentures, a copy of one such debenture shall be 
sufficient. 190ti, c. 10, s. 2 (/xir/); 8 [8 Edw. 7, c. 09, s. 93]; 1910, c. 7, 
s. 101, subsecs (1) (/xirZ), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9) ; 1911, e. 8, ss.
13, 14, 15; 1912, c. 3, s. 19 , 20 , 21, 22.

103. (1.) If any person obtains an order for the appointment of a Registration of
... , . . . , enforcement ofreceiver or manager of the property of a company, or api>oints such a security.

receiver or manager under any powers contained in any instrument, he 
shall, within seven days from the date of the order or of the appointment 
under the powers contained in the instrument, give notice of the fact to the 
Registrar, and the Registrar shall, on payment of the prescribed fee, 
enter the fact in the register of mortgages and charges.

(2.) If any person makes default in complying with the acquirements 
of this section he shall be liable to a fine not exemling twenty-five dollars 
for every day during which the default continues. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s.
94]; 1910, c. 7, s. 102.

104. (1.) Every receiver or manager of the property of a company t iling of 
who has been ap|>ointed under the powers contained in any instrument, receivers and 
and who has taken possession, shall, once in every half-year while he llluna‘z,'rs- 
remains in possession, andalso on ceasing to act as receiver or manager,
file with the Registra* an abstract in the prescribed form of his receipts 
and payments during the j>eriod to which the abstract relates, and shall 
also on ceasing to act as receiver or manager file with the Registrar notice 
to that effect, and the Registrar shall enter the notice in the register of 
mortgages and charges.

(2.) Every receiver or manager who makes default in complying with 
the provisions of this section shall be liable to a fine not exceeding two 
hundred and fifty dollars. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 95]; 1910, e. 7, s. 103.

106. A Judge of the Supreme Court, on being satisfied that the omission Rectification of 
to register a mortgage or charge within the time herein!); fare required, Mortgages, 
or that the omission or misstatement of any particular with respect to 
any such mortgage or charge, was accidental, or due to inadvertence or 
to some other sufficient cause, or is not ef a nature to prejudice the position 
of creditors or shareholders of the company, or that on other grounds it 
is just and equitable to grant relief, may, on the application of the com
pany or any person interested, and on such terms and conditions as seem 
to the Judge just and expedient, order that the time for registration be 
extended, without prejudice to the rights of parties acquired prior to 
the actual date of registration, or, as the case may be, that the omission 
or misstatement be rectified. 1906, e. 10, s. 2 (part); [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s.
96]; 1910, c. 7, s. 104; 1912, c. 3; s. 23.
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106. The Registrar may, on evidence being given to his satisfaction 
that the debt for which any registered mortgage or charge was given 
has been paid or satisfied, order that a memorandum of satisfaction be 
entered on the register, and shall, if required, furnish the company with 
a copy thereof. 1906, c. 10, s. 2 {pari)) [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 97]; 1910, c. 7, 
s. 105.

107. (1.) If default be made in the registration of any mortgage or 
charge or of the issues of debentures of n series requiring registration 
under this Act, then every company, and every director, manager, or 
secretary of a company, and every person knowingly a party to the de
fault shall, on conviction, be liable to a fine not exceeding two hundred 
and fifty dollars for every day during which the default continues.

(2.) If any person knowingly and wilfully authorises or permits the 
delivery of any debenture or certificate of debenture stock requiring 
registration with the Registrar under the foregoing provisions of this 
Act without a copy of the certificate of registration being indorsed upon 
it, he shall, without prejudice to any other liability, be liable to a fine not 
exceeding five hundred dollars. 1906, e. 10, s. 2 {part)) [8 Edw. 7, e. 69, 
s. 99]; 1910, e. 7, s. 107, subsec. (3); 1911, e. 8, ss. 17, 18.

108. (1.) Every limited company shall keep a register of mortgages 
and enter therein al! mortgages and charges specifically affecting property 
of the company, giving in each case a short description of the property 
mortgaged or charged, the amount of the mortgage or charge, and (except 
in the case of securities to bearer) the names of the mortgagees or persons 
entitled thereto.

(2.) If any director, manager, or other officer of the company knowingly 
and wilfully authorises or permits the omission of any entry required to 
he made in pursuance of this section, lie shall bo liable to a fine not ex
ceeding two hundred and fifty dollars. [26 & 26 Viet., c. 89, s. 43 (part)]; 
R. 8. 1897, c. 44, s. 88; [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 100]; 1910, c. 7, s. 108.

109. (1.) The copies of instruments creating any mortgage or charge 
requiring registration under this Act with the Registrar, and the register 
of mortgages kept in pursuance of the last preceding section, shall be 
open at all reasonable times to the inspection of any creditor or member of 
the company without fee, and the register of mortgages shall also be 
open to the inspection of any other person on payment of such fee, not 
exceeding twenty-five cents for each inspection, ns the company may 
prescribe.

(2.) If inspection of the said copies or register is refused, any officer 
cf the company refusing inspection, and every director and manager of 
the company authorising or knowingly and wilfully permitting the refusal, 
shall be liable to a fine not exceeding twenty-five dollars, and a further
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fine not exceeding ten dollars for every day during which the refusal con
tinues; and, in addition to the above penalty, any Judge ot the Supreme 
Court sitting in Chambers may by order compel an immediate inspection 
of the copies or legister. [25 & 26 Viet., c. 89, s. 43 (part)]; R.S. 1897 
c. 44, s. 88 (part)] |8 Edw. 7, e. 69, s. Kill; 1910, c. 7, s. 109.

110. (1.) Every register of holders of debentures of a company shall, Right of dvicn- 
except when closed in accordance with the articles during such period or fnspcct'the* 
periods (not exceeding in the whole thirty days in any year) as may beV/ ld* " 
speeified in the articles, be open to the inspection of the registered holder and to have
of any such debentures, and of any holder of shares in the company, but deed" °f trUHl 
subject to such reasonable restrictions as the company may in general 
meeting impose, so that at least two hours in each day are appointed for 
inspection, and every such holder may require a copy of the register or 
any part thereof on payment of ten cents for every one hundred words ie- 
quired to be copied.

(2.) A copy of any trust deed for securing any issue of debentures shall 
be forwarded to every holder of any such debentures at his request on 
payment in the case of a printed trust deed of the sum of twenty-five 
cents or such lew sum as may be prescribed by the company, or, where 
the trust deed has not been printed, on payment of ten cents for every 
one hundred words required to be copied.

(3.) If ins|M‘ction is refused, or a copy is refused or not forwarded, the 
company shall be liable to a fine not exceeding twenty-five dollars, and 
to a further fine not exceeding ten dollars for every day during which the 
refusal continues; and every director, manager, secretary, or other officer 
of the company who knowingly authorises or permits the refusal shall 
incur the like penalty. (8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 102J; 1910, c. 7, s. 110. I1®13 Act-

Debentures and Floating Charges.

111. A condition contained in any debentures or in any deed for secur- R'-nM iuai 
ing any debentures, whether issued or executed before or after the com
mencement of this Act, shall not be invalid by reason only that thereby
the debentures are made irredeemable or redeemable only on the happen
ing of a contingency, however remote, or on the expiration of a period, 
however long, any rule of equity to the contrary notwithstanding.
I Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 1031; 1910, c. 7, s. 113.

112. (1.) Where either before or after the commencement of this Act,power !° r,\
i i i ii. . . , , issue redeemeda company has redeemed any debentures previously issued, the company, debentures in

unless the articles or the conditions of issue expressly otherwise provide,certam caae"' 
or unless the debAitures have Iteen redeemed in pursuance of any obliga
tion on the company so to do (not being an obligation enforceable only 
by the ]>erson to whom the redeemed debentures were issued or his assigns), 
shall have power, and shall be deemed to always have had |>ower, to keep
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the debentures alive for the purposes of reissue; and where a company has 
purported to exercise such a power the company shall have power, and 
shall be deemed always to have had power, to reissue the debentures 
either by reissuing the same debentures or by issuing other debentures 
in their*place, and upon such a reissue the person entitled to the deben
tures shall have, and shall be deemed always to have had, the same rights 
and priorities as if the debentures had not previously been issued.

(2.) Where with the object of keeping debentures alive for the purpose 
of reissue they have either before or after the commencement of this Act 
been transferred to a nominee of the company, a transfer from that nominee 
shall be deemed to be a reissue for the purposes of this section.

(3.) Where a company has either before or after the commencement 
of this Act deposited any of its debentures to secure advances from time 
to time on current account or otherwise, the debentures shall not be 
deemed to have been redeemed by reason only of the account of the com
pany having ceased to be in debit whilst the debentures remained so 
deposited.

(4.) The reissue of a debenture or the issue of another debenture in its 
place under the power of this section given to or deemed to ha been 
possessed by a company, whether the reissue or issue was made before or 
after the commencement of this Act, shall not be treated as the issue of 
a new debenture for the purposes of any provision limiting the amount 
or number of debentures to be issued.

(5.) Nothing in this section shall prejudice—
(a.) The operation of any judgment oi order of a Court of competent 

jurisdiction pronounced or made before the first day of July, 
1910, as between the parties to the proceedings in which the 
judgment was pronounced or the order made, and any appeal 
from any such judgment or order shall be decided as if this Act 
had not been passed ; or

(b.) Any power to issue debentures in the place of any debentures 
paid off or otherwise satisfied or extinguished, reserved to a 
company by its debentures or the securities for the same. [8 
Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 104J; 1910, c. 7, s. 114.

113. A contract with a company to take up and pay for any debentures 
of the company may be enforced by an order for specific performance. 
18 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 105]; 1910, c. 7, s. 115.

114. (1.) Where, in the case of a company registered under this Act, 
either a receiver is appointed on behalf of the holders of any debentures 
of the company secured by a floating charge, or possession is taken by or 
on behalf of those debenture-holders of any property comprised in or 
subject to the charge, then, if the company is not at the time in course of 
being wound up, the debts which in every winding-up are, under the pro-
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visions of Part VIII. of this Act relating to preferential payments, to be 
paid in priority to all other debts shall be paid forthwith out of any assets 
coming to the hands of the receiver or other person taking possession as 
aforesaid in priority to any claim for principal or interest in respect of the 
debentures.

(2.) The periods of time mentioned in the said provisions of Part VIII. 
of this Act shall be reckoned from the date of the appointment of the 
receiver or of possession being taken as aforesitid, as the case may be.

(3.) Any payments made under this section shall be recouj>ed as far 
as may be out of the assets of the company available for payment of 
general creditors. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 107]; 1910, c. 7, s. 116.

Statement to be published by Insurance and Certain other Companies.

116. (1.) Every company being an insurance company subject to the Certain corn- 
legislative jurisdiction of the I’rovincc to which this Act applies, or any 
association or society formed under any of the Statutes of the Province,in Sch,‘dulc- 
shall, before it commences business, and also on the first Monday in 
February and the first Monday in August in every year during which it 
carries on business, make a statement in the Form F in the Second Schedule 
to this Act, or as near thereto as circumstances will admit.

(2.) A copy of the statement shall be put up in a conspicuous place 
in the registered or head office of the company or society, and in every 
branch office where the business of the company or society is carried on.

(3.) Every member and every creditor of the company or society shall 
be entitled to a copy of the statement on payment of a sum not exceeding 
ten cents.

(4.) If default is made in compliance with this section, the company, 
association, or society shall be liable to a fine not exceeding twenty-five 
dollars for every day during which the default continues; and every 
director and manager of the company who knowingly and wilfully author
ises or permits the default shall be liable to the like penalty. |8 Edw.
7, c. 69, s. 1081; 1910, c. 7, s. 117.

Inspection ami Audit.

116. (1.) The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may appoint one or investigation of 
more competent inspectors to investigate the affairs of any company and company by
to report thereon in such manner as he directs—■ Government• inspectors.

(o.) In the case of a company having a share capital, on the applica
tion of members holding not less than one-tenth of the shares 
issued :

(6.) In the case of a company not having a share capital "on the 
application of not less than one-fiftli in number of the persons 
on the company’s register of members.
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(2.) The application shall he supported by such evidence as the Lieuten
ant-Governor in Council may require for the purpose of showing that the 
applicants have good reason for, anil are not actuated by malicious motives 
in requiring the investigation; ami the Lieutenant-Governor in Council 
may, before appointing an inspector, require the applicants to give security 
or payment of the cost s of tin inquiry.

(3.) It shall be the duty </f all officers and agents of the company to 
produce to th<‘ inspectors all books and documents in their custody or

(1.) An inspector may examine on oath the off*cers and agents of the 
company in relation to its business, and may administer an oath accord
ingly.

(5.) If any officer or agent refuses to produce any book or document 
which under this section it is his duty to produce, or to answer any question 
relating to the affairs of the company, he shall be liable to a fine not ex
ceeding twenty-five dollars in respect of each such refusal.

((>.) On the conclusion of the investigation the inspectors sl\alï report 
their opinion to the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, and a copy of the 
report shall be forwarded by the Provincial Secretary to the registered 
office of the my, and a further copy shall, at the request of the appli
cants for the investigation, be delivered to th<m.

(7.) The report shall be written or printed, as the Lieutenant-Governor 
in Council may direct.

(8.) The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may make such order as to 
the costs and expenses incidental to such investigation as may be deemed 
proper. [25 A: 26 Viet., e. 89, ss. 56 to 59]; H. S. 1897, c. 44, ss. 105 to 
108; (8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 109|; 1910, c. 7, s. 118.

Power of com- 117. (1.) A company may by special resolution ap|>oint insj>ectors to 
inspector*. investigate its affairs.

(2.) Inspectors so appointed shall have the same powers and duties 
as inspectors apj>ointod by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, except 
that, instead of reporting to the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, they 
shall report in such manner and to such persons as the company in general 
meeting may direct.

(3.) Officers and agents of the < my shall incur the like penalties 
in case of refusal to produce any lxiok or document required to be produced 
to inspectors so appointed, or to answer any question, as they would 
have incurred if the inspectors had been appointed by the Lieutenant- 
Governor in Council. [25 26 Viet., e. 89, s. 60]; K. S. 1897, c. 44, s.
109; [8 Edw. 7, e. 69, s. 110]; 1910, r. 7, s. 119.

Ih-port uf 
iiis|M‘rtorn to he

118. A copy of the rc|Mirl of any inspectors upiiointcd under I Ilia Act, 
authenticated by the seal of the company whose affairs they have investi-

2

9
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gated, «hall be admissible in any legal proceeding as evidence of the opinion 
of the inspectors in relation to any matter contained in the report. [25 
& 20 Viet., e. SO, h. Oil; R. S. 1897, c. 44, h. 110; I» Edw. 7, e. 00, h. 111|;
1010, c. 7, s. 120.

119. (1.) Every company shall at each annual general meeting ap|x>int iJSf’UlSSfrM 
an auditor or auditors to hold office until the next annual general meeting, tionof auditor*.

(2.) If an appointment of auditors is not made at an annual general 
meeting, the Lieutenant-Governor in Council may, on the application 
of any member of the company, appoint an auditor of the company for 
the current year, and fix the remuneration to he paid to him by the com
pany for his services.

(3.) A director or officer of the company shall not be capable of being 
appointed auditor of the company.

(4.) A person, other than a retiring auditor, shall not be capable of 
being appointed auditor at an annual general meeting unless notice of an 
intention to nominate that person to the office of auditor has been given 
by a shareholder to the company not loss than fourteen days before the 
annual general meeting; and the company shall send a copy of any such 
notice to the retiring auditor, and shall give notice thereof to the share
holders, either by advertisement or in* any other mode allowed by the 
articles, not less than seven days before the annual general meeting;

Provided that if, after notice of the intention to nominate an auditor 
has been so given, an annual general meeting is called for a date fourteen 
days or less after the notice has been given, the notice, though not given 
w hin the time required by this provision, shall be deemed to have been 

perly given for the purposes thereof, and the notice to be sent or given 
by the company may, instead of being sent or given within the time 
required by this provision, be sent or given at the same time as the notice of 
the annual general meeting.

(5.) The first auditors of the company may be appointed by the directors 
before the statutory meeting, and if so appointed shall hold office until 
the first annual general meeting, unless previously removed by a resolu
tion of the shareholders in general meeting, in which case the shareholders 
at that meeting may appoint auditors.

(6.) The directors may fill any casual vacancy in the office of auditor, 
but while any such vacancy continues the surviving or continuing auditor 
or auditors (if any) may act.

(7.) The remuneration of the auditors of a company shall be fixed by 
the company in general meeting, except that the remuneration of any 
auditors appointed before the statutory meeting or to fill any casual 
vacancy, may be fixed by the directors. 11)03-04, c. 12, s. 3; [8 Edw. 7, 
c. 09, s. 112|; 1910, c. 7, s. 121.

120. (1.) Every auditor of a company shall have a right of access at duties ofn<l 
all times to the books and accounts and vouchers of the conn any, and auditors.
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shall be entitled to require from the directors and officers of the company 
such information and explanation as may be necessary for the performance 
of the duties of the auditors.

(2.) The auditors shall make a report to the shareholders on the accounts 
examined by them, and on every balance sheet laid before the company 
in general meeting during their tenure of office, and the report shall state— 

(a.) Whether or not they have obtained all the information and 
explanations they have required; and 

(/>.) Whether, in their opinion, the balance sheet referred to in the 
report is properly drawn up so as to exhibit a true and correct 
view of the state of the company’s affairs according to the best 
of their information and the explanations given to them, and as 
shown by the books of the company.

(3.) The balance-sheet shall be signed on behalf of the board by two 
of the directors of the company, or if there is 011I3' one director, by that 
director, and the auditors’ report shall be attached to the balance sheet, 
or there shall be inserted at the foot of the balance sheet a reference to 
the report, and the report shall be read before the company in general 
meeting, and shall be open to inspection by any shareholder.

Any shareholder shall be entitled to be furnished with a copy of the 
balance-sheet and auditors’ report at a charge not exceeding ten cents 
for every hundred words.

(4.) If any copy of a balance sheet which has not been signed as required 
by this section is issued, circulated, or published, or if any copy of a 
balance sheet is issued, circulated, or published without either having a 
copy of the auditors’ report attached thereto or containing such reference 
to that report as is required by this section, the company, and every 
director, manager, secretary, or other officer of the company who is know
ingly a party to the default, shall on conviction be liable to a fine not ex
ceeding two hundred and fifty dollars. 1903-04, c. 12, s. 5; [8 Edw. 7, 
c. 09, s. 113]; 1910, c. 7, s. 122.

erence shared" ^21. (*■) Holders of preference shares and debentures of a company 
h< lders, etc., ns shall have the same right to receive and inspect the balance sheets of the 
inspection.ofcompany and the reports of the auditors and other reports as is possessed 
reports, etc. by the holders of ordinary shares in the company.

(2.) This section shall not apply to a private company nor to a com
pany registered before the first day of July, 1910. (8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 
114]; 1910, c. 7, s. 123.

Carrying on Business with Less than the Legal Minimum of Members.

carrying on °f 122. If at any time the number of members of a company is reduced, 
business with in the case of a private company, below two, or, in the case of any other 
0erw°in the case company, below five, and it carries on business for more than six months
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while the number is so reduced, every person who is a member of the *.pri'nt<’_
company (luring the time that it ho carries on business after those six members, 
months, and is cognizant of the fact that it is carrying on business with 
fewer than two members, or five members, as the case may be, shall be 
severally liable for the payment of the whole debts of the company con
tracted during that time, and may be sued for the same, without joinder 
in action of any other member. [25 & 26 Viet., c. 89, s. 48]; H. S. 1897, 
c. 44, s. 91; (8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 115]; 1910, c. 7, 8. 124.

Service and Authentication of Documents.

123. A document may be served on a company by leaving it at or send- on
*it by post to the registered office of the company, or by serving the presi- company, 
dent, chairman, secretary, or any director of the company, or by leaving
the same at the residence of either of them, or with any adult person of 
his family or in his employ; or, if the company has no registered office, 
and has no known president, chairman, secretary, or director, the Court 
may order such publication as it deems requisite to be made in the premises, 
and such publication shall be held to be due service upon the company.
1900, c. 5, s. 7; (25 & 26 Viet., c. 89, s. 62]; R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 116; [8 
Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 116]; 1910, c. 7, s. 125.

124. A document or proceeding requirirtg authentication by a com- ^documenta° 
pany may be signed by a director, secretary, or other authorised officer
of the company, and need not be under its common seal. [25 & 26 Viet., 
c. 89, 8. 63]; R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 118; [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 117]; 1910, c.
7, s. 126.

Tables and Forms.

126. The forms in the Second Schedule to this Act, or forms as near alterat?on°ofand 
thereto as circumstances admit, shall be used in all matters to which tables and 
those forms refer. 25 & 26 Viet., c. 89, s. 71 (part)]] R. S. 1897, c. 44,form8, 
s. 121 (part); [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 118 (part)]] 1910, c. 7, s. 127 (part).

126. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may alter any of the tables noHn'counoil 
and forms in the First Schedule to this Act, so that it does not increase may alter tables 
the amount of fees payable to the Registrar in the said Schedule mentioned, an<
and may alter or add to the forms in the said Second Schedule. [25 &
26 Viet., c. 89, s. 71 (part)]] R. S. 1897, c. 44, a. 121 (part)] [8 Edw.7, 
c. 69, s. 118 (part)]] 1910, c. 7, a. 127 (part).

127. Any such table or form, when altered, shall be published in the 
Gazette, and thenceforth shall have the same force as if it were included 
in one of the Schedules to this Act; but no alteration made by the Lieu
tenant-Governor in Council in Table A in the said First Schedule shall 
affect any company registered before the alteration, or repeal, as respects 
that company, any portion of such table. [25 & 26 Viet., c. 89, s. 71

Alterations to 
be published 
in Gazette.
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i/iarl)]; I{. S. 1807, ('. 44, ». 121 (/mri); [s Edw. 7, r. fill, ». 1 IS (/wrt)]; 
1910, c. 7, s. 127 (part).

.1 rbitrationx.

128. (1.) A company may, by writing under its common seal, agree 
to refer and may refer to arbitration, in accordance with the “Arbitration 
Act,” any existing or future difference between itself and any other com
pany or person.

(2.) Companies parties to the arbitration may delegate to the arbitrator 
power to settle any terms or to determine any matter capable of being 
lawfully settled or determined by the companies themselves, or by their 
directors or other managing body.

(3.) Subject to any express provisions on the subject, all the provisions 
of the "Arbitration Act” shall apply to arbitrations between companies 
and persons in pursuance of th's Act. [25 & 20 Viet., c. St), ss. 72, 73|; 
K. S. 1897, c. 44, ss. lit), 120; |8 Edw. 7, e. 09, s. 1191; 1910, c. 7, s. 128.

Power to Cam promise.

129. (1.) Where a compromise or arrangement is proposed between a 
company and its creditors or any class of them, or between the company 
and its members or any class of them, the Court may, on the application 
in a summary way of the company or of any creditor or member of the 
company, or, in the case of a company being wound up, of the liquidator 
order a meeting of the creditors or class of creditors, or of the members 
of the company or class of members, as the ease may be, to be summoniMl 
in sin'll manner as the Court directs.

(2.) If a majority in number representing three-fourths in value of the 
creditors or class of creditors, or members or class of members, as the 
ease may he, present either in ]>erson or by proxy at the meeting, agree to 
any compromise or arrangement, the compromise or arrangement shall, 
if sanctioned by the Court, be binding on all the creditors or the class of 
directors, or on the memliers or class of members, as the ease may be, and 
also on the company or, in the case of a company in the course of being 
wound up, on the liquidator and contributories of the company.

(3.) In this section the expression “company” means any company 
liable to he wound up under this Act. [H Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 120); 1910, c. 
7, s. 129.

Meaning of “ P iiale Company,”

130. (1.) For the purposes of this Act the expression “private com
pany” means a company which by its memorandum or articles—

(a.) lti'striets the right to transfer its shares; and 
(b.) Limits the number of its members (exclusive of jiersons who 

are in the employment of the company) to fifty; and
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(c.) Prohibits any invitation to the public to subscribe for any shares 
or debentures of the company.

(2.) A private company may, subject to anything contained in the 
memorandum or articles, by passing a social resolution and by filing with 
the Registrar such a statutory declaration as the company, if a public 
company, would have had to file before commencing business, turn itself 
into a public company.

(3.) Where two or more persons hold one or more shares in a company 
jointly they shall, for the pur]H>seH of this section, be treated as a single 
member. [8 Edw. 7, e. 69, s. 121]; 1910, c. 7, s. 130.

PART V.

INCORPORATION OF MINING COMPANIES WITHOUT ANY 
PERSONAL LIABILITY

131. (1.) The memorandum of a company incorporated or reinoorpor-Milling, 
ated under this Act,- the objects whereof are restricted to acquiring, man- 
aging, developing, working, and selling mines (including coal-mines), jnd„harM,ty 
mineral claims, and mining properties and petroleum claims, and the 
winning, getting, treating, refining, and marketing of mineral coal or oil 
therefrom, may contain a provision that no personal liability shall attach 
to any subscriber or holder of shares in a company so incorporated, and the 
certificate of incorporation issued under section 26 of this Act shall state 
that the company is s|)ccinlly limited under this section.

(2.) Every company, the objects whereof are restricted as aforesaid l‘«»wCra of non- 
shall be deemed to have the following, but, except as in this Act other- 
wise expressed, no greater jjowers, that is to say:— companies.

(a.) To obtain by purchase, lease, hire, discovery, location, or other
wise, and hold, within the Province, mines, mineral claims, 
mineral leases, prospects, mining lands, and mining rights of 
every description, and to work, develop, o]>eratc, and turn the 
same to account, and to sell or otherwise dispose of the same or 
any of them, or any interest therein:

(6.) To dig for, raise, cru^h, wash, smelt, assay, analyse, reduce, 
amalgamate, and otherwise treat gold, silver, coal, copper, lead 
ores or deposits, and other minerals and metallic substances and 
compounds of all kinds, whether belonging to the company, or 
not, and to render the same merchantable, and to buy, sell, 
and deal in the same or any of them:

(r.) To carry on the business of a mining, smelting, milling, and 
refining company in all or any of its branches:
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(</.) To acquire by purchase, lease, h'"re, exchange, or otherwise such 
timber lands or leases, timber claims, licences to cut timber, 
surface rights and rights-of-way, water rights and privileges, 
mills, factories, furnaces for smelting and treating ores and re
fining metals, buildings, machinery, plant, or other real or per
sonal property as may be necessary for or conducive to the proper 
carrying out of any of the objects of the company:

(c.) To construct, maintain, alter, make, work, and operate on the 
property of the company, or on property controlled by the 
company, any canals, trails, roads, ways, tramways, bridges, and 
reservoirs, dams, flumes, race and other ways, water-courses, 
aqueducts, wells, wharves, piers, furnaces, sawnvlls, crushing- 
works,smelting-works, concent rating-works,hydraulic works, coke- 
ovens, electrical works and appliances, warehouses, buildings, 
machinery, plant, stores, and other works and conveniences 
which may seem conducive to any of the objects of the company, 
and, with the consent of the shareholders in general meeting, to 
contribute to, subsidize, or otherwise aid or take part in any such 
operation, though constructed and maintained by any other 
company or persons outside of the property of t he company ; 
and to buy, sell, manufacture, and deal in all kinds of goods 
stores, implements, provisions, chattels, and effects required by 
the company or its workmen and servants:

(/.) To build, acquire, own, charter, navigate, and use steam and 
other vessels for the purposes of the company :

(g.) To take, acquire, and hold as the consideration for ores, metals, 
or minerals sold or otherwise disposed of, or for goods supplied 
or for work done by contract or otherwise, shares, debentures, 
bonds, or other securities of or in any other company the objects 
of which are restricted as herein aforesaid, and to sell or other
wise dispose of the same:

(h.) To enter into any arrangement for sharing profits, union of 
interests, or co-operation with any other person or company 
carrying on, or about to carry on, any business or transaction 
which a company especially limited under this section is author
ised to carry on :

(t.) To purchase or otherwise acquire and undertake all or any of 
the assets, business, property, privileges, contracts, rights, 
obligations, and liabilities of any person or company carrying 
on any part of the business which a company specially limited 
under this section is authorised to carry on, or possessed of 
property suitable for the purposes thereof:

O'.) To borrow or raise money for the purposes of the company, but 
so that the amount so borrowed or raised shall not, without
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the sanction of a general meeting of the company, exceed one- 
quarter of the amount of the paid-up capital for the time being, 
and for the purpose of securing such money and interest, or for 
any other purpose, to mortgage or charge the undertaking or 
all or any part of the property of the company, present or after 
acquired ; and to create, issue, make, draw, accept, and negotiate 
perpetual or redeemable debentures or debenture stock, promis
sory notes, bills of exchange, bills of lading, warrants, obliga
tions, and other negotiable and transferable instruments: Provided 
however, that the restriction in this subsection contained as to 
borrowing without the sanction of a general meeting shall not be 
deemed to be imperative, and shall in nowise limit, control, or 
affect any power of borrowing vested in the board of directors 
of the company or of the company under the memorandum, 
articles, or by-laws of the company:

(k.) To distribute any of the property of the company among the 
members in specie:

(/.) To sell, improve, manage, develop, exchange, lease, mortgage, 
dispose of, turn to account, or otherwise deal with the under
taking or the whole or any part of the property and rights of 
the company, with power to accept as the consideration any 
shares, stocks, or obligations of any company: Provided, how
ever, that in case of a sale for shares in a company other than a 
non-personal liability company, such shares shall be fully paid 
up:

(m.) To do all such other things as are incidental or conducive to the 
attainment of the foregoing objects. K. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 56;
1900, c. 5, s. 6;. 1908, c. 11, s.3; 1910, c. 7, s. 131; 1912, c.3, s. 21.

132. Where a certificate of incorporation incorporating any such com- Shares to be 
pany, or a licence or certificate of registration to any extra-provincial marked^ 
company, has been issued containing the provisions mentioned in section
131 of this Act, every certificate of shares or stock issued by the company 
shall bear upon the face thereof, distinctly written or printed in red ink, 
after the name of the company, the words “Issued under section 131, 
respecting mining companies, of the ‘Companies Act,' ” and where such 
shares or stock are issued subject to further assessments the word “assess
able,” or if not subject to further assessment the word “non-assessable,” 
ns the case may be. It. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 57; 1910, c. 7, s. 132.

133. Every company, the objects whereof are restricted as aforesaid, Charter, pros- 
shall have written or printed on its charter, prospectuses, stock certificates, ffiïdoc2-nd 
bonds, contracts, agreements, notices, advertisements, and other official 2omlHnv"tohtH- 
publications, and in all bills of exchange, promissory Quotes, indorsements, specially 
cheques, and orders for money or goods purporting to be signed by or on lmirkPl1
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lu lui If of the , ami in all hills of parcels, invoices, receipts, ami
letter-heads of the company, immediately after or under the name of such 
company, and shall have engraved U|xm its seal the words “Non-Personal 
Liability,” and such words shall be the last words of its name; and every 
such company which refuses, or knowingly neglects to comply with this 
section shall incur a penalty of twenty dollars for every day during which 
such name is not so kept written or printed, recoverable U|M>n summary 
conviction; and every director and manager, secretary, and officer of the 
company who knowingly and wilfully authorises or permits such default 
shall he liable to the like penalty. R. S. 18117, e. 41, s. 58; 1910, c. 7, s 133.

Lu force me nt of i34 i„ ti,«. event of any call or calls on assessable shares in a company,payment of w '
assessment on the objects whereof are restricted as aforesaid, remaining unpaid by the
■ueb hllurt'S. « .... ImUnv « I,f f,„• >■ norind t\Ç uivlv ilttve after not inn

payment of

subscriber thereto, or holder thereof, for a period of sixty days after notice 
and demand of payment, such shares may be declared by the directors 
to 1m* in , and the secretary of the company may advertise such
shares for stile at public auction to the highest bidder for cash, by giving 
notice of such sale in some newspaper published or circulating in the city 
or district where the principal office of the company is situatin', for a 
period of one month; and said notice shall contain the number of the 
certificate or certificates of such shares, and the number of shares, the 
amount of t he assessment due and unpaid, and the time and place of sale; 
and in addition to the publication of the notice aforesaid, notice shall be 
personally served upon such subscriber or holder by registered letter 
mailed to his last-known address; and if the subscriber or holder of such 
shares shall fail to pay tin* amount due upon such shares, with interest 
upon the same at the rate provided by the articles, by-laws, or regulations 
of the company, or, where no rate is so fixed, at the same rate as is provided 
by Statute in other cases where interest is by law payable and the rate is 
not agreed upon, and cost of advertising, before the time fix<*d for such 
sale, the secretary shall proceed to sell the same or such jiortion thereof 
as shall suffice to pay such assessment, together with such interest and 
cost of advertising: Provided that if the price of the shares so sold exceeds 
the amount due with said interest and cost thereon, the excess thereof 
shall be paid to the .< subscriber or holder. R. S. 1897, c. 44, s.
69; 1910, c. 7, s. 134.

136. No shareholder or subscriber for shares in any company, the ob
jects of are restricted as aforesaid, shall be personally liable for
non-payment of any calls made ‘ "< shares, nor shall such shareholder 
or subscriber be personally liable for any debt contracted by the company, 
or for any sum payable by the company. R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 00; 1910,
c. 7, s. 135.

Existing com- 
|»!inic‘s before
revision of 1897, issued by any company duly incorporated under any Act as fully

2869

63

9310
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paid-up shares, either at a discount or in payment for any mine, mineral 
claim, or mining property purchased or acquired by such company, or 
for the acquiring whereof such company has been incorporated, all such 
shares shall, except as to any debts contracted by the company before the 
eighth of May, 1897 (in regard to which the liability on such shares shall 
be the same as if this Act had not been passed), be deemed and held to 
be fully paid up, and the holder thereof shall be subject to no personal 
liability thereon, in the same manner as if the memorandum of association 
of the company had contained the provision aforesaid. H. S. 1897, c. 44, 
s. «1 ; 1910, c. 7, s. 130.

137. Any company with specially limited liability on shares heretofore -Shares, in com-
, ! * ‘ . , , panicsincor|Kir-

incorporatcd under sections 5(> to 1)1 of the Companies Act, 189<, andated uivicr n*. 
the powers, rights, and liabilities of any such company and of its share-^nie8°A<*t?om" 
holders, shall he and remain specially limited as provided in those sections, f^iy4
and all shares of any such company heretofore issued, or that may here-paid and non- 
after be issued, as full-paid and noil-assessable, its therein provided, nHseHSal>l°- 
shall at all times be deemed to be full-paid and non-assessahle. 1910, 
c. 7, s. 137.

138. In case a resolution authorising reincorporation and registration tlorTasan™ 
under the provisions of this Act, and authorising the execution by the^m*‘ 
directors on behalf of the shareholders of the company of a memorandum
of association for the objects specified in such resolution, is passed at a 
general meeting of the shareholders of the company duly called specially 
for the purpose, at which meeting at least two-thirds in value of all the 
shares of the company are represented by the holders thereof in person 
or by proxy and vote in favour of such resolution, any company hereto
fore incorporated, or hereafter incorporated, subject to the provisions 
contained in section 131 of this Act, or to the like provisions of any former 
Act, and being at the time of registration a subsisting and valid company, 
and upon payment to the Registrar of a fee of ten dollars, and no more 
(except where the capital is increased), shall be entitled to receive from 
the Registrar a certificate of the reincorporation and registration of the 
company under this Act as an unlimited company, or as a company limited 
by shares, or as a company limited by guarantee, for the objects and 
pur|K)ses to be set out in the memorandum of association executed in 
pursuance of such resolution, and thereupon the old company shall, as 
such company, cease to exist, and all the rights, property and obligations 
of the former company shall thereby be and be deemed ipso facto to have 
been transferred to the new company, and all proceedings may be continued 
or commenced by or against the new company that might have been con
tinued or commenced by or against the old company, and it shall not be 
necessary in the certificate of reincorporation or registration to set out 
the names of the shareholders, and after such reincorporation and
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registration the company shall be governed in all respects by the 
provisions of this Act, except that the liabilities of the shareholders 
to creditors of the old company shall remain as at the time of reincorpor
ation; and of such reincorporation the certificate aforesaid shall be eon- 
elusive evidence, as well as conclusive evidence of the due registration 
and observance of all statutory requirements with respect to registration 
or incorporation in force prior to the passing of this Act:

(a.) Where an existing company applies for registration under this 
section, the directors may, in and by the memorandum of assoc
iation executed pursuant to and conforming to the resolution 
of the company authorising the execution thereof, extend, vary, 
or limit the powers and objects of the company, and the certifi
cate of registration under this section shall be to the new com
pany by a different name than that of the old company:

(6.) Where the existing company is registered under this section, the 
capital of the company may be increased or decreased to any 
amount which may be fixed by the resolution of the company 
authorising such registration; but where increased the fees for 
increase of capital mentioned in Table B to this Act shall be 
paid to the Registrar:

(c.) The said resolution shall prescribe the manner in which the 
shares in the new company are to be allotted to holders of shares 
in the old company, and shall prescribe to what amount (if any) 
the shares in the new company shall be assessable, and generally 
the terms upon which the new shares shall be deliverable to the 
allottees: Provided, however, that no shareholder in the old 
company shall be liable upon any shares in the new company 
unless he accepts the allotment to him of the same:

(d.) The memorandum of association may be accompanied by articles 
of association, in accordance with section 20 of this Act, and such 
articles of association must be authorised by the resolution 
authorising registration under the provisions of this section:

(e.) Whenever the Registrar considers that public notice of an in
tended application for reincorporation and registration under 
this section should be given, he shall require notice to be pub
lished in the Gazette, or otherwise, as he thinks proper:

(/.) The Registrar may, in any case where he thinks it proper so to 
do, refuse reincorporation and registration: Provided that 
the company may appeal from the decision of the Registrar 
under this section to the Supreme Court, or a Judge thereof in 
Chambers, by summons or motion:

{g.) Every certificate of registration issued under this section shall 
be published in one issue of the Gazette and in one issue of a
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newspaper circulating in the city or district in which the regis
tered office of the company is situate. 1901, c. 10, s. 6; 1910, 
c. 7, s. 138.

PART VI.

LICENSING AND REGISTRATION OF EXTRA-PROVINCIAL 
COMPANIES.

General.

139. Every extra-provincial company having gain for its purpose and Extra-provm-^ 
object within the scope of this Act is hereby required to be licensed or required to 
registered under this or some former Act, and no company, firm, broker, „r ryglateredr11 
or other person shall, as the representative or agent of or acting in any
other capacity for any such extra-provincial company, carry on any of 
the business of an extra-provincial company within the Province until 
such extra-provincial company shall have been licensed or registered as 
aforesaid.

This section shall apply to an extra-provincial company notwithstand-Extm-provin- 
ing that it was heretofore registered as a foreign company under the pro- hereurfonT11^8 
visions of any Act, but shall not apply to an extra-provincial investment roistered, 
and loan society duly licensed under the “Extra-provincial Investment 
and Loan Societies Act.” 11. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 123; 1898, c. 13, s. 5;
1910, c. 7, s. 139.

140. The Registrar may for good cause shown dispense with the filing Registrar's
by an extra-provincial company, proceeding to obtain a licence or registra- JX^Vithfiling 

tion under the provisions of this Part of this Act, of one or more of the of documents 
documents which compose its charter and regulations, and may allow to 
be substituted therefor a list of the documents so dispensed with, accom
panied by a statement of the reasons for dispensing with the originals, 
and (if he so require) by such memorandum of the contents of such originals 
as he may deem sufficient. 1898, c. 13, s. 6; 1910, c. 7, s. 140.

141. Any extra-provincial company licensed or registered under this Rights of such
or some former Act may sue and be sued in its corporate name, and, if [£n(l9<
authorised so to do by its charter and regulations, may acquire and hold etc.
lands in the Province by gift, purchase, or as mortgagees or otherwise, 
as fully and freely as private individuals, and may sell, lease, mortgage, 
or otherwise alienate the same. R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 138; 1910, c. 7, s. 141.

142. Every extra-provincial company registered as a company under ^ (̂)nfnd 
this or some former Act shall, subject to the provisions of its charter and registered 
regulations, and of this Act, have and may exercise all the rights, powers, °°mPamc9-
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and privileges by this Act granted to and conferred upon companies 
incorporated thereunder and every such extra-provincial company and 
the directors, officers, and members thereof shall, save as in this Act 
otherwise provided, be subject to and shall, subject as aforesaid, observe, 
carry out, and perform every act, matter, obligation, and duty by this 
Act prescribed and imposed upon companies incorporated thereunder, 
or upon the directors, officers, and members thereof. R. S. 1897, c. 44, 
s. 13ft; lftlt), c. 7, s. 142; 1912, c. 3, s. 25.

143. Every extra-provincial company registered under this Part of 
this Aet shall, in and by the [lower of attorney hereinafter prescribed, cm- 
Ilower its attorney to issue and transfer shares of the company.

Every such extra-provincial company shall, at its head office or chief 
place of business in tht1 Province, provide and keep, in form and manner 
provided by section 33 of this Act, a register of all shares issued at such 
head office or chief place of business, and of all transfers of shares in the 
company made within the Province and presented for record at such head 
office or chief place of business; and every lawful transfer of shares made 
by a member shall, upon entry and record on such register, be valid and 
binding to all intents and purposes; and every act, matter, or thing law
fully done by the attorney of the company pursuant to this section shall 
be as valid and binding in all respects as if done by the company or the 
direct *>, managers, or officers of the company, pursuant to the pro
visions of the charter and regulations of the company and of this Act in 
that behalf. R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 140; 1910, c. 7, s. 143.

144. Every extra-provincial company duly incorporated under the
laws of the Tinted Kingdom, or of the Dominion, or of the late Province 
of Canada, or of any of the Provinces of Canada, registered prior to the 
eighth day of May, 1899, in the Province as a foreign company under the 
provisions of arty Act, may surrender to the Registrar the certificate of 
registration of the company issued under such Act and obtain from him 
a licence under the provisions of this Part of this Act ; and for the purpose 
of obtaining such licence the surrender of such certificate of registration 
and the filing of the power of attorney prescribed by clause (d) of section 
15 s Act shall be deemed to be a sufficient compliance with the
requirements of this Part. R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 141 ; 1898, c. 13, s. 10; 
1910, c. 7, s. 144.

146. The licence issued in pursuance of the last preceding section of 
this Act to an extra-provincial company heretofore1 registered as a foreign 

■ company need not contain in detail the objects of the company, but may 
incorporate them by reference to the former certificate of registration of 
the company. 1898, c. 13, s. 11; 1910, c. 7, s. 149.

146. Every extra-provincial company registered in the Province before 
the passage of the “Companies Act, 1897,” as a foreign company under

II
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the provisions of any Act in that behalf (other than a company entitled 
to obtain, and which has obtained, a licence under some former Act, or 
may obtain a licence under this Part of this Act), and the directors, officers, 
ami members thereof, shall In* subject to and shall observe, carry out, and 
perform every act, matter, obligation, and duty by this Act prescribed 
and im|H>sed upon companies incor|>oratod thereunder, or uj>on the directors 
officers, and members thereof. 1898, e. Id, s. 12; 1910, c. 7, s. 145.

147. In ease of any suit or other proceeding being"commenced by any Security for 
extra-provincial company against any person or corporation residing pn/vimml* r“" 
or carrying on business in the Province, such extra-provincial company company, 
shall furnish security for costs, if demanded. II. S. 1897, e. 44, s. 144;
1910, c. 7, s. 140.

148. Nothing contained in this Part of this Act shall authorise the Chinese 
registration of any Chinese or Japanese company or association. 1897,romPRn> 
e. 2, 8. 145; 1910, c. 7, s. 147.

149. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may, by an order to be pub- Lieut-tiover- 
lished in three consecutive issues of the Gazette, susjrend or revoke andeuspend or^ l° 
make null and void any licence granted or any registration effected under revoke ,ioenco 
this or some former Act to any company which refuses or fails to keep a
duly appointed attorney within the Province, or to comply with any of the 
provisions of this Part of this Act ; and, notwithstanding such suspension 
or revocation, the rights of creditors of the company shall remain as at the 
time of such suspension or revocation. R. S. 1897, c. 44, sa. 131, 137; *1913 Act-1 
1910, c. 7, s. 148.

160. Sections 102 to 110, both inclusive, of this Act, shall applv to Application of
. , . », certain sectionsevery extra-provincial company. {New.) to extra-provin

cial companies.
161. The licence or certificate of registration to any extra-provincialExtra-provin- 

company (the objects whereof are restricted as ment:oned in section 131 
subsection (1), of this Act) may, if so applied for *n the application for such j^nefit ofn ( 
licence, or in the petition for such registration, contain the provision that liability"0 “ 
the company is specially limited as in that section expressed; and in such
case the provisions of sections 131, 132, 133, 134, and 135 of this Act shall 
apply to such extra-provincial company. 1897, c. 2, s. 56; 1910, c. 7, s.
131, subsec. (2).

Licensing of Eitra-pronncial Cotnjxmies.

162. Any extra-provincial company duly incorporated under the laws Companies en-
_ titled to licence.

(a.) The United Kingdom;
(/>.) The Dominion;
(r.) The former Province of Canada;
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(d.) Any of the Provinces of the Dominion; and 
(e.) Any insurance company to which this Act applies; 

duly authorised by its charter and regulations to carry out or effect any 
of the purposes or objects to which the legistivc authority of the legislature 
extends, may obtain a licence from the Registrar authorising it to carry on 
business within the Province on compliance with the provisions of this 
Act, and on payment to the Registrar in respect of the several matters 
mentioned in the Table B in the First Schedule hereto the several fees 
therein specified, and shall, subject to the provisions of the charter and 
regulations of the company, and to the terms of the licence, thereupon 
have the same powers and privileges in the Province as if incorporated 
under this Act. R. 8. 1897, c. 44, s. 124; 1910, c. 7, s. 153.

163. Before the issue of a licence to any such extra-provincial company 
the company shall tile in the office of the Registrar—

(o.) A true copy of the charter and regulations of the company, 
verified in manner satisfactory to the Registrar, and showing 
that the company by its charter has authority to carry on busi
ness in the Province; and if any instrument included in the 
aforesaid is not written in the English language, a notarially 
certified translation thereof :

(6.) An affidavit or statutory declaration that the company is still 
in existence and legally authorised to transact business under 
its charter:

(c.) In the case of an insurance company a copy of the last balance 
sheet and auditor’s report thereon:

(d.) A duly executed power of attorney, under its common seal 
empowering some person therein named, and residing in the 
city or place where the head office of the company in the Pro
vince is situate, to act as its attorney and to sue and be sued 
plead or be impleaded, in any Court, and generally, on behalf 
of such company and within the Province, to accept service of 
process and to receive all lawful notices and to do all acts and 
to execute all deeds and other instruments relating to the matters 
within the scope of the power of attorney and of the company 
to give to its attorney; and such company may from time to 
time, by a new or other power of attorney executed and filed as 
aforesaid, appoint another attorney within the Province for the 
purposes aforesaid to replace the attorney formerly appointed. 
The power of attorney may lie according to a form approved 
of and provided by the Registrar:

(e.) Notice of the place where the head office without the Province 
is situate:
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(/.) Notice of the city, town, district, or county in the Province 
where the head office of the company is proposed to be situate :

({/.) The amount of the capital of the company:
(A.) The number of shares into which it is divided. R. S. 1897, c.

44, s. 127; 1910, c. 7, a. 154.

I 64. The licence shall set forth—■ Contents oflicence.
(a.) The corporate name of the company :
(6.) The place where the head office of the company is situate:
(c.) The place where the head office of the company in the Province 

is situate:
(d.) The name, address, and occupation of the attorney of the com

te.) The amount of the capital of the company:
(/.) The number of shares into which it is divided:
(g.) The time of the existence of the company, if incorporated for a 

limited period:
(A.) In the case of a limited company, that the company is limited:
(t.) Iif the case of a mining company, to which the non-personal 

liability sections in Part V. of this Act apply, that the liability 
of the members is so specially limited: 

and such certificate, together with a statement by the Registrar of the 
objects for which the company has been established and licensed, shall be 
published at the expense' of the company for four weeks in the Gazette; Evidence, 
and such licence shall be conclusive evidence of compliance with all the 
requirements of this Act.

Notice of the appointment of a new attorney, or of the company ceas
ing to carry on business in the Province, shall likewise be published for 
the time and in manner aforesaid. R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 128; 1910, c. 7, 
s. 155; 1911, c. 8, s. 21.

166. The licence, or a copy thereof certified under the hand and seal Evidence of 
of the Registrar, or a copy of the Gazette containing such licence, shall belloence' 
sufficient evidence in any proceeding in any Court in the Province of the 
due licensing of the company aforesaid. R. S. 1897, e. 44, s. 129; 1910, 
c. 7, 8. 156.

166. If the power of attorney hereinbefore prescribed becomes invalid Substitutional 
or ineffectual from any reason, or if other service cannot readily be effected eervice" 
the Court or Judge may order substitutional sendee of any process or pro
ceeding upon the company to be made by such publication as is deemed 
requisite to be made in the premises, for at least three weeks in at least 
one newspaper; and such publication shall be held to be due service upon
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the company of such process or proceetling. H. S. 1807, e. 44, s. 130; 
1910, c. 7, s. 157.

Registration oj Kxtra-provitu'inl Connut nies.

167. Any other extra-provincial company, other than an insurance 
company, duly authorised by its charter and regulations to carry out 
or effect any of the purposes or objects to which the legislative authority 
of the Legislature extends, may register the company as a company under 
this Act on compliance with the provisions of this Part, and on payment 
to the Registrar in respect of tin* several matters mentioned in the Table 
B in the First Schedule hereto the several fees therein specified, and such 
company shall, subject to the provisions of the charter and régulât ions of 
the company and of this Act, thereuixm have tin* same powers and privileges 
in the Province as if incorporated under the provisions of this Act. R.S. 
1897, e. 44, s. 132; 1910, c. 7, s. 159; 1912, c. 3, s. 26.

168. Any extra-provincial company desiring to become registered as 
a company under this Act as aforesaid may petition therefor under the 
common seal of the company, and with such petition shall file in tin- 
office of the Registrar—

(a.) A true copy of the charter and regulations of the company 
verified in manner satisfactory to the Registrar, and showing 
that the company by its charter has authority to carry on busi- 
iness in the Province; and if any instrument included in the 
aforesaid is not written in the English language, a notarially 
certified translation thereof:

(6.) An affidavit or statutory declaration that the said company 
is still in existence and legally authorised to transact business 
under its charter:

(c.) (Repealed):
(d.) A duly executed power of attorney, under its common seal 

empowering some ]x»rson therein named, and residing in the 
city or place where the head office of the company in the Prov
ince is situate, to act as its attorney and to sue and be sued, 
plead or be impleaded, in any Court, and generally, on Ixdialf 
of such company and within the Province, to accept service of 
process and to receive all lawful notices, to issue and transfer 
shares or stock, and to do all acts and to execute all deeds and 
u her instruments relating to the matters within the scope of 
the power of attorney and of the company to give to its attorney; 
and such company may from time to time, by a new or other 
power of attorney executed and deposited as aforesaid, appoint 
another attorney within the Province for thepurjxises aforesaid to 
replace the attorney formerly appointed. The power of attorney
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may bo according to a form approved of and provided by the 
Registrar

(e.) Notice of the place where the head office of the company without 
the Province is situate:

(/.) Notice of the eity, town, district, or county in the Province 
where the head office of the company is proposed to be situate:

(g.) The amount of the capital of the company; and

(A.) The number of shares into which it is divided. It. S. 1897, c.
44, s. 133; 1910, c. 7, s. 100; 1912, c. 3, s. 27.

169. (l.) The Registrar may accept from any extra-provincial com- Powers of, . . * | . . . ,. attorney bypany, proceeding to obtain registration under the provisions of section extra-provincial
158 of this Act, a power ot attorney which varies in substance from that ** 
called for by clause (d) of said section, in that it omits to empower the registration, 
attorney named therein to issue and transfer shares or stock, upon its 
being shown to his satisfaction either that the company is not a public *191,i Act'* 
company, the shares or stock whereof are U|>on the market, or that al
though the company is a public company, and the shares or stock thereof 
arc upon the market, yet that, either owing to the small quantity of the 
shares or stock of the company held in the Province, and to the fact that 
t he company does not propose to place any of the shares or stock upon the 
market in the Province, or to the fact that the consent of the holders of 
shares or stock within the Province has been obtained, the preponderance 
of convenience is in favor of exempting the company from empowering 
their attorney in the manner specified-

(a.) The certificate of registration issued to the company under 
the provisions of section 1()0 shall state, after the name, address, 
and occupation of the attorney, that such attorney is not em
powered to issue or transfer shares or stock:

(/>.) The company shall thereupon be relieved from compliance with 
section 143 of this Act.

(2.) Any company which has heretofore filed a power of attorney 
empowering its attorney to issue and transfer shaies and stock may have 
such power of attorney amended on summary application to the Registrar, 
and on satisfying him as aforesaid, and shall thereafter be relieved in man
ner aforesaid. The Registrar may direct the amendment to be given 
publicity in such manner as he may deem necessary. 1898, c. 13, s. 8;
1910, c. 7, s. 161.

160. The Registrar shall issue to any extra-provincial company registered Contents of 
under this Act a certificate of registration which shall set forth—

(a.) The corporate name of the company :
(6.) The place where the head office of the company is situate:
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(c.) The place whore the head office of the company in the Province 
is situate:

(d.) The name, address, and occupation of the attorney of the com
pany:

(c.) The amount of the capital of the company :
(/.) The number of shares into which it is divided, and the amount 

of each share:
(g.) The time of the existence of the company, if incorj>oratod for 

a limited period:
(h.) In the case of a limited company, that the company is limited:

(£.) In the ease of a mining company, to which the non-personal 
liability sections in Part V. of this Act apply, that the liability 
of the members of the company is so specially limited: 

and such certificate, together with a statement by the Registrar of the 
objects for which the company has been established and registered, shall 

Publication. be published at the expense of the company for four weeks in the Gazette;
and such certificate shall be conclusive evidence of compliance with a 
the requirements of this Act.

Notice of the appointment of a new attorney, or of the company ceasing 
to carry on business in the Province, shall likewise be published for the 
time and in manner aforesaid. R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 134; 1898, c. 13, s. 9; 
1900, c. 5, s. 10; 1910, c. 7, s. 102; 1911, c. 8, s. 23.

Evidence of 
such regis
tration.

161. The certificate of registration, or any copy thereof certified under 
the hand and seal of the Registrar, or a copy of the Gazette containing 
such certificate of registration, shall be sufficient evidence in any pro
ceeding in any Court in the Piovince of the due registration of the com
pany aforesaid. R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 135; 1910, c. 7, s. 103.

Substitutional 
service on such 
company.

162. If the power of attorney hereinbefore prescribed becomes invalid 
or ineffectual from any reason, or if other service cannot readily be effected, 
the Court or Judge may order substitutional service of any process or 
proceeding iqxm the company to be made by such publication as is deemed 
requisite to be made in the premises, for at least three weeks in at least one 
newspaper; and such publication shall be held to be due service upon 
the company of such process or proceeding. R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 136; 
1910, c. 7, s. m.

requirin'nall 163. No act, matter, disposition, or thing affecting the corporate rights
transactums of and property of the company within the Province, made, done, or exe- 
compLny'tortd cuted by any extra-provincial company entitled to registration only 
îawsofthe the ulM*(‘r ^is Part of this Act, although valid by the laws of the country or 
Province. State under which such company is incorporated, or permissible under 

its original corporate powers, shall be of any force or effect, or enforceable
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by the company or any one on its behalf by action in any Court in the 
Province, unless such act, matter, disposition, or thing lx; valid and per
missible by the laws of the Province. It. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 143; 1910, c.
7, s. 165.

S/Kcial Provisions relating to Insurance Companies

164. (1.) The business of every extra-provincial insurance company Extra-provin- 
to which this Act applies, whether joint stock, mutual, or assessment, eômpaliîesmvet 
shall, for the purposes of this Part of this Act, be deemed to be within the licence 
scope of this Act; and no such extra-provincial insurance company shall 
undertake or effect, or offer to undertake or effect, any contract of in
surance without having taken out a licence, or been registered under this 
or some former Act, and in all other resects complying with tin; provision 
of this Part of this Act.

(2.) The fee to be paid by such extra-provincial company for such Licence fee. 
licence or registration shall be two hundred and fifty dollars. 1905, c.
11, s. 2; 1910, c. 7, s. 150; 1911, c. 8, s. 20.

166. Every such extra-provincial insurance company shall, on or be- J^ïtïto be*0" 
fore the first day of March in each and every year, file with the Registrar filed by extra- 
a sworn statement of the financial condition and affairs of the company, mminmec-1 
and also showing their gross income in the Province; and any such extra- companies, 
provincial insurance company refusing or neglecting to fdc the statement 
by this section required, or to make prompt and explicit answer to any 
inquiries put by the Registrar touching the company’s contracts or finances, 
or failing to take out a licence or become registered as required by this 
Act, shall be liable to a penalty of two hundred and fifty dollars for each 
and every day during which it carries on business after failing to comply 
with the provisions of this section; and proof of compliance with this 
section shall at all times be upon the company. 1905, c. 11, s. 4; 1910, 
c. 7 a. 151.

Disabilities and Penalties.

166. If any promoter, organizer, office-bearer, manager, director, Penalty for 
officer, collector, agent, broker, employee, or any other i>erson what so- busmens with 
ever, undertakes or effects, or offers or agrees to undertake or effect, any oul ,ironcc- 
contract of insurance for any extra-provincial insurance company to fvhich 
this Act applies, whether joint stock, mutual, or assessment, unless such 
company has taken out a licence or become registered under this Act, he 
shall be liable to a penalty of fifty dollars, and in default of payment shall 
be imprisoned, with or without hard labour, for a term not exceeding 
three months and not less than one month, and on a second or any .sub
sequent conviction he shall be imprisoned with hard labour for a term not 
exceeding twelve months and not less than three months. 1905, c. 11, 
s. 5; 1910, c. 7, 8. 152.
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167. If any extra-provincial company, other than an insurance com
pany,. shall, without being licensed or registered pursuant to this or some 
former Act, carry on in the Province any pant of its business, such extra
provincial company shall be liable to a penalty of fifty dollars for every 
day upon which it so carries on business.

168. So long as any extra-provincial company remains unlicensed or 
unregistered under this or some former Act, it shall not be capable of 
maintaining any action, suit, or other proceeding in any Court in the 
Province in respect of any contract made in whole or in part within the 
Province in the course of or in connection with its business, contrary to 
the requirements of this Part of this act :

Provided, however, that upon the granting or restoration of the licence 
or the issuance or restoration of the certificate of registration or the re
moval of any suspension of either the licence or the certificate, any action, 
suit, or other proceeding ihav he maintained as if such licence or certificate 
had been granted or restored or such suspension removed before the 
institution of any such action, suit, or other proceedings. 1910, c. 7, s. ltifi

169. No extra-provincial company required by this Act to be licensed 
or legist (‘red shall be capable of acquiring or holding lands or any interest 
therein in the Province, or registering any title thereto under the “Land 
Registry Act,” unless duly licensed or registered under this or some former 
Act :

Provided, however, that the granting of a licence or certificate of registra
tion shall operate as a removal of any disability under this section. 1910,

170. If any company, firm, broker, or other person acting as the agent 
or representative of or in any other capacity for an extra-provincial com
pany not licensed or registered under this or some former Act shall carry 
on any of its business contrary to the requirements of this Part of this 
Act, such company, firm, broker, agent, or other person shall be liable to 
a penalty of twenty dollars for every day it, he, or they shall so carry on 
such business. 1910, c. 7, s. 168.

171. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may, when or after a licence 
has been granted or a certificate issued, remit in whole or part any penalty 
i ncurred under this Act by the company receiving the licence or theceitifi- 
cate, or by any representative or agent thereof, and may also remit in 
whole or part the costs of any action or proceeding commenced for the 
recovery of any such penalty, and thereupon the whole or such part of 
the costs, as the case may be, shall not he recoverable. 1910, c. 7, s. 1(’>9.

172. The penalties imposed by this Part of this Act shall he recoverable 
only by action at the suit of or brought with the written consent of the 
Attorney-General, and anv act ion or nvoeecdiim to recover anv such penalty.
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shall bo commenced within six months after the liability for such iienalty 
has been incurred, and not Afterwards: Provided that in any action to 
recover any such penalty the omis of proving; that a company is duly 
licensed or registered under this or some former Act shall be upon tho 
defendant. 1910, c. 7, s. 170; 1911, c. 8, s. 24.

173. No act, matter, contract, agreement, undertaking, or proceeding A(“ts <>f former 
of an extra-provincial company carrying on business in the Province invalidated by 
prior to the passage of the “Companies Act, 1897,” shall be attacked, nor Erectors* 
shall the same be invalidated, nullified, or held so to be by reason only 
of the fact that the company, or the directors, officeis, or members thereof, 
or any of them, have si pee the passage thereof or may hereafter become? 
liable to a penalty for neglect to observe any provision of the said Act or 
of this Act. 1898, c. 13, s. IS; 1910, e. 7, s. 306.

PART VII.

PROCESS AGAINST UNREGISTERED EXTRA-PROVINCIAL 
COMPANIES.

174, In this Part of this Act the word “company” shall be construed Definition ot 
to mean any unlicensed and unregistered extra-provincial company which thi^'rarc m 
has done, entered into, or made any act, matter, contract, or disposition 
giving to any person or company a right of action in any Court in the 
Province. R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 146; 1910, r. 7, s. 171

176. Any writ or summons, plaint, injunction, or other legal proceeding Service of 
duly issued at the instance or suit of any person by any competent Court unregi«tered 
of the Province, or officer of such Court, may be served as against the£°mpanx 
company by delivering the same at Victoria to the District Registrar 
of the Supreme Court. R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 147; 1910, c. 7, s. 172.

176. It shall be the duty of such Registrar to cause to be inserted in the Publication of 
four regular issues of the Gazette, consecutively, following the delivery8UC proce88‘ 
of such process to him, a notice of such process with a memorandum of
the date of delivery, stating generally the nature of the relief sought and 
the time limited and the place mentioned for entering an appearance.
R. S. 1897, e. 44, s. 148; 1910, c. 7, s. 173.

177. After such advertisement shall have appeared in such four issues, When such 
the delivery of such process to such Registrar as aforesaid shall be deemed, mfrv 1, 0
as against the defendant company, to be good and valid service of such 
process. R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 149; 1910, c. 7, s. 174.
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178. In entering up, applying for, or obtaining a judgment by default, 
or for the purpose of taking any proceeding consequent or following on 
such service, it shall not be necessary, so far as such service is concerned, 
to file any affidavit, but the plaintiff shall, instead thereof, file a copy of 
each of the four .ssues of the Gazette in which the advertisements shall 
have appeared: Provided always that when service oL process shall have 
been effected as hereinbefore mentioned, the plaintiff shall and he is here
by required to prove the amount of the debt or damages claimed by him 
in manner following, that, is to say: If the action shall have been brought 
in the Supreme Court, then before a jury, or before a Judge, or before the 
Registrar, as a Judge of the said Court may direct, or if the action shall 
have been brought in the County Court, before the County Court Judge; 
and the making of such proof shall be a condition precedent to the plaintiff 
obtaining judgment. R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 150; 1910, c. 7, s. 175.

Averment in 179, ln any action, suit, or proceeding against the company, it shall
compan>*ain9t not be necessary to aver in any pleading, or to adduce any evidence, that 

the company was organized or incorporated under the laws of any foreign 
State or jurisdiction, or that the company had power under its organization 
or incorporation to make the contract or incur the liability in respect of 
whifh the action, suit, or proceeding against the company shall bo brought. 
R. S. 1897, c. 44, s. 151; 1910, c. 7, s. 17G.

Act nut t<> 180. Nothing in tliis Part of this Act contained shall be deemed to
agaai*tncom-le limit, abridge, or take away any legal right, recourse, or remedy against 
pamcH. a company not therein enacted or recognized, nor to absolve or lessen any

obligation, rule, or duty imposed by law on a company. R. S. 1897, c. 
44, s. 152; 1910, c. 7, s. 177.

Procedure on 
entering up 
judgment
company.

PART VIII.

WINDING-UP.

Preliminary.

Modes of wind- 181. (1.) The winding-up of a company may be either— 
mg up‘ (o.) By the Court; or

(b.) Voluntary; or
(c.) Subject to the supervision of the Court.

(2.) The provisions of this Act with respect to winding-up apply, unless 
the contrary appears, to the winding-up of a company in any of those 
modes.

(3.) The following sections of this Part shall apply to the winding-up 
of all companies or associations incorporated by or under the authority
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of the Legislature, except those companies or associations wound up on 
the ground of the bankruptcy or insolvency of such company or association.
[8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 1221; 1910, c. 7, s. 178; 1912, c. 3, s. 28.

CotUrilmlori.es.
182. (1.) In the event of a company being wound up, every present Liability as . , . ... ... ... , , . . - , contributoriesand past member shall, subject to the provisions of this section, be liable <»f present ami

to contribute to the assets of the company to an amount sufficient for pay-pMt members 
ment of its debts and liabilities and the costs, charges, and expenses of the 
winding-up, and for the adjustment of the rights of the contributories 
among themselves, with the qualifications following, that is to say:—

(a.) A past member shall not be liable to contribute if he has ceased 
to lie a member for one year or upwards before the commence
ment of the winding-up:

(b.) A past member shall not be liable to contribute in respect of any 
debt or liability of the company contracted after he ceased to be 
a member:

(c.) A past member shall not be liable to contribute unless it appears 
to the Court that the existing members are unable to satisfy the 
contributions required to be made by them in pursuance of this 
Act:

(d.) In the case of a company limited by shares, no contribution shall 
be required from any member exceeding the amount (if any) 
impaid on the shares in respect of which he is liable as a present 
or past member:

(e.) In the case of a company limited by guarantee, no contribution 
shall be required from any member exceeding the amount under
taken to be contributed by him to the assets of the company in 
the event of its being wound up:

(/.) Nothing in this Act shall invalidate any provision contained in 
any policy of insurance or other contract wheieby the liability 
of individual members on the policy or contract is restricted, or 
whereby the funds of the company arc alone made liable in respect 
of the policy or contract:

(g.) A sum due to any member of a company, in his character of a 
member, by way of dividends, profits, or otherwise, shall not be 
deemed to be a debt of the company, payable to that member in 
a case of competition between himself and any other creditor 
not a member of the company; but any such sum may be taken 
into account for the purjiose of the final adjustment of the rights 
of the contributories among themselves.

(2.) In the winding-up of a limited company, any director or manager, 
whether past or present whose liability is, in pursuance of this Act. un-
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limited, shall, in addition to his liability (if any) to contribute as an ordin
ary member, be liable to make a further contribution as if he were, at the 
commencement of the winding-up, a member of an unlimited company. 
Provided that—

(a.) A past director or manager shall not be liable to make such 
further contribution if he has ceased to hold office for a year or 
upwards before the commencment of the winding-up:

(/>.) A past director or manager shall not be liable to make such 
further contribution ip respect of any debt or liability of the 
company contracted after he ceased to hold office:

(c.) Subject to the articles of the company, a director or manager 
shall not be liable to make such further contribution unless the 
Court deems it necessary to require that contribution in order 
to satisfy the debts and liabilities of the company, and the costs, 
charges, and expenses of the winding-up.

(3.) In the winding-up of a company limited by guarantee which has 
a share capital, every member of the company shall be liable, in addition 
to the amount undertaken to be contributed by him to the assets of the 
company in the event of its being wound up, to contribute to the extent 
of any sums unpaid on any shares held by him. [H Edw. 7, c. fit), s. 123;] 
1910, e. 7, s. 179.

183. The term “contributory” means every person liable to contribute 
to the assets of a company in the event of its being wound up, and, in all 
proceedings for determining and in all proceedings prior to the final deter
mination of the persons who are to he deemed contributories, includes 
any person alleged to be a contributory. 18 Edw. 7. e. fi9, s. 1241; 1910, 
e. 7, s. 180.

184. The liability of a contributory shall create a debt, of the nature 
of a specialty, accruing due from him at the time when his liability com
menced, but payable at the times when calls are made fm enforcing the 
liability. 18 Edw. 7, e. 69, s. 1251; U>10, c. 7, s. 181.

186. (1.) If a contributory dies either before or after he has been placed 
on the list of contributories, his personal representatives and his heirs 
and devisees shall be liable in a due course of administration to contribute 
to the assets of the company in discharge of his liability, and shall be 
contributories accordingly.

(2.) Where the personal representatives are placed on the list of con
tributories, the heirs or devisees need not be added, but they may be added 
as and when the Court thinks fit.

(3.) If the personal representatives make default in paying any money 
ordered to be paid by them, proceedings may be taken for administering
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the personal and real estate* of the deceased contributory, or either of 
them, and of compelling payment thereout of the money due. |H Edw.
7, c. (19, a. 120]; 1910, c. 7, a. 182.

Wiiuling-up by Court.

186. (Repealed). 1910, c. 7, a. 183; 1912, c. 3, a. 29.

187. A company may be wound up by the Court—
(a.) If the company has by special resolution resolved that the com- {JJ

pany be wound up by the Court : Court.
(b.) If default is made in tiling the statutory report or in holding the 

statutory meeting
(r.) If the company does not commence its business within a year 

from its incorporation, or suspends its business for a whole year:

(#/.) If the number of members is reduced, in the ease of a private 
company, below two, or, in the cast* of any other company, 
below five:

(e.) If the Court is of opinion that it is just and equitable that the 
company should be wound up. [8 Edw. 7, c. (19, a. 1291; 1910, 
c. 7, a. 184.

188. (t.) An application to the Court for the winding-up of a company PruviHionsas 
shall he by petition, presented subject to the provisions of this sectionfo^wmding-up 
either by the company, or by any contributory or contributories, or either
of those parties, together or separately: Provided that—

(a.J A contributory shall not be entitled to present a petition for 
winding-up a company unless—

(1.) Eithci the number of members is reduced, in the ease 
of a private company, below two, or, in the case of any other 
company, below five; or

(2.) The shares in respect of which he is a contributory, or 
some of them, either were originally allotted to hipi or have been 
held by him and registered in his name for at least six mont lis 
during the eighteen months before the commencement of the 
winding-up, or have devolved on him through the death of a 
former holder: and

(b.) A petit'on for winding up a company on the ground of default 
in filing the statutory report or in holding the statutory meeting 
shall not be presented by any person except a shareholder, nor 
before the expiration of fourteen days after the last day on which 
the meeting ought to have been held.

(2.) Where a company is being wound up voluntarily or subject to 
supervision, a petition may be presented by the liquidator, as well as by

Application of 
Part.
Circumstance* 
in which com-
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any other person authorised in that behalf under the other provisions of 
this section, but the Court shall not make a winding-up order on the 
l>et it ion unless it is satisfied that the voluntary winding-up or winding-up 
subject to supervision cannot be continued with due regard to the interests 
of the creditors or contributories. [8 Edw. 7, e. 69, s. 1371; 1910, c. 7, s. 
185.

inff<ul> or<lvrind" 1®®* or(l,,r f°r winding up a company shall operate in favour of all 
the creditors and of all the contributories of the company. [8 Edw. 7, 
c. 69, s. 138); 1910, c. 7, s. 186.

Comrocnn- 190. A winding-up of a company by the Court shall lx; deemed to 
ing-upbyCourt commence at the time of the presentation of the petition for the winding-up. 

8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 1391; 1910, c. 7, s. 187.

Power to stay 191. At any time after the presentation of a petition for winding-up 
proceedings and before a winding-up order has been made, the company, or any con- 
pnnyBt com* tributory, may—

(a.) Where any action or proceeding against the company is pending 
in the Supreme Court or Court of Appeal, apply to the Court 
in which the action or proceeding is pending for a stay of pro
ceedings therein: and

(b.) Where any other action or proceeding is pending against the 
company, apply to the Court having jurisdiction to wind up the 
company to restrain further proceedings in the action or 
proceeding;

and the Court to which application is so made may, as the case may be, 
stay or restrain the proceedings accordingly on such terms as it thinks 
fit. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 1401; 1910, c. 7, s. 188.

Powith of 192. (1.) On hearing the petition the Court may dismiss it with or
iiigUpot?"on.eftr" without costs, or adjourn the hearing conditionally or unconditionally, 

or make any interim order, or any other order that it deems just, but the 
Court shall not refuse to make a winding-up order on the ground only 
that the assets of the company have been mortgaged to an amount equal 
to or in excess of those assets, or that the company has no assets.

(2.) Where the petition is presented on the ground of default in tiling 
the statutory report or in holding the statutory meeting, the Court may 
order the costs to be paid by any persons who, in the opinion of the Court, 
are responsible for the default. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 1411; 1910, c. 7, s. 189.

Actions stayed 193. When a winding-up order has been made, no action or proceeding 
o?iior.ndme"UP «hall be proceeded with or commenced against the company except by 

leave of the Court, and subject to such terms as the Court may impose 
18 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 142]; 1910, c. 7, s. 190.
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194. On the milking of a winding-up order, a copy of the order must foroarded 
forthwith be forwarded by the company to the Registrar, who shall make to Registrar, 
a minute thereof in his books relating to the company. [8 Edw. 7, e. 69, 
s. 143]; 1910, c. 7, s. 191.

196. The Court may at any time after an order for winding-up, and Power of Court, 
on proof to the satisfaction of the Court that all proceedings in relation wm '
to the winding-up ought to be stayed, make an order staying the proceed
ings, either altogether or for a limited time, on such terms and conditions 
as the Court thinks tit. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 144]; 1910, c. 7, s. 192.

196. The Court may, as to all matters relating to a winding-up, have
regard to the wishes of the creditors or contributories as proved to it byw^hesof^ 
any sufficient evidence. 18 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 145]; 1910, c. 7, s. 193. contributories.

Liquidators.

197. (1.) For the purpose of conducting the proceedings in winding
up a company and performing such duties in reference thereto as and title of 
Court may impose, the Court may appoint a liquidator or liquidators. iqui n orH

(2.) The Court may make such an appointment provisionally at any 
time after the presentation of a petition and before the making of an order 
for winding-up:

(a.) If a provisional liquidator is appointed before the making of a 
winding-up order, any fit person may be appointed :

(/>.) Such provisional liquidator shall promptly give notice of his 
appointment to the Registrar and give security in such amount, 
as the Court may direct, to the satisfaction of the District Regist
rar of t he Court :

(c.) When any person other than the provisional liquidator is after
wards appointed liquidator, lie shall not be capable of acting 
as liquidator until he has notified his appointment to the Regist
rar and given security in the prescribed manner to the satisfac
tion of the District Registrar of the Court.

(3.) If more than one liquidator is appointed by the Court, the Court 
shall declare whether any act by this Act required or authorised to be done 
by the liquidator is to be done by all or any one or more of the persons 
appointed.

(4.) A liquidator appointed by the Court may resign, or, on cause 
shown, be removed by the Court.

(5.) A vacancy in the office of a liquidator appointed by the Court 
shall be filled by the Court.

(6.) The liquidator shall receive such salary or remuneration by way 
of percentage or otherwise as the Court may direct; and, if more such
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persons than one are appointed liquidators, their remuneration shall he 
distributed among them in such proportions as the Court directs.

(7.) A liquidator shall be described by the style of the liquidator of the 
particular company in respect of which he is appointed and not by his 
individual name.

(8.) The acts of a liquidator shall be valid notwithstanding any defects 
that may afterwards be discovered in his appointment or qualification. 
|8 Edw. 7, c. 00, s. 1401; 1010, c. 7, s. 104.

198. (1.) In a winding-up by the Court the liquidator shall take into 
his custody, or under his control, all the property and things in action to 
which the company is or appears to be entitled.

(2.) In a winding-up by the Court, if and so long as there is no liquidator, 
all the property of the company shall be deemed to be in the custody of 
the Court. [8 Edw. 7, c. GO, s. 150); 1910, c. 7, s. 195.

199. (1.) The liquidator in a winding-up by the Court shall have power 
with the sanction either of the Court or of the committee of inspection 
(if any),—

(n.) To bring or defend any action or other legal proceeding in the 
name and on behalf of the company:

((>.) To carry on the business of the company, so far as may be 
necessary for the beneficial winding-up thereof:

(c.) To employ a solicitor or other agent to take any proceedings or 
do any business which the liquidator is unable to take or do 
himself; but the sanction in this case must be obtained before 
the employment, except in eases of urgency, and in those cases 
it must be shown that no undue delay took place in obtaining 
the sanction.

(2.) The liquidator in a winding-up by the Court shall have power—
(a.) To sell the real and personal property and things in action of the 

company by public auction or private contract, with power to 
transfer the whole thereof to any person or company, or to sell 
the same in parcels:

(b.) To do all acts and to execute, in the name and on behalf of the 
company, all deeds, receipts, and other documents, and for that 
purpose to use, when necessary, the company’s seal:

(c.) To prove, rank, and claim in the distribution of the estate of 
any contributory, for any balance against his estate, and to 
receive dividends in such distribution in respect of that balance, 
as a separate debt due from the («state of the contributory, and 
rateably with the other separate creditors :
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(d.) To draw, accept, make, and indorse any bill of exchange or 
promissory note in the name and on behalf of the company, with 
the same effect with respect to the liability of the company 
os if the bill or note had been drawn, accepted, made, or indorsed 
by or on behalf of the company in the course of its business:

(e.) To raise on the security of the assets of the company any money 
requisite:

(J.) To take out in his official name letters of administration to any 
deceased contributory, and to do in his official name any other 
act necessary for obtaining payment of any money due from a 
contributory or his estate which cannot be conveniently done in 
the name of the company; and in all such cases the money due 
shall, for the purpose of enabling the liquidator to take out the 
letters of administration or recover the money, lie deemed to lx* 
due to the liquidator himself :

({/-) To do all such other things as may be necessary for winding up 
the affairs of the company and distributing its assets.

(3.) The exercise by the liquidator of the ] lowers conferred by this 
section shall be subject to the control of the Court, and any creditor or 
contributory may apply to the Court with resect to any exereise*or 
projxised exercise of any of those j towers.

(4.) Where a liquidator is provisionally up]iointcd by the Court, the 
Court may limit and restrict his jiowers by the order ap|>ointing him.
|8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 151]; 1910, e. 7, s. 196.

200. (1.) When a w'nding-up order has been made by the Court, the Meetings of
i i i h !.. I , creditors andliquidator snail summon separate meetings of the creditors and eontrib- contributories
utories of the company for the purpose of— m wmtilll8"u,,‘

(a.) Determining whether or not an application is to be made to the 
Court for the ap|>ointmcnt of a committee of ins|>cction to act 
with the liquidator, and who are to lx; the members of the com
mittee if appointed.

(2.) The Court may make an ap}x>intment and order required to give 
effect to any such determination, and, if there is a difference between the 
determinations of the meetings of the creditors and contributories in res|M‘ct 
of any of the matters mentioned in the foregoing provisions of this section 
the Court shall decide the difference and make such order thereon as the 
Court may think lit. ]8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 152); 1910, c. 7, s. 197.

201. (1.) Every liquidator of a company which is being wound up by Payments of
the Court shall, in such manner and at such times as the Court may direct w?nd^n*^upn 
pay the money received by him into some chartered bank.. into bank.

(2.) If any such liquidator at any time retains for more than ten days ■ 
a sum excelling two hundred and fifty dollars, or such other amount as
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the Court in any particular case authorises him to retain, then, unless he 
expiai ns the retent ion to the satisfaction of the Court, he shall pay interest 
on the amount so retained in excess at the lawful rate per annum, and 
shall be liable to disallowance of all or such part of his remunerat ion as the 
Court may think just, and to be removed from his oflice by the Court, 
and shall pay any expenses occasioned by reason of his default.

(3.) A liquidator of a company which is being wound up by the Court 
shall not pay any sums received by him as liquidator into his private 
banking account. 18 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 154]; 1910, c. 7, s. 198.

202. (1.) Every liquidator of a company which is being wound up by 
the Court shall, at such times as may be prescribed, but not less than 
twice in each year during his tenure of office, send to the District Registrar 
of the Court an account of his receipts and payments as liquidator.

(2.) The account shall be in a prescribed form, shall be made in dup
licate, and shall be verified by a statutory declaration in the prescribed

(3.) The Court shall cause the account to be audited, and for the pur
pose of the audit the lquidator shall furnish the auditor with such vouchers 
and information as he may require, and the auditor may at any time re
quire the production of and inspect any books or accounts kept by the 
liquidator.

(4.) When the account has been audited, one copy thereof shall be filed 
with the Court, and such copy shall be open to the inspection of any 
creditor, or of any person interested.

(5.) The auditor shall cause the account when audited or a summary 
thereof to be printed, and shall send a printed copy of the account or 
summary by post to every creditor and contributory. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, 
6. 1551; 1910, c. 7, s. 199.

203. Every liquidator of a company which is being wound up by the 
Court shall keep, in manner prescribed, proper books in which he shall 
cause to be made entries or minutes of proceedings at meetings, and of 
such other matters as may be prescribed, and any creditor or contributory 
may, subject to the control of the Court, personally or by his agent inspect 
any such books. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 156]; 1910, c. 7, s. 200.

204. (1.) When the liquidator of a company which is being wound up 
by the Court has realized all the projierty of the company, or so much 
thereof as can, in his opinion, be realized without needlessly protracting 
the liquidation, and has distributed a final dividend (if any) to the creditors 
and adjusted the rights of the contributories among themselves, and made 
a final return (if any) to the contributories, or has resigned, or has been 
removed from his office, the Court shall, on his application, cause a report
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on his accounts to be prepared, and, on his complying with all the require
ments of this Act, shall take into consideration the report, and any objec
tion which may be urged by any creditor, or contributory, or person 
interested against the release of the liquidator, and shall cither grant or 
withhold the release accordingly.

(2.) Where the release of a liquidator is withheld, the Court may, on 
the application of any creditor or contributory, or person interested, make 
such order as it thinks just, charging the liquidator with the consequences 
of any act or default which he may have done or made contrary to his 
duty.

(3.) An order of tin1 Court releasing the liquidator shall discharge him 
from all liability in respect of any act done or default made by him in the 
administration of the affairs of the company, or otherwise in relation to 
his conduct as liquidator, but any such order may be revoked on proof 
that it was obtained by fraud or by suppression or concealment of any 
material fact, or may be reversed on appeal to the Court of Appeal.

(4.) Where the liquidator has not previously resigned or been removed, 
his release shall operate as a removal of him from his office. [8 Edw. 7, 
c. 09, s. 1571; 1910, c. 7, s. 201.

205. (1.) Subject to the provisions of this Act, the liquidator of a com-Exemw* ami 
pany which is being wound up by the Court shall, in the administration 5,%?» powers 
of the assets of the company and in the distribution thereof among its 
creditors, have regard to any directions that may be given by resolution 
of the creditors or contributories at any general meeting, or by the com
mittee of inspection; and any directions given by the creditors or con
tributories at any general meeting shall, in case of conflict, be deemed to 
override any directions given by the committee of inspection.

(2.) The liquidator may summon general meetings of the creditors or 
contributories for the purpose of ascertaining their wishes, and it shall be 
his duty to summon meetings at such times as the creditors or contrib
utories, by resolution, either at the meeting appointing the liquidatoi 
or otherwise, may direct, or whenever requested in writing to do so bj 
one-tenth in value of the creditors or contributories, as the case may be.

(3.) The liquidator may apply to the Court in manner prescribed for 
directions in relation to any particular matter arising under the winding-up.

(4.) Subject to the provisions of tliis Act, the liquidator shall use his 
own discretion in the management of the estate and its distribution among 
the creditors.

(5.) If any person is aggrieved by any act or decision of the liquidator, 
that person may apply to the Court, and the Court may confirm, reverse, 
or modify the act or decision complained of, and make such order in the 
premises as it thinks just. (8 Edw. 7, c. GO, s. 158J; 1910, c. 7, s. 202.
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206. (1.) The Court «hull take cognizance of the conduct of liquidators 
of companies which are being wound up by the Court, and, if a liquidator 
does not faithfully perform Ins duties and duly observe all the require
ments imposed on him by Statute, rules, or otherwise with respect to the 
performance of his duties, or if any complaint is made to the Court by any 
creditor or contributory in regard thereto, the Court shall inquire into the 
matter, and take such action thereon as it may be deemed expedient.

(2.) The Court may at any time require any liquidator of a company 
which is being wound up by the Court to answer any inquiry in relation to 
any winding-up in which lie is engaged, and may, if thought fit, order his 
examination on oath before the District Registrar of the Court or any 
special examiner appointed by the Court concerning the winding-up.

(3.) The Court may also direct a local investigation to be made of the 
books and vouchers of the liquidator. (S Edw. 7, e. (>9, s. lot)]; 1910, e. 7, 
s. 203.

( 'ommitli'v of Impcclion, Special Manager, Receiver.

Commit.....if 207 (1.) A committee of inspection appointed in pursuance of this
wmding-'ui).n Act shall consist of creditors and contributories of the company or persons 

holding general powers of attorney from creditors or contributories in 
such proportions as may be agreed on by the meetings of creditors and 
contributories, or as, in case of difference, may be determined by the Court.

(2.) The committee shall meet at such times as they from time to time 
appoint, and, failing such appointment, at least once a month; and the 
liquidator or any member of the committee may also call a meeting of the 
committee as and when lie thinks necessary.

(3.) The committee may act by a majority of their members present at 
a meeting, but shall not act unless a majority of the committee are present.

(4.) Any member of the committee may resign by notice in writing 
signed by him and delivered to the liquidator.

(5.) If a member of the committee becomes insolvent, compounds or 
arranges with his creditors, or is absent from five consecutive meetings of 
the committee without the leave of those members who together with him
self represent the creditors or contributories, as the case may be, his office 
shall thereupon become vacant.

((>.) Any member of the committee may be removed by an ordinary 
resolution at a meeting of creditors (if he represents creditors) or of con
tributories (if lie represents contributories), of which seven days’ notice 
has been given, stating the object of the meeting.

(7.) On a vacancy occurring in the committee the liquidator shall 
forthwith summon a meeting of creditors or of contributories, as the case 
may require, to fill the vacancy, and the meeting may, by resolution, 
reappoint the same or appoint another creditor or contributory to fill the 
vacancy.
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(8.) The continuing members of the committee, if not less than two, 
may act notwithstanding any vacancy in the committee.

(9.) If there is no committee of inspection, any act or thing or any 
direction or jMTinission by this Act authorised or required to be done or 
given by the committee may l>e done or given by the Court on the applica
tion of the liquidator. [K Edw. 7, c. 99, s. 100|; 1910, c. 7, s. 204.

208. tl.) The liquidator of a company, whether provisionally or other- Power to 
wise, may, if satisfied that the nature of the estate or business of the com- nmmljlerT* 
puny, or the interests of the creditors or contributories generally, require
the appointment of a special manager of the estate or business of the 

other than himself, apply to the Court to, ami the Court may 
on such application, appoint a special manager thereof to act during such 
time as the Court may direct, with such powers, including any of the 
jxjwers of a receiver or manager, as may be intrusted to him by tlx* Court.

(2.) The special manager shall give* such security and account in such 
manner as the Court may direct :

(3.) And shall receive such remuneration as may be fixed by the Court.
|S Edw. 7, c. 99, s. 1911; 1910, c. 7, s. 205.

Ordinary Pou'ern of Court.

209. (1.) As soon as may be after making a wind ng-up order, the settlement of 
Court shall settle a list of contributories, with power to rectify the register
of members in all cases where rectification is required in pursuance application of
Act, and shall cause the assets of the company to be collected ami applied "*s< * 
in tl scharge of its liabilities.

(2.) In setting the list of contributories, the Court shall distinguish 
between arsons who arc contributories in their own right ami persons 
who are contributories ns being representatives of or liable to the debts of 
others. |8 Edw. 7, c. 99, s. 193); 1910, c. 7, s. 209.

210. The Court may, at any time after making a winding-up order, pUWPr t<> K- 
require any contributory for the time being settled on the list of con- 
tributaries, and any trustee, receiver, banker, agent, or officer of the 
company, to pay, deliver, convey, surrender, or transfer forthwith, or
within such times as the Court directs, to the any money,
property, or books and papers in his hands to which the company is prima 
facie entitled. (8 Edw. 7, e. 99, s. 194]; 1910, r. 7, s. 207.

211. (1.) The Court may, at any time after making a winding-up order, p„wor to order 
make an order on any contributory for the time being settled on the list°*
of contributories to pay, in manner directed by the order, any money due contribiitorj 
from him or from the estate of the person whom he represents to the 
company, exclusive o any money payable by him or the estate by virtue 
of any call in pursuance of this A t.

4704
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(2.) Tlit* Court in making such an order may, in the ease of an un
limited company, allow to the contributory by way of set-off any money 
due to him, or to the estate which he represents, from the company on any 
independent dealing or contract with the company, but not any money 
due to him as a member of the company in respect of any dividend or 
profit ; and may, in the case of a limited company, make to any director 
or manager whose liability is unlimited or to his estate the like allowance.

(3.) Hut in the case of any company, whether limited or unlimited, 
when all the creditors are paid in full, any money due on any account 
whatever to a contributory from the company may l>e allowed to him by 
way of set-off against any subsequent call. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 165]; 1910, 
c. 7, s. 208.

Power of Court 212. (1.) The Court may, at any time after making a winding-up 
to nmlu mils. on|(,r^ a!Mj either before or after it has ascertained the sufficiency of the 

assets of the company, make calls on and order payment thereof by all or 
any of the contributories for the time being settled on the list of the con
tributories to the extent of their liability, for payment of any money 
which the Court considers necessary to satisfy the debts and liabilities of 
the company, and the costs, charges, and expenses of winding-up, and for 
the adjustment of the rights of the contributories among themselves.

(2.) In making a call the Court may take into consideration the prob
ability that some of the contributories may partly or wholly fail to pay 
the call. [8 Edw. 7, e. 69, s. 1661; 1910, c. 7, s. 209.

paviaon” “oto ^13. (1.) The Court may order any contributory, purchaser, or other 
Imnk. person from whom money is due to the company to pay the same into

some chartered bank to the account of the liquidator instead of to the 
liquidator, and any such order may be enforced in the same manner as if 
it had directed payment to the liquidator.

(2.) All moneys and securities paid or delivered into any bank or any 
branch thereof in the event of a winding-up by the Court shall be subject 
in all respects to the orders of the Court. (8 Edw. 7, e. 69, s. 167]; 1910, 
c. 7, s. 210.

onl. r on con- 214. (1.) An order made by the Court on a contributory shall (subject 
elusive evidence to any right of appeal) be conclusive evidence that the money (if any) 

thereby appearing to be due or ordered to be paid is due.
(2.) All other pertinent matters stated in the order shall be taken to be 

truly stated as against all persons, and in all proceedings, except proceed
ings against the real estate of a deceased contributory, in which case the 
order shall be only prima facie evidence for the purjiose of charging his 
real estate, unless his heirs or devisees were on the list of contributories 
at the time of the order being made. 18 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 168]; 1910, c. 7, s. 
211.
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215. The Court may fix a time or times within which creditors arc to c*cTude°credi- 
prove their debts or claims, or to be excluded from the benefit of any proving 
distribution made before those debts are proved. 18 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 169];
1910, c. 7, s. 212.

216. The Court shall adjust the rights of the contributories among of
themselves, and distribute any surplus among the persons entitled there-contributories, 
to. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 170]; 1910, c. 7, s. 213.

217. The Court may, in the event of the assets being insufficient to ^deM^ta. 
satisfy the liabilities, make an order as to the payment out of the assets of
the costs, charges, and expenses incurred in the winding-up in such order 
of priority as the Court thinks just. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 171]; 1910, c. 7, s.
214.

218. (1.) When the affairs of a company have been completely wound of
up, the Court shall make an order that the company be dissolved from
the date of the order, and the company shall be dissolved accordingly.

(2.) The order shall be reported by the liquidator to the Registrar, who 
shall make in his books a minute of the dissolution of the company.

(3.) If the liquidator makes default in complying with the requirements 
of this section, he shall be liable to a fine not exceeding twenty-five dollars 
for every day during which he is in default. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 172]; 1910 
c. 7. s. 215.

219. General rules may be made for enabling or requiring all or any of EjliKtorof* 
the lowers and duties conferred and imposed on the Court by this Act, Court°We™ 
in respect of the matters following, to be exercised or performed by the 
liquidator as an officer of the Court and subject to the control of the Court;
that is to say, the powers and duties of the Court in respect of—

(a.) Holding and conducting meetings to ascertain the wishes of 
creditors and contributories:

(b.) Settling lists of contributories and rectifying the register of 
members where required, and collecting and applying the assets :

(e.) Requiring delivery of property or documents to the liquidator:
(d.) Making calls:
(e.) Fixing a time within which debts and claims must be proved :

Provided that the liquidator shall not, without the si>ecial leave of the 
Court, rectify the register of members, and shall not make any call with
out either the special leave of the Court or the sanction of the committee 
of inspection. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 173]; 1910, c. 7, s. 216.

Extraordinary Powers of Court.

220. (1.) The Court may, after it has made a winding-up order, summon Power to sum- 
before it any officer of the company or person known or suspected to have suspected of
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in his possession any properly of the eompnny or supposed lo he indebted 
to the company, or any person whom the Court deems capable of giving 
information concerning the trade, dealings, affairs, or property of the 
company.

(2.) The Court may examine him on oath concerning the same, either 
by word of mouth or on written interrogatories, and may reduce his 
answers to writing and require him to sign them.

(3.) The Court may require him to produce any books and papers in 
his custody or power relating to the company; but, where he claims any 
lien on books or papers produced by him, the production shall be without 
prejudice to that lien, and the Court shall have jurisdiction in the winding- 
up to determine all questions relating to that lien.

(4.) If any person so summoned, after being tendered a reasonable 
sum for his expenses, refuses to come before the Court at the time ap
pointed, not having a lawful impediment (made known to the Court at the 
time of its sitting, and allowed by it), the Court may cause him to be 

and brought before the Court for examination. [K Edw. 7, 
e. 69, s. 174); 1910, c. 7, s. 217

221. (1.) When an order has been made for winding up a company by 
the Court, and the liquidator has made report under this Act stating that 
in his opinion a fraud has been committed by any person in the promotion 
or formation of the company*, or by any director or other officer of the 
company in relation to the company since its formation, the Court may, 
after consideration of the report, direct that any person who has taken any 
part in the promotion or formation of the company, or has been a director 
or officer of the company, shall attend before the Court on a day appointed 
by the Court for that purpose and he publicly examined as to the pro
motion or formation or the conduct of the business of the company, or as 
to his conduct and dealings as director or officer thereof.

(2.) The liquidator and any creditor or contributory may take part 
in the examination, either personally or by solicitor or counsel.

(3.) The Court may put such questions to the person examined as the 
Court thinks fit.

(4.) The person examined shall be examined on oath, and shall answer 
all such questions as the Court may put or allow to be put to him.

(5.) A person ordered to be examined under this section shall at his 
own cost, before his examination, be furnished with a copy of the liquid
ator's report, and may at his own cost employ a solicitor with or without 
counsel, who shall be at liberty to examine him for the purpose of enabling 
him to explain or qualify any answers given by him: Provided that if he 
is, in the opinion of the Court, exculpated from any charges made or 
suggested against him, the Court may allow him such costs as in its dis
cretion it may think fit.

55145
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((i.) Notes of the examination shall be taken down either in shorthand 
or in writing, and if in writing shall be read over to or by, and signed by, 
the verson examined, and may thereafter be list'd in evidence against him, 
and shall be open to the inspection of any creditor or contributory at all 
reasonable times.

(7.) The Court may, if it thinks fit, adjourn the examination from time 
to time.

(8.) An examination under this section may, if the Court so directs, 
and subject to general rules, be held before any officer of the Court being a 
District Registrar of the Court named for the purpose, and the powers of 
the Court under this section as to the conduct of the examination, but not 
as to costs, may be exercised by the person before whom the examination 
is held. [8 Edw. 7, e. (it), s. 175]; 1910, c. 7, s. 218.

222. The Court, at any time either before or after making a winding- Power to arrest 
up order, on proof of probable cause for believing that a contributory contributory.
is about to quit the Province, or otherwise to abscond or to remove or 
conceal any of his property for the purpose of evading payment of calls 
or of avoiding examination respecting the affairs of the company, may 
cause the contributory to be arrested, and his books and papers and movable 
personal property to be seized, and him and them to be safely kept until 
such time as the Court may order. [8 Edw. 7, c. 09, s. 170]; 1910, e. 7, s.
219.

223. Any powers by this Act conferred on the Court shall be in addition Powers of
to and not in restriction of any existing jrowers of instituting proceedings lative. cumu‘ 
against any contributory or debtor of the company, or the estate of any 
contributory or debtor, for the recovery of any call or other sums. [8 
Edw. 7, c. 09, s. 177]; 1910, c. 7, s. 220.

Enforcement of and A ppeal from Orders.

224. Orders made by the Court under this Act may be enforced in the Power to 
same manner as orders made in any action pending therein. [8 Edw. 7, ’nforrc on*vrs 
c. 09, s. 178 (part)]; 1910, c. 7, s. 221.

226. Subject to Rules of Court, an appeal from any order or decision Appeal» fruit, 
made or given in the winding-up of a company by the Court under this°r“r‘
Act shall lie in the same manner and subject to the same conditions as an 
appeal from any order or decision of the Court in cases within its ordinary 

i. (8 Edw. 7, c. 9, s. 181 (part)]) 1910, c. 7, s. 222.

Voluntary Winding-up.

226. A company may be wound up voluntarily— Circumstance»
(1.) When the period (if any) fixed for the duration of the company

by the Act, charter, or instrument of incorporation has expired; wound up 
or when the event (if any) has oecured, upon the occurrence 0f '<M,n,ari >

B15B
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which it is provided by the Act or charter or instrument of in
corporation that the company is to be dissolved, and the com
pany in general meeting has passed a resolution requiring the 
company to be wound up:

(2.) If the company resolves by special resolution that the company 
be wound up voluntarily:

(3.) If the company, although it may be solvent as res|>ects creditors, 
resolves by extraordinary resolution to the effect that it cannot 
by reason of its liabilities continue its business, and that it is 
advisable to wind up. [8 Edw. 7, c. (it), s. 182]; 1910, c. 7, s. 223.

227. A voluntary winding-up shall be deemed to commence at the 
time of the passing of the resolution authorising the winding-up. [8 Edw. 
7. c. 69, s. 1831; 1910, c. 7, s. 224.

228. When a company is wound up voluntarily, the company shall, 
from the commencement of the winding-up, cease to carry on its business, 
except so far as may be required for the beneficial winding-up thereof:

Provided that the corporate state and corporate powers of the company 
shall, notwithstanding anything to the contrary in its articles, continue 
until it is dissolved. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 184]; 1910, c. 7, s. 225.

229. When a company has resolved by special or extraordinary resolu
tion to wind up voluntarily, it shall give notice of the resolution by ad
vertisement in the Gazette. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 185]; 1910, c. 7, s. 226.

230. The follow ng consequences shall ensue on the voluntary winding- 
up of the company:—

(a.) The property of the company shall be applied in satisfaction of 
its liabilities pari passu, and, subject thereto, shall, unless the 
articles otherwise provide, he distributed among the members 
according to their rights and interests in the company:

(5.) The company in general meeting shall appoint one or more 
liquidators for the purpose of winding up the affairs and dis
tributing the assets of the company, and may fix the remuneration 
to be paid to him or them.

(c.) On the appointment of a liquidator all the powers of the directors 
shall cease, except so far as the company in general meeting, or 
the liquidator, sanctions the continuance thereof:

(d.) The liquidator may, without the sanction of the Court, exercise 
all powers by this Act given to the liquidator in a winding-up by 
t he Court :

(e ) The liquidator may exercise the powers of the Court under 
this Act of settling a list of contributories, and of making calls 
and shall pay the debts of the company, and adjust the rights 
of the contributories among themselves:
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(/.) The list of contrib tories shall be prima faeic evidenee of the 
liability of the persona named therein to be contributories:

(y.)When several liquidators are appointed, every power hereby given 
may be exercised by such one or more of them as may be deter
mined at the time of their appointment, or in default of such 
determination by any number not less than two:

(h.) If from any cause whatever there is no liquidator acting, the 
Court may, on the application of a contributory, appoint a 
liquidator:

('*.) The Court may, on cause shown; remove a liquidator, and 
appoint another liquidator. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 186]; 1910, 
c. 7, s. 227.

231. (1.) The liquidator in a voluntary winding-up shall, within twenty- SjiliXtorof his 
one days after his appointment, file with the Registrar a notice of his appointment, 
appointment in the form prescribed.

(2.) If the liquidator fails to comply with the requirements of this 
section, he shall be liable to a fine not exceeding twenty-five dollars for 
every day during which the default continues. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 187];
1910, c. 7, s. 228.

232. (1.) Every liquidator appointed by a compuny in a voluntary u
winding-up shall, within seven days from his appointment, send notice voluntary 
by post to all persons who appear to him to be creditors of the company wind,ng_up 
that a meeting of the creditors of the company will be held on a date, not
less than fourteen nor more than twenty-one days after his appointment, 
and at a place and hour, to be specified in the notice, and shall also adver
tise notice of the meeting once in the Gazette and once at least in two 
local newspapers circulating in the district where the registered office or 
principal place of business of the company was situate

(2.) At the meeting to be held in pursuance of the foregoing provisions 
of this section the creditors shall determine whether an application shall 
be made to the Court for the appointment of any person as liquidator in 
the place of or jointly with the liquidator appointed by the company, or 
for the appointment of a committee of inspection, and, if the creditors 
so resolve, an application may be made accordingly to the Court at any time, 
not later than fourteen days after the date of the meeting, by any creditor 
appointed for the purpose of the meeting.

(3.) On any such application the Court may make an order cither 
for the removal of the liquidator appointed by the company and for the 
appointment of some oth.i person as liquidator or for the appointment 
of some other person to act as liquidator jointly with the liquidator ap
pointed by the company, or for the appointment of a committee of in 
spcction either together with or without any such appointment of a liquid-
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utor or Midi other order ns, lmving regnnl to the interests of the creditors 
and contributories of the company, may sewn just.

(4.) No appeal shall lie from any order of the Court upon an application 
under this section.

(5.) The Court shall make such order as to the costs of the application 
as it may think lit, and if it is of opinion that, having regard to the interests 
of the creditors in the liquidation, there were reasonable grounds for the 
application, may order the costs of the application to he paid out of the 
asset ■; of the company, notwithstanding that the application is dismissed 
or otherwise disposetl of adversely to the applicant. [S Kdw. 7, c. 09, s. 
1881; 1910, c. 7, s. 229.

power to till 233 (1.) If a vacancy occurs by death, resignation, or otherwise in 
Ul the office of liquidator appointed by the company in a voluntary winding-

liquitlntor. Upf the company in general meeting may, subject to any arrangement
with its creditors, fill the vacancy.

(2.) For. that purpose a general meeting may he convened by any 
contributory or, if there were more liquidators than one, by the con
tinuing liquidators.

(8.) The meeting shall be held in manner prescribed by the articles, 
or in such manner as may, on application by any contributory or by the 
continuing liquidators, be determined by the Court. (S Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 
189); 1910, c. 7, s. 230.

Dr It wu inn of 234. (1.) A company about to lx1, or in course of being, wound up
Hppoint'îiqui- voluntarily may, by extraordinary resolution, delegate to its creditors, 
dator*. or to any committee of them, the power of appointing liquidators or any

of them, and of supplying vacancies among the liquidators, or enter into 
any urn ngement with respect to the powers to be exercised by the liquid
ators, and the manner in which they are to be exercised.

(2.) Xny act done by creditors in pursuance of any such delegated 
I lower shall have the same effect as if it had been done by the company. 
IS Kdw. 7, e. 69, s. 1901; 1910, e. 7, s. 231.

Arriuigiincnt 236. (1.) Any a rangement entered into between a e inpnny about 
on creditors!8 to be, or in the course of being, wound up voluntarily and its creditors 

shall, subject to any right of appeal under this section, be binding on the 
company if sanctioned by any extraordinary resolution, and on the credit
ors if acceded to by three-fourths in number and value of the creditors.

(2.) Any creditor or contributory may, within three weeks from the 
completion of the arrangement, appeal to the Court against it, and the 
Court may thereupon, as it thinks just, amend, vary, or confirm the 
arrangement [S Kdw. 7, c. 69, s. 1911; 1910, e. 7, s. 232.

I’muit of li«iui- 236. (1.) Where a company is proposed to be, or is in course of being, 
slumL! ' ov,' ni woumI up altogether voluntarily, and the whole or part of its business or
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property is proposed to be transferred or sold to another company (in this i,m
section called “the transferee company”), the liquidator of the first-property of 
mentioned company (in this section called “the transferor company”) company' 
may, with the sanction of a special resolution company, conferring
either a general authority on the • or an authority in respect of
any particular arrangement, receive, in compensation or part compensation 
for the transfer or sale, shares, policies, or other like interests in the trans 
feree company, for ion among the members of the transferor
company, or may enter into any other arrangement whereby the members 
of the transferor company may, in lieu of receiving cash, shares, policies, 
or other like interests, or in addition thereto, participate in the profits of 
or receive any other benefit from the transferee company.

(2.) Any sale or arrangement in pursuance of this section shall be 
binding on the members of the transferor company.

(3.) If any member of the transferor company who did not vote in 
favour of the special resolution at either of the meetings held for passing 
and confirming the same expresses his dissent therefrom in writing ad
dressed to the liquidator, and left at the registered office of the company 
within seven days after the confirmation of the resolution, he may require 
the liquidator either to abstain from carrying the resolution into effect, 
or to purchase his interest at a price to be determined by agreement or 
by arbitration in manner provided by this section.

(4.) If the liquidator elects to purchase the member's interest, the 
purchase money must be paid before the company s dissolved, and be 
raised by the in such manner as may be determined by special
resolution.

(5.) A special resolution shall not be invalid for the purposes of this 
section by reason that it is passed before or concurrently with a resolution 
for winding up the company, or for appointing liquidators; but, if an order 
is made within a year for winding up the company by or subject to the 
supervision of the Court, the special resolution shall not be valid unless 
sanctioned by the Court.

(ti.) For the purpose of an arbitration under this section the provisions 
of the “Companies Clauses Act" with respect to the settlement of disputes 
by arbitration shall be incorporated with this Act, and in the construction 
of those provisions this Act shall be deemed to be the special Act and 
“the company” shall meant the transferor company, and any appointment 
by the said incorporated provisions directed to be made under the hand 
of the secretary, or any two of the directors, may be made under the 
hand of the liquidator, or, if there is more than one liquidator, then of any 
two or more of the liquidators. [S Edw. 7, c. 09, s. 192]; 1910, c. 7, s. 233.

237. (1.) Where a company is being wound up voluntarily, the liquidator P<>w<r t-> apply 
or any contributory or creditor may apply to the Court to determine any toCourl-
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question arising in the winding-up, or to exercise, as respects the enforcing 
of calls, or any other matter, all or any of the powers which the Court 
might exercise if the company were being wound up by the Court.

(2.) The Court, if satisfied that the determination of the question 
or the required exercise of power will be just and beneficial, may accede 
wholly or partially to the application on such terms and conditions as the 
Court thinks fit, or may make such other order on the application as the 
Court thinks just. [8 Edw. 7, c. G9, s. 193]; 1910, c. 7, s. 234.

238. (1.) Where a company is being wound up voluntarily, the liquid
ator may summon general meetings of the company for t lie purpose of 
obtaining the sanction of the company by special or extraordinary resolution 
or for any other purposes he may think fit.

(2.) In the event of the winding-up continuing for more than one year, 
the liquidator shall summon a general meeting of the company at the end 
of the first year from the commencement of the winding-up, and of each 
succeeding year, or as soon thereafter as may be convenient, and shall 
lay before the meeting an account of his acts and dealings and of the con
duct of the winding-up during the preceding year. [8 Edw. 7, c. G9, s. 194]; 
1910, c. 7, s. 235.

239. (1.) In the case of every voluntary winding-up, as soon as the 
affairs of the company arc fully wound up, the liquidator shall make up 
an account of tin1 winding-up, showing how the winding-up has been con
ducted and the property of the company has been disposed of; and there
upon shall call a general meeting of the company for the purpose of laying 
before it the account, and giving any explanation thereof.

(2.) The meeting shall be called by advertisement in the Gazette, 
specifying the time, place, and object thereof, and published continuously 
for one month at least before the meeting.

(3.) Within one week after the meeting, the liquidator shall make a 
return to the Registrar of the holding of the meeting and of its date, and 
in default of so doing shall be liable to a fine not exceeding twenty-five 
dollars for every day during which the default continues.

(4.) The Registrar on receiving the return shall forthwith register it, 
and on the expirati n of three months from the registration of the return 
the company shall be deemed to be dissolved :. •

Provided that the Court may, on the application of the liquidator 
or of any other person who appears to the Court to be interested, make 
an order deferring the date at which the dissolution of the company is 
to take effect for such time as the Court thinks fit.

(5.) It shall be the duty of the person on whose application an order of 
the Court under this section is made, within seven days after the making 
of the order, to file with the Registrar an office copy of the order, and if
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that person fails so to do lie shall be liable to a fine not exceeding twenty- 
five dollars for every day during which the default continues. [8 Edw. 7, 
c. 69, s. 1951; 1910, c. 7, 8. 236.

240. All costs, charges, and expenses properly incurred in the voluntary voluntary 
winding-up of a company, including the remuneration of the liquidator, liquidation 
shall be payable out of the assets of the company in priority to all other 
claim [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 196]; 1910, c. 7, s. 237.

241. The voluntary winding-up of a company shall not bar the r'ght rights of
of any creditor or contributory to have it wound up by the Court, if the contributor"!1 
Court is of opini n that the rights of the creditors or that the rights of the 
contributories will be prejudiced by a voluntary winding-up. [8 Edw. 7, c.
69, a. 197]; 1910, c. 7, s. 238.

242. Where a company is be ng wound up voluntarily# and an order is to "dop?pro- 
made for winding-up by the Court, the Court may, if it thinks fit, by the volïütSy1 
same or any subsequent ordar, provide for the adoption of all or any of the winding-up. 
proceedings in the voluntary w nding-up. (8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 198]; 1910,
c. 7, 8. 239.

Winding-up subject to Supervision of Court.

243. When a company has by special or extraordinary resolution Power to order 
resolved to wind up voluntarily, the Court may make an order that the rubjm8tliP 
voluntary winding-up shall continue, but subject to such supervision of ®uPerv‘«on- 
the Court, and with such liberty for creditors, contributories, or others
to apply to the Court, and generally on such terms and conditions ns the 
Court think just. [8 Edw. 7, c 69, s. 199 ; 1910, c. 7, s. 240.

244. A petition for the continuance of a voluntary winding-up subject Effect of
to the supervision of the Court shall, for the purpose of giving jurisdiction Winding-up 
to the Court over actions, be deemed to be a petition for wind ng-up by 8ubiecl; V* 
the Court. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 200] ; 1910, c. 7, s. 241. '

246. The Court may, in deciding between a winding-up by the Court Court may have 
and a winding-up subject to supervision, in the apjiointment of liquidators S*"dîu»nn!nd 
and in all other matters relating to the winding-up subject to supervision, contributories, 
have regard to the wishes of the creditors or contributories as proved to it 
by any sufficient evidence. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 201]; 1910, c. 7, s. 242.

246. (1.) Where an order is made for a winding-up subject to super- Power for 
vision, the Court may, by the same or any subsequent order, appoint any ^ppoint°or 
additional liquidator. datore” liqm‘

(2.) A liquidator appointed by the Court under this section shall have 
the same powers, be subject to the same obligations, and in all respects 
stand in the same position as if he had been appointed by the company.
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(3.) The Court may remove any liquidator so api>ointed by the Court or 
any liquidator continued under the aupervision order and fill any vacancy 
occasioned by the removal, or by death or resignation. (8 Edw. 7, e. 60, s. 
2021; 1910, e. 7, s. 243.

247. (1.) Where an order is made for a winding-up subject to supervision,
the liquidator may, subject to any restrictions ini|>osed by the Court, 
exercise all his jtowers, without the sanction or intervention of the Court, 
in the same manner as if the company were being wound up altogether 
voluntarily.

(2.) An order for a winding-up subject to sii|>crvision shall for all pur
poses, including the staying of actions and other proceedings, the making 
and enforcement of calls, and the exercise of all other powers, be deemed 
to he an order for winding-up by the Court. [8 Edw. 7, e. 99, s. 203]; 
1910, e. 7, s. 244.

Supplemental Promion*.

248. (1.) In the case of voluntary winding-up, every transfer of shares, 
except transfers made to or with the sanction of the liquidator, and every 
alteration in the status of the members of the company made after the 
commencement of the winding-up shall he void.

(2.) In the case of a winding-up by or subject to the supervision of the 
Court, every dilqxwition of the pro|>erty (including things in action) of 
the company, and every transfer of shares or alteration in the status of its 
members, made after the commencement of the winding-up, shall unless 
the Court otherwise orders, be void. ]8 Edw. 7, c. 99, s. 200]; 1910, c. 
7, 8. 245.

249. In every winding-up under this Act, all debts payable on a con
tingency, and all claims against the company, present or future, certain 
or contingent, ascertained or sounding only in damages, shall l>e admissible 
to pr<x)f against the company, a just estimate being made, so fai as possible, 
of the value of such debts or claims as may be subject to any contingency 
or sound only in damages, or for some other reason do not bear a certain 
value. (8 Edw. 7, c. 99, s. 209]; 1910, c. 7, s. 249.

260. (1.) In a winding-up there shall he paid in priority to all other 
debts—

(a.) All assessed taxes, rates, real-property tax, |>ersonal-piopcrty 
tax, wild-land tax, coal-land tax, timber-land tax, or income-tax, 
assessed on the company up to the first day of January next 
More that date, and not exceeding in the whole one year’s 
assessment; and

(b.) All wages or salary of any clerk or servant in respect of services 
rendered to the company during three months before the said 
date, not exceeding two hundml and fifty dollars; and
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(c.) All wages of any workman or labourer, whether payable for 
time or for piece work, in respect of services rendered to the 
company during three months before the said date; and 

(</.) Unless the company is being wound up voluntarily merely for 
the purposes of reconstruction or of amalgamation with another 
company, all amounts (not exceeding in any individual ease 
five hundred dollars) due in respect of compensation under the 
“Workmen’s Compensation Act.”

(2.) The foregoing debts shall—
(a.) Rank equally among themselves and be paid in full, unless the 

assets arc insufficient to meet them, in which case they shall 
abate in equal proportions; and

(h.) In so far as the assets of the company available for payment 
of general creditors are insufficient to meet them have priority 
over the claims of holders of debentures under any floating charge 
created by the company, and he paid accordingly out of any 
property comprised in or subject to that charge.

(3.) Subject to the retention of such sums as may be necessary for the 
costs and expenses of the winding-up, the foregoing debts shall be dis
charged forthwith so far as the assets are sufficient to meet them.

(4.) In the event of the landlord oi othe. ]x*rson distraining or having 
(listmined on any goods or effects of the company within one month next 
before the date of a winding-up order, the debts to which priority is given 
by this section shall be a first charge on the goods or effects so distrained 
on, or the proceeds of the sale thereof:

Provided that in respect of any money paid under any such charge 
the landlord or other person shall have the same rights of priority as the 
person to whom the payment is made.

(5.) The date hereinbefore in this section referred to is—
(a.) In the case of a company ordered to be wound up compulsorily 

. which had not previously commenced to he wound up voluntarily
the date of the winding-up order; and

(6.) In any other case, the date of the commencement of the
up. [8 Kdw. 7, e. fit», s. 209); 1910, c. 7, s. 247.

261. Any conveyance, mortgage, delivery of goods, payment, execution, 
or other act relating to property which would, if made or done by or against 
an individual, be deemed a fraudulent preference shall, if made or done 
by or against a company, be deemed, in the event of its being wound up, 
a fraudulent preference of its creditors and be invalid accordingly. Is 
Kdw. 7, c. tit) s. 210 (part)]; 1910, c. 7, s. 248.

262. Where any company is being wound up by or subject to the super
vision of the Court any attachment, sequestration, distress, or execution 
put in force against the estate or effects of the company after the com-
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menccinent of the winding-up sliall be void to all intents. [8 Edw. 7, 
r. 09, s. 2111; 1910, e. 7, s. 249.

263. (1.) The liquidator may, with the sanction following, that is to
say:—

(a.) In the case of a winding-up by the Court with the sanction cither 
of the Court or of the committee of inspection:

(/>.) In the case of a voluntary winding-up with the sanction of an 
extraordinary resolution of the company,—• 

do the following things or any of them:—

(c.) Pay any classes of creditors in full:

('/.) Make any compromise or arrangement with creditors or persons 
claiming to be creditors, or having or alleging themselves to 
have any claim, present or future, certain or contingent 
ascertained or sounding only in damages against the company 
or whereby the company may be rendered liable:

(<•.) Compromise all calls and liabilities to calls, debts, and liabilities 
capable of resulting in debts, and all claims, present or future 
certain or contingent, ascertained or sounding only in damages, 
subsisting or supjxjsed to subsist between the company and a 
contributory, or alleged contributory, or other debtor or person 
apprehending liability to the company, and all questions in 
any way relating to or affecting the assets or the winding-up of 
the company, on such terms as may be agreed, and take an> 
security foi the discharge of any such call, debt, liability, or 
claim, and give a complete discharge in rcpcct thereof.

(2.) In the ease of a winding-up by the Court, the exercise by the liquid
ator of the powers of this section shall be subject to the control of the 
Court, and any creditor or contributory may apply to the Court with 
respect to any exercise or proposed exercise of any of those powers. [8 
Edw. 7, c. 09, s. 2141; 1910, c. 7, 8. 250.

264. (1.) Where in the course of winding up a company it appears 
that any person who has taken part in the fonnation or promotion of the 
company, or any past or present director, manager, or liquidator, or any 
officer of the company, has misapplied or retained or become liable or 
accountable for any money or probity of the company, or been guilty 
of any misfeasance or breach of trust in relation to the company, the 
Court may, on the application of the liqudator, or of any creditor 
or contributory, examine into the conduct of the promoter, direc
tor, manager, liquidator, or officer, and compel him to repay or 
restore the money or property or any part thereof, respectively, with 
interest at such rate as the Court thinks just, or to contribute such sum 
to tb'- assets of the company by way of compensation in respect of the
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misapplication, retainer, misfeasance, or breach of trust as the Court 
thinks just.

(2.) This section shall apply notwithstanding that the offence is one 
for which the offender may be criminally responsible.

(3.) Where an order for payment, of money is made under this section, 
the order shall be deemed to be a final judgment. [8 Edw. 7, c. 09, s. 215);
1910, c. 7, s. 251.

266. (1.) If it appears to the Court in the course of a winding-up by Prosecution of 
or subject to the supervision of the Court that any past or present director, dir'"tore?ctc. 
manager, officer, or member of the company has been guilty of an offence 
in relation to the company for which he is criminally responsible, the Court 
may, on the application of any person interested in the winding-up, or of its 
own motion, direct the liquidator to prosecute for the offence, and may 
order the costs and expenses to be paid out of the assets of the company.

(2.) If it appears to the liquidator in the course of a voluntary winding- 
up that any past or present director, manager, officer, or member of the 
company has been guilty of any offence in relation to the company for which 
he is criminally responsible, the liquidator, with the previous sanction of 
the Court, may prosecute the offender, and all expenses properly incurred 
by him in the prosecution shall be payable out of the assets of the company 
in priority to all other liabilities. [8 Edw. 7, c. G9, s. 217); 1910, c. 7, s. 252.

266. (1.) Where by this Act the Court is authorised, in relation to Meetings to 
winding-up, to have regard to the wishes of creditors or contributories, Sf^rSi£>ra*or" 
as proved to it by any sufficient evidence, the Court may, if it thinks fit, contributories, 
for the purpose of ascertaining those wishes, direct meetings of the creditors
or contributories to be called, held, and conducted in such manner as the 
Court directs, and may appoint a person to act as chairman of any such 
meeting, and to report the result thereof to the Court.

(2.) In the case of creditors, regard shall be had to the value of each 
creditor’s debt.

(3.) In the case of contributories, regard shall be had to the number of 
votes conferred on each contributory by the articles. [8 Edw. 7, c. G9, s.
2191; 1910, c. 7, s. 253.

267. Where any company is being wound up, all books and papers of Books of mm- 
the company and of the liquidators shall, as between the contributories ??uieme!)C
of the company, be prima facie evidence of the truth of all matters pur
porting to be therein recorded. [8 Edw. 7, c. G9, s. 2201; 1910, c. 7, s. 254

268. After an order for a winding-up by or subject to the supervision of Inspection of 
the Court, the Court may make such order for inspection by creditors
and contributories of its books and papers as the Court thinks just, and any 
books and papers in the possession of the company may be inspected by
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creditors or contributories accordingly, but not further or otherwise. 
[8 Edw. 7, c. 09, s. 221]; 1910, c. 7, s. 255.

Disnusul uf 
IMiiiKm uml

iiimpnin.

269. (1.) When a company has been wound up and is about to be dis
solve!, the books and papers of the company and of the liquidators may be 
dispose! of as follows, that is to say:—

('»•) In the ease of winding-up by or subject to the supervision of the 
Court, in such way as the Court directs:

(5.) In the ease of a voluntary winding-up, in such way as the company 
by extraordinary resolution directs.

(2.) After two years from the dissolution of the company no responsi- 
bility shall rest on the company or the liquidators or any person to whom 
the custody of the hooks and papers has boon committed, by reason of the 
same not being forthcoming to any persons claiming to be interested 
therein. [8 Edw. 7, e. tit), s. 222]; 1910, e. 7, s. 256.

Power »f Court 260. (1.) Where a company has been dissolved, the Court may at any 
dbwoluUon of time within one year of the date of the dissolution, on an application being 
iimiRpiiy void nmde for the purpose by the liquidator of the company or by any other 

person who appears to the Court to be interested, make an order, upon such 
terms as the Court thinks fit, declaring the dissolution to have been void, 
and thereupon such proceedings may be taken as might have been taken if 
the company had not been dissolved.

(2.) It shall l>c the duty of the person on whose ion the order
was made, within seven days after the making of the order, to file with the 
Registrar an office copy of the order; and if that person fails so to do he 
shall be liable to a fine not exceeding t wentv-five dollars for every day during 
which the default continues. (8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 223]; 1910, c. 7, s. 257.

Informai ion ns 261. (1.) If the winding-up is not concluded within one year after its 
nnukiatioi*. commencement, the liquidator shall, at such intervals as may be prescribed, 

until the winding-up is concluded, send to the Registrar a statement in 
the prescribed form and containing the prescribed particulars with respect 
to the proceedings in and position of the liquidation.

(2.) Any person stating himself in writing to be a creditor or contri
butory of the company shall be entitled, by himself or by his agent, at all 
reasonable times, on payment of the prescribed fee, to inspect the state
ment, and to receive a copy thereof or extract therefrom; but any person 
untruthfully so stating himself to be a creditor or contributory shall be 
guilty of a contempt of Court, and shall be punishable accordingly on the 

at ion of the liquidator.

(3.) If a liquidator fails to comply with the requirements of this section, 
he shall Ik* liable to a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars for each day 
during which the default continuée.

5
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(4.) If it appears from any such statement or otherwise that a liquidator 
has in his hands or under his control any money representing unclaimed or 
undistributed assets of the company which have remained unclaimed or 
undistributed for six months after the date of their receipt, the liquidator 
shall forthwith pay the same into the Provincial Treasury with a copy of 
the statement referred to in subsection (1), and shall be entitled to the 
proseril>cd certificate of receipt for the money so paid, and that certificate 
shall be an effectual discharge to him in res|K»ct thereof.

(5.) Any person claiming to be entitled to any money paid into the Pro
vincial Treasury in pursuance of this section may apply to the Minister 
of Finance and Agriculture for payment of the same, and the said Minister 
may, on a certificate by the liquidator that the person claiming is entitled, 
make an order tor the payment to that person of the sum due.

(0.) Any person dissatisfied with the decision of the said Minister in 
resi»ect of any claim made in pursuance of this section may ap|H*al to the 
Court. IS Edw. 7, c. (it), s. 224]; 1010, c. 7, s. 258.

262. In all proceedings under this Part of this Act, all Courts, Judges, and Judicial notice 
persons judicially acting, and all officers, judicial or ministerial, of any Court, Cffiwr"atUr<? ° 
or employed in enforcing the process of any Court, shall take judicial notice 
of the signature of any officer of the Court apjwnded to or impressed on any 
document made, issued, or signed under the provisions of this Part of this 
Act, or any official copy thereof. [8 Edw. 7, c. tit), s. 225]; 1910, c. 7, 
s. 259.

263. (1.) The Judges of t he County Courts shall he Commissioners for Special 
the purposes of taking evidence under this Act, and the Court may refer fü"«-lï?vinic 
the whole or any part of the examination of any witnesses under this Actvvitl,‘ncc
to any person hereby appointed Commissioner, who is hereby required to 
act as such Commissioner.

(2.) Every Commissioner shall, in addition to any other itowers which 
he might lawfully exercise, have in the matter so referred to him all the same 
I towers of summoning and examining wit nesses, of requiring the production 
or delivery of documents, of punishing defaults by witnesses, and of allow
ing costs and expenses to witnesses as the Court which made the winding- 
up order.

(3.) The examination so taken shall be returned or reported to the Court 
which made the order in such manner as that Court directs. [8 Edw. 7, c. 
ti9, s. 2261; 1910, c. 7, s. 260.

264. (1.) Any affidavit required to be sworn under the provisions or for Affidavits etc. 
the purposes of this Part of this Act may be sworn before any person law
fully authorised to take and receive affidavits pursuant to the “Evidence
Act.”
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(2.) All Courts, Judges, Justices, Commissioners, and jwrsons acting 
judicially shall take judicial notice of the seal or stamp or signature, as the 
case may be, of any such person attached, appended, or subscribed to any 
such affidavit or to any other document to be used for the purposes of this 
Part of this Act. [8 Edw. 7, c. fit), s. 228]; 1910, c. 7, s. 261.

266. The officers of the Courts acting in the winding-up of companies 
shall make to the Registrar at Victoria, such returns of the business of 
their respective Courts and offices, at such times and in such manner and 
form as may be prescribed, and from those returns the Registrar shall cause 
books to be prepared which shall be open for public information and 
searches. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 2115]; 1910, c. 7, s. 262.

266. (1.) All documents purporting to be orders or certificates made or 
issued by the Registrar for the purposes of this Act, and to be scaled with 
his seal of office, shall be received in evidence and deemed to be such 
orders or certificates without further proof, unless the contrary is shown.

(2.) A certificate purporting to be signed by the Provincial Secretary 
that any order made, certificate issued, or act done is the order, certificate, 
or act of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council shall be conclusive evidence 
of the fact so certified. [8 Edw. 7, c. 59, s. 236]; 1910, c. 7, s. 263.

Rule» and Fees.

267. (1.) The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may make general rules 
for carrying into effect the objects of this Part of this Act.

(2.) All general rules made under this section shall be laid before the 
legislative Assembly within three weeks after they arc made, if the legis
lative Assembly is then sitting, and, if it is not sitting, within three weeks 
after the beginning of the next session of the Legislative Assembly, and 
shall be judicially noticed, and shall have effect as if enacted by this Act.

(3.) The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may, by any such rules or 
directions, repeal, alter, or amend any rules made and directions given by 
the like authority under the “Companies Act, 1897,” or the “Companies 
Winding-up Act, 1898.” which were in force on the first day of July, 1910, 
and such last-mentioned rules anil directions and the fees payable there
under shall continue in force and apply to any winding-up under this Act 
until repealed, altered, or amended.

(4.) There shall be paid in respect of proceedings under this Act in re
lation to the winding-up of companies such fees as the Lieutenant-Governor 
in Council may direct, and the Lieutenant-Governor in Council may further 
direct by whom and in what manner the same arc to be collected and ac
counted for, and to what account they arc to he paid. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, 
s. 237 (P«rt)]; 1910, c. 7, s. 264.
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Removal of Defunct Companies from Register.

268. (1.) Where a company incorporated under any public Act in this ItvgiHtrur may 
... . * , t -i i c « strike defunctProvince, or a registered extra-provincial company, has failed for any period company <»n
of two years after such incorporation or registration to send or file any n,glMt,‘r- 
return notice or document required to be made or filed or sent to the 
Registrar pursuant to this Act or any former public Act, or the Registrar has [nm Act.] 
reasonable cause to believe that such company or an extra-provincial 
licensed company is not carrying on business or in operation, he shall send 
to the company by post a registered letter inquiring whether such company 
is carrying on business or in operation and notifying it of its default (if any) ;

(2.) If within one month no reply to such letter is received by the Regis
trar, or such company fails to fulfil the lawful requirements of the Registrar 
or notifies the Registrar that it is not carrying on business or in operation, 
he may, at the expiration of another fourteen days, publish in the Gazette 
a notice that at the expiration of two months from the date of that notice 
the name of such company mentioned therein will, unless cause is shown 
to the contrary, be struck off the register, and the company, if one in
corporated as aforesaid, will be dissolved.

(3.) At the expiration of the time mentioned in such last-mentioned 
notice, the Registrar shall, unless cause to the contrary is previously shown 
by such company, strike the name of such company off thq register, and shall 
publish notice thereof in the Gazette for one month, and on such last- 
mentioned publication the company, being an incorporated company as 
aforesaid, shall be dissolved ; or, being an extra-provincial company, shall 
be deemed to have ceased to do business in the Province, under its licence 
or certificate of registration: Provided that the liability (if any) of every 
director, managing officer, and member of any such company shall cont inue 
and may be enforced as if the name of said company had not been struck 
off the register.

(4.) If any such company or a member or creditor thereof feels aggrieved 
by the name of such company having been struck off the register in pur
suance of this section, the company or member or creditor may, before the 
completion of the last-mentioned publication, apply to the Court; and the 
Court, if satisfied that the company was at the time of the striking-off 
carrying on business or in operation and that it is just to do so, may, upon 
such terms as the Court may see fit to impose, including the payment of Act* 
any costs and expenses, order the name of the company to be restored to 
the register, and thereupon the company shall be deemed to have continued 
in existence as if the name thereof had never been struck off; and the 
Court may by the order give such directions and make such provisions as 
seem just for placing the company and all other persons in the same 
position, as nearly as may be, as if the name of the company had never 
been struck off.
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(5.) A letter or notice authorised or required for the purpose of this 
section to be sent to any such company may be sent by post addressed to 
the company at its registered or head office in the Province; or, if no office 
has been registered, addressed to the care of some director or officer of the 
company; or, if there lie no director or officer of the company whose name 
and address are known to the Registrar, the letter or notice in identical 
form may, in the ease of a company incorporated as aforesaid, be sent to 
each of the persons who subscribed the memorandum of association, 
addressed to him at the address mentioned in the memorandum; and in 
the case of an extra-provincial company sent to the attorney of such 
company.

(ti.) Where a company is being wound up, and the Registrar has reason
able cause to believe either that no liquidator is acting or that the affairs 
of the company are fully wound up and the returns required to be made 
by the liquidator have not been made for a period of three consecutive 
months, after notice by the Registrar demanding the returns has been 
sent by post to the registered address of the company and to the liquidator 
at his last-known place of business, the provisions of this section shall 
apply in like manner as if the Registrar had not within one month after 
sending the letter first mentioned received any answer thereto. [S Kdw. 7, 
c. tit), s. 24*2] ; 11)10, e. 7, s. 265; 1911, c. S, s. 25.

PART IX.

Rwiismvnox, Omen and Fkks.

269. (1.) The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may appoint such 
Assistant Registrars, clerks, and servants as may be deemed necessary 
for the registration of companies under this Act, and the carrying-out of 
such other duties as may be imposed ti|>on them, and may make regulations 
with respect to their duties, and may remove any persons so appointed.

(2.) The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may direct a seal or seals to 
be prepared for the authentication of documents required for or con
nect ts I with the registration of companies.

(3.) Any person may inspect the documents kept by the Registrar on 
payment of such fees as may Ik* appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor in 
Council, not exceeding twenty-five cents for each inspection; and any 
person may require a certificate of the incorporation of any company, or 
a copy or extract of any other document or any part of any other document, 
to be certified by the Registrar, on payment for the certificate, certified 
copy, or extract of the prescribed fees, not exceeding one dollar for a certi
ficate of incorporation, and not exceeding ten cents for each folio of a 
certifiai copy or extract.
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(4.) A copy of or extract from any document kept and registered at the Copie*, 
office for the registration of companies, certified to be a true copy under the 
hand of the Registrar or a Deputy or an Assistant Registrar (whose official 
position it shall not be necessary to prove), shall, in all legal proceedings 
he admissible in evidence as of equal validity with the original document.

(5.) Whenever any act is by this Act directed to be done to or by the 
Registrar, it shall, until the Lieutenant-Governor in Council otherwise 
directs, he done to or by the existing Registrar, or, in his absence, to or 
by such person as the Lieutenant-Governor in Council may for the time 
being aut horise. [S Kdw. 7, e. (it), s. 243]; 1010, c. 7, s. 26ft.

270. (1.) There shall be paid to the Registrar in respect of the several p«>*. 
matters mentioned in Table B in the First Schedule to this Act the several 
fees therein specified, or such smaller fees as the Lieutenant-Governor in 
Council may from time to time direct.

(2.) All fees paid to the Registrar in pursuance of this Act shall be paid 
into the Provincial Treasury. [S Kdw. 7, e. 09, s. 244]; 1010, c. 7, s. 207.

PART X.

Application of Act to Companies formed and registered vnder 
Former Companies Acts.

271. In the application of this Act to existing companies, it shall apply Application of 
in the same manner in the case of a limited company, other than a company formed 
limited by guarantee, as if the company had been formed and registered under former 
under this Act as a company limited by shares; in the case of a company Aet*PanM8 
limited by guarantee, as if the company had been formed and registered 
under this Act as a company limited by guarantee; in the case of a company 
specially limited under section 5ft of the “Companies Act, 1897,” as if the 
company had been formed and registered under this Act as a company 
specially limited under Part V. of this Act; and in the case of a company 
other than a limited company, as if the company had been formed and 
registered under this Act as an unlimited company:

Provided that reference, express or implied, to the date of registration 
shall be construed as a reference to the date at which the company was 
registered under the Acts or Ordinances, as the case may be, under which 
it was registered. [8 Kdw. 7, c. 69, s. 245]; 1910, c. 7, s. 268.

272. Save as hereinbefore provided, this Act shall apply to every com- Application of 
pany registered under any former public Act or Ordinance, except the phi? 
“Companies Act, 1878,” and the “Companies Act, 1890,” in the same un<t«‘r 
manner ils it is hereinafter in this Act declared to apply to companies Companies Act* 
registered but not formed under this Act :
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Provided that reference, express or implied, to the date of registration 
shall be construed ns a reference to the date at which the company was 
registered under the aforesaid Acts or Ordinances, as the case may be. 
IK Edw. 7, c. 09, s. 240); 1910, c. 7, s. 209.

Mud,- of trims- 273. Any existing company may cause its shares to be transferred in 
f. rrmit * ares. |n;mnv|. l,i( horto in use, or in such other manner as the company may 

direct, IS Edw. 7, c. 09, s. 348]; 1910, c. 7, h. 270.

PART XI.

Companies authorised to register under this Act.

Conmmiii’s 
vnpiiblv of bring
rogwtered.

274. (1.) With the exceptions and subject to the provisions mentioned 
and contained in this section,—

(a.) Any company consisting of three or more members which was in 
existence on the eighth day of May, 1897; and

(h.) Any company formed after the date aforesaid, whether before or 
after the commencement of this Act, in pursuance of any Act of 
the Legislature other than this Act, including a specially incor
porated company under the “Water Clauses Consolidation Act, 
1897,” or of letters patent, or being ot herwise duly constituted by 
law, and consisting of five or more members,—

may at any time register under this Act as an unlimited company, or as a 
company limited by shares, or as a company limited by guarantee; and 
the registration shall not be invalid by reason that it has taken place with 
a view to the company being wound up.

(2.) Provided as follows:—
(c.) A company having the liability of its members limited by Act 

of the Legislature or letters patent, and not being a joint-stock 
company as hereinafter defined, shall not register in pursuance 
of this section:

(d.) A company having the liability of its members limited by Act of 
the Legislature or letters patent shall not register in pursuance 
of this section as an unlimited company or as a company limited 
by guarantee:

(e.) A company that is not a joint-stock company as hereinafter de
fined shall not register in pursuance of this section as a company 
limited by shares:

if.) A company shall not register in pursuance of this section without 
the assent of a majority of such of its members as are present in 
person or by proxy (in cases where proxies are allowed by the
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regulations of the eonipany) at a general meeting summoned for 
the purpose:

(0.) Where a company not having the liability of its members limited 
by Act of the Legislature or letters patent is about to register as 
a limited company, the majority required to assent as aforesaid 
shall consist of not less than three-fourths of the members present, 
in person or by proxy at the meeting:

(*.) Where a company is about to register as a company limited by 
guarantee, the assent to its being so registered shall be accom
panied by a resolution declaring that each member undertakes to 
contribute to the assets of the company, in the event of its being 
wound up while he is a member, or within one year afterwards, 
for payment of the debts and liabilities of the company contracted 
before he ceased to be a member, and of the costs and expenses of 
winding-up, for the adjustment of the rights of the contributories 
among themselves, such amount as may be required, not exceeding 
a specified amount.

(3.) In computing any majority under this section when a poll is de
manded, regard shall be had to the number of votes to which each member 
is entitled according to the regulations of the company.

(4.) Save and except a specially incorporated company under the 
“Water Clauses Consolidation Act, 1897,” a company registered under 
any former Act or Ordinance bringing into force the Imperial “Companies 
Act, 1862" (25 & 26 Viet., c. 89), or registered under the “Companies Act,
1897,” shall not be registered in pursuance of this section. [8 Edw. 7, 
c. 69, s. 249]; 1910, c. 7, s. 271.

276. For the purposes of this Part of this Act, as far as relates to registra- flf
tion of companies as companies limited by shares, a “joint-stock company” company." 
means a company having a permanent paid-up or nominal share capital 
of fixed amount divided into shares, also of fixed amount, or held and 
transferable as stock, or divided and held partly in one way and partly in 
the other, and formed on the principle of having for its members the holders 
of those shares or that stock, and no other persons; and such a company 
when registered with limited liability under this Act shall be deemed to be 
a company limited by shares. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 250]; 1910, c. 7, s. 272.

276. Before the registration in pursuance of this Part of this Act of a 
joint-stock company there shall be delivered to the Registrar the following h.v joint-stock 
documents, that is to say:— companies.

(1.) A list showing the names, addresses, and occupations of all 
persons who on a day named in the list, not being more than six 
clear days before the day of registration, were members of the 
company, with the addition of the shares or stock held by them 
respectively, distinguishing, in cases where the shares arc num
bered, each share by its number:
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Requirements 
for registration 
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joint-.stock 
companies.

Authentication 
of statements 
of existing 
companies.

Registrar may 
require évi

tait lire of 
company.

Exemption of 
certain com
panies from 
payment of fees

Act.)

(2.) A copy of any private Act of the Legislature, Royal charter, 
letters patent, deed of settlement, contract of copartnery, mem- 
andum and articles of association and by-laws, or any other 
instrument constituting or regulating the company; and 

(3.) If the company is intended to he registered as a limited company, 
a statement specifying the following particulars, that is to say:— 

(ft.) The nominal share capital of the company and the 
number of shares into which it is divided,'or the amount of stock 
of which it consists;

(/>.) The number of shares taken and the amount paid on 
each share;

(r.) The name of the company, with tin1 addition of the word 
“limited” as the last word thereof; and

(</.) In the case of a company intended to be registered as a 
company limited by guarantee, the resolution declaring the 
amount of the guarantee. IS Kdw. 7, e. (it), s. 252]; 1910, e. 7, 
s. 273.

277. Before the registration in pursuance of this Part of this Act of any 
Company not being a joint-stock company, there shall be delivered to the 
Regis t rar—■

(1.) A list showing the names, addresses, and occupations of the 
directors or other managers (if any) of the company; and 

(2.) A copy of any Act of the Legislature, letters patent, deed of settle
ment, contract of copartnery, or other instrument constituting or 
regulating the company; and

(3.) In the case of a company intended to he registered as a company 
limited by guarantee, a copy of the résolut ion declaring the amount 
of the guarantee. [S Kdw. 7, e. 69, s. 253]; 1910, c. 7, s. 274.

278. The lists of members and directors and any other particulars re
lating to the company required to he delivered to the Registrar shall be 
verified by a statutory declaration of any two or more directors or other 
principal officers of the company. [8 Kdw. 7, c. 59, s. 254]; 1910, c. 7, 
s. 275.

279. The Registrar may require such evidence as he thinks necessary 
for the purpose of satisfying himself whether any company proposing to be 
registered is or is not a joint-stock company as hereinbefore defined. 1910, 
c. 7, s. 270.

280. No fees shall be charged in respect of the registration in pursuance 
of t his Part of this Act of a company if it has already paid the same fws 
as if it had originally been registered under this Act, otherwise the same 
fees shall be paid as are payable by a company registering under this Act.
18 Edw. 7, e. 08, a. 387]; 1910, <•. 7, .§ 277.
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281. When a company registers in pursuance of this Part of this Act "Uninïd’No 
with limited liability, the word “limited" shall form and be registered as part nu,m'
and the last word of its name. [8 Edw. 7, e. 99, s. 258]; 1910, c. 7, s. 278.

282. On compliance with the requirements of this Part of this Act with n-giltration'of 
respect to registration, and on payment of such fees (if any) as are payable exiting com- 
under 'Fable H in the First Schedule to this Act, the Registrar shall certify |M"" 
under his hand that the company applying for registration is incorporated
as a company under this Act, and in the case of a limited company that it 
is limited, and thereupon the company shall be incorporated, and shall have 
perpetual succession and a common seal, with power to hold lands. 18 Edw. [1013 Act.
7, c. 09, s. 269]; 1910, e. 7, s. 279.

283. All property, real and personal (including things in action), belong- Venting of 
ing to or vested in a company at the date of its registration in pursuance of regulation 
this Part of this Act shall, on registration, pass to and vest in the company 
as incorporated under this Act for all the estate and interest of the company 
thereto. (8 Edw. 7. e. 89, a. 960]; 1010, e 7. • 980

284. Registration of a company in pursuance of this Part of this Act 
shall not affect the rights or liabilities of the company in respect of any debt 
or obligation incurred, or any contract entered into by, to, with, or on behalf 
of the company before registration. [8 Edw. 7, c. 09, s. 201]; 1910, c. 7,

Saving fur exist
ing liabilities.

s. 281.

286. All actions and other legal proceedings which at the time of the 
registration of the company in pursuance of this Part of this Act arc pending 
by or against the company, or the public officer or any member thereof, 
may be continued in the same manner as if the registration had not taken 
place; nevertheless, execution shall not issue against the effects of any 
individual member of the company on any judgment, decree, or order 
obtained in any such action or proceeding; but, in the event of the property 
and effects of the company being insufficient to satisfy the judgment, 
decree, or order, an order may be obtained for winding up the company. 
[8 Edw. 7, c. 69, x 262]; 1910, <•. 7, g. 282.

Continuation of 
existing actions.

286. When a company is registered in pursuance of this Part of this Mfort of regis
tration under

Ct,— Act.
(1.) All provisions contained in any Act of the Legislature, deed of 

settlement, contract of copartnery, letters patent, or other in
strument constituting or regulating the company, including, in 
the cast; of a company registered as a company limited by guar
antee, the resolution declaring the amount of the guarantee, shall 
be deemed to be conditions and regulations of the company, in 
the same manner and with the saint* incidents as if so much thereof 
as would, if the company had been formed under this Act, have 
been required to be inserted in the memorandum were contained
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in n registered memorandum, ami the residue thereof were con
tained in the registered articles:

[2.) All the provisions of this Act shall apply to the company, and the 
members, contributories, and creditors thereof, in the same 
manner in all respects as if it had been formed under this Act, 
subject as follows, that is to say:—

(«.) The regulations in Table A in the First Schedule to this 
Act shall not apply unless adopted by special resolution;

(h.) The provisions of this Act relating to the numbering of 
shares shall not apply to any joint-stock company whose shares 
are not numbered;

(c.) Subject to the provisions of this section, the company 
shall not have power to alter any provision contained in any Act 
of the Legislature relating to the company:

(d.) Subject to the provisions of this section, the company 
shall not have power, without the sanction of the Lieutenant- 
(lovemor in Council, to alter any provision contained in any 
letters patent relating to the company;

(c.) The company shall not have power to alter any provision 
contained in a Royal charter or letters patent with respect to the 
objects of the company;

(/.) In the event of the company being wound up, every per
son shall be a contributory, in respect of the debts and liabilities 
of the company contracted before registration, who is liable to pay 
or contribute to the payment of any debt or liability of the 
company contracted before registration, or to pay or contribute 
to the payment of any sum for the adjustment of the rights of 
the members among themselves in respect of any such debt or 
liability; or to pay or contribute to the payment of the costs 
ami expenses of winding up the company, so far as relates to 
such debts or liabilities as aforesaid; and every contributory 
shall be liable to contribute to the assets of the company in the 
course of the winding-up, all sums due from him in respect of 
any such liability as aforesaid; and, in the event of the death 
of any contributory, the provisions of this Act with respect to the 
personal representatives, heirs, and devisees of deceased con
tributories shall apply:

(3.) The provisions of this Act with respect to—
(n.) The registration of an unlimited company as limited; 
(6.) The powers of an unlimited company on registration as 

a limited company to increase the nominal amount of its share 
capital and to provide that a portion of its share capital shall 
not be capable of being called up except in the event of 
winding-up;
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(c.) The power of a limited company to determine that a 
portion of its «hare capital shall not be capable of being called 
up except in the event of winding-up,— 

shall apply, notwithstanding any provisions contained in any Act 
of the legislature, Royal charter, deed of settlement, contract of 
copartnery, letters patent, or other instrument constituting or 
regulating the company:

(4.) Nothing in this section shall authorise the company to alter any 
such provisions contained in any deed of settlement, contract of 
copartnery, letters patent, or other instrument constituting or 
regulating the company, as would, if the company had originally 
been formed under this Act, have been required to be contained in 
the memorandum and arc not authorised to be altered by this Act:

(5.) Nothing in this Act shall derogate from any power of altering 
its constitution or regulations which may, by virtue of any Act 
of the Legislature, deed of settlement, contract of copartnery, 
letters patent, or other instrument constituting or regulating the 
company, be vested in the company. (8 Edw. 7, c. (19, s. 2(13] ; 
1910, c. 7, s. 283.

287. (1.) Subject to the provisions of this section, a company registered Power to 
in pursuance of this Part of this Act may, by special resolution, alter the 
form of its constitution by substituting a memorandum and articles forand articl-s for, , , , v " deed of settlc-
a deed of settlement. ment.

(2.) The provisions of this Act with respect to confirmation by the Court 
and registration of an alteration of the objects of a company shall, so far as 
applicable, apply to an alteration under this section, with the following 
modifications:—■

(«.) There shall be substituted for the copy of the altered memorandum 
required to be delivered to the Registrar a copy of the substituted 
memorandum and articles; and

(6.) On the registration of the alteration being certified by the Reg- 
trar, the substituted memorandum and articles shall apply to the 
company in the same manner as if it were a company registeml 
finder this Act with that memorandum and those articles, and the 
company's deed of settlement shall cease to apply to the company.

(3.) An alteration under this section may be made cither with or with
out any alteration of the objects of the company under this Act.

(4.) In this section the expression “deed of settlement” includes any 
contract of copartnery or other instrument constituting or regulating the 
company, not being an Act of the Legislature, a Royal charter, or letters 
patent. [8 Edw. 7, c. 09, s. 264]; 1910, c. 7, s. 284.

Power <>f ( • mi i
288. The provisions of this Act with respect to staying and restraining to etay or re

actions and proceedings against a company at any time after the pre- j1,1,™11

.
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sent at ion of h |h*I il ion for winding-up am I Itvforvthv making of a winding-up 
order shall, in tin* case of a company registered in pursuance of this Part of 
this Act, where the application to stay or restrain is by a creditor, extend 
to actions and proceedings against any contributory of the company. 
|S Kdw. 7, e. tit), s. 205]; 1910, c. 7, s. 285.

289. Where an order has been made under this Act for winding-up a 
company registered in pursuance of this Part of this Act, no action or 
proceeding shall be commenced or proceeded with against the company or 
any contributory of the company in respect of any debt of the company, 
except by leave of the Court, and subject to such terms as the Court may 
ini|H»sc. [8 Kdw. 7, e. 09, s. 200]; 1910, e. 7, s. 280.

PART Ml.

MlSVKLLANKOlH AND Sl'PPLKMKNTAL.

/.«#/#// /*/■/«■( « Ojfrncix, i tc.

290. All violations of the provisions of this Act made punishable by any 
fine may be prosecuted under the “Summary Convictions Act.” [8 Kdw. 7, 
e. 09, s. 270) ; 1910, c. 7, s. 287.

291. The Court imposing any fine under this Act may direct that the 
whole or any part thereof be applied in or towards payment of the costs 
of the proceedings, or in or towards the rewarding the person on whose 
information or at whose suit the fine is recovered ; and subject to any such 
direction all fines under this Act shall, notwithstanding anything in any 
other Act, be paid into the Provincial Treasury. |N Kdw. 7, e. 09, s. 277]; 
1910, c. 7, s. 288.

292. Where a limited company is plaintilT in any action or other legal 
proceeding, any Judge having jurisdiction in the matter may, if it appears 
by credible testimony that there is reason to believe that the company will 
In* unable to pay the costs of the defendant if successful in his defence, 
require sufficient security to be given for those costs, and may stay all 
proceedings until the security is given. |8 Kdw. 7, e. 09, s. 278); 1910, e. 7, 
s. 289.

293. If in any proceeding against a director, or person occupying the 
|H)sition of director, of a company for negligence or breach of trust it 
appears to the Court hearing the case that the director or person is or may 
be liable in res|>eet of the negligence or breach of trust, but has acted honest
ly and reasonably, ami ought fairly to be excused for the negligence oi 
breach of trust, that Court may relieve him, either wholly or partly, from
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his liability on such terms as the Court may think proper. |8 Edw. 7, c. 69, 
s. 279]; 1910, c. 7, s. 290.

294. If any person or persons trade or carry on business within the 
Province under any name or title of which “limited” is the last word, t hat part of name 
person or those persons shall, unless duly incorporated with limited liability p"”^jncür' 
or licensed or registered, and entitled to use the word “limited” as the last 
word of their name, be liable to a fine not exceeding twenty-five dollars for 
eVcry day upon which that name or title has been used. (8 Edw. 7, c. 69, 
s. 282]; 1910, e. 7, ». 291.

296. All applications to the Court authorised by this Act in which the Application* to
. . . . -, i .. .. ( ourt.procedure is not otherwise prescribed may, in all actions pending or other 

proceeding already in Court, be made to the Court by motion or to a Judge 
in Chandlers by summons, as may be most convenient, and in all other 
cases to a Judge in Chambers by petition. 1910, e. 7, s. 292.

296. A Judge in Chambers may adjourn any matter before him into *‘(',,jW'urril|'' 
Court for further argument and consideration. 1910, c. 7, s. 293.

297. The Lieut enant-Governor in Council shall have power at any time Power to relieve 
to remit or relieve from, either absolutely or upon condition, any penalty from Pcna,liv8- 
imposed or to which a company may lie liable for the infract ion .of this Act.
1808» e. 13. s. 18; 1810, e. 7, a. 984

Authentication of Documenta issued by Lieutenant-Governor in Cou cil.

298. Any approval, sanction, or licence, or revocation of licence, which Authentication
under this Act may be given or made by the Lieutenant-Governor in llued hy™1* 
Council may be under the hand of any person authorised in that behalf noV'in^ouncil 
by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council. [8 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 284); 1910, c. 7, ' ' °
h. 295.

lie peal of Acte and Transitional Provisions.

299. The repeal of the Acts mentioned in the “Revised Statutes, 1897,” lSnvi,lg c,auw-- 
chapter 44, section 160, shall be subject to the following provisoes:—

(«.) That such repeal shall not be held or taken to in any way alter 
limit, or affect the corporate existence, rights, privileges, powers, 
and liabilities of the company incorporated under the said re
pealed Acts, or any or either of them;

(b•) That the provisions of sections 37, 38, 89, and 90 of said chapter Application of 
44 shall apply to every company incorporated under the said re-ÜiideôtoaU9' 
pealed Acts or any or either of them; and companies.

(f.) That every company incorporated under the said repealed Acte, Disposition by 
or any or either of them, may dispose of the whole or any portion SiSSTreSakd 
of its assets, rights, powers, privileges, and franchise by resolution {’[.***'}*• 
duly passed to such effect at a general or special meeting of the lution.
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shareholders representing at least two-thirds in value of the paid- 
up capital of the company, which meeting shall be held in the city, 
town, or district where the company has its chief place of business 
in the Province: Provided always that at least one month’s 
notice of such meeting, signed by the secretary, or, in the event 
of his death or absence, by the acting-secretary, or if there lie 
neither secretary or acting-secretary, then by one of the trustees, 
shall be published in at least four issues of tîie Gazette and /if 
some newspaper published in the city, town, or district aforesaid : 
Provided always that nothing herein contained shall be construed 
or allowed to prejudice any claim against the corjiorntion:

Provided also that the power hereby conferred shall lie 
deemed to be enabling and not imperative, and shall in nowise 
limit, control, or affect any power of sale vested in any company 
incorporated under the repealed Acts by its memorandum of 
association, or any provisions or conditions as to the exercise of 
such jiower contained in its articles of association or by-laws. 
R. >S. 1897, c. 44, s. 100 (part)', 1900, e. 5, s. 11 ; 1912, c. 3, s. 31.

300. (1.) The repeal of the Acts mentioned in the “Companies Act, 
1910,” section 290, shall not affect Table A in the First Schedule to the 
“Companies Act, 1802,” pursuant to the “Companies Ordinance, I860,” 
or any part thereof, or in Table A in the First Schedule to thc“Companies 
Act, 1897,” or any part thereof (either as originally contained in those 
Schedules respectively or as altered in pursuance of section 71 of the 
‘‘Companies Act, 1802,” or section 121 of the ‘‘Companies Act, 1897,” 
respectively), so far as the same applies to any company existing on the 
first day of July, 1910.

(2.) The mention of particular matters in this section or in any other sec
tion of this Act shall not prejudice the general application of the ‘‘Inter
pretation Act” with regard to the effect of repeals. (8 Kdw. 7, c. 09, s. 280); 
1910, c. 7, s. 290.

Rvfi rvncr m 301. Where any repealed enactment is mentioned or referred to in any 
' "ruM"n document, that document shall be read as if the corresi>onding provision 

(if any) of this Act were therein mentioned or referred to and substituted 
for the repealed enactment. 18 Kdw. 7, c. 09, s. 2911; 1910, c. 7, s. 297.

Saving of is iul- 302. The provisions of this Act with respect to winding-up shall not 
for‘winding-up* apply to any company of which the winding-up has commenced before the 

first day of July, 1910, but every such company shall be wound up in the 
same manner and with the same incidents as if this Act had not passed, 
and, for the puriioscs of the winding-up, the Act or Acts under which the 
winding-up commenced shall be deemed to remain in full force. [8 Kdw. 7, 
c. 09, s. 287); 1910, c. 7, 8. 298.

Conhtruction to 
lio placed on 
repealing cIhuhv

Saving rlauw.
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303. Every conveyance, mortgage, or other deed made before the first Saving of deeds 
day of July, 1910, in pursuance of any enactment repealed by the “Com
panies Act, 1910,’; shall be of the same force as if that Act had not passed,
and for the purposes of that deed the repealed enactment shall be deemed to 
remain in full force. 18 Edw. 6, c. 69, s. 288]; 1910, c. 7, s. 299.

304. (1.) Whenever, before the first day of July, 1910, any shares in Relief whem 
the capital of any company incorporated under the “Companies Act, 1897,” been üwûnd h# 
credited as fully or partly paid up, shall have been issued for a consideration full,y i,ni(l "i' ., * . , , . , , . and no contract
other than cash, and at or before the issue of such shares no contract, or no filed.
sufficient contract, was filed with the Registrar in compliance with section 
50 of the “Companies Act, 1897,” the company or any person interested in 
such shares or any of them may apply to the Court for relief and the Court, 
if satisfied that the omission to file*a contract or sufficient contract was 
accidental or due to inadvertence, or that for any reason it is just and 
equitable to grant relief, may make an order for the filing with the Registrar 
of a sufficient contract in writing, arid directing that on such contract being 
filed within a specified period it shall, in relation to such shares, operate as 
if it hud been duly filed with the Registrar aforesaid before the issue of such 
shares.

(2.) Any such application may be made in the manner prescribed by 
this Act, and either before or after an order has been made or an effective 
resolution has been passed for the winding-up of such company, and either 
before or after the commencement of any proceedings for enforcing the 
liability on such shares consequent on the omission aforesaid; and any such 
application shall, if not made by the company, be served on the company.

(3.) Any such order may be made on such terms and conditions as the 
Court may think fit, and the Court may make such order as to costs as it 
deems proper, and may direct that an office copy of the order shall be filed 
with the Registrar aforesaid, and the order shall in all respects have full 
effect.

(4.) Where the Court in any such case is satisfic'd that the filing of the 
requisite contract would cause delay or inconvenience, or is impracticable, 
it may, in lieu thereof, direct the filing of a memorandum in writing, in a 
form approved by the Court, specifying the consideration for which the 
shares were issued, and may direet that on such memorandum being filed 
within a specified period it shall, in relation to such shares, operate as if it 
were a sufficient contract in writing within the meaning of section 50 of the 
“Companies Act, 1897,” and had been duly filed with the Registrar afore
said before the issue of such shares.

(5.) The jurisdiction by this section given to the Court is not by implica
tion to curtail or derogate from its jurisdiction to grant relief in any such 
case under the “Companies Act, 1897,” or otherwise. 1903-04, c. 12, s. 7;
1910, c. 7, s. 300.
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t;1''-'' 1 305. Whenever, in tiny Act ptisHil before the twelfth day of March,
i Iti06, the Act of 1905, chapter 12, is rcfornnl to or cited as “An Act to pro

vide for the Registration of Companies’ Mortgages” or “Companies’ 
Mortgages Registration Act, 1905,” these words shall be struck out, and 
in lieu thereof shall be inserted the “Companies Act, 1897,” 1900, c. 10,
s. 0; 1907, c. 8, s. 7; 1910, c. 7, s. 301.

Office».

Former rvni*- 306. (1.) The office existing at the commencement of this Act for regis- 
ri*iMvrft?offi«l:.l tration of joint-stock companies shall be continued as if it had been estab-
receiviTN. «•!<•., fished under this Act. 
continued.
Kxiating office (2.) Registers of companies kept in any existing office shall Ik» deemed 
to be continued. |)lirt ()f the registers of companies to be kept under this Act.

Power of (3.) The existing Registrars, Deputy and Assistant Registrars, officers,
norUin*(c'oumil. <‘lcrks, and servants in those offices shall during the pleasure of the Lieuten

ants lovernor in Council hold the ofliees and receive the salaries hitherto 
held and received by them, but subject to any regulations of the Lieutenant- 
(Jovernor in Council with regard to the execution of their duties. [8 Edw.
7, c. 69, s. 2891; 1910, e. 7, s. 302.

HuIch and lieflillation*.

Power to make 307. The Lieutenant-Govemor in Council may from time to time make 
rules and regulations for carrying out the pur|>ose of this Act, including 
matters in resjiect whereof no express or only partial or imperfect pro
vision has been made. 1910, c. 7, s. 303.

Power to make 308. Subject to this Act and to any rules made by the Lieutenant- 
Governor in Council, the Registrar may make rules and regulations for the 
management of his office and the conduct of business therein. 1910, c. 7,
8. 304.

exist'in 'rulr- f 309. Until revoked and except as varied under the powers of this Act 
procidure, hV-. the general rules and orders and scales of fees, under the “Companies Act, 

1897,” or the “Companies Winding-up Act, 1898,” in force on the tenth 
day of March, 1910, and the Rules of Court then in force rcs|M*etively 
with resjiect. to the procedure for reduction of capital, and to winding up 
companies, ami the practice and procedure for winding up companies 
respectively in force on the same date, shall, so far as they are not incon
sistent with this Act, continue in force. 18 Edw. 7, c. 69, s. 290]; 1910, c. 7, 
s. 305.

sortions 34. 74. 310. Sections 34, 74, 83, 119, and 120 of this Act shall apply to all com-
bm.iirHt.'i? to120 panics heretofore or hereafter incorjiorated by any public Act of the 
all rumpanie*. legislature. 1903-04, c. 12, 8. 9; 1907, c. 8, s. 3; 19i0, c. 7, s. 307.
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SCHEDULES. 
FIRST SCHEDULE. 

TABLE A.

Regulations for Management of a Company limited by Shares.

Preliminary.

1. In these regulations, unless the context otherwise requires, expres
sions defined in the “Companies Act,” or any statutory modification 
thereof in force at the date at which these regulations become binding 
on the company, shall have the meanings so defined; and words importing 
the singular shall include the plural, and vice versa, and words importing 
the masculine gender shall include females, and words importing persons 
shall include bodies corporate.

Businesn.
2. The directors shall have regard to the restrictions on the commence

ment of business imposed by section 9li of the “Companies Act,” if, and 
so far as, those restrictions arc binding upon the company.

3. Subject to the provisions (if any) in that behalf of the memorandum 
of association of the company, and without prejudice to any Special rights 
previously conferred on the holders of existing shares in the company, an 
share in the company may be issued with such preferred, deferred, or 
other special rights or such restrictions, whether in regard to dividend, 
voting, return of share capital, or otherwise, as the company may from 
time to time by special resolution determine.

4. If at any time the share capital is divided into different classes of 
shares, the rights attached to any class (unless otherwise provided by the 
terms of issue of the sHfres of that class) may be varied with the consent 
in writing of the holders of three-fourths of the issued shares of that class, 
or with the sanction of an extraordinary resolution passed at a separate 
general meeting of the holders of the shares of the class. To every -such 
separate emend meeting the provisions of these regulations relating to gen
eral meetings shall, mutatis mutandis, apply, but so that the necessary 
quorum shall be two persons at least holding or representing by proxy 
one-third of the issued shares of the class.

5. No share shall be offered to the public for subscription except upon 
the terms that the amount payable on application shall be at least five per 
cent of the nominal amount of the share; and the directors shall, as regards 
any allotment of shares, duly comply with such of the provisions of sections 
94 and 97 of the “Companies Acv* as may be applicable thereto.

0. Every person whose name is entered as a member in the register of 
members shall, without payment, be entitled to a certificate under the com
mon seal of the company sjieeifying the share or shares held by him and 
the amount paid up thereon; provided that, in respect of a share or shares 
held jointly by several persons, the company shall not be bound to issue 
more than one certificate, and delivery of a certificate for a share to one of 
several joint holders shall Ik» sufficient delivery to all.
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7. If a share vertiticate is defaced, lost, or destroyed, it may he renewed 
on payment of such fee (if any), not exceeding twenty-five cents, and on 
such terms (if any) as to evidence and indemnity as the directors think fit.

8. No part of the funds of the company shall be employed in the purchase 
of, or in loans upon the security of, the company’s shares.

9. The company shall have a lien on every share (not being a fully
paid share) for all moneys (whether presently pavahlc or not ) called or 
payable at a fixed time in respect of that share, and the company shall also 
have a lien on all shares (other than fully paid shares) standing registered 
in the name of a single person for all moneys presently payable by him or 
his estate to the company; but the directors may at any time declare any 
share to be wholly or in part exempt from the provisions of this clause. 
The company's lieu (if any) on a share shall extend to payable
thereon.

10. The company may sell, in such manner as the directors think fit, any 
shares on which the company has a lien, but no sale shall be made unless 
some sum in respect of which tin- lien exists is presently payable, nor until 
the expiration of fourteen days after a notice in writing, stating
ing payment of such part of the amount in respect of which the lien exists 
as is presently payable, has been given to the registered holder for the time 
being of the share, or the person entitled by reason of his death or bank
ruptcy to the share.

11. The proceeds of the sale shall be in payment of such part of
the amount in respect of which the lien exists as is presently payable, and 
the residue shall (subject to a like lien for sums not presently payable ils 
existed upon the shares prior to the sale) he paid to the person entitled 
to the shares at the date of the sale. The purchaser shall be registered as 
the holder of the shares, and he shall not be bound to see to the application 
of the purchase money, nor shall his title to the shares be affected by any 
irregularity or invalidity in the proceedings in reference to the sale.

Calls on Shares.
12. The directors may from time to time mak»ealls upon the members

in respect of any moneys unpaid on their shares: Provided that no call 
shall exceed one-fourth of the nominal amount of the share, or be payable 
at less than one month from the last call; and each member shall (subject, 
to receiving at least fourteen days’ notice i time or times of
payment) pay to the company at the time or times so specified the amount 
called on his shares.

13. The joint holders of a share shall be jointly and severally liable to 
pay all calls in respect thereof.

14. If a sum called in respect of a share is not paid before or on the dav 
appointed for payment thereof, the person from whom the sum is due shall 
pay interest upon the sum at the rate of five per centum per annum from 
the dav appointed for the payment thereof to the time of the actual pay
ment, but the directors shall be at liberty to waive payment of that interest 
wholly or in part.

1Ô. The provisions of these regulations as to payment of interest shall 
apply in the case of non-payment of anv sum which, by the terms of issue 
of a share, becomes payable at a fixed time, whether on account of the 
amount of the share, or by way of premium, as if the same had become 
payable by virtue of a call duly made and notified.
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1C. The directors may make arrangements on the issue of shares for a 
difference between the holders in the amount of calls to be paid and in the 
times of payment.

17. The directors may, if they think fit, receive from any member 
willing to advance the same all or any part of the moneys uncalled and 
unpaid upon any shares held by him, and upon all or any of the moneys 
so advanced may (until the same would, hut for such advance, become 
presently payable) pay interest at such rate (not exceeding, without the 
sanction of the company in general meeting, si* per cent.) as may be 
agreed upon between the member paying the sum in advance and the 
directors.

Transfer and Transmission of Shares.
IS. The instrument of transfer of any shares in the company shall be 

executed both by the transferor and transferee, and the transferor shall he 
deemed to remain a holder of the share until the name of the transferee is 
entered in the register of members in resjiect thereof.

It). Shares in the company shall be transferred in the following form, 
or in any usual or common form which the directors shall approve:—

I, A.B., of , in consideration of the sum of $ paid to
me by C. I)., of (hereinafter called “the said transferee”), do
hereby transfer to the said transferee the share [or shares) numbered 

in the undertaking called the Company, Limited, to 
hold unto the said transferee, his executors, administrators, and 
assigns, subject to the several conditions on which I held the same 
at the time of the execution hereof; and I, the said transferee, do 
hereby agree to take the said share la/' shares] subject to the con
flit ions aforesaid.

As witness our hands the day of
Witness to the signatures of, etc.

‘JO. The directors may decline to register any transfer of shares, not 
being fully paid shares, to a person of whom they do not approve, and may 
also decline to register any transfer of shares on which the company has a 
lien. The directors may also suspend the registration of transfers «luring 
the fourteen days immediately preceding the ordinary general meeting in 
each year. The directors may decline to recognize any instrument of 
transfer unless—

(a.) A fee not exceeding fifty cents is paid to the company in respect 
thereof; and

(6.) The instrument of transfer is accompanied by the certificate of the 
shares to which it relates, and such other evidence ns the directors 
may reasonably require to show the right of the transferor to make 
the transfer.

21. The executors or administrators of a deceased sole holder of a share 
shall be the only persons recognize 1 by the company as having any title 
to the share. In the case of a share registered in the names of two or more 
holders, the survivors or survivor, or the executors or administrators of the 
deceased survivor, shall be the only persons recognized by the company as 
having any title to the share.

22. Any person becoming entitled to a share in consequence of the death 
or bankruptcy of a member shall, upon such evidence being produced as 
may from time to time be required by the directors, have the right either 
to be rcgistercil as a member in respect of thé share, or, instead of being
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registeml himself, to make such transfer of the share as the deceased or 
bankrupt person could have made; but the directors shall, in either case, 
have the same right to decline or suspend registration as they would have 
had in the case of a transfer of the share by the deceased or bankrupt 
person before the death or bankruptcy.

23. A person becoming entitled to a share by reason of the death or 
bankruptcy of the holder shall be entitled to the same dividends and other 
advantages to which he would be entitled if he were the registered holder of 
the share, except that he shall not, before being registered as a member in 
respect of the share, be entitled in res|ieet of it to exercise any right con
ferred by membership in relation to meetings of the company.

Forfeiture of Shares.
24. If a member fails to pay any-call or instalment of a call on the «lay 

unpointed fo the payment thereof, the directors may, at any time there
after «luring such time as any part of such «-all or instalment remains 
unpaid, serve a notice on him reuwiring payment of so much of the call 
or instalment as is unpaid, together with any interest which may have 
accrued.

2û. The notice shall name a further day (not earlier than the expiration 
of fourteen «lays from the date of the notice) on or before which the pay
ment required by the notice is to He made, ami shall state that in the event 
of non-payment at or before the time appoint c«l tin* shares in respect of 
which the call was made will be liable to be forfeited.

26. If the requirements of any such notice as aforesaid are not complied 
with, any share in respect of which the notice has been given may at any 
time thereafter, before the payment required by the notice has been made, 
be forfeiteil by a resolution of the directors to that effect.

27. A forfeited share may lie sold or otherwise <lispos«*d of on such terms 
and in such manner as tin* directors think lit, ami at any time before a 
sale or «Imposition the forfeiture may be cancelled on such terms as the 
directors think tit.

28. A person whose shares have been forfeiteil shall cease to be a member 
in respect of the forfeiteil shares, but shall, notwithstanding, remain 
liabh* t«> pay to the company all moneys which, at the «late of forfeiture, 
were presently payable by him t«> the company in respect of the shares, but 
his liability shall cease if ami when the company receives payment in full 
of the nominal amount of the shares.

20. A statutory declaration in writing that tin* declarant is a director 
of the company, and that a share in the company has l)«‘«*n «Inly forfeited 
on a date statcil in the «leclaration, shall be conclusive evidence of the facts 
therein states! as against all persons claiming to be entitled to the share, 
and that declaration, and tin* receipt of the company for the consideration 
( if any ) given for the share on the sale or «lisposit ion thereof, shall constitute 
a good title to the share, ami the person to whom the share is sold or dis
pose l of shall be registered as the holder of the share and shall not 1>«* bouml 
t«i si*<* to the application of the purchase money (if any), nor shall his title 
jo tin* share be affected by any irregularity or invali«lity in the proceedings 
in reference to the forfeiture, sale, «>r disposal of the share.

30. The provisions of these r«*gulations as to forfeiture shall apply in 
the case of non-payment, of any sum which, by the terms of issue of a share, 
become» payable at a fix«*«l time, whether on account of tin* amount of the 
share or by way of premium, as if the same ha«l been payabli* by virtue of 
a call «Inly made anil notiliisi.
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Conversion of Shares into Stock.

31. The directors may, with the sanction of the company previously 
given in general meeting, convert any paid-up shares into stock, and may 
with the like sanction reconvert any stock into paid-up shares of any 
denomination.

32. The holders of stock may transfer the same, or any part thereof, in 
the same manner and subject to the same regulations as, and subject to 
which, the shares from which the stock arose might previously to conver
sion have been transferred, or as near thereto as circumstances admit; 
but the directors may from time to time fix the minimum amount of stock 
transferable, and restrict or forbid the transfer of fractions of that minimum, 
but the minimum shall not exceed the nominal amount of the shares from 
which the stock arose.

33. The holders of stock shall, according to the amount of the stock 
held by them, have the same rights, privileges, and advantages as regards 
dividends, voting at meetings of the company, and other matters as if 
they held the shares from which the stock arose, but no such privilege or 
advantage (except participation in the dividends and profits of the com
pany) shall he conferred by any such aliquot part of stock as would not, 
if existing in shares, have conferred that privilege or advantage.

34. Such of the regulations of the company (other than those relating to 
share warrants) as are applicable to paid-up shares shall apply to stock, 
and the words “share" and “shareholder" therein shifll include “stock" 
and “stockholder."

Share Warrants.
3">. The company may issue share warrants, and accordingly the di

rectors may in t neir dis ‘ret ion, with res;> *et to any share which is fully paid 
up, on application in writing signed by the person registered as hol ler of 
the share, and authenticated by such evidence (if any) as the directors may 
from time to time require as to the identity of the person signing the request, 
and on receiving the certificate (if any ) of the share, and such fee as the 
directors may from time to tim * require, issue under the company’s seal 
a warrant, duly stamped, stating that the hearer of the warrant is entitled 
to the shares therein specific l, an 1 may provide by coupons or otherwise 
or the payment of dividends, or other moneys, on the shares included in 

the warrant.
33. A share warrant shall entitle the bearer to the shares included in it, 

and the shares shall be transferred by the delivery of the share warrant, 
and the provisions of the regulations of the company with respect to 
transfer and transmission of shares shall not apply thereto.

37. The bearer of a share warrant shall, on surrender of the warrant to 
the company for cancellation, and on payment of such sum as the directors 
may from time to time prescribe, he entitled to have his name entered as 
a member in the register of members in respect of the shares included in 
the warrant.

38. The bearer of a share warrant may at any time devrait the warrant 
at the office of the company, and so long as the warrant remains so deposited 
the depositor shall have the same right of signing a requisition for calling 
a meeting of the company, and of attending and voting and exercising the 
other privileges of a member at any meeting held after the expiration of 
two clear days from the time of deposit, as if his name were inserted in the 
register of members as the holder of the shares included in the deposited 
warrant. Not more than one person shall be recognized as dc|x>sitor of
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tin* >hart* warrant. The cotii|mny shall, on two elays’ written notice 
return the eite*el share warrant to the ele*|»e»site»r.

311. Suhjict as herein otherwise expressly provided, no |ierson shall, ns 
hearer of n slave warrant, sign a requisition for calling a meeting of the 
company, or attend, or vote, or exercise any other privilege of a member at 
a meeting of the company, or In- entitled to reeeiv • any notices from the 
company; hut tin- hearer of a share warrant shall lie entitled in all other 
respects to the same privilege's ami advantage's as if he we're named in the 
register of members as the holder of the share's inciuelcel in the warrant, 
anel he shall he a member e>f the* company.

40. The direeteirs may fremi time te> time make rule's as to the terms on 
which lif they shall think fit i a new share warrant or cou|M>n may be issued 
by way of renewal in case of defacement, hiss, or destruction.

Altérât ion of Capital.
41. The direct eirs nmy, with the sanction e»f an extraorelinary re ion 

e»f the company, increase the share* capital by such sun, to be divided into 
shares of sue'h amenait, as the* résolut ion shall prese*ribe.

42. Subject to any direction to the* contrary that may be given by the 
resolutiem sanctioning the increase of share eapital, all new shares shall, 
before issue, be* offeree! to such persems as at the elate eif the eiffer are* cntitlce! 
to receive notices fremi the» ceimpany of general meetings in preipeirtiein, as 
nearly as the circumstance's aelmit, te> the* amount e»f the existing shares 
te» which they are <*ntitle*<l. The e»ffe*r shall be* maeh* by notice specifying 
the* number of shares offeree!, anel limiting a time* within which the e>ffe*r, 
if not aereptesl, will be* ele*ome*el te» lie* eleclineel, anel afte*r the* expiration of 
that time, e»r e»n the* receipt eif an intimâtiem fremi the persein te» wheun the* 
e»ffe*r is maelc that he* ehrline-s to accept the* shares e»ITe*re*el, the* elirecteirs may 
elispeise* eif the* same in such manner as 1he*y think most be*neficial te» the* 
e*ompany. The* elire*e*te»rs may likewise sei dispewe* eif any ne*w shares which 
(b> re'asein eif the ratie» wliiedi the* ne-w share's bear to shares bedel by persems 
e-ntitleel to an eiffer eif ne*w share s) canned, in the* opinion eif the* elirecteirs, 
be* cemveniently offereel une 1er this article.

43. The new share's shall lie subject te» the* same* provisions with re*fe*re*ne*e 
to the payment of calls, lie*n, transfer, transmissiein, forfeiture*, atiel other
wise as the shares in the* eiriginal share e*apital.

44. The ceimpany may, by s|M*e*ial resolutiem,—
(a.) Consol i< late* anel eliviuc its share e*apital into share's of larger ameiunt 

than its existing shares:
(fe.) Bv sulielivision eif its e*xisting share's, e»r any eif them, eliviele the* 

wheile* eir any part eif its share* e into shares eif smaller ameiunt
than is fixe'el by the* Me*moranelum e»f Assexdation, subject, ne* vert he*- 
less, tei the* lireivisiems of paragraph (it) eif sub-section (1) of Section 
4H eif the* “ Com pan ie*s Act":

(r.) Cancel any share's which, at the* elate* eif the passing eif the reseilutiein 
have* lied l»e*e*n taken or agre*e*el tei be* taken by any person:

(it.) Reduce its share* capital in any manner anel with, anel subject to, 
any incielemt authorised, anel cemsent re*quired, by law.

(leneral Muting*.
45. The* statutory general meeting eif the company shall be hclel within 

the pcrieiel re*epiire*el by Section 73 eif the* “Companies Act.”
41». A general meeding shall lie* hedel one*e in e*ve*ry year at such time (not 

being more than fifte*em memtlis after the heileling eif the* last prere-eling

-
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general meeting) ami place as may he prescribed by lia» company in general 
meeting, or, in default, at such time in the month following that in which 
the anniversary of the company's incorporation occurs, ami at such place 
as the directors shall appoint. In default of a general meeting being so 
held, a general meeting shall be held in the month next following, and may 
be convened by any two members in the same manner as nearly as possible- 
as that in which meetings are to be convened by the directors.

47. The above-mentioned general meetings shall be* called ordinary 
meetings; all other general meetings shall be called extraordinary.

48. The directors may, whenever they think fit, convene an extra
ordinary general meeting, and extraordinary general meetings shall also 
be convened on such requisition, or, in default, may he convened by such 
requisitionists, as provided by Section 74 of the “Companies Act.” If at 
any time there are not within the Province sufficient directors capable of 
acting to form a quorum, any director or any two members of the company 
may convene an extraordinary general meeting in the same manner as 
nearly as possible as that in which meetings may be convened by the 
directors.

Proceedings at General Meeting.

40. Seven days’ notice at the least (exclusive of the day on which the 
notice is served or deemed to be served, hut inclusive of tin- day for which 
notice is given), specifying the place, the day, and the hour of meeting, 
and, in case of s|H-cial business, the general nature of that business, shall 
be given in manner hereinafter mentioned, or in such other manner (if any) 
ns may be prescribed by the company in general meeting, to such persons 
as are, under the regulations of the company, entitled to receive such 
notices from the company; but the non-receipt of the notice by any member 
shall not invalidate the proceedings at any general meeting.

50. All business shall be deemed special that is transacted at an extra
ordinary meeting, and all that is transacted at an ordinary meeting, with 
the exception of sanctioning a dividend, the consideration of the accounts, 
balance-sheets, and the ordinary re|M>rt of the directors and auditors, the 
election of directors and other officers in the place of those retiring by 
rotation, and the fixing of the remuneration of the auditors.

51. No business shall be transacted at any general meeting unless a quo
rum of members is present at the time when the meeting proceeds to 
business; save as herein otherwise provided, three members personally 
present shall be a quorum.

52. If within half an hour from the time appointed for the meeting a 
quorum is not present, tin* meeting, if convened upon the requisition of 
members, shall (>e dissolved; in any other case it shall stand adjourned to 
the same day in the next week, at the same time and place, and, if at the 
adjourned meeting a quorum is not present within half an hour from the 
time appointed for the meeting, the members present shall be a quorum.

53. The chairman (if any) of the board of directors shall preside ns 
chairman at every general meeting of the company.

54. If there is no such chairman, or if at any meeting lie is not present 
within fifteen minutes after the time appointed for holding the meeting 
or is unwilling to act as chairman, the members present shall choose some 
one of their number to be chairman.

55. The chairman may, with the consent of any meeting at which a 
quorum is present (and shall if so directed by the meeting), adjourn the 
meeting from time to time and from place to place, but no business shall
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Im* transacted at any adjourned meeting other than the business left un
finished at the meeting from which the adjournment took place. When a 
meeting is adjourned for ten days or more, notice of the adjourned meeting 
shall he given as in the vase of an original meeting. Save as aforesaid, 
it shall not In* necessary to give any notice of an adjournment or of the 
business to he transacted at an ndjourned meeting.

fiti. At any general meeting a resolution put to the vote of the meeting 
shall he decided on a show of hands, unless a poll is (before or on hte 
declaration of the result of the show of hands) demanded by at least three 
members, and, unless a poll is so demanded, a declaration by the chairman 
that a resolution has, on a show of hands, been carries I, or carried unani
mously, or bv a particular majority, or lost, ami an entry to that effect in 
the hook of the proceedings of the company, shall lie conclusive evidence 
of the fact, without proof of the number or proportion of the votes recorded 
in favour of, or against, that resolution.

57. If a noil is duly demanded it shall lie taken *n such manner as the 
chairman directs, and the result of the poll shall be deemed to be the 
resolution of the meeting at which the poll was demanded.

58. In the case of an equality of votes, whether on a show of hands or on 
a poll, the chairman of the meeting at which the show of hands takes place 
or at which the poll is demanded shall he entitled to a second or casting

511. A poll demanded on the election of a chairman, or on a question of 
adjournment, shall be taken forthwith. A poll demanded on any other 
question shall Is- taken at such time as the chairman of the meeting directs.

Vote# of Mr tuber*.
r*0. On a show of hands every member present in person shall have,one 

vote. ( tn a noil every member shall have one vote for each share of which 
he is the holder.

til In the case of joint holders the vote of the senior who tenders a vote, 
whether in j>crson oi by proxy, shall be accepted to the exclusion of the 
votes "I the other joint nolders; and for this purpose seniority shall be 
determined by the order in which the names stand in the register of members.

ti‘2. A member of unsound mind, or in respect of whom an order has been 
made by any Court having jurisdiction in lunacy, may vote, whether on a 
>ho\\ of hands or on a poll, by his committee, curator bonis, or other person 
in the nature of a committee or curator bonis appointed by that Court, and 
any such committee, curator bonis, or other person may, on a ]m>1I, vote by

tilt. Xo member shall be entitled to vote at any general meeting unless 
all calls or other sums presently payable by him in res|>eet of shares in the 
company have I icon paid.

til. On a poll votes may be given either personally or by proxy.
ti.r) The instrument appointing a proxy shall be in writing under the 

hand of the appointer or of his attorney duly authorised in writing, or, if 
the appointer is a corporation, either under the common seal or under the 
hand of an ollicer or attorney so authorised. No person shall act «is a 
proxy unless he is entitled on his own behalf to be present and vote at the 
meeting at which he acts as proxy, or he has been appointed to act at that 
meeting as proxy for a corjMiration.

(Hi. The instrument appointing a proxy ami the power of attorney or 
other authority (if any) under which it is signed, or a notarially certified
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copy of that power or authority, shall be deposited at the registered office 
of the company not less than forty-eight hours before the time for holding 
the meeting at which the person named in the instrument promises to 
vote, and in default the instrument of proxy shall not be treated as valid.

67. An instrument appointing a proxy may he in the following form, or 
in any other form which the directors shall approve:—

Company, Limited-
1, , of , in the County of , being a member

of the Company, Limited, hereby ap|K>int , of ,
as my proxy to vote for me and on my behalf at the [ordinary or 
extraordinary, as the case may bel general meeting of tin* company 
to lie held on the day of , and at any adjournment

Signed this day of

I>i rector*.
68. 'fhc number of the directors and the names of the first directors shall 

be determined in writing by a majority of the subscribers of the memoran
dum of association.

61). The remuneration of the directors shall from time to time be deter
mined by the company in general meeting.

70. The qualification of a director shall be the holding of at least one 
share in the company, and it shall be his duty to comply with the pro
visions of section 81 of the “Companies Act.”

Powers and Duties of Directors. •
71. The business of the company shall In* managed by the directors, 

who may pay all expenses incurred in getting up and registering the com
pany, and may exercise all such powers of the company as are not, by the 
['Companies Act,” or any statutory modification thereof for the time being 
in force, or by these articles, required to be exercised by the company in 
general meeting, subject nevertheless to any regulation of these articles, 
to the provisions of the said Act, and to such regulations, Ix-ing not incon
sistent with the aforesaid regulations or provisions, ns may l>e prescribed 
by the company in general meeting; but no regulation mode by the com
pany in general meeting shall invalidate any prior act of the directors 
which would have been valid if that regulation hail not been made.

7*2. The dim-tors may from time to time appoint one or more of their 
body to the office of managing dim-tor or manager for such term and at 
such remuneration (whether by way of salary, or commission, or parti
cipation in profits, or partly in one way and partly in another) as they may 
think fit, and a dim-tor so ap|>ointcd shall not, while holding that office, In- 
subject to retirement by rotation, or taken into account in determining 
the rotation of retirement of directors; but his appointment shall be subject 
to determination ipso facto if he ceases from any cause to be a director, or 
if the company in general meeting resolve that his tenure of the office of 
managing director or manager lie determined.

73. The amount for the Time being remaining undischarged of moneys 
borrowed or raised by the directors for the purposes of the company (other
wise than by the issue of share capital) shall not at any time exceed the 
issued share capital of the company without the sanction of the company " 
in general meeting.

74. The directors shall duly comply with the provisions of the “Com
panies Act.” or any statutory modification thereof for the time being in 
force, and in particular* with the provisions in regard to the registration of
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the particulars of mortgages and charges affecting the property of the 
company, or created by it, and to keeping a register of the directors, and 
to sending to the Registrar of Companies an annual list of members, and 
a summary of particulars relating thereto, and notice of any consolidation 
or increase of share capital or conversion of shares into stock, and copies 
of special resolutions, and a copy of the register of directors and notifica
tions of any changes therein.

75. The directors shall cause minutes to be made in books provided for 
the purpose—

(a.) Of all appointments of officers made by the directors;
(b.) Of the names of the directors present at each meeting of the 

directors ' any committee of the directors;
(r.) Of all resolutions and proceedings at all meetings of the company, 

and of the directors, committees of directors;
and every director present at any meeting of directors or committee of 
directors shall sign his name in a Ixxik to be kept for that purpose.

The Seal.

7li. The seal of the company shall not be affixed to any instrument ex
cept by the authority of a resolution of the board of directors, and in the 
presence of at least two directors and of the secretary or such other person 
as the directors may appoint for the purpose; and these t wo directors and 
secretary or other person as aforesaid shall sign every instrument to which the 
seal of the my is so affixed in their presence.

Disqualification* of Director*.
77 The office of director shall be vacated if the director—

(fj.) ('eases to be a director by virtue of section SI of the •‘Companies 
Act"; or

(/>,) Holds any other office of profit under the company except that 
of managing director or manager; or 

(c.) Becomes bankrupt ; or
Ul.) Is found lunatic or becomes of mind; or
(c.) Is concerned or participates in the profits of any contract with the

company: , •
Provided, however, that no director shall vacate his office by reason of 

his being a meml>er of any company which has entered into contracts with 
or done any work for the company of which lie is director; but a director 
shall not vote in respect of any such contract or work, and if he does so 
vote his vote shall not be counted.

Rotation of Director*.
78. At the first ordinary meeting of the company the whole of the direc

tors shall retire from office, and at the ordinary meeting in every subsequent 
year one-third of the directors for the time being, or, if their number is not 
three or a multiple of three, then the number nearest to one-third, shall 
retire from office.

79. The directors to retire in every year shall be those who have been 
longest in office since their last election, but as bet ween persons who be
came directors on the same day those to retire shall (unless they otherwise 
agree among themselves) be determined by lot.

go. A retiring director shall lx? < for re-election.
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81. Tho company at the general meeting at which a director retires in 
manner aforesaid may till up the vacated office by electing a person thereto.

82. If at any meeting at which an election of directors ought to take 
place the places of the vacating directors arc not filled up, the meeting shall 
stand adjourned till the same day in the next week, at the same time and 
place, and, if at the adjourned meeting the places of the vacating directors 
are not tilled tin, the vacating directors or such of them as have not had 
their places tint'd up shall be deemed to have been re-elected at the 
adjourned meeting.

83. The company may from time to time in general meeting increase or 
reduce the number of directors, and may also determine in wlmt rotation 
the increased or reduced number is to go out of office.

84. Any casual vacancy occurring in tlie board of directors may be filled 
up by the directors, but the person so chosen shall be subject to retirement 
at the same time as if he had become a director on the day on which the 
director in whose place lie is ap|x>int<-d was last elected a director.

85. The directors shall have power at any time, and from time to time, 
to ap|H)int a person as an additional director who shall retire from office 
at the next following ordinary general meeting, but shall be eligible for 
election by the company at that meeting as an additional director.

8(1. The company may by extraordinary resolution remove any director 
before the expiration of his period of office, and may by an ordinary re
solution appoint another person in his stead; the person so ap|>ointcd shall 
lie subject to retirement at the sanie time as if he had become a director 
on th<‘ day on which the director in whose place he is appointed was last 
elected a director.

Proceeding* of Director*.

87. The directors may meet together for the despatch of business, ad
journ and otherwise regulate their meetings, as they think tit. (Questions 
arising at any meeting shall be decided by a majority of votes. In case of 
an equality of votes the chairman shall have a second or casting vote. A 
director may, ami the secretary on the requisition of a dim-tor shall, at any 
time summon a meeting of the directors.

88. The quorum necessary for the transaction of the business of the 
directors may be fixed by the directors, and unless so fixed shall (when the 
number of directors exceeds three) be three.

SO. The continuing directors may act notwithstanding any vacancy in 
their laxly, but, if and so long as their number is reduced below the number 
fixed by or pursuant to the regulations of the company as the ncccxsuiy 
quorum of directors, the continuing directors may act for the purpose of 
increasing the number of directors to that number, or of summoning a 
general meeting of the company, but for no other purpose.

90. The directors may elect a chairman of their meetings and determine 
the jH'riod for which he is to hold office; but, if no such chairman is elected, 
or if at any meeting the chairman is not present within five minutes after

it the time appointed for holding the same, the directors present may choose
•t one of their number to lie chairman of the meeting.

91. The directors may delegate any of their powers to committees con
sisting of such member or members of their body ns they think tit; any 
committee so forme»I shall in the exercise of the powers so delegated con
form to any regulations that may be inqxised on them by the directors.

92. A committee may elect a chairman of their meetings; if no such 
chairman is elected, or if at any meeting the chairman Is not present within
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live minutes after the time appointed for holding the same, the members 
present may ehoose one of their numlx'r to be chairman of the meeting.

Vd. A eommittee may meet and adjourn as they think proper. Questions 
arising at any meeting shall l>e determined by a majority of votes of the 
members present, ami in ease of an equality of votes the chairman shall have 
a second or easting vote.

1)4. All acts done by any meeting of the directors or of a committee of 
directors, or by any person acting as a director, shall, notwithstanding that 
it be afterwards discovered that there was some defect in the np|K)intmcnt 
of any such directors or persons acting as aforesaid, or that they or any of 
them were disqualified, be as valid as if every such person had been duly 
appointed and was qualified to be a director.

Ihridends anil licsenr.
95. The company in general meeting may declare dividends, but no 

dividend shall exceed the amount recommended by the directors.
90. The directors may from time to time pay to the members such interim 

dividends as appear to the directors to be justified by the profits of the 
company.

117. No dividend shall be paid otherwise than out of profits.
1)8. Subject to the rights of |>crsons (if any) entitled to shares with special 

rights as to dividends, all dividends shall be declared and paid according to 
the amounts paid on the shares; but, if and so long as nothing is paid up on 
any of the shares in the company, dividends may be declared and paid 
according to the amounts of the shares. No amount paid on a share in 
advance of calls shall, while carrying interest, be treated for the purposes of 
this article as paid on the share.

1)9. The directors may, before recommending any dividend, set aside 
out of the profits of the company such sums as they think proper as a re
serve or reserves, which shall, ai the discretion of the directors, !>e appli
cable for meeting contingencies, or for equalizing dividends, or for any 
otljer purpose to which the profits of the company may be properly applied, 
and |>ending such application may, at the like discretion, either be em- 
ploved in the business of the company or lie invested in such investments 
(other than shares of the company) as the directors may from time to time 
think fit.

KM). If several persons arc registered as joint holders of any share, any 
one of them may give effectual receipts for any dividend payable on the

101. Notice of any dividend that may have been declared shall lx* given, 
m manner hereinafter mentioned to the |>ersons entitled to share therein

102. No dividend shall bear interest against the company.

A crowds.
103. 'Hie directors shall cause true accounts to be kept—

< >f the sums of money received and expended by the company and the 
matter in res|>eet of which such receipt and expenditure takes 
place; and

Of the assets and liabilities of the company.
104. The lnioks of account shall be kept at the registered office of the 

company, or at such other place or places as the directors think fit, and 
shall always be o|ien to the insjiection of the directors.
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105. The directors shall from time to time determine whet her and to wha I 
extent and at what times and places and under what conditions or regula
tions the accounts and hooks of the company or any of them shall l>e open 
to the ins|M?ction of members not being directors, and no member (not 
being a director) shall have any right of inspecting any account or book 
or document of the company except as conferred by Statute or authorised 
by the directors or by the company in general meeting.

106. Once at least in every year the directors shall lay before the company 
in general meeting a profit and loss account for the jwriexl since the pre
ceding account or (in the case of the first account) since the incorporation 
of the company, made up to a date not more than six months before such 
meeting.

107. A balance-sheet shall Ik* made out in every year and laid before the 
company in general meeting made up to a date not more than six months 
before such meeting. The balance-sheet shall be accompanied by a report 
of the directors as to the state of the company's affairs, and the amount 
which they recommend to be paid by way of dividend, and the amount (if 
any) which they propose to carry to a re^yvo fund.

1US. A copy of the balance sheet and report, shall, seven days previously 
to the meeting, be sent to the persons entitled to receive notices of general 
meetings in the manner in which notices are to be given hereunder.

.4 wiU.

10U. Auditors shall be appointed and t heir dut ies regulated in accordance 
with sections 119 and 120 of the “Companies Act," or any statutory modi
fication thereof for the time being in force

Notices.

110. A notice may be given by the company to any member either per
sonally or by sending it by post to him to his registered address, or (if he 
has no registered address in the Province of British Columbia) to the 
address (if any) within the said Province supplied by him to the company 
for the giving of notices to him.

Where a notice is sent by post, service of the notice shall In* deemed to l>e 
effected by projierlv addressing, prepaying, and |>osting a letter containing 
the notice, and, unless the contrary is proved, to have been effected at the 
time at which the letter would be delivered in the ordinary course of post.

111. If a member has no registered address in the Province of British 
Columbia and has not supplies! to the company an address within the said 
Province for the giving of notices to him, a notice addresses! to him ami 
advertised in a ne*wspajx*r circulating in the* ncighlxmrhooel of the regis- 
teresl office of the company shall be* eleemed te> lx* duly given to him on the* 
elay e>n which the aelvertiscment ap|x*ars.

112. A notice may lx* given by the eexnpany to the jerint holders of a 
share by giving the notice tei the joint holeler nameel first in the re*giste*r in 
re*s|x*ct of the* share*.

113. A ne>tie*e may lx> given by the company to the* persons entitled to a 
share in consequence of the death or bankruptcy of a memlxîr by seneling 
it through the poBt in a prepaid letter addressed to them by name, or by 
the title of re*prcse*ntative*s of the* deceased, or trust<*e of the bankrupt, or 
bv any like elcscription. at the aelelress (if any) in the Province of British 
Columbia sm>plie*d for the purpose by the persems claiming to lx; se> entitled, 
or (until such an address has been so supplied) by giving the notice in any
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manner in which the same might have Ixvii given if the death or bank
ruptcy had not occurred.

111. Notice of every general meeting shall he given in some manner 
hereinbefore nuhorised to («) every member of the company (including 
bearers of share warrants) except those members who (having no registered 
address within the Province of British Columbia) have not supplied to the 
company an address within the said Province for the giving of notices to 
them, ami also to (6) every |xrson entitled to a share in consequence of the 
death or bankruptcy of a member, who, but for his death or bankruptcy, 
would be entitled to receive notice of tin* meeting. No other persons shv.ll 
be entitled to receive notices of general meetings.

TAHLti B.

Tabu: of Fees to hk paid to thk Kkuimtkar ok Joint-stock Companies 
by a Company having a Capital divided into Shakes.

1. For registration of a company whose nominal e does not
exceed $10,(HK), a fee of..................................................................... $25 00

2. For registration of a company whose nominal capital exceeds 
$10,(MM), tin' above fee of $20, with the following additional fees, 
regulated according to the amount of nominal capital, that is to

For everv $5,(MM) of nominal capital, or part, of $5,(MM), 
after the first $10,(MM), up to $25,(MM>. $5 00

For every $5,(MM) of nominal capital, or part of $5,(MM), 
after the first $25,(MM), up to $5tK>,(MM). . $2 .V)

For everv $.‘>,IMM) of nominal capital, or part of $5,(MM), 
after the first $500,000. . . $125

IF For registration of any increase of capital made after the first 
registration of the company, the same fees per $5,(MM) or part of 
$5,(MM) as would have been payable if such increased capital had 
formed part of the original capital at the time of registration.
This provision shall apply to an extra-provincial company 
licensed or registered which increases its capital, excepting an 
insurance company.

4. For a licence to or registrat ion of any extra-provincial company,
excepting an insurance company, the same fees as are payable 
for incorporating a new company. In the case of an extra
provincial company having a nominal capital exceeding $450,(MM) 
which proves to the satisfaction of the Registrar that it is ac
tually carrying on an established business beyond the Province 
in which at least fifty per cent, of its subscribed capital is in
vested, there shall be accepted in commutation of the fees pre
scribed by this table a fee of............................................................ 250 00

5. For registration under this Act of any existing company, the 
certificate of registration whereof is issued pursuant to section 
130 hereof, or the capital whereof is increased, the same fees as 
are payable for registering a new company hereunder, allowing 
credit as part of such fees for the amount of fees paid by such 
company in respeet of its original registration. (See section 
280.)

2
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0. For u licence to or registration under this Act of any extra- 
provincial company already registered in this Province as a
dreign company.................................................................................

And in addition thereto, if the licence or certificate of regis
tration under this Act is issued pursuant to section 131 here
of, the same fees ils are payable for registering a new com
pany hereunder, allowing credit M perl of such fees for the 
amount of fees paid by such extra-provincial company in 
respect of its original registration in this Province.

7. For registering or filing any document hereby required or
authorised to be registered or filisl, other than the memorandum 
of association.......................................................................................

8. For making a record of any fact hereby authorised or required
to be recorded by the Registrar, a fee of......................................

V Publication in the Gazette according to the scale of charges as 
defined in Schedule A of the "Statutes and Journals Act.”

10. For each and every search............................................................
The scale of fees provided by this Table B shall apply to, and

the fees therein specified shall be taken on all registrations, 
proceedings, or transactions relating to companies in- 
cor|M»rated and carrying on business under any Act repealed 
by the “Companies Act, 1897,” dealt with in the office of the 
Registrar after the twentieth day of May, 1808.

FKES TO UK PAID ON REGISTRATION OF MORTGAGE OR CHARGE.

11. Where the amount of the mortgage or charge does not exceed
$1,000 ...................................................................... $ § 00

12. Where the amount of the mortgage or charge exceeds $1.000 . 10 00
Provided that in the ease of a series of debentures registered in

accordance with subsection (3) of section 102 the alwivc fees 
shall be ehurginl on the first debenture of such series, and a 
further fis* of fifteen cents on each subsequent debenture of 
the series. Provided further that where a mortgage or 
charge requiring registration under section 102 of this Act 
is one that also requires to be registered under the provisions 
of the “Land Registry Act” or of the “Bills of Sale Act,” 
or where a series of debentures is registered in accordance 
with subsection (3) of said section 102, and such debentures 
are secured by a Trust Deed which requires registration 
pursuant, to the “Land Registry Act,” the fee for register
ing the same shall be one dollar. R. S. 1897, c. 44; 1898, 
e. 13, ss. 15, 17;1900, c. 5, s. 12; 1905, c. 11, ss. 3, 0; 1900, 
c. 10; 1911, c. 8, ss. 35. 27.

$10 00

1 00 

1 00

25

TABLE B —Part II.

Table of Fees to be paid to the Registrar op Joint-stoc k Companies 
by a Company not having a C'a pita l divided into Sharks.

1. For registration of a company whose number of members, as 
stated in the articles of association, docs not exceed 20............. $ 10 00



2. For registration of a company whose number of members, as 
stated in the articles of association, exceeds 20, but does not
exceed 1(H) .........................................................................

3. For registration of a company whose number of members, as 
stated in the articles of association, exceeds 100, but is not stated 
to lie unlimited, the alxive fee of $25, with an additional $1 for 
every 50 members or less number than 50 members after the 
first 100.

4. For registration of a company in which the number of members 
is stated in the articles of association to lie unlimited, a fee of..

5. For registration of any increase on the numlier of members
made after the registration of the company in rcsjiect of every 
50 members, or less than 50 members, of such increase*............

0. Provided that no one company shall be liable to pay on the 
whole a greater fee than $100 in respect of its number of mem
bers, taking into account the fee paid on the first registration of 
the company.

7. For registering any document hereby required or authorised to 
be registered, other than the memorandum of association........

S. For making a record of any fact hereby authorised or r<*quired
to he recorded by the Registrar of Companies, a fee of............

R. 8. 1897, c. 44, Seh. 1; 1910, c. 7, Sell. 1.

25 (Ml

100 00

1 00

1 00 

1 00

SECOND SCHEDULE

FORM A.

Memorandum of Association of a Company limited by Shares.

1st. The name of the Company is “The Fastern Steam Packet 
Company, Limited.”

2nd. The registered office of the Company will lie situate in
3rd. The objects for which the Company is established are: “The con

veyance of passengers anil goods in ships or Ixiats between such places as 
the Company may from time to time determine, and the doing of all such 
other things as are incidental or conducive to the attainment of the above 
object.”

4th. The liability of the members is limited.
5th. The share capital of the Company is dollars, divided into 

shares of dollars each.

We, the several persons whose names and address(*s are subscribed, are 
desirous of being formed into a Company, in pursuance of this Memor
andum of Association, and we respectively agree to take the number 
of shares in the capital of the Company set op|x>site our rea|x*etivc 
names.
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Name*, Addresses and Description* of Sutmrriber*.
Number of 

Share* taki n 
by each 

Subscriber.

“1. John Jones, of , in the County of , Merchant 200
“2. John Smith, of , in the County of 2ft
“3. Thomas Green, of , in the County of 30
“4. John Thompson, of , in the County of 40
"5. Caleb White, of , in the County of 15

Total shares taken.......................................... 310

Dated the day of , 19 .
Witness to the above signature#:

Address...............................
Occupation...........

FORM H.

Memorandum and Articles ok Association ok a Company Limited by 
Guarantee and not having a Shark Capital.

Memorandum of Association.

1st. The name of the Company is “The Highland Hotel Company, 
Limited."

2nd. The registered office of the Company will be situate in
3rd. The objects for which the Company is established arc: “Facilitating 

travelling in the Province by providing hotels and conveyances by water 
and by land for the accommodation of travellers, and the doing of all such 
other things as are incidental or conducive to the attainment of the above
objects."

4th. The liability of the members is limited.
5th. Every member of the Company undertakes to contribute to the 

assets of the Company in tin* event of its being WOUndup while he is a 
member, or within one year afterwards, for payment of the debts and 
liabilities of the Company contracted before he ceases to be a member, and 
the costs, charges, and expenses of winding-up, and for the adjustment of 
the rights of the contributories among themselves, such amount as may be 
required, not exceeding fifty dollars.
We, the several persons whose names and addresses are subscribed, arc 

desirous of being formed into a Company, in pursuance of this Memor
andum of Association.



. Merchant.
Niimihi, iiimI Descriptions of SulmerihiTs.

"1. John Jones, of 
*"J. John Smith, of

, in the County of 
. in the County of 
, in the County of 
, in the County of 
, in the County of

M. Thomas ( Jrecn, of 
“ 1. John Thompson, of
“") ( ’aleh White, of

I)ato«l the titty of
Witness to the above signatures

5*irew
(hr ii/nit ion

AltTK'LKS OK AsstMÏATION TO ACVOMPANY IhtKfKDINU MbMORANDVM OP 
Association.

XiwiImt of \frmln rs.

1. 'I’he Company, for the purpose of registration, is declared to consist oj 
five reel inemhers.

'I’lte directors hereinafter mentioned may, whenever the business of 
the Association requires it, register an increase of members.

(ino rnl Mn linijs.

il. The first general meeting shall be held at such time, not being les# 
than one month nor more than three months after the incorporation of the 
Company, and at such place as the directors may determine.

1. A general meeting shall be held once in every year at such time (no) 
being more than fifteen months after the holding of the last preceding 
general meeting) and place as may be prescribed by the ( ’ompany in general 
meeting, or in default, at such time in the month following that in which 
the anniversary of the Company’s incorporation occurs, and at such place, 
as the directors shall ap|M»int. In default of a general meeting being so 
held, a gi lierai meeting shall be held in the month next following, and may 
be convened by any two members in the same manner as nearly as possible 
as that in which meetings are to be convened by the directors.

Ô. The above-mentioned general meetings shall be called ordinary meet
ings; all other general meetings shall be called extraordinary.

ti. The directors may, whenever they think fit, and shall, on a requisi
tion made in writing by any five or more members, convene an extra
ordinary general meeting.

7. Any requisition made by the members must state the object of the 
meeting proposed to be called, and must be signed by the requisitionistsand 
deposited at the registered office of the Company.

S. On receipt of the requisition the directors shall forthwith proceed to 
convene a general meeting; if they do not proceed to cause a meeting to be 
held within twenty-one days front the «late of the requisition being so 
deposited, the requisitiorists, or any other five members, may themselves 
convene a meeting.

VrotniliityH atUnural ShiUny*.

ft. Seven days’ notice at the least, specifying the place, the day, and the 
hour of meeting, and in case of special business the general nature of the

6
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business, shall In* given lo the members in manner hereinafter mentioned, 
or in Hiieh other manner (if any ) as may he prescribed by the Company in 
general meeting; but the non-receipt of such a notice by any member shall 
not invalidate the proceedings at any general meeting.

10. All business shall be deemed special that is transacted at an extra
ordinary meeting, and all that is transacted at an ordinary meeting, with 
the exception of the consideration of the accounts, balance-sheets, and the 
ordinary report of the directors and auditors, the election of directors and 
other officers in the place of those retiring by rotation, and the fixing of the 
remuneration of the auditors.

II No business shall be transacted at any meeting except the declaration 
of a dividend, unless a quorum of members is present at the commencement 
of the business. The quorum shall be ascertained as follows, that is to say : 
If the members of the Company at the time of the meeting do not exceed 
ten in number, the quorum shall be five ; if they execi-d ten, there shall be 
added to the above quorum one for every five additional members up to 
fifty, and one for every ten additional members after fifty, with this limit
ation, that no quorum shall in any case exceed thirty.

12. If within one hour from the time appointed for the meeting a quorum 
of members is not present, the meeting, if convened on the requisition of 
the members, shall be dissolved; in any other ease it shall stand adjourned 
to the same day in the following week at the same time and place; and if at 
such adjourned meeting a quorum of members is not present, it shall be 
adjourned sine die.

13. The chairman (if any) of the directors shall preside as chairman at 
every general meeting of the Company.

14. If there is no such chairman, or if at any meeting he is not present at 
the time of holding the same, the members present shall choose some one 
of their number to be chairman of that meeting.

15. The chairman may, with the consent of the meeting, the
meeting from time to time and from place to place, but no business shall be 
transacted at any adjourned meeting other than the business left unfinished 
at the meeting from which the adjournment took place.

hi. At any general meeting, unless a poll is demanded by at least three 
members, a declaration by the chairman that a resolution has been carried 
and an entry to that effect in the book of proceeding* of the Company shall 
be conclusive evidence of the fact without proof of the number or pro
portion of the votes recorded in favour of or against the resolution.

17. If a poll is demanded in manner aforesaid, the same shall la* taken in 
such manner as the chairman directs, and the result of the |sill shall be 
deemcxl to |>e the resolution of the meeting at which the poll was di manded.

Volt * of Mnuln rs.

IS. Every member shall have one vote and no more.
11). If any member i- a lunatic or idiot he may vote by his commit tee- 

curator bonis, or other legal curator.
20. No member shall be entitled to vote at any meeting unless all moneys 

due from him to the Company have bmi paid.
21. ( )n a poll votes may be given either personally or by proxy. A proxy 

shall be ap|s»inted in writing under the hand of the* appointer, or, if such 
apiHiinter is a corporation, under its common seal.

A9A
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22 No person shall act as a proxy unless lie is a member, or unless he is 
appointed to act at the meeting as proxy for a corporation.

The instrument appointing him shall be deposited at the registered office 
of the Company not less than forty-eight hours before the time of holding 
the meeting at which he proposes to vote.

23. Any instrument appointing a proxy shall be in the following form :—
Company, Limited.

, of , in the County of , being a member
of the Company, Limited, hereby appoint , of

, as my proxy, to vote for me and on my behalf at the 
[ordinary or extraordinary, as the case may be] general meeting 
of the Company to be held on the day of , and at
any adjournment thereof.

Signed this day of , 19 .

Directors.
24. The number of directors, and the names of the first directors, shall be 

determined by the subscribers of the Memorandum of Association.
25. I'ntil directors are appointed the subscribers of the Memorandum of 

Association shall for all the purposes of the “Companies Act” he deemed to 
be directors.

Powers of Directors.
26. The business of the Company shall be managed by the directors, who 

may exercise all such powers of the Company as are not by the “Companies 
Act,” or by any statutory modification thereof for the time being in force, 
or by these articles required to be exercised by the Company in general 
meeting; but no regulation made by the Company in general meeting shall 
invalidate any prior act of the directors which would have been valid if 
that regulation had not been made.

Election of Directors.
27. The directors shall be elected annually by the 

meeting.
A adit.

Company in general

28. Auditors shall be appointed and their duties regulated in accordance 
with sections 119 and 120 of the “Companies Act,” or any statutory modi
fication thereof for the time being in force, and for this purpose the said 
sections shall have effect as if the word “members” were substituted for 
“shareholders,” and as if “first general meeting” were substituted for 
“statutory meeting.”

Notices.
29. A notice may be given by the Company to any member either per

sonally, or by sending it by post to him to his registered address.
30. Where a notice is sent by pest, service of the notice shall be deemed 

to be effected by properly addressing, prepaying, and posting a letter con
taining the notice, and unless the contrary is proved, to have been effected 
at the time at which the letter would be delivered in the ordinary course
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Names, Addresses, and Descriptions of Subscribers.
“ 1. John Jone s, of 
“2. John Smith, of 
“3. Thomas Green, of 
“4. John Thompson, of 
“5 Caleb White, of 

Dated the day of
Witness to the above signatures:

Address....................
Occupation.......

, in t ho County of 
, in the County of 
, in the County of 
, in the County of 
, in the County of 

, 19 .

Merchant.

FORM C.

Memorandum and Articles of Association of a Company limited by 
Guarantee and having a Share Capital

Memorandum of Association.
1st. The name of the Company is “The Killarney Hotel Company, 

Limited.”
2nd. The registered office of the Company will be situate in
3rd. The objects for which the Company is established are: “The facili

tating travelling in the mountains of British Columbia by providing hotels 
and conveyances by sea and by land for the accommodation of travellers 
and the doing all such other things as are incidental or conducive to the 
attainment of the above object.”

4th. The liability of the members is limited.
5th. Every member of the Company undertakes to contribute to the 

assets of the Company in the event cf its being wound up while he is a mem
ber, or within one year afterwards, for payment of the debts and liabilities 
of the Company, contra< ted before he teases to be a member, and the costs 
charges, and expenses of winding up the same and for the adjustment of the 
rights of the contributories amongst themselves, such amount as may be 
required, not exceeding one bundled dollars.

Gth. The share capital of the Company shall consist of dollars, di
vided into shares of dollars each.
We, the several persons whose names and addresses arc subscribed, are 

desirous of being formed into a Company, in pursuance of this Memor
andum of Association, and we respectively agree to take the number of 
shares in the capital of the Company set opposite our respective 
naines.

Names, Addressesi, and Descriptions of Subscribers.
I Number of 
' Shares taken

Subscriber.
“1. John Jones, of , in the County of ‘200
“2. John Smith of , in the County of 25
“3. Thomas Green, of , in the County of 30
"4. John Thompson, of , in the County of 40
“5. Caleb White, of , in the County of 15

Total shares taken. 310



Dated the day of ,19
Witness to the above signatures:

A mss................
Occupation...........

Articles of Association to Accompany Preceding Memorandum of Association.

1. The directors may, with the sanction of the Company in general 
meeting, reduce the amount of shares in the Company.

i 2. The directors may, with the sanction of the Company in general meot- 
ng, cancel any shares belonging to the Company.

3. All the articles of Table A of the “Companies Act” shall l e deemed to 
be incorporated with these articles and to apply to the Company.

Names, Addresses, and Descriptions of Suhsmbci s.
‘ 1. John Jones, of 
“2. John Smith, of 
“3. Thomas Green, of 
‘4 John Thompson, of 
“5. Caleb White, of 

Dated the day of

, in the County of 
, in the County of 
, in the County of 
, in the County of 
, in the County of 

, 19 .

Merchant.

Witness to the above signatures:

Address.............
OceujHition

FORM I).

Memorandum and Articles of Association of an Unlimited Company 
having a Share Capital.

Memorandum of Association.

1st. The name of the Company is “The Patent Stereotype Company.”
2nd. The registered office of the Company will be situate in
3rd. The objects for which the Company is established are: “The working 

of a patent method of founding and casting stereotype plates, of which 
method John Smith, of Vancouver, is the sole patentee.”
We, the several persons whose names are subscribed, arc desirous of being 

formed into a Company, in pursuance of this Memorandum of Associa
tion, and we respectively agree to take the number of shares in the 
capital of the Company set opposite our respective names.
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Names, Addresses, and Descriptions of Subscribers.
Number of 

Shares taken 
by each 

Subscriber.
I

“1. John Jones, of , in the County of Merchant 3
“2. John Smith, of , in the County of 2
“3. Thomas Green, of , in the Coupfy of 1
“4. John Thompson, of , in the County of . . 2
“5. Caleb White, of , in the County of 2

Total shares taken.................................... 10

Dated the day of , 19 .
Witness to the above signatures:

Address............................
Occupation...............

Articles of Association to accompany the Preceding Memorandutn of 
Association.

1 • The share capital of the Company is dollars, divided into twenty 
shares of dollars each.
2. All the articles of Table A of the “Companies Act” shall be deemed 
to be incorporated with these articles and to apply to the Company.

Names, Addresses, and Description.- of Subscribers.
“1. John Jones, of , in the County of
“2. John Smith, of , in the County of
“3. Thomas Green, of , in the County of
“4. John Thompson, of , in the County of
“5. Caleb White, of , in the County of

Dated the day of , 19 .
Witness to the above signatures.

Merchant.

Address.........
Occupation

FORM E.
(As required by Part III. of the Act.)

Summary of Share Capital and Shares of the 
made up to the day of , 19

Company, Limited.

(being the fourteenth day
after the date of the first ordinary general meeting in 19 ).

Nominal share capital, $ , divided into' | shares of $ each

lWhen then* arc shares of different kinds or amounts (e.y., preference and ordinarv 
or $10 and $5), state the numbers and nominal values separately
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Total number of shares taken up to the
day of , 19 (xvhieh number must I
agree with the total shown in the list as held j 
by existing members). (

Number of shares issued subject to payment wholly in cash.
Number of shares issued as fully paid up ot herwise than in cash 
Number of shares issued as partly paid up to the extent of (

per share otherwise; than in cash........................................ /
•There has been called up on each of shares, $
There has been called up on each of shares, $
^There has been called up on each of shares, $
•Total amount of calls received, including payments on ap- \ g

plication and allotment............................................................. J
Total amount (if an> ) agreed to be considered as paid on ) 

shares which have been issued as fully paid up otherwise ) $ 
than in cash................................................................................. J

Total amount (if any) agreed to he considered as paid on j 
shares which have been issued as partly paid up to the \ S
extent of per share.......................................................j

Total amount of calls unpaid....................................................... 8
Total amount (if any) of sums paid by way of commission in 1 

respect of shares or debentures or allowed by way of dis- > $
count since date of last summary.............................................. J

Total amount (if any) paid on4 shares forfeited...........  8
Total amount of shares and stock for which share warrants are 1

outstanding....................................................................................... J $
Total amount of share warrants issued and surrendered re- \

spectively since date of last summary................................... / $
Number of shares or amount of stock comprised in each share 1 

warrant...........................................................................................18
Total amount of debt due from the Company in respect of all | 

mortgages and charges which are required to be registered 
with the Registrar of Companies, or which would require 
registration if created after the twelfth day of March, 
1906..............................................................................................

Statement in the form of a balance-sheet made up to the day of
, 19 , containing the particulars of the capital, liabilities, and 

assets of the Company.
The Return must be signed at the end by the manager or secretary of 

the Company.
Presented for filing by.......................................................

List ok Persons holding shares in the Company, Limited, on the
(lay of , 19 , and of persons who have held shares therein at
any time since the date of the last Return, showing their names and 
addresses, and an account of the shares so held.

lWherc various amounts have been culled or there are shares of different kinds, state 
n separately. ...
aincludc what has been received on forfeited as well us on existing shares, 
astute the aggregate number of shares forfeited (if any).



Names, Addresses and 
Occupations. Account or Shares.

. ____________

ledger Sur- 
con- name, 

tabling Name
Ad- Occu- 

dress. pal ion

her of 
Shares 
held by 
Existing

tParticulars of 
Shores transferred 
since the Date of 
the Last Return 
by Persons who 

are still Members.

tParticulars of 
Shares transferred 
since the Date of 
the Last Return 
by Persons who 

have ceased to be 
Members.

Date of
Num- {Registra- 
ber. 1 tion of 

Transfer.

Date of
Num- I Regist ru
ber. | tion of j 

i Transfer. !

j

Names and Addresses of the persons who are the Directors of the 
Limited, on the day of , 19 .

Addresses

(Signature).... 
(Slate whether manager or secretary)

1910, c. 7, Sell. 2.

FORM F.

Form of Statement to be published by Insurance Companies, 
Societies and other Associations.

(Section 115.)

**The share capital of the Company is , divided into shares of 

The number of shares issued is

♦The aggregate number of shares held, and not the distinctive numbers, must he 
stated, and the column must be added up throughout so as to make one total to agree 
with that stated in the summary to have been taken up.

tThe date of registration of each transfer should be given as well as the number of 
shares transferred on each date. The particulars should be placed opposite the name 
of the transferor and not opposite that of the transferee, but the name of the transferee 
may be inserted in the “Remarks” column immediately opposite the particulars of 
each transfer.

IWhen the shares are of different classes these columns may be subdivided so that 
the number of each class held or transferred may be shown separately.

**If the Company has no share capital, the portion of the Statement relating to capital 
and shares must be omitted.

Re
m

ar
ks

.
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Calls to the amount of dollars per share have been made, under 
which the sum of dollars has been received.

The liabilities of the Company on the first day of January (or July)

Debts owing to sundry persons by the Company—
On judgment, .$
( )n specialty, $
On notes or bills, $
On simple contracts, $
On estimated liabilities, $

The assets of the Company on that day were:—
Government securities [stating them],
Mills of exchange and promis-tory notes, $
Cash at the bankers, $
Other securities, $

1910, e. 7, Sch. 1, Form C.

STATEMENT IX LIEU OF PROSPECTUS.
(Section 91.)

The nominal share capital of the Company. *
Divided into................................ Shares of $ 

Shares of $ 
Shares of $

Names, descript ions and address 
or proposed directors.

ses of directors

Memorandum or Articles of Association on 
which the Company may proceed to allot-

Number and amount of shares and debentures i. shares of s fully paid,
agreed to be issued as fully or partly paid up 2. shares upon which $
otherwise than in cash. per share credited as paid.

The consideration for the intended issue of 3. debenture , $
shares and debentures, 4. Consideration.

Names and addresses of (a) vendors of pro
perty purchased or acquired, or proposed to 
ne (b) purchased or acquired by the Corn-

Amount (in cash, shares, or debentures) pay- 
able to each separate vendor.___________

Amount (if any) paid or payable (in cash or 
shares or debentures) for any such property, 
specifying amount (if any) paid or payable 
for goodwill.

Total purchase price.$

Shares.........................
Debentures................

Goodwill.....................$

(a.) For definition of vendor, sec seel ion 90 (2) of the "Companies Art." (/».) See section 
90 (3) of the "Companies Act." L
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HTATKMKNT IX LIKV OF PROSPECTUS-C'oncIM.

Amount (if any) p; id or payable as commis
sion for subscribing or agreeing to subscribe, 
or procuring or agreeing to procure, sub
scriptions for any ‘hares or debentures in 
the Company; or,

Hate of the commission.....................................

Amount paid.
Amount payable.

Rate per cent.
Estimated amount of preliminary expenses. . s
Amount paid or intended to bo paid to any 

promoter.
Consideration for the payment.

Name of promoter.
Amount, 8
Consideration.

Dates of and parties to every material contract 
(other than contracts entered into in the 
ordinary course of the business intended to 
be carried on by the Company, or entered 
into more than two years before the filing 
of this statement).

Time and place at, which the contracts or 
coiiies thereof may be inspected.

Names and addresses of the auditors of the 
Company (if any).

Full particulars of the nature and extent of the 
interest of every director in the promotion 
of or in the property proposed to be ac
quired by the Company, or, where the 
interest of such a director consists in being 
a partner in a firm, the nature and extent of 
the interest of the firm, with a statement of 
all sums paid or agreed to be paid to him or 
to the firm in cash or shares, or otherwise, 
by any person, either to induce him to be
come or to qualify him as a director, or 
otherwise for services rendered by him or by 
the firm in connection with the promotion 
or formation of the Company.

Whether flu- articles contain any provisions Nat me of t lie provisions, 
precluding holders of shares or debentures 
receiving and inspecting balance-sheets or 
reports of the auditors or other reports. !

(Signatures of the persons above named 1 
as directors or proposed directors, or of } 
their agents authorised in writing.) J
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H.S.B.e. 1U1I, 
c.

Short title.

Amend» ». 2.

Amends s. Is.

Amends s. 11).

Refusal of ccrti- 
fiente to “trust 
company.”

Amends s. 31.

7<>i

COMPANIES ACT AMENDMENT ACT, 
1913.

AN ACT TO AMKNI) THE "COMPANIES ACT."

HIS MAJESTY, by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative 
Assembly of the Province of British Columbia, enacts ns follows:—•

1. This Act may be known and cited as the ‘‘Companies Act Amend
ment Act, 1913.”

2. Section 2, of Chapter 39, of the ‘ Revised Statutes of British 
Columbia, 1911,” being the ‘‘Companies Act,” is hereby amended by 
striking out the wort Is and figures in the seventy-ninth line and substituting 
the following:—

“ 'Company '—Secs. 110a, 129 (3), 174.”
3. Subsection (1) of section IS of said chapter 39 is hereby amended 

by striking out the words ‘ or has ceased to carry on business’’ in the 
eighth line, and by adding after the word “Registrar” in the 
ninth line ; the following: “or except where an extra-provincial com
pany, licensed or registered, has ceased or is deemed to have ceased to 
carry on business in the Province.”

4. Subsection (1) of section 19 of said chapter 39 is hereby amended 
by adding the following proviso:—

‘‘Provided that no such alteration shall he valid if the company 
would he thereby enabled to exercise all or any of the powers of a trust 
company, as defined by the 'Trust Companies Regulation Act’.”

6. Subsection (1) of section 26 of said chapter 39 is hereby amended 
by adding thereto the following proviso:—

‘•Provided that the Registrar may refuse to issue a certificate of 
incorporation to any proposed company which by its memorandum, 
takes all or any of the powers of a 'trust company’ as defined by the 
•Trust Companies Regulation Act \ Upon such refusal application 
may, with the consent of the Registrar, be made to the Lieutenant- 
(lovernor in Council, who shall have power to approve and direct the 
issue of a certificate of incorporation to such proposed company.”

6. Subsection (6) of section 34 of said chapter 39 is hereby amended 
by striking out the word “registered” in the first line; and by adding 
after the words, “subsection (3) hereof,” in the fifth line, the following: 
“and (unless the company be relieved in accordance with section 143a 
of this Act) a copy of the entries in the register required to be kept as 
provided by section 143 of this Act.”
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7. Subsection (1) (b) of section % of said chapter 30 is hereby Amend*.<tin. 
nniende<l by adding after the word ‘‘subscription,” in the fifth line, the 
following; ‘'or in the case of a company which does not issue a prospectus
inviting the public to subscribe for its shares, on the share's payable in 
cash’’; and by adding after the word ‘‘with,” in the last line of subsection 
(c), the word ‘‘and’’; and by adding the following as subsection (d):—

“(d) In the ease of a company which does not issue a prospectus 
inviting the public to subscribe for its shares, there has Iw-en 
filed with the Registrar a statement in lieu of prospectus.”

8. Subsection (3) of section 102 of said chapter 30 is hereby amended Amvndwh. iu2. 
by striking out the words, ‘‘or a true copy thereof *’ in the sixteenth line;
and by inserting after the word ‘‘series,” in the seventmith line, ‘‘or a 
true copy of such deed or debenture.”

9. The said chapter 30 is hereby amended by adding thereto after 
section 110 the following section:—

‘‘110a. The word company’ in sections 102 to 110 (both inclusive) Definition 
of this Act shall mean and include any company, society, or association Vm,,,,,,ny " 
incorporated by or under any public Act of the Province.”

10. Subsection (2) of section 120 of said chapter 30 is hereby amended Aiwml* *. lji*. 
by substituting the word ‘‘creditors'* for the word ‘‘directors'* in the (2|‘ 
sixth line.

11. Every extra-provincial company licensed as a company under Extra-provin- 
this or some former Act shall file with the Registrar any amendment to todiesnwnd” 
its charter or regulations, and without prejudice to any other provisions
of this Act applicable to such company shall comply with the provisions ii<.ns. 
of sections 51, 70, 71, 78, 83, 89 and 90 of the ‘‘Companies Act'*.

12. .Section 143 of said chapter 39 is hereby amended by inserting Amendes. 143. 
the words ‘‘licensed or’* between the words ‘ company '* and ‘‘registered’*

•in the first line.

13. Section 159 of said chapter 39 is hereby re|>ealed, and said 
chapter 39 is amended by adding thereto after section 143 the following 
section :—

‘‘143a. (1). The Registrar may accept from any extra-provincial „py
company a power of attorney which varies in substance from that called provincial 
for by clause (d) of section 153 or section 158 of this Act, in that it omits compi,n,es 
to empower the attorney nanu-d therein to issue and transfer shares or 
stock, upon its being shown to his satisfaction either that the company 
is not a public company the shares or stock whereof are upon the market, 
ot that although the company is a public company, and the shares or 
stock thereof arc upon the market, yet that, either owing to the small 
quantity of the shares or stock of the company held in the Province, and
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Amends s.

Amends s.

Amends s.

Amends s.

Amendas.

70l)

to the fact that the company does not propose to place any of the shares 
or stock upon the market in the Province, or to the fact that the consent 
of the holders of shares or stock within the Province has been obtained, 
the preponderance of convenience is in favour of exempting the company 
from empowering their attorney in the manner specified:

‘‘(a.) The license or certificate of registration issued to the com
pany under the provisions of section 154 or section 100 of 
this Act, as the case may be, shall state, after the name, 
address, and occupation of the attorney, that such attorney 
is not empowered to issue or transfer shares or stock:

‘•(b.) The company shall thereupon be relieved from compliance 
with section 143 of this Act.

‘‘(2.) Any company which has heretofore filed a power of attorney 
empowering its attorney to issue and transfer shares and stock may 
have such power of attorney amended on summary ap|dication to the 
Registrar, and on satisfying him as aforesaid, and shall thereafter be 
relieved in manner aforseaid. The Registrar may direct the amendment 
to be given publicity in such manner as he may deem necessary.”

in. 14. Section 144 of said chapter .39 is hereby amended by substituting 
for the figures ‘‘1899,” in the fourth line, the figures ‘T897'\

140. 16. Section 149 of said chapter 39 is hereby amended by inserting
after the word ‘‘Act,” in the seventh line, the words ‘‘or for other good

152. 16. Section 152 of said chapter 39 is hereby amended by adding 
thereto the following proviso:—

‘•Provided that the Registrar may refuse to issue a license to any 
such extra-provincial company which is authorized by its charter to 
exercise all or any of the powers of a 'trust company ' as defined by the 
•Trust Companies Regulation Act.’ Upon such refusal, application 
may, with the consent of the Registrar, be made to the Lieutenant- 
Ciovernor in Council, who shall have power to approve and direct the 
issue of a license to such company.”

153. 17. Subsection (d) of section 163 of said chapter 39 is hereby amended 
by adding after the word ‘‘notices,” in the eighth line, the words ‘‘to 
issue and transfer shares or stock.”

157. 18. Section 157 of said chapter 39 is hereby amended by adding
thereto the following proviso:—

“Provided that the Registrar may refuse to issue a certificate of 
registration to any such extra-provincial company which is authorized 
by its charter to exercise all or any of the powers of a 'trust company * 
as defined by the ‘Trust Companies Regulation Act.’ Upon such refusal
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application may, with the consent of the Registrar, be made to the Lieu
tenant-Governor in Council, who shall have power to approve and direct 
the issue of a certificate of registration to such company.”

19. Subsection (1) of section 250 of said chapter 39 is hereby amended Amends s. 250. 
by substituting for the words ‘‘that date,” in the sixth line, the words
‘‘the date hereinafter mentioned.”

20. Subsection (1 ) of section 208 of said chapter 39 is hereby rejiealcd,
and the following is substituted therefor:— eubeee. (1).

”208. (1.) Where a company incorporated under any public Act 
in the Province, or an extra-provincial company, licensed or registered, 
has failed for any period of two years after such incorporation or licensing 
or registration to send or file any return, notice, or document required to 
be made or filed or sent to the Registrar pursuant to this Act or any 
former public Act, or the Registrar has reasonable cause to believe 
that such company is not carrying on business or in operation, he shall 
send to the company by post a registered letter inquiring whether such 
company is carrying on business or in operation and notifying it of its 
default (if any) :

“(a.) The period of two years hereinbefore mentioned shall in its 
application to companies already licensed be deemed to com
mence on the first day of March, 1913.”

21. Subsection (4) of section 208 of said chapter 39 is hereby repealed
and the following is substituted therefor:— subset-.

”(4.) If a company or any member or creditor thereof feels aggrieved, 
by the company having been struck off the register, the Court, on the 
application of the company or member or creditor, may, if satisfied that 
the company was at the time of the striking-off carrying on business or 
in operation, or otherwise that it is just that the company be restored to 
the register, order the name of the company to be restored to the register, 
and thereupon the company, being an incorporated company as aforesaid, 
shall be deemed to have continued in existence, or, being an extra-provincial 
company, shall be deemed to be still entitled to do business in the Province, 
as if its name in either case had not been struck off; and the Court may 
by the order give such directons and make such provisions as seem just 
for placing the company and all other persons in the same position as 
nearly as may be ns if the name of the company had not been struck off:

“(a.) Due notice shall be given to the Registrar of any such applica
tion to the Court, and no order made thereupon shall have 
any effect until the lawful requirements of the Registrar in 
respect of any such company have been fulfilled:
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‘‘(b.) An office copy of the order .shall he filed with the Registrar 
within fifteen days from the date thereof, and shall by him 
be registered :

“(c.) If no application as aforesaid is made within one year from 
the date on which the name of a company shall have been 
struck off pursuant to this section, any other company or 
society may, subject to the provisions of section 18, be incorpor
ated, licensed, or registered by the same or a similar name, 
or may, subject as aforesaid, change its name to the same or 
a similar name; and in such case the Court shall, in and by 
the order aforesaid, make provision that the company whose 
name shall have been struck off shall, as a condition of having 
its name restored to the register, forthwith change its name 
subject to and in accordance with the provisions of this Act:

“(d.) Any company whose name has been prior to the twenty- 
sixth day of August, 1912, published in the Gazette pursuant 
to this section may apply to the Court as hereinbefore provid
ed and the time mentioned in the last preceding subsection 
shall be deemed to have commenced on the twenty-sixth day 
of August, 1912:

‘‘Provided that where since that date a company or 
society has been incorporated or an extra-provincial com
pany licensed or registered by a name identical with or similar 
to the name of any such company, the Court shall in and by 
its order make provision that the company whose name has been 
published as aforesaid shall, as a condition of having its name 
restored to the register, forthwith change its name, subject to 
and in accordance with the provisions of this Act:

“(e.) Notwithstanding any proceedings heretofore taken or pur
porting to have been taken under or by virtue of the provisions 
of section 268 of this Act, the following companies, to wit:—

Texada Kirk Lake Gold Mines, Limited;
Squamish Hop Ranch, Limited;
Columbia Fruit and Land Company, Limited;
The Nahmint River Lumber Company, Limited;
Metropolitan Building Company, Limited; and
Coxon and Company, Limited,— 

are hereby declared to be in existence and shall be deemed 
to have always been and continued in existence as if the 
names thereof had never been struck off the register or the 
said companies dissolved by said proceedings; and it is further 
declared that the Star Exploring and Mining Company is 
entitled and shall not be deemed to have .ceased to do business
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in the Province under its certificate of registration; and the 
• names of the companies aforesaid shall be forthwith restored

to the register.”

22. Subsection (f>) of sect ion 208 of said chapter 39 is hereby amended Amende a. 26S, 
by striking out the words after ‘‘wound up*’ in the first line up tq and 8ul,sp<‘- 
including the words ‘‘wound up’’ in the third line.

23. Subsection (3) of section 209 of said chapter 39 is hereby amended 20!>‘
by striking out all the words after the word ‘‘inspection’’ in line four,
and substituting therefor the following: ‘‘and any person may require a 
copy or extract of any document or part thereof on payment for the 
copy or extract of the prescribed fees, not exceeding ten cents for each 
folio, and a further fee not exceeding one dollar if such copy or extract is 
required to be certified as a true copy.”

24. Section 280 of said chapter 39 is hereby amended by striking Amendas. 2so. 
out all words after the word ‘‘Act’’ in line four, and substituting the 
following: ‘‘otherwise there shall be charged the difference between the
fees already paid and the fees payable for the incorporation of a company 
under this Act.”

26. The following is added as subsection (a) to section 282 of said Amend»s.282. 
chapter 39:—

“(a.) The Registrar shall, at the cost of the company applying 
for registration, publish such certificate for four weeks in the 
Gazette.”
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INDEX.

‘A’ LIST Ol1 OONPRIBUTORIES, 21, 4i>0 to 409 (see also CONTRIBU
TORIES).

ABORTIVE COMPANIES, 499.

ACCOUNTS:
Account books, destroying, 330.
Auditors, duties of, in reference to, 283, et seq.
Fraudulent, keeping, 330 
General provisions ns to, 333 to 363.
Liouidator, duties of, in reference to, 419, 440.
Table A, provisions of ,as to, 333.
Winding up, in, 419, 440.
See also Auditors, Balance Sheet, Liquidator, Winding Up, 

Winding Up Compulsorily, and Winding Up Voluntarily.

ACTION:
Debenture holder, by, 190 to 201.
Directors, against. 91,94 et seq., 127 el set/., 479 et seq., 491 et seq. 
Malicious presentation of petition, 410.
Shareholders conjointly, by, 104.
Winding up, in, 410, 452 et seq.
See also Proceedings.

ACTS ULTRA VIRES (see Ultra Vires).

ADJOURNMENT OF MEETING:
Chairman, power of, 290, 307.
Table A, provisions of, as to, 290.
See also General Meetings and Meetings.

ADMINISTRATOR (see Executor).

ADOPTION OF PRELIMINARY CONTRACT by company, 71. 

ADVANCE OF CALLS.
Loan to company set off against calls in advance, 139, 140.
Money paid in. interest payable on, although no profits. 139, 349 

Repayable on winding up before assets distributed, 139, 492.

ADVERTISEMENT:
Closing the Register of Members, 54.
Inviting public to subscribe for shares or debentures in prospectus, 

77 et seq.
Notice by, 300.
Notice to debenture holders by, 204.
Prospectus, 84.
Winding-up resolution, 430.
See also Forms and Precedents.
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AGENDA: Suggestions as to, 303.

AGENTS:
Auditors arc, of shareholders, 280, 295.
Authority of, determined, 428.
Directors are, of company, 239, 241, 202, 205.
Irregular acts by, 278, 279.

Ratification of, 40, 47.
Liability of, 40, 278, 279.
Managers are, of company, 275.
Memorandum, signature of, by, 31.
Misrepresentation by, liability of company for, 47, 88 et seq.
Mistake of, principal not liable to take shares applied for by, 40. 
Persons applying as, liable in damages, 40.
Promoters are in position of, how far, 08.
See also Liquidator.

AGREEMENT (sec Contract).

ALLOTMENT OF DEBENTURES: Provisions as to minimum sub
scription, not apply to an, 123, 182.

ALLOTMENT OF SHARES:
Applicant can withdraw previously to, 120, 125, 120.

Meaning of ‘•public’ offer, 77, 121.
Applicat ion by member for, 45, 119.
Cheques in payment, 122.
Communication of, how made, 129.
Company, for benefit of, 125.
Consideration other than cash. 125 note (2), 141 et seq.
Directors, liability of, for contravening or permitting contravention 

of the provisions of the Act as to, 124.
Directors not to allot to themselves for purpose of controlling voting 

power of company, 125.
Irregular, 123.
Letter of allotment , form of, 129.
Minimum subscription upon which directors may go to, 75, 121, 122. 
Minors, to. 128.
New term introduced into letter of, applicant may withdraw, 126, 127 
No cancellation of, 130.
Of less number of shares, than number applied for, 126.
Private companies, how affected, 121 note (2).
Public company, of, 120.
Rectification of Register on, 56.
Restrictions upon, 65, 116, 122.

Except ions, 65.
Returns of, 130. 141, 372 (note).
Subsequent allotment, 131.
Voidable, when, 124.
Withdrawal of application for, how to be made, 127.

ALTERATION OF ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION:
Company cannot deprive itself of power to make, 39.
Retrospectively, will not act, 39.
Special resolution, made by, 39, 242, 331.
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A INTUBATION OF CAPITAL, 2a, 34, 3.M.
Consolidation of shares, by, 354.
Convcreation of shares into stock, 354.
Enforcing forfeiture by, 354.
Increasing, by, 25. 354.
Reconversion of stock into shares, 354.
Reducing, by, 25, 354.
Subdivision of shares, 354.
Surrenders, by accepting, 354.
See also under respective headings.

ALTERATION OF MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION:
As to capital, 34, 354.

Name, 14, 34.
Objects, 35 to 37.

Penalty for not registering altered Memorandum, 30.
Sanction of Court necessary, 35.
See also Alteration of Capital and Change of Name.

AMALGAMATION (see Reconstruction).

ANNUAL MEETINGS, 293, et seq.

ANNUAL RETURNS, 372, et seq.

APPLICATION FOR SHARES, 45, 40, 125, et seq.
Ry whom may be made, 45.
hollowed by communication of allotment constitutes contract. 125 
l'orm of, 120.
In false name, 128.
Minimum amount payable on, 121, 122.
Subject to conditions, 120.
Withdrawal of, 88, 124.
See Reconstruction of Company.

APPOINTMENT
Of Auditor, 283, et seq.

Directors, 244, el seq.
Liquidator, in compulsory winding up, 412, et seq.

In voluntary winding up, 433, et seq.
Manager and receiver, 191, et seq.
Manager or managing director, 274.
Officers, 274.
Secretary, 27b.
Solicitor, 281.

ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION. 37 et seq.
Acts not authorized by, in general invalid, 319.
Adopt ion of, 37.

Court will recognize, as valid, when, 40.
Rind company and members when registered, 37.

Rut not outsiders, 111.
Ry-laws of company, are, 37.
Calls, provision in, to pay, 130.
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ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION—Conlinuw/.
Contents of, persons deemed to have notice of, 37.
Contract with company, 37.
Copies of, to be supplied to members, 41.
Form of, 42.
Restricting right of members to petition to wind up inoperative, 400. 
Rights of-classes of shareholders, when no, 3N.

Should be stated in, 344, 345.
Signatures to, 31, 30.
Specialty debt, money payable in pursuance of, 37.
Statutory rights, cannot take away, 400.
Table A applies, when, 33, 38, 30.

Excluded and no other Articles, when, 38.
Winding-up order determines operation of all, 428.
See Alteration of Articles of Association and Table A.

ASSETS:
Charge of, includes uncalled capital, 100.
Collect ing, 477.

Delivery of books. 477.
Interference with liquidator. 477.
Unregistered association, 477.

Distribution of, in winding up, 403.
Sale of, 477.

AUDITORS, 283 d Wf.

‘ B” LIST OF CONTRIBUTORIES 
Defined, 21.
Liability of members on. 465.
See also Contributories.

BALANCE SHEET:
Directors to lay, before members, 285, 305, 333, 376.
Fraudulent, 336.
How made out, 333.
Preference shareholders' right to receive copy of, 280, 334.

Debenture holders, 280. 334.
Private companies, of, 333, 335.
Report of auditors upon, 280, 333, 335.

Filing of, 333, 335, 376.

BILLS OF EXCHANGE:
Holders of, are unsecured creditors, 170.
How accepted for company, 17.
Liability for, 170.
Power t o draw or accept, 170,410.
Winding up, in, 170, 410.

BONUS SHARES, 25, 140, 357.

BOOK|DEBTS:
Charge on, 205.
May be mortgaged, 108.
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BOOKS or ACCOUNT:
How to be kept, 333, et seq.
Keeping fraudulent, altering, or wilfully destroying, 330.

B(H)KS OF COMPANY:
Access to, l>y auditors, 284.
Agenda Hook, 30Ü.
Annual List ami Summary, 62.
Destroying, mutilating, or falsifying, 33f>.
Disposal of. on complet ion of w inding up, 442.
Inst ection of, 63, 304.
Minute Books, 304.
Register of Debenture Holders and Directors or Managers.

Of Members, 473, 482, 51 et seq., 161, 102, 405.
( )f Mortgages, 58 et seq.
Of Transfers, 52 ct seq.

BORROWING:
Hills of exchange and promissory notes, 170.
Borrowing beyond limits, effect of, 168.
Charge on property, 168. .
Company may not borrow until allowed to commence business, 1 

114, 100.
Conditions to be complied with, 100, el seq.
Deposit, on, 170.
Debentures, on, 171 (see Debentures).
Directors liable for amounts borrowed, when, 107, 170.
Implied powers of, 106.
Kinds of, 100, Hit).
Limited, 107.
Loans, unauthorized, void, 107.
Mortgage, by, 100, 171.
Overdraft, 170.
Powers of company as to, 106, et seq.
Pretended sale, 171. .
Purpose of, lenders not necessarily bound to inquire, 108. 
Ratification by company, 108.
Security may lie given for existing debts, 100.
Specific performance of agreement to make loans enforceable, 183. 
Sec also Bills of Exchange, Dkbentvhks ami Mortgages.

BUSINESS . __ ,
At general meet ings (see General Meetings). 
Carrying on, 230, 415, 410.

By receiver an l manager, 105. f 
With less than seven members, 376. 

Cessation of, 431.
Conduct of, by directors, 258 et seq.
Private, converting, into company, 378.
Sale of, by insolvent trader, 381.
Transfer of, to defeat creditors, 381.
See also Commencement of Business.

CALLS ON SHARES:
Amounts payable on application and allotment are not, 129. 
Bonus shares, holders liable for, on, 140, 357.
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CALLS ON SHARES-CWmwd.
Death of member, after, 130.
Difference between holders of, 137.
Directors judges as to making of, 130, 137, 138.

Powers of, fiduciary, 138.
Effect of statement **it is anticipated no further call will be made” in 

prospectus, 88.
Enforcing calls, 137.
Forfeiture of shares for non-payment of, 140, 307.
Form of resolution of directors making, 140.
Fraud, person induced by, to take shares, 300.
Future, 144.
How and by whom to be made, 138.
In arrear, 139, 140.
Interest on, paid in advance, 139, 349.
Made irregularly, 202, 203.
Payment of. in advance, 139. > 19, 493.
Personal representatives, ti.ibilitv of, 101.
Receiver for debenture holders cannot make, 198.
Re-issued after forfeiture, 309.
Reserve capital. 137.
Set off of debts against calls, 140, 471.

Dividends, 140.
Specialty debts, 137, 471.
Subscribers to Memorandum when, payable by, 130.
Suing of member, for, 140 
Transfer after, 139.
Winding up, in. 410, 427. 437, 400.
See oho Liquidator and Set-off.

CANCELLATION AND RE-ISSUE OF DEBENTURES, 180, 210. 

CANCELLATION OF SHARES, 354 et ieg.

CAPITAL:
Alteration of («ce Alteration of Capital).
Cancellation of, 354.
Charging uncalled (see Uncalled Capital).
Commission may he paid for issuing shares, 25, 70, 107, 357, 377. 
Consolidation of shares, 34, 354, 370.
Conversion of shares into stock and reconversion, 34, 3.54, 370.
Fees, on increase of, 355.
Fixed and floating, 342.
Founders’ or deferred shares in, 29, 30.
Increase of (see Increase of Capital).
Lost, 358, 359.
Must not be used for buying out shareholders, 35.
Nominal, 21, 30.
Payment of interest out of, 338, 339.

Restrictions as to, 339.
Preference shares in, 22, 25, 345, 340.
Provisions for part being called duly in winding up. 137, 108. 
Reduction of (.sec Reduction of Capital).
Repayment of paid-up, to shareholders, 305.
Rights attached to shares in, 22.
Shares in, cannot be issued at discount or ns gift s, 25,143, 320, 357, 305
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CAPITAL—Continued.
Subdivision of shares, 34, 331, 3.54, 370.
Surrender and forfeiture of shares, 140, 300.
Underwriting (see Underwriting).
Various classes of, 21.

CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION OF MORTGAGES 
Given by Registrar, 200.
Copy of, endorsed on debenture, 200.

CARRYING ON BUSINESS (see Business and Commencement ok 
Business).

( ERTIFICATE OF I NC< )RP()RAT1<)N :
Additional certificates may be obtained, 13.
Conclusive evidence that company is duly incorporated, 12.
Date of, 13.
Effect of granting, 13.
Formalities to be observed before, granted, 30 to 33.

CERTIFICATE OF PERMISSION TO COMMENCE BUSINESS:
By what companies now needed, 113 el aeq.
Conclusive as to right to commence, 113.
Penalty for trading before, granted, 114.
St au tory meeting within three months of granting of, 114, 117, 204. 
See alao Commencement or Business.

CERTIFICATE OF SHARES (are Share Certificate.)

CERTIFICATION OF TRANSFERS: 102.

CERTIFIED COPIES of registered documents legal evidence, 13.

CHAIRMAN:
Adjournment of meeting, as to ixiwer of, 20/, 30/.
Declaration by, as to special resolution conclusive, when, 310, 311,328. 
Duties and powers of, at general meetings, 304, 307.

Poll, on a, 310.
Refusing to put amendments, effect of, 309.
Signing minutes, 204, 303 et aeq.
S.e also General Meetings, Poll, and Votes.

CHANGE OF NAME:
Allowed, 33, 34.
Effected by special resolution, 34, 35, 331.
Rights not affected by, 34.

CHARGES (sec Mortgages).

CIRCULAR inviting public to subscribe for shares or debentures, 77, 80.

COMMENCEMENT OF BUSINESS:
Certificate of Registrar authorizing company to commence business 

113, 117, 377.
Condition precedent to, 114.
Contracts, 71.
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( ’< )M MENC ’EM ENT OF BVS1 NESS-CWm ue<l.
Made prior to, provisional, 72, 108, 114.
Private company, by, 877.
Statement in lieu of prospectus, 114.
Statutory declaration, filing of, 114.
Sec also Certificate of Permission to Commence Business. 

COMMISSION:
Issue of shares for public subscription, on, 25, 70, 107, 357, 377. 
Must be disclosed in prospectus, 68, 69, 110.
Not to be added to purchase price of property, 67, 109.
On placing debentures, to be stated in balance sheet and summary, 

110, 184, 334, 372.
On taking shares, 107, 357.
Particulars of mortgage filed, on, 208.
Power to pay to be given in Articles, 107.

Article, form of, authorizing, 42.
Private companies, by, 377.
Payment of, out of profits, 107.
«See also Underwriting.

COMMISSIONS, SECRET, 67, 68, 83, 270 to 274.

COMMITTEE OF INSPECTION
Appointed by Licut.-Gov.-in-Council, 306.

By shareholders, 306, 422.

COMMON SEAL: 60 et scq., 261.

COMPANIES ACTS:
Companies Ordinance, 1866, 4.
Companies Act, 1878, 4, 6.
Companies Act, 1890, 4, 6.
Companies Act, 1897, 5, 7.
Companies Act, 1910, 5, 558 et scq,

COMPANIES LIMITED BY GUARANTEE, 11.

COMPULSORY WINDING UP (see Winding Up Compulsorily)

CONSIDERATION:
Agreement to supply goods at a future time not a good, for shares, 143 
Other than cash, 141 et scq.
Past not good, 112, 143.

CONSOLIDATION OF SHARES: 34, 3.54, 370.

CONTRACT:
Adoption of, by company after incorporation, 70 to 74, 141, 142. 
Articles, how far, form, 37.
Consideration for, to take shares, when valid, 140 et seq.
Debentures for loans, when void, 184.
Directors who are not independent, by, 65 et eeq.
Filed, when to be, 130, 141, 377.
Lend or borrow enforceable by an order for specific performance, to, 

183.
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CONTIt AC 'T—Continuel.
Material, what is, 81, 82, 83.
Oral ,81.
Provisional only until company entitled to commence business, 72 
108, 114.
Ratification of, 111.
Trustee, made with, 71, 144.

CONTRIBUTORIES:
‘•A’’ and ‘‘B’’ Lists of, 21, 405 et seq.
Calls unpaid before ceasing to be members can be sued for, 140. 
Defined, 407, 405.
Distribution of assets among, 493.
List of, settlement of, 437, 405.
Winding up, in—

Application to Court, 405, 400, 433, 435.
Final meeting of, 442.
First meeting of, 410.
Fully paid, may petition only if probability of surplus assets, 

408.
Meeting to consider appointment of liquidator, 410. 
Misfeasance proceedings for, may take, 479.
Order to wind up under supervision, when granted, 445.

To wind up by Court when in voluntary liquidation, 405. 
See alw Creditors and Members or Shareholders.

CONVERSION OF SHARES INTO STOCK: 370.

CONVERTING PRIVATE BUSINESS INTO COMPANY: 378 cl seq.

CREDITORS:
Actions by, 452.
Majority of, in voluntary winding up desire compulsory, when,405. 
Meetings of, 410, 411, 441.
Objects of company, consent of, on proposed alteration of, 35.

CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS, 336 et seq.

CUMULATIVE DIVIDEND, 20, 345.

DAMAGES:
Agent, against, 40.
Breach of contract to make loan, for, 183.

Entry or omission of name from Register, for, 53. 
Misrepresentation by directors, for, 95 ct seq.

Company against promotor and vendors, by, 104, et seq.
Director for breach of contract to employ him, by, 257. 

Indemnity to directors for wrongful insertion of name in false 
prospectus, 102.

Secret profit of promoter, on, 70.
Commissions on, 271.

DEATH OF SHAREHOLDER, 48, 100 et acq.
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DEBENTURE HOLDERS:
Action by, 191, et scq.
Compromise with, 513.
Liquidator may be appointed receiver on behalf of, 191 et scq.,412, 420. 
May petition for winding up, 201.
Meetings of, to vary terms of security, 202 et scq.
Notice to, 204.
Procuring appointment of a receiver and manager, 191.

Debts of receiver, 190.
Register of, 59.
Right to receive balance sheet and report of auditors, 334.
Votes of, 314.
See also Creditors, Debentures, Mortgages, and Register of 

Mortgages.

DEBENTURES:
Agreement to give, constitutes charge in equity, 183, 191, 205.

Specific performance of, 183.
Amount of, to be stated in prospectus, 80.
Application of moneys payable under, 200.
Applications for and allotments of, 172, 182, 183.
Assets included in, 109.
Bank, issued to a, 203.
Bearer, to, 172, 179.
Borrowing on, 171.
Cancellation of, 180.
Capital, money raised on, not part of, 171.
Clog upon power of redemption void. 178.
Commission on placing, 184, 208, 334, 373.
Copies of, to he open to inspection, 59, 210.
Debenture stock, 205, 230 (note 1), ISO.
Defined, 172.
Delivery, ready for, 182.
Deposit, on, 170, 185, 189.
Directors, issue of, by, 182.
Discount, 143, 184.

To be stated in balance sheet and summary, 184, 208, 334, 373. 
Effect of charge in, 173 et seq.
Enforcement of (see Enforcing Debentures), 190.
Floating charge, 173 el scq.
Future debt, 189.
Garnishee may obtain execution until charge becomes fixed, 175. 
Interest on, 181 el scq.

Is a debt, 349.
Irredeemable, 178.
Irregularity in issue of, effect of, 183.
Issue of, 182 et seq.
Joint issue by companies, 181.
Kinds of, 172, 179.
Land on, 182.
Limitation of time for delivery, 182.
Minimum subscription does not apply to offers of, 123, 182.
Paid off, issue of, in place of, 188.
Premium, issue of, at a, 184.

Repayable at a, 185.
Prescribed particulars of, 209 et seq.
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DEBENTURES—Contin tied.
Prospectus inviting subscriptions for, HO.
Registration of, 5K, 211.
Series of, 210.
Sinking fund, 188.
Specific performance of agreement to take, 183.
Substituted, 210.
Transfer of (see Transfer of Debentures).
Trust deed (sec Trust Deed).
Uncalled capital, charge on, IDS.
Sir also Debenture Holders, Mortuages, Register of Mortgages 

and Winding Up.

DEBENTURE STOCK, 180.

DECEIT (see Direc tors, Fraud, and Misrepresentation). 

DECLARATION (see Statutory Declaration).

DEFERRED SHARES (see also Founders' Shares).

DEFINITIONS, 658 el scq.

DEFUNCT COMPANIES (ser Abortive Companies).

DELEGATION, 259, 203, 204.

DELINQUENT OFFICERS: Proceedings against, 479.

DESTROYING BOOKS AND PAPERS, 330.

DIRECTORS:
Act s of, on behalf of company, 250 et seq.

Contracts, entering into, when not independent, 66 el scq., 243. 
Fellow directors, when dealing with, 267.
Invalid, 242, 258 et seq.
Irregular, 260 el seq.
Provisions in Articles making acts valid notwithstanding ir

regularity, 262.
Ratification of, by company, 242, 202.
Strangers, when dealing with, 202.
Ultra vires, 2 H) et seq., 317.

Appointments of, 43, 74, 244 el seq.
Benefits of, in contracts to be disclosed, 74, 83, 244, 481.
Conduct of business by, 257 et seq.
Consenting to act, effect, of, 260.
Contribution, as between, 102.
Directors of two companies in common, 263.
Disqualification of, 256 et seq.
Examination of, by Court, 473.
Extending the liability of, 269 et seq.
Liability of—

Allotments, contravening provisions as to. 124.
Bills of exchange and promissory notes on, when, 170.
Borrowing powers, cont ravening, 166 et seq.
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DIRECTORS—Continual 
Liability of—Continued.

Breach of trust, for, 208.
Relief granted, 208.

Criminal, 336.
De fado and unqualified, 252, 480.
Dividends, paying, improperly, 240, 320.
Estate of deceased director, 487.
False statements in returns, for, 330.
Fraudulent accounts, keeping, 330.
(lifts to, 74, *244, 207, 482.
Jointly and severally liable, 483.
Misappropriation of money, 200.

Only liable for money actually received, 200.
Misfeasance generally, 74, 204, 470.
Misrepresentation in prospectus, 88 et seq.
Negligence, 84, 85, 205 et seq.} 470.

Judgment, errors of, but not, 00.
Shares at discount, issuing, 327.
Ultra vires acts, 317 et seq.
Unlimited, 200 et sea.

Alterat ion of Memorandum and Articles, 270.
Statement on proposing director with, 270.

Penalty for default, 270.
List of persons who have consented to be registered, 33, —, 240.

Penalty for wrongly inserting name on, 33.
Managing director, 274 et seq.
Meetings of, 257.
Names of—

Annual returns, in, 247, 372, 373.
Number of, in accordance with Articles, 244.
Person whose name is wrongfully included in prospectus as a, is entitled 

to indemnity, 102.
Powers of, 239 et seq.
Proceedings against, 479.
Qualification of, 247 et seq.
Quorum of, 244, 257.
Remuneration of, 252 et seq.
Sole, 243.
Transfers, powers regarding, 140 et seq.
Vacating office, 250 et seq.
Winding up determines jlowers of, 424, 431.

DISCOUNT See Under Capital.

DISQUALIFICATION OF DIRECTORS (see Directors).

DISSENTIENT SHAREHOLDERS, 504 et seq.

DISSOLUTION OF COMPANY, 497.

DIVIDENDS, 337.

DOMINION COMPANIES, 391, 398.
Borrowing power, 394.
Bylaws, 395.
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D()M1NI0N COMPANIES—Continue I.
Calls ou Stock, 393.
Commencement of business, 390.
Directors. 390.
Directors’ powers, 397.
Formation of, 388, 389.
Increase of capital, 392.
Increase of corporate power, 391.
Name, change of, 390 
Prospectus, 392.
Statements and Return, 398.

ESTOPPEL OF COMPANY, 132, 145, 140, ISO.

EXECUTOR OR ADMINISTRATOR, 48, 100.

EXTRA PROVINCIAL COMPANIES:
Companies entitled to get license, 231.
Companies entitled to register, 234.
Duties of, 235.
Extra-Provincial Mining Companies, 237.
Extra-Provincial Trust Companies, 238.
Foreign companies registered under old act, 237.
History of legislation regarding, 227.
IIow license obtained, 231, 232.
How regist ration obtained, 234, 235
Increase of capital of extra-provincial company without license or 

registration, 235.
Legislation limited to companies having gain for its object, 228, 229. 
Name, 14.
Service of process against unlicensed or unregistered companies, 238. 
Transfer of stock, 233,234.
Unlicensed or unregistered company cannot hold lands, 230. 
Unlicensed or unregistered company cannot maintain action, 229. 
Unlicensed or unregistered company penalties for doing business, 230.

EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL MEETINGS, 298 cl seq.

EXTRAORDINARY RESOLUTION, 328, 332.

FINAL MEETING IN WINDING UP, 442.

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES, 219.

FLOATING CHARGE IN DEBENTURE, 173.

FORFEITURE OF SHARES (see Surrender and Forfeiture of 
Shares).

FORMS, 535 el seq.
Articles of Association, 42.
A i for shares, 119.
Auditors’ certificate, 291.
Certification of transfers, 103.
Declaration of association, 30.
Letter of allotment, 129.

B/+D
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FORMS—Continued.
Making call, resolution, 140.
Transfer receipt, 150.

FOUNDERS’ SHARES, 29, 30.

GENERAL MEETING, 293.
See also Annual Meeting, Extraordinary Meetings, Poll, Proxy, 

Statutory Meeting, and Votes.

GIFT:
Promoter or contractor to directors or officers, by, 74, 248, 251, 479. 

GUARANTEE COMPANIES (sec Companies Limited by Guarantee). 

ILLEGAL PARTNERSHIPS AND ASSOCIATIONS, 10. 

INCORPORATION (seeCertificate of Incorporation).

INCREASE OF CAPITAL, 352 to 358.

INSPECTION:
Accounts of company, of, by members, 333, 334.
File of proceedings in winding up, of, 418.
Minutes, of, 418.
Register of Members, 53.
Register of Mortgages, 58, 472.
Right of, censes on winding up except by Order of Court, 54, 59. 

INSTALMENTS:
Shares payable by, statements in prospectus, 88.

INTEREST:
Calls in arrear, on, 139.
Debentures, on, 349.
Dividends, on, 349.
Money received in advance of calls, on, 139, 349.
Payable out of capital, when, 339.

JOINT HOLDERS OF SHARES:1 
Allotment to, 128.
Death of one of, 102.
Private company, in, 370.
Proxy by, 314.
Shares held as, qualification of director, 250.
Votes of, 314.

LAND COMPANIES: 304.

LETTER OF ALLOTMENT {nee Allotment of Shares).

LIEN, 155.

“LIMITED”:
Abbreviation of the word not allowed, 14.
Liability of officers who omit the word, 17, 270.
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1 LIMITED”—Continuai.
Name of company, last word in, 11, 14.
Not to be used by persons not incorporated, 14.

LIMITED LIABILITY:
Meaning of, 20.
Memorandum, statement in, as to, 12, 20.
Of members of company limited by guarantee, 11.

Company limited by shares, 20, 21.

LIQUIDATOR:
Calls by, 437, 470.
Meetings, must summon, 441.

And make returns to Registrar, 443.
Reconstruction, duties of, in, 501 et 8eq.
Remedy of creditor against, for negligently distributing assets, 49ft.

Settles list of contributories, 43S, 405 to 470.
Voluntary winding up:

Accounts of, 440.
Application to Court, by, to exercise any powers, 43ft. 
Appointment of, 433 et seq.
Officer of company, 415.
Powers of, 437 et aeq.
Release of, 430.
Removal of, by Court, 435, 445.
Remuneration, 440.
Resignation of, 437.

Winding up by Court :
Accounts of, 41ft.
Appointment of, 412.
Court, powers subject to control of, 410.
Duties and powers of, 410.
Liability to ereditos, 517.
Meetings called by, 410, 41S.
Misfeasance, liability for, 414.
Powers of, 410.
Release of. 421.
Removal of, 420, 445.
Remuneration of, 420.
Report, &c., sent to District Registrar every six months, 418. 
Resignation of, 420.
Retention of moneys by, 41ft.
Secret profits of, 414.
Statement as to affairs, by, 418.
Status of, 413.

Winding up under supervision, 445 et neq. x

LOST CAPITAL (nee Reduction of Capital.)

MANAGING DIRECTOR, 274.

MARRIED WOMEN:
As applicants for shares, 12ft.
May sign Memorandum of Association, 30, 31.

MATERIAL CONTRACT {see Contract).
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MEETINGS:
Adjournment of, 296 el setf., 307.
Convening of when no articles, 88, 301.
Notice of, 300.

Of Debenture holders, 202.
Directors, 258.

Winding up, in, 410, 418.
During voluntary, 441.

See Extraordinary Meeting*», General Meetings, Poll, 
Votes.

MEMBERSHIP:
Date when, commences, 51.
Definition of, 44.
When ceases, 48.

MEMBERS OR SHAREHOLDERS:
Acceptances of transfers equivalent to agreements to become, 47. 
Actions by, 103 et seq. (ana see Misrepresentation).
Agreement to become, 45.
All, have right to be present at general meetings, 26, 313. 
Carrying on business with less than seven, 375.

Or in private company two, 375.
Ceasing to be, 48.
Company cannot buy out, 35, 327.

Member of another company, 302.
Corporation may be, 45.
Definition of, 44.
Have equal rights of voting unless specially restricted, 313. 
Liability of, 12, 20, 21, 136, 465.

Past, 21.
List of, to be open for inspection at statutory meetings, 117, 295. 
May vote in accordance with own interests, 313.
Private company, of, 10.
Register of (see Register ok Members).
Restrictions on nationality, no, 10.
Shares to be offered first to, effect of provision stating that, 326. 
Subscribers to Memorandum are, 48, 52.
Who are, 44 et seq. e 
Sec also Contributories.

MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION:
Acts not authorized by, cannot be ratified, 18.
Agent, signature of, for principal, 32.
Alteration of, 33 et seq.
Companies exist only for purjiosps stated in, 318 d seq. 
Company must have, 11.
Construing. 320.
Contents ot, 11, 14 et seq., 118.
Copies to be supplied to members, 32, 41.

Penaltv for not supplying, 41.
Execution of, 12, 31, 32.
Money payable under, specialty debt, 11.
Must be printed in prospectus, when, 83, 87.
Objects (see Objects of Company).
Registration of, 12, 32, 115
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MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION—Continued.
Shares, number of, stuleit in, 118.
See also Powers or Company ami Ultra Vires.

MEMORANDUM OF SATISFACTION OF CHARGE, 211.

MINIMUM SUBSCRIPTION, 42, 120 et «eg.

MINING COMPANIES:
Failure to pay calls, 213.
Limitation of Liability, 212.
Memorandum of Association, restricted, 212.

Non-personal Liability •’ may be discarded, 215.
'•Non-personal Liability •’ must appear after name of Company, 214. 
Sale of Shares at a discount, 214.
Shares issued as assessable and non-assessable, 213, 214.

MINOR.
Applying for shares, 128.
As Transferee, 152.
Memorandum, signing, 31.

MINUTES, 204, 302 et seq.

MISFEASANCE, 74, 265 et seq,, 470.

MISREPRESENTATION, 88 el seq.

MODIFICATION OF RIGHTS, 202 el seq.

MORTGAGE (see Borrowing, Debentures, Register of Mortgages). 

NAME OF COMPANY, 14 et seq.

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS (sec Bills of Exchange).

NEW* CAPITAL (see Increase of Capital).

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENT:
Prospectus published as, need not contain Memorandum, 83.

NOMINAL CAPITAL (sec also Capital ami Various Headings),

NOTICE (see. Meetings).

OBJECTS OF COMPANY:
Alteration of, 20.
Company may do no act outside of (see Ultra Vires).
General words in Memorandum, 10, 320.
Implied powers of company, 10, 166, 321.
Memorandum of Association, stated in, 12.
Sec also Ultra Vires.

OFFICE (see Registered Office).
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PARTLY PAID SHARES:
Dividends on, 345.
Participation in assets on winding up, 494.
Surrender of, in consideration of release of liability is ultra rires, 366. 
See also Calls arid Reconstruction.

PAST MEMBERS: Liability of, 18. 388, 472 et seg., 21, 407, 465. 

PAYMENT OF AMOUNT OF SHARES, 141 et seg.

PAYMENT OF INTEREST OUT OF CAPITAL, 339 et seg. 

PENALTIES:
Accounts of receiver or manager, not filing abstract of, 198.
Allotments, not filing return of, 131, 142.
Annual meeting, not holding. 297.

Returns, not making, 374.
Books or papers, destroying, 336.
Capital, not stating, in Memorandum correctly after subdivision, 371. 
Commencing business before being authorised, 115.
Comply with request of inspector, refusing to, to produce books or 

answer questions, 353.
Debenture or debenture stock certificate, issuing, without copy of 

Registrar's certificate endorsed, 211.
Director, acting as, when unqualified, for, 248 et seg.
Directors, filing list of, consenting to act with unauthorised name 

88,246 noit (2).
Dissolution, not filing order for, 497.
Extraordinary resolution, not registering, 331.
False statements, making, 336.
Final winding-up meeting, not filing return of, 442.
Fraudulent accounts, keeping, 336.
Increase of capital, not registering, 355.
“Limited,” using the word, when not incorporated, 14.
Liquidator, not filing notice of appointment as, 434.
Memorandum of Association, not filing alterations in, 36.

And Articles, not supplying copy of, 41.
Minute of reduction of capital, not noting in copies of Memorandum, 

362.
Mortgages or charges, not registering, 211.
Name of company, failure to affix, to registered office, 17.

Not publishing, 17.
Prescribed particulars of contract, not filing, 131.
Prospectus, issue of, before filing copy of, 79.
Receiver or manager, not registering appointment of, 193.
Register of Directors or Managers, not keeping, 60.

Debenture Holders, refusing inspection of copy of, 60.
Members, not keeping, 52.

Refusing inspection of copy of, 53.
Mortgages, not keeping, 60.

Refusing inspection of copy of, 60.
Registered office, not registering situation of, 18.
Seal, fraudulently using, as common seal of company, 60.
Share certificate, non-delivery within two months, 131.
Special resolution, not registering, 331.
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PENA LTI ES—Continued
Statutory general meeting, not holding, 290.

Report, not filing, 2%.
Unlimited liability, failing to give notice of, to director, 270.
See also Abortive and Defunct Companies.

PETITION FOR WINDING UP BY COURT, 407 et seq.

POLL, 310 et seq.

POWERS OF COMPANY (see Articles, Company, Directors, Mem
orandum of Association, Objects, ami Ultra Vires).

POWERS OF COURT in winding up (sec Liquidator, Winding Up, &<■.).

POW ERS OF DIRECTORS (see Directors).

POWERS OF LIQUIDATOR (see Liquidator).

PREFERENCE SHARES, 25 et seq., 343 el seq.

PRELIMINARY AGREEMENTS, 70 et seq.

PRELIMINARY EXPENSES, 110 et seq.

PRIVATE BUSINESS: Conversion of, into company, 378.

PRIVATE COMPANY, 10, 375.

PRIVATE EXAMINATION IN LIQUIDATION, 475.

PROCEEDINGS AGAINST A COMPANY IN LIQUIDATION, 452

PROCEEDINGS AGAINST OFFICERS, 479.

PROCEEDINGS AT GENERAL MEETINGS, (see Gkmoral Meetings 
ami Meetings).

PROFITS, 337 el seq.

PROMOTERS, 03 et seq.
See. also Criminal Prosecutions, Misfeasance, ami Vendors. 

PROSPECTUS, 77 et seq.

PROXY, 315 et seq.

PUBLIC EXAMINATION, 473.

QUALIFICATION OF DIRECTORS, (see Directors.)
QUORUM:

Acts done by less than, void., 138, 203.
Unless confirmed, 138.

At general meeting, 310, 329, 330.
< >f directors, 258.
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RECEIVER, 190 it sci/.

RECONSTRUCTION OF COMPANY, 501 et seq.

RECTIFICATION OF REGISTER OF MEMBERS (see Rkowteh ok 
Members).

REDEMPTION of debentures by sinking fund, 202.

REDUCTION OF CAPITAL, 358 et seq.

REGISTERED OFFICE:
Change of, 18.
Company must have, 18.
Must have name of company affixed outside, 18 
No, service of notice when company lias, 18 
Notice of situation of, 18.

Of any change of, 18.
Registration of, 18.

Penalty for non-registration, 18.
Service of notices at, 18.
Should be stated in prospectus, 87.
Situation of, must be stated in Memorandum, 11, 18.

REGISTER OF DEBENTURE HOLDERS, 59.

REGISTER OF DIRECTORS OR MANAGERS, GO.

REGISTER OF MEMBERS, 51 et seq.
Annual returns compiled from, 373.
Rectification of, 54, 465.
Transfers, entry of, in, 156.

REGISTER OF MORTGAGES, 58 et *eq., 204 et seq.

REPORT OF DIRECTORS:
At general meetings, 294 et seq.

False statements in, 336.
Rejection of, 305.
To members prior to statutory meeting, 117, 294.

REQUISITION FOR GENERAL MEETING: How made, 298 et seq.

RESCISSION OF CONTRACT, 89 et seq.

RESERVE FUND, 349.

RESIGNATION :
Director, of (see Directors).
Liquidator, of (see Liquidator).

RESOLUTIONS, 296, 304, 328, 332.

RETURNS:
Allotments, of, 130.
Annual, contents of, 372 ct seq
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] IETU UNS—Cunt i n tied.
Directors or managers, of, GO.
Final winding-up meeting, of, 442.
See also Liquidator.

SCHEME OF RECONSTllVCTK >X (*<r Reconstruction of Company). 

SCRUTINEERS on poll, dll.

SEAL {see Common Seal).

SECRETARY, 27G.

SECRET COMMISSIONS, 07, OS, 83, 270 to 274.

SHARE CERTIFICATES:
Company not entitled to enter note of lien on. 131.
Effect of, wrongly stating shares fully paid, 145 et seq.

SHAREHOLDERS {see Members oh Shareholders).

SHARES:
Allotment of {sec Allotment of Shares).
Application for (.see Application for Shares).
Calls on (see Calls on Shares).
Certificate of (we Share Certificates).
Certification of t ransfers of, 1G2 et seq.
Company must not buy its own, 327, 305.
Consolidation of {see Consolidation of Shares).
Contract to take, 44, 170.
Conversion of, into stock {see Conversion of Shares into Stock). 
Definition of, 118.
Exchange of debentures for, 143.
Executors or administrators, pass to, 118.
Forfeiture of {see Forfeiture of Shares).
Founders' or deferred, {see Founders’ Shares).
Gift of, by vendors, 357.
Issue of fully or partly paid shares {see Fully Paid and I artly 1 aid 

Shares).
Joint holders of (see Joint Holders).
Lien on, 155.
Members, offered first to existing, 357.
Numbers, to be distinguished by, 118, 131.
Payment of the amount of, {sec Payment of Amount of Shares). 
Personal property, are, 118.
Power of company to subscribe for, is not power to purchase, 32o. 
Preference {see Preference Shares).
Reconversion of stock into shares (sec Conversion into Stock). 
Repudiation of, 126.
Subdivision of (see Subdivision of Shares).
Surrender of (see Surrender of Shares).
Transfer of {see Transfer of Shares).
Transmission of {see Transmission of Shares).
Underwritten {see Underwriting).
Various classes of, 25.
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SHARES—Continual
Vendors' and fully paid shares, 141.
Sec also Capital, Fully I'aid Sharks, and Partly Paid Shares. 

SHARE WARRANTS, 1:14.

SOLICITOR, 281.

SPECIAL RESOLUTION, 328 el seq.

STATEMENT IN LIEU OF PROSPECTUS, 74.

STATEMENT IN THE FORM OF BALANCE SHEET, 333 et ««/. 

STATUTORY GENERAL MEETING, 294 el seq.

STATUTORY REPORT, 294 rt seq.

STOCK, 370 et seq.

SUBDIVISION OF SHARES, 370 ct aeq.

SUBSCRIBERS TO MEMORANDUM:
Cannot obtain rescission of agreement to take shares, 31, 44. 
Directors, first, appointed by, 243, 245, 576, 244 el seq.
Liability of, to pay calls, 136.
May pay otherwise than in cash for shares subscribed, 44, 45. 
Members, an*, 31, 44.

SUMMARY, ANNUAL (see Annual Returns).

SUPERVISION ORDER (see Winding Up under Supervision).

SURPLUS ASSETS:
Distribution of, on winding up, 493.

SURRENDER AND FORFEITURE OF SHARES: 311 el sc,.

TABLE A: 677 to 690.

TAXATION OF CORPORATIONS: 383 to 386.

TAXES:
Priority of payment of, in winding up, 490.

TRANSFER OF DEBENTURES, 172, 189 el leq.

TRANSFER OF SHARES, 146 ct seq.

TRANSMISSION OF SHARES: 160 et seq.

TRUST:
No notice of, to be entered in Register, 52, 161.

TRUST DEED FOR SECURING DEBENTURES, 201 el seq
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TR VST COMPANIES:
Company cannot alter Memorandum to take trust powers, 35. 
Registrar may refuse to register, 13.
Registrar may refuse to register extra-provincial company, 238.
Trust Companies Regulation Act, 21(1, 21S.

ULTRA VIRES, 317 el seq.

UNDERWRITING, 106 et §eq.

UNLIMITED COMPANIES, 11.

VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION (<wr Wixdmu Up Voluntarily). 

VOTES: 30» et seq.

WARRANTS (sec Share Warrants to Bearer).

WINDING UP:
After dissolution, 498.
Application of funds in, 488 et seq.

Priority of payments, 490.
Assets, collecting, 477.
Calls, 470 (see Calls on Shares).
Conduct of liquidation, 452 et seq.
Creditors, 450 et seq., 492 (see Creditors).
Criminal prosecutions, 490 (see Criminal Prosecutions).
Debts, having priority in law, in. 490.
Delinquent officers, proceedings against, 479.
Directors and other officers, examination of, 473, 475 (see Public 

Examination and Private Examination).
Dissolution, 497, 510.
Dividends in, 495.
Fraudulent preference, 402.
Inspection of books and papers of company, 472.
Kinds of, 372.
List of contributories, settling, 405.
Set-off, 400
Stay of proceedings against company, 410.
See also Reconstruction.

WINDING UP COMPULSORILY:
Adoption of proceer ings in, when company is already in voluntary 

liquidation, 452.
(Jails, 470 (sec Calls) .
Committee of inspection, 422 (see Committee of Inspection). 
Contributories (see Contributories).

Rectifying Register (see Rectification of Register).
Settling list of, 405.

Creditors (see Creditors, Debts, and Winding Up).
Effect of, 424.
Liquidator (see Liquidator).
Meetings of creditors and contributories, 410, 411 (see First Meeting 

of Creditors and Contributories and Meetings).
Order, how obtained, 405 d seq.
Petition for, 407 (see Petiton for Winding Up).
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WINDING UP COMPULSORILY —Cmlinueil.
Private examination, 475.
Proceedings.

Company, against, 452.
Directors and officers, against, 47ft.

Public examination, 473.
Voluntary winding up, compulsory order where. 405.
When company may be wound up compulsorily, 400.
See ulna Reconstruction.

WINDING VP UNDER SUPERVISION, 445 d m/.

WINDING UP VOLUNTARILY, 420 et seq.

WINDING-UP UNDER DOMINION WINDING UP ACT, 518, 531. 
Act ions restrained, 525, 520.
Application of, 518, 510.
Commencement of winding up, 525.
Court’s discretion upon hearing"potitiou, 524.
Court having jurisdiction, 510.
Distribution of assets, 534.
Dominion Winding Up Act, 518.
Effect of winding up order, 527.
Insolvent , when is company, 520 521.
Official Liquidator, 528.
Permanent Liquidator, 520.

How appointed, 520, 530.
Discharge of, 531.
Duties of, 531.
Powers of, 532.

Petition, how made, 522, 523.
Stay of proceedings, 527.
Winding-up order, when may be made, 520.

WOMEN:
Signature of, to Memorandum of Association, 31.

-


